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6.

SPENT . UCLEAR FUEL MANAGEMENT SPECIFIC

6.1

Vulnerabilities

16.01 (MZ) V•l~~erabilities
COMMENT

Commentors express the opinion that spent nuclear fuel is currently stored in poor conditions and that
DOE will not take responsibility for the waste currently existing. Commentors also state that they do not
trust

DOE to manage additional spent nuclear fuel any better in the future, because DOE may not have

learned from the last 40 years of spent nuclear fuel management.
RESPONSE

DOE acknowledges its responsibility to safely manage spent nuclear fuel (SNF). The Secretary of
Energy has publicly affinned that current DOE policy and practice emphasize safety and environmental
considerations above other program goals. DOE is formally committed to protec:ting the safety and
health of its workers. the public, and the environment. Furthermore, DOE intends to design, construct,
and operate facilities in a safe manner, relying on lessons learned from the last 40 years ofSNF

management. DOE is working to rectify and eliminate any adverse environmental impacts from past

programs.
Problems at existing storage facilities have been identified in the Spe11t Fwl Wortilfg Gro11p Report 011

IJWelftory and Stcwage ofthe Depart~~telft's Spe11t N~~elear Fwl and Other Reactor ln-adiated N~~elear
Materials and Tlteir Envirott~~telftal, Safety tllld Health Ylllnerabilities. nis report, called the spent
nuclear fuel vulnerability assessment, and associated Ktion plans to resolve identified vulnerabilities are
acknowledged in Volume I, section 1.1.2 and Appendix J-2, and Volume 2, section 2.2.5. Additional
site-specifiC information is in Volume I, Appendices A through F. Environmental con

uences ofSNF

management are presented for all alternatives in Volume I, section 5.I, and mitigation measures are
discussed in section 5.7. For allahernatives analyzed, the impacts ofSNF management activities would
be small.
16.11 (115) V•IHralllllties

COMMENT
The commentor states that the EIS fails to acknowledge current problems with spent fuel handling and

storage, and that these problems will continue to be ignored if DOE begins its massive transportation and
concentration program.
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RESPONSE
Problems at existing storage facilities have been identified in the Spent Fwl H orking Group Report on

Inventory and Storage ofthe Department's Spent Nuclear Fuel and Other Reactor Irradiated ucleUI'
Materials and Their Environmental, Safety and Health Vulnerabilities. This report~ commonly referred
to as the spent nuclear fuel vulnerability assessment and associated .:tion plans to resolve identified
vulnerabilities are acknowledged in Volume I , sections 1.1.2 and J-2. and Volume 2. section 2.2.5 .
Additional site-specific information is in Volume I. Appendices A through F. Environmental
consequences ofSNF management are presented for all alternatives in Volume I. section 5.1. and
mitigation measures are discussed in section 5. 7. For all alternatives analyzed. DOE is committed to
complying with applicable Federal, state ar.d local regulations and DOE Orders to ensure protection of
the environment and the health and safety of the public and site employees. See also the response to
comment 03.05 (024).

M.lt

<•) v.a.raWiities

COMMENT
The commentor raises two issues: (I) the ability of the K-buins to withstand a credible earthquake and
(2) the chemical breakdown of the spent nuclear fuel in the basins.

RESPONSE
The continued manapment. storqe, and hemistry of spent nuclear fuel currently stored at the Hanford
Site will be evaluated in the Htllljord ~~~~ Nuclt!ar Fwl ~IIWift E/S (tiered from this EIS) and in
the EIS for the ~IIWift of~"t Nucl~w Fwl jrol1f tlw K-Bosilu attlw H011jord Site. Richland.

Washi1tg1011. The EISs will consider both the seismic: conditions and the chemistry of the spent nuclear
fuel.
16.11(-)V...........

COMMENT
The commentor states that existing storage conditions for N-Rac:tor fuels in the Hanford Site K-basins
must be c:orrected immediately because of degndalion from corrosion and hydriding.

RESPONSE
Descriptions ofSNF stored at the Hanford Site and tec:hnoloaies for managing SNF are presented in
Volume I, section 1.1. Hanford-specifiC: information on N-Rac:tor fuel and conditions at the K-basins is
given in Volume I. Appendix A, section 2.3. More general information on management options for
degraded SNF and associated management technologies is in Volume I. Appendix J. sections J-3 and
J-4. DOE agrees that it is necessary to deal with spent N-Re.:tor fuel. especially in the IOS-KE Basin.
This situation was prominently identified in the Spent Fwl Working Group Report on Jn,·entOIJ and
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Storage of the Department'. Spent Nuclear Fuel and Other Reactor l"udiaJed uclear .\laterial and
Their Environ111en1al. Safety and Health Vulnerabilities (called the spent nuclear fuel \rulnerability

assessment). These concerns also are ref:ected in a June 1994 Tri-Party Agreement to initiate
encapsulation of uncontainerized fuel. This agreement between the State of Washington. the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and DOE has a target date of December 2002 for removal of
SNF and sludge from the 105-K basins. See also the response to comment 06.01 (006).

16.11 (..,) V•l•nbilitia
COMMENT

The commentor requests that the EIS address cleanup of Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
contamination and the safety of existing spent nuclear fuel storage facilities, panicularly ICPP-603.
RESPONSE

The evaluation in Volume 2 of this EIS bounds environmental impKts from environmental restoration
(or cleanup) activities at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). However, specifac:
decisions related to cleanup at INEL are generally addressed under an enforceable agreement executed
by DOE, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region X, and the State of Idaho on December 9,

1991, the Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order (FFA/CO). The FAA/CO establishes a
comprehensive process that integrates the remediation requirements of Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), the corrective action requirements of the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), and the State of Idaho's Hazardous Waste
Manapmcnt Act. Cleanup activities are conducted under the process and schedule established in the
FFAICO. Records of Decision (RODs) under the FFAICO process are signed by all three entities and
represent a joint clctcnnination that environmental protection will be achieved through implementation of
the selected remedy. The FFA/Cf1s role in INEL's environmental restoration program is discussed in
detail in Volume 2, sections 2.2.6 and 7.2.5.
DOE has a program for safely managing and storing SNF and other radioactive materials at each of the
sites considered in the EIS. It is DOE's policy to design, construct, and operate its facilities in a way that
provides a level of safety and safety assurance that is in accord with applicable

F~l.

state, and local

replations and DOE Orders. DOE will manage SNF in a manner that ensures protection of the
environment and the hcahh and safety of the public and site employees. The potential impact from
storing radioactive materials associated with SNF are discussed in Volume I, Chapters 5. Environmental
consequences of SNF management are presented for all alternatives in Volume 1, section 5.I, and
mitigation measures are discussed in section 5.7.
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Volume I. Chap1er 5 and Appmdix K. and Volume 2. Chapter S summarize the environmental impacts
of all the altemati\·e considered in this EIS. The analyses show that the impact of all alternatives
would be small. Problems at existing storage facilities have been identified in Spent F.wl Working
Group Rt!port 011 Jm·emory and Storage of the Department's Spent 1\uclear Fuel and Other Re(l(:tor
lrradialt!ll uclear Alatf!rial ulld Their Em·iron,wntal. Safety and Health Jl11lnerahilities. This report.

commonly called the SNF vulnerability assessment. and associated action plans to resolve identified
vulnerabilities are ackno\\ ledged in Volume I. sections 1.1.2 and J-2 of the EIS. Additional information
is included in Volume 2. section 2.2.2.
16.11(111)VIIIMnllilitiel

COMMENT

The commentor asserts that OOE failed to acknowledge the urgency of the vulnerabilities associated
with existing storage facilities at the Hanford Site. as highlighted in the Spent Fuel Working Gro11p
Report on Jn,-entory and Storage ofthe Depart~~~ent's Spent N~~elear Fwl and Other Reactor Irradiated
N~~elear

Material and Their EIWiron~~~ental. Safety and Health

Vlll~~erabilities.

and that the EIS needs to

be modified to include the three specifiC actions included in the Hanford Federal Facility Agreement and

Conr.ent Order (Tri-Party Agreement) in January 1994.
RESPONSE

OOE concun that action is necessary to deal with spent N-Ractor fuel, especially in the IOS-KE Basin.
This situation was prominently identified in the spent nuclear fuel vulnerability assessment. These
concerns also are reflected in a June 1994 Tri-Party Agreement to initiate encapsulation of
uncontainerized fuel. This agreement between the State of Washington, EPA, and OOE has a target date
of December 2002 for removal of SNF and sludge from the IOS-K Basins. A fourth amendment to the
Tri-Party Agn.-ement (January 1994) contains specifiC milestones related to managing SNF at the
Hanford Site. Descriptions of SNF stored at Hanford and technologies for manaaing SNF are in Volume
1. section 1.1. Hanford-specifiC information on N-Ractor fuel and K-bain conditions is given in
Volume I, Appendix A, section 2.3. More general information on manaaemcnt options for degnded
SNF and associated management technologies is in Volume I, Appendices J-3 and J-4, respectively.
16.11 (113) V•l•nbllldes

COMMENT

The commentor states that the EIS is based on an unjustified presumption that spent nuclear fuel must be
moved to be stored.
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RESPONSE

Volume I. section 1.1.:! discusse the correcti\·e action for the SNF vulnerabilit) asse sment conducted
by OOE. Volume I. section 1.1 of the EIS present a comprehen ive discussion on the options a\ ailable
for managing SNF. including storing. stabilizing. transporting. and preparing it for final disposition.
Specific technologies to accomplish these options are discussed in Volume I. Appendix J. 11lne options
are incorporated to \'BI)'ing degrees in all of the alternatives. as described in Volume I. Chapters 3 and S.
Volume I. Figures 3-1 and 3-6 show the number of shipments expected for each ahernati\·e. and Figure
3-7 compares estimated shipments among all of the alternatives. The wide range in shipment numbers
reflects OOE's desire to consider all realistic transportation possibilities and the related stakeholder
concerns. In addition. the alternatives have definite purpoKs for relocating SNF. such as storing similar
fuel types within a single scc:ure facility. lbus. the alternatives anempc to balance transportation
conc:ems with other worthy considerations. including nonprolifaation. worker safety. and cost
effcctivenns.

16.11(114)V•._,.WIIdes
COMMENT

Commentors note that descriptions of ahenudives in Volume I. Tables 3-1 throuah 3-4 mention 1M fuel
storage problems at Test Area North but not at Olher storage facilities at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory that were identified as not meeting cunent standards. such as 1M fuel in pool storage at
ICPP-603. The commcntor adds that no matter wlud ahemative is selected. fuel should be moved from
all facilities that do not meet current standards.

RESPONSE
DOE is cunently taking steps to correct outdated and potentially unsafe facilities. Problems at existing
storage facilities have been identified in 1M~"' Fwl Working Gro"P Report on lrn-enlory and Slorage
of1he Depart~~~enl's Spenl Nuclear Fwllllld Other Ileac/or /rradioled Nuclear Malerial and I heir
Enviro~~~~~enlal. ~ty lllld Hea/1h

Yulnerabililies. lbis report. commonly called 1M SNF vulna-ability

assessment. and associated action plans to resolve identified vulna-abilities are acknowledged in Volume
I, sect !ons 1.1.2 and Appendix J-2 of the EIS. Additional site-specifiC information is presented in
Volume I. Appendices A throup F. INEL plans to move SNF from ICPP-603 by December 31.2000.
as an interim action, and 1M impKtS of the action are included in 1M No Action alternative. Volume I.
Chapter S and Appendix K. and Volume 2, Chapter S summarize 1M environmental impacts of all 1M
alternatives considered in this EIS. The analyses show that 1M impacts of all altematives would be
small. While there are differences among the alternatives. these differences by themselves are not
suffiCient to distinguish between ahcmatives. For all alternatives anal~ DOE is commined to
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complying "ith applicable Fcdmll. state. and local ~gulations and OOE Orders to ensure protection of
the environment and the health and safety of the public and site employees.
16.11 (116) V..•rabilitift
COMMENT

The commmtor states that the condition of the spent nuclear fuel and the spent nuclear fuel storage
facilities is not adequately covm:d in the EIS. and cites specifac problems with the spent nuclear fuel and
the K-basins at the Hanford Site. In addition~ the commmtor believes that, based on the Spent Fwl
Working Group Report on ln\'f!ntory and Storage of the Deptrttnent's Spent NucleQI' Fwl and Other
•actor l"odillled Nuclear Material and Their Elwii'Oif~~tental. Safoty and Health Jlulnerabilities. it is

apparent that none of the facilities in the OOE complex is acccpcablc for the continued storage of
existing inventories of spent nuclear fuel, much las additional fuel from anocher location.

RESPONSE
OOE believes that the condition of SNF lnd existing storaae facilities, as well as the associated
vulnerabilities, are adequately represented in the EIS. Problems with the K-basins lnd ocher storqe
facilities identified in the Spent Fwl Woriilfg Gro11p •pori 011/rrwlflory alld Slort~p of the
Depon~~~ent's

Spent Nuclear Fwllllld Other •actor lrradioled N~~elear MoleritJI alld Tlleir

Elwii'Oiftnental. Safety alld Health Vulnerabilities are being addressed by corrective action plans that are

proceeding independently of this EIS.
16.11 (117) v.a.ra...._
COMMENT

The commcntor states that it is tqent to address the vulnenlbilities .. the HMford Site identified in the
Spent Fuel Woriing Gro11p •port.

RESPONSE
Descriptions of SNF stored at ~ Hanford Site lnd technoqies for manaaing SNF are in Volume I,
section 1.1. Hanford-specifiC inform..ion on N-Ractor fucllnd K-basin conditions is given in
Volume I, Appendix A, section 2.3. More general inform..ion on .........-..options for degnded
SNF and associated management technoloaies is discussed in Volume I, Appendix J, sections J-llnd
J-4. OOE agrees that it is necessary to deal with spent N-Ractor fuel, especially in the IOS-KE buin.
This situation was prominently identified in the spent nuclear fuel vulnerability assessment. These
concerns also are ~fleeted in a June 1994 Tri-Party Agreement to initiate encapsulation of
uncontainerizcd fuel. This agreement between the State of Washington, EPA, and OOE has a ta1Jet date
of December 2002 for removal of SNF and sludge from the IOS-K basins.
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L'nder all alternatives except No Action. production reactor SNF would be removed from its present
saorage location. Volume I. Appendix A, section 2.3 has ~n revised to provide additional infonnation
on the Hanford Site vulnerabilities described in the spent nuclear fuel vulnerability assessment of
December 1993.
6.1.1

World.. G•ap Report aM ActiN Plus

16.11.11 (MI) World. Groap Report alld ActiN Pia•
COMMENT

Some commcntors state that the safety and heahh vulnerabilities, some of which have ~ identified in
the Spe11t Fuel Wtrii11g GrollfJ Report have been ignored or are not acknowledged in the EIS. and ask
whether the public: had input to the report. Others ask if the No Action ahemative would be used by
DOE as an excuse to avoid its responsibilities for spent nuclear fuel vulnerabilities, and some
commcntors cited this as a reason for supporting the No Action ahemative.
RESPONSE
The Spe11t Fuel Work:ng GrollfJ Report 011/moe11tory illlll Storage of tM Depat1111e11t's Spe11t NliCiear Fuel
tlltd OtMr Reactor J,.,.adiated NliCiear Material Qlll/ TMir Enviro~~IIWIItal. Sojety tlltd Health

YIIIJWrabilitws (spent nuclear fuel vulnerability assessment) and associated action plans to resolve
identified vulnerabilities are acknowleclaed in Volume I, section I. i .2 and Appendix J-2, and Volume 2.
section 2.2.S for INEL. These sections note that Phase I, Phase II. and Phase Ill Action Plans have~
released for public: comment.
Additional site-specifiC information is presented in Volume I. Appendices A through F. The
environmental consequences of SNF management are presented for all ahemative in Volume I, section
S.l, and mitiption measures are discussed in Volume I, section S.7. For allahematives analyzed, DOE
is committed to comply with applicable Federal, state, and local rqulations and DOE Orden to ensure
protection of the environment and the heahh and safety of the public: and site employees. With the
exception of the No Action ahemative. all ahematives fully address the identified vulnerabilities.
Ahhough the No Action alternative includes actions for safe and secure SNF management. as discussed
in Volume I, section S.l.2, the minimal actions allowed by the No Action ahemative may not completely
resolve all the long-term vulnerabilities at all existing facilities identified in the SNF vulnerability
assessment, putic:ularly for degraded SNF. As a result of public comments, additional infonnation on
the vulnerability assessment and corrective action plans and their relationship to this EIS has~ added
to Volume I, Appendices A, C, and F.
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For additional discus ion on the No Action alternative as it relate to SNF storage. see the response to
comment 06.05 (016).

6.2

Esistiaa Facilities

16.12 (112) EDitilla Fadlides

COMMENT
The commentor states that the use of a hypothetical spent nuclear fuel processing project in the EIS is

misleading because DOE started constructina the fuel processina facility at Idaho Chemical Processina
PIMt in 1991.

RESPONSE
The hypothetical facility is described in Volume 2, Appendix C, SNF6. This facility was used to provide

a basis for estimatina the impKts of constructinathe facility at ocher sites considered in the EIS. The
project data sheet states that the existina Fluorinal Dissolution Process (Idaho Chemical Processing Plant
Buildina60 I) and Fuel Processing Restonllion Project were considered as pm of the structure of this
hypothetical project.

16.12 (113) E...._ Fldldel
COMMENT
Commentors question where spent nuclar fuel from foreip research ractors would be stored if brought
into the United Slates, and express concern about the ability of existina spent nuclar fuel storage areas
at Savannah River Site to safely store foreip research reactor spent nuclar fuel, given the current

conditions of spent nuclar fuel storaae areas.

RESPONSE
Foreip research reactor (FRR) SNF is discussed in Volume I, sections 1.1 and 1.2. DOE has decided to
accept up to 409 SNF elements, which will be stored temporarily at the Savannah River Site. DOE is

preparing a separate EIS entitled Proposftl N~~elmr WftJ70'U NOIIpi'Oii.foratiOII Policy Concemitrg

Foreign Research Reactor Spmt N~~elear Fwl (Draft), which will determine whether to accept up to
25,000 additional elements and which port(s) of entry would be used. Volume I of this EIS addresses
the cumulative environmental impKts of manaaina all DOE FRR SNF through 2035, including the

additional 25,000 FRR elements.
Consequently. the impacts associated with FRR SNF are evaluated under the management alternatives
analyzed in Volume I, alona with the DOE SNF generated in the United States. Problems at existina
storqe facilities have been identified in the Sperrt Fwl Workilrg Group Report 011 lrrverrtory and Storage
VOL. ME 3
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of the Depart111ent's Spelll uclear Fuel and Other Reactor Irradiated Nuclear Waterial a11d Their
Em•iron111ental. Safef) and Health Vulnerabilities {spent nuclear fuel vulnerability a sessment). Thi

report and associated action plans to resolved identified vulnerabilities are acknowledged in Volume I.
section 1.1.2 and Appendix J-2. Additional site-specific information is presented in Volume I.
Appendices A through F. As noted in the summary section of Volume I. on a nat;onwide or site-specific
basis, the implementation of any of the alternatives would not significantly contribute to cumulative
impacts. The main storage location(s) ~ferred Alternative language for all DOE SNF. including that
from foreign research reactors if the decision is to accept such fuel into this country. will be addressed in
the ROD for this EIS. For locations of foreign research reactors SNF management under DOE's

preferred alternative, see the response to comment 04.04 (008).

16.12 (115) Edlti.. Flldlities
COMMENT
The commentor notes that the EIS emphasizes the use of new facilities and believes that DOE should

make more effective use of existing and currently uncompleted facilities.
RESPONSE

DOE did consider facility usage in its decision-making process for the idcntifteation of a Jnferred
alternative for SNF management. The alternatives considered in this EIS include those based on using
existing facilities and those based on using new facilities. To the extent practical, DOE favors using or
modifying existing facilities when safety and environmental considerations would no1 be compromised
and when such modifications and operations are relatively cost effective. Although not pan of the EIS. a
separate cost report on SNF management has been prcpll'cd and identifaes the cost difference between
using existing facilities and building new facilities.

16.12 (-) Esiltilla F8dlldes
COMMENT
The commentor asks when more effective storage facilities will be available.
RESPONSE

Following the ROD for this EIS. if the alternative selected requires new storage facilities DOE will
begin upgrading existing facilities or building new facilities as soon as possible after appropriate
National Enviror.mental Policy Act (NEPA) reviews are performed and funding is available. A typical
construction schedule for new nuclear facilities is 7 to I0 years. In the meantime, DOE will continue its
program of safely managing and storing SNF and other radioactive materials at each ofthe sites
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considered in the EIS. DOE manages SNF in accordance with applicable Federal. tate. and local
regulati n and DOE Orders in a manner that ensure protection of the en ironment and the health and
safety of the public and site employees.
06.02 (M7) Esistiac Facilities
COMMENT
The commentor states that DOE failed to analyze what it will do when ICPP-666 is full. which could be

long before 2002.

RESPONSE
DOE analyzed various methods of expanding the storage capacity at INEL to accommodate projected
receipts under each of the alternatives. The capacity of Building 666 at the Idaho Chemical Processing
Plant (ICPP) can be increased by implementing the Increased Rac:k Capacity for ICPP-666 Project.
described in Volume 2, Appendix C, SNF2. This project would extend the ability to receive fuel at
ICPP-666 by several years. In addition, depending on the alternative selected, additional storage
c:apacity at INEL could be provided by additional reracking at ICPP-666 [see Volume 2. Appendix C.
SNF3. Additional Increased Rac:k Capacity (ICPP-666)] or by constructing Project SNF4. Dry Fuel
Storage Facility: Fuel Receiving, Canning/Characterization. and Shipping (see Volume 2, Appendix C.
SNF4).
86.12 (. .) Esild. F.Uida
COMMENT

The commentor asks if there are suffacient glass containers a~ailable at the Savannah River Site to handle

all of the wastes that might be shipped to that site under some of the alternatives considered in the EIS.

RESPONSE
OOE believes that the commentor is referring to the vitrified (glass) high-level waste logs being
produced in the Savannah River Site Defense Waste Processing Facility. This facility does not require
glass containers, rather it adds inert materials to the waste materials and melts them into a vitrified form
in preparation for interim storage or disposition. This technology is not directly applicable to SNF, but
to the liquid high-level waste produced from processing SNF. Detailed information on this activity is
available in the Supplemental EIS- Defense Waste Processing Facility, Savannah River Site.
06.02 (M9) Esiltiac FacWtia
COMMENT

The commentor notes that, while the EIS states that spent nuclear fuel is stored in water pools or

above-grade dry storage. there is some spent nuclear fuel in below-grade dry storage at the Idaho
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Chemical Processing Plant at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory.

RESPONSE
Some SNF i stored in below-grade dry storage at ICPP. Volume I, section 5.8.3 has been changed to
clearly include isolation from the environment in below-grade dry storage.

16.12 (Ill) Eaiati• Facilities
COMMENT

The commentor identifieS specific safety issues associated with the continued management storage, and
chemistry of spent nuclear fuel. principally N-Reactor fuel, currently stored at the Hanford Site, or

sugests continued wet storage for N-Reactor fuel.

RESPONSE
OOE has fully evaluated the safety issues associated with SNF management at the Hanford Site and
other OOE sites and reported the results of this evaluation in the Spent Fuel Working Group Report on

Inventory tJIId Storage of the Department's Spent Nuclear Fuel tJIId Other Reactor Irradiated Nuclear
Molerials and Tlteir Environmental, Safety lllfll Health Ylllnerabilities. This EIS evaluates the impacts
associated with SNF manaaement at Hanford, including normal emissions and accidenta' releases and
has found that they would be small. The continued manqement, storage, and chemistry of SNF
currently stored at Hanford will be evaluated in the Hanford-specifec: NEPA reviews. One such NEPA
review is being prepared for the transfer of fuel from the K-basins.
Appendix A has been revised to reflect the proposed path forward for the K-basin .

16.12 (Ill) E. . . . F8dlldes
COMMENT
The tommentor expresses an opinion that OOE is currently storing "other spent fuel high-level nuclear

waste" at the Hanford Site in illegal "once-through" cooling pools that discharge water directly into
already contaminated soils and flush contaminants into the Columbia River.

RESPONSE
Storing SNF in basins is not illegal; the SNF storage basins do not use "once-through" cooling. The
spent nuclear fuel vulnerability assessment fully describes SNF at Hanford and identifieS vulnerabilities
associated with this storage. Eight of the Hanford production reactors, all of which have been retired, did
use "once-through" cooling systems. Direct dischar)cs to the Columbia River from the K-basins are in
accordance with an existing, legal National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System penn it. Appropriate
measures are being taken to isolate from the rest of the basin a known area in the K-East basin where
leaks to the ground have occurred.
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06..82 (812) Existi• Facilities
COMMENT

The commentor raises an issue about the numerical designation of a specific spent nuclear fuel storage
facility.

RESPONSE
The numerical designation of the facility in question is of no intended significance.

16.12 (Ill) EU.d. Facilities
COMMENT

The commentor states that the spent fuel capacity, which could be provided by the rencking of the High
Flux Isotope Reactor at the Oak Ridge Reservation, is not addressed in the EIS.

RESPONS
A discussion of the SNF management program at the Oak Ridge Reservation (ORR) is in V lume I,
Appendix F, Part Three, section 2.3.

16.12 (114) EU.d. Fadlidel
COMMENT

Commentors sugest that the discussion oftransuranic waste in Volume I, Appendix F, Part Three does
not explain

how or why the waste is generated. Commentors also question whether the Oak Ridge

Reservation has facilities capable of handling more waste than is obligated by present programs.

RESPONSE
Small quantities of radioactive wastes, including transuranic wastes, would usually be generated during
some fuel stabilization activities. The quantities identified in Volume I, Appendix F, Part Three are
estimates of the maximum amount that could be generated from these activities. Actual quantities
genentcd are likely to be smaller. A discussion oftransuranic wastes is presented in the EIS in
Volume I, section 3.3.4. Additional information about waste generation can be found in the reference,
F-T~a,

Fitral R~pon. This report is available in reading rooms and information locations listed in the

EIS.
SNF management genentes low-level waste. For ORR. this is described in Volume I, Appendix F, Part
Three, section 5.14.2, which states that low-level waste genentcd by SNF management activities under
the wet-storage option is estimated at 7,800 cubic meters, and the dry storage option would genente
signifiCantly less. This section shows that ORR has a capacity for storing low-level liquid waste of about
91300 cubic meters. The addition of7,800 cubic meters would not significantly impact the capacity or
the decisions associated with low-level waste management at ORR.
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SNF management also generates small amounts oftransuranic waste, ahhough transuranic waste is not
shipped to ORR. as commentors' remarks imply. This is discussed in Volume I. Appendix F, Pa11 Three,
section 5.14.2. which states that transuranic waste generated by SNF management activities would be
shipped directly to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. if it is available. If the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant is
not available. ORR transuranic management capacity would be evaluated, including options for

additional storage.

16.12 (115) Edltilla facilities
COMMENT
Commentors state that rcactor-irndiated nuclear materials are c_nently stored in poor conditions, cite
some examples of the vulnerabilities at Idaho National Engineering Laboratory from the Spent Fuel
Wtwking Gro11p Rlport and express the opinion that DOE may not manaae additional spent nuclear fuel

any better in the future.
RESPONSE
Problems at existing SNF storaae f.:ilities have been identified in the Spent Fuel Wtwking Gro11p Ripon
011/nwntory tal Slorap of IM /Npat111Wnt's Spat Nw:l~ar Fuel tal Othu ill«tor l"adialed Nw:l~ar
Mat~ritJis taltMir Elwiron~Wrrtal,

Sofoty tal H~altlt

J'lllrrerabiliti~s.

This DOE report, also called the

vulnerability assessment, and associated Ktion plans to resolve identified vulnerabilities are
.:knowledged in Volume I, sections 1.1.2 and Appendix J-2, and Volume 2, section 2.2.5. Additional
site-specifiC information is in Volume I, Appendices A through F. Environmental consequences ofSNF
managcrncnt are presented for all alternatives in Volume I, section 5.I, and mitiption measure5 are
discussed in Volume I, section S.7. For all alternatives analyzed, DOE is committed t comply with
applicable Federal, state, and local rqulations and DOE Orden to ensure protection of the environment
and the health and safety of the public and site employees.
The Secretary of Energy has publicly affirmed that current DOE policy and practice emphasize safety
and environmental considerations above other program goals. DOE is committed to protecting the safety
and health of its workers, the public, and the environment. Furthermore, DOE intends to design.
construct, and operate f.:ilities in such a way as to provide a level of safety equal to or better than that
associated with the operation of commercial f.:ilities. DOE is working as quickly as possible to rectify
and eliminate adverse environmental impiCts from past programs.
Immediate .:tions to correct any possible unsafe storage practices and to address SNF vulnerabilities
include transfer of SNF from the Underwater Fuel Storage Facility at ICPP-603 and other facilities to

new, more modem facilities at ICPP-666. These actions also involve inspection and canning of corroded
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fuels. Volume 2, Table 2.2-1 lists specific corrective actions and schedules to address SNF
vulnerabilities at INEL.

16.12 (116) Esisd. . Fadlities

COMMENT
The commentor asserts that OOE has not demonstrated that safe storage methods are available; that OOE
kept secret the fact that spent nuclear fuel storage areas at ICPP-603 had been unsafely storing spent
nuclear fuel· that only after a whistleblower gave this information to the State was it admitted by OOE;
and that transfen of spent nuclear fuel from ICPP-603 at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory may
not be as safe or as quick as projected.

RESPONSE
OOE is taking the actions necessary to ensure safe SNF saorap, including the SNF currently being
transferred from ICPP-603. In the absence of substantiation of the commentor's assertion, OOE has no

reason to question the safety or speed of the transfen from ICPP-603 or the requirements that ensure
safety. OOE has aggressively identified and disseminated information about the vulnerabilities and
deficiencies of its SNF management facilities.

Sec the response to comment 06.02 (015) for more information on vulnerabilities associated with SNF
storage.

16.12 (119) Edlti. . flldlltiel

COMMENT
Commentors state that DOE should reconstruct all existing facilities at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory that do not comply with the current design standarcls, such as those for seismic and
confinement requirements.

RESPONSE
DOE Order 5480.28, Natwal Pltntottwrltl Hazt:rtb Mitigati011, sets forth DOE policy for designing,
constructing, and operating DOE facilities so that workers. the general public, and the environment are
protected from the impacts of natural phenomena hazards on DOE facilities. This Order specifteally
requires facilities to be reevaluated when there is any change in design and construction stanclarcls.
Additionally, in accordance with DOE Order 5480.23, N~~elear Safety ANJ!ysis Reports. existing
facilities at INEL are required to undergo periodic safety analyses, including seismic and confinement
design reviews. When appropriate, desian modifteations are made. Besides design modifications, DOE
uses emergency preparedness plans and administrative controls to minimize potential hazards.
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INEL reactors and confinement structures meet requirements as outlined in their safety analysis reports.
safety evaluation reviews, and safety basis documents. These reviews show that potential impacts at the
site boundary are within regulatory limits. Engineered barriers are designed for operations that have a
potentially high impact or high probability of occurrence.
The seismic analyses, which have been completed for some facilities at INEL, show that most facilities
are adequate to meet current arthquake standards. For facilities that do 1101 meet current standards,
corrective actions have been identified and implemented. As an example, DOE is taking action to
transfer spent nuclear fuels from potentially vul

ble facilities to modem facilities. Further, several of

the projects described in Volume 2. Appendix C are proposed by DOE to replace or upgrade existing
facilities at INEL.
16.12 (121) E..._ Flldlldes
COMMENT

The commentor states that lona-term IWiiation exposure has compromised spent nuclear fuel
confinement barriers in Savannah River Site canyons by chanainathe concrete into a sponl)' substMce.
Additionally, the commentor requesls that DOE identify the canyon confinement boundaries and those
conditions that will ensure their safe maintenance.
RESPONSE

Periodic inspections of Savannah River Site canyons reveal some erosion of interior surfaces due to
lona-term exposure to acids and t.ses. This erosion, or etchina, has left the surface with a pitted or
sponl)' appearar.c

. Tests have shown this to be only a surface phenomenon that does 1101 compromise

the structural intqrity of the 4- to S-foot-thic:k concrete confinement barriers.
16.12 (121) Esild.. F8Cildel
COMMENT

Commentors state that DOE has failed to recopize in the EIS the problems with existing storage
facilities, such as compliance with environmental laws and safety requirements, and question whether the
vulnerabilities identified in the Spe11t Fwl Working Gro11p Report will be addressed adequately. One
commentor notes that the U.S. District Court ordered immediate action to mitipte unsafe storqe
practices at the Idaho National Enaineerina Laboratory.

RESPONSE

As noiCd by the commentors, DOE prepared a report on vulnerabilities of the current proaram and has

been directed by the Secretary ofEneraY to develop an intepated, lona-term SNF program. The SNF
vulnerability assessment and associated action plans to resolve identified vulnerabilities are
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acknowledged in Volume I. section 1.1.2 and Appendix J. and Volume 2. section 2.2.5. Additional
site-specific information is in Volume I. Appendices A through F. Environmental consequence ofSNF
management for all alternatives are discussed in Volume I. section S. l. and mitigation mea ure are
discussed in Volume I. section 5.7. For all alternatives analyzed. DOE is commined to meeting
applicable Federal. state, and local requirements and DOE Orders to ensure protection of the
environment and the health and safety of the public and site emplo)ees. Ho\\ever. under the No Action
alternative. the minimum actions deemed necessary for the continued safe management ofSNF \\ould be
implemented.

Action has been taken at INEL to correct any possible unsafe storage pnctic:n. including transfer ofSNF

from the Underwater Fuel Storage Facility and other facilities into more modem facilities. as well as
inspection and canning of corroded fuel. However. the U.S. Distric:t Court did n01 order that immediate
action be taken to mitigate unsafe storage practices at INEL.

16.12 (Ill) [dati. F8dlitin
COMMENT
The commentor asks why Volume I, Table l-21ists only 45 non-DOE facilities. while the text talks
about SS such facilities.
RESPONSE

There are a total of 57 non-DOE facilities representing domcstic:.lic:enscd, small generators ofSNF. The

4S facilities identified in Volume I, Table 1-2. Appendix E. Table 2.1-1 are non-DOE facilities that may
contribute to projected SNF inventories during the next 40 years. The EIS has been revised to make this
distinction.

16.1% (Ill) Edld• F8CIIidn
COMMENT
The commentor requests that the word "proposed" be deleted from Volume I, Appendix E. section 3.3
with regard to the Fort St. Vrain Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation, because the facility is in
operation.
RESPONSE

The requested changes have been made.
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16.12 (125) [Uitilll FacUitin

COMMENT
The c:ommcntor suggests that a reference to Las Vegas being 10 kilometers to the east of the Nevada Test

Site is inc:om:c:t and should be deleted.
RESPONSE
The sentence intended to infer that the Union Pacific: railroad is near Las Vegas, not the Nevada Test

Site. The EIS has been clarified.
16.12 (121) E..._ F8dlities

COMMENT
The c:ommcntor identiftes three issues related to the transfer of fuel between the K-basins at the Hanford
Site.

RESPONSE
Volume I , Appendix A, section 3.1 and Attachment A discuss basin stonac at the Hanford K-basins.
The potential for an inadvertent c:ritic:ality related to this transfer has been considered (Smith, G. L.,

1991 , Westinaflousc Hanford CompMy, Richland, Washinaton, internal memorandum to J. P. Schmidt,
Westinpouse Hanford CompMy, Richland, Washinaton, COIUeqwrtees Allalyus of Hypothetical
K-&ui11 Accidntt Sce~~t~rios, 105 KEIKW Accidntt LiqllitJ Discht:rp, Aupst 14; and Monthey, M. J.,
1993, Ellgi~~«rilrg Sillily of the TrtMUjlr of/Wtldk:lled Fwls 011the H•ford Site, WHC-SD-TP-ES-00 I,

Rev. 0, Westinaflousc Hanford CompMy, Richland, Washinaton). The details provided in Volume I,
Appendix A, section 3.1 and Attachment A are adequate for the evaluation and comparison of
ahematives in this proanmmatic EIS.

IU2(129)E...._ ........
COMMENT
The c:ommcntor requests more information c:onccming near-term plans for the Hanford Site K-basin

fuels.
RJ:SPONSE
The EIS evaluates five altematives for SNF interim manqement over a 40-year period. Near-term

Ktions for any spec:iftc: SNF manaacment loc:ation will be the subject of sitc-spec:iftc: NEPA evaluations.
Volume I, Appendix A, section 2.3 has been revised to provide additional information on the current
status ofK-buin fuel. Additional information c:onc:erning foreign proc:essing ofN-Reac:tor fuel was

added to Volume 1, section 3.2.S and Appendix A.
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16.12 (Ill) Eu.ti• FKilitin
COMMENT
The commentor suggests that removal of all fuel from pool storage at ICPP-603 by December 31 , 2000.

at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory be added as a project in Volume I, Appendix B. Table 3-2
(potential spent nuclear fuel projects for each alternative).

RESPONSE
On-site SNF movement is under-way. This activity is considered part of normal SNF management and is
not considered a potential activity.

16.12 (131) E. . . F.tlidel

COMMENT
The commentor requests that the EIS provide information on the capKity of ICPP-666 following each of
the renck projects and a comparison of the capKitics to the amount of SNF expected at the Idaho

National Enainecrina Laboratory under the Ten-Vear Plan alternative and the Maximum Treatmen~

Storqc, and Disposal alternative.

RESPONSE
The EIS has been modified to incorponte the requested information. SpecifiC chanps ~ found in

Volume 2, Appendix C, Projects SNF2,1ncreased Rack CapKity for ICPP-666, and SNF3, Additional
Increased Rack CapKity (ICPP-666). The comparison to the amount of SNF expected under the
Ten-Year PIM alternative and the Maximum Treatment, Storap, and Disposal alternative is provided in
Volume 2, section 3.1.1. The EIS has been chanpd to com.,..-e rack capKity and projected inventories
under the various alternatives.
16.12 (132) E. . . . . . . . . . .

COMMENT
The commentor staleS that the short-tenn impects of the trlnSfer of spent nuclear fuel from ICPP-603 to

other facilities are not addressed in the EIS.

RESPONSE
Volume I, ChapterS and Appendix~ and Volume 2, ChapterS summarize the environmental impacts
of all the alternatives considered in this EIS. The analyses show that the impects of all ahematives
would be small.
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M.U (Ill) Edsti• flldlides
COMMENT

The commentor notes that there has been nuclear waste stored at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory for the past 40 years. which was not intended to be long-term storage. but exprnses the
opinion that this does not justify adding additional waste, and that possibly all of it should be moved.
RESPONSE

Volume 2. ChapterS and Volume I. Appendix D discuss the impKts of waste management on INEL and
SNF manqement, respectively. These impKts would be small under all the ahematives considered in
the EIS.
16.12 (IU) E . . . . . r8dldea

COMMENT

The commentor states that the safety of existina technoloaies and failities has been dernonstnaed for
decades.
RESPONSE

This comment is consistent with the EIS, which shows environmental impiiCtl from all the ahematives
considered would be small.
16.12(135) E..... , ......

COMMENT

The commentor states that the EIS does not adequately address spent nuclear fuel failities and requests
that specifiC

informa~ion

such as layout plans, desip standards, proposed safety measures, and

environmental monitorina plans be added. Additionally, the commentor states that u

of existing

failities is unacccplable because the 40-year project lifetime exceeds the desip lifetime of the f.:ilities.
RESPONSE

This is a proanmmatic EIS to aiel in makina propammatic decisions for SNF manaacment. As such, it
evaluates the aeneral technoloaies and types offailities required under the different ahematives. The
specifiC information requested by the commentor will be developed as part of the implementation of the
propammatic decisions. The information would be available in later faility-specifte NEPA reviews,
permit applications and desip documents.
DOE recopizes the commentor's concern reprdina faility desip life. DOE is taking steps to evaluate
faility desip lives and takina appropriate Ktion to uparade failities to safely extend their lives or to
replace failities that cannot be u.,..-.ded.
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16.12 (IJ6) Existi.. FKilitin
COMMENT

The commentor belie\'es that releases due to degrading cladding have been calculated. and should be

used.
RESPONSE

Volume I. Appendix A of the EIS has been modified to include an evaluation of the risks identified by
the commcntor.
16.12 (137) Exild• fadlides
COMMENT

The commcntor questions the capecity of K-basins to combine I05-KE and I05-K W volumes.
RESPONSE

The f001n01c for Volume I, Appendix A. Table 3-2 has been chanpd to clarify the capecitics of the

K-basins with rencking.

16.13 (.1) IIIVell...... ( . . . . . . . . . cllancterilda)

COMMENT

The commcntor notes an ..,.,.,ent discrepMCy between Volume I, Table 1-1, which states that there is

no cxistina forcip resean:h ractor spent nuclar fuel in the United ~ and the Forcian Rcsarch
Ractor EIS lm~ion Plan.. which adclmscs I 5,000 clements of forcip resarch ractor spent
nuclar fuel.
RESPONSE

The Volume I, Table 1-1 column haded •Existina• refers to SNF currently manapcl by DOE at DOE

facilities. Until received in the United States. FRR SNF is not manapcl by DOE and is not considered
pert of the existing inventory. AJthouah the Implementation Plan for the EISon the Proposed Nw:/ear

WeGpOIU NOtrpro/i.foratioll Policy COitCemilrg Fonip Rluarch Rlactor Spe111 Nw:lear Fwl refers to
I 5,000 clements of FRR SNF that would be eliaible for return to the United States for manaaement by
OOE in the event FRR SNF acceptance policy is renewed, the revised Implementation Plan refers to
25,000 elements of FRR SNF eliaible for return to the United States. These elements are not currently in
the United States or manaaed by OOE except for fuel shipments retumed under the Elrvirot~me111al

Aueume111 of Urge111-Relief Acceptance of Foreign Rlsearch Rlactor $pe111 Nw:lear Fwl (Draft).
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16.13 (112) lnnleriel (•--•• ud dlai"Mfea iltia)

COMMENT
The commcntor states that DOE refen to approximately 290 metr'ic tons of heavy metal instead of

approximately 1.200 metric tons of spent nuclear fuel at the Idaho National Enainccrina Laboratory.
lli:SPONSE
The 290 metr'ic tons of heavy metal (MTHM) and 1.200 metric tons (total assembly weipt) ofSNF that

DOE currently rnanaaes at INEL refer to the same amount of material and are consistent. DOE uses the
heavy metal content ofSNF as a common measure of the amount of fuel matrix in a fuel element. This
is clone to provide a standard of com.,.nson amona fuel types. Fuel elements vary widely in the amount
of llrUC:blrallftlterial in relllion to the MIOUftt of fuel matrix associllled with them. The amount of

llnle:tUralmaterials removed prior to saonp may depend on fuel type. MTHM provides a uniform basis
formasuriftaof

ity. inespec:tive of the lb'UC:tW'e of the fuel element. DOE recopizes and

rnanaaes

the structural material, either as .. intcpal ..,t of the fuel element, or as a tcpm~te material, as
lppfopriale.

IUJ(IU) lnaalarlll(-e_. cllancterilda)

COMMENT
The tomllleiiiOr ...... thll the Kema Suspension Reactor Fuel is 1101....._. in the EIS.
USPONSI

At the time the Draft EIS was ~ the Kema Suspension Reactor Fuel was 1101 on the SNF
Inventory. Subsequently, the fuel was piKed on the inventory. The EIS has been modified to address
this fuel. A discussion of the SNF ............ prop1111 II~ where the Kema Suspension Reactor
SNF is stcncl, c:an be found in Volume I, Appendix F, Pllt Three, sec:tion 2.3 .
...., (. .) ............ ( . - t •.

. . . . . .......,

COMMENT
The commentor points out that Volume I, Appendix 8 ates that theft is no DOE production ractor

fuel stored in Idaho. Volume I, Appendix 8, T_.,le 2-2 indicates production fuel is stored at the Idaho
Chemical Processina Plant. The commentor sugests resolvina this ..,..rent discrepMCy.
RESPONSE
The ICPP does 1101 store production ractor fuel, but only stores OCher alwninwn-ciM fuel from the

Savannah River Site, as ref~renced in Volume I, Appendix 8, T~ 2-2.
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16.13 (115) l•vntorin
COMMENT

<•--•• ud cllancteristia)

The commentor notes that in Volume I, Table 1-1, the spent nuclear fuel inventory at the Oak Ridge

Reservation is 3.02 metric tons of heavy metal and in section 1.1 the inventory is stated to be 2 metric:
tons of heavy metal and requests clarifiCation.

RESPONSE
The com:c:t SNF inventory at ORR is 3.02 MTHM. The inventory number in Volume I, section 1.1 has

been corrected to 3.02 MTHM.
16.13 (M6) lavn..,..

<-•• _. dlancterilda)

COMMENT
The commcntor notes that Volume I, Appendix B. Table 2-2 indicates that ar-phite fuels are stored

underwater in ICPP-603 and believes that this is not correc:t.

RESPONSE
The commcntor is correc:t. Graphite fuels, such as Fort St. Vrain SNF, are not stored underwater in

ICPP-603; they are stored dry in the lrradi8d Fuel Storap F.cility, a sqwate portion of the ICPP-603
f.cility. Thas enor has been corrcded in the EIS.
16.13(e.} lavn_ _ ( _ t ..............)
COMMENT
The commentor requests spent nuclear fuel inventory information. includina fuel type, for all Idaho

National Enainccrina Laboratory stonac f.cilities.

R£SPONSE
The primary INEL SNF stonae f.cilities, the types of fuel stored, and the stored confiaurations are

presented in Volume I, Appendix 8, Table 2-2. and the relative properties ofSNF at those f.cilities in
metric tons of heavy metal is presented in Volume I, Appendix 8, Fipre 2-2. Additional information is
available in Volume I. This doc:ument, T. Wichmann letter, Subject Spe11t Nw:l~ar Fwll11~11tory
Data," is available at any of the readina rooms and information locations listed in the Volume I

Summary. See also the response to comment 06.03 (013).
16.13 (119) l•vntoriel

<-•• ud cllancteristia)

COMMENT
The commentor identifaes an apparent discrepancy between Idaho National Enaineering Laboratory spent

nuclear fuel quantities in the EIS (211.61 metric: tons of heavy metal) and those aiven in a presentation to
INEL Site-Specifac Advisory Board (266.SS metric: tons of heavy·metal). The commentor requests
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clarif~eation.

particularly with respect to the fuel rods identified in the 1919 Radioactive Waste

Management Information System as having been shipped to the Radioactive Waste Management
Complex for disposal.

RESPONSE
Both numbers are correct in the context in which they are given. The presentation to the Site-Specific
Advisory Board reflects the inventory as of approximately January 1994. and excludes 17.81 MTHM that
were in the Experimental Breeder Reac:tor-11 (EBR-11) at the time. (Nuclear fuel is not considered to be
SNF until it has been discharged from a reactor after irradiation.) The number given in the EIS is a June
1994 estimate that retlec:ts the projected inventory as of July 1995. This projected inventory includes the
EBR-11. fuel, as well as approximately 4 MTHM of other fuels. These other fuels consist of internal
receipts from other INEL reactors and the 19 Naval shipments allowed under the modified Court Order.
The fuel rods identified in the 1919 Radioactive Waste Management Information System are not
included in this inventory because no positive determination has been made that they exist. Reprdless,
disposition of these materials will be resolved by the CERCLA action proposed for the Radioactive
Waste Manapment Complex.
16.13 (Ill) lnntoriel ( - • • ... dlancterilda)

COMMENT

The commentor identifieS specifiC inaccuncies in the EIS dealing with the number of Fon St. Vrain fuel
elements that are in storage and that would be transferred to DOE under the agreement, and recommends
that the inaccuncies be comctcd.

JU:SPONSE
DOE revised the EIS in response to this comment.
16.13 (Ill) lnntoriel ( - • • ... dlancteriltia)

COMMENT

The commentor notes that the EIS incorm:tly states that facilities on the Oak Ridge Reservation do not
generate or manage spent nuclear fuel, high-level waste, or transuranic waste.

RESPONSE
":-' R does generate and manage SNF and transuranic waste. A discussion ofSNF generation and storage
at ORR is presented in the EIS in Volume I, Appendix F, Part Three, section 2.2. Volume I of the EIS
has been modified to correct the statement about generation and storage of SNF and transuranic waste.
A discussion of past generation activities at ORR is beyond the scope of this EIS.
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16.03 (Ill) l•ve•tories

<•--•• ud claancteristia)

COMMENT

The commentor requests that considerably more detail be added to Volume I, Table 1.1 to more fully
characterize the DOE spent nuclear fuel inventory.

RESPONSE
The level of detail requested for SNF characterization is not available in all instances; furthermore, such
detail is not essential for a programmatic NEPA document. However. some additional characteristics of
the SNF are provided in each site appendix. For example, see Volume I, Appendix F, Part Three,
scc:tion 2.3. Additional storage condition characterization can be found in the Spent Fuel Working Group
hport on Inventory tl1ld Storage of the Depan~~~ent's Spent Nuclear Fuel tl1ld Other Reactor l"adialed
Nuclear Materials tl1ld Their Ellviron~~~ental, Safety and Health Ylllnerabilities, which is referenced in

the EIS.
16.13 (114) lnntoriel (UIOII•t • • cllancteristia)
COMMENT

The commentor raises questions about complete reliance on high-effiCiency particulate air filters for
preventing emissions of radiolctive particulates.

RESPONSE
To minimize airborne re~ projects at INEL involving radioactive particulates would take place
within a double-confinement structure. Conservative assumptions normally are used to estimate releases
to the atmosphere, such as modeling only two filters in series when at least three are planned for actual
operations. Also, although high-effiCiency particulate air (HEPA) filters have established particulate
removal effiCiencies of99.97 percent (down to diameters of0.3 micrometers), a conservative eff~eiency
factor of only 99 percent typically is used for operational safety and accident analyse . These filters are
capable of removing particles as small as 0.00 I micrometers from an airstream, but the manufacturer
performs the rating calibration at 0.3 micrometers using a standard aerosol-generating device. The filters
are tested annually and inspected daily to ensure that their eff~eiency is maintained.
Safety analyses for forthcoming INEL facility operations will not assume perfect HEPA fiher operation.
Additional precautions will be taken to minimize airborne releases. The pressure differential across each
filter is measured continuously to detect the formation of any holes or inscc:ure filter installation. Fiher
temperature will be measured to promptly detect a fiher fire.
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Finally. radiation sensors will be installed downstream of the filters to continuously monitor atmospheric
releases. Detection of radioactive panic:ulates above the natural background levels would result in a
prompt shutdown of facility operation .

U.l

Types

16.13.11 (.I) Type
COMMENT

The commentor emphasizes that spent nuclear fuel should be classified as waste.

RESPONSE
The status ofSNF is addressed in Volume I, section 1.2.S. Historically, SNF was reprocessed to
recover valuable products and fissionable maacrials. As a recycled material. SNF is not considered a
solid waste under RCRA. Since April 1992, however. DOE's focus on most of its SNF has changed to

storqe and ultimate disposition. This has created some uncertainty with reprd to the rqulatory status
of some DOE SNF. DOE has initiated discussions with EPA, alona with state rqulators. about whether
some SNF should be desipaaed as a wale, and about the potential applability of RCRA to some of its
SNF. Until decisions are made about which additional requirements miaht apply, SNF is still distinct

from solid wale materials.

16.13.11 (112) Types
COMMENT

The commentor states that the EIS does not include substantial quantities of spent nuclear fuel that DOE

manaacs and references the National Academy of Sciences recommendation to manaae materials that
could be aenented from DOE's weapons-pade fissile materials proaram to an "SNF Standard." The
commentor also states that the EIS does not include the recent purchase of SOO metric: tons of hiply
enriched uranium from dismantled nuclear weapons from the former USSR. The com mentor is of the
opinion that a proarammatic: EIS not includina these potential sources of spent nuclear fuel
underestimates the risks and other impKts and iftVents meaninaful evaluations of alternatives.

ltt:SPONSE
The scope of the propammatic: SNF portion of this EIS, described in Volume I, section 1.3, is
manqemcnt of DOE SNF in a safe and environmentally sound manner until decisions rqardina its
ultimate disposition are mMe and implemented. For the purpose of this EIS (as described in the
Volume I Summary) SNF is essentially defined as fuel that has been withdnwn from a nuclear reactor
follow ina irradiation, the constituent elements of which have not been separated. SNF inventory also
includes uranium/neptunium taract material, blanket subassemblies, pieces of fuel, and debris. DOE's
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SNF responsibilities. which are addressed in this EIS. include all current or reasonably foreseeable fuel
generated by DOE production. research. and development reactors; Naval reactors; university reactors
(both domestic and possibly foreign of U.S. origin): and some special-case commercial SNF. such as
core rubble from the Three Mile Island Unit 2 reactor.
Materials that would be generated from the OOE weapons-usable fissile materials program. including
uranium from dismantled nuclear weapons. are outside the scope of this EIS. These materials, otherwise
known as special nuclear materials. are beina addressed in the SIDI"age and Disposition of
WeapotU-Ust~blo:

Fissile Malerials

P~ic

Environmentall"'fKKCI Slatement. which is currently

being J'fti*Cd. Special nucle.IIUIICrial is defined as (a) plutonium or uranium enric:hed in the isotope
233 or 23S. and •Y other IIUIICriallhlllhc Nuclear Rqulatory Commission, pursuant to the provisions
of the Atomic EIICIJY Act of 19S4, SectionS I. determines to be special nuclear material; or (b) any
material artifiCially enriched by •Y oflhc forqoina, but which does 1101 include source material.
The above definitions are contained in Volume I , Appendix H of the EIS. There are distinct differences

between the management of SNF and special nuclear materials. such as the level of safeguards and
security required.
6.3.2 .......

<••> .......

16.03.12
COMMENT

The commentor expresses the belief that Navy spent nuclear fuel is probably more stable than other spent

nuclear fuel that OOE manages, such as graphite and aluminum spent nuclear fuel. and is thankful that
Naval fuel represents a substantial portion of OOE's spent nuclear fuel, because the radioactive materials
present in spent nuclear fuel will outlast the claddina and the temporary storage facility.

RESPONSE
OOE agrees that because of the robust nature of Navy SNF, it is more stable and easier to store than the
graphite and aluminum fuels. However, as described in Volume I, se<:tion 1.1.3 and Appendix J, all
types of Navy and OOE fuels will be stored safely until ultimate disposition is decided. For more
information on amounts and descriptions ofSNF, refer to Volume I se<:tion 1.1.2 and site-specific
Appendices A through F.
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16.13.12 (112) llazanll
COMMENT

The commentor contends that the EIS is flawed because it does not indicate that transfer of partly
corroded spent fuel is a new venture by DOE. is untested, and may prove to be unsafe.

RESPONSE
DOE has substantial experience with handlina and transferrin& SNF, includina some corroded and
otherwise damapd fuel. Tl'lftSfers have been accomplished safely, and appropriate measures would be
taken to similarly ensure the safety of future transfers. such as placina the corroded fuel in suitable
containers. DOE also has safety analysis systems in place to ensure that the risks of its activities arc
understood and appropriately minimized. All transfers arc conducted in accordance with the safety
analysis requirements.
16.13.12 (113) .......
COMMENT

The commentor identifa safety c:oncems rcl.aed to handlina metal fuels.

RESPONSE
The polential impKtS from

storaae of ..tioKtive materials associ.aed with SNF arc discussed in

Volume I, ChapterS. The impKtS oftnnsportina SNF arc also discussed in Volume I, ChapterS. The
environmental consequences of manaaina SNF, includina metal fuel~ arc presented for all alternatives in
Volume I, section S.l, and mitiption measures arc discussed in Volume I, section 5.7. Additional
details on the manapment of metallic SNF arc provided in the site-specifiC appendices to Volume I.

DOE has a propam to safely manqe, transport. and store all types of SNF and other ..tioactive
materials at each of the sites considered in the EIS.

IU4(.l)Tecll.......
COMMENT

Commentors recommend several strateaies for spent nuclear fuel manapment. as well as potential
tcc:hnoloaies for the storina. stabilizina. and trcatina spent nuclear fuel.

RESPONSE
Some of the manaaement strateaies and tcc:hnoJoaies recommended by commentors arc already beina
actively pursued by DOE, while others arc currently speculative and require additional rcscan:h to
determine their effectiveness (or manaaina SNF. Volume I, section 1.1 presents a comprehensive
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discussion of the options available for managin& SNF, includin& storaae, stabilization. transportation,
and preparation for final disposition. SpecifiC tcchnolo&ics to accomplish these options are discussed in
Volume I, Appendix J.
16.14 (112) Tecla.......

COMMENT

The commentor questions what techniques are bein& developed to ensure safe, lona-tcnn storaae of
nuclear waste so it cannot be used again.

RESPONSE
Numerous tcc:hnolo&ics are already available for manaaina radioKtive malerials, and others are beina
actively developed for this purpose. Tcc:hnolcJaical options for manaaina ofSNF are described in
Volume I, section 1.1.3 and Appendix J of the EIS. Current .........-a pnctices for all types of
radioKtive wastes are discussed in Volume 2, section 2.2.7, and technolo&Y development activities are
described in Volume 2, section 3.1. Volume 2 is specifiC to INEL, but waste manaaement tcchnoloaics
also acncrally apply to other DOE sites.
16.14 (113) Tecla. . . . . .

COMMENT

The commentor proposes on-site disposition of spent nuclear fuel usina tcchftoloay involvina Tela coils.

RESPONSE
DOE is unaware of any tcchnolo&Y involvina Tela coils that would be of pnctical benefit in manaaina
SNF. Tcc:hnolo&ics currently available are summarized in Volume I, ppcndix J. Development of
future tcchnolo&ics for manaaina SNF is beyond the scope of this EIS, and will be subjcc:tcd to
additional NEPA review prior to implementation.
16.M(. .)Teda. . . . . .

COMMENT

The com mentor supports tcc:hnoloaY development if it resuhs in m:yclina fuel and ensurina safer
lona-tcnn storaae.

RESPONSE
Numerous tcchnoloaics are available for manaaina radioKtive materials, and others are bein& actively
developed for this purpose. Tcchnolo&ical options for manaain& SNF are described in Volume I, section
1.1.3 and Appendix J. Current manaacment practices for all types of radioKtive wastes are discussed in
Volume 2, section 2.2.7, and tcc:hnoloaY development activities are described in Volume 2, section 3.1.
Volume 2 is specifiC to INEL, but waste management tcchnolo&ics also acncrally apply to other DOE
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sites. DOE is commined to comply with all applicable Federal. state, and local regulations and DOE
Orders. All rwliollctive materials will be managed to protect the environment and the heahh and safety
of the public: and site employees.

16.14(115)Ted••h...a
COMMENT

The commcntor cxprcsses the opinion dud the •solution• to nuclear waste is the ceramic: glass
cncascmcnt tccflnoloay and that this tccflnoloay should be at HoquiMI and Aberdeen, Washington.

RESPONSE

Technoqics for the cncapsu._ion of hiP-level waste in cawnic or &lass lois are beina considered for
immobilization of such wastes at a number of locations. includinaiNEL's proposed Waste
lmmobiliDiion F.:ility. DOE does not c....-ently consider it reasonable to locate such f.:ilitics at other
DOE sites. Location of simi._ f.:ilitics at sites other than INEL is beyond the scope of this EIS. In
dlition, Volume I, Appendix J of the EIS describes tcchnoqics that are considered reasonable for SNF
manaaement at the present time.

16.14(-)Tecll......
COMMENT
The commcntor states that the EIS merely describes potential technologies for processina spent nuclear

fuel and does not analyze their potential consequences.
RESPONSE

Volume I, section 1.1 discusses DOE's pt.n to develop an intcpatcd, lona-term SNF program. The
discussion also points out a number of Ktions that prevent DOE from making all decisions reprding
SNF manaaement for the next 40 yean at this time. These .:tions include cMnctcrization of certain
types of SNF and IKk of acceptance criteria for uhimate disposition.

There are more than 90 types of DOE SNF, and any spent fuel that is to be disposed of in a geologic
repository must first be characterized under an approved quality assurance program. This
characterization database would be used to evaluate each fuel type to determine the extent of
conditioning, if any, necessary to meet repository waste acceptance criteria.
Volume I, ChapterS and Appendix K, and Volume 2, ChapterS summarize the environmental impiiCts
of all the alternatives considered in this EIS. The analyses show that the impiiCts of all ahernatives
would be small.
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16.N(-)Tec........
COMMENT

Commentors recommend a panicular technology that they believe would be beneficial for the
manqement or disposition of spent nuclear fuel, specifically alternative fuel processing methods, such
as the work beina conducted at Araonne National Laboratories, and dry cask storage.
RESPONSE

A summary of the technologies for SNF manqement. including some of the work being done by
Araonne National Laboratories. as well as dry cask storage options, are presented in Volume I.
Appendix J. Some of these technologies are already beina actively pursued by DOE, while others are
currently speculative and would require additional rcsearc:h to determine their effectiveness for manaaina
SNF. To the extent that the technologies recommended are viable, they were considered, with many
other recommendations, in the dccision-makina process for identifiCation of the preferred ahemative for
SNF manaaement·

.._..(Ill) Tedl•ala ...
COMMENT
The commentor states that no interim decision concerning DOE's metal fuel at the Hanford Site should
be made without considering the uhimate treatment measures necessary to prepare this fuel for final
disposition, and that some of the treatment options mentioned in the EIS are as yet unproven
technologies.
RESPONSE

General technologies and prKtices for manqina SNF, includina metal fuels. are discussed in Volume I,
scc:tion 1.1.3 and Appendix J. Therein. it is noted that technologies for final disposition of SN F cannot
be specified in advance of repository acceptance requirements. These requirements arc several years

from completion and approval, but a combination of the technologies described in Volume I. Appendix J
may satisfy the eventual acceptance criteria, even though some of them are as yet unproven technologies.
Furthermore, consideration is aiven by the alternatives analyzed in the EIS to providing or maintaining
processing flexibility that may prove necessary to meeting the acceptance requirements. Consequently,
ahhough the uhimate disposition ofSNF is a high priority for DOE, the details of disposition activities
have not been finalized and are beyond the scope of this EIS.
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16.14(1li)Tecll...._..
COMMENT

The commcntor states that the Draft EIS does not lldcquaaely address the impKts of the proposals for
rescarc:h and development of technologies to convert liquid high-level waste to a solid form for ultimate
disposal and proposals for any necessary interim stonp.
RESPONSE

The impKts of proposals repnlina convcrtinaliquid high-level waste to a solid form for ultimate
disposal and proposals for interim stonac arc discussed under the Project Sumrury entitled "Waste
lmmobilizldion F.cility (TcchnoloaY Selection for Treatment ofSodium-Barina and Calcined Wastes)."
Sec Volume 2. Appendix C. HLW 2. DOE believes the analysis performed for this project is lldcquatc.

16M(II2)T. .••II ....
COMMENT
The commentor recommends the . . . - sections of land adjKent to the Zoo-Eat area be identified as
• •eumple • • the fnt time this site is mentioned in Volume I, Appendix A, section S.t, instead of
. . . . . until section 5.1.2 to mae this ........

USPONSE
The clncriptions in Volume I, Appendix A, sections S.I and S.t.2 arc very simit.r and in close

proximity. Thus, there is little chMce for confusion about the wordina, and no chanae is required.

16M(II.J)T_.••IIP.
COMMENT
The commentor wants Volume 1. Appendix A, Table S.1-S to indicate best available control tcchnoloaY
used in dcsip.
RESPONSE

Volume t. Appendix A, section 2.2.2 has been chanpd to make it clear that DOE Slandards arc followed
for all dcsip'construction Ktivities.

16M.II(.I)Stonp
COMMENT
One commcntor states that the EIS alternatives specify either wet or dry storage without explainina

either the environmental consequences or reasons for not splittina the two storage types into separate
alternatives. Commentors request information on the relative merits of wet storage venus dry storage of
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spent nuclear fuel. Commentors state that the EIS docs not distinguish the consequences of reproce sing
versus dry and wet storage. Information is also requested on spent nuclear fuel types, costs and benefits
of processing, short-term activities to fix storage problems, storage facility design. and work-force
requirements.

RESPONSE
The EIS discusses wet and dry storage in Volume I. section 1.1 .3 and Appendix J. Within alternatives.
cstimaled impacts of the particular storage type were included as input in modeling used to determine
each ahcmative's impact; therefore. the consequences ~latcd to a particular storage type are included in
this EIS (see Volume I, Appendix I. for example). The analyses demonstrate that the impacts of all
ahematives considered would be small for bolh wet and dry storqe. Sepntion into additional
ahematives based on storage type is not likely to ~It in any signifant difference in the consequences.
Volume I, Chapters I. 4, and S and Appendix J. and Volume 2, Chaplen 2 and 4 and Appendix F
provide the requested information. Volume 1. section 3.3 summarizes the SNF cost evaluation.
Volume I, ChapterS and Appendix K. and Volume 2, ChapterS summarize the environmental impacts
of all the ahem~~tives considered in this EIS .

........ (112)

sa.r-.

COMMENT
The com mentor advocates long-term storagc or disposal of spent nuclear fuel in a manner that will allow
futu~

generations to recover it and perbaps neutnlizc it, or otherwise treat it with technologies not

available today.

RESPONSE
The uhimate disposition ofSNF is outside the scope of this EIS. This EIS add~ interim storage of
DOE SNF for a period of up to 40 ye.rs, until disposition decisions reprding DOE SNF are made.

16.14.11 (Ill) sao,..
COMMENT
The commentor advocates considering monitored retrievable storage for spent nuclear fuel in lieu of
permanent disposal because of concern about criticality issues.

RJ:SPONS£
Although the final disposition of fissile materials and SNF is outside the scope of this EIS. the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act (NWPA), as amended, determined that these materials will be disposed of in a
geologic

~sitory.

DOE is aware of the criticality safety concerns and is considering several potential

paths to add~ss these concerns, including processing of some SNF to separate the fissile materials. To
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the extent allowed by NWPA. DOE could use monitored retrievable storqe for some SNF pending
resolution of long-term criticality safety issues .

....... (. .) Stonae
COMMENT

commenton sugcst that hiply enriched spent nuc:lar fuel and hiply enriched spent nuc:lar materials
be stored in abovepound engineered storage facilities.

R£SPONSE
As stated in Volume I. Chapter I: "In 1992, the Secretary of Energy directed the Department to develop
an integrated, long-term Spent Nuc:lar Fuel Manaacmcnt Program. This prognm is assessing DOE's
SNF and fuel storqe facilities, intepatina OOE's many existing SNF activities into one prognm,
iclentifyina the most appropri.ae and responsible mans of facility operation, and ensuring that issues
associated with SNF are resolved safely and cost-effectively." Solutions to the storage questions may
require chlftaes in manapment stnteaies for these fuels, includina suc:h options as the construction of

new facilities, including those sugested by the commentor, and stabilization of certain fuels. The
propam has also established a prop~~~~mltic objective to define a .........-nt .,.ah and proceed toward

ultimate disposition of DOE SNF. Activities are currently in process to meet or address this objective.
Volume I, Appendix J provides • ovaview of tec:hnoloPs for SNF ..........,a.

Storaae and

disposition of special nuc:lar materials is beyond the scope of this EIS, but is beina analyzed in the
~ic

EJSfor&..,. Cftl Di&po.filioll of W«lppOU-UMJbl' Fiuil' Maln-illb (see Volume I,

section 1.2.3).

<••> sea......_

16.N.I2
COMMENT

The commentor states that the EIS should address the failure of science to tum nuclear waste into a form

compatible with people and species on the planet.

JU:SPONSE
Technology development addressed within this EIS, such as the Waste Immobilization Facility
(described in Volume 2, Appendix C, section HLW2}, is focused on meeting waste accepcance criteria
for ultimate disposition. These criteria will represent the best scientifiC consensus for a compatible form.
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6.S

VIti ate Dispositio•

16.15 <•I) Uld-te Dilpolidoll

COMMENT
Some commcnton request infonnaaion on DOE's lona-ranae plans for reproccssina or processina. Some
commcnton oppose reprocessina of spent nuclear fuel for reasons such as poor past practices and
nonproliferation

i~

while others support it because they want the fissile malerial or other valuable

resources to be recovered. Other commcnton support processina for the purpose of stabilizina the fuels
for lona-tcrm stonac. but oppose reprocessina for purposes of separation and recovery of fissile
....aerials.
RESPONSE

Processina and reprocessina are defmed in Volume 1. Appendix H. Processina means •applyina a
chemical or physical process desiped to alter the c~stics of the SNF matrix. • Reprocessina is
defined as •processina ofractor-imdiated nuclar material (pri....-ily SNF) to recover fissile and fertile
material, in order to recycle such ....aerials pri....-ily for defense proarams. • Thus, reproccssina is only
one type ofprocessina. As discussed in Volume I, CMpter I, DOE made a policy decision in 1992 that
reprocessina of SNF for wapons production would be phased out. This policy is still in effect.
Volume I, CMpler I also indiades that several forms ofSNF processina may still be required to
stabilize certain types of SNF for safe stonae· In addition, there are many different types of fuel with
widely differina cMracteristics that may require treatment for safe storaae and final disposition. At this
time. repository accep1anee criteria for SNF and hiah-level waste for final disposition have not been
defined; therefore, the types of fuels that may require some type of tratment or processina cannot be
determined. Many of the tratments beina studied do not .,...ae f111ile ....aerials, althoup some do.
Because repository acceptance criteria are not defined, it is not currently possible to determine whether
fissile material will have to be ..,....aed from some fuels (such as fuels containina hiply enriched
uranium) to meet disposal criteria. Processina and use of existina reprocessina facilities are evaluated in
the EIS, because these facilities could be utilized for short-term manaacment of some fuels that were not
desiped for extended unclerwaaer storaae. but which are currently beina stored underwaaer. SpecifiC
tcchnoJoaies for manaaina SNF are described in Volume I. Appendix J.

16.15 (112) Vld-te . . . .itioll
COMMENT
Commcnton express opinions that DOE is emphasizina transportation of spent nuclear fuel without
considerinathe pis and consequences of these actions, and that DOE advocates relocatina spent
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nuclear fuel instead of addre sing current storage problems and long-term spent nuclear fuel
management, including ultimate disposition. Commentors further note that there is no justifiCation for
tnnsporting spent nuclear fuel which is currently in storage before final disposition.
llt:SPONS[

Volume I. section 1.1 of the EIS presents a comprehensive discussion of the options available for
manaaing SNF, including storage, stabilization, tnnsportation, and prep;vation for final disposition.
Spccifec: tec:hnoloaics to accomplish these options are discussed in Volume I. Appendix J. These options
are incorporaiCd to varying degrees in all of the alternatives, as described in Volume I , Chapters 3 and S.
Volume 1. Figures 3-1 and 3-6 graphically indicate the number of shipments expected for each
ahcmative. and Figure 3-7 compares estimated shipments among all of the alternatives. The wide range
in shipment numbers reflec:ts DOE's desire to consider all realistic tnnsportation possibilities and the
relalcd stakeholder concerns. In addition, the ahcmatives have definite purposes for relocating SNF,
suc:h as storing similar fuel types at a single site. In this way, the ahematives attempt to balance
tnnsportation concerns with ocher important considerations, including nonproliferation, worker safety
and cost efTec:tiveness.
Problems at existing storage facilities have been identified in the Speflt Fwl Wortilfg Gro11p Report on
lrrwfltory CRJ Slorage of the Depart~~Wflt's Speflt N~~elear Fwl CRJ Otlwr Reactor lrradiaJed N~~elear

Molerials Qlll/ Tlteir £1Wit'01111WIIIal, Safety CRJ Health

Ylll~~erabilities.

This ~ commonly called the

SNF vulnenbility assessment, and associated action plans to resolve identified vulnenbilities are
acknowledged in Volume I, section 1.1.2 and Appendix J-2. Additional site-specific information is
presented in Volume I, Appendices A through F.
Environmental consequences of SNF management are presented for all alternatives in Volume I, section
S.l , and mitigation measures are discussed in section 5.7. For all alternatives analyzed, DOE is
commined to meeting applicable Federal state, and local regulations and DOE Orders to ensure
protec:tion of the environment and the health and safety of the public and site employees. For all
alternatives, the environmental consequences would be small.
Volume I, section 1.1.3 and Appendix J of the EIS noles that tec:hnologies for final disposition ofSNF
cannot be specified in advance of repository waste acceptance criteria. These requirements are several
years from completion and approval, but a combination of the tec:hnologies described in Volume I.
Appendix J may satisfy the eventual acceptance criteria. Furthermore, consideration is given by the
alternatives analyzed in the EIS to providing or maintaining processing flexibility that may prove
necessary to meeting the acceptance requirements.
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Uhimate disposition of OOE SNF is a high priority. For planning purposn. OOE had determined that

the SNF managed by OOE that is no1 otherwise dispositioncd (e.g .• chemically separated. with the highlevel waste bein& converted into a vitrified &lass for repository disposal) is authorized for disposal in the
first repository. This authorization is subject to the physical and statutory limits of the first repository.
DOE SNF mcctina repository .cccptance criteria. and .-ymcnt of fees. As part of its SNF management
prog~M~.

OOE would (I) stabilize the SNF as nccdcd to ensure safe interim storage. (2) characterize the

existina SNF inventory to assess compliance with the first repository's .cccptance criteria. and (3)
determine what proccssina. if any. is required to meet the criteria. IJccisions regarding the actual
disposition of DOE SNF would follow appropriate review under NEPA and be subject to licensina by
NRC. This .,.ah forward would be implemented so as to minimize impKts on the first repository
sc:hcdule.

eus (IU) u..-..e .........
COMMENT
Commenton express the opinion that disposal of spent nuclear fuel would resuh in the loss of valuable
resources, inc:ludina some of the fission products. in .tdition to the uranium and plutonium. and urJC

thlll DOE carefully aUMd and conserve these resources as well as punuc new and innovative ways of
neutralizina the clanaen of spent nuclear fuel and main& use of its constituents. Additionally. some
commenton ~ that coeac:enbllina suc:h I'CSOWCCS in a pmicublr location could cause future
pnen~ions

to lltempl to mine them.

RESPONSE
Under the Nuclar Waste Policy A~ as amended (Section 122), disposina ofSNF in a aeoloaic
repository requires thlll the IIUIIerial be retrievable for recovery of economically valuable contents for a
re~ively

short period of time. This requirement will be met by appropri.ac sitina and dcsip criteria for

the repository. In ~tee with EPA's environmental standard (40 CFR 191), institutional controls

and provisions for safqUMds and security will be implemented to .tdress human intrusion
considenlions.

IU5(. .)U......DII•••I.._

COMMENT
The commentor stJIIes that DOE should stop tryina to appease the public and create a repository in
Nevada or stop aenentina nuclear CIICI'IY·
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RESPONSE
Volume I. Chapter 2 states the purpose and need for DOE action. DOE must deal in an environmentally
sound manner with the SNF remaining in inventory, and with the small amounts to be produced from
other programs. Neither disposal nor generation is within the scope of this EIS.

16.15 (115) Ulti-te .,.,_....
COMMENT

The commentor states that the EIS does not adequately intepate important information related to
uhimaae disposition (e.g. availability, cost. and acceptance criteria) with decisions on spent nuclear fuel
treatment. storaae, and stabilization.

RESPONSE
General solutions for rnanaaing SNF are discussed in Volume I, section 1.1.3 and Appendix J. These
sections note thai technologies for final SNF disposition cannot be specified in advance of repository
waste acceptance requirements. These requirements are several years from completion and approval, but

a combination of the technologies described in Volume I. Appendix J may satisfy the eventual
acceptanc:e criteria. Furthermore, consiclendion is given by the various alternatives in both Volumes I

and 2 of the EIS to providing or maintainina processina flexibility thai may prove necessary to meet the
acceptanc:e requirements. As stated in Volume I, Chapter 2, activities related to the final disposition of

SNF are beyond the scope of this EIS.

16.15 (11'7) Uld-te Oil......
COMMENT

The commentor states that. because there is obviously no risk associated with any ahernatives, we should
abMdon construction of the Yucca Mountain repository and retain the site for use as a storage facility
usina existina technologies, because they have been demonstrated to be so safe.

RESPONSE
The EIS analyses indicate thai the environmental impects for all alternatives considered would be small.
Nevertheless, Congress has mandated in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. as amended, that DOE develop
acologic repository(s) for permanent disposal ofSNF and hiiJh-level waste to ensure that this and future
aenerations are protcc:ted from the hazards of this material. Accordinaly, DOE is proceeding to
characterize the Yucca Mountain site to determine if it is a suitable site for a repository. Until such a
repository is available, DOE will continue to store its SNF in accordance with the results of this EIS and
ROD.
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06.15 (018) Uhi. .te Dispositio•

COMMENT
Commentors state that criteria necessary for safe temporary or permanent disposal of spent nuclear fuel
should be identified and the alternatives compared with them. Commentors give a list of criteria that
should be addressed. including transportation risks and accidents. human health risks after disposal ..
pollution prevention. and cost.

RESPONSE
The ultimate disposition ofSNF. including risks after disposition is beyond the scope of this EIS.
Volume I. section 3.3 compares the impacts of the alternatives considered for managing SNF. including
most of the topics identified by the commentor. including public health effects and risks from
operations. transportation, and accidents. Volume I, Chapter S and supporting appendices and reference
materials discuss the potential environmental consequences and identify possible measures to mitigate
impacts in the interim until disposal in the repository. Congress has mandated in the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act. as amended. that the need for a repository and all alternatives to geologic disposal for SNF

and high- level waste need not be considered by DOE.
In following the requirements ofNEPA, this EIS includes a complete description of the impacts and risks
associated with all of the alternatives considered for SNF management. This EIS comparn the various
alternatives and, as discussed in Volume I. section 3.3.6. DOE evaluated the cost of the proposed
alternatives. This evaluation is available to the public.

Refer to Volume I, Chapter I for an overview of DOE Spent Nuclear Fuel M nagement activities.
16.15 (119) Ulti. .te .,.,_.....

COMMENT
The com mentor is of the opinion that spent nuclear fuel could be reprocessed at the Hanford Site~
therefore, all spent nuclear fuel should be sent there for reprocessing.

RESPONSE
DOE considered in this programmatic EIS the potential for processing SNF for stabilization purposes. In
1992. DOE instituted a policy that phased out reprocessing for weapons production. No SNF is being
reprocessed at the Hanford Site. Because existing facilities at Hanford are not capable of reprocessing
many of the fuel types managed by DOE. and due to significant safety concerns of operating existing
reprocessing facilities there, DOE has no plan to reprocess material at the Hanford Site with existing
facilities.
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86.15 (Ill) Uhi. .te Dil....tioll
COMMENT

The commentor expresses an opinion that. the EIS does not address the problems associated with the safe
long-term storage of spent nuclear fuel.

RESPONSE
The potential imp.cts from SNF storage over a 40-year period are fully discussed in Volume I, Chapter
5 and the Volume I site-specifiC appendices. Specific environmental consequences ofSNF management

are presented for all ahematives analyzed in Volume I. section 5.1, and mitigation measures are
described in section 5.7. Further details are provided for each site in Volume I Appendices A
through F.
DOE has a prognm to safely rnanaae and lkft SNF a1 each of the sites considered in the EIS, and
technoloaical options for clcalina with current and fUhft inventories are discussed in Volume I
Appendix J. In aeneral, DOE has na.blishecl a policy of clesipina, cons~n~CCina, and operating its
f.cilities in ways lhlll meet applialble Federal, stale, and local requirements and DOE Orders. All
r8dioective materials are .......... in a ......ner lhlll ensures protection of the environment. the heahh and
safety of the public, and sile employees.
Uhimatc disposition of DOE SNF is a hip priority. For plannina purposes. DOE had determined that
the SNF ......ape~ by DOE lhlll is not Olherwise dispositioned (e.a., chemically separated, with the highlevel waste beina converted inlo a vitrified alan for repository disposal) is aut

·zed for disposal in the

first repository. This .....,_ion is subject 10 the physical and statutory limits of the first repository,
DOE SNF meetina repository acccptMCC criteria. and .-yment of fees. As part of its SNF management
~.DOE

would (I) SUibilizc the SNF as needed to ensure safe interim storage. (2) characterize the

existina SNF inventory to asess compliance with the first repository's KCeptance criteria. and (3)
determine whal processina, if My. is required to meet the criteria. Decisions regarding the .ctual
disposition of DO£ SNF would follow approprillle review under NEPA and be subject to licensing by
NRC. This pllh forward would be implemenlcd so as to minimize impKts on the first repository
schedule.
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06.05 (011) Ultimate Dilpositio•
COMMENT

Commentors question the schedule for ultimate disposal of spent nuclear fuel with regard to perceived
delays in New Mexico and Nevada. and problems with the associated siting process. Some commentors
state that the proposed repositories are not the answer to spent nuclear fuel management.
RESPONSE
The repositories to which the commentors apparently refer are the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in

New Mexico. for disposal of defense transuranic (TRU) wastes, and the Yucca Mountain site in Nevada,
for disposal of commercial SNF and high-level wastes. Although the ultimate disposition of DOE SNF
and TRU

w~

and the perceived delays in the availability of associated facilities are outside the scope

of this EIS, the assumptions used in evaluating ahernatives for interim managem n of SNF and
managing TRU wastes at INEL are discussed in this EIS.
As described in Volume 2. section 2.2.7, DOE plans to transport all stored and newly generated TRU
waste that meets the waste acceptance criteria to WIPP. DOE's current schedule is to demonstrate
compliance with the disposal requirements as mandated in the WIPP Land Withdrawal Act of 1992
(Publication 102-579) and begin waste disposal opentions in 1998. Ahematives for managing that waste
in the interim are described in Volume 2. section 3.1.3.
Uhimate disposition of DOE SNF is a high priority. For planning purposes. DOE had cletennined that
the SNF managed by DOE that is not otherwise dispositioned (e.g.• chemically separated, with the highlevel waste being converted into a vitrified glass for repository disposal) is authorized for disposal in the
first repository. This authorization is subject to the physical and statutory limits of the first repository.
DOE SNF meeting repository acceptance criteria. and payment of fees. As part of its SNF management
program. DOE would (I) stabilize the SNF as needed to ensure safe interim storage. (2) characterize the
existing SNF inventory to assess compliance with the first repository's acceptance criteria. and (3)
cletennine what processing. if any, is required to meet the criteria. Decisions regarding the actual
disposition of DOE SNF would follow appropriate review under NEPA and be subject to licensing by
NRC. This path forward would be implemented so as to minimize impacts on the first repository
schedule.
See also the response to comment 04.01 (005).
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06.1! (Oil) Ulti. .te Dispositio•
COMMENT . .
The commentor believes that long-term management of spent nuclear fuel is extremely problematic and

probably beyond human capability.
RESPONSE

General technologies and practices for managing SNF are discussed in Volume I, section 1.1.3 and
Appendix J. The EIS evaluates impacts of SNF management ahernatives during the next 40 years until
the SNF can be disposed of in a geologic repository. For the long-term (beyond 40 years), repository

siting and design requirements contained in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's regulations (I 0 CFR
60) address issues that span geologic: time to ensure safe isolation of this material. Therein it is noted
that technologies for final disposition of SNF cannot be specified in ..tvmce of repository ac:c:eptance
requirements. These requirements are several years from completion and approval.
See also the responses to comments 06.0S (007) and 06.0S (010) for additional information on final

disposition ofSNF.
16.15 (Ill) Uld-te Dllpa1idH

COMMENT
The commentor states that bucd on the overall risks of the spent nuclear fuel management ahernatives

evaluated in the EIS, DOE should adopt an alternative plan that f.:ilitates ac:c:eptance of foreign research
rac:tor fuels because the risks of doing so would be small compared with the possible dangers to the
United States from the diversion of fuel atwo.d.
Rt:SPONSI
The policy on acceptance of foreign march rac:tor fuels is not within the scope of this EIS. See the

response to comment 06.09 (013) for additional discussion.
16.15 (114) Uld-te DiJpaJidoa
COMMENT
The c:ommentor asks if there is any march going on to find a better plan for spent nuclear fuel disposal

than encapsulation or vitrifacation, which the commentor asserts have been shown in testing not to work.
RESPONSE

DOE, and others, are researching techniques to process SNF for disposal. Contrary to the commentor's
statemen~

encapsulation and vitrifacation are viable technologies for certain spent fuels, as discussed in

Volume I, Appendix J. In all Volume I alternatives except No Action, research would continue, to
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ensure that there will be a broad base of technologies available. including vitrifiCation. encapsulation.
and multipurpose canisters. for treating SNF to meet the repository acceptance criteria.
16.15 (115) Uhi. .ee .,.,_....
COMMENT

The commentor believes that solutions do not exist for the problems of spent nuclear fuel and other
wastes, including commercial sources and low-level waste. The commentor also states that an integrated
approach for dealing with these wastes is needed.

RESPONSE
General solutions for managing SN F are discussed in Volume I. section 1.1, and tcc:hnologic:al options
for dealing with the current and

futu~

inventories are described in Volume I, Appendix J. DOE has a

program for safely managing and storing SNF at ach of the sites considered in the EIS. The DOE
Environmental Management Program prepued the 00£-0wrwd S,lll NIICI~• Fwl Stratqic P/011 for
the safe, ~liable, and efT~c:icnt rnanagcmcnt of DOE SNF and its .,.....ion for disposal. This pa.n is

available to the public. All SNF and ocher wastes will be nwnapcl to ensure protection of the
environment and the heahh and safety of the public: and site employees. While DOE complex-wide
management of wastes is outside the scope of this EIS, the

Wast~~"""' ~ic

EIS is

currently being prepued to IMidrns an intepated national approKh for dealina with these watcs. The

Draft

Wast~ ~JMnt

Prograllultalic E/S will be assued for public: comment l8lcr this yar.

16.15 (116) Ulti. .te Dilp8lldoll
COMMENT

Commentors express the opinion that DOE is avoidina rnakinaa clear choice of a .,.all forward on
overall management of spent nuclear fuel, inc:ludinaa decision as to ultimale disposition. by alludina to
the preparation of futu~ documents to clear up the missina pieces to the "ultimate solution." It was
suuested that the experience exists to make a decision now. Commenton express frustration that a
national nuclear policy has not been establi~ and lona-ranae plans do noc exist. Such policy and the
"ultimate solution" should include the total eneiJY picture and its associated environmental imf*ls,
nonproliferation. ultimate disposition of spent nuclear fuel and nuclear waste, and ocher "nuclear ap"
problems. Permanent solutions are favored over interim solutions. Commentors prefer the No Action
alternative for spent nuclear fuel management.

RESPONSE
This EIS addresses the interim programmatic management of DOE SNF nationwide in addition to
site-wide environmental restoration and waste management activities at INEL. Yucca Mountain is beina
studied as the potential site for the first geologic repository. If the site is found suitable, ac:c:eptanc:e of
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commen:ial SNF is expected to begin in 20 I0. Although acceptance of DOE high-level waste is planned
for 201 S, the date for acceptance of DOE SNF at the repository has not been finalized. The 40 years for
SNF management is based on the maximum amount of time considered necessary to implement
decisions on the uhimate disposition of DOE SNF. DOE, through this EIS, solicited public: comment
regarding both program needs. Regarding INEL activities, this period is indexed to both strategic:
planning periods and budget forec:asts, as well as looking into the future as far as reasonably foreseeable
regarding specif~c: site-wide programs. The programmatic: SNF 40-year period is based on the maximum
amount of time considered necessary to make and implement decisions on the uhimate disposition of
SNF by fuel type, to define the criteria necessary to implement suc:h disposition, and to have the facilities
(suc:h as geologic: repositories) available to implement uhimate disposition. The need for suc:h interim
manaaemcnt is discussed in Volume I, Chapter 2, and the EIS Summary in pater detail. Ac:c:ordingly,
DOE is evaluating a reasonable IMIC of altemalives for the safe and environmentally sound
manaacment of its SNF, as well as the No Action altcnllltive required by law. The programmatic: SNF
portion of the EIS will be reviewed and updated as nec:essary.
With respect to establishing an overallnlllional nuclear or enef1Y polic:y, this EIS is devoted to setting
the stJ1de&Y for the period required to develop and implement decisions on uhiiUie disposition.

UhiiUie disposition of DOE SNF is a hip priority. For plannina pwposes. DOE had determined that
the SNF manaaec1 by DOE that is not otherwise dilpositioned (e.a.• c:hemic:ally .,._.., with the hiP-

level waste being converted into a vitrified alass for repository disposal) is authorized for disposal in the
fint repository. This authorization is subject to the physical and statutory limits of the first repository,
DOE SNF meeting repository acceptance criteria. and payment of fees. As part of its

F manaaement

program, DOE would (I) stabilize the SNF as needed to ensure safe interim stonac. (2) c:hancterize the
existina SNF inventory to assess c:omplianc:e with the first repository's acceptance criteria, and (3)
determine what proc:essina. if any, is required to meet the criteria. Dec:isions regarding the actual
disposition of DOE SNF would follow appropriate review under NEPA and be subject to licensing by
NRC. This path forward would be implemented so as to minimize impKts on the fint repository
schedule.
National polic:y with regard to the overall management of DOE's waste is being established through the
preparation of the Wa.,te Mallage~~~ent Programmatic EJS, whic:h is on a parallel c:ourse with this EIS.
The site-wide management of INEL waste streams is being coordinated with the programmatic:

document, whic:h will set the overall strategic: approach. Commen:ial SNF and waste management
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activit in are noc within the: scope of eithc:r thi SNF or he: Wasle Mt..atlewtenl Prow-a111111t11i£' £/S
current I being prepared. National energy polic. i noc within the: scope of any of these document .
See the: rnponse to comment 03 .05 (007) rqarding alternative sources of energy. See the respon

to

comment 01.01 .01.01 (001) rqarding preference for the: No Action alternative.

16.15 (117)

u..-.. •••••dell

COMMENT

A commcntor states that 1M uhimale disposition of DOE spent nuclear fuel is generally imilar to
situalions facina nuclear pl)"et' utilities in the nitcd sa.tes and other nuclear reactors "orldwicle. Thu •
the commcntor sugcsts thai all spent nuclar fuel be tumcd twer to the lntaM~ional Atomic Ener&Y
Aacncy for choice of one fanal repository. Olher commen10n sugest that .. illlerMiional approKh be
taken rqlldina spent nuclar fuel disposition or

saonac issues.

USPONSI:
The scope of the EIS for SNF is ditcaled in voa..c I. Chlplcn I Md 2. Thnc chlplen explain tt.l

dais EIS is ralriclecl to consiclerina lelftpOr•y lloniF (

20lS) Md rclllcd inlcrim lllaSiftS for

..._.ina only DOE SNF. Consequenlly.the localioiiMd Mhft of a ICOiolic repository. especially for
commercial SNF Md SNF of intcnu11ional ori in. arc no1 included in dais EIS because they arc SCJ**.
independctll actions and the subject of Prniclenlial Md Conpnsional policies. SNF Md hiP-level
waste disposition is subject to the Nuc:lar W

Policy Ac:t. as Mtended which rcslrim currcnl

repository sitina evaiU81ions to the Yucca Mountain · in Nevada. No tlalies or ocher .,.IICmcnts

arc in place or cn\'isioncd as beina feasible to combine SNF dispositioll efforts wi those occ:urrina
outside 1M United Stales. Nevcnhclcss. amona the leehnoloiies clncribed in Volume I. Appendix J arc
SC\'eral options that would prcpue SNF for

isfyina evcnhlal repository acceptance requirements.

These options arc consistent with SNF dispositioll approKhes beina acti\'ely punucd or under
considcralion in other countries. Also. as outlined in Appendix J. DOE mainlaiM .. a areness of
international SNF efforts to take ad\'-.c of •Y tcchnoloaical advancement elsewheR that would be
helpful in the United States.

16.15 (119) Ulti-te ...........
COMMENT

The commentor suagests that funds should noc be expended on movina toxic waste until final disposition
is known.
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RESPONSE
DOE i commined 001 only to developing a Federal geologic repository for permanent isolation ofSNF
and high-level waste. but to pro iding safe interim storage pending availability of permanent disposal
facilities. DOE has a proaram for safely managing and storing radioactive materials at each of the sites
considered in the EIS. Analyzing transponation ofSNF and waste materials is necessary to varying
depccs under the ahemati\·es DOE is analyzing for providing safe interim storage and management of

SNF and waste materials. The ahematives have definite purposes for relocating SNF and waste
malerials. such as storing and/or trating similar fuel and waste types within a single secure facility.

Thus. the altcmaaives anempt to balance transportation concerns with other worthy considerations
inc:ludina nonproliferation, worker and public health and safety, and cost effectiveness.

16.15(121)U......Dilflll....
COMMENT

The commentor sugcsts disposina of spent nuclear fuel

at sea,

enclosed in a sut.n.ine in a geologic

repository, or in outer Sf*C· Anolher commentor opposes disposina of spent nuclear fuel at sea.

HSPONSE
In the a. 1970s the Federal Government evalualed a full

ranac of reasonable alternatives for ultimate

disposition ofSNF and hiP-level waste. These altenllltives included mixed aeoloaic disposal,

_.sabed disposal

isJ.nd disposal, and Sf*C disposal. As a result of this evaluation, documented in a

aeneric EIS issued in 1979 by DOE, Conpas rnMCIIIecl in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act in 1913 and it's
1917 amendment tMI poloaic repositories be developed for permanent disposal of SNF and high-level
waste. that resarch and development or alternative means and technologies for permanent disposal be
continued and ac:celenlcd (section 222) and.._ in pmicular, sub-seabed disposal be initiated and
propess reported periodically to Congress (section 224). DOE is proceeding with these activities.

16.15 (121) Uld-* Dll.-ldH
COMMENT

The commentor states that to resolve the overall problem of storage of all types of spent nuclear fuel.
DOE should press ahead to determine where the ultimate repository of spent nuclear fuel will be.
Additionally, the commentor urges DOE to complete the EIS process, and adopt the Navy's preferred
alternative for Naval fuel.

RESPONSE
Volume I section 3.I shows the actions that would be undertaken by DOE to the extent required by the
Navy's preferred alternative. Activities related to the manqement of SNF. including research and
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development activities would be included. DOE is continuing to agressively pursue investigation of the
candidate repository site at Vuc:ca Mountain in Nevada for disposal of high-level waste and SNF.
Ultimate disposition of DOE SNF is a high priority. For planning purposes. OOE had dctennined that
the SNF manqcd by DOE that is not otherwise dispositioncd (e.g., chemically separated, with the highlevel waste being converted into a vitrified glass for repository disposal) is authorized for disposal in the

tint repository. This authorization is subject to the total quantity of OOE SNF and high-level waste not
exc:ecdin& 10 pereent (by wciaJK) of the first repository c:apKity limit (70,000 metric: tons of heavy
metal), DOE SNF mcetina repository ac:c:eptMc:c criteria, and payment of fees. As pan of its SNF
managcmcnt proarwn. DOE would (I) stabilize the SNF as needed to ensure safe interim storage, (2)
chanc:terizc the existina SNF inventory to assess compliance with the tint repository's ac:c:cptanc:c
criteria, and (3) determine wh8l proc:cssina, if My, is required to meet the criteria. Dec:isions regarding
the actual disposition of DOE SNF would follow appropriate review under NEPA and be subject to

licensing by NRC. This pllh forward would be implemcntecl so as to minimize impac:ts on the first
repository schedule.

...., em) u-..... Dh•••111••
COMMENT
The c:ommentor sugests thai hiply cnric:hecl spent nuc:lar fuel may never meet repository waste
acceplanc:C criteria due to criticality llld ..,..._. con

s.

RESPONSE

DOE apees thai highly enriched SNF is • issue regarding repositorY disposal, in panic:ular c:onc:erns
about criticality. This issue is bei• addressed by DOE llld the Nuc:lar Replalory ommission. If the

fuel must ultimately be proc:cssed to satisfy the repository accept.nc:c criteria. Volume I, section 1.1.3
and Appendix J of the EIS discuss the available tec:hnoloaics dud may be needed for final disposition of

SNF.
16.15 CIH)

v•-• .,....._

COMMENT
The c:ommcntor states that until final repository siting and its requirements are assigned, it is

unreasonable to consider other elements of the spent nuclear fuel program.
RESPONSE
As the EIS discusses, interim management of SNF must be addressed for up to the next 40 years pending
ultimate disposition. The alternatives identified and evaluated in the EIS represent a full range of
reasonable alternatives for managing SNF, including the No Action ahernative. The environmental
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imp.cts of these ahcmatives. along with ocher decision factors such as cost, mission impKts and public:
commen~

will be considered in the decision-making process leading to the ROD.

IU5 (121) Ulti. .te Dilpolitioll
COMMENT

The commentor states that OOE's Environmental Manaacment and OfTtee of Civilian Radiollctive Waste
MMapment should have an illtep'8CI approiiCh to discussion of spent nuclear fuel and a joint effort be

undertaken to define the ultimlte disposal in a poloaic repository. The commentor also recommends
that the EIS be revised to include a ro.t map that would demonstrate a joint approKh.
RESPONSE

UhiiiUIIe disposition of DOE SNF is a hip priority. For plannina pwposcs. DOE had detcnnined tt.l
the SNF ......- by OOE thai is 1101 Olherwise dispositioned (e.a., chemically .,......., with the hiPlevel waste beina converted into a vitrified &Jus for repository disposal) is aulhorized for disposal in the
fint repository. This authorizltion is subject to the physical and se.1utory limits of the fnt repository,
DOE SNF meetina repository accepiMc:e c:riteria, and payment of fees. As p.t of its SNF ...........,.,......., DOE would (I) sa.bilize the SNF a needed to ensan safe ineerim storlp, (2) chlnderize the
existina SNF inventory to auns compl-.:c with the tint repository's KCCI*Itee criteria, and (3)
determine wMI processina, if My, is requiNCI to meet the criteria. Decisions rep'difta the actual
disposition ofOOE SNF would follow appropriltc review under NEPA and be subject to lic:ensina by
NRC. This peth fonnrd would be impleme111ed so • to minimize im.,.cts on the fma repository
schedule.
As part of this peth fonnnl **&Y, the Off'tee of Enviromnental MMipmenl and the OfTtee of

CiviliM Radiollctive Waste M-aement have eslllblished a workina poup to provide • inlepated
approKh to identify and address technical, replldory, and institutional issues repnlina disposal of DOE
SNF in the poloaic repository. This work ina group has IMde sipifant propess in defininathe issues
and establishina work plans to address them.

IU5 (129) v..ate .........
COMMENT

The commentor asks about the polentiallonJ-tcnn rlldiation of DOE's wute, and supports the Ten-YemPlan alternative for disposal of spent nuclear fuel at the Idaho National Enaineerina Laboratory.
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RJ:SPONS[
Volume I. ChapterS and Appendix K. and Volume 2. ChapterS summarize the environmental impacts
ofall the ahemati\·es considered in this EIS. The analyses show that the impacts of all alternatives
would be small. While there arc differences in the impacts among the alternatives. these differences by
themsel\·es arc noc suffecient to distinguish

~een

ahematives.

Volume I. Chaplcr S summarizes the l'lldiological impacts associated with all the alternatives considered
in lhis EIS. includina usina existina facilities and constructing new ones. Volume I, section 3.3
summarizes the cost of alternatives. The heahh and safety of workers and the public has been considered
in the naiUIIion of these altemalives and the idenliflallion of a preferred ahemative. The information

provided on l'lldiolotical impKIS and facility costs is considered adequate for evaluation and comparison
of the impKIS of all the akernllives considered in lhis EIS.
Volume I. section 3.1 describes the preferred altcrnative for SNF ......aaemcnt. See the response to
comment 04.04 (001). Volume 2. section 3.4 discusses DOE's preferred alternative for SNF
.............. environmental raton~ion. and waste ..........,.t activities at INEL. See the response to
comment 04.04 (Oil).
16.15 (. .) V........ Dllf IIIdle
COMMENT
The commentor 11*5 IMI the repository for spent nuclar fuel will noc take DOE fuels and that

decisions on ...-.ina Hanford Site rnalerials should noc be based on a mythical repository. but it should
be assumed IMI it will remain at Hanford forever. The commentor also states that the Monitored
Retrievable Stonae nqotiations with Indian Tribes have not been successful.

RJ:SPONS[
Ahhouah activities associated with licensina and openina the repositories or Monitored Retrievable

Stonae arc outside the scope of this EIS, acncral solutions for ....,..ina SNF in the interim arc within
the scope of this EIS and arc discussed in Volume I, section 1.1 and Appendix J of the EIS. More

detailed descriptions arc in the Volume I site-spccifec Appendices A throuah F. Therein it is noted that
technologies for final SNF disposition and a geologic repository site cannot be selected in advance of
repository performance requirements and waste acceptance criteria. These requirements and criteria are
several years from completion and approval. The repository must then be constructed and certified,
which could require decades to properly accomplish. Evaluatina and opening disposal sites for
l'lldioactive materials is time consuming. Yucca Mountain is being studied as the potential site for the
first geologic repository. If the site is found suitable. 8ccepaance of commercial SNF is expected to
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begin in 2010. Although acceptance of DOE high-level waste is planned for 201 S, the date for
accepcance of DOE SNF at the repository has not been finalized. DOE acknowledges these challenges
by allowing up to 40 years for a suitable repository to become fully operational.
16.15 (131) Uld. .te DilpaUtioll

COMMENT
The commcntor has an opinion on the second geologic repository beina used for disposition of higher
reactivity spent nuclear fuel.

RESPONSE
Under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, as .mended, DOE is not authorized to work on a second repository
and is required to report to the President and to Conpeu between Januuy 2007 and Januuy 20 I0 on the
need for a second repository. Concerns reprdina disposal of higher-reactivity (enriched) SNF is beina
addressed for the first repository between DOE otra of Environmental MMapment and otra of
Civilian RadioKtive Waste Manapment.

16.16(.1)1a...... M• II. .at
COMMENT

The commcntor states that the EIS does not evalllllc reasonable, safe allemltives for spent nuclear fuel

Slorap.

RESPONSE
DOE believes that the ahematives analyzed in this EIS a~e raso~aablc and in acc:onlance with NEPA and
Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) requirements to c:onsider a ranp of reasonable ahematives.
Altcmatives ranp from the No Action alternative, required by law, to an ahemative that consolidates all
SNF at one of five sites. Altcmatives dismissed are discussed in Volumes 1 and 2, section 3.2. DOE
believes the discussion of the buis for dismissina other possible alternatives is adequate.

16.16 (112) lateri• M•a •-••
COMMENT
The commentor states that possible future contamiMtion of the Idaho National Enaineerina Laboratory
(ICPP-666) saorap pool from spent nuclear fuel transferred from ICPP-603 could produce an
environmental impact.
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RESPONSE
Volume 2. Appendix C. S F4-l discu ses the Canning Characterization Project that could be instituted
under arious ahemati\·es at ICPP to keep this situation from occurring.
..... (113) l•teri• Ma.........
COMMt:NT

Commcntors express opinions that the interim spent nuclear fuel management program sites will become
"de fKto" permanent storage sites for the nation and perhaps the world and that the decision on a
permanent storage site will be delayed. In addition. several commentors express the view that these
sites may not be suitable for permanent disposal of spent nuclear fuel but because they may be
politically and economically w~ the storage sites will be forced on them.
RESPONSE

It is not DOE's intent to allow interim SNF storage sites to become de fKto permanent storage sites. In
fact. Conpess mandaled that the Federal Government pursue the development of a geologic repository
for the permanent disposal ofSNF and hiP-level waste and directed DOE to study the Yucca Mountain
site in Nevada to determine if it is suitable for this .,..-pose. DOE clll'mltly is pursuing those directions.
DOE is committed to developina facilities for permanent isolation of SNF and hiP-level waste. Perk!ing
availability of such disposal sites. DOE must provide for safe and environmentally sound storage and
management of these

materials. The implementation of safe interim storage and transition to uhimate

disposition represents the solution thai DOE seeks to define with this EIS.
This EIS objectively evaluates I0 sites as reasonable alternatives for ·some level of interim SNF
management activity. without reprcl to or consideration of political or economic factors. The analyses
in the EIS include environmental considerations, soc:ioeconomic impKts, potential risks to the public
from operations and reasonably foreseeable accident conditions, and other environmental factors for a

number of options for management of SNF. The EIS concludes that the alternative sites are
environmentally suitable for management of SNF and that there would be no signifacant risk to the public
or the environment due to interim management ofSNF at any of the 10 sites being considered.
DOE considered public comment while prqwing the EIS, upon which decisions will be based. Ahhough
the EIS provides DOE with an informed basis for decisionmaking from the perspective of environmental
imp.:ts and public comment, decisions will also consider such factors as national needs, schedules, and
costs. In addition. implementation of decisions is subject to independent processes, including
Congressional funding and environmental pmnining. OOE intends, however, to develop and implement
a national SNF rnanaaement stn1qy that best serves the overall needs of the nation.
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16.16 (115) lateri•

Maaaaea~nt

COMMENT

The commentor asks DOE to quantify the relationship between the capacity of any new storage facilities
planned and DOE's total inventory of spent nuclear fuel.
RESPONSE

The storage capacity required to safely manage the existing and projected SNF inventories depends on
the programmatic approach selected by DOE. However. SNF storage facilities, complex-wide, would be
sized to provide the storage capacity required under the programmatic approach selected, considering the
availability of qualified existing storage under the specifiC alternative. at the specific site.
16.16 (M6) lateri• Ma Ble. .at
COMMENT

The commentor notes that the tnnsfer of fuels from Idaho Chemical Processing Plant Building 603
(ICPP- 603) to the newer storap pool in ICPP-666 is no1 assessed in the EIS.
RESPONSE

As disc:usscd in Volume 2, Chapter 3, phasing out wet storap in ICPP-603 and mo ·ng fuel to
ICPP-666 is p11t of the No Action, Ten-Year Plan, and Maximum Treatment. Storage and Disposal
alternatives. The impKts of moving this fuel have been assessed as a p11t of the overall impacts of these
alternatives, as clesc:ribcd in Volume 2, section S.l.
16.16 (11'7) laterUI Maan1e. .a1
COMMENT

The commentor notes that the EIS does no1 disc:uss the Test Area North Dry Cask Storage Project in
Appendix B. section 3.1.1.3, where it would be expected. The commentor states that rather than moving
the spent nuclear fuel to the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant, it could be stored on an expanded pad at
Test Area North with less transportation, less handlin& and less anendant risk. In addition, the
commentor states alternatives to moving spent nuclear fuel from Test Area North to Idaho Chemical
Processing Plant should be evaluated in the EIS.
RESPONSE

The Test Area North Dry Cask Storage Project is proceeding as an interim action. Volume 2, Appendix
F disc:usscs two projects related to the use of Test Area North: (I) dry fuel storage facility and fuel
receiving. canning, characterization and shipping· and (2) Test Area North pool fuel transfer.
Volume 2, section 2.2 states that as part of the vulnerability corrective action plan DOE plans to move
SNF management activity from Test Area North to a more central location.
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06.06 <•) •••~ri• Ma•aa~-.e••
COMMENT
The comment r tales that relocation of spent nuclear fuel will only enlarge the area of the environment
that will later ha,·e to be restored. because both the old storage area from which the spent nuclear fuel
will be mo,·ed and the a new area to which it will be mo\·ed will both have to be restored eventually.

RESPONSE
Volume I. section 1.3 discusses safe and environmentally sound management of SNF until decision
regarding its ultimate disposition are made and implemented. Storage options at each generating site and

other storage options are analyzed. The analysis of the storage options of each alternative includes the
estimated type and size of a representative storage facility potentially needed at each site.

DOE believes that relocation of some SNF could be a beneficial management strategy. New facilities
would be designed both for safe storage and for more effective restoration when they are
decommissioned. Removing SNF from older facilities in the near term could serve to reduce future
environmental and safety problems and allow restoration activities to begin.

16.16 (119) l•teri• MauaeiMIIt
COMMENT
The commentor notes that the EIS states: "DOE has scheduled the installation and opcraaion of IIC\\' fuel
characterization and canning equipment in the Irradiated Fuel Storaae Facility before the Record of
Decision (1995)." According to Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company, the earliest such a facility will
be operating is early to mid-1996, and the location has not been determined.

RESPONSE
Installation of new fuel characterization and canning equipment in the Irradiated

I Storage Facility is

now tentatively scheduled for early 1996. The text of the EIS has been revised to reflect this change in
schedule.

16.16 (Ill) l•teri• M••
COMMENT

•-••

The commentor notes that DOE sites predominantly usc wet storage. and only limited dry storage
experience exits within DOE. The commentor recommends that DOE consider commercial experience
wherever possible to increase regulator and public acceptance, and reduce schedule and cost.

R£SJI(,NSE
Current and projcc1cd DOE S F inventories are considered in this EIS. Existing storage facilities are
identified, and their status. capacities, and accident histories are described. SNF container design.
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integrity. corro i nand corro ion byproducts. torage technologies. and storage facility design life are
factored into the EIS analysi for each alternative. Storage options at the site of generation and other
storage option are analyzed. The analysis of the storage options for each alternative includes the
estimated type and ize of representative storage facilities potentially needed at each site. Commercial
experience is considered whenever possible to increase public acceptance and reduce costs and
schedules.

6.7

Cost

16.1'7(MI)C_.
COMMENT

Commcntors want cost evaluation to be part of this EIS.

RESPONSE
Volume I, section 3.3.6 summarizes the costs for implementing actions under each alternative. In
addition. a discussion of the cost evaluation has been prepared for use by dccisionmakers For each
ahcmative, the cost evaluation considers capital costs for ~ operations, maintenance,
decontamination, decommissioning, and tnnsportation. The evaluation also addresses additional
systems costs, including disposition.

IU7(115)C.a
COMMENT
The commentor expresses the opinion that a spent nuclear fuel manapmcnt facility (spent nuclear fuel
recei~

inspection, proccssina. and temponry storage) would be less costly ifbuih near the spent nuclear

fuel final storage repository, and thai the cost of such a facility would be lower if it were built now rather
than in the future.

RESPONSE
The commcntor may be ~ in asserting that economies of scale and tnnsportation cost savings

would help lower the eventual cost of a centralized SNF manaacment facility located near a permanent
SNF waste repository. It is also true that inflation causes cost escalations for facilities built in the future
rather than now. DOE considered these issues when it identified the preferred alternative.
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16.07(M6)Cost
COMMENT

The com mentor indicates that the costs of handling and storing DOE spent nuclear fuel are considerably

higher than equivalent costs for commercial fuel and asks whether characterization facilities are really
needed and whether overseas processing of spent nuclear fuel might be more cost effective.

RESPONSE
Volume I, section 3.3.6 summarizes the cost for implementing actions under each alternative. For each
alternative. the cost evaluation considers capital costs for upgrades, operation. maintenance.
decontamination, decommissioning, and transportation. The evaluation also addresses additional system
costs, including disposition. This is adequate for evaluating and comparing the alternatives considered in
this programmatic EIS. Volume I. section 3.1 discusses the requirements for characterization facilities
under all of the alternatives discussed in this El S. Volume I, section 3.2 has been changed to further
evaluate overseas processing of SNF.
16.17 (11'7) COlt
COMMENT
The commentor states that the cost of removing and mitigating environmental hazards associated with

spent nuclear fuel will increase in the future, so decisions need to be made soon.

RESPONSE
The commentor may be correct in assuming that costs may increase over time. Volume I, section 3.3.6

of the EIS summarizes the costs of managing SNF. The ROD for this EIS will be issued by June I, 1995.
16.17(-)COit
COMMENT
The commentor asks that cost considerations be weighed against radiologic&' impKt and sugests that

using existing facilities could lower costs.

RESPONSE
Volume I, ChapterS summarizes the radiological impacts associated with all the ahernatives considered
in this EIS, including using existing facilities and constructing new ones. Volume I, section 3.3.6
summarizes the cost for implementing actions under each alternative. The health and safety of workers
and the public has been considered in the evaluation of these alternatives and the identifacation of a

preferred alternative. The information provided on radiological impacts and facility costs is considered
adequate for evaluating and comparing the impacts of all the alternatives considered in this EIS.
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IU'7(..,)C.a

COMMENT

Com mentors state that the cost of the corrective .ction plans for the problems identified in the Spent Fuel
Working Gro11p Report are underestimated Mel should have been included in this EIS.

llESPONSE

A summary of specifiC corrective Ktions 10 address the SNF vulnerabilities at INEL identified in the
S,lll Fwl Working Gro11p Rlport on 1~11101')' altd Slorag~ oftlw ~parttwnt's S,nt

Nw:l~tr

Otlwr Rlactor lrradiotM Nw:l~ar Mol~rials altd Tlwir Elwirolltwntal, Safety altd H~altlt

Fwl altd

Vlllrwrabiliti~s

IIINEL are listed in Volume 2. T.a. 2.2-1. M•y of the corrective Ktions are currently under way or
have been completed. Those Ktivitics for which NEPA review was complete before the ROD for this
EIS was issued are .,..lyzed under the No Action alternative. Althoup NEPA docs not require .,.
-lysis of the COliS of implcmcntina altemalivcs in M EIS, DOE ...,.... a cost evaiUIIion for all
altemalivcs that includes the SNF f.cilitics; the rcsuhs 8ft sum....ued in Volume I, sec:tion 3.3.6.

IU'7(1li)C_.
COMMENT

The commentor Slates that •movina nuclear waste .ounct from 'interim site' 10 'interim site' is danprous
Mel extremely expensive. • The commentor also sblleS that funds would be pu110 better use •clcanina ..
Mel orpnizina individual sites Mel developinaa propM110 eliminate waste. •
RESPONSE

DOE evaluated the transportlltion impKtS ofshippiniJ SNF; the rauhs 8ft presented in Volume I,
Appendix I, and Volumc 2, section 5.11. DOE's cost evalllllion of the propoeecl alternltives,
sum....ued in Volume I, section 3.3.6, shows that transportlltion COils do not differ amana altenultives.
Tr.nsporbltion of the entire DOE inventory between widely dispersed sites was analyzed 10 provide a
reasonable ...... of alternllivcs Mel associated impKIS for decisionmacrs 10 consider. These
evaluations show that the impKts of all the ahcmativcs considered in this propammatic EIS would be
small.

IU'7(111)C_.
COMMENT

Commentors I I * that the cost information presented is not truthful Mel that the COliS will be hiper than
stated.
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JU:SPONSE
Volume I, section 3.3.6 summarizes the cost for implementing .:tions under each alternative. In
addition, a reference to the cost evaluation has been added to the EIS. DOE has provided a signifiCant
amount of information in these documents to allow independent evaluation of the costs.
16.17(112)C.a

COMMENT
The commcntor believes that the Federal Government should have to pay a tariff to locations willing to

house spent fuel.

JU:SPONSE
The government provides support to communities thllt have Federal fKilities and projects. through the

creation ofjobs and other associated benefitS. Payments to area willing to acc:ep1 SNF would be
determined by Congress or the President and are outside of the scope of this EIS.
16.17 (Ill) c..

COMMENT
The commcntor raises issues repnlifta the costs and IChedulina of ...._ives being considered within

this EIS.

RESPONSE
While cost and schedule issues will be considered in the decisions f.cilitated by this EIS, these are
administrative issues that are beyond the scope of this EIS. DOE peCJ*tld a cost report. which estiiUtes
the cost of each of the alternatives under considerltion in this EIS. nis report is summarized in Volume
I, section 3.3.6 and is available to the public.
...., (114) c..

COMMENT
The commcntor st.acs thlt the •massive• cost estiiUtes for ICPP-666 and dry spent nuclear fuel

storaae

•lead us to wonder whether the scale of these projects might be a Trojan hone• to allow shipments of
additional spent nuclar fuel and other nuclar IIUiterials.

RESPONSE
Decisions for storing other nuclar IMierials will be decided through other NEPA documents, including
those discussed in Volume I, section 1.2. F.:ility costs are t.sed on compliance with nuclear f.:ility

requirements, as identified in DOE Order 6430.1 A, Cdrwral lksip Critn-iD. The size and cost of these
f.:ilities vary by altemative and the proposed amount of SNF to be stored.

VOLUMEl
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...., (115)

c••

COMMENT

The commentor states that the cost of each proposed ahemative and assumptions should be available to
the public and included in the EIS.
RESPONSE

While ~ost and scheduling issues will be considered in the decisions facilitated by this EIS, these are
adminisantive issues that lie beyond the scope of the EIS itself. DOE

Pf'CI*Cd a cost report. which

estimates the cost of each of the ahematives under considerations in this EIS. This report is summarized
in Volume I. section 3.3.6 and is available to the public.

6.1

Co •ereial Speat NHiear FHI

.... (.)C. ....m.a S,.t N.._.,_.
COMMENT

The commentor requests that DOE accept pater-than-Ciass-C sealed soun:cs from commcn:ial nuclear
power plants, and that the EIS be expMded to include KCepiMCC of commcn:ial power ractor fuel and

hiJh-level waste.

USPONSE
Volume 2. section 3.1 discusses KCCptMCe of pater-than-Class C sealed soun:cs for recyclina or
storap for all of the alternatives analyzed except the Maxim... T~ Storaae. and Disposal

alternative. As discussed in Volume I, Chapter I and the lmplemellllllion Pa..this EIS does not address
commcn:ial power plant SNF or hiJh-level waste. which .-e the subjects of the Nuclear Wasae Policy
Act. as amended .
.._. (•t)

c.....m.a s,e.t N.._. ,_.

COMMENT
The commentor raises issues repnling commercial spent nuclear fuel • .,.rticularly with respect to
compensating communities for stonae as is being discussed with tribal governments for commercial
spent nuclear fuel monitored retrievable storage.
RESPONSE

This EIS pertains to the programmatic manapment of DOE SNF. Issues regarding SNF under the
cogniunce of commercial power utilities are beyond the scope of this EIS. Compensation to tribes as
.,.rt of negotiations between the former Nuclar Wasae Negotiator and various entities to establish a
commercial SNF monitored retrievable stonae facility is likewise beyond the scope of this EIS.
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lUI (112) c......a.~ s,e.t Nlldear r.e
COMMENT

The commcntor states that the Project Summary for Fort St. Vrain spent fuel shipments needs some
f.ctual corrections.
RESPONSE

The Fort St. Vrain Project Summary ha been corrected.
lUI (IU) c.....a.~ s,e.t Nlldear ,_.
COMMENT

The commentor sa.tcs dull thcR may be a ~lalionship between DOE spent nuclear fuel and commercial
spent

nuclear fuel.

RESPONSE

Except for a very few special-c.lc situllioM • clacribed in Volume I, section 1.1, this EIS does not
discuss SNF from COIIItnereial power nuclear racton. Volume I, Chapter 2 stales dull the decisions 1hll

must be IMde to aa.blilh • effective prop1111 for DOE SNF are a) where to conduct SNF .........-nt
activities, b) the approprilte fKilities. c..,-lities Md technoloiies for SNF

..........-t, and c) the

resarch and development activities to support the SNF ...........- proanm.
See also the rc.,._ to COIIImenl 04.0 I (00 I).

IUI(. .)C......a.IS,...N.._J_.
COMMENT

The commentor notes thai the EIS fails to fully c:onsider thai the rcmainina u~llife of the fKility
where the Fort Ft. Vrain fuel is to be stcncl will be exceeded by 2015, well before a repository is

expected to be rady for this fuel.
RESPONSE

In Volume 2, Chapter 3, DOE fWOP'*S a .-y stonp fKility in ach of the alternltives in which Fort St.
Vrain SNF would be received. Yucca Mountain is beina studiecl•the potential site for the tint

poloaic repository. If the site is found suitable, KCepiMc:e of ~ial SNF is expected to bqin in
20 I0. Ahhouah KCepiMc:e of DOE hiP-level waste is planned for 20 IS, the elate for KCCJUIICC of
DOE SNF at the repository ha not been finalized. DOE consiclerecl that the desiplife of the f.cility
may be exceeclecl before a repository is rady. In the event that enaineerina studies cannot justify
extendinathe use of the existina f.cility, Fort St. Vrain SNF would be moved to the new dry stonae
f.cility.
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. . . . (. .) CHI.wrdal Spnl Nlldear f.t

COMMENT
The commentor urges DOE to con ider all contractual obligations to accept spent nuclear fuel equally.

and refers spccif~eally to Fon Sa. Vrain fuel.
R£SPONSE
DOE considered its contractual obligation to accept specific fuels in its identifiCation of a preferred
alternative for programmatic SNF management
. . . . (11'7) CHI...-cial Spnt Nlldear f.t

COMMENT
The commentor states that DOE is responsible for accepting spent nuc:lear fuel and high-level wasae from

commercial power ractors, refening to commercial spent nuc:lear fuel that DOE is obligated to manage
after 1991.
RESPONSE
As described in Volume I, Chapter I, this EIS focuses on DOE SNF from produc:tion. research and
development ractors, Naval ractors, university and foreip research ractors, and miscellaneous
pncnton. Manapmcnt of commercial SNF is beyond the scope ofthis EIS. DOE's responsibility with
respect to commercial

SNF is within DOE's Oft"tee of Civilian Radic.:tive Waste Management.

.._.(_,c........ st-• N...,.,_.
COMMENT
The commentor states that. with respect to the No Action ahemative, Public Service Company of

Colondo would not be able to tnnsport the remaining spent nuc:lear fuel from the Fort St. Vrain facility
and release the facility for unrestricted use.
RESPONSE
DOE recopizes that this would be a consequence of the No Action alternative. This has been
considered in DOE's idefttifation of a preferred ahemative for SNF manapmcnt.

6. 9

MilcellaMOU

..... (.1)~

COMMENT
The commentor states that the EIS should also include plans for dealing with errors or misjudgments and
provide compensation for cllmaaes for those locations that acccpl spent nuc:lear fuel.
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RESPONSE
Potential accidents and the impacts associated with these accidents are generally discussed in Volume I ,
section S.l. and treated in more detail in Volume I. Appendices A throuJh F. OOE includes
contingencies for dealing with errors in its planning for new facilities and activities. as well as
~cdures

for existing facilities and activities. An in-depth Malysis of the impacts of operations and

potential accidents is provided for SNF management operations in Volume I, Appendices A thouJh F.
and for INEL restoration and remediation activities in Volume 2. The Malyscs include potential hazards
and consequences and the possible methods. measures, or controls to be employed to minimize them.
The Malyscs confirm that the risk from SNF management operations is small.

DOE will use the statutory indemnity contemplated by the Price-Anderson Act (42 USC 2210) to ensure
ready and prompt avaiiM»ility of funds to compensate the public for inj..-ics and damaaes resuhing from

a nuclear incident .-ising from activities conducted by indemnified DOE contncton. Compensation

provided under the Act would cover nuclear inciclenls at INEL as well as nuclear incidents during the
trlnSpOrt of IMterial to and from the site.

Ahhouah the Price-Andenon Act is the prinwy means for compenuting the public for damaacs from
nuclear incidents, other remedies exist for claims not falling within the purview of the Act. For example,
claims apinst DOE or its employees may be c:opizable under the Federal Tort Claims Act, and claims
for environmental damaac may fall within CERCLA. These and other laws afford an injurecl.,.rty
mechanisms for seeking recovery for damaacs rellled to opendion of DOE facilities.
16.19 (112) Mllul•••••

COMMENT
The commcntor states that spent nuclear fuel does not require treatment prior to disposal and that DOE is

proposing treatment facilities only so that it can remain in the weapons production business.
RESPONSE
Volume I, section 1.1.3 discusses technologies for manaaing SNF, and more details on fuel manapment
technologies are provided in Volume I, Appendix J. Therein it is acknowledpd that some SNF may not
require treatment prior to disposal in a repository. However, there are many different types of fuel with
widely differing characteristics, which may make treatment necessary. At this time, repository waste
acceptance criteria have not been defined; therefore, the fuels that might require treatment cannot be
determined at present. Processing is being considered to provide the chemical or mechanical stability
needed for uhimate disposition or to meet limits on size or amount of fissile material in individual
containers.

VOlUMEl

Many of the SN F treat

t technologies being studied do not require SCJ*ation of uranium or

plutonium. and thus would not be related to the weapons production business. As discussed in
Volume I, Chapter I. DOE made a policy decision in 1992 that reprocessing ofSNF for "'capons
production would be phased out. That policy is still in effect.
M.lt(IIJ)M......_
COMMENT

The commcntor expresses the opinion that if people are unMppy with the cment situation with respect
to spent nuclear fuel, they should p.rticiplle in solving the problem, rather tMn complaining.

USPONS£
Through the public scoping process and the public comment period on the Draft EIS, many people and

..

orpniutions have p.rticipBCI in developing solutions to the SNF problem .
....,(

)~

COMMENT

The commentor states dud the inset entitled •wt.~ is Spent Nuclar Fuel?" in the Summ.ry is •l'lllhcr

inadequte and 'llmlllcss' as r.r as the lay public is concerned. •

USPONSE
This insert was proviclecl to clarify the definition of SNF for the public. It has been modified to better
accomplish dud .
...., (115) .......... .

COMMJ:NT

Commentors requcsa dud DOE Mdress spent nuclar fuel ...........-. prop1111 priorities in the EIS in
liaht of funding and other limations. commenton also request thnt the public be allowed to comment
on the priorities.
USPONS£
The SfMIIt Fwl Workiltg Grmip bport 011/IIWIIItwy alld Slort~p oftlw ~,...,..,·s SfMIII Nw:l~ar Fwl
alld Otlwr bactor lrradiolfti Nw:l~ar Motn-itlh alld Tlwir Elwirolulwlttal. ~ty alld H~a/tlt
J'lllrwrabiliti~s

and assoc~ ICtion plans Mdress some of DOE's immedi.ae SNF ~

priorities. The Phac I Action Plan was issued in Fet.u.ry 1994, the Phase II Action Plan in Aprill994,
and the Phac Ill Action Plan in October 1994. These ICtion pllns cunmtly .-e being implemented.
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Additional!). DO ha i ued the IXJ£-OM·rwd ·VH!"' Vw:lear Fuel .SiraJegi,· Plan. Thi plan addre
the i

iated "ith the management of

F nd it preparation for disposal. The plan i anilable

in the reading room and inform tion location li ed in the EIS.
16.19(-)M......_

COMMENT

The commcntor cxpres

the opinion that disposal of spent nuclear fuel in a repository will result in the

conc:entnaion of valuable moure

at a pMtic:ular site and that it \\OUid anract generation in the future

" 'ho would want to mine the rnoun:cs.

R£SPONSE
~

uhi....ac disposition ofSNF is not within the scope of this EIS. This EIS considers interim storage

until the decisions on uhi....ac disposition .re IMde. The process dull will decide the mMncr of uhimatc
disposition will consider the resource value of SNF llld its constituents, alona with lona-tcnn
lftMIICIRCIIt llld security conc:cms. includina ......_ illb'USion.
.... , (111)

Milai••--

COMMENT
The commcntor, ahhouah supportive of options dull would help solve the pi oniwn (llld hiJhly

enriched unniwn) was&c problem. feels the lsaillh Project is not•lppiOpriltc oplion.
RESPONSE
The Isa-. Project has been proposed to c:onswnc cxccu pluloniwn u a mixed-oxide fuel in commercial

power-production ractors (specifally within the Washinafon Public Power Supply Systan).

~h

projects conc:crn the ............. of cxistina special nuclear malerial, not SNF (which is no longer bcina
reprocessed to yield recycled fissile lftlllerial). The Isaiah Project is not included in the alternatives
considered in this EIS and its adoption or rejection would not chaftac the need to select alftCihod for SNF

manaacmcnt·

F ure .......-ncnt of the current invcniOry of special nuclear naalerial will be addressed

in the forthcomina EIS for Slorap 111111 f)Upositioll of WHpD~U-Umbl~ Fwil~ Main-ill/. Prep.alion of

that EIS wu recently announc:ed in Volume S9 of the F«<noo RlgUin-, JM11CS 3191S dvouah 31919.

Miln•••••

16.19 ( - )
COMMENT

The commcntor questions why the EIS frequently mentions reproccssina activities and that the Court
noted that none of the fuel brouJht to the Idaho National Enainecrina Laboratory has been reprocessed.
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llESPONSE

The commcntor seem to be rcferrina to Fort Sa. Vrain SNF. While there hu been substantial
rcprocessina of some

F a1 INEL ovft' its 40-yc. hi ory. no Fort Sa. Vrain SNF hu been rcprocesscd.

The existina pnxcs ina facilities • INEL do not have the ~lily to reprocess paphite malrix fuels,
such as the fuel used a1 Fort St. Vrain.

16.19 (119) Miluln••••
COMMENT

The commcntor UICitS lhlll the iiiUIInlion of a fuel rod and a fuel aucmbly in the fact sheet Wltal is

Spntt N~~&l«~r Fwl is not repreiCIIIIIive of the vasa majority of spcn1 nuclear fuel

manaacd by DOE and

lhlll the adler illuslntions and descriptions of spent

the Navy. Additionally, the comMCIIIOr

nuclar fuel in the EIS swn....-ics do not include dacriplions of .....y fuels. includina Navy fuels,

Shippil....... and TRJGA fuels.

USPONSI:
The iiiUIInlions and dacriplions ill the r.ct sheet and the EIS . . ......- wete chosen by DOE - . . .
they help provide a baic ..... ._...

of die typical co111po1u1111 of SNF. DOE is not aacmptifta to

provide detailed dacriplions of the - . s SNF types illdtis EIS; rllller, DOE is describina the baic
considentions, such • cl..wina type and coedilion. Mare....- to a pneral uncia -.dina of SNF

............

16.19(111) Mlnrln•n•
COMMENT

The commentor asks DOE to rnpoMibly ....... the rMioKtive .......... (includifta rMioKtivc wates
and spcnl nuclar fuel) lhll DOE helped to aale and WMIS to aive DOE 2 yean to

e sipifant

llrida in ~inalion. sa.bilizina. and ......_ina r..aioKtive waaes, or repiiiCe it.

USPONSI:
DOE Kknowledps its mponsibilily for

safe...........-

of rMioKtive naaterials, includina SNF and

rMioKtive wan. DOE is COIIUIIiaed to comply with all applable Federal and I I * laws and

rep ...ions, DOE Or*n, and iulteillpiiCy apeements pemina SNF and rMioKtive and haDrdous

..ea. Accorclina to Volullle 2, Chlpeer 2, two proai'MI.-ic EISs are beina prepMed al the national
level repnlina DOE's SNF Ploplm (Volwne I) and DOE's Environmental Ratonlion and Waste

M.......- PropMI (a .,....re forthcomina document). Additionally, DOE prepll'eda 00£-0wrwd
Spat N~~&l«~r Fwl Slralqic P/1111 for the safe, reliable, and effiCient ......apment of DOE SNF and its
preperaaion for disposal. This plan is avaia.ble to the public.
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For more di~u ion on

• le

I

urhorit~

and

ibilit~

for m

ing rad .

ti\e material . see

the rnponse to commmt 03.0-l (010 .

16.19(111) Milcei••~
COMMENT
The commcntor stat

that receipt f spent nuckar fuel from foreign research react

ma~ O\!erload

existing storage c-apacitin at the orfolk aval Shipyard.

RESPONSE
Volume 1. section 4.6 of the EIS states that the orfolk Naval Shipyard is being considered solely for

temporary storaac of Naval SNF. no1 SNF from DOE facilities or intcmational soun:es. Hampton Roads,
Virgin~

is a potential port of entry bcina ...lyzcd in the forthcoming EIS on the Propo$ed N~~elear

WI''PJIU NOIIpi'Oii/f'ralioll Polic} COIICI'rrtiltg Fonip /Wuarclr Rlactor Spl'~tt N~~t:ll'ar Fwl (Draft).
16.19(113)~

COMMENT
One commcntor favors keeping foreign spent nuckw fuel out of the United Slates. Others question the

need. cost. motive,lcplity. or rasons behind such mums. especially given the ability to manage FRR
SNF ovcncas. Another commentor states that this EIS should .tdress what hlppens before the fuel

lands on our shores.

RESPONSE
Ahematives related to the acceptance of FRR SNF of United Slates origin, including shipping. are being
analyzed in a 5eJ*81e EIS. This EIS does analyze the imp.:ts of domestic transportation and
management ofFRR SNF, which represents less than I percent of all SNF·addresscd in this EIS, should a
decision to mum such fuel be made. The environmental impKt analyses are de igned to produce a
reasonable projection of the upper bound for potential environmental consequences. This requires the

use of appropriately conservative assumptions and analytical approaches. In this context. "conservative"
mans that an assumption or analysis would tend to overprcd~ rather than

undcrpred~

any adverse

impKts.
However. overly conservative analyses do not provide a useful basis for comparing ahernatives. OOE
will not make a final decision on the acceptance of FRR SNF until the EIS on a Propo$ed Nuclear

Weapon$ N011pro/ijeration Policy Concemi11g Foreign Re$earch Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel and this
EIS are completed.

VOL MEl

Volume 1. Chapter 5 and Appendix K. and Volume 2. Chapter 5 summarize the environmental impacts
of all the alternative considered in this EIS. The analyses show that the impacts of all alternatives
would be small .

...., (114) MilcellaMMI
COMMENT
The commentor discusses the need for cleanup at other sites, including non-DOE sites, inc:uding

considenlion of ahematives that gauge environmental and accidental risks. It was noted that the EIS
should address these problems. The commentor states that DOE has willfully and illegally failed to
request the funding necessary to cease discharges and implement best available treatment and closed fuel
cooling to meet the deadlines in the Hanford Cleanup Agreement. The commentor states this leads to a
lack of confidence for the storage of any additional fuels at Hanford.
RESPONSE
Cleanup at sites other than INEL is not within the scope of this EIS, which addresses programmatic
management ofSNF at all sites (Volume 1), and limited to cleanup and waste manqement activities at
INEL (Volume 2). However, the Secretary of Enerzy has publicly affirmed that cunent DOE policy and
pnctice emphasizes safety and environmental considenlions lbove adler propam goals. DOE is
working closely with EPA to remedialc and eliminate adverse environmental impKIS from past
propams. No signifiCant potential environmental impKIS have been identified for any of the
alternatives identified in the EIS for SNF management.
~(116)M-.IIaaaa ..

COMMENT
The commentor states that at a public meeting unrelated to the EIS, the commentor's suggestion to reuse

nuclear waste was ignored. The commentor also states that the current ..tministration has an anti-nuclear
policy.
RESPONSE
This EIS pertains to the programmatic SNF management and SNF management, environmental
restoration, and waste management at INEL. SNF reprocessing to recover unnium and plutonium for
defense purposes is being phased out as a matter of national policy. As discussed in Volume I, section
1.1.3, however, SNF processing is being evaluated for certain types of SNF for the purpose of stabilizing,
rather than the recovering, fissile materials, which would not eliminate the need for storage and eventual
disposal. The nuclear policy of this administration is outside the scope of this EIS.
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16.09 (017) Milcellaaeo•
COMMENT

The commentor expresses opinions regarding storage or disposition of fissile material, including such
material if foreign research reactor and spent nuclear fuel are reprocessed in Europe.

RESPONSE
These concerns relate to the management of special nuclear material. not DOE SNF, which is no longer

being reprocessed to recycle fissile material. Future management of the current inventory of special
nuclear material will be addrnsed in the forthcoming EIS for the Storage and Disposition of
Weapons-Usable Fissile Ma1erial, as described in Volume I, section 1.2.3. See also the response to
comment 06.09 (013).
16.1t(I19)M......._
COMMENT
The commentor expresses an opinion that areas of little or no population and/or areas not near sensitive

resources are best suited for the management of spent nuclear fuel. The commentor also urges DOE to
select the safest site for the management of spent nuclear fuel.

RESPONSE
Although SNF management activities can safely coincide with high population or otherwise sensitive
areas, risks can be higher in such areas. However, public perceptions of risk from DOE and/or Navy

activities tend to signifiCantly exceed the risks as presented in this EIS.
The EIS evaluates 10 sites as reasonable alternative sites for some level ofSNF management. The

analysis in the EIS includes a number of factors, including the risk to the public from operations and
reasonably foreseeable accident conditions. Discussions on public health and safety can be found in the
Occupational Public Health and Safety sections in Volume I (and its associated site-specifiC appendices
A through F) and in the Health and Safety section in Volume 2. The EIS concludes that the
consequences to the public and the environment due to SNF management activities at any of the I0 sites
under consideration would be small. DOE tries to avoid high-population areas to the extent practicable.
16.1t(I21)M......_..
COMMENT
The commentor raises questions regarding management of special nuclear materials and secondary

wastes generated by spent nuclear fuel processing. specifiCally the Actinide Recycle Demonstration
Pro~

and questions details of the Actinide Recycle Demonstration Project. The commentor requests
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that the EIS provide additional information on projects or facilities that are in preliminary planning

stages.

RESPONSE
The Electrometallurgical Process Demonstration Project (formerly the Actinide Recycling

Demonstntion Project) is discussed in Volume 2, section 3.1.1, where SNF activities under the various
alternatives are discussed. More detailed information is in Volume 2, Appendix C, section SNFI. The
objectives of this demonstration are to investigate electrochem_ical processina of SNF, to produce a waste
form that is potentially suitable for a aeoloaic repository, and to quantify volumetric reduction factors.
This demonstration would produce hip-levelradioKtive waste containina fission products, because
SNF would be processed. Mixed wastes also would emerge because of electrorefiner operation
involvina cadmium, plus sodium contaminants in the SNF to be used for this demonstration.
Manqement of special nuclear IUtCrials such u hiply enriched unnium is beina covered by a separate
EIS and is outside the scope of this EIS. SpecifiC information is not available for facilities that have not
been constructed or activities tbll have not been c:onduc:ted to acquire a valid baeline. Generic projects

have been included in the EIS u placeholclen to ..-e-nt readers with u comprehensive a ranp of
forthcomina projects u is currently possible. These projects or facilities may require ldditional NEPA
documentation. At such time, accurate information on secondary waste pneration will be provided for
an assessment of impKts on waste rnanapment.

~(122)~······
COMMENT

..

The comrnentor states that the period of interim stonaelddrased in this EIS should not fix the date of

repository availability, and that consideration should be aiven to recyclina rather than disposal.

RESPONSE
Decisions u to the uhimate disposition of SNF have not been made, and are outside the scope of this
EIS. Uhimate disposition of DOE SNF is a hip priority. For plannina purposes, DOE had determined
that the SNF manaaed by DOE that is no1 otherwise dispositioned (e.a., chemically separated, with the
hiP-level waste beina converted into a vitrified alass for repository disposal) is authorized for disposal
in the first repository. This authorization is subject to the physical and statutory limits of the first
repository, DOE SNF meetina repository acc:cptanc:e criteria, and payment of fees. As part of its SNF
manapment propam, DOE would (I) stabilize the SNF u needed to ensure safe interim storaae, (2)
characterize the existina SNF inventory to assess compliance with the farst repository's acceplanCe
criteria, and (3) determine what processina, if any, is required to meet the criteria. Decisions reprdina
the actual disposition of DOE SNF would follow appropriate rniew under NEPA and be subject to
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licensing by NRC. This path forward would be implemented so as to minimize impacts on the first
repository schedule.
The 40-year period of interim management proposed in this EIS is designed to bound the date for
decisions on ultimate disposition to be made and necessary facilit~ such as a potential repository
available for implementation. Yucca Mountain is being studied as a suitable geologic repository. If the
site is found suitable, acceptance of commercial SNF is expected to beJin in 20 I0. Although acceptance
of DOE high-level waste is planned for 20 IS, the date for acceplanCe of DOE SNF at the repository has
not been finalized.

The current policy of DOE precludes the reprocessina of SNF to recover fissile materials. Ahhough such
policies are subject to periodic review. a need for the recovery or rccyclina of such materials is not
currently foreseen.
16.19 (123) M......._

COMMENT
The commentor believes that nonfinancial costs of spent nuclear fuel rnanapment, to the environment,
resources, and people, should be included in DOE's decision.

RESPONSI
DOE interprets the nonfinancial costs identified by the commentor to mean impKts to the environment.
Volumes I and 2, ChapterS summarize the environmental impKts for all of the alternatives considered
in this EIS. The impKts for all of the alternatives would be small.
16.19(124)~

COMMENT
Commentors express opinions about the history of spent nuclear fuel mismanaaement.

RESPONSI
The condition of SNF manaaement facilities is the ~It of a number of factors. Regardless of those
factors, it was recopized that the condition of these facilities cast doubt on the ability to continue to
safely manaae SNF. Therefore, DOE prepared a report commissioned by the Secretary of Energy on
vulnenbilities of the current propam and has been directed by the Secretary to develop an intepated,
lona-term SNF proaram. The SNF vulnenbility assessment and associated action plans to resolve
identified vulnenbilities are identified in the EIS in Volume I, section 1.1.2 and Appendix J, and
Volume 2, section 2.5.2. Additional sit~specifac information is in Volume I, Appendices A through F.
Environmental consequences ofSNF manaaement for •n alternatives are discussed in Volume I, section
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S.l. and mitigation measures are discussed in section S.7. For allahematives analyzed. the impKts
would be small .
....,(126)~

COMMENT
The commentor indicates that inti rmation on the Fort St. Vrain site was incot"''eCt and provided

approprialc data.

RESPONSE
These data have been incorporated into Volume 1. section 4.7.3, and Volume I. Appendix E.

section 3.3.2.

...., (12'7) Mllul•••••
COMMENT
The commentor sugests minor text revisions to the Fort St. Vrain project summary in

Volume2.

RESPONSE
The EIS has been chanaed to reflect the commentor's recommendlhon for text chanps to the Volume 2

summary.

...., (121)

Mllnl•••••

COMMENT
The commentor notes that Volume I, Appendix A. section 2.1.4 fails to mention the Bechtel Hanford

Company and states the opinion that privatization of certain Ktivities may brina additional contnctors
into key roles.

RESPONSE
The followina sentence was added to the end of Volume I, Appendix A. section 2.1.4: "In 1994, the

Bechtel Hanford Company and a team of subcontncton became DOE's environmental ~ion
contnctor at the Hanford Site." Future contnctor arranpments at th_e Hanford Site are outside the
scope of this EIS .
.._.,(Ill) M - - - - .

COMMENT
The commentor states that the EIS does not solve the current Idaho National Enaineerina Laboratory

spent nuclear fuel problems, let alone the ones that will be there in 40 yan.
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RESPONSE

Volume I. Chapter I discu ses DOE's plan to develop an intqraaed. lona-tenn SNF proaram. The
discussion also points out a number of reasons why DOE cannot make all decisions reaarding SNF
manqement for the next 40 years at this time. These rasons include (a) lack of chanlcterization data on
the interim saorqe behavior of certain types of SNF and (b) lack of~ criteria for uhimate·
disposition. Volume I, Appendix J identifees a number of activities currently under way to define a

managcment.,.rh and proceed towlnl ulti....ae disposition. This EIS is one step in the plan to address
ultimate disposition.
This EIS is not a decision-makina document; ralhcr, it is a tool desiped to aid the decision-makina
process by evaluatina the environmental consequences of proposed actions and their alternatives. This
information is used by decisionmaken in conjunction with Olher infOI'IUiion. such as costs and budpts.
to dclcrmine a counc of action.

16.19 (W) Mlln•••••
COMMJ:NT

Commentors request infOI'IIIItion on the re•ivc merits of wet saonp venus .-y stcnac of spent nuclear
fuel. Com mentors state that the EIS docs not distinauish the consequences of reproccssina versus dry
and wet storap. Information is also requcsaed on spent nuclear fuel types. costs and benefits of

processina. shol1-tcnn activities to fix stonac problems. stonac f.cilily desip, and work-force
requirements. Other commcnton question why the two stonac types arc not split into two alternatives.
RJ:SPONSE

Volume I, Chaplcn I. 4, and Sand Appendix J, and Volume 2, Chapters 2 and 4 and Appendix F
provide the requested informalion. Volume I, scelion 3.3 summ.-izcs the S,.lll Fwl ~,_,,Cost

EWillltJiiotr PltMt. Volume I, Chapter S and Appendix K. and Volume 2. CMptcr S summ~ the
environmental impKts of all the alternatives considered in this EIS. The ...lyses show that the impKts
of all alternatives would be small.

16.19(135)M....._
COMMENT
The commentor expresses a acncral opinion that enainccrina has its limitations and fails to take into

account consequences and that the consequences of that enainccrina brina about and put a tremendous

burden on the whole society to solve those problems.
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RESPONSE
The commcniOI"s opinion reprdina cnainecrina and its perceived limiullions is noted.

...., (13'7) Mllnl•••••
COMMENT

The commcntor WMts to keep spent nuclar fuel whcft it is until •we come up with somethina safe.•

RESPONSE

Volume I, Chlpter S and Appendix K. and Volume 2, Chllpler S uniUI'izJe the environmental impKtS
of all the alterutivcs considered in this EIS. The -.lyses show thll the inlpKts of all allernllivcs
would be ..all. While there II'C differences in the impKts..,.. the~ thac di"--c:cs by
thcm.tves II'C not suffiCient to diltinpilh between allernlbves. Volwnc I, IICtion 3.1 claa ibcs the

peefe11ed ......_.ivc for ..,.,.......aic SNF .....eiMIII.
Sec alto the re..- to comment 04.04 (001).
....,(IJI)MII1111•n•
COMMENT

n. ~objects to ractor inwli-.1 nuclarllllllrial conlinuilta eo be llftlllledllld causina
.no. ....... cft'ects.
JlDIIONSE

Elimm.tifta all c...-lftd fubn pnerllioll of DOE SNF would not sipificMtly diminish the hlndlina,

stonae. lftd final dispolitioll challcnps DOE fKeS.

Inventories of DOE SNF II'C ..tclreued in Volume

I, -=tioll 1.1. Approximltely 16 percent of the current inventory ori....... in DOE
w 1111 aas-productioll racton thll have ceased to opel'llc. Anochcr I pcrccnl was aenc...red in DOE

experimental racton, 111011 of which have been shul clown.

Acconlina to Volume I, T.ac 1-1, the

.Witiollal SNF to be...,..... over the next 40 yan (until 203S) wiiiiiiiOUilt to only a 3-pcrcent
increase in the cmTent inventory. ElimillltinaiOUI'CCI of DOE SNF alfOtdhcr would require haltina
nuclar Navy opcndions and nuclar raarch .a ...ivcnitics. which is not within the control of DOE and
is outside the scope of this EIS.

...., (. .) Mllnl•••••
COMMENT

The commentor asks how DOE will correct storap problems and what new dcsips have been tested for

handlina and storina spent nuclar fuel. Furthermore, the commentor is of the opinion that the EIS docs
not address the two.~ issues of permanent storap and availability of ....aurc technoJoay.
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RESPONSE

The potential impact of storing radioKtive materials asociaacd with SNF arc discussed in Volume I ,
ChapterS. Environmental consequences ofSNF manaacmcnt are presented for allahematives in
Volume I, section S.l. and mitigation measures arc discussed in section 5.7.
Problems at existina stonac facilities have been identified
/~111ory and Storage
Mal~rials

in~"'

Fwl

Wtrii~tR GI'OIIf' Repor1 011

of the DepartiiWIII'~ Spe111 N~~el~or Fwl Ultd Otlwr R~aclor l"adiated N~~e/ear

and Tlteir Elwiroll~~~elllol. Sofoty Qltl/ Ilea/tit Ylllltn'tlbilitws. This report. commonly called the

SNF vulncnbility ~ Md asociaaed action pa.s to resolve identified vulnerabilities are
acknowledpd in Volume I. section 1.1.2 ..t Appendix J-2. Additional site-specifiC information is
pracntcd in Volume I, Appendices A dnuah F.
AtiNEL. there is M

onaoiftl dry sfOnle demol'lltrllion projeciiO pin infOIIIUIIion and experience with

usina commercial dry SIOriiF casks for OOE fuels. Dry SIOriiF is ..tdrcuecl in Volume I, section 1.1.3
IIICI Appendix J.

Volumes I IIICI2,1ftd Appendix D discuss lhe imi*IS of waste ........,..ad on INEL and SNF

..........-. These imi*IS would be small under allaltcmllives considered in lhe EIS. DOE
determined lhat lhe lnnlfer of SNF at INEL from polenlially unsafe storaac to a newer stonac facility is
• effective i.nm action thai can be conducted prior 10 completion of this EIS. Dependina on the
alternative selected in lhe ROO for this EIS, v.-ious projects are proposed for interim storaae and
tratmcnt of SNF

pendifta a lalcr decision on ultiiRIIIC disposition. OOE will implement the reflected

projects. described in Volume 2, Appendix C.IO address lhe defteiencies with current stonac. The

proposed projects include rerKkina of existiftl wilda water storaac facilities 10 more effectively use their
capKities. constructina modUlar dry storaae facilities for lonpr-tenn stonac. and processina facilities 10
trea1 and

stabilize some SNF for interim ston&C· Commercial experience is considered whenever

possible 10 increase public acceptance and reduce costs and schedules. The alternatives analyzed attempt
10 balance consideralions such as usina existina facilities. minimizina transportation, consolidatina

similar fuels, and others.
16.19 (141) MilcellalleMI
COMMENT

The commentor states that OOE fails to explain how spent nuclear fuel should be properly manqed and
disposed of.
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RESPONSE
Volume I, section 3.1 describes the preferred alternative for propammatic SNF manaaement. Volume
I. ChapterS and Appendix K. and Volume 2, ChapterS summarize the environmental imp.cts of all the

altemalives considered in this EIS. The analyses show that the impKts of all alternatives would be
small. Volume 1. Appendix B. Chapter 2, specif.ally discusses INEL's propam objectives.
See also the response to comment 04.04 (001).

16.19(1G)Min•l••n•
COMMENT
The comiiiCIIIOI' states that the EIS fails to take .. inteplled approech to addressina the multitude of

isaiCS involved in handlina and storina spen1 nucte. fuel.

lliSPONSI:
Volume I, Chlpler I discusses DOE's plln to develop • i'*lflled.lona-tenn SNF p101n111. Volume I,
Appendix J identifieS a number of activities c~ly under way to clef. . a.........- pllh to proceed
loWinl ullimlle disposition. DOE's P,_ ofActiolt to Rlsolw Spntt N~~ektlr Fwl Yllbwrabilities

iclenlifted in the Spat Fwl WCJftilr Grotlp ltlport 011 hrwtllory tllld ~ oftl. ~ptlf'IWWIII's Spat
NIIC,_, Fwl tllld OllwriiMiclor ~ NIIC!mr Altllmtlb tllld Tlwir Elw...._,., Sofoty tllld

ll«<ltlt Y,_,..ililies iclenlified this EIS • a vehicle to ...._.the t.ck of a pllh fonnrd for the
ullimlle disposition ofSNF. In ..Wition. this EIS faa.~ on a ........mltic apprOKh to SNF
............... Site-specific SNF ...........-issues will be ..tclreued by ..Witional NEPA reviews
tiered from this EIS.

16.19(M3)MII.:III•t••
COMMENT
The comiiiCIIIOI' requests lhll more details and options be provided in the EIS concemina costs of

alternatives. storaae f.:ility desip, types of proccssina. improved lana-term storaae safety. and final
spent nucte. fuel disposition. The commentor states that IMIIY of these same conccms were raised
clurina the scopina meetinp and have not been adequately addressed, includina minimization of spent
nucte. fuel ~ion.
RESPONSE
The EIS has been auamented to include the estimated ranae of costs for each of the SNF proarammatic

aJtematives. The technoJoaical options for interim storap, transportation, stabilization, and proceuina
are discussed in Volume I, Appendix J. Evaluation of specifiC desips and technoJoay options aRnot
required at the propammatic NEPA level and will be analyzed in follow-on site-specifiC NEPA
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documents. DOE received approximaaely 1,900 comments durin& on the EIS scopina process. OOE
.atcmptcd to respond to all the public concerns· however. the uhimaae disposition of OOE SNF cannot be

specifiCally addressed in this EIS due to unknown future requirements for poloaic repository acccpcance

criteria. which in tum affect stabiliDiion and trealment ~~n~~e&ies. The I'MIC of technoloaical options
thll DOE believes may be required for stabilization, ~ or .,...,.aion for uhimatc disposal AR
ditcuued in Volwne I. Appendix J. Minimization oftrMsporbltion is a DOE p i consistent with safe
and effiCient opcntions.

16.19(144)Minulnan•
COMMENT
The conunentor .-a 1hll the EIS should evallllte the baa stontae form, proceaina requirements and

oeMr technical consiclenbcJns requiled for lofta-term ......IIMIIt of spenl IU:. . . fuel.
JlDIIONSI:
Volume I of the EIS is prop~~nlllllic in na1111e and......._ the major...........- decisions while

layifta the poundwork for the 11101e specific technical decisions thlltthe COiftmentor believes should be
evalunled, such •the baa stontae fonn and processina requ...._.. for specifiC fuel types. However,
the EIS ditcuaes the

c..,. SNF m••eiMIIt problem and the need for Ktion in Volwne I, Chlpler I.

Technical c:onsiclenlions and solutions to the.......,...... problems are addrund in Volwne I,
Appendix J, includina . . . . options, contaiMn, and proceaina options.

-~·······

16.19(M6)
COMMENT

The commentor 11*1 tMI stonae is not the optim.... stneeaY for spent nuclar fuel..........-. The

COiftmentor also l t * l tt.a plutonium is too radily avaia.blc for makifta w Ulll Dill and tMI it must be

clearadcd •l'llpidly •

possible while maintainina the safety of the environment and the ability to recover

oehcr valablc constituents.
USPONSE

nis EIS docs not consider uhimate disposition of SNF; ndher it consiclers interim stonae until the
decisions on uhimatc disposition of special nuclar material are made. The process tMI will decide the
manner of uhimatc disposition, which is the subject of another EIS, will consider the rcsoun:e value of
SNF and its constituents, as well as the necessary safeparcls apinst diversion of materials for wapo111
production. DOE has a proparn for safely manaaina and storina SNF and oehcr rlldioKtivc mlderials at
ach of the sites considered in the EIS. DOE will manaac SNF in KCOrdanc:c with applicable Fcdcra.l,
stale, and local requirements and rqulations and DOE Orden in a mMncr tMI protects the environment

and the health and safety of the public and site employees.
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16.19(N7)M....._
COMMENT
The commcntor requests that spccifte: corrections or spccifte: ..Witional information reprdina the
....,...anent options for the fuel elements at the Vetenns Administntion Medical Center. Omaha.

Nebnsb. be included in the EIS.
RESPONSE
As described in footnotes to Volume I. Appendix E. Tllble 2.1-3. the Vetenns Administraaion Medical

ee.r in OnUiha. Nebraska. is a Catqory 2 F.cility thai does not routinely ICftCI'* SNF.

No SNF is

expected to be pnentcd by this f.cility durin& the period covered by this EIS. Volume I, section 1.1.2.

Table 1-2 has been deleted from the EISa-... it duplicated Volwne I, Appendix E. Table 2.1-3.

16.19 (Mt) Ml•nl•••••
COMMENT

The commentor st8lcs thai Volwne I, Appendix J does not appar to recopize the complexities thai

ace• when spent nuc:lar fuel is .......,.., and thai oxiclltion products 011 the OUiside of fuellft a lOIRe
of f.cility contMtintlion clurina CMniftl. The commentor lilies thai the EIS should be modified to

8ddress this omission.
llESPONSI
The section ofVolwne I, Appendix J to which the commentor refers is inte1Miecl to provide • overview
for the rader of the feChnoloay options tMI 1ft avaia.ble to DOE for u. in preparina SNF for interim

storaae- Technoloaia would be evaiUifed for~ for speciftc fuels prior to usc. This
evaluation would identify potential problems and approprille mitiplion measures. The potential for

cllmapd or externally cone.minaled fuels is routinely considered in DOE's evaluations of technologies
for tratment or condition ina of SNF.

16.19 (151) Mllula•n•
COMMENT

The commcntor states thai the Project Summary 011 Fort St. Vrain spent fuel shipments references a

previously preJ*ed environmental assessment thai may not be relevMI.
RESPONSE
The EIS has been corrected in response to this comment.
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16.19(151)~

COMMENT

The commentor expresses the opinion that the 510nF of spent nuclar fuel bas ..tvenely imp.ctcd

Nllive AmcricMs Mel will next destroy the institution of the American f.... ily farm.
RESPONSE

Volume I, Chlplcr S Mel Appendix K. Mel Volwne 2. CMpter S sumiMI'ize the environmental impKts
of all the alternatives considen:d in this EIS. The analyses show thai the impKts of all ahematives
would be small.
"-"(152)MIIcllllll•
COMMENT
The c:ommentor notes thai in Volume I, section 4.6.S the effective dole equivalent is provided in rem per

year. but in Appendix D, effective dose equivalent values are provided in millirem per year. The
commentor sugests that units be consistent thfouahout the document.
RESPONSE

The EIS bas been revised to ensure ...ifonnity in units throuahout the document.
"-"(15J)~CIIIIII ..

COMMENT
The commentor wants to ensure thai mitiption is an intepal pm of plannifta and sugests that

mitiption should consider avoidance. minimialion, rec:titation. and c:ompenation.
RESPONSE

If necessary, a mitiption action plan will be prepared for this EIS in KCOI'dala with the CEQ
replations at I0 CFR I021. All necessary mitiption is pnerally noted in this EIS. Volume I, section
S. 7 addresses mitiption measures relative to environmental impacts.
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7.

INEL ER&WM PROGRAMS SPECIFIC

11 (MI) INEL EUWM Pr-.n- Sped8c
COMMENT

Many commcntors Ute that the discussion about environmental restonaion activities a1 the Idaho
National Enaineerina Laboratory IKks substance and that no specifiC projects .-e discussed. Some
commcntors express the opinion that there is a need for more propcss on environmental restoration of
contaminated DOE sites in puticular, contaminated sites aa the Idaho National Enaineerina Laboratory,
inc:ludina cleanup of the Snake River Plain aquifer, and on resolution of spent nuclar fuel manaaemcnt
issues aa the Idaho National Enaineerina Laboratory.
USPONSE
The environmental restonaion propam at the ldlho National

~ineerina

Laboratory (INEL) is

discussed in Volume 2, sections 2.2.6 and 7.2.S of the EIS. Volume 2, T8blc 3.1-3 lists the pncral
environmental restoration projects that would be completed under acta alternative. Details rcprdina
mMY of these projects .-e not available at this time. However, sum....-ies of some projects .-e included
in Volume 2, Appendix C, Decont.mination and Decommissionina Project Summaries and as Onaoina
Projects Project Sum....-ics.
The evaluation in Volume 2 of this EIS bouads environmental impKtS from cnviroomcntal restoration

(or clanup) activities • INEL. However, specifiC decisions rea.ted to clanup •INEL .-e pncrally
addressed under • enforceable apeemcnt executed by DOE, the Environmental Protection Apnc:y

(EPA) Rcaion X. and the S.C oflclaho on December 9, 1991. This apecmcnt is the Federal fKility
Apeemcnt and Consent Orclcr (ffA/CO). The FF A/CO establishes a comprehensive process that
intqndCS the rcmedi.aion requirements of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation,
and Liability Act (CERCLA) and the corrective action requirements of the Resource Conservaaion and

Recovery Act (RCRA) and the State of Idaho's Hazardous Waste Manapmcnt Act. Cleanup activities

.-e conducted under the process and schedule established in the FFA/CO. Records of Decision (RODs)
under the FFA/CO process .-e siped by all three apnc:ies and represent a joint determination that
protectiveness will be achieved throuah implementation of the selected remedy.
Environmental restoration efforts at INEL have proarcsscd substantially since the FFAICO was sipcd.
As ofNovcmbcr 1994, 10 of the 2S scheduled RODs have been successfully nqotiatcd and sipcd ,by
DOE, EPA and the State of Idaho. These RODs have resulted in implementation and/or completion of
several interim and final actions clcsiped to reduce or eliminate hazards to hum• health and the
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environment. To date. all enforceable milestones set in accordance with the FF A/CO have been m~
either on or ahead of schedule. Additional work will continue over the next several years as detailed in
this EIS and the FF A/CO Action Plan.
The dnft RODp tire Waste Ana Gro"'' /0 C0111p"elretuive Snt:IU River Plai11 Aquifer Re~~~edia/

/11vestigati011 Feasibility Stlldy. scltedllledftw May 2001. will announce decisions reprding the cleanup
of the Snake River Plain aquifer. nisEIS c.not ant~ipate the detail of those decisions. Therefore,
analyses performed in support of this EIS must address the Mlure of the ant~ipatcd cleanup in general
terms.

Olher DOE sites nqotWie simia. apeements with the approprilte repllllory aaencies and follow
simi a. processes for ..........-. of their enviroumental restonlion Ktivities. However, the details of
such proanms for the Olhcr DOE sites is not within the scope of this EIS.
DOE....,.. a report on vulnenlbilities of the email spent nuclar fuel (NSF) proanm. The NSF
vulnenbility assessment and associlled Ktion piMS to resolve identified vulnenlbilities are
acknowledpd in Volume I, section 1.1.2 and Appendix J. Additional site-specifec information is in
Volume I, Appendices A thRJuah F. Environmental consequences ofNSF ..........-are presented for
all altelutives in Volume I, section S.l, and mitiplion measures are discussed in section S. 7. For all
alterMiives ana~ DOE is committed to meeting applable Federal, Illite, and local replations and
DOE Orden to ensure protection of the environment and the health and safely of the publ~ and site
employees. Consequently, the No Action alterMiive still incl'*s the minimum actions deemed
necesury for continued safe NSF....,.........

11 (113) INEL ERAWM rr.pa.. Sped8c
COMMENT

The commentor disapproves of Bin Set II, feeling that this would only be used to support the

reprocessing of spent nuclear fuels. In addition, the commentor expresses concern that there is no
chancterization of the IWiionuclide content of existing calcine in the EIS and that presentation of the
Calcine TI'Msfer Project (Bin Set II) as a Research Development Project is misleading. The commentor
also believes that the decontamination and decommissioning of Bin Set II should be a high priority
project.

RESPONSE

Additional calcine storage facilities, i.e., Bin Set II, are proposed under the Maximum Treatment,
Storage. and Disposal ahernative at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. Bin Set II gives DOE
VOLUME J
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the c.pability to transfer liquid high-level waste to a more stable form irrespective of the technology

selected. A large part of the liquid to be concentrated and calcined would consist of decontamination
solutions acneratcc1 from the extensive decontamination and clccommissioning activities undertaken in
this aherMiive, rather than additional high-level liquid waste from reprocessing. Reprocessing for the
recovery of fissile material for the weapons stockpile is being phased out as a matter of DOE policy.

although some type of processing of some fuels may be necessary as a waste treatment.
Prescnt.aion of detailed calcine data in this EIS was not considered important to the •ision process,
since all calcine is to be m-acd as hiP-level waste, irrespective of its rwlionuclide content. Detailed
ct..cserizlltion data on calcine can be found in Inventory lnd Properties of lct.ho Chemical Processing
Pllnt Calcined High Level Waste (WINCO.I OSO; February, 1911) available throuah the DOE Public

Radina Rooms.

DOE Kknowledps the commentor's opinion lhll decontamination and clccommissioning of Bin Set I# I
should be a priority. The Calcine Tl'lftlfer Project (Bin Set I# I), which would resuh in transfer of calcine
from Bin Set I# I to more modem fKilities is classified as research mel development because methods for
removal of the calcine must be developed lftd tested; Bin Set I# I does not have calcine recovery
~lity

buih in. Decisions on clecolaminllion lftd clecommissionina will be made after calcine

ar..fer has been accomplished lftd the condition of Bin Set I# I can be properly evaluated.

7.1

WasteMa•. .._.t

17.11 (112)W..eeM•

1•-•t

COMMENT
The commentor is unsure if WIStc COIUminlfed with I0 to I00 nanocuries alpha emitters is included in
the mixed low-level waste desipated for incineration in the Waste Experiment Reduction Facility.

RESPONSE

Volume 2, section 2.2 states •Alpha low-level wastes (low-levelrwlioKtive waste contaminated with 10
to 100 nanocuries alpha emitters) and alpha-mixed low-level wastes .re m-acd together at lct.ho

N.aional Engineering Laboratory site.• As discussed in Volume 2, the Waste Experimental Reduction
Facility (WERF) would provide for low-level waste and mixed low-level waste incineration. WERF
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does not handle waste streams with concentrations of alpha-emitting radionuclides greater then 0.1

nanocuries per gram.

17.11 (113) Waste Mauae..at
COMMENT
The cornmentor questions whether private-scc:tor treatment of alpha-contaminated mixed low-level waste

will be located on or off the Idaho National Engineering laboratory .
RESPONSE

As discussed in Volume 2, scc:tion 3.I under the Ten-Vear Plan and Maximum Treatment. Storage, and

Disposal altcmativ~ transuranic and alpha low-level waste treatment capabilities would be developed
either through the private scc:tor (on- or offsite) or through INEL facilities. However, for analysis
purposes in Volume 2, the facility was located on the INEL site slightly east of the Radioactive Waste

Management Complex (RMWC), as stated in Volume 2, Table F-3-6, Note g.

17.11 (IN) W..ae M•e•ae-•t
COMMENT
The commentor notes that waste management impacts were not analyzed, and also raises the issue that
the EIS does not delineate why impacts are negligible.
RESPONSE

Volume 2, Chapter S discusses the evaluations of impacts. These impacts are summarized and compared
in Volume 2, scc:tion 3.3. These sections and the supporting references provide technical details on the
evaluations that DOE believe are adequate for the purpose of this EIS. The statement that the impacts
are negligible is a generalized summary of the specifiC analyses and data presented in more detail in
other parts of the document. Each discipline has a standard against which it measures adverse impacts.

For example, in Volume 2 in the scc:tion on land use the number of acres that would be disturbed during
the implementation of each alternative is presented and that number is funher divided into acres newly

disturbed and acres previously disturbed. The standard for land use is whether the proposed action
would affect surrounding land uses or local land-use plans. The conclusion is that existing and planned

land uses within INEL facility areas would not change. Proposed activities would also be consistent with
local land-use plans. Thus, the conclusion is that no adverse impacts are expected. Each discipline is
similarly analyzed and discussed in the EIS.
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17.01 (006) Waste Ma•aae-.e•t
COMMENT
The commentor states that the EIS fails to provide throughput characterization of the Waste

Immobilization Facility, fails to identify calcining and vitrification in combination. as an option, and
fails to characterize the Waste Immobilization Facility emission control system. The commentor also
states that grouping of low-level waste has been thoroughly discredited at the Hanford Site and that
direct vitrification, rather than the separation and vitrification of high-level waste, offers the best solution
because it would produce the largest high-activity waste portion, which would be sent to a repository
rather than remain at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory.
RESPONSE

As the commc-ntor states, the EIS does no1 provide throughput characterization of the Waste
Immobilization Facility. Rather, the EIS presents the Waste Immobilization Facility project summary as
a bounding analysis of the potential range of technofoaies that have been identified for treatment of
liquid and calcine high-level waste. The specifiC technology to be used is scheduled to be selected in
conjunction with the ROD for this EIS. Following selection of the technofoaies. a facility-specifiC
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document would be required for facility construction. This
facility-specifiC document would provide the Waste Immobilization Facility throughput and emissions
characterizations.
ICPP Rodioactive Liquid illld CalciM Wa.tte Teclrtrologies EWJIIlllli011/nteri111 Report listed in the
references for the Waste Immobilization Facility project presents all of the options that were considered
in the systems engineering analysis of potential treatment technofoaies. The option of calcination and
vitrifation was considered but was not recommended because it failed to meet specifiC needs, as
outlined in the report.
11.11 (117) w..te Ma.p. . .t
COMMENT

The commentor states the EIS does not provide information related to the management of greater-than-

Ciass-C low-level radioactive waste, including recycling and reusing sealed sources at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory.
RESPONSE

Greater-than-Ciass-C low-level radioactive waste is discussed in Volume 2, section 2.2.7 of the EIS.
Management of greater-than-Ciass-C waste materials is described for each of the alternatives in
Volume 2, section 3.1.3. The comprehensive range of options includes managing existing inventories
at the INEL RWMC, building a new dedicated storage facility for all sealed radiation sources, and
1-S
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transferring management responsibility to another site. The percentage of sealed sources that will be
recycled is currently unknown.
17.11(-)Wate~t

COMMENT
The comrnentor sugests that •higher impKt wastes• should not be disposed of at the Radioactive Waste

Management Complex; this includes materials from EBR-11 and the Advanced Test Reactor.
RESPONSE

Greater-than-Ciass-C wastes are not disposed of at the RWMC. In May 1919. the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) promulgated a rule that requires disposal of c:ommerc:ially generated low-level waste
with conc:entrations of I'IMiioac:tivity pater-than-Ciass-C in a deep acoloaic: repository. unless disposal
elsewhere is approved by NRC. Cunently, a small amount ofpater-lhan-Ciass-C low-level waste is
beina stored at INEL pendinaavailability of a disposal f.cility lic:ensed by NRC. Manqemcnt
alternatives for the disposal of pater-lhan-Ciass-C waleS are discussed in Volume 2, section 3.2.

7.1.1

..... Pncdcel

17.11.11 (.1) ..... Pncdcel
COMMENT
The commentor is impressed that only II acres (Jf the Idaho National Enaineering Laboratory site have

been contaminated by I'IMiioac:tive materials.
RESPONSE
The comment is noted.

17.11.11 (112) ..... Pncdces
COMMENT
The commentor states that the Idaho National Enaineerina Laboratory has received Rocky Flats Plant

waste in the past.
RESPONSE

It is correct that INEL received waste shipments from the Rocky Flats Plant that were subsequently
buried in several pits and trenches. including Pit 9, at the Subsurf.ce Disposal Area at the RWMC
between 1954 and 1970. For information regarding cleanup of Pit 9. refer to the project summary in
Volume 2. Appendix C.
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17.11.11 (113) .... Pncdas
COMMENT
The commcntor states that the sodium tratment Mel processina f.cilities at the Idaho National

Enainccrina Laboratory should be kept up to date Mel workina Mel that the Idaho National Enaincerina

Uborltory should process all these types of wastes from throupout the country.
RESPONSE
The pneral objective of the proposed Sodium Processina Project would be to conslrUCt Mel operate a

process system to conven hydroxide to a disposable waste form, socliwn carbonale.
This project would involve tratina mixed watcs. Under the Federal F.cility Compliance Act of 1992,
DOE is required to neaotiate with -.a or EPA, •

~.

to develop site tre11ment plans,

includinaschedules Mel milestones, to develop tratment technoloaies and conslrUCt f.cilities that would
treat mixed wastes. Decisions on these tratment technoloaies and relaled f.cilities would be made in
conjunction with nqotiations already under way with the Sa.lc of Idaho pursuant to the Federal F.cility
Compliance Act, Mel after~ NEPA review has been completed Mel public comments have

been collected.

7.1.2

E..... , . . . . .

17.11.12 (.1) E. . . . , ......
COMMENT
The commentor states that the infrastructure at the Idaho National Enaineerina Laboratory, one of OOE's

criteria for site selection, is not as usable as the EIS sugests Mel the fiaures do not include the Naval
Reactors F.cility Mel Argonne National Laboratory-West.
RESPONSE
OOE .cknowlcdges that some f.cilities at some of the ahemative sites may be too old to use for future
waste management Ktivities Mel may need to be upgraded or replaced. For instance, at INEL, NSF is

being relocated from an old f.cility (ICPP-603) to a modem f.cility (ICPP-666), which has no safety
vulnerabilities. Site-spe<:ifte details are provided in the Materials and Waste Management sections of
Volume I, Appendices A through F.
Reprding f.cility costs, OOE developed an independent cost evaluation report, which is summarized in
Volume I, section 3.3.6. For each alternative, the cost evaluation consiclered capital costs for upgrades
to existing facilities and for new f.cilities. OOE will consider evaluation results in preparing the ROD.
However, details on specifte fec:ility needs at individual sites will be developed after decisions on the
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alternatives have been made and the ROD published. At that time, there will be additional NEPA rnie
as necessary to address proposals to implement that straaqy in a safe and environmentally sound

manner. Age and condition of buildings are a c:onsidenlion when evaluatina waste and NSF
manapmcnt ~ilities and needs. In the c:ase of INEL, this information is in Volume 2.
The INEL Institutional PIM ccwen f.:ilities lhll ..-e under the control of the DOE Idaho Operations

OfTICC. The Naval Racton Facility lftd ArJonne Nalional Labonlory-Wcst are orpnizationally

...,..ac from the DOE Idaho Operations OfTICC. lftd as such• ..-e not considered J*l of the overaiiiNEL
infrastructure. Details on the Naval Reactors

Facility~

included in Volume I, Appendix D.

17.11.12 (. .)E. . . ,...._
COMMENT
The commentor believes lhll infonulion on WMte . . . .emenl for the lcllho National Eftaineerina
Labonlory is not always complete lftd asks for the -..of the w..ae vitrifiCation projec:t.

RESPONSE

DOE attempts to provide to the public: ac:clnle lftd complete information. lftd the public: has an
opportunity to request infonnation from DOE lftd to provide comments clurina scopina and public:
review periods.
Glassifec:ation and vitrifec:ation tec:hnoloaies have been c:onsicleNd atiNEL for

ent of c:alc:ined

hiafl-level mdioKtive waste. Hiafl-level waste lftd rellled Ktions under the alternatives analyzed are
discussed in Volume 2, scction 3.1.3. Calcined solids would be converted to a more stable &lass or
c:enmic: form under the Ten-Year Plan; Minimum Treatment, Stonae. and Disposal; and Maximum
Treatment. Storage, and Disposal alternatives. The Waste Immobilization Facility at INEL is tentatively
scheduled to beain operatina in 2001. More information on this facility is in Volume 2, Appendix C.
17.11.12 (115) E. . . . f8dlldes
COMMENT
The c:ommentor states that the Volume 2 discussion about storage ofnonmixcd private-scctor transurMic:

waste should include discussion of permit moclifations and limited c:apKity.
RESPONSE

Volume 2, Table 7-3 discusses the RCRA permittina status of each activity. The possible storaae of
nonmixcd private-sector II'Msuranic: waste. and any possible moclifations to the pendina Part 8 RCRA
permit are included in discussions in Volume 2, Chapter 7. The c:apKity to store tranSUrMic: waste in
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compliance with applicable requirements is provided by the Transuranic Storaae Area Enclosure and
Storage Projcc~ an onaoina project dcsc:ribed in Volume 2. Appendix C, section OPI.

17.11.12 (-)E..._ f8dlitiel
COMMENT
The commcntor allqes thai the EIS docs not provide a fuiiMalysis of the proposed rcsaart and expllldcd

opcgtions of the Wasac Experiment Reduclion F.:ilily, includinaan analysis of alternatives and

cumullltive impKIS.
RESPONSE
RCIIIrl and expMded operllions, includina incinenlion, at WERF were lddreaed in the Draft EIS; in

response 10 public comments. the project Mn11181)' wa ~ in the Final EIS. The Volume 2,

Appendix C projec:t sumnwy (MLW-1) provides specifiC infOI'IIIIdon...,... WERF opentions, and the
cumua.tive impKIS of opeatina WERF .-c •seued in Volume 2, leCtion S.l s. includina the No Ac:tion
alternative, which would involve no incinention 11 WERF. DOE belicvcs lhll the analysis of impKIS of
operllina WERF, not openltina WERF, and 11e111men1 of low-level and mixed low-level wastes at ocher
facilities are lldequately usessed in the EIS.
The Environmental Auessmen1. ldlho Nllional ~ Lllboratoly Low-Level* Mixed Waste

Proc:essina Findina of No SipifbnllmpiiCt (FONSI) wa siped by T. . O'Toole, EH-1, on June 3,
1994. The FONSI was initially provided 10 the Stille of ldlho in mid-September 1994 for assistance in
the review oflhis EIS. II wuoff~eially provided by leaerOPAIAD-94-217, dlted November 17, 1994.
Sec also the response lo comment OS.02 (001).

17.11.12 (11'7) Esild. f8CIIIdel
COMMENT
The c:ommcnlor states lhal ovcnll radioloaical performance assessment methodology for asscssina the

buried low-level waste al the RWMC and the disposal f.:ilily's performance should be based on sound
assumptions and employ c:alc:ulalion methods known 1o perform salisf.:torily.
RESPONSE
lmp.:ts of low-level waste disposal at the INEL RWMC arc currently beina assessed. The performance
assessment will specify criteria waste forms must satisfy before the waste can be disposed of al RWMC.
Waste disposal would no1 occur if the requirements of the waste ac:c:eplancC criteria, based on the
performance assessmen~ were no1 satisfied. Waste no1 meetina the criteria would require further
lrcalmenl before disposal. The ovcnll performance assessment methodology will be based on sound
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assumptions and c:alculaaion methods known to perform Ylisfac:torily and will be available for public:.
staac. and Federal agcnc:y I'C\'iew .

..,. . . . (•• , ............... Clllanctertlda
COMMENT
The commentor wants details on the waste material thai has been synthesized at the Idaho National

Enaineerina Labonlory from rac:ton.

USPONSI
Details on the openllions ofnuc:lar racton IIINEL 1ft OUIIide the scope ofthis EIS. However. wastes
t;.•lel'lfed to be Mndlcd by the cnvi~ ralonllion ...t w.- ......ement..,....... 1ft included

with other INEL operllions in Vol.-e 2.-=tion S.IS. In ..Wilion. ractoroperllions IIINEL involvina
NSF 1ft lddressed in Vol.-e I. -=tion 2.1. Aclequlle infonnlllion on thae wastes for evalullion of
alternatives is provided in the EIS.
Det · ' infonution on wastes acnerated from ractor opentions, boda currently and historically, can be

foun

the INEL Radiollctive Waste M.....-.cnt lnformllion System, which is available at INEL

inform tion locations.
..,. . . . (112) ............... Cllancterllda

COMMENT
The commentor is conc:erncd that volumes and waste type descriptions are vaaue for the Maximum

Treatment. Storqe, and Disposal ahernative.

RESPONSE
Graphics are provided in Volume 2. section 3.1 that indicate the volumes of each waste type that would
be handled under each alternative. Definitions and descriptions of each waste type are provided in

Volume 2, Chapter 2.
17.11.13 (113) l•vntories ud Cllancteriltia
COMMENT
The c:ommcntor states that the 145,000 c:ubic meters of low-level waste disposed of at the Idaho National

Engineering Laboratory c:ited in Volume 1, Appendix B. section 4.14.4 of the EIS is signifiCantly lower
than an Idaho National Engineering Oversight Program report c:ites.
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USPONSI:
The value of 14S,OOO (:ubic meters of low-level wale disposed of• the INEL RWMC (:ited in Volume I

of the EIS is consistent with low-level waste volumes (:ited elsewhere in the EIS Mel is consistent with
the lrllqrtlled Dala Bau (1992) infonnllion. The number (:ited from the INEL Ovcrsipt Propam

Report does noc necesurily reflect only volumes of low-level waste.

1'7.1l.U (. .) ............... a.ncterilda
COMMENT
1hlll DOE naust fully lftd .,..._ly ct.acterizle the v.-ious waste inventories in

1f0nt1e lftd dischlrJed to the environment. The comnacntor is pllticul.rly COIICel'lled about inventory
values lileed for ........ic waste in voa..c I -....they clo 1101 (:OI'rapond to sa.ae ovcniaht
.-ben, which 1re considenlbly hi.... In Mdition. the EIS fails to 8CC0U11t for the 2, 717 pounds of

plulollium DOE hM recently .:kftowledpd is buried II the bdioectiYe W..ee MMaacmcnt Complex,
lftd plulollium is 1101 included in the invaltDrics of spent nuclar fuel in Volume I, Appendix I,

T.WCI-2S.
USPONSI:

a..raJ dilcuaions of CWNn1 waste inwllaics lithe INEL RWMC 1re in Volume 2, section 2.2.7
under the specific waste (:•1101ies. Eflluent d. . . . . . Ire dilcuaed in Volume 2, sections 4.7 and 4.1.

Ref6aK:eslre included in thole sections directina the racier to documents for naorc detailed
infonnltion. The comnaentor is conect 1hlll the ........ic wale invaiiOI ies in Volume I, section 4.2
(lftd alto in Volunac 2, section 2.2.7)ofthe Draft EIS inconec:tly report 1hlll 102.000 (:Ubic meters of

........ic wale is buriecllftd stored lit RWMC. The conect total volume oftnnsuranic Wale (which
includes aJpha-colamiMtecllow-lcvcl wale) 1hlll is buried lftd retriev.WC 11 the RWMC is 127,000
cubic mctcrs. nis error hM been corrected in bolh sections of the Final EIS.
The press release to which the comnacntor refers (F-=t Sheet, Bwied Wast~ at/NEL May Contain Mon

Pl111011i11111 tltalt Prnimlsly R«ord«<) anowledacs thlt more plutonium than previously estimated was
shipped to and buried at INEL. Currently, DOE estimates thlt 1,320 to 1,910 pounds (600 to 900
kiloparns) naorc plutonium was shipped from the Rocky Flats Plant between 19S4 and 1970 than
previously estimated. nis amount is in ..tdition to 107 pounds (366 kilograms) of plutonium that INEL
records indicate is buried in Wale at the RWMC. Limitations of plutonium measurement techniques and

uncertainties associated with plutonium qUMtitics have been known for many years and contributed to
this discrepancy. nis increase in the estimated plutonium inventory at the RWMC docs not effect the
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trmsuranic wasae volume inventories ir. Volume 2, section 3.1.3 or the consequences analyses in
Volume 2, ChapterS; therefore. the new estimated inventory of plutonium buried at the RWMC was not
addressed in the EIS.
The mdionuclide inventory for representative DOE research/test reactor NSF based on E8R-11 Mark S

fuel presented in Volume I, Appendix I, Table 1-25 correctly lists plutonium, including four isotopes of
plutonium and the curie content per assembly of each isotope. No changes to this table are necessary.
17.11.13 ( - ) ............. Cllancterllda

COMMENT
The commentor cites an appment inconsistency between the EIS, the F«kraa Rqister, and the Idaho

National Enaineering Laboralory Oveniaht Committee on the mixed waste volumes at the site. In
addition. the commentor questions whether high-level liquid waste is included in any of the numbers.
RESPONSE

Volume I, Appendix 8, section 4.14.3 -.that I,IOOcubic meten(l,439cubic yards) of mixed lowlevel waste is stored at INEL, while the commentor cites the Federal /Wgisler (May 26, 1992) total for
the site of 63,973 cubic meters (13,670 cubic yards). The I, I00-cubic-meter (I ,439-cubic-yard) value in

the EIS refers only to mixed low-level wastes. not all mixed wastes, which was the case for the Federal
Register value and also possibly the Oveniaht Committee values, aJthouah the origin of the reference to

specifiC values is not known. Liquid high-level waste volumes are reported in Volume I, Appendix 8,
section 4.14.1.
17.11.13 (M6) IIIYR....._ ... C . .nctetilda

COMMENT
The commentor states that the EIS does not present suffiCient information on certain waste streams or

treatment processeslfacilities and wants to know the amounts of wastes, where they are, their condition
and type, and the technologies available and being worked on.
RESPONSE

Information on waste materials and related facilities currently at INEL (including the amounts of waste,
where they are, and their condition and type) is given in Volume 2, section 2.2.7. Associated activities
under the various alternatives, including technologies available and being worked on, are described in
Volume 2. section 3.1. However, in some cases, complete information is not yet available, such as on
waste streams from future decontamination activities and where treatment plans have not been fully
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determined. In other cases. althoup facility designs and treatment processes arc still at the conceptual
stqe, sufrteicnt information exists to bound the environmental impKts from the range of ahematives
being considered.

7.1.4

Teda••l•pe.

11.11.M(.I)Tedl••hpe.
COMMENT
The commentor DieS that the Volume 2, Muimum TI'CIIment. Stonae and Disposal alternative for

mixed tnnsunnic waste should discuss impKts from Best Demonstr.red Avait.ble TechnoloaY
treatment because the Waste lsc*tion Pilot P'- waste Keel*itee criteria may 8dopt Land Disposal
Restrictions.
RESPONSE
As shown in Volume 2, Table 3.1-6, tra1ment to meet disposal requirements will be done in the Idaho
Waste Processing Facility and/or priv.ae-sector alpha-colaminated mixed low-level waste treatment
facility. These facilities arc described in Volume 2, Appendix C, sections TRU3 and TRUI,
respectively. As stated in section TRU3, under 1he Federal Facility CompliMce Act of 1992, DOE is
required to nqotiate with 11*5 or EPA, Mlpploprille, to develop site tratment piMs, including
schedules and mi~ to develop tra1ment technoloiies and construct facilities that would treat
mixed wastes. Decisions on these tra1men1 technoloaies and related facilities would be IIUMie in
conjunction with nqotiations alrady under way with 1he Stille of Idaho, pursuant to the Federal Facility
Compliance Act, and after appropriate NEPA review is complete.

11.11.14 (112) TedaiiOiape.
COMMENT
The commentor asks about the status of the glass vitrifiCation project that seemed so promising at the

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory a few years ago.
RESPONSE
Glassitication and vitrification technologies have been considered at INEL for treating calcined highlevel radioactive waste. High-level waste and related actions under the alternatives analyzed are
discussed in Volume 2, section 3.1.3. Calcined solids would be converted to a more stable glass or
ceramic form under all alternatives except the No Action alternative. The Waste Immobilization Facility
at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory is planned for operation after 2005. More information on
this facility is in Volume 2, Appendix C.
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17.11.14 (IU) Tecll••l• ....
COMMENT

The commcntor asks how the Actinide Recycle Demonstntion Projec:t would aenerate hiah-level or
mixed wastes.
RESPONSE

The Actinide Recycle Demonstntion Projec:t (now the Elec:trometall~qical Demonstntion Project)
description has been modified llld expllldecl in Volume 2, Appendix C, section SNFI. The objectives of
this demonsb•ion 11e to investiptc pyroproc:essina of NSF, to produc:e a waste form that is polentially

suitable for a poloaic repository. llld to ..-aify volumetric reduction r.cton. This demonstrlltion
would produc:e hiP-Ievell'lldioKtive waste containina fission products because NSF would be
pnassed. Mixed wasaes also would be ......- because of elecborefmer opention involvina

cadmium, plus sodium contaminants in the NSF to be used for this demonsb.aion.

'7.1.5

v..... .........

17.11.15 (.1)

u....... .........

COMMENT

The commenlor oppotes new hiP-level waste 1t0n1p f8cilities ,..,..t for the Idaho Chemical
Processina Plant until DOE selects a technoloaY for pracessilla existina hiP-level waste, and cletcrmines

that nuclear weapons malerials production c:apKity is needed to meet national security requinmads.
RESPONSE
New storap f8cilities have been ,..,..S for liquid hiP-level waste and solid hiP-level waste. As
discussed in Volume 2, Appendix C, new a.nks would be needed to repl8ce olhers that do not currently
comply with RCRA under some of the alternatives ...1yzec1. Additional storap c.p~~eity would be

needed for calcined hiah-level waste if d.stinaliquid hiP-level waste is to be converted into the more
stable solid calcined form. None of these new facilities is intended to support nuclear weapons material
production capacity.
See also the response to comment 04.04 (001).

17.11.15 (112)

u......

Dilpelldoll

COMMENT

Commentors remark about the large amount of nuclear waste that is accumulatinaat the Idaho National
Enaineerinalaboratory and that there is not a coherent plan for what to do next.
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JU:SPONSE
This EIS is a fundamcnaal planning tool in development of a alhcrent plan for managing nuclear waste a1
INEL. Descriptions of how spcciftc: wastes would be managed under the proposed alternative actions arc
in Volume 2. section 3.1. The OOE Environmcnlal Restoration and Waste Manaacmcnt Five-Year Plan
clacribcs the activities of the environmcnaal mtoralion program. which is already under way.

Ahhouah the uhimaac disposition of hiah-lcvel nuclear wastes is a hip priority for OOE. the details of
those disposition activities have not been tiulized and arc beyond the scope of this EIS.

rt.a(•l) E.m......................
COMMENT

Commcntors identify sections of Volume 2 of the EIS .._.require ct.ifation or additional information
to more completely address the topics discussed in the sections.

RESPONSE
The EIS has been modified to include the additional infOI'IIUition reqtlelfed by the commentors or to

clarify the discussions in the identified Volume 2 sections.
7~1

II'J'AICO..._

rt.12.11 (.1) II'J'AICO ..._

COMMENT
Commentors question whether the environmental restoration activities and alternatives for the Idaho
Nlltional Enainecrin& Laboratory are consistent with Federal laws pcming cleanup and with the
Federal F~~eility Agreement and Content Order neaotiated among OOE. the Environmcnlal Protection
Agency, and the State of Idaho.
RESPONSE
Subject to Congressional fundina, OOE is committed to ensuring that applicable Federal laws
(specifically, the FF A/CO Action Plan, as stated in Volume 2, section 3.1.2.1 ) for remediation activities
arc followed for each alternative except the No Action alternative. The number of new decontamination
and decommissioning projects depends on the ahcrnative, but even if new projects arc not undertaken,

surveillance and maintcnaAcc activities would be conducted in compliance with applicable regulations.
The role of the FFAICO is discussed further in Volume 2. sections 2.2.6 and 7.2.5.
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17.12.11 (112) FFAICO ..._.
COMMENT

The commcntor asks how land-use plans would impact the use of areas covered under the Federal

F.:ility Agreement and Consent Order for the Idaho N1tional Enainccrina Laboratory.
RESPONSE
Manqcmen~

closure, and/or remediation of Klual disposal sites, clcpcndina on the waste or material

disposed of. are rqulatcd under CERCLA. RCRA, or the Atomic: Energy Ac:t. The rqulations of each
of these KIS contain provisions to control use of disposal sites, when disposal .:tivitics are discontinued.
The future use of land at any disposal site It INEL followina final closure is unknown at the present

time. However. administrative controls, deed rcstric:tions. and institutional controls would be
implemented to control or prevent ccnain use of these lands indefinitely.
17.12.11 (IIJ) FPAICO ..._
COMMENT

The commentor raises the issue that the clanup decision for Pit 9 IUierials allows treated Pit 9 materials

contain ina tnnsuranic clements to be returned to Pit 9 for disposal and that abovcpound storaac of these
wastes was not chosen because it "would pose a potential radioJoaical haDnl to the public and the
environment." The commentor also raises questions about complete reliance on hiah-cff"~eicnc:y
.,.rticulatc air filters for preventina emissions of radioec:tivc J*ticuJ.Ies.
RESPONSE

SpecifiC cleanup decisions. such as the one made for the Pit 9 interim Klion cleanup, are made under
CERCLA baed on the INEL FFA/CO between ~ EPA Rqion X, and the State of Idaho and are not
within the scope of this EIS. The objective of cleanup decisions under CERCLA and the FFA/CO, such
as for Pit 9, is to reduce the potential for exposure to eontMaination to ensure that human health and the
environment are adequately protected. This is done by cstablishina cleanup objectives and standards
spcc:ifally to ensure adequate protection and compliance with applicable environmental standards and
auiclancc. Approximately half of the soil and other material in Pit 9 is estimated to contain fewer than 10
nanoc:uries per aram of transuranic clements; after initial cxcavltion, this material would be returned to
the pit followina assay commensurate with current disposal practices for low-level radioec:tivc wastes at
the RWMC, as rqulatcd by DOE Order SI20.2A, Rllllioactive

Wa.tt~ ~,.,,.

The remaining half

would be removed and treated, both to reduce transuranic c:onccntntions to less than I0 nanoc:uries per

aram and to satisfy risk-based cleanup criteria established in the ROD.

Followina treatmcn~ this soil and

other materials meeting these criteria will be returned to Pit 9 as low-level radioactive waste. The treated
c:onccntntc would be in a stable vitrified form. Althouah an in-depth analysis of risk was not performed

for the abovcpound storage alternative. it was not preferred because the waste would be stored in an
VOI..UM£3
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untreated and potentially unstable form for an undetermined period of time until an appropriate treatment
method could be found.
To minimize airborne releases, projects involving radioactive particulates at INEL would take place
within a double-confinement structure. Conservative assumptions normally are used to estimate releases
to the atmosphere. such as modeling only two filters in series when at least three are planned for actual
operations. Also. although high-effiCiency particulate air (HEPA) filters have established particulate
removal effiCiencies of99.97 percent (down to diameters of0.3 micrometers). a conservative effiCiency
f-=tor of only 99 percent typically is used for operational safety and accident analyses. These fihers are
~lc of removing

particles as small as 0.001 micrometers from an airstream, but the manufacturer

performs the rating calibration at 0.3 micrometers using a stanct.rd aerosol-generating device. The filters
are tested annually and inspected daily to ensure thai their eff~eiency is maintained.

Safety analyses for forthcoming INEL facility operations will not assume perfect HEPA fihcr operation.
Additional precautions will be taken to minimize airborne releases. The prasure differential across each
fihcr will be measured continuously to detect fOI'IMiion of any holes or insecure fihcr installation. Fiher
temperature will be measured to promptly detect a fihcr fire. Finally, radiation sensors will be installed

downstram of the filters to continuously monitor abnospheric: releases. Detection of radioKtive
particulates above the natural beckpouncllcvels would resuh in a prompt shutdown of facility
operations.
See also the response to comment 05.11.03 (009).

rt.12.11 (. .) fFNCO ..._.
COMMENT
The commcntor notes thai the statement in Volume 2 of the Draft EIS thai project-specifiC Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory environmental restoration activities will be quantified and evaluated as
part of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act should be

modified to reference the Federal Facilities Agreement/Consent Order.
RESPONSE
The commentor is correct. Project-specifiC impacts of environmental restoration activities at INEL will
be quantified and evaluated in the future as part ofCERCLA, in accordance with the FFAICO. The EIS

has been modified to incorporate the change.
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07.01.01 (005) FFAI

.....

COMMENT

The com mentor tates that new remedial designs and remedial aclions will be conducted for each Record
of Decision under the FF A/CO that requires a remedial action. The Draft EIS. in Volume 2, section 3.1,
implies that remedial design and remedial action can only occur as a result of a remedial investigation
and feasibility study. This implication should be corrected.
RESPONSE

The commentor is correct. The Final EIS has been 111odified to clarify that new remedial design and
remedial ac:tions would be implemented if remedial ac:tion is det~incd necessary by tiM: ROD from the
CERCLA process and the FFA/CO for each interim action or remedial investigation and feasibility study
completed.
WMteGnention

7.l.l

07.8l.Ol

<••) Waste Gnentioll

COMMENT

The c:ommentor asks how I million cubic: yards of imported waste compares to the quantities of waste

that will be generated at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory from environmental restoration and
waste management a.tivities, what portion of the imported waste will be treated and what portion simply
disposed of, and what the impacts of storage of these wastes are once the Radiollcti e Waste
Management Complex reaches c:apac:ity.
RESPONSE

As discussed in Volume 2, section 3.1 under the Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal
alternative, approximately one million cubic: yards (770,000 cubic: meters) of low-level·· .die would be
ac:c:epted for treatment and disposal at INEL. That volume of waste is approximately I" to I 5 times the
amount of low-level waste that would be generated onsite from environmental restoration and waste
management activities, depending on the alternative used for comparison. Portions of this waste that
would be treated and disposed of, treated without di5p')SAI, and retrievably stored for all alternatives 8f'ie
illustrated in Volume 2, Figure 3.1-27. As indicated in this figure and discussed in Volume 2, section
3.2, by 2005, alllow-le,el waste would have been disposed of onsite under the Maximum Treatment,
Storage, and Disposal alternative. Most of the waste received under all but the Maximum Treatment,
StOI'l'.ge, and Disposal alternative would be stored safely pending completion of a proposed new
treatment and disposal facility. As soon as these facilities are operational beyond 2005, they would
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allow the waste to be handled under appropriate procedures developed at that time. The period after
2005 is outside the scope of this EIS; however, NEPA review would be performed on such storage
activities.
The evaluation in Volume 2 bounds environmental impacts from environmental restoration (or cleanup)

activities at INEL. However. specifiC decisions related to cleanup at INF.L are generally addressed under
an enforceable agreement executed by OOE. EPA Region X, and the State of Idaho on December 9,
1991, the FFA/CO. The FF A/CO establishes a comprehensive process that integrates the remediation
requirements of CERCLA and the corrective action requirements of RCRA and the State of Idaho's
Hazardous Waste Management Act. Cleanup activities are conducted under the process and schedule
established in the FFA/CO. RODs under the FFA/CO process are signed by all three qencies and
represent a joint determination that protectiveness will be achieved through implementation of the
selected remedy.
17.12.12 (112) WMte Gnendoll
COMMENT
The commentor notes that remediation of the Transuranic Storqe and Retrieval Area and restoration of
the waste does not consider the implications of additional waste volumes due to contaminated soil.

RESPONSE

Volume 2, Table 5.15-2 includes impacts from newly aenerated waste, including contaminated soil.

7.2.3
17.12.13

Tecla...._..

<•t) Tee...._..

COMMENT

The commentor expresses doubts about the cleanup methods chosen at Idaho National Enaineering

Laboratory.
RESPONSE
The environmental restoration proaram at INEL •s specifically discussed in Volume 2, sections 2.2.6 and

7.2.5. The evaluation in Volume 2 of this EIS bounds environmental impacts from environmental
restoration (or cleanup) activities at INEL. However. specific decisions related to cleanup at INEL are
generally addressed under an enforceable qreement executed by OOE, EPA Region X, and the State of
Idaho on December 9, 1991 , the FFAICO. The FFA/CO establishes a comprehensive process to integrate
the remediation requirements of CERCLA and the corrective action requirements of RCRA and the State

of Idaho's Hazardous Waste Manaaement Act. Cleanup activities are conducted under the process and
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schedule established in the FF A/CO. RODs under the FF A/CO process are signed by all three agencie
and represent a joint determination that protectiveness will be achieved through implementation of the

selected remedy.
17.12.13 (112) TeeiiiiOiotin
COMMENT
The commentor states that the EIS fails in its Volume 2-stated goal of making decisions on ways to
"treat. store and dispose of waste, manage spent nuc:lear fuel. and conduc:t environmental restoration

activities at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory in an environmentally safe manner."

RESPONSE
Improvements throupour the Final EIS evidence DOE's efforts to respond to this genenl finding by the
public by publishing as thorough a study as possible.
7.2.4

Decata.u.atiollud .,.... . . . . .

17.12.14 <•t) DecatMilaatioll ... .,.......... .
COMMENT
The commentor states that the EIS does not address decontamination and decommissioning of Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory tanks VES-WM-112 through -116, from which heels are to be
removed, along with tanks VES-WM-100, -101. and -102.

RESPONSE
The EIS does not address decontamination and decommissioning (D&D) of the tanks referred to because
that would not be within the scope of the Tank Farm Heel Removal Project. The purpose of that project
is to remove liquid and solid wastes remaining in the tanks after they have been emptied using currently
installed transfer jets. This supplemental transfer operation is anticipated to take place between 2000 and
201~.

Thus, OctO would occur after 201S, which is after the 10-year planning period ( 199S to 200S) for

the INEL waste management part of this EIS. Suc:h proposals would be addressed by additional NEPA

documentation.
07.12.04 (M2) Decata•iaatioll ud Deco••illioai•
COMMENT
The commentor states that the EIS should include data that fully characterizes the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory Decontamination and Decommissioning Program waste volumes and toxicity.
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SPONSE
EL 0&0 program is discu sed in Volume 2. section 2.2.6. Major D&O projects anticipated to occur
within the 10-year period ofthi
Summaries. It is impossibl

I are discussed in more detail in Volume 2, Appendix C. Project
fully characterize D&O wa~ e streams prior to implementing 0&0

activities at the facilities being decontaminated and decommissioned.
Limited characterization of facilities prior to D&O provides sufficient information for making D&O
decisions. but cannot fully characterize or anticipate all wastes. Wastes generated by D&O activities are
managed in accordance with applicable DOE guidelines and environmental regulations. Additional
characterization of these wastes would be completed during 040 implementation as necessary to ensure

proper management of OctO wastes.
17.12.14 (113) Decollta.Uutiollud Deco•. . . . . . .

COMMENT
The commentor asserts that decontamination and decommissioning of facilities are subject to evaluation
under the Federal Facilities Agreement/Consent Order, and the EIS should incorporate this information.
RESPONSE
The decontamination and decommissioning of facilities is not part of the current INEL FFA/CO. OctO
programs at INEL are described in Volume 2, section 2.2.6, including the process by which the D&D is
accomplished while meeting regulatory requirements and guidelines.
17.12.14 (. .) Decollta............ .,.... . . . . . .

COMMENT
The commentor identifiCS a statement describing the decontamination and decommissioning activities for
the Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal alternative as different from those under the Ten-Vear
Plan ahemative. The statement appears in the Volume 2 summary and the Summary.
RESPONSE
The commentor is correct, and the statement has been changed in the EIS.

7.2.5

Not__.
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7.l.6

c••

11.12.16 (115) CNI

COMMENT

The commentor indicates that the cost of environmental restoration

the Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory will be billions of dollars.

R£SPONSE
Whereas it may uhimately take several billion dollars to complete environmental restoration activities at
INEL and other DOE sites. the scope of INEL environmental restoration activities in this EIS is limited
to the period 1995 to 2005. The cost of environmental restoration activit~ during this period will
ultimately be a function of ConlfCSSional funding alloc:ations for the cleanup projects discussed in
Volume 2 of this EIS. Cleanup activities at INEL arc conducted under the process and schedules
established under the FF A/CO. as agreed upon by DOE. EPA. and the State of Idaho.

11.13 (•I) .........,

c..flla-e

COMMENT

The c:ommentor recommends that Volume 2 of the EIS provide additional information c:onc:cming the
Federal Facilities Agreement and Consent Order at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory; the June
21 1993, Court Order: the State of Idaho's hazardous waste program; and all agreements that the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory has entered into with the State of Idaho pursuant to those regulations.

R£SPONSE
Volume 2, Chapter 7 provides a summary of the information requested. The Court Order is part of the
EIS administrative record and is appended to the Implementation Plan. The commitments or
requirements idcntifted in those documents will be carefully considered in arriving at the ROD for this
EIS.
11.13 (112) . . . . .tory c..pUallft

COMMENT

The c:ommentor requests that the EIS discuss the Antidegndation Policy (40 CFR 131.12).

RESPONSE
A discussion of the Antidcgradation Policy, which is an EPA policy requiring states to develop and adopt
statewide antidegradation policies to prevent degradation of surface waters has not been added to the
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EL. INEL has only intenninent surf; ;e waters none of which is utilized cit"~r a source of\\atcr ~ r
INEL activities or discharge from INEL facilities. Therefore. a discussion of the policy would not
provide useful infonnation for dccisionmakers.

7.4
17.14

Miscellaneous

<••) MilcellaMOU

COMMENT

Commentors CXJiress opinions ttuat nuclear waste production should be reduced and eventually stopped
until a means for safe management and disposal are available. Time and resources should shift to
cleanup.

RESPONSE
General discussions of waste management procedures and plans are in Volume 2, Chapters I and 2.
Therein, it is noted that OOE is committed to a strategy emphasizina waste minimization and avoadance,
with the aoal beina that most newly aenerated r'lldioactive waste will be created durin& necessary cleanup
activities and decommissionina of contaminated facilities that no lonacr serve essential missions. The
DOE complex-wide manaaement and cleanup of wastes associated with those activities, includina the
time and resources required. is outside the scope of this EIS. However, complex-wide manaaement of
waste currently is beina addressed in the forthcomina OOE Waste Manaaement Propammatic EIS.
With respect to cleanina up INEL. the INEL Environmental Restoration Propam, includina both
remediation and decontamination and decommissionina, is discussed in Volume 2 section 2.2.6. For a
description of the sipifiCiftt proaress alrady m.te in this proanm at INEL, see the response to
comment 02.04 (047). The evaluation in Volume 2 of this EIS bounds environmental impacts from
environmental restoration (or cleanup) activities at INEL. However, specific decisions related to cleanup
at INEL are aenerally addressed under an enforceable qrecment executed by OOE, EPA Reaion X, and
the State of Idaho on December 9 1991, the FF A/CO. The FF A/CO establishes a comprehensive process
that intearates the remediation requirements of CERCLA, and the corrective action requirements of
RCRA and the State of Idaho's Hazardous Waste Manaaement Act. Cleanup activities are conducted
under the process and schedule established in the FF A/CO. RODs under the FF A/CO proces are sianed
by all three aaencies and represent a joint determination that protectiveness will be achieved throuah
implementation of the selected remedy.
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The generation and storage of SNF are discussed in Volume I. section 1.1 . Therein it is noted that most

of OOE's SNF was generated in DOE production and experimental reactors that have ceased to operate.
so considerable source reduction has already occurred. In addition, the Navy has beat engaged in the
development of longer-lived Naval reactor cores, thereby reducing the amount ofSNF that is generated.
Eliminating the source ofSNF altogether. however. is outside the scope of this EIS.
While OOE is committed to developing permanent Federal geologic repositories for isolation ofSNF and
high-level wastes. technologies for final SNF disposition cannot be specified in advance of cenification
of repository performance and associated acceptanc:e criteria of SNF and high-level waste for disposal.
OOE has acknowledged these challenges by allowing up to 40 yean for a suitable repository to become
fully operational. The 40-year period is 1101 needed for preparation ofSNF for fiMI disposition, but is
judged to be an upper limit on the time needed for a repository to be available. Until such disposal
options are available, OOE is committed to provide for safe and environmentally sound storage and
management of SNF.

17.14 (Ill) MilcellaMMI
COMMENT
The commentor states that OOE should review impKtS of lona-tenn stonac of transunnic: waste at

Idaho National Enaineering Laboratory because transunnic waste shipments will 1101 occur during the
next 20 yean.

RESPONSE
The transuranic waste management program at INEL is described in Volume 2, section 2.2.7. New

transuranic: waste facilities, whic:h meet the State of Idaho, EPA and RCRA requirements, are being
constructed to replace the existing storage facilities. The potential impKtS of this action, including the
impacts of long-term transuranic: storage at INEL, were evaluated in £1wii'OifJM1ftal..fssessJM1ftjor the
Retrinal and Restorage ofTra~~swa~~ic Storage Ana Waste. In addition, the receipt oftransuranic

waste at INEL for the 10-year period was analyzed in the Volume 2, Maximum Treatment. Storage, and
Disposal alternative. The long-term receipt oftransuranic waste at INEL is being analyzed as a pan of
the forthcoming OOE Waste MQIIagemelfl Progra,matic EIS.
17.14 (M4) MilcellalleHI
COMMENT

Commentors want OOE to responsibly manage the radioactive materials, including unspecifaed toxics.
radioactive wastes. and spent nuclear fuel that OOE helped to create. Other commentors express
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opinions that there is no way that anything like radioactive waste can be handled safely and question
DOE waste management practices and policies.
RESPONSE

DOE acknowledges its responsibility to safely manage radioactive materials. including SNF and
radioactive wastes. DOE's policy is to comply with applicable Fedenl and state laws and regulations,
DOE Orders, and interagency agreements governing SNF and radioKtive and hazardous wastes. DOE
has a program that includes rescan:h, developmen~ and demonstration activities for the safe management
and storage of all radioactive materials at ach of the sites consiclered in this EIS. General solutions for
managing SNF. including storage, are discussed in Volume I, section 1.1.3 and Appendix J. Current
management practices for radioactive wastes are described in section 2.2.7, which is specifiC to INEL but
also generally applies to wastes at other DOE sites. DOE also has adopted a policy emphasizing waste
minimization and avoidance, as discussed in Volume 2, Chapters I and 2 of the EIS. MOll new
radioKtive waste will be created during unavoidable clanup Ktivitics and decommissioning of
contaminated facilities that no longer serve essential national missions. Residual radioKtive wastes may
also resuh from cleanup actions performed under CERCLA punuant to the INEL FFA/CO. Volume 2,
Chapter 2 references two programmatic EISs that are being prepared reprding DOE Spent Nuclear Fuel
Programs: Volume I of this EIS and the

Wa.tt~ ~,_,, , ~ic

EIS, a 5eJ*'8le forthcoming

doc:ument. This EIS was prepared in full accordance with NEPA and follows the Council on
Environmental Quality (CEQ) implementing regulations.
rt.N(-)M......__
COMMENT

The commentor requests that the EIS provide additional information on waste rnanaaemcnt and cleanup
projects or facilities that are in preliminary planning stages.
RESPONSE

Anticipated projects have been included in the EIS to give readers as comprehensive a range of
forthcoming projects as is currently possible. These anticipated projects have been conservatively
evaluated to attempt to bound the reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts from such rrojects.
NEPA review is performed on such activities where applicable, prior to initiation. At such time, accurate
information on secondary waste generation would be available for an assessment of impacts on waste
management. NEPA status of environmental restoration and waste management projects contemplated
for INEL is discussed in the Summary (see box titled Projects Related to Alternatives in section on
Ahernatives) and in Volume 2, Table 3.1-1.
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The evaluations in Volume 2 of this EIS bound environmental impacts from en\1imnmental rntoration
(or cleanup) activities at INEL However. specifiC decisions related to cleanup at INEl aR generall)
addressed under an enforceable agreement executed by DOE. EPA Region X. and the State of Idaho on
December 9. 1991. the FFA/CO. The FFA/CO establishes a comprdlensi\·e process that integrate the
remediation requirements of CERClA and the corrective action requirements of the RCRA and the State
of Idaho's Hazardous Waste Management Act. Cleanup activities are conducted under the process and
schedule established in the FFA/CO. RODs under the FFAICO process are signed b)' all three agencies

and represent a joint determination that protectiveness will be achieved throuah implementation of the

selected remedy.
11.N(II'7)M......_

COMMENT
Commentors request specifiC information on secondary wastes to be procluccd from potential future
activities or not-yet-existent facilities related to possible processina ofSNF. includina the EBR-11
Blanket Processing Project, fuel subuscmbli~ and hiah-levelliquid wastes from the Spent Fuel
Processina Project.

RESPONSE
Anticipated projects have been included in the EIS to present raden with as comprehensive a ranae of
foreseeable projects as is currently possible. Information and prelimiMI')' estimates of waste generation
rates from the Blanket Processina Project. fuel subassemblies, hiah-level wastes from the Spent Fuel
Processina Project. and other potential future projects and facilities are in Volume 2. Appendix C. This
information was used to determine the potential impKts of each ahernative. as discu sed in Volume 2.

ChapterS. lfuhimately ~these projects or facilities will require additional review under NEPA
as they come closer to reality. At such time, more information on secondary waste pncration storaae
times and schedules will be provided for an assessment of impacts on waste manaaement.

t7.N(-)M...._..

COMMENT
The commentor requests that DOE beain train ina its work force for the day when the majority of funds
are dedicated to waste management.

RESPONSE
Funding priorities and work-force retraininato meet those chanaina priorities are not within the scope of
this EIS.
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8.

NAVAL PROGRAM SPECIFIC

8.1

Prefere•ees

•11 (MI) PftfereiiCft

COMMENT

Some persons expressed acncral opposition to one or more ot the ahcmati cs considered without
iclentifyina technical reasons for the opposition. Some of these expressions of opposition included the
following concerns:

Stonac could last lonacr than planned.

The EIS and Record of Decision may not

be completed by June 1995. Litiption over the sutT~eicncy of this EIS could delay implementation. An
ahemalive allowina removal from the shipyards mipt r.ot be selected.
RESPONSE
Some individuals opposc one or more of the ahernalivcs identified by DOE and the Na\'y for the
tnnsportat~

receipt. proccssina. and stcnae of spent nuclar fuel. Nevertheless, some alternative

must be selected since DOE has a considerab:e amount of s ent nuclerr fuel in existence. To select an
altCI'Miive, the Navy is coopentifta with DOE in this comprehensive EIS on spent nuclear fuel

manaaemcnt. includina Naval spent nuclar fuel. This EIS cvaiUIItCS alternatives for spent nuclear fuel
manaaement pendina uhiiiUIIe disposition. Some of the alternatives which are beina evaluated in the
DOE EIS will allow routine Naval spent nuclear fuel shipments to be resumed promptly. Therefore. it is
by no means certain that stcnae 11 shipyards will be extended.

. . ., (112) Plefen~~a~
COMMENT

Some persons expressed support for one or more of the alternatives considered without identifying
technical reasons for their support. Some of these expressions of support were based on such thinas as
the Navy's expertise, the amount of informalion and technology praentcd in the EIS, the safety or cost
effectiveness of the alternative ~ and the com mentors' pen;onal knowlcdae of the absence of
problems with Naval spent nuclear fuel and safety in the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Propam in the past.
RESPONSE
DOE and the Navy must make a selection of an ahernalive for transportation, receipt, process ina. and

storaae of spent nuclear fuel and the support from the public is acknowlcdacd.
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. . . . (Ill) Pnfeftllftl

COMMENT

Some pnsons e. prnsed general satisfaction with the safety of the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program.
Examples of these expressions of support incluck:
"I have a hip conf~ in the Navie:t (sic:) ability to store the fuel at PSNS in a safe and
environmentally secure manner."
"My feelina is that I believe that the Navy has a aood record of safety. I believe that they should act ofT
the bKk of the Navy and let them do their work."

"I jusa want everyone to unclenland that the Navy's nuclear proaram is safe and the worken that I
represent aR very. very safe."
"As for transportina spent fuel the Navy has been transportina fuel safely across the country to INEL for
yean."
"Proper examination of the fuel will help ensure the safety of the servicemen operaaina the ships and helt~
maintain a technical advantaae by continually improvina the rac:tor cores."
"The safety record for the navy nuclear propam has been aood·"

"I've read the EIS and I'm in favor of the Navy beina a aooc1 steward of the~ continuina its
proc:essina, and I think it is within what we would call ac:c:eptable risk."

RESPONSE
Commcntors provided statements of personal knowleclae and conviction that the safety record of the
Navy in servic:ina nuclear-powered vessels and in handlina and shippina Naval spent nuclear fuel which
support the Navy's statements in this EIS. Some commentors affirmed the relationship between

examininaall Naval spent nuclear fuel and ensuring the safety of nuclear-powered vessels and the sailors
who serve aboard them.
These comments support the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Propam and its continuina efforts to maintain

safety and minimize the risks associated with operation of the nuclear fleet. Protectina the people who
sail and service nuclear-powered vessel~ the public:, and the environment has always been one of the
hiahest priorities of the Navy.
VOLUMEJ
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&II (...) Pnfen•e•
COMMENT

Some persons exprnscd opposition to one or more of the altcr'Utivcs considered and provided reasons
for their opposition. Some of these expressions of opposition were based on such things as the costs of
providing new f.:ilitics for Naval spent nuclear fuel

managcmcn~

the number of shipmee1ts involved,

existing pollution problems in the area. or the difT~c:uhy of cv.:uating an area.
R£5PONSE
Some individuals oppose one or ~ of the ahcmalr·cs identified by DOE and the Navy for the

transponaaion, receipt. processing. and storaac of spent nuclear fuel. Nevertheless. some ahcmative
must be selected since DOE has a considcnlblc amount of spent nuclear fuel in existcnc:c. To select an
ahcmative. the Navy is cooperlling with DOE in this c:ompreMIIsive EIS on spent nuclear fuel
managcmen~

inc:ludina Naval spent nuclear fuel. This EIS e~aiUIICS ahcmatives for spent nuclear fuel

manaacmcnt pending uhimaae disposition.

Aalyses of the maaen of c:onc:em and the reasons for

opposition identified have been considered in this EIS.
Analyses of the impKts associated with .._.ina Naval spent nuclear fuel show that any e-ffects on
human heahh or the environment would be .all for all of the ahcmatives considered. The potential
impKts due to normal operations or hypothetical ac:cMient c:onclitions for manqement of Naval spent
nuclear fuel present little risk for all of the altematives considered.

&II (115) PnfenllftS
COMMENT
Some penons expressed support for one or more of the altcrutives considered and provided technical

reasons for their support. Sorrte of these expressions of support were baed on such things as the proven
nature of the existing Naval spent nuclear fuel management program, the lack of need to change existing

practices, or the unsuitable nature of ~omc sites considered in c:ompmison to Olhers.
RESPONSE

DOE and the Navy must make a selection of an ahernative for transportation, receipt. processing. and
storage of spent nuclear fuel and the support from the public: is Kknowleclpcl. Analyses of the matters

of c:onc:em and the reasons for opposition identified have been considered in this EIS.
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all (106) Prefernca
COMMENT

Some persons expressed general opposition to one or more of the alternatives considered because they
feh that some of the alternatives to be evaluated in the Environmental Impact Statement would require
further site specific NEPA reviews. which would prevent prompl implementation.

RESPONSE
Appendix 0 to Volume I of this EIS includes in Chapters 3 and Sand Attachments D and E detailed
evaluation oflllethocb ttnd facilities for storaae of Naval spent nuclear fuel at Navy sites under the
ahemalives considered. Chapters 3 and S and Attachment F provide detailed information on the
exposures and potential health effects associated with each method of Naval spent nuclear fuel
management at ship)Wds and Navy prototype sites. as well the effects associated • ·ith examination of
Naval spent nuclear fuel at DOE sites. In all of these cases, it is assumed that the facilities used for
Naval spent nuclear fuel manaaement would be properly clesiped for the waaher, seismic:. and ocher
conditions applicable to the l*lic:u._ site evaluated.
This EIS provides the information necessary to show that all three methods ofstoraac at shipyards and
Navy prototype considered (dry storaac. stonac in shippina containers, and storaac in wawr pools) arc
,nctic:al and could be accomplished safely and with very small risks. lllis level of analysis is suffiCient
to select a manaaement alternative for Naval spent nuclear fuel. Further NEPA review may be required
for construction of specifiC facilities, but this review could easily be conducted within the tnnsition
period alloued for facility and equipment clesip and construction.
. . ., (11'7) rn•n~~n~

COMMENT
Some persons expressed general opposition to usc of one or more of the Navy sites for storaae of spent

nuclear fuel from OCher locations.

RESPONSE
Under the No Action and Decentralization alternatives. Navy sites would be used to store spent nuclear
fuel which was removed from reactors during servicing at the site performing the servicing, with the
exception of Norfolk Naval Shipyard. which would accept Naval spent nuclear iuel from Newport News
Shipbuilding and Drydock Company. This tnnsfer would be ncce~ because Newport News
Shipbuilding and Drydock is a private facility. The EIS states that the Navy's preferred alternative is to
resume shipment of Naval spent nuclear fuel to INEL for examination and storage pending uhimate
di~ition.

VOLUME )
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Prefere~Kn

COMMENT

All U.S. citizens benefitted from the protection provided by nuclear-powered Naval vessels so the NoAction and Decentnlization alternatives would not succeed in keeping Naval spent nuclear fuel in the
vicinity of those who derived the benefits of its use.

RESPONSE
As stated by the commcntor, the argument that spent nuclear fuel should be stored at the location where
it is removed during reactor servicing in order to keep it in the locality of those who enjoyed the benefits
associated with its usc does not apply to Naval spent nuclear fuel. The commentor observes that all U. S.
citizens benefitted from the operation of the Navy's submarines and surface ships.
Section 3.9 of Appendix D to Volume I of this EIS discusses the fact thai storing or examining Naval
spent nuclear fuel at Naval sites is not the Navy's preferred alternative. The Navy has clearly staled its
preferred ahemative for Naval spent nuclear fuel: naancly, tnnsport to INEL for examination and
storage pending uhimatc disposition.

• • • (119) PrefeniiCeS

COMMENT

Governor Andrus refused to allow spent nuclear fuel into Idaho. DOE with the court's help has been able
to circumvent Governor Andrus for Naval spent nuclear fuel shipments to INEL.

RESPONSE
This statement is inacc:urate. In August 1993, the Secretary of the Navy, the Secretary ofEnerJy. and
Governor Andrus signed an agreement allowingl9 speriflc shipments ofNaval spent nuclear fuel to
ldlho while this EIS was being prepared and allowing for additional shipments if the Secretary of
Defense certified they were needed for National Defense. In December 1993, the court accepted the
agreement. modifying its order to provide for the additional shipments while the EIS was prepared. All
shipments of Naval spent nuclear fuel have been conducted in full compliance with this order.

8.2

NEPA-Related Comments

11.12 (.1) NEPA·Related Co•.ntl
COMMENT

Cornmentors stated that, a public hearing was poorly handled by the government representatives or the
public review process should be different.
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RESPONSE
The public hearings on this EIS were designed to provide members of the public an opportunity to ask

questions and obtain information as well as provide comments. To accomplish these goals, the hearings
consisted of a presentation summarizing the information contained in this EIS, a session in the main
hearing room during whic:h questions from those in auenclanc:e were answered, and a period in which
those in attendance could state their comments on the content of the EIS. In addition, a smaller room

with a recorder and a representative of DOE or the Navy was provided for those who did not wish to
speak in front of the audience or who did not want to wait to make their comments. Informal question
and answer sessions were also conducted to provide an additional opportunity for members of the public

to ask more detailed questions.
The hearings bepn with brief summaries of the alternatives and the associated impKts by DOE and

Navy oft"~eials. These summaries were intended to provide bKkpound on the nature of the decision to
be made, the alternatives considered, and the results of the evaluations of potential impKts on human
health and the environment.
The ummary presentations were followed by a "question and answer" period to permit those in
attendance to obtain information they mipt desire concemina the alternatives, supportina analyses, or
the results of the evaluation of impKts. These sessions were intended to allow those in attendance to
bring out any additional information on the EIS or the process tha they mipt consider useful. Each
question and answer durina this session was recorded in its entirety as part of the permanent record of the
hearings.
After die question and answer sessions, those in attendance were provided an opportunity to make a
public: statement providing their comments on this EIS. E.ch person's statement was recorded verbatim
as part of the permanent record of the hearings. At the same time, a court recorder and an oft"teial of
DOE were made available in a small, separate room to allow those who did not wish to speak in front of
the hearing audience or who did not wi!h to wait for an opportunity to address the full hearing an
opportunity to have their statements recorded verbatim. DOE and Navy oft"teials were also made
available in an informal setting to answer additional questions from those in attendance.
Written statements were also accepted at each hearing location from those who wished to provide their
comments in that form. In addition, a toll-free "800 number" telephone service was provided for those
who wished to submit comments orally or by facsimiiC. Of course, written comments were accepted by
mail. All written and oral comments, reprdless of whether they were provided before the hearing
VOLUME}
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audience, were recorded and analyzed. with no greater weight given to the manner in which the
comments were provided.
The goals and intentions of the Navy and DOE in designing and carrying out the public review process,

including the public hearings, was to make it as simple, easy, and convenient as possible for members of
the public to be fully informed and then provi<!e their commealts in the manner they preferred.

au (Ill) NEPA-Related c.._ ..
COMMENT

Construction of the new dry cell at the Expended Core Facility was started without adequate NEPA
documentation.
RESPONSE

This comment is not accurate. Adequate NEPA documentation existed at the time the Expended Core
Facility dry cell expansion construction wu initiated. Nonetheless, the dry cell construction was
included in Volume 2, Part B of the EIS to ensure that this EIS would be a comprehensive document
prnentina information on all projects expected durina the period which Volume 2 of the EIS coven.

au (113) NEPA-Related c.......
COMMENT

The discussion of the new Expended Core Facility dry cell in the EIS does not chanderizc emissions
from the facility.
RESPONSE

Annual releases of radioactivity from Expended Core Facility are identified in Table F.1.4.1.1-1 of
Appendix D to Volume I of the EIS. Analysis of the environmental in1pKts of these emissions is
included in Appendix D. Vol.ame 2, Appendix C, of the EIS correctly states that emissions from the
Expended Core Facility would not be expected to chanae signifteantly due to the construction of the dry

cell facility. Instead, operations now conducted in other parts of the Expended Core Facility would be
replaced by operations in the new dry cell if the new dry cell becomes operational. Appendix C of

Volume 2 has been modified to clarify this point.
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8.3
1.3.1

Polley
Goven..at Policy alld CmlibiUty

. .13.11 (•I) Goven..at Policy aH CmliiNiity

COMMENT

Operation of the Navy's nuclear-powered vessels should be stopped immediately or should be stopped
until a specified condition (such u a decision on ultimate disposition of spent nuclear fuel) is satisfied.
RESPONSE

Decisions on whether to operate nuclear-powered Naval vessels and the nun1ben of such vessels are
made by the Conpess and the President of the United States. Therefore, they are beyond the scope of

this Environmentallm.,.ct Statement.
Further, u discuued in the Environmentallm.,.ct smtement, spent nuclear fuel already exists and will
require safe manapmcnt at some location. The EIS considcn manapmcnt of spent nuclear fuel
containina2100 metric tons of heavy metal, 2700 metric tons of which is alre.Uy in existence.
Approximately 6S metric tons of the total of 2100 metric tons of heavy metal is Naval spent nuclear fuel.
Thus. stoppina the ute of nuclear power for Navy ships will not eliminate the need for safe management
of spent nuclear fuel.
&13.11 (112) G.nn-t .-.., ... C...UIIIIty
COMMENT

A decision on the method for manaaina Naval spent nuclear fuel should be postponed until a plan for the
ultimate disposal of spent nuclear fuel is in place.
RESPONSE
As discussed in the Environmentallm.,.ct Statement, Naval spent nuclear fuel already exists and will

require safe manapment at some location. There is no way to defer a decision on how to manaac
existina Naval spent nuclear fuel until permanent storaae is available.
. .13.11 (113) Goven..at Policy aH CmlibiUty

COMMENT

The Naval Nuclear Propulsion

Proaram should be regulated by some other federal or independent

qency.
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RESPONSE
The Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program is subject to rqulation by many other agencies, as specified in
applicable laws, executive orders, and rqulations. For example, the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program

is subject to rqulation under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), the Toxic
Substances Control Act (TSCA), the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and
Liability Act (CERCLA), the Superfund Amendments and ReauthoriDiion Act (SARA), the Safe
Drinkina Water Act, the Clean Water Act, the Clean Air Act, and many others. All of these laws have
either the U. S. Environmental Protection Apncy or appropriate clepMments in the host states as the
replltor. The Naval Nuclear Propulsion Propml's compliance with these laws is actively monitored by
the EPA and the llafes and since 1910 there have been more than 300 inspections, examinations, and

audits by I I * and federal apnc:ies under these laws. This monitorina has been facilitated by the efforts
of the Naval Nuclar Propulsion Prop.m in the 1910's to ensure that the rep laton received ~urity
cleara11ces.
Decisions on the appropriate reaulatina-.ncies and the type, extent, and nature of rqulation of the
operations of nuclar-powered Naval veuels and the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Prop.m are made by the
Conpa~ and the

President of the United Sbltes. Therefore, this issue is beyond the scope of this

The Environmenlallmpld Sllfelnenllhoulcl consider ways to reduce the amount of Naval spent nuclear

fuel produced, includina reducina the number of nuclar powered wmhips in openltion or to be buih.

USPONSE
The EIS explains the need for a.nination of spent Naval fuel to support achievina the pi of fuel

laltina the life of a ship, thus avoiclina the need for refuelina. and reducina the amount of spent nuclear
fuel crated. However, the *aft EIS does not consider reducina the number of nuclear powered warships
in opention or to be buih. Such matters are directed by Conpess and the President fulfillina their
fundmlenlal Federal responsibilities under the Constitution in providina for the common defense. It

would be inappropriate and unfeasible for this EIS to consider what the military force structure of the
United States should be. lUther, the EIS analysis supports accomplishment of the Navy's fundamental
mission as established and funded by Conpess.
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&13.11 (115) Goven. . .t Policy .... CndiWiity

COMMENT
Some commcntors indicated that DOE or the Navy is not providing complete, accurate or truthful
information.

RESPONSE
The Navy has provided a larp amount of information on the shipment of Naval spent nuclear fuel and
the types and amounts of radiation or radioKtive material involved in releases from normal operations

and postulaled KC:iclents in Appendix D. Appendix D also includes descriptions of the Expended Core
Facility and Naval spent nuclear fuel operaaions. The Navy has attemplcd to provide enough information
on radiation, radiollctivity, and odler aspects of operaaions or hypothetical KC:idents to allow independent
calcu181ion of the environmental impKts. This is intended to permit independent analysis and
verifiCIIIion of the esti11181cd impKts calculaled by the Navy. Every effort has been made during the
Jftl*lllion of this EIS to sec that the best available information on impKts has been incl~ including
public review in accordance with the requirements of the Act.
In this EIS, the Navy has clearly stated its preferred alternative and discussed how this ahemative would
support the Navy's mission, as established by Conpess. In Appendix D, the environmental impacts of

the Navy's proposed action and alternatives are evaluated in accordance with NEP~ the Council on
Environmental Quality rqulations. and Navy rqulations.

&13.11 (•) Goven. . .t Poley ud Cndiltllty

COMMENT
Analyses of the alternatives should be performed by independent groups or individuals.

RESPONSE
The process specified under NEPA provides opportunities for independent evaluation of the
environmental impKts associated with alternatives for actions such as the subject of this EIS. As a part
of this process, the dnft EIS has been provided to a wide range of state, federal, and local agencies and
off~c:ials and

to private groups and individuals. This is intended to permit them to perform their own

evaluation of the analyses and the conclusions.
Many of these independent reviewen submitted the results of their reviews as comments. These
comments were used to prepare the final EIS which is provided to the person deciding upon the
alternative to be selected.
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The Na y has provided a lqc amount of information on the shipment of Naval spent nuclear fuel and

the types and amounts of radiation or radioKtivc material involved in releases from normal operations
and postulated acc:idcnts for all of the ahcmativcs in Appendix D to Volume I. The Navy has ancmptcd
to provide cnoup information on the radiation. radioKtivity. and other aspects of operations or
reasonably forcsccablc accidents to allow independent c:alc:ulation of the environmental impKts. All of
this information is intended to permit independent analysis and verifiCation of the estimated impKts
c:alc:ulatcd by the Navy.
11.13.11 (11'7) GM-en-t Polley ... C.,..l.llty
COMMENT
The risks usoc:iated with the manapment of Naval spent nuclear fuel are UII8CCCptablc.
RESPONSE

The risks usoc:iated with all of the ahcmativcs considered for .........-. of DOE's spent nuclear fuel,
inc:luclina Naval spent nuclear fuel have been c:alculated and pre..-1 in this EIS. All of these risks
would be small. The risks usoc:iated with the normal openlions involved in .............. of Naval spent
nuclear fuel and a bro.t ranp of hypolhetic:al accidents are sum....u.l in Chapter 3 of Appendix D to
Volume I.
For example, a sum....u.l in Ct.pler 3 and clacribecl in more detail in Chapter S and Aa.chments A
and F to Appendix 0, the risk raultina form normal openlions or accidents aaoc:iated with Naval spent
nuclear fuel manapment durina the 40 yan c:overed by this EIS would be f• less than I additional
c:anc:cr f•lity or rad•ion-~lllecl lallh efl'ect over the entire time. nis risk is ery small in

c:om.,.nson to the other risks of daily life.

The Navy and DOE have alrady IIUide up their minds on the Ktion they plan to choose and are not
seriously c:onsiclerinaall of the altemalivcs presented or they plan to implement some Ktion not revealed
in this EIS.
RESPONSE

In ac:conlanc:e with NEPA, no decision on the alternative to be implemented has been made or will be
made until the final EIS is issued and no Ktions are beina taken in the meantime whic:h would prejudice
that decision. The final decision and the buis for it will be documented in the Record of Decision whic:h
will be published in the Federal Resister in June 1995.
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In this EIS, the Navy has stated its preferred alternative and discussed how this alternative would support
the Navy's mission, as established by Congress. In Volume I, Appendix D, the environmental impKts of
the Navy's proposed action and all alternatives, including those which would not support the Navy's

mission, are evaluated in accordance with NEPA, the Council on Environmental Quality regulations, and
DOE and Navy rqulations.
11.13.11 (119) Gfwen. . .t Polley aM Cndlllility
COMMENT

The Navy or DOE will decide on the alternative to be implemented based on fauhy or hasty rnearc:h.

RESPONSE
NEPA requires the ~ion of an EIS for major federal Ktions as a means to assure comprehensive
evaluation of the impects associated with the alternatives. It also provides for review of the EIS by the
public and ocher apncies in order to develop assunnc:e thai imporWtt aspects have not been overlooked
or that pertinent information has not been omitted. Every effort has been made durina the .....-ion of
this EIS to see thai the best available information on impects has been inclucled. includina public review
in accordance with the requirements of the Act.
The risks associated with all of the alternatives considered were found to be very small. Even so, every

effort was made to use the best available information on the effects of the actions considered and the
methods for calculatina effects which could not be meaand. A wide ranae of disciplines were
examined to assure thai My imporWit effects were not overlooked. The results of independent reviews
and public comments have been carefully considered. It would appear that the potential environmcnta!
impects of the alternatives considered have been evaluated thorouply and the information is adequate to
support the required decision.
As a part of this effort. the Navy has provided a larp amount of information on the shipment of Naval
spent nuclear fuel and the types and amounts of radiation or radioKtive material involved in releases

from normal opentions and postulated accidents for all of the alternatives in Appendix D to Volume I.
The Navy has attempled to provide enoup information on the radiation, radioKtivity, and ocher aspects

of normal operlllions or hypothetical accidents to allow independent calculation of the environmental
impects. All of this information is intended to permit independent analysis and verifiCation of the
estimated impects calculated by the Navy.

VOlUME3
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&13.11 (Ill) Goven.eal Policy ud Cndlbility
COMMENT
The Navy should analyze the effects of a reactor accident at the Kesselring Site.

RESPONSE
Such matters are outside the scope of this EIS. The EIS deals with the ahematives for handling,
transporting. examining, and storing spent nuclear fuel, including Naval spent nuclear fuel, once it has
been removed from nuclear reactors. It does not include any information to be used in conjunction with
decisions related to the start-up, shutdown, or continued operation of ractors. Consequently. it is not
intended to include analyses of the effects of reactor accidents.
11.13.11 (Ill) Ge¥en. . .t Polley ... C....Uitlllty
COMMENT
The health, safety, and welfare of citizens should be considered in reaching any decision on the course of

action to be used for manapment of spent nuclear fuel.

RESPONSE
This EIS is devoted to ...lysis of all effects on human health and the environment which mipt resuh

from opentions or reasonably foreseeable ~idents associated with DOE and Navy manapmcnt of
spent nuclear fuel. The details of the M~lyses for Naval spent nuclear fuel

manaaement are described in

Attachments A and F of Appendix D to Volume 1. Chapters 3 and S summarize the results of these
...lyses and the detailed resuhs are described in the Attachments to Appendix D.
Every effort has been made to include all possible affected areas, includina any identifted durina the
public: review of this EIS. It is believed that no importMt area of potential human health effect or
environmental impKt has been omitted from this EIS.
The health, safety, and welfare of citizens will be considered carefully in reachina any decision on the

course of action to be used for management of spent nuclear fuel.
&13.11 (112) Goven. . .t Polley ... Credllllllty
COMMENT

If the Navy and DOE decide to manage spent nuclear fuel at a location for the period covered by this
EIS, that location will become a permanent site for storqe of spent nuclear fuel.
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RESPONSE
It is not comet that a site selec:ted for management of Naval spent nuclear fuel during the period of this

EIS will become a permanent site for storage of spent nuclear fuel. Congress has determined under the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act. as~ that spent nuclear fuel and high-level waste will be buried in a

aeoloaic: repository. independent of the loc:alion where DOE or commercial spent nuclear fuel is stored.
The Navy supports selectina and implementing an approKh for final disposition of Naval spent nuclear

fuel as soon as possible. There is no benefd to the Navy to store Naval spent nuclear fuel any lonpr
than is necessary to implement the method selec:ted for uhimate disposition. The Navy's commitment is

reinforced by the Navy's barina the cost of Sloring Naval spent nuclear fuel pendina uhimate
disposition.
The 40-yar period considered in this EIS is intended to provide enouah time for selectina and

implementinaa method for uhi....ae disposition. In this EIS, the Navy has clearly st.aed its preferred
alternative for...........- of Naval spent nuclear fuel clurina the 40 year interim period and discuuecl
how this alternative would support the Navy's mission, • estllblished by Conpess. In Volume I,
Appendix D, the environmental impects of the Navy's propoted action and all altemalives, includina
those that would not support the Navy's miuion, are evaluated in acconlance with NEPA, the Council on
Environmental Quality replations, and DOE and Navy repa.ions.
See also the respotiSC to comment 01.03.03 (001 ).

t..., ...

11.13.11 (Ill) Gtwen. . .

C...alltility

COMMENT
The Navy should reconsider its policy of not notifyina emcracnc:Y response orpnizations of shipments

of Naval spent nuclear fuel

p~~~ina

throuah their areas of responsibility.

RESPONSE
The Naval Nuclear Propulsion Propam does not announce the times or routes of shipments in order to

make it more dift"~euh for terrorists. saboteurs, or hijackers to plan and execute an attack on dtac
shipments. This is in acconlance with federal aovemment policy and replations aovemina such
shipments. The Navy's policy on notifiCation is also in full compliance with the applicable state and
federal replalions for such shipments containina hiply enriched weapons-ande unnium. The
extremely ruged clesip of Naval spent nuclear fuel and the shippina containers, which comply fully
with llepmment of Transportation and Nuclear Regulatory Commiuion requirements, make it
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unnecessary for emergency response personnel to maintain any extraordinary level of alert durin& the
movement of shipments.
As a practical maner, such notifiCation would not improve emeraency response or reduce the already
small risks for these shipments. Every shipment is accompanied at all times by escorts who c:an
immediately c:ontact the Naval Nuc:lar Propulsion Program emeraenc:y c:ontrol c:enter and federal or
loc:al emeraenc:Y response personnel in the event of a problem. When notified, emeraenc:Y response
personnel would utilize existina emerpnc:y response piMs and capabilities. if needed.
The risks associ.aed with the c:omplctc rmae of KCidents which miaht oc:cur durin& these shipments are

analyzed in detail in Attachment A of Appendix D to Volume I and were shown to be very small.

II.IJ.II (114) G.wen-t Peliq ... C....l.llty
COMMENT
The Naval Nuclar Propulsion PropMa refused to be included in the assessment of vulnerabilities for
spent nuclar fuel stor1p performed by DOE.

RESPONSE

This comment is incorrect. The Naval Nuclar Propulsion Program p.rtici.,.aecl in the referenced review
of potenlial wlnenlbilities in DOE spent nuclar fuel &cilities. F.cilities at the Idaho Chemical

Proccssina Plant and the Expended C«e F.cility a1 INEL Uled for the .........eat of Naval spent
nuclar fuel were included in the study and are discusted in both the summary (Volume I) and the
detailed infonuaion sections (Volume II and Ill) of the final report.
DOE's Vulnenlbility Assessment states on .,..a 22 and 32 of Volume I that no vulnerabilities
associllled with the stor1p of Naval spent nuc:lar fuel

weft

identified.

II.IJ.II (115) Gwen-t Peliq ... C........,
COMMENT
The risks and c:osts associated with the period of tnnsition to a new alternative for the manqemcnt of

Naval spent nuc:lar fuel are unac:ceptable.
RESPONSE
The risks associated with all of the alternatives considered for manqement of DOE's spent nuc:lar fuel.

includina Naval spent nuclar fuel have been calc:ulated and presented in this EIS. All of these risks
would be small. The risks associated with the normal operations involved in manapment of Naval spent

,,
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nuclear fuel and a broad range of hypothetical accidents are summarized in Volume I. Appendix D.
ChapterJ .

For example. as summarized in Chapter J and described in more detail in ChapterS and Appendix~·
An.:hmcnts A and F, the risk resuhing from normal operations or accidents associated with Naval spent
nuca fuel manaacmcnt during the 40 yean covered b this EIS would be less than I additional cancer
faaality or radialion-relalcd heahh effect over the entire time. This risk is very small in comparison to the

Olher risks of daily life.
As discussed in the EIS. it is true that selection of an ahemative which would involve a change from the
current pncticc of scndina Naval spent nuca fuel to the Expended Core Facility atiNEL would
involve hiper costs and could require a trMsition period during which • aval spent nuclear fuel would
KCUIIIUIIIe .a the

sites where it is removed from racton. Even thoup the Navy does 1101 prefer any of

these altcmltives. the intpKts on hUIIIal'l health and the environment associated with suc:h a lrMiition
period have been considered in Volume I, Appendix D and were found to be very SRI&ll.

IUJ.II (116) ~en-e Pe1cy ... C,..l.lllty
COMMENT
The ahcmalives for naanaaernent of DOE and Naval spent nuclear fuel should be reconsidered after ten
yars or possibly even five yars instead of forty yars.

RISPONSJ:
The ahcmalives for ..........,.. of spent nuclear fuel will be reconsidered in the future if new
infonnation or circumstances show a need for changes in the stniiCI)' for manage

nt of spent nuclear

fuel.

IUJ.II (117) G.ven. . .t Pelcy ud C....lllillty
COMMJ:NT
The Navy has disreprdcd the requirements ofNEPA by identifying a preferred ahcmalive in the Draft
EIS.

RJ:SPONSJ:
The Slalement that the Navy has disreprdcd the requirements ofNEPA by identifying a preferred
ahemative in the Draft EIS is incorrect. To the contrary, the rcaulalions issued by the Council on
Environmental Quality to implement NEPA require an aaencY to identify in the Draft EIS its preferred
ahcmative if one exists (40 CFR I S02.14(e)). This preferred ahcmalive may be altered in the Final EIS
if substantive issues are identified during public review of the Draft EIS. Therefore, identifying a
VOLUME)
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preferred ahcmativc in the Draft EIS docs not imply that a decision has ahady been made or that the
qcncy has any lack of regard for the public: process specified by NEPA or the value of the public review.
ldcntifiCalion of a preferred ahcmativc in the Draft EIS is nota violation of the requirements ofNEPA.
nor is it prejudicial to public or tuhnical review. It simply provides a clear indication of the agency's
preference based on the information available at the time the Draft EIS is issued and allows the public to
include this fKtor in their review of the Draft EIS. Indeed. most draft environmental impact statements
do contain preferred ahemativcs to serve this purpose.

11.13.11 (Ill) G.nn-t Pellcy ... C ....l.lllty
COMMENT
The risks associllted with clcfuclina of nucu-powcred warships should be included in this EIS.

RESPONSE

Refuel ina and clefuelina of Naval nucu ractors ~re considered to be part of the effort associated with
ractor opemtions. The JUPOIC of this EIS is to cvaiUIIIc alternatives for and the possible impKts on the

environment and human health associalecl with the ......-.ent of spent nuclear fuel, including Naval
spent nuclar fuel, after it has been ranoved from ractors. Indeed. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
replations and DOE Orden define spent nuclar fuel as •fuel which has been withclnwn from a nuclear

ractor followina irrlldialion, the constituent clements of which have not been 5CJ*aled by
reprocessina•.

All of the altemaaivcs considered would require removal of spent nuclear fuel from nuclear- powered
ships, so ..tyses of .:c:iclents associaled with such work would not assist in the evaluation of the
ahemativcs for ........,...a of spent nucu fuel. This the case for other types of spent nuclear fuel as
well, and rcfuelina of university or resarch ractors is simillrly not within the scope of this EIS.
11.13.11 (119) Gtwen-t Pellcy _. C....UIIIIIty
COMMENT
The Navy should pay the costs for storaae and disposal of Naval spent nuclear fuel.

RESPONSE

Under current fedenl policy, the Navy docs pay the costs of storage for Naval spent nuclear fuel and will
pay the costs of disposal for Naval spent nuclear fuel once those costs arc established.
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. .13.11 (ll ) Govera..nt Policy ... CrediiNiity

COMMENT
Disruption of the process of deactivations and refuelings of nuclear-powered Naval vessels will impair
the Navy's mission and affect the national security of this c:ountry.

RESPONSE
None of the ahcmatives c:onsidemt in detail in this El:. would impKt the Navy's ability to refuel and
defuel nuc:lear-powered wanhips because eac:h ahcmative provides for a transition period while new
facilities would be procured or c:onstruc:tcd. The Navy's preferred alternative best suppons the Navy's

brOIMicr mission by allowina examination of all Naval spent nuc:lcar fuel. The imponanc:e of
examination of Naval spent nuc:lear fuel to the Navy's mission is discussed in Section 3. 7 of Appendix D
to Volume I of this EIS.
11.13.11 (121) Gevera-t hllcy ... C ....i.illy

COMMENT

Operation of ractors at the Kcssclrina Site should be stopped immediately or should be stopped until a
specified c:ondition (suc:h as a decision on ultnn.tc disposition of spent nuc:lear fuel) is utisfled.

RESPONSE
Cessation or c:ontin•ion of ractor openlions at the Kcsselrina Site is not one of the ahcmativcs beina
evaluated in this EIS. The continued operation of these racton will not remove the need for a decision
on a method for safely m-.ina spent nuc:lear fuel until a method for ultnn.ac disposition is selected.
Thercforc the continued operation of the reactors at the Kcsselrina Site is beyond the scope of this
9

EnvironmentallmpKt Slalcmcnt.
As discussed in this EnvironmentallmpKt Statement, spent nuc:lear fuel already exists and will require
safe manqemcnt at some loc:ation. This EIS considers manapment of spent nuc:lear fuel c:ontainina
2100 metric: tons of heavy metal, 2700 metric: tons of whic:h is already in existcnc:c. Approxim•ly 6S
metric: tons of the total of 2100 metric: tons of heavy mctaf is Naval spent nuc:lear fuel and only a small
portion of this will be acncratcd at the Kcssclrina Site in the c:omina years. Thus, stoppina the operation
of the reactors at the Kcssclrina Site will not eliminate the need for safe manqemcnt of spent nuc:lear
fuel.
ai.J.II (Ill) Govera..nt Policy ... CndiWiity
COMMENT

A c:ommcntor was skeptical that the transition to any new method for m-.cmcnt of Naval spent
nuc:lcar fuel c:ould be implemented in time to prevent ac:cumu._ion of spent nuc:lear fuel at Navy sites.
VOLUME)
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RESPONSE

Section 3.8 of Appendix D to Volume I of the EIS states that most ofthe alternatives would require a
period of implementation while facilities " ere constructed and equipment was procured. Existing
facilities and equipment would be employed to the fullest extent to manage Naval spent nuclear fuel
during the first six years of the transition to ensure refueling and defueling of nuclear-powered warships
could proc.-ed as necessary during this period. Naval spent nuclear fuel would be transported to the
Expended Core Facility at INEL during the transition should an alternative be selected requiring
construction of a new examination facility or procurement of additional shipping Cl)fltainers for dry
storage at Navy sites. For the No Action alternative, Naval spent nuclear fuel would be shipped to INEL
for approximately three years. For alternatives requiring replacement of the Expended Core Facility, the
transition would take approximately six years. After the transition period, the new facilities would be
completed to the point that they could beain to accept Naval spent nuclear fuel.
TheK transition periods represent the best estimate of the time needed to execute any of the alternatives,

given the need foe federal budgeting, procurement, and construction.

. .13.12 (.1) LeplatiYe ............,. c..p~~uce
COMMENT

Some persons alleged that the storage of Naval spent nuclear fuel at Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard would
violate a provision of the state constitution of Hawaii.
RESPONSE
The state constitution of Hawaii prohibits the disposal of radioKtive waste within the state without the

approval of the state Jeaislature. Reprdless of the applicability of that requirement to federal activities,
no disposal of spent nuclear fuel in Hawaii is considered in this EIS. Under all of the alternatives
considered, Naval spent nuclear fuel would be monitored and maintained at the interim storage location
while the method for uhimatc disposition is being identified and implemen• consistent with
Congressional direction, such as disposal in a geologic repository. Currently, Congress has directed
DOE to assess the Yucca Mountain site in Nevada as a candidate geologic repository.
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atJ.I2 (112) Leplative ..a Replatory c . .p~~aace
COMMENT
The OfTICC \lf State Planning for the state of Hawaii has requested submiual of a Coastal Zone

Management consistency plan if an alternative involving the storage of Naval spent nuclear fuel at Pearl
Harbor is selected.
RESPONSE

In acconlancc with the Coutal Zone Management Act (16 USC 1453), the Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard,
as pm of the Pearl Harbor Naval Base, is excluded from the coastal zone since it is on land controlled by
the Federal Government. Therefore. a Coastal Zone Managcment consistency determination is not

required for storaac of Naval spent nuclear fuel at Pearl Harbor Naval Shipy..t.
It should be noted that the im.,.cas of the alternatives involvina storaae of spent Naval nuclear fuel at the
shipy..t would be very small, so no impKt on Hawaii's Coatal Zone would be expected if such an
alternative were selected.
1.3.3

. .13.13(.1)Milllell
COMMENT

The EnvironmenlallmpKt Stlltement should provide a delcription of the im.,.:ts on the Navy's mission

resuhina from not removina spent nuclear fuel from ships.
RESPONSE

Section 3.6.3 of Appendix D to Volume I provides a description of the im.,.:ts to the Navy mission (and

to the environment) thai would arise from storina Naval spent nuclear fuel on inactive ships. In
summary, storina Naval spent nuclear fuel aboard inactive ships would use up the limited spKC at
shipyards, idle skilled shipy..t workers when the shipyards ran out of ship servicina work and room to
do work. and tie up hiply trained Navy nuclear ship operators. In return, this concept would not
produce lower environmental im.,.cas than the alternatives considered in detail in this EIS and miafd
actually increase the environmental impKts.
It is physically possible to retain spent fuel in the ractors in nuclear-powered vessels and moor the ships
at shipyards until a decision on the uhimate disposition of spent nuclar fuel is reached. Most inactive

Russian nuclear-powered submarines have been tied up at shipyards without removina their spent fuel.
After a decision on uhimate disposition is made and implemented, the fuel could be removed from the
ships and transported to the permanent disposal facility.
VOlUME3
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Implementing this alternative would require extensive modifiCations to facilities at shipyard~ including
increasing the number of piers and the availability of waterfront utilities to support the ships at their
moorings. Other shipyard facilities also might have to be modified or replaced as a result of the usc of
waterfront spKe to moor the numbers of ships involved during the 40-year period. The construction of
piers and other needed facilities would cause impacts on the waterfronts and harbors and could affect the
local ecoloaY. The 1'8diological effects on the environment or people in the vicinity would be negligible
as long as the nuclar-powcred vessels and propulsion plants were maintained under the same procedures
and discipline used for opentina ships. since the environmental effects of operating U.S. Navy nuclear-

powered vessels are well documented and known to be small.
This method for storina Naval spent nuclar fuel would cause some increase in construction activities,

but in the lana run it would resuh in the icllina of skilled workers as the shipyards ran out of room and
work schedules were disrupted by the lou of ship servicina work. Moorina the ships without removina
the Naval spent nuclar fuel would also utilize hiply trained Navy nuclar ship operators in the

unproductive task of waldaina over shut clown ships. The l"eSSORCS dedicated to providina the additional
moorinp would produce no improvements in a shipyard's ability to perform its mission and would
actually clecrase its ~lities.
In addition, the costs and impKts on national security resuhing from such an approach would be large; it
would affect the ability of the U.S. Navy to carry out its mission. Further, the costs of maintaining the
ships with spent nuclear fuel remainina installed under Navy opentina procedures and providing the
additional piers and waterfront services and utilities would be large. The costs of this approKh would be
high both for ships which 11e to be decommissioned and for ships which would normally be refueled and
returned to duty. In the case of ships which 11e being decommissioned at the end of their life, the
primary cost of this alternative would be to maintain qualified nuclear operators, shipboard equipment,
and associated shipyard support. including security, to ensure nuclear and 1'8diological safety for the

workers and the public. This would be more costly than removal of the spent fuel for storage because of
the need to maintain operating personnel aboard the ships until they 11e defueled. Failure to remove the
spent nuclear fuel from Navy ships which 11e still needed for service would resuh in these ships being
unavailable once their currently installed reactor fuel reaches the end of useful life. This is impractical
and even more expensive than leaving the spent fuel in decommissioned ships because the ships would
have to be replaced or the Navy would be forced to operate without the full complement of ships
required to execute national policies.
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In summary. this ahemative would be costly and would involve extensive actions which would have an
effect on the environment due to construction activities. This alternative would also not permit
continued service of many Navy ships and only postpone decisions on a satisfactory storaae location. As
a resuh of these consideration~ this alternative was eliminated from detailed analysis.
Slorina Naval spent nuclear fuel on inactive ships would also prevent examination of the Naval spent
nuclear fuel. The EIS explains that the inspections currently performed are important for three reasons:
to provide elida on current

reactor performance. to validate models used to predict future performance,

and to support march to improve reactor desip (Sec Sections 2.4.1, 3.1, 3.9 and 8.2 of Appendix D to
Vol-.e 1).
Naval fuel euminations provide real elida on reactor cores installed in ships currently opentina in the
Fleet. This infOI'IIUdion is essential to validllae calculational models and analyses. Through the years, the
Naval Nuclear Propulsion Proplm his built a substantial technical debbesc from examinations of arlier
reactor c:cn types. The Proplm predicts the perfonnance of current c:cn types with calculational

models supported by this cletabesc. &.ntially no infonution exists yet on c:cn types that will form the
t.ckbone of the nuclear fleet for the foreseeable future (Trident-class submari~ LOS ANGELES-class
subm.-i~

and NIMITZ-class air aft canien). 0.. from thae reactor c:cn types are necessary to

validllae baic assumptions of current models, provide a masan of v.-iability which exists between
individual cores and within a sinale c:cn, and identify any unanticq.ted effects of operation that have
not been evalu.ted or accounted for in current models.

ConfKience in the validity of enaineerina models is essential for ISSUI'IRCe that ship operations can
continue without restriction. Since reactors operatina in the Fleet are not taxed to the limits of their
desip durin& peacetime operation~ the Propam requires a technically-sound basis for continuina to
conclude we have a robust desip. Prototype reactors can not by themselves provide this information as
their operation is not identical to that of a warship. The fact that a core operated satisfactorily with no
indication of a problem durinaa normal shipboard lifetime does not guarantee that the core would have
been acceptable under the worst case conditions for which it was designed. The examination of spent
nuclear fuel from each core provides the ISSUI'IRCe needed that there are no unexpected technical issues
not evalu.ted and addressed in the models that would affect continued unrestricted operation.

Data from examinations also contributes sipifiCafttly to improvements in reactor desip. Improvements
in calculational models and analyses have enabled the l'ropam to increase both the lifetime and the
performance of reactor cores. For example, the reactor cores installed in the USS NAUTILUS in the
VOLUME3
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19SO's operated for two years. Current reactor cores are designed to last over 20 years, a signif1C811t
technical accomplishment unique to Naval fuel. The Navy is seeking to develop a life-of-the-ship (30
year) core for the New Attack Submarine which is still in the design stages. This core will further reduce
the amount of spent nuclear fuel generated in the long-term, as ships will not require refueling during

their lifetime. Continuing data from current core types is essential if this effort is to succeed.
In the final analysis. examiMiion of spent Naval fuel absorbs considerable resources. In a time of
extremely tiJht budpts, the Navy would not be performing such exami1181ions unless they were judged
to be necessary to support the conduct of technical work. Eumi1181ions done over the last 37 yean have

played a key role in Khieving over 4400 ractor-yean of safe nuclar ractor operations, having nuclarpowered warships stam over I00,000,000 miles. and increasing core lifetimes from 2 yean to over 20
yan. The record shows there is no reason for reducing the technical bais upon which safe Naval
ractor clesip and operation are founded - and tMI bais includes as a key c:ornenaone the exami1181ion
of Naval spent nuclar fuel.

II.IJ.U (112) .......
COMMENT
The EIS should explain further why examiftltion of all Naval spent nuclar fuel is essential to the

mission of the Navy.
RESPONSE
The EIS explains tMI these inspections are im~ for tine rasons: to provide data on current

ractor performance, to valicMte models Uled to predict fubn performance, and to support research to
improve ractorclesign (See Volume I, Appendix D, sections 2.4.1, 3.1, 3.9, and 8.2). The EIS
evaiUitCS five sites for full examilllltion of Naval spent nuclar fuel and one site for limited examination.
The Expended Core F~~eility at INEL is the only existina fiiCility with the capMility for performina

examiftltions of Naval spent nuclear fuel.
Naval fuel examinations provide real data on ractor cores installed in ships currently operating in the
Fleet. This infOI'IMtion is essential to validate calculational models and analyses. Throuah the years, the
Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program has buih a substmltial technical data base from examinations of
artier ractor core types. The Proplm predicts the performance of current core types with calculational
models supported by this data base. Essentially no information exists yet on core types that will form the
t.ckbone of the nuclear fleet for the foreseeable future {Trident-class submarines. LOS ANGELES-class
submarines. and NIMITZ-class ain:raft carriers). Data from these reactor core types are necessary to
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\'alidate basic assumptions of current models. provide a measure of variability that exists between
indi idual cores and within a single core. and identify any unanticipated effects of operation that have
not been evaluated or accounted for in current models.

Conftdence in the validity of enaincering models is essential for assurance that ship operations can
continue without resariction. Beausc rac:tors operatin& in the Fled are not taxed to the limits of their
design during pacctimc operations, the program requires a technically sound basis for continuing to
conclude we have a robust design. Prototype rac:tors can not by themselves provide this information as
their opention is not identical to thai of a warship. The fact thai a core operated satisfactorily with no
indication of a problem durina a normal shipboud lifetime does notauanntee that the core would have
been acccpcable under the worst case conditions for which it was designed. The examination of spent
nuclear fuel from each core provides the assuranc:c nccdcd that there are no unexpected technical issues
not evaluated and addressed in the models thai would affect continued unreslrictcd operation.
Data from examinations also ontribute signifantly to improvements in rac:tor design. Improvements
in calculational models and analyses have enabled the proaram to increase both the lifetime and the
performance of rac:tor cores. For example, the rac:tor cores installed in the USS NAUTILUS in the

19SOs openiCd for 2 yean. Current rac:tor cores are designed to last more than 20 y~ a signif~ca~~t
technical accomplishment unique to Naval fuel. The Navy is scekin& to develop a life-of-the-ship (30year) core for the New Attack Submarine which is still in the design stqes. This core will further reduce
the amount of spent fuel

&eneratcd in the Ions-term. as ships will not require refuel in& durin& their

lifetime. Continuin& data from current core types is essential if this effort is to

ceed.

In the final analysis. examination of spent Naval fuel absorbs considerable resources. In a time of
extremely tiaht budgets, the Navy would not be performing such examinations unless they were judged
to be necessary to support the conduct of technical work. Examinations done over the last 37 years have
played a key role in achieving more than 4,400 rac:tor-years of safe nuclear rac:tor operations. having
nuclear-powered warships steam more than tOO million miles. and increasing core lifetimes from 2 years
to more than 20 years. The record shows there is no reason for reducing the technical basis upon which
safe Naval reactor design and operation are founded - and that basis includes as a cornerstone the
examination of Naval spent nuclear fuel.
Language has been added to Volume I and Volume I, Appendix D, Chapter 3 of the EIS explaining this
maner further.
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II.IJ.IJ (IIJ) Milliell
COMMENT

The EIS should explain how much Naval spent nuclear fuel receives more than just visual examination,
and why that is essential to meet the Navy's mission.
RESPONSE

The EIS explains thai all Naval spen1 nuclear fuel is visually examined on exterior and interior surfaces
(See sections 2.4.1 and 8.2 of Appendix D to Volume I). These examiRitions require that non-fuel

structuraiiiUitcrial rent be removed from the fuel cells, an opcndion which is currently performed aa only
one locllion.the Expcncled Core Facility atiNEL. About 10 to 20 percent of the spent nuclear fuel cores
receive additional examination in the f01111 of detailed dimensional measurements to cletect even minUie

c"--n in fuel cell or fuel...._. d........, measu,....... to determine the amount of surface
corrosion on fuel elements which could impede hal cr.sfer. and more intrusive ~M~plina to dilcem

inlernal perfCJI'IUIICC chlracteristics of the fuel. The euminlllions are a.ntial in supporti• the Navy's
continued safe opeglion ofNaval ractan and desip of new, improved fuel

havina lonpr lifetime<-

sections 3.1 and 3.9 of Appendix 0).
Naval fuel cxamilllllions provide ral dlla on reactor cores installed in ships currently opentina in the
Fleet. This information is a.ntial to validlle c:alcu...ional models and ..tyses.

T1uouah the ~ the

Naval Nuclear Propulsion ,..._. ha buill a ......._.ialtechnical....._ from cxamilllllions of earlier
reactor core types.

The prop1111 predicts the perfonnance of c...- core types with calcuJ.tional

models supported by this ......... Eaeadally no infonnlllion exists yet on core types that will form the
blckbone of the nuclear fteel for the fonueable fulurc (Trident-class ...-....;nes, LOS ANGELES-class
submarines, and NIMITZ-class ailaaft c:.rien). Dlla from thac ractor core types arc necessary 10
validllle baic ..._.,.ions of curren1 models, provide a measure of v.-iability which exists between
individual cores and within a sinale core. and identify •Y ....-iciplfed effects of opendion that have
no1 been·cvallllled or accounfed for in curren1 models.

Confidence in the validity of enaia.rina models is essential for ........ce that ship openlions can
continue without reslriction. Since racton openlina in the Fleet are no1 taxed 10 the limits of their
clesip duri• peacetime operlllions, the prop1111 requires a technically-sound buis for continuinaiO
conclude we have a robust clesip. Prototype reactors can no1 by themselves provide this information as
their operlllion is no1 iclcnlicaiiO that of a warship. The fact that a core operated satisfactorily with no
indication of a problem durinaa normal shipboMIIifetimc docs no1 parantec thai the core would have

been acceptable under the wont case conditions for which it was clesiped. The examination of spent
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fuel from each core provides the assurance needed that there are no unexpected technical issues not
evaluated and addressed in the models that would affect continued unrestricted operation.

Data from examinations also contributes signifacantly to improvements in reactor design. Improvements
in calculational models and analyses have enabled the program to increase both the lifetime and the
performance of reactor cores. For example, the reactor cores installed in the USS NAUTILUS in the
19SO's operated for two yean. Current reactor cores are designed to last over 20 years. a signifacant
technical accomplishment unique to Naval fuel. The Navy is seeking to develop a life-of-the-ship (JO
year) core for the New Attack Submarine which is still in the desip staps. nis core will further reduce
the amount of spent nuclear fuel generated in the long-term. as ships will not require refuelina during
their lifetime. Continuing data from current core types is essential if this effort is to succeed.
In the final analysis, examination of spent Naval fuel absorbs considerable re sources. In a time of
extremely tight budgets, the Navy would not be performing such examinations unless they were judged
to be necesury to support the conduct of technical work. Examinations clone over the last 37 yan have

played a key role in .:hieving over 4400 ractor-yan of safe nuclear ractor operations, having nuclearpowered wriips steam over I00,000,000 miles, and increasing core lifetimes from 2 yan to over 20

yan. The record shows there is no rason for reducing the technical basis upon which safe Naval
ractor clesip and operation are founded - and thai buis includes 11 a key comentone the examination
of Naval spent nuclear fuel.
Section 2.4.1 of Appendix D to Volume I has been revised to include information on the amount of
Naval spent nuclear fuel which receives additional examination .
. .13.13 (. .) Millioll

COMMENT

Some Naval fuel inspection is performed in f.:ilities other than ECF; this seems to be in conflict with
the navy's assertion that all its spent fuel is examined at ECF. Complete information about the "test
specimen shipments to or from several laboratories and test f.:ilities" mentioned at A.2.4 of Volume I,
Appendix D. A detailed description of all fuel examination and testing f.:ilities available to the nuclear
navy should be provided.
RESPONSE

nisEIS correctly states that all spent nuclear fuel removed from Naval nuclear-powered ships and
prototypes is transported to the Expended Core Facility at INEL. nis EIS in Volume I, Appendix D,

Sections 2.4.1 and 8.2, describes how all Naval fuel modules are visually examined in the ECF water
VOlUMEl
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pools to verify that the spent fuel has performed as expected. Some modules are selected for more
detailed examination or Malysis. These more extensive examinations, which include destructive as well
as nondestructive operations on the fuel and structural rqions of the modules, are performed in the
Expended Core F.cility water pools and shielded c:ells.
The Naval Nuclear Propulsion

Proanm evaiU81CS small specimens of both fuel and non-fuel materi81s

for possible use in Naval rac:tor systems. As discussed in EIS Volume I, Appendix D, Section 8.3, suc:h
specimens 8R irndi8ted 11 the INEL Tell Rac:tor Ara and then returned to the Expended Core F~~c:ility
for examinllion. A typic:al specimen underJoes several c:ycles of irndi8tion and examiMiion over a
period of months or yars. The eumiMiion includes nondnlructive and destructive operations in the
Expended Core F~~c:ility wller pools lftd shielded c:ells. The destructive openaions may include, for
example, sec:tionina of specimens for lldclitionaltestina or -.lysis.
Certain specimens may require spec:wizecl tatina or euminltion not avaia.ble at the Expended Core
F~~c:ility.

After the initial inspections a1 ECF, thae specimens are shipped off- site, typic:ally to the

Knolls Atomic Power l..aboralory or the Beais Atomic: Power Labontory, for fwther inspection in their
shielded c:ells and Jlove boxes.
In summary, all Naval spen1 nuclear fuellftd test specimens are examined 11 the Expended Core Facility
atiNEL. Nearly all of the individual tests and euminltions are perfonned in the Expended Core
F~~c:ility water

pools and shielded c:ells. There are currently no adler fKilities available to the Navy

whic:h could perform this work. but altemllivcs to the use of the Expended Core F~~c:ility IIINEL 8R
evaluated in this EIS. Speci81izecl tests lftd euminllions may be perfonned at off-site locations and
environmental impKtS associllted with the tnnspoNtion ofthae specimens are included in this EIS
(refer to Attachment A) to provide a complete lftd comprehensive evaluation for all alternatives
considered.
11.13.13 (115) Millia
COMMJ:NT

There is a need to examine Naval spent nuclear fuel to maintain the safety of the nuclear- powered Naval

vessels and to promote improvements in that fuel, includinalonpr-livcd cores which produce less spent
nuclear fuel for a aiven amount of C11erJY procluc:cd.
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RESPONSE

The observation that examination of Naval spent nuclear fuel is important to maintainina the safety of

the Navy's nuclear power propam and to improvina the performance of future dcsips, alona the way

reducina the amount of spent nuclear fuel which must be manapcl. supports the Navy's evaluation of the
altemltivcs in this EIS. The ability to examine all Naval spent nuclear fuel is a factor in the selection of
the Navy's preferred alternative for the manaacmcnt of spent nuclear fuel. The examination of spent

Naval fuel absorbs consiclcnblc raources. In a time of extremely tiaht budpts, the Navy would not be
pcrfonnifta such cumillltions •less they were judpd to be neceaary to support the conduct of
technical work. Eumillltions done over the last 37 yan have played a key role in achicvina over 4400

ractor-yan of safe nuclar ractor operllions, havina nuclar-powered wlnhips saeam over
100,000,000 miles. lftd incrasina core lifetimes from 2 yan to over 20 yean. The record shows there
is no rason for Nducina the technical basis upon which safe Naval ractor dcsip and opcnllion arc
founded - lftdlhalbasis includes • a key comentonc the cumillltion of Naval spent nuclear fuel.

. . . . (.1)~1-
COMMENT
The possibility lhal Nlbve Americln. N.aive Hawaiian. or other aroups, includina low ir.come poups

mipt suffer disproportionltely hip ......_ health effects or environmental impKts under any of the
alternatives considered for .........-. of spent nuclear fuel should be evaluated.
RESPONSE

Analylcs of the impKts aaocillted

with..........,..

of Naval spent nuclear fuel showed that any effects

on human health or the •vironmenl would be small for all of the altcmltivcs considered. The potential
impKts clue to normal operllions or hypolhctical accident conditions associated with the manapment of
Naval spent nuclear fuel present little or no sipiftcant risk and do not constitute a credible advcnc
impKt to the surroundina populllion. Therefore, the impKts of Naval spent nuclear fuel manapment
also do not constitute a disproportionllely hip and advcnc impKt to any particular seamen• of the
population. minorities and low-income poups included.
A clcsc:riplion of the composition of the populations surround ina the sites considered for manapment of
Naval spent nuclear fuel and the results of evaluation of the potential for disproportionately hip and
advcnc impKts on subpoups of these populations has been lidded to Chapters 4 and S of Appendix D to
Volume 1.
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11.13.15

<••) Past Pnctices

COMMENT

Some persons stated that they believed that past environmental practices of the Navy had resulted in
contamination of the water or soil in a location. Most of these statements did not identify the specifiC
practices involved and in some cases did not identify a specifiC local~ but one mentioned toxic waste

in Kitsap County, WashinpNt. another mentioned pollution of Pupt Sound, and some mentioned the

Kahoolawe and Waikane Valley areas of Hawaii.
R£SPONS£

The Navy complies with all applicable federal, state, and local environmental laws and rqulations for
protection of the environment. Some of the federal laws and replations which apply to Navy activities
include the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). the Toxic Substances Control Act
(TSCA). the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensltion llld LWHiity Act (CERCLA). the

Superfund Amendments and RauthoriDiion Act (SARA). the Safe Drinkina Water Act, the Clean
Water Act, and the Clan Air Act.amon&mMY others. All ofthese laws have either the U.S.
Environmental Protection Apncy or appropri8tc deplrtments in the host staleS as the rqulator. The
Naval Nuclear Propulsion Propam's compliMc:e with these laws is actively monitored by the EPA and
the states and in recent yean there have been more than 300 inspections. eumination~ and audits by

state and federal apncies under these laws with no sipifteant findinp.

Some concerns expressed about past environmental practices were not specifiC enouah to permit
evaluation. Others do not relate to the activities of the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Propam. such as
Superfund sites in Kitsap County and the pollution of the Chesapeake Bay.
The Kahoolawe and Waikane Valley areas of Hawaii were taraet maps. These areas have not been
affected by the operation or servicina of nuclear-powered Naval vessels. Similarly, the concerns about
the effects of past environmental practices at Pearl Harbor do not appear to be speciftcally related to the
activities of the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Propam. However, the Pearl Harbor Naval complex. the U.S.
Environmental Protection Apncy, and the state of Hawaii recently entered into a Federal Facility
Apeement under Section 120 of the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and
Liability Act (CERCLA). This apeement has as its purpose the investiption and remediation of the
environmental impKts of past and present Navy activities at Pearl Harbor and assurance of the
effectiveness of cleanup actions by coordination with federal and state authorities.
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Some of the issues identified in comments may appear to be related to the Naval Nuclar Propulsion

Propun, but review of these cases has shown that they are not caused by the Program or the Navy. The
follow ina are examples of such IIUIUcrs:
I. The report in the Saule Post-lntelliaencer of March 9, 1994, that low levels of lodine-131 have been
detected in the Wider .round Puact Sound Naval Shipyanl....-tly did not include the fact that the site
where lodine-131 was identified is located near the outfall of the Bremerton sewaae babnent plant.
Iodine-Ill is commonly used for tt.er.peulic purposes in the tra1ment of medical patients who have
thyroid disorders and it is not ...usual to detect Iodine-Ill in sanary sewer effluent resultina from

,.aients' excreta. Consequently, the mosl likely lOIRe of the Iodine-Ill found in Sinclair inlet is from
medical 8pplic:alions.
Activities associlted with Naval nuclear opentions 11 the shipyard do not result in intentional discharp
of •Y mdioKtive liquid eftluent. In addition, lodine-131 is a product of fassion in nuclear reactors, but
alllodine-lll produced from Naval nuclear opentions II the shipyard is totally contained within the
nuclear fuel and could not acape to the reKtor coolant or the environment. Frequent routine testina of
the reactor coolant confanns thll Iodine-Ill is not released from the fuel. Consequently, the source of

any mdioactive iodine in the w.-s of Pupt Sound was not releated from activities associated with
nuclear-powered Naval veaels.
2. The reason Santop County Wll fined by the S.. of New York for problems in Kaycleroaerls
Creek durina work on the Northline Bridte was not rellled to IDiterial releated from the Keaelrina Site.
In fact. the fme had nodlina to do with the sediment in the creek or llllllerial from the esselring Site or

any ocher site along the strelmS involved. This has been confirmed by the Director of the Santop
County Environmental M-aement Services.
There is a memorandum of undentanclina between the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation and Saratop County coverina work in watercounes and wetlands associated with bridae
maintenance or renovation. The New York State Depllrtmcnt of Transportation requesled Santop
County to perform some work to prevent erosion or unden:uttina of the approKhes to the North line
Bridge. While perform ina the requesled moclifaaions to the Northline Briclp approiiChes, Sandop
County exceeded the scope of work allowed by the memorandum of undentandina. The New York Stale
Department of Environmental Conservation believed that the County should have obtained additional
permission to perform the work and consequently fined Santop County.
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Annual smnplina of Glowqcc Creek upstream and downstream from the Kessclrina Site confinns that
there is no sipifteant difference between rwlioKtivity upstream and downstream. The resuhs of

sediment smnplina and ocher routine environmental smnplinaat and around the Kessclrina Site are
provided every yar to state, county, and local otT~eials.
None of the issues raised in such comments are related to the manqcment of Naval spent nuclear fuel or
the actions considered in this EIS.

ILU.I5(112) ._. Pncticel
COMMENT

Some penons -.1 or implied dult they believe that the Navy has not made reports of monitorina
available to the public9 ha incorrectly represented the conclusions of thae rqats, or ha releued

poiiUIMtl to the environment in violation of laws or replations.
RISPONSI:

This conunen1 ha no t.sis. Navy Nuclar Propulsion PropMa work is subject to and complies with all
applable F~ ~ and local replations for protection of the environmen~ includina the Resoun:c
Ccnervllion and Recovery Act {RCRA), the Toxic

w.t.nces Control Act (TSCA), the Comprehensive

Environmelal Relponle Compenlllion and Lillbility Act (CERCLA), the Superfund Amendments and

Raulhorizllion Act (SARA).the Safe Drinkina Wiler~ the Clan Wiler A~ and the Clan Air A~
and ocMn. The U. S.

Env......_... Proeection A&eftCY or

I t * apncies replate Naval Nuclar

Propulsion ....,... work in 8CCOidlnce with thae stllutes.
Compliance with thae laws for Naval Nuclar Propulsion Proaram work is actively onitored by the
EPA and the IIIIlS and over the last 14 yan there have been more than 200 inspections, eumiMtions,
and ...aits by - . and Federal apncies under thae laws with no sipifiCalll problems identified and no

f111e1 or penalties ilnpotecl. The NpOitS of the monitorifta and inspections performed by these apncies
an be obcained from the 811ftCY ~and the Navy ha provided copies of 111M)' of these reports in

response to requests from the public.
The Navy ha provided a larp amoun1 of information on the shipment of Naval spent nuclear fuel and
the types and amoun1s of radillion or radioKtive material involved in releases from normal operations

and postullled accidenls in Appendix D to Volume I. Appendix D also includes descriptions of the

Expended Cote Facility and Naval spen1 nuclear fuel operations, includina transportation (See, for
example, Chlpeen 2 and 3 and Allllehmenls A. B. and F). The Navy has attempted to provide enoup
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information on radiation.radioKtivity, and other aspects of opcnaions or hypolhctical accidents to allow
independent calculation of the environmental impKt . This is intended to pennit independent analysis
and verif.cation of the estimated impKts calculated by the Navy. Every effort has been made during the
preparation of this EIS to see that the best available information on impKts has been included.
11.13.15 (IU) hit Pncticel
COMMENT

The commentor sugcsts that INEL's lbdioKtive Waste Manaacment Information System Solid Waste

Master Database under-reports the curie content of Navy wastes sent to the RadioKtive Waste
Management Complex. and th8l the wastes were buried in a manner that does not comply with applicable
rqullltions. The commcntor further l t * l that items in the ct.aabac in question were inappropriately
deleted durinaa d81abue validllion concluded in fiscal yar 1992.
IU:SPONSE

This comment is inaccurate. The Navy his complied and continues to comply with all applicable
Federal, state, and local rqulations for protection of the environment and handlina and disposina of
radioKtive waste. The commentor's referenc:e to burial of I million curies at INEL appears to be based
on erroneous dllta in a 1919 •validltecl version of the clltabase, IIIIer conec:ted by DOE personnel.
Durina the ~pproxinudely 40 yan of operation of the Navel Ractors Facility at INEL, the Naval
Nuc:lar Propulsion Propam his shipped approxim.acly 4 million curies of low-levelradioKtive waste
to the

INEllbdioKtive Waste M.......- Complex for disposal in accordance with all applicable

rqulations and strinaent controls. Burial of lo\ -level flldioKtive waste is the method for disposal

prescribed by the Nuc:lar Rqulatory Commission for waste under itsjurisdic:tion. Samplina of the soil
and poun.. ater in the vicinity of INEL his shown that the material buried at INEL for the Naval
Nuc:lar Propulsion Propam his Md no detemble effect on air or water quality and his Md no effect on
the environment beyond the boundaries of the burial around.

Examination of the datablsc revealed that the entry proposed by the com mentor as being deleted from
the datablsc w~ in fact. present in the datablsc.

&13.15 (. .) ..... Pncdcel
COMMENT

The commentor stated concern that Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard alrady holds some large containen of
radioKtive waste and that the Navy claims suc:h storqe poses liale threat to the surrounding community.
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RESPONSE

This comment apparently refers to the use of shipping containers to store Naval spent nuclear fuel from
recently defuclcd ships at Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard during the period required for preparation of this
EIS. The storage of these containers is covered under the Environmental Assessment for Short Tenn
Storage of Naval Spent Fuel, dated December 1993. and issued by the U.S. Department of the Navy and
the associated finding of No Signifacant Impact. Section 3.1 of the Environmental Assessment presents
the resuhs of analyses of the environmental impacts associated with the storage of a small number of

containen at Pari Harbor until the Record of Decision supported by this EIS is issued on June I, 1995.
Volume I, Appendix D, Section F.I.4.1.S ofthe EIS presents the radiation exposure analysis results for
the storaae of many more containen. The resuhs of bolh analyses show that risks to workers or the
public from the storaae of Naval spent nuclear fuel in shipping containen at the Pearl Harbor Naval
Shipyard are very low.
11.13.15 (115) ............

COMMENT
The Soulheastem Public Service Authority power plant located on the Norfolk Naval Shipyard has

emiacd dioxin. The operation of the plant has not clemonslnaed a community aood faith approKh.
RESPONSE

Althouah this comment is not related to Naval spent nuclear fuel manapment, a response has been
provided.
The Southeastern Public Service Authority (SPSA) is a public apnc:y crated by the Vii'Jinia Water and
Sewer Authority Act. In October 1992, SPSA assumed responsibility for operation and maintenance of

the ref11sc.«rived fuel plant, operatina the plant under contnct to the Navy. Solid wastes received from
communities includina Norfolk, Portsmouth, Chesapeake, Suffolk, Isle of Wipt, Vii'Jinia Beach,
Franklin, and Southhamplon are shredded after sortina and removal of recyclable materials and burned in
the plant to produce stam for the Norfolk Naval Shipyard and electricity to supplement the service
supplied by Vii'Jinia Electric Power. The SPSA plant at Norfolk Naval Shipyard does not violate the
requirements of the Clean Air Act since the U.S. Environmental Protection Aaency (EPA) does not
require compliance with any standard for dioxin emissions until 1996. In the absence of a federal
standard for dioxin emissions, in 1919 the state ofVii'Jinia, with Navy agreement, incorporated into the
plant's air emissions permit a dioxin standard consistent with the dioxin limit the EPA plans to
implement in 1996. The Navy qreed to this standard at the time based on test data which was collected
when the plant was relatively new. but that data apparently was not representative of the Ions- tenn,
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steady-state operating conditions beuuse monitoring later showed dioxin levels exceeded these limits.
When the emissions were found to exceed the permit levels, the Navy. SPSA. and the Virginia
Department of Environmental Quality established an apcement which resulted in a multimillion dollar
contract, initiated in May 1993, to install state of the art pollution control equipment which exceeds EPA
criteria. The plant will be in compliance with the Clean Air Act requirements in September 1995. two
months ahead of the EPA schedule.
In the meantime, a unique spray water system operatina in the flues for all boilers at the plant has been
proven to reduce the dioxin and funn emissions by 9S%. Risk exposiR studies by the Virainia
Department of Health have concluded thlll there is no~ risk associated with the openaion of
the SPSA plant and samplina in the vicinity of the plant has found no dioxin or funullevels above

backpound levels.
On a related point raised by the commentor. there is no NCOI'd of a 1972 Suprane Court rulifta involvi"'
the SPSA and the subject of dioxins at the ~ved fuel piMt.

II.U.I5 (. .) ............
COMMENT

Commenton provided it*IIICIItJ of personal knowledp and conviction thai the safety NCOI'd of the
Navy in servicina nuclar-powered vessels and in handlina and shippina Naval spent nuclar fuel which
support the Navy's SlalementS in this EIS. Some commenton aft"anned the relationship between
exam in ina all Naval spcn1 nuclar fuel and ensuri"' the safety of nuclar-powered vessels .nd the sailors
who serve atJo.rd them.
RESPONSE

These comments suppmt the Naval Nuclar Propulsion Proplm and its continuina efforts to maintain

safety and minimize the risks associaled with operation of the nuclear fleet. Protec:tina the people who
sail and service nuclar-powered vessels. the public, and the environment has always been one of the
hiJhcst priorities of the Navy.
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Proposed Actio• aad Alteraatives

.... (MI) P........-a AdiNa_. Alteratives
COMMENT

The Navy should consider some different alternatives than those in the Environmental Impact Statement.
RESPONSE

The Navy has considered in this Environmental Impact Statement all alternatives considered reasonable,

as required by NEPA (42 USC 4332) and Federal rqulations (40 CFR I S02.14).
._.. (112)

Pre••••• Actiell ... Altenathes

COMMENT

The "no action" alternative should be revised to consider the c:essation of nuclear powered warship

refuelina and defuelina to make it a 1n1e •no action" alternative.
RESPONSE

Spent nuclear fuel and nuclear-powered warships currently exist, so there c:an be no alternative whic:h
truly involves no action. The No Ac:tion alternative defined in the EIS represents the minimum practical
amount of action whic:h c:an be taken with respect to spent nuclear fuel.

Ceasina the refuel ina and defuelina of nuclear powered w.ships would entail substantially more action
than the description of the •no action" alternative currently in the EIS. Spec:iflc:ally, the Navy would

need to: (a) provide additional pier spKe to tie up ships whic:h would have Olherwise been refueled or
defueled; (b) keep more Naval personnel on duty as crew members for ships whic:h were scheduled to be
dec:ommissioned; (c) rearranac opentina sc:hedules to reflect for the unavailability of nuclear-powered
warships planned for refuelina; (d) substantially reduce the work at Naval shipyards resuhina in the
layoff of thousands of workers with commensurate serious economic: impiiCts to the communities
involved; and (e) remove some ships from operation thus reducina the fleet size below the level needed
to support national policies. For these reasons, as discussed in Section 3.6.3 of Appendix D to Volume I,

an ahemative of lavina nuclear fuel aboMI nuclear-powered warships was not examined in detail .
._.. (113) ......... Acdell ... Altenadves

COMMENT

Storage for periods of the length considered in the EIS is not seen by some as "temporary" or "interim".
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. . RESPONSE

Volume I of this EIS considen alternative approaches to safely, effteiently, and rnponsibly manage

existing and projected quantities of spent nuclear fuel until the year 2035. This amount of time may be
required 10 make and implement a decision on the uhimaae disposition of spent nuclear fuel. This E.IS
provides the environmental information to support decisions that will facilitate a transition between
DOE's current pnctices and uhinwe disposition of spent nuclear fuel. The Navy and DOE intend to
make the transition from fuel manaaement under the alternatives considered in this EIS 10 uhimatc
disposition as quickly as pncticable.

.... (..)Pr••····

Actloll ... Alfenadv•

COMMENT

Navy pa-s for dealina with the transition from current pnctices for .......-.ent of Naval spent nuclar
fueiiO one of the ocher alternatives should be discussed.

RISPONSE
The tnnsition period required if certain altemalives were selected is described in Section 3.I of

Appendix D 10 Volume 1. As described in Section 3.1, the tmnsition would mae use of existing
facilities and ti'IIISpOIUtion methods described under the alternllives considered. The risks associated
with all of the ahematives considered for

..........-.a of Naval spent nuclar fuel, summarized in

Chapter 3 of Appendix D 11e . .n. so the risks associated with the transition period would be just as
small .
. . . . (115) ,...,... Actloll ... Altenadv•

COMMENT

A commentor ldvocated storage of Naval spent nuclar fuel at the Expended Core Facility at INEL for a
number of reasons.

RESPONSE
Long-term storage of spent nuclar fuel at the Expended Core Facility is not among the alternatives
evaluated in the EIS because such storage would resuh in no reduction in environmental impKtS from
those for the alternatives considered and it would have a severe impKt on the Navy's ability to perform
its mission. Storage in the water pools at the Expended Core Facility would effectively preclude

examination of Naval spent nuclear fuel

at

that facility because storage would use up the space in the

water pool needed for machinery and examination equipment. This would require the construction of
new facilities for the examination of Naval spent nuclar fuel or the loss of the ability 10 perform

examinations of Naval spent nuclear fuel. The impKt on the Navy's mission that would resuh from the
loss of the ability to examine Naval spent nuclar fuel is described in Chapter 3 of this EIS.
VOLUME3
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Analyses of the imi)Kts associated with storage of the Naval spent nuclear fuel at DOE sites are included
in the appendices to the EIS for each site. For example, section S of Volume I. Appendix 8 , includes the
imi)Kt of storing Naval spent nuclear fuel in water pools a INEL.
Attachment F to Appendix 0 , Section F.1.4.1.4, does present the imi)Kts of performing spent fuel
examination at Expended Core Facility. In addition. the impKts of spent nuclear fuel examination at all
of DOE sites and Pupt Sound Naval Shipyard and the impKts of w.aer pool storaae at the Naval
shipyard sites are presented. Resuhs of analyses of the impKts for dry 110np a1 all of the Navy sites
considered in this EIS are also provided. These resuhs are shown in Section F.I .4.1.S of Attachment F.
For INEL analysis, a site near the Expended Core Facility a1 the Naval Reactors Facility was sclec:ted.

..... (•) Pn••••• Acdea ... AJeenadnl
COMMENT

Acconlina10 a commentor, one hundred Naval spent nuclar fuel shipments to INEL planned clurina a
tnnsition from curn:nt practices for....,........ of Naval spent nuclear fueiiO one of the ocher
alternatives make the No Action alternltive a misnomer.
RESPONSE

The scope of this EIS is somewhat ... ique in that it evallllles onaoina openlions; it is solely •
assessment of an action not yet initialed. Acconlinaly. each alternltive evaluated in this EIS for all spent
nuclar fuel must involve some period of transition and implemenbltion while new fac ilities .e
developed or procured. Durina the tnnsition periods. which r1np from Mout tine yean for the No
Action alternative up 10 about 20 yean for CentraliDiion of all DOE spent nuclear fuel, existina
facilities would continue 10 be used for manaaina spent nuclear fuel. Under the No Action alternative,
Naval spent nuclear fuel would be tnnsporteciiO INEL while shippina containers are procured for
storqe at Navy sites. This EIS evaluates a 40 year period, so a three year transition period is not

excessive. Alternatives which would not require tnn~ion for Naval spent nuclear fuel to INEL
during a tnnsition are untenable because the Navy would be unable to refuel and defuel naval vessels,
thereby peatly imPKtina national security as further explained below and in Volume I, Appendix 0,
Section 3.6.3. Moreover, such an approKh would actually involve substantially more action and
environmental imPKtS than shipment of the Naval fueiiO INEL because all of the containers available to
store Naval spent nuclear fuel at shipyards and prototype sites have been filled during the period while

this EIS was beina prepmed.
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Of particular importance in this regard is the refueling of the ain:raft carrier USS NIMITZ. Refueling of

the USS NIMITZ is scheduled to begin in 1991. but refueling preparations are already underway for this
first-of-a-kind effort. These preparations entail emptying. by late 1995, spent nuclear fuel from the
earlier refueling of the USS ENTERPRISE and defueling of the USS LONG BEACH. This spent nuclear
fuel is at Newport News Shipbuilding and Drydock Company in a special support facility which is
required for the NIMITZ Class refuelinp. Once the facility is emptied. it would then be reconfigured for
use. including refurbishment. maintenance, and extensive tnining of refueling personnel.
If the facility cannot be emptied, the USS NIMITZ cannot be refueled. The resuh is that the Navy ould
have fewer carricn than conaressionally ......ctated to fulfill its national security requirements for
rqional conflicts (such as Operation Desert Storm) and pacekeepina (such as Somalia and Haiti). The
national security need to ensure that the USS NIMITZ is refueled on schedule was certified by the
Secretary of Defense in October 1994 and accepted by the Governor of Idaho in January 1995, when he
allowed shipment of naval spent nuclar fuel from the Newport News Shipbuildina and Drydock
Company to continue. Additional shipments would be required after the Record of Decision is issued on
this EIS in June 1995 to complete unlolldina the facility by llllc 1995.
Volume I, Appendix D. Section 3.6.3 provides a description of the impiiCIS to the Navy mission (and to
the environment) that would arise from storina naval spent nuclar fuel on inactive ships. In summary,
storina naval spent nuclar fuel aboMI inactive ships would use up the limited Sf* at shipyards, idle
skilled shipyard workers when the shipyards ran out of ship servicina work and room to do work, and tie
up hiply tnincd Navy nuclar ship operators. In return, this concept would not produce lower
environmental impiiCIS than the alternatives considered in detail in this EIS and miaht actually increase
the environmental impiiCIS.
..... (11'7) ........... Actiollud Altenadv•

COMMENT

The selection of the preferred alternative for the Navy should be based on a combination of the lowest
risk and the lowest cost.

RESPONSE
Section 3.9 of Appendix D to Volume I of this EIS states that the selection of the navy's preferred
alternative was based on consideration of several important issues, including consideration ofthe very
small environmental impacts associated with all of the alternatives considered. Two of the predominant
issues are cost and risk. Section 3.7.4 provides a summary of how the cost and risk values vary among
the alternatives.
VOLUME3
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A comparison of the chanae in the number of potential cancer fatalities that might occur in the general
population for each year of operation for each Naval spent nuclear fuelahemative is provided in Section

3. 7.1.1. Table 3-1. in Appendix D to Volume I. This comparison is broken down to show the risks
associated with normal operations. the hipesa risk facility accident. and transportation operations. The
risks due to Naval Nuclear Propulsion Propam activities for any of the alternatives considered is very
small. In all cases, thousMds of yean of repetition would be required before a sinale additional cancer
fatality would OCCW'. These risks arc all so small thai there is no real difference amona the alternatives
from the sa.ndpoint of risk.
The costs associated with each Naval spent nuclear fuelaltemllive are sumnwized in Table 3-1 in

Section 3. 7.4 of Appendix D 10 Volumc I. The COliS 10 the Navy for the alternlilives considered r1ft1C
between SI.S billion and SS.7 billion over 40 yean.

COMMENT
Naval spent nuclear,._. ....,...

COIIIa._. arc ill-•iled for ltOiap.

JU:SIIONSE

Naval spent nuclear fuel ....,... COIIIaiMn arc clesiped to widlsaand the riFn of lhiplnenl and

hypolhetical accidents which miPI occur...._.......... As a result, the certified shippina conlainen
for Naval spent nuclear fuel arc ruged enouah to endure the

w less......_.

conditions assoc:ilted

with stcnae at Navy sites. This fact is borne OUI by the Navy's Envn..ental Asleument for IIOnF of
Naval spent nuc:lar until this EIS is completed and by the .-lyles provided in Aa.chmenl F of
Appendix 0 to Volume I of this EIS.
As stated in Appendix 0, a lona-term seal would be needed to repiKe the rubber seal in the shippina
containen if an alternative utilizina the shippina containers for stonae for 40 yean were ~elected as a
resuh of this EIS. However, the existina seal is desiped to last many yean and is Mlequlte for the
period until thai decision is made. The current shippina container teals arc desiped 10 contain
mdioKtive material durina frequent Jo.dina and unJo.din& opentions and durina shipment. requirina it
to

be flexible and reusable. Desip of a seal for lona-term storaac would be simpler because repeated

open ina and closina of the container lid would not occur durina storaac, allowina u. of such methods as

weldina the container shut.
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._.. (119)

r.......-

ActiollaiMI Alteratives

COMMENT

Naval spent nuclear fuel is being left indefinitely in shipping containers at shipyards.

HSPONS£
Naval spent nuclear fuel is being stored in sealed shipping containers at Navy sites during the period
required for preplnlion of this EIS and selection of an alternative for management of OOE spent nuclear
fuel. The environmental imPKts 8SSO(:iatcd with this storage were naluatcd in an Environmental
Assessment and Findina of No sipifecant lmpKt issued in early 1994. An Environmental Assessment
was preplnd and a Finding of No sipifteant lmpKt was issued because the imPKts of the of the
prefcrnd altcmali\'e for this sholt period of storap were found to be small. The alternative which used

storaac in ccrtifecd shippina containers at the sites which would continue to perform servicing of Naval
racton throuah June 199S was selected as the best means of safely manaaina Naval spent nuclear fuel
durin& the time needed for completion of this EIS.
The Record of Decision identifyina the altcmaaive selected for manaaement of spent nuclar fuel
selected will be issued on June I, 199S. At that time, implemealtllion of the alternative selected will

be&in. Naval spent nuclear fuel stored at Navy sites will be tnnsfcrnd to the locations associated with
the altcmllive selected •less .. altemative making use of stonp at the Navy sites is selected.

Manapment ofNaval spent nuclear fuel at a Navy site should not be consiclerecl because of proximity to
population centers.

Rt:SPONS£
Under NEPA. the Navy is required to consider the full

ranae of reasonable ahematives, including the

alternative of taking no action. The analysis in the EIS demonstrated that the environmental impKt of
any of the alternatives would be small. This analysis took into consideration population data for e.ch
site. Therefore, the Navy did not eliminate any locations from consideration based on these
characteristics.
Although Naval sites are included in the analysis. the Navy has identified a preferred ahemative in
Section 3.9. Appendix D, Part A which would not store Naval spent nuclear fuel at Naval sites. The
Navy's preferred alternative would resume the historic, technically sound and safe practice of conducting
refueling and defueling of nuclear-powered wanhips and prototypes as planned, transporting the Naval
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spent nuclear fuel to the Expended Core F.cility at INEL for full inspection and examination, and
transferring Naval spent nuclear fuel to DOE for storage at that site .
..... (Ill) Propoled Acdollud AltenadYes
COMMENT

Management of Naval spent nuclear fuel

at a Navy

site should not be considered because of an airport in

the vicinity.

RESPONSE
The analyses in Appendix D to Volume I of the EIS specifiCally considered the location and

characteristics of the airports in the vicinity of ach site (See Aa.chment F of Appendix D to Volume I).
Even takina this into account. the risk from • ..,._ Cl'lllhina into a shippina container was shown to
be very low and the raultina risk of injury to the public small. For example, the 111011 limitina .ccident

involvina Naval spent nuclar r-1 is clacribecl in Aaac....._. F of Appendix D to be • ..,._ Cl'lllh
into a shippina container 11 the ,_. Harbor Naval Ship)wd. This .ccident would lad to 26 latent fatal

cancers over the next fifty yean in the pop~~llliala widtift SO lftiles of the lhipyanl. Since the problbility
of the event is one chMce in 100.000,... ~.the risk would he 0.00026 llllllt fatal cancer fatalities per
~or,

in oct. wonk,..,_. one chMce ill 4000 of lillale llllllt canc:er fatality over a~· This risk is

st.ed -ona the appiOXilulely 120,000 people raidilla wilhift SO •iles of the lhipyn who would be
expected to expa ience over 2000 cancer fatalities frOIII all adler c... every ~·

~ ofNavallpllll

nuclar Mill,_. Harbor Naval ShipyMt should not be considered

because the Honolulu airport is c • enoup thll it •iahl be ........, lllllkina it 1110re difficult for

emerpncy ..-..ce to rach the island.
RESPONSE

The IIIOIIIimitina .ccident involvina Naval spent nuclar fuel is clacribed in Aa.chment F of Appendix

D to Volume I to he • airplane Cl'lllh into a lhippina container 11 the ,_. Harbor Naval Shipyn. This
.ccidenl would lad to 26 llllllt fatal cancers over the next fifty yean in the pop~~llbon within SO •iles

of the shipyard. Since the problbility of the even1 is one chance in 100,000 per~. the risk would be
0.00026 latent fatal c.ncer fatalities per yar or, in oct. wonk, about one chance in 4000 of sinale latent
cancer fatality ov• a year. This risk is shared a.nona the approxinaalely 120,000 people residina within
SO •iles of the shipyard who would be expected to experience over 2000 cancer fatalities from all other
causes every yar. The . .lyses in Appendix D of the EIS specifiCally considered the location of the
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Honolulu airport relative to Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard. It also estimated the extent of contamination
that might result from hypothetical accidents. The analysis of the impact of hypothetical accidents in
Appendix D of the EIS did not rely on any off-shipyard response.
Taking into account the location of the airport and the effects of hypothetical accidents. the risk that the
Honolulu airport could not be used to provide emergency assistance from the mainland would be very
low and the resuhing risk to the public small. Further, the Navy has signifiCant emergency response
capability on o.hu and does not rely on the mainland, State, or local resources for emergency response
beyond existing emerpncy plans and resources.

..... (113)

Pnp•••• Acdell ... AleenatMa

COMMENT

Manaaement of Naval spent nuclar fuel II a Navy site should be ruled out because of an aquifer, stream,
or adler water in the vicinity.
RESPONSE

Althoup the Navy's Jftfenecl altemllive is not to store Naval spent nuclear fuel 11 Naval sites, under
NEPA, the Navy is required to consider the fulll'lftF ofreaonable ahernalives. includina the alternative
of takina no action. The analysis in the EIS clcmonsbiMd dull the environmental impKt of •Y of the
alternatives would be -aal. This analysis took into consiclenlion nearby bodies of Wlller. Therefore,
the Navy did not eliminate any locations from consiclenlion baed on these cllalactcristics. The Navy

has manapd its spent nuclar fuel for nearly 40 years now without •Y sipifant environmental impKt
on water.
..... (114) ......... Acdea ... AllenatMa

COMMENT

Manapment ofNaval spent nuclear fuel

at a

Navy site should be ruled out because of the possibility of

seismic activity in the vicinity.
RESPONSE
Althouah the Navy's preferred alternative is not to store Naval spent nuclar fuel at Naval sites, under
NEPA. the Naval Nuclar Propulsion Program is required to consider the full ranp of reasonable
alternatives. includina the alternative of takina no action. The analyses in Appendix D (See Attachment
F, Sections F.1.2, F.1.3, and F.1.4) took into considenlion accidents which mipt be caused by natural
phenomena, includina earthquakes equal ina or exceed ina the desip basis of the facilities. and

demonstrated that the impKts were found to be small. ·Any facility constructed for Naval spent nuclar
fuel manqement would be desiped with adequate strenath baed on the specifiC seismic characteristics
VOI.UME3
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of the site. Therefore. the Navy did not eliminate any locations from consideration based on these
characteristics. See also response 01.04(01 S).

aN (115)

Pr•••••• Aedell..a Allenath-es

COMMENT

Manapment ofNaval spent nuclar fuel at a Navy site should be ruled out because of the possibility of
severe wcadler in the vicinity.

JU:SPONSE
Allhouah the Navy's preferred allerulive is not to store Naval spent nuclar fuel at Naval sites, under
NEPA. the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Proplm is requiled to c:onsider the full rap of reasonable
abernllives, includiftathe altcmltive of taina no action. The analyses in Appendix D the EIS (See
Chaplcr S and Aa.chment F. Section F.I) showed lhllthe environmc:nlal impKt of •Y of the
allernllives would be ..all. iaclud. . KCidenls which •iaht be caused by lllbll'al phenolnena, such as

hurricalles, ._is. or ton~Mos. Any flcilily COftSb'UCted for Naval spent nuclar fuel manaaement
would be clesiped wilh ldeq11• ....... ..._.on the specifiC walher chllacleristics of the site.

1'herefole. 1M Navy did not elinlinlle ..y locations fiom considerllion ..._. onlhae chanlctcristics.

Addila.ai

o.--e~~~oroa...-

.... be~.

JlDIIONSI:
A sill •lection ptocas _.. followed which is clelcribed in depdl in the EIS and in associated Nf'erence
- - - - · In view of'IM , _ . oftypa of sites ..ayzed in the EIS (fiom . . . populltions in coastal
. . . .., re11101e, --.-1~ .,..ty popullled -)and the conclusion that environmental i•.,.cts

would be very -.11 II all siea. exlrapOIIIion to adler sites would be expected to yield simi._ results.

For

nr••••- of Naval .,... MICiar fuel. certain physical requirements, such as a rail sidina or paved

roiMiway and . -· istnlive _. support functions needed to safely handle and monitor the operations
and spent r.lare needed. Thac 8dminislnlive and support functions include physical security (since
the spent fuel contains hiahly enriched ..,..ium), nMiioloaical monitorin& and emerpncy response
cat*Miity. In view of the very small im.,.cts for the sites considered, providinalhae 8dministntive and
support functions and the physical flcilities II a site which does not have them would produce pater
im.,.cts on the environment with no associlled reductions in impKt.
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aM (Ill).....,.... Acdollud Alterudves
COMMENT

The Navy should consider some other site, either specified or not specified in the comment.

RESPONSE
For manaaement of Naval spent nuclear fuel. certain physical requirements, as a rail siding or paved·
roladway, and administrative and support functions needed to safely handle and monitor the operations
and spent fuel are needed. These administntive and support functions include physical security (since
the spent fuel contains hiply enriched Ul'lllium). rMioloJical monitoring. and emergency response

capMility. In view of the very .all impKts for the silcs considered, providing these administrative and
support

functions and the physical &cilities It a site which does not have them would produce greater

impKts on the environment with no auocilfed reductions in imp.ct.
. . . . (119) Prill I l l . Actlell . . . Alii.......
COMMENT

The Navy should consider some other siee which is not specified.
USPONSI:

For man•emenl of Naval spent nuc:ae.. fuel, certain physical

requ.......,

such as a rail siding or paved

IOIIdway, and ...inillrlliw and support functions needed to safely handle and monitor the oper81ions
and spen~r.a . . needed. 1'hele . -· illnlive and support r.ctions include physical security (since
the spent fuel contains hiply . . ichecl ...-.). nMiiolotical monitorina, and emerpncy responte

capMility. In view of the small impKts for the silcs considered, providina these administntive and
support

r.ctions and the physical &cilities It a site which does not have them would produce pater

impKts on the cnvironmcnl with no aaocilfed reductions in imp.ct.
.... (121) Prill I l l . Actlell . . . Aile........
COMMENT
Manapment of Naval spent nuclear fuel a1 a Navy site should not be considered if it is judpd to be a

scenic--.
RESPONSE
Under NEPA, the Navy is required to consider the full

raae of reasonable alternatives, including the

alternative oft*ina no Ktion. The analysis in the EIS clcmordblltecl thai the environmental imp.ct of
any of the alternatives would be small. Dis analysis took into consiclenlion the aesthetic and scenic
values for each site and showed that •Y impKts in this cateaorY would be small. Theref(ft. the Navy
did not eliminate any locations from c:onsidenltion based on these chalacteristics.
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Although Naval sites are included in the analysis. the Navy has identifted a preferred alternative in
Section 3.9. Appendix D. Part A which would not store Naval spent nuclear fuel at Naval sites. The
Navy's preferred alternative would resume the historic, technically sound and safe practice of conducting
refueling and defueling of nuclear-powered wanhips and prototypes as planned, transporting the Naval
spent nuclear fuel to the Expended Core Facility at INEL for full inspection and examination. and
transfming Naval spent nuclear fuel to DOE for storage at that site.

Manapment of Naval spent nuclear fuel at a Navy site should not be considered if it is judged to be an
environmentally sensitive area.
RESPONSE

Under NEPA. the Navy is required to consider the full ranae of reasonable alternatives. includina the
altemative of takina no action. The analysis in the EIS demonslratecl that the environmental impKI of
any of the alternatives would be small. This analysis took into consideration possible effects on the

ccolo&Y for each site and showed lhla •Y impKII in this catqory would be small. Therefore, the Navy
did not elimiftlle •Y locations from consideration baed on these chancteristics.
Althouah Naval sites are incluclecl in the .-lysis. the Navy ha identified a preferred altemative in
Section 3.9, Appendix D, hrt A which would not store Naval spent nuclear fuel at aval sites. The
Navy's prefcned ahemlllive would resume the historic, technically sound and safe practice of conductina
refuel ina and clefuelina of nuclar-powerecl warships and promtypcs • planned, tnnsportina the Naval
spent

nuclear fuel to the Expenclecl Core Facility at INEL for full inspection and examination, and

tnnsfmina Naval spent nuclear fuel to DOE for stonae at that site.

Usc of the Pupt Sound Naval Shipyard Water Pit Facility will preclude the performance of aircraft
carrier refuelinp • Pupt Sound Naval Shipyard and consequently jobs would be lost at the shipyard.

RESPONSE
The Decenlnlialion Altemative for Naval Spent Nuclear Fuel Manqement includes an option which

would utilize the Pupt Sound Naval Shipyard Water Pit Facility for examination of high priority fuel.
As staled in this EnvironmentallmpKI Slalement. the usc of this facility for spent nuclear fuel inspection

would preclude its use for support of aircraft carrier refuelinp. If the option of usina the existina water
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pool for fuel examination under the Decentralization Ahernalive were selected. it would be necessary to
find other ways to support aircraft carrier refuclings. Due to the limited spKC available at Puget Sound
Naval Shipyard, it might prove ditTteuh to find alternate means to provide the needed support for aircraft
carrier refuclina at that shipyard.
lon& range plans have included Puget Sound Naval Shipyard as the west coast location for conducting

aircraft carrier refuclings. This was the basis for constructina the Water Pit Facility. Including the ships
currently under construction. the Navy will have at least nine nuclear- powered aircraft carriers. While
no nar-term refuelings are scheduled for Puget Sound Naval Shipyard. it is expected that future plans
and ovcrlappina of refuclinp and clefuelinp will require simultaneous scrvicina of two aircraft ~

which mipa require two shipy_. to perform the wort. The comment presupposes tMI these refuclina
jobs exist at

Puaet Sound Naval Shipyard and therefore could be lost. bul olher v.-ialions in the shipyard

Slaffina make this uncertain.

Facilities for ............. of Naval lpCIII nuclar fuel should not be localted at sites where weapons are
handled or stond.
RESPONSE

Wapons are not handled or stond IIIII)' of the Navy sites considered in this El . In the case of some
locations. such as the Pari Harbor or Norfolk Naval Shi~ olher Navy facilities which handle or
store weapons are

in the same aeneral vicinity, bul they are se.,..aed from the sites considered by a peat

cnoup distMc:c lhll the weapons would not constitute a thral to Naval spent nuclear fuel ........-nt.
Even thouah accidents associated with wapons are not reasonably expected to affect Naval spent
nuclear fuel, the consequences of such accidents would be within the limits of adler accidents not relllted
to weapons analyzed in this EIS. Appendix D to Volume I of the EIS includes an evaluation of a two.d
rMF ofhypodlctul accidents which miaht oc:cur as a resuh of human error, equipment failure, or

natural phenomena. includina fires involvina the storap facilities and projectiles strikina the storaae
facilities. The resuhs of these analyses are summarized in Chapter 3, tabulated for each individual site in
ChapterS, and described in detail in Attachment F. The analyses show that the risks associated with all

of the accidents are very low.
Althouah the Navy's preferred ahernalive is not to store Naval spent nuclear fuel at Naval itcs. under
NEPA, the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Propam is required to consider the full ranac of reasonable
VOL MEl
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ahcmalives. indudina the ahcmalivc of takina no action. The evaluation of potential imp.ct on human
health and the environment provided in this EIS shows that the ri s associated with all of the
ahcmativcs and sites considered is very small.

Stonp of Naval spen1 nuc:lar fuel a1 Puaet Sound Naval Shipyn mi

result in the

of the ability

of the ship)wd to oper11e efrteiently.
RJ:SIIONSI:

be

It is 1n1e dial spliCe is althe , . _ Sound Naval Shipylnl•

carefully. However,

shown in T.we D-1 in Appendix D to this EIS. betweellll,OOO ... 77,000 square feet WCNid be

required for tine of the four pouiWe....,. for stor1111 of Naval
Naval Shipyard. widl the fowda. ...... ·

Slorina or a..·
so, if •

·

Naval.,... .ca.. r.t a1 Naval ·

...._.ive which wo.ld -*-Ill a1 Navy

provideclal the shipylnl wilhollt r

.. .

is liCit

.

.a.ilily to c.-ry -

.

In Section 1.9 of Appendix D to this EIS. the Navy a. cae.ty
.... r.l
. the 40,... .

•
COIItains • evalualion of

Navy's 111•'-•ed ......lift

· e tor
period ... di"IICW.J!IId

o

~c

IIIVin., . .....

iiiCiudifta dlole whidl wo.ld nat ...,art the Havy....-,11
· ..u-.

c

il

COMMENT

M.......,.a ofNavallpllll nuc:lar fuelal a DOE
-.... il would be aec:ea.y to cc.s~n~et a new facir
RJ:SPON

Under NEPA. the Navy is requiNd to consider the full
altern.aives which would relocale the ........111

. .ay

is in the EIS darwonsu.-1

Thi -.lysis took .

the environmenlal inapKt of

y of

consiclenlion the poteftlial effects of ROI'IMI openbOM and polt. . .ld M:Cidllllb
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I.

for

h i

•Y ~oca~ ·

Md for tnnspoiUif

nuclear fuel. Therefore, the Na\'y did no1 eliminate

ofNa\'al

,..,_ considenlion baed on these characteristics.
ich ould require lhe construction of a replacement for the existina Expended Core

A
Facir

IIINEL are · luded · lhe Malysis, lhe Na\'y has identified a preferred altemali"e in Section

1.9, Appelldix 0, P.., A

ich ould 1101 ex.~·

or store Na\'al spent nucte. fuel at those sites. While

.,......... -.,..:u of constructina and opcnaina• eumination facility would

. EIS

a facility would exceed $100,000,000. The Na\'Y's preferred
ically IOUIId and safe pncticc of conductina refuel ina and
IIK. . ..._.~Id . . . . .

..t Pft*1t)piiM .........; lrMipOitiftl the Na\'al spent nuc:te.

11 INEL

tOr ftall ·

- . and a.ainllion; and tnnsferrina Na\'al

•
Pltlll II Ac-. _. All• ..... •

.. , . . So.d ..... Sllipylnl ilr..ible •

. ._._.., tiWe ilrwiiiMiy

c.._

to die

....r.ce

~-d- .are c:c.pkx, bul it CM be

... _,,.

111111~_.AII

Ida•

,......._ .. illlclllda• opiDI

ich

. . . . . . . . oil.. priariey ......
apllltility tOr
. • ...

..t perfarluDce ..,, riorily of
Navy is~ to CCJalidlr ... ftlll
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Ahhouah an alternative involvina inspection of a limited amount of Naval spent nuclear fuel at Puaet
Sound Naval Shipyard is included in the analysis, the Navy identified a preferred alternative in section
3.9 of Appendix D to Volume I which would not involve inspection of Naval spent nuclear fuel at the

shipyard. The Navy's preferred alternative would resume the historic, technically sound and safe practice
of conductina refuel ina and clefuelina of nuclear-powered wanhips and prototypes as planned,
transpol1ina the Naval spent nuclear fuel to the Expended Core Facility at INEL for full inspection and
ex.ninlt• and tnnsfenina Naval spent nuclear fuel to DOE for storaae at that site.

Any filcility for ............. of spent

nuc_. fuel should be adequately desiped for the purpose, but the

EIS should pn.at conclusions about the stontae options thll would be employed 11 each site.

USPON81:
Appendix D to Volume I of chis EIS includes in Chlpeen 3 .nct 5 Md AaKhmenls D .nct E detailed
evaiUilioll of lllethocls .nct filcilities for 1f0n1e of Naval spent nuc_. fuel II Navy sites under the

..._...iva considered. Chlpeen 3 .nct 5 llld Au.ct-- F provide detailed infonution on the
expo~~R~Md

polllltial._.... efl'ecls aaocillld willa e.ch ..chad of Naval spent nuc_. fuel

• • • - II lllipylnb .nct Navy~ siea. • well the efl'ecls aaoc-.t wilh a.ninllion of

Naval spent nuc_. fuel II DOE sites. Ia all ofdlele ~ it is ...... thll the facilities Uled for
Naval spent

IlK._. fuel .......... would be property claiped tor

the...._, lei•ic, .nct adler

conditions lpplable to the pllticu._ liee ev......_..
This EIS provides the .......... MCIIIIry to show thll all .... naethods of I~Grqe at
Navy~ COMiciiNd (cky

ipylnb Md

1f0n1e,...., in lllippina c:onaaiMn. Md storaae in water pools) are

prKtical_. could be ICCGIIIplilhecl safely Md wilh very .atl ritb.

....

Ca.•• 11 Cl'l..,.... a pee!.ence for ..._...iva thll do not result in additional nuc_. waste or spent

IIIIC._. fuel - . ........ in Hawaii. In addition, commenton express one or more of the followina
:

•

l'hllach llllllerial be IIOred in areas of low populll• as opposed to areas of hip
papulllion
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That better sites arc available that present less risk
•

That there is a risk to water resources, fragile ~ystems. or the environment

RESPONSE
Sec raponscs to comments 01.01 (001) and 01.01 (004).

8.5

Teela•icalla•es

1.5.1

A--•• ... Cllancteriltia of Navy f.t

11.15.11 (.1) A. . . .t ... Cllancterllda ofNny r.a
COMMENT

The Navy will be contributinaa larp proportion of the future spent nuclear fuel that must be mMaJed
byOOE.
USPONSI:
As staled in the Sumnwy and ocher sections of Volume I of this EIS, spent nuclear fuel

~ina

approxiiUiely I00 metric tons of heavy metal (MllfM) will be added over the next 40 yan to the
amount currently beinam-aed by OOE. Of this total, approxillllfely SS M111M will be produced by
the Naval Nuclar Propulsion Proplm. Since OOE currently manaaes approximately 2700 M111M of
spent nuclar fuel, includina about 10 M111M ofNaval spent nuclar fuel, the Naval spent nuclar fuel It

the end of the period evaiUited in this EIS would be 65 MllfM, which is approxillllfely 2% of the total
of 2100 MllfM considered.
11.15.11 (112) A. . . .t ... Cllanderllda efNny r.a
COMMENT

The unique Mture of Navy fuel is secret and poses a pater threat than conventional fuel.
RESPONSE

The statement that Naval spent nuclear fuel presents a sipifantly greater environmental threat than
ocher conventional reactor fuel is incorrect and without technical buis.
Sections 2.2, 3.7, A.7, 8.2, and F. I of Appendix Dto Volume I ofthis EIS ~information on the
intepity of Navy fuel. Further details on the nature of Naval spent nuclar fuel which can be used to
evaluate the environmental impKt associated with its manapment arc provided in Attldunents A and F
to Appendix D. Althouah the detailed clesip ofNavy fuel is classified, this EIS containssipifiCMI
information concemina its performance characteristic:s.
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These design requirements for Navy fuel include:

a. Battle shock. Navy fuel is designed to withstand the shock encountered in a wartime battle situation
without damage. These shocks are well is excess of the seismic: shocks for which other reactor fuels are
designed. As an example, Navy fuel can withstand shocks much pater than SOg, or SO times the
acceleration due to aravity. Civilian reactors are designed only to withstand the shock of an earthquake
which is typically less than Ig.
b. Long life. Navy fuel is designed to operate in a high temperature and high pressure environment for

many yean. Current desips are c:apable of over 20 yean of suc:cessful opention. Typical civilian
reactor fuel is designed to operate for only a few yean.

c. Total containment of fission produc:ts. Navy fuel is designed to opente thnJuahout its lifetime
without any release of fission produc:ts. This is essential to minimizJe nMiiltion exposure to the crew who
live inside the c:onfmed SpiCe of a ...a...ine for many months .. a time. Some civilian reactor fuels are
designed to opente with relales of fission produc:ts and Nuclar Replllory Commission requirements
for civililn fuel allow for a pri....-y coo-. r..tiolctivity level equivalent to about 0.1 percent fuel

dMaaae durin& normal opendions.

This results in detectable fission product Ktivity in the reactor

c:ooa.t produced from the fuel.
d. bpid power trlnlients. Navy fuel is designed to open1e succ:cssfully durina l'lpid power trMsients
(e.a., Khieve full power in seconds) while typical civili• fuel Illites ..._Y houn to achieve full power to
ensure it is not ......... The Navy requirement is.._. on the need to ..-piclly chMp speeds or
direction of a ship, for eumple. to OUirun a torpedo.
All of there very ltrinaent operlltional requirements for Naval nuclear fuel enable it to maintain its
intearity indef'anitely under the r. less clemandina conditions enc:ounterec1 during transportation and

saonac.
11.15.11 (IU) A__. ... Cllanctertlda efNa.y ,_.
COMMENT
The EIS should include more details on the desip and other cMnc:teristics of Naval spent nuclear fuel.

8-SI
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RESPONSE

Volume I, Appendix 0, sections 2.2, 3.7, A.7, 8.2. and F. I of this EIS present information on the
integrity of Navy fuel. Further details on the nature of Naval spent nuclear fuel which can be used to
evaluate the environmental impact associated with its management are provided in Appendix 0,
Attachments A and F. Although the detailed design of Navy fuel is classified, this EIS contains
signifiCAnt information conccmina its performance chanlctcristic:s.
These desip requirements for Navy fuel include:
a. Battle shock. Navy fuel is desiped to withstMd the shock encountered in a ""ime blale situation
without clamap. These shocks are well in excess of the seismic shocks for which other ractor fuels are
desiped . As an eumple, Navy fuel c. withstMd shocks much

.,.._thin SOa,

or SO times the

KCelcration due to pavity. Civililn racton are desiped only to w~ the shock of an althquake
which is typically less than

Ia.

b. Lonalife. Navy fuel is desiped to open1e in a hip ....,..... llld hip preuure •vironment for
many yean. CUI'RIIt desips are Cll** of over 20 )all of succeaful operation. Typical civilian
reactor fuel

is clesiped to open1e for only a few yean.

c. Total containment of fiSSion products. Navy fuel is clesiped to opente tbroupoul its lifetime
without My release of fiSSion products. Dis is estaltial to minimize r.tiltion exposure to the crew who
live inside the confined Sf*C of a ..-....;ne for mMY mondas • a time. Some civilian ractor fuels are
clesiped to operate with releases of fission products lftd Nuc._. Replltory Commission requi.....U
for civilian fuel allow for a primary cooiMt ....tioKtivity level equivalent to lboul 0.1% fuelclamaae
durina normal operations. Dis results in cletec:table f111ion product activity in the rcac1or cooa.t
produced from the fuel.
d. Rapid power tnnsients. Navy fuel is clesiped to operate IUCCCISfully durinalllpicl power tnnsients
(e.a. .chieve full power in seconds) while typical civilian fuel takes .....y houn to Khieve full power to
ensure it is not clamapd.

ne Navy requirement is baed on the need to nlpiclly chanp speeds or

direction of a ship - for eumple, to outrun a torpedo.
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All of these very stringent operational requirements for Naval nuclear fuel enable it to maintain its
integrity indefinitely under the far less demanding conditions encountered during transportation and
storage .
. .15.11 (M4) A. . .at aad Cllancterilda of Navy ,_.

COMMENT

Naval spent nuclear fuel IRIIY be unsuitable for a aeoloaic repository and expensive processing facilities

NIY be needed to prepare it for uhimate disposal.
RESPONSE
Since Naval spent nuclear fuel is very stable and has hip structural integrity, it well suited for disposal
into a aeoloaic repository without processina or destructive disassembly. Under the currently
foreseeable criteria for acceplina spent nuclear fuel for disposal in a aeoloaic repository, Naval spent
nuclear fuel modules could likely be placed inbld into the c:ontainen to be used for disposal. Once
placed in a poloaic repository, the corrosion-taistant ct..:teristics of the Naval spent nuclear fuel
would keep it in a ltllble form which would preclude achievina a critical confipration for a period well
in excess of I0,000 ~ the period specifeed for ...lysis in the Nuclar Waste Policy Act, as amended.
A discussion of the i-..;ty ofNavy fuel is praalted in Section 2.2 of Appendix D to Volume I of this
EIS. Further details on the RIIIUie of Naval spent nuclear fuel which can be used to evaluate the
environmental impKt associaled with its ............- are provided in Attachment F to Appendix D. The
very strinaent requitemen~s for Naval nuclear fuel to oper111e aa hip temperatures hip pressures, and
resist corrosion in very hot Wiler cause it to be more than adeqlllte to enckn the conditions which might
be encountered after emplacement in a poloaic repository.
Finally, it should be noted thlt this EIS evaluates safe ..........-.t of spent nuclear fuel for 40 years,
includina proc:essina where required to st.bililJe the fuel for safe storaae· No processina of Naval spent
nuclar fuel is required for thlt purpoae. In the unlikely event that waste acceptance criteria to be
established in the future were to require processina of Naval spent nuclear fuel to enable it to be
uhimately disposed of, thll would be evaluated in accordance with NEPA requirements at that time, but
that matter is beyond the scope of this EIS.
11.15.11 (115) A.....a ... Danctertlda of Navy,_.
COMMENT
The EIS should include information on the effective power-pneratinalife ofNaval nuclear reactor.
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RESPONSE

As discussed in Section 3.7.4 of Appendix D to Volume I of this EIS, the life of the current reactor cores
used in Naval nuclear-powered vessels is greater than 20 years. The lifetime of Naval nuclear reactor
cores has increased by a factor of more than ten from the 2 year lifetime of the first core installed in the
first nuclear-powered submarine in the 19SO's. This increase in lifetime is in large part the result of the
examinations of Naval spent nuclear fuel conducted at the Expended Core Facility over the past 37 years.
This increase in core life has reduced the environmental impacts associated with operation of the nuclear
navy. as described in Section 3.7.4.
A discussion of the inteafity of Navy fuel is presented in Section 2.2 of Appendix D to Volume I of this
EIS. Further details on the nature of Naval spent nuclear fuel which can be used to evaluate the
environmental impact associated with its manaacment are provided in Attachment F to Appendix D.
&15.11 (. .) ~•t ... Cllancterllda el NaYJ r.a

COMMENT
The EIS should include the criteria for determinina when defuelina of a Naval reactor is needed.

RESPONSE
The most im~ factor determinina the need for refuelina or defuelina of •Y nuclar- powered
warship is the mission of the Navy laid out by the Conpess llld President of the United sa.tes. If the
mission requires a ship to continue operatina beyond the end of the useful life of the core installed in the
ship, the core must be replaced when it no lonpr is Clplble of producina suff'ICient power for ship
operation. If a ship is no lonaer needed, the nuclar reactor fuel will be removed from the ship, even if it
has no1 reached the end of its useful lifetime.
With the end of the Cold War and the recent chanaes in the mission of the mned f~ the Navy has

been reducina the number of warships it has in service, includina the deactivation of some nuclearpowered submarines and surface ships. Information on the recent decreases in the number of nuclearpowered Naval vessels and current plans for future reductions in the number of nuclear-powered vessels
is reftected in this EIS. However, it should be emphasized that such numbers are subject to chanp at
any time punuant to Conaressional or Presidential direction.
A discussion of the intepity of Navy fuel is presented in Section 2.2 of Appendix D to Volume I of this
EIS. Further details on the nature of Naval spent nuclear fuel which can be used to evaluate the
environmental impact associated with its rnanaaemcnt 11e provided in Attachment F to Appendix D.
Information on the operatinalifctimc of current nuclear reac or cores is provided in Section 3.7.4.
VOLUME3
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M.l5.11 (017) A.aHat aacl Cluancterilda of Navy F.t
COMMENT

The EIS should inc:lude information on how long Naval spent nuclear fuel will remain radioactive and

the amount of radioactivity in each core or module.
RESPONSE

Section F.l.4 provides detailed information on the radionuclides present in Naval spent nuclear fuel,
their half-lives, and the amounts of each present. This section provides all of the data needed for analysis
of a r.ngc of postulated accidents at facilities saoring or examining Naval spent nuclear fuel. Section
A. 7.I provides similar information on the mdionuc:lides and amounts of each for analyses of postulated
transportation accidents involvina Naval spent nuclear fuel. The half-lives of these mdionuc:lides are
readily available from standard scientifiC publications. such as chemistry and physics textbooks. Each
section includes data on the fnctions of each type of mdioKtive material that miaht be released in an
accident. These data provide a detailed charKierizltion of the kinds and amounts of mdioKtivity
usociatecl with Naval spent nuc:lar fuel which is adeqlllte to understand the nature of Naval spent

nuclar fuel and to evaluate the potential environmental impKts auociated with all of the alternatives
considered in this EIS.

11.15.11 (e.) A_.t ... a.ncterlltla eiNavy r.a
COMMENT

The life expectancy of shippina containers may not be lona enouah to store Naval spent nuc:lar fuel

safely for the period considered in this EIS or may be inc:om.,.tible with the half-lives of the
mdionuclides present.
RESPONSE

Naval spent nuc:lar fuel shippina containers are clesiped to withstMd the rison of shipment and
hypothetical accidents which miaht occur durin& shippina. As a resuh, the certified shippina containers
for Naval spent nuc:lar fuel are ruged enouah to endure the far less demandina conditions assoc:iated
with storap at Navy sites. This fact is borne out by the analyses provided in Au.chment F of Appendix
D to Volume I of this EIS.
As staled in Appendix D, the only chanp to shippina container clesip is that a long-term seal would be

used to replace the rubber seal in the shippina containers if an alternative utilizina the shippina

containers for storaae for 40 yean were selected as a result of this EIS. However, the existina seal is
clesiped to last many yean and is adequate for the period until that decision is made. The current
shippina container seals are clesiped to contain mdioKtive material durin& frequent to.dina and
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unloading operations and during shipment, requiring it to be flexible and reusable. Design of a seal for
long-term storage would be less demanding because repeated opening and closing of the container lid
would not oc:c:ur during storage, allowing use of suc:h methods as welding the container shut, if
necessary.
The level of detail desired by the commentor for the dala analysis is not appropriate for the dec:ision that

will be made out of this programmatic: document, and would not provide any information that would
assist the dec:ision-maker in making this dec:ision. This broad environmental review document has been
prepared in ac:c:ordanc:e with NEPA and implementing rqulations. that allow for a broad foc:us on issues
actually the subjec:t of the dec:ision. Additional, more speciftc: dala. suc:h as the proposed by the
commentor, would be provided. if nec:essary, in further site-specifiC environmental documents.
AIIKhment F.1.4 provides detailed information on the ...ctionuclicles present in Naval spent nuclear fuel,
and the amounts of each present. This section provides all of the ct.aa needed for analysis of a rMF of

postulated .c:c:idents at facilities storina or examinina Naval spent nuclear fuel. Information on the half
lines ...ctionuclides c:an be obtained from standard publications such as physics or chemistry text books.
Section A. 7.I provides similar infOI'IIUilion on the ...ctionuclides and IIDOUIIts of each for analyses of
postulated transportation .c:c:idents involvina Naval spent nuc:lar fuel. Each section includes data on the
frac:tions of each type of ...ctiollctive naateriaJ that miaht be ~lased in • accident. These data provide a
detailed characterizalion of the kinds and amounts of ...ctiollctivity associated with Na al spent nuclear
fuel to allow unclerstandina the ...a.R of Naval spent nuclear fuel and to evaluate the potential
environmental impects associated with all of the ahcmatives considered in this EIS.

11.15.11 (.,) A-•• ... c...._ee, 11t1a oiNny r.a
COMMENT
The usc of bcta-quenc:hina in the produc:tion of Naval nuclear fuel may be a defective process which

c:ould compromise the storqc of Naval spent nuclear fuel.

RESPONSE
The comment is incorrect with ~t to Naval nuclear fuel. It .,.,..-ently ~fen to an article in a

mapzine (Mother Jones) whic:h reponed statements to the Nuclear Rqulatory Commission c:onc:cmina
possible causes of defec:ts in commercial nuclear fuel elements and the claims in .. unrelated lawsuit.
The lawsuit involved a technic: ian who was suina his former employer over the ~hs of a

developmental process ~lated to what metallqists c:all "alpha treatment" of material c:ontainina
zirconium.
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The conccm in the technician's lawsuit involved the results of a tes1 related to one step of the process for

manufacturina the claddina of nuclear fuel used in electrical pnentina plants operated by some utilities.
Navy nuclear fuel material is produced by an entirely different process from that used to produce the
beta-quenched zirconium fuel claddina used in commercial nuclear plants. As a result, Naval fuel
material has different properties from commercial fuel. The procedure at issue in the lawsuit and the
subsequent processina steps are not used in the fabrication of Naval nuclear fuel.

The Naval nuclear fuel manufacturina process is bKked by extensive tatina. yean of openaional
expel iela. and

examinations after ractor shutdown. Euminations of spent Naval nuclear fuel

rformed II the Expended Core Facility 11 INEL on all Naval nuca... fuel after .... as well as
monitorina of opendna Naval nuclear fuel. have shown thll there is no ....,.. to expect failures of
Naval spent nuclear fuel to occur durin&...,.. for 1110re tMn 100.000 ~-

.15.12 (Ill) c...... ····-COMMENT

The COIIUIIeiiD 111111 thlt Nllivc Hawai- fillaina ....... widtin the boundlria ofre.t Haria Naval
Shipyn •iahl be CCJ~aminlled ill die e.- of • .ccidellt involvina Naval.- nuclear

llknd 11

theshipyn.
lli:SPONSI:

VoMIIe 1. Appendix D. section S.l.4 of die EIS shows .... dlere would be no illlpKt 011 the Nllivc
Hawaiiall fllhina ponds raultilla rn. I'Otllille Naval ..,.. nuclear fuel IIOrlp oper.aons 11 Pari

Harta Naval Sh~. Tllis CGIICiusioa is ........... by the f8ct tllll the haiiCIIina of Naval spent
nuclear fuel frOID Naval ves.1s, inc. . . . rer.lifta alld clefuelina operllliOIIs alld openlions very simia.
to tho. CCJIIIidered ill dais EIS. llave .._ c:ondllcted 11 Pari

Harta Naval Shipyn for almost 30 ~

widloat ...,_. 011dle envimll•eat. ltcpolt NT-94-1, Environmc111al Monitorina alld Dilpolal of
bdioKtive Wasees fnJIII U.S. Naval Nuclear Powered Shiplalld Their 5twort Facilities, Washiftatoa,

oc. March 1994, provides ..WitiOIIal iaformation on the results of environmenlal monilorifta for pat
opentions.
With reprd to hypolhctical.ccidcnls, Volume 1, Appendix D, Chapeer S, section S.l.4 alld Volume 1,
Attachmall F, section F.1.3.1 provide the results of calculaaions of llldioKtivc material ditpcnion alld
deposition calculations for a hypothetical airplane crash into Naval spent nuclear fuel
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at Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard, the worst-case potential accident for that site. In even this most extreme

case, an area of only about II 0 acres mipt be contaminated to the point where radiation doses exceeding
the Nuclear Rqulatory Commission limit for exposure to the general public (I 00 millirem per year)
mipt resuh for a person livina full time on that land. This discussion does not mean that an area of such
size would be made permanently unuuble or inaccessible because the calculation assumes that no action
is taken to clean up the radioKtivity or to otherwise mitipte the effects of the accident. Radioactive
contamination could and would be removed in order to minimize the affected area and impacts on access
or usc .
• 15..12 (112) C ....nl......_.

COMMENT

Historic sites could be damaaed or made inaccessible by accidents associated with Naval spent nuclear
fuel.
RESPONSE

Appendix D of this EIS (See Chlpter S, Section 5.1.4.14.3, and Attachment F, Section F.l .3.1) discusses
in detail the potential enviiOIIIIIelllal effects in the evaM of a number of extremely •llikely accidents
involvina Naval spent nuclar fuel. It slaald be noted that ~icina of nuclar rac:tors *-d Naval
vessels. includina rcfuelina llld cWuelina opentions llld opentions very simit. to those considered in
this EIS. have been concM:ted It Navy siees for.....,. 40 yan without impKt on the enviro11ment. For
eumple, Report NT-94-1, Eavirolllnenlal Monilorina llld Disposal ofbdioKtive Wastes from U.S.
Naval Nuclar Powaed Ships llld Tlleir Support F.cilities. Washi..,.., D.C., M.dll994, provides
additional infOIIIIIlion on the results of enviroiMIICIIIal monitorina of pat operations.
For the most severe of the hypochetical accidents, Volwne I, Appendix D (Chlpter S, section S.1.4, and
Attachment F. section F.1.3.1) shows that in even these extreme caes •

~rea of only lboul

II 0 to 210

acres miaht be conc.ninlled to the poinl where .-.diltion doles excecdina the Nuclar Repa.tory
Commission limit for expol'ft to the aeneral public (I 00 mill iran per yar) miaht resuh for a penon
livina full time on that lllld. Molt of this ~rea would be within the bounct.ries of the DOE or Na , site.
dependina on the site beina considered.
This discussion does not man that •

11ea of such

size would be rendered pennMently unavait.ble for

public use since the calculllion clescribed in the precedina..........,.. assumes that no .ction is a.ken to
clan up the IWiioKtivity. In rality, IWiioKtive contamination could and would be removed in order to
minimize the affected 11ea and impKtS on access. Historic Struc:tures would not be destro)ed or
physically altered in the event of •Y of the hypodletical accidents.
VOLUM£3
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&15.12 (113) c ....,.. .......
COMMENT

The commentor states tMI usc of the land 11 Pearl Harbor Na al Shipy.nl is not compatible with the
cuhurc of Native Hawaiims and their pcn:cpeion of the SIICred llllhft of the land. or "aina."
RESPONSE
As described in Volume I, Appendix D. section S.l .4 of this EIS, •Y f.:ilitics required for management
of Naval spent nuclar fuelaa Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard would be construc1ed within the existina
industrial area. and no ..Witionalland OUisiclc the shipyn would be used. Naval spent nuclear fuel
management .:tivitics would be consistent with the cxistina .:tivitics aa the shipyard; and established
procedures to prevent inlcrfaencc with •Y cultural .:tivitics or artifllcts of Native Hawaiians would be
followed.
With reprd to hypothetical .:cidenls. Volwac I, Appendix D. ChapterS. section S.l.4, and Volume I,
Attachment F. section F.1.3.1 provide the results of calcu._ions of r..tioKtive ......W dispersion and
deposition calcu._ions for a hypodletical airpllllc cnsla into Naval ..,.. nuc:lar fuel ltOniF containers
at

Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyn, the wont c.e poee.tial .:ciclent for thllt site. In even this 11101t extreme

case, . . . . of only 8bout 110 .aa111ipl be CCJ~a~n-.... to the point where r..tiation cloRs cxceedina
the Nuca... Replllory C0111111ission lilllil for expoan to die _ . . public: (I 00 111illirem per year)
111ipa result for a penon livU. full time on thllt ....._
This discussion does nollllall thllt M _..of such a

would be ..... permanently unu blc or

inaccessible since the calcu._ion ......a thllt no Ktion is lllken to clan .. the r..tioKtivity or to

Olherwilc 111itiple the effects of the .:ciclent. RadioKtivc CCJ~a~ninldon could and would be removed
in or*r to 111inimize the aft'ectecl_.. and impKIS on KCCSS or UIC•
• 1512 (. .) C....nl -..c.
COMMENT

Saonae of Naval spent nuc:lar fuel II Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyn 111iahl conftic:t with the resolution of
land claims by Nllive Hawaiians.
JU:SPONSE
The .:lions considered in this EIS would no1 affect the land claims ofNIIive Hawaiians. Appendix D of
this EIS (Sec ChapterS, Section S.l.4, and Attachment F, Section F.l ..l and F.l.4) discusses in detail the
potential environmental effects associ.aed with 1t0f11C of Naval spent nuclear fuel at Pearl Harbor Naval
Shipyard. It should be noted thllt .vicina of nuclear racton abollrcl Naval vessels, incluclina refuelina
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and defueling operations and operations very similar to those considered in this EIS. have been
conducted at Navy sites for almost 30 years at Pearl Harbor and more than 30 years at ocher Navy

shipyards without impKt on the environment. For example, Report NT-94-1, Environmental Monitoring
and Disposal ofRadioKtive Wastes from U.S. Naval Nuclear Powered Ships and Their Support
Facilit~

Washington, D.C .• March 1994. provides additional information on the resuhs of

environmental monitoring coverina current and past opcnllions.
For the mosa severe of the hypothetical accidents, Appendix D (Sec Chapters. Sec:tion S.l.4.14.3. and
Aaachment F, Section F.1.3.1) shows th.a.. in even these extreme cases. 11 a Naval shipylld an area of
only aboul II 0 acta miaht be c--.inlled to the point where mdillion doles CKeedina the Nuclar
Rcplllory Commission limit for exposure to the pneral ,..lie ( 100 millirem per yar) mi

rauh for

a penon livina full time on thiiiMd.

does--.. . -

This ditcussion
area or such size would be ....... inlccasible or ......... since
the calculllion dacribed in the preced. ........... ...... thll no action is l&en to clan up the
nMiiOKtivily. In reality, mdactive COIIIIIninllion could lftd woald be leiiiOYed in order to minimize the

affected area lftd implcts on accas. The net ,..... or the .alysis in this EIS is thll the OUICOine of •Y
claims by Native HawaiiMs would not be alend by the allerRIIive telected for

•-.ment or Naval

spcncnuclarr.a.
A...._. the Navy'spNferred ...._.ive is not to lkn Navaltpcnt nuclear ti Ill Naval sites, under
NEPA, the Naval NIICiar Propulsion PlopMI is required to COftlider the full ,..e or ........
allernllivcs. includ.

the .-...ive of tK ·

no action. S · illrly, the replllions issued by the

Council on Envirol..-.1 Quality ( 40 CFR I S02.14(c)) to .

NEPA require the considention of

ahernlbves which may be beyond the jwildiction of the ..-cY. The ..tyles in Appendix D the EIS
(Sec C. . . . S lftd Aaaca-ent F, Section F.l) showed thll the cnvirol....._. ilnpKt of any

or the

aleemllives would be ...a1.
1.5.3

SafltJ_.E._el•

N dell

.15.U(.I)SafltJ ... E._el•

N dell

COMMENT

The analyses in the EnvironmentallmpKt Stlllemcnt should COftlider health effects other than c..:er
fllalities.
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RESPONSE
The analyses of the potential effects \lf radial ion exposure in thi EIS do con icier hcahh effect

her

thin anccr faaalitics and arc based on the saancluds of the lntcmational Commi ion on Radio

ical

Protection. Section F.l.3.3 of Appendix D to Volume I diK

the tcnnino

by the llller'Mtional Commi ion on Radiolotical Protection Md how

fKton

Mel ri
ere

f.c:t

..,.,.ied in

calcua.tina the effects on ......_. hcallh in thi EIS. In order to clctcribc the effect of rae~ · ion e

the lnlernllional Commission on Radio loaical Proeec:tion clcfancs the tcnn

ic effects. The

the total iln,.:t of all fatal cancers, non-f...l CMCCn. Md
by •Y cxposurc to rad•ion .re calcu
ach effect by • wei
f8CtOr .

by lllk ·

the

of all of

to

.......

.

the .

--ri3·•

CMCCr ....... ies were used eo
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eo

...t COIIPIIre

people. Tile EIS

....

by

&ctor o/1.46 ~-.....

Asaraullol
clarty. .

..
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COIOONT
ne effects or,......,. .re .,.
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lucie

which would be involved in the Ktioa considered in thi EIS. However, the

rad' ioa c

ional Cc.m · ·

on Radioloaical Protection, whole reports lftd method were used to ukulatc

reponed in thi EIS,

.....

~Mnl . .i C method ICCCI* d by

......~~ C

E

has..,._.

the •1mc.r method• for producina suc:h csaimatcs since this
the IC .

ifiC comm

ity. 11lc ....... uted by the

on ltadioloiical Proeection II'C kept ...... of the 11101t up-to-d81e retaKh
MC4ISIIIFY tu

iiiCorporlle new rau . 11lc lftCihods Mel ....... used in the EIS arc
·

olk*a..lladliiiM•

CCI. .c.ly

ions of the Committee on Bioloiical

Md

called BEll V) Md the N.tional Academy of Sciences.

...

25 ,_.eo .....i • --~
-..-.eo low 1ne11 ol

~GKJ._...,

"'

....... volved . wart a.

..,.,.... eo low levels olra•iltton

1

u.

could be released and the nMiiation exposures c:alc:ulated for routine operations and ac:c:ident conditions
for ac:h alternative.

• 1513 (Ill) Safety . . . Efredl ofRIMiiadoll
COMMENT

Human health effec:ts should receive paler consideration than suc:h maacn as jobs or costs in reaching
a dec: ilion on the coune of action for

manaaina spent nuc:lear fuel.

lli:SPONK

This EIS is devoeed to ..tysis of all efYec:ts on llumM health and the eavironment whic:h miJht result

m. opel..,_ or laiCJIIIbly foten •able accideals aaocilled with DOE and Navy manaaement of
spent nuc:lelr MI. The details of the ..ty.s for Naval spent nuc:lar fuel ..........-are described in

Attach•lllll A and F of Appendix D to Voa.te I. Chlpeln 3 and S.........;. the results ofthae
..ty.s and the clllailed raub are clacribed ill 1M Aa.cla•lllll to Appendix D.

Every efbt II..,._ . . . to illc:We all . . . . . aflided-. includina .ay identified durin& the
,...ic: NView ol is EIS. h is Wiewd IIIII., ..,...... . . of poeential ~ ._....effect or

..viran•••' -.,.ct Ills.,._ a.iald fiollldais EIS.
Tile Maida. ..r.ty, _. wetr.e of c~ will be COMideNcl carefully in .-china •Y decision on the
~-.-.to be ...cl • - • • • ol.,_ nuclelr fuel.

•esU(IM)....,_.E._el•nt' ••••
COMMENT

All••••..._lbldy olthe heallh effects on workers aaocilled wilh

NIICtor .-vicinaat shipyMII

. . . . . . perfanaed.
The

Ooct..,ional_. Ntlic: Healda ...t Safely IICtioas for the

Navy sites in Chllpter 4 of Appendix D

to Voe..e I pnwide a ~iption of a very c:om.......-ve epiclemioloaic:alstudy by .......-c:hen from
Johns Hopkins University of the health f worken at the six Naval hipyards and the two private
~~~~which

.-viced 1M Navy-s nuc:lar-powered lhipl. This indepelldentstudy, published in 1991,

ev....._. a pG~M~I.aion oi~DCR .._ 70,000 workers over a period of lppi'OX..._Iy 25 ~ ( 1957 to
1911) to...,.. . whether daeN -.. • ex.ceu of leukemia or odler CIIICCI'IIIIOCilled with expo~~n to

low levels of_... mdillion. This lhldy found no evidence to conclude thll the health of the people
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involved in work on U. S. Naval nuclear-powered vessels had been adversely affected by exposure to
low levels of radiation incidental to this work.
•15.13 (115) Safety ud Etrects of Radiadoll
COMMENT

A comment identified thai the EIS states thai storage of spent nuclear fuel at Puget Sound Naval shipyard
would cause less than one cancer fatality in I00.000 years and questioned whether any other industry has
achieved such a safety record.

RESPONSE
The comment appears to refer to Section S.l.l.l2 of Appendix D to Volume I of the EIS. The specifiC

risk values quoted in this EIS for normal operations and accidents conditions at Pupt Sound Naval
Shipyard may be found in Section 3.7 of Appendix D. SpecifiCally, the EIS states that "it could be staled
thai one member of the population miaht experience a fatal cancer due to incident-free stonae of Naval

Puaet Sound Naval Shipyii'CI if oper.tions continued for I S,400 yars." More
specifiCally, Table 3-2 in Appendix D shows tt.t tiK. number of fatal C8nc:ers per year to the aenera1
spent nuclar fuel at the

popul.aion thll would resuh from Wiler pool stonae of spent fuel al Pupt would be 6.S x I0-S (I cancer
divided by 6.S x 10-S falal cancers

r year • I S,400 yan).

Repnli• the assesa~ent of risks. this EIS is not intended to serve as a complrison of risks between
spent nuclar fuel

sacnae activities and ocher industrial activities.

The analyses presented in this EIS do show thai the environmental impKts associated with any of the

alterMiives would be very small for bodl normal oper.tions and accident conditions. All of the
altemalives considered would resuh in radiation exposures to the public which would be well below
Nuclar Replalory Commiuion or Environmental Protection Apncy ......,.. and f• below the
normal risks of daily life.
• 15.13 (. .)Safety ...

E._._, ....._

COMMENT

Radiation can cause damaae to maaerials such as concrete or metal and this should be analyzed in the

EIS.

RESPONSE
The commcntor is referrina to the well-known phenomenon of radiation embrittlernent. Embrittlement is

a condition thai can be caused only by intense radiation in an oper.tina nuclear ractor. Naval spent
nuclar fuel in eumination or storaac facilities is in a subcritical (shut down) condition. Therefore,
VOLUME 3
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there is not enough neutron l'ldiation present in spent nuclear fuel examination or storage facilities to

cause embriUiement. Since the water pool structures or storaae containers would not be exposed to
levels of l'ldiation com.,.....,le to opcratina ~ material ctep.dation due to l'ldiation would not

occur in the examination or storaae facilities. This conclusion is borne out by almost 40 years of
experience in shippina and storina Naval spent nuclear fuel.
The shippina containers used for Naval spent nuclear fuel are inspected after every shipment to assure

that they are ~ for continued ute. They also receive maintenance and more detailed inspections
al specified periods.

• • M (•I) S.Cine••••la

COMMENT

Some penons questioned the implld on Parii:Wbor Naval Shipyard if the ability to perform nuclear
....:tor ..vicina work for Wlnhips were lost as a rauh of the alternatives consiclend in this EIS.

JU:SPONSE
None of the alternltives evaiUIIDd in detail in this EIS would rauh in Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard

lolina the ability to terVice the nucae. NIICtOn ._... Navy veaels.

lnfonnation on the socioeconomic

ilfti*U auoci.aed with the loss of ractor .-vicina wort was not included in this EIS for this reason.

• • M (112) S.Ciun•••la
COMMENT

The ..,...uat implld on tourism in the vicinity of a Naval spent nuclar fuel manaaement facility should

be dilcuaed in the EIS.

USPONSI:
Since the actual environmental impllds auocilled with manapment of Naval spent nuclear under all

alternalives considered in the Environmentallm.,.ct Sa.tement would be small, there is no reason to
believe that...,.... or eumilllltion of Naval spent nuclar fuel at My of the ~cations evaluated would
have •Y sipifK*Il effect on touri1111. Even the im.,.cts of hypothetical accidents are limited in extent
and small enouah that there should be no impiiCt on tourism.
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Naval spent nuclear fuel has been managed at Naval shipyard~ Navy prototype reactor sites, and INEL
for almost 40 y~ incidental to the refueling and defueling of nuclear-powered warships. This has
been done with no discernible adverse effect on tourism in the vicinity of these facilities.

&15.14 (113) Soe........ia
COMMENT
The effects on the marketability of products produced in the vicinity of a Naval spent nuclear fuel

manapment facility should be evaluated.
RESPONSE
Since the environmental impKts associated with manapment of Naval spent nuclear fuel under all
alterMiives considered in the EIS would be small, there is no reason to believe tMI the marketability of

products produced in the vicinity of a Naval spent nuclar fuel ............. site would be affected. Even
the impKts of hypodletical acciclenas would be anal I enouah thlll there would not be any effect on the
marketability of products other than tempcnrily.
Naval spent nuclar fuel hM been ......._.. II Naval ship)wds. Navy prototype ractor sites. and INEL
for almost 40 yan. incidental to the refuelina and clefuelina of nuclar-powend w.ships. This has

been clone with no discernible .clvene effect on the martet.bility of products from the vicinity of these
facilities.

•es M (. .) Soclnn•••la
COMMENT
The effects on property values in the vicinity of a Naval spent nuclar fuel manapment facility should
be evaluated.

RESPONSE
Since the actual environmental impKts associllaed with manapment of Naval spent nuclear under all
ahematives considered in the EnvironmentallmpKt Statement would be small, there is no reason to
believe that storage or examination of Naval spent nuclear fuelal any of the locations evaluated would
have any effect on property values in the locality.

Changes in employment under any of the alterMiives considered would be very small and would not
create demand that would affect housing and property values. The 1arJcst impKt on property values
associated with the alternatives considered would resuh from the shutdown of the Expended Core
Facility at INEL.

VOlUMEl
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Naval spent nuclear fuel has been managed at Naval shipyards, Navy proto1ype ractor sites, and INEL
for almost 40 years, incidental to the refuelina and defuelina of nuclear-powered warships. This has
been done with no discernible adverse effect on property values in the vicinity of these facilities .
• IS.N (115) S.loec••••la
COMMENT

The effects on jobs and economic development in the vicinity of a Naval spent nuclear fuel management

facility should be evaluated.
RESPONSE

The EIS does evaluate in delail the 10Cioeco11omic effects of ach altemltive. The results of the

evaiU81ion for..........- of Naval spent nuclar fuel .we provided in Chapters 3 and S of Appendix D
to Volume I. As sum....-iad in Chllpter 3 of Appendix D, chlnps in permanent employment rmae
from an increase of about I0 jobs .a ach Navy site under the No Action alterutive to a loss of SOO jobs
at

INEL for the alterutives which would terminlte the ... of the Expended Ccn Facility.

As shown in the Socioeconomics 1ections for ach site in Chllpter S of Appendix D. the mapitude of
thele chlnaes with respect to the popullbons, reaioaal economies, Mel local job ....U.S in the vicinity

of the Navy sites would be too _..1 to ilaf*l local economic development. The ..... impiiCI on
employment or the local economy ...cilled with the altemlllives considered would resuh from the
shutdown ofthe Expended Core Facility •INEL.

•IS.N <•> S.Cinn•••la
COMMENT
The effects of lhipmenls of Naval lpCftl nuclear fuel on the local infrastructure (such as streets or sewers)

should be evaiiiiiiCI.
RESPONSE

Shipments of Naval spent nuclear fuel from the Kesselrina Site use muhi-wheel tnnsporten to move the
shippina containers to the nearest railro.d sidina. where the containers are plac:cd on railro.d can for the
rest of the trip.

The many wheels on this vehicle ensure the ao.d on each wheel of the tnnsporter is

maintained below the hipway wcipt limits for the IOIMis used in the movement. As a result, the to.dina
of each wheef of the tnnsporter is less thin the wheel ao.dina of a replar commen:ial truck. This is
done to prevent damap to the IOIMis or any structures benath them. Permits which require the shipment
not to exceed

posted ao.d limits are obtained from New York State, Saratop County, and the Villaae of

Ballston Spa.
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The company which moves the Naval spent nuclear fuel shippina containers must post a bond to repair

any damaae created durina the movement. Repairs to the infrastructure in the municipalities alona the
transfer route have never been required as a resuh of Naval spent nuclear fuel shipments over the last 37
years. If any damqe to the infrastructure in Ballston Spa (such as the sewers system) should be shown
to be caused by the transport of Naval spent nuclear fuel from the Kesselrina Site in the future
appropriate means are available to compensate the town for repairs.
An evaluation of alternate routes was completed by the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Propam in 1992. It
showed that the route currently used is safe and is the best ahCmative available. Copies of this report
were provided to local offteials and placed in the Schenec:mdy County Libnry.

•IS.M (11'7) Seciu n•••ln
COMMENT
The impacts and possible mitiptive measures asoc:iated with Naval spent nuclear fuel resultina from

possible bue closures should be evalllllled in the Environmental lmpiCt s..tement.
RESPONSE
The EIS takes into ICCOUIIt the impKtS Irisin& from bae closula • Chlrleston Naval Shipylld and

Mare Island Naval Shipylld. As of~ 1995, Naval spent nuclar fuel hu been removed from these
shipyll'ds under • ..,...._ belweell the s.aet.ies of EMraY llld Navy llld the Governor of lciMo.
In addition. the EIS t*es into ICCOUIIt the most recen1 pllns for fleet sizle llld the increaecl number of
defuelinp llld iMCtiv•ions scheduled over the next decade • a result of those plans.
Since specua.ion on the Navy sites thai miaht be closecl would not be ~ a detailed discussion
of how Naval spent nuclar fuel miaht be handled in the ~ of closures of baa not currently sllded
for closure is not included. In My event. Naval spent nuclear fuel would continue to be lllalllpCI by the
Federal pernment and all efforts would be t*en to move this IIUiferial to an opentional site if a
location storina Naval spent nuclear fuel were to be closecl. Further NEPA cloc........aion miaht be
needed to address the efl'ec:ts of such • event.

. .15.15 (.1) . . . . . AMiylea

COMMENT
The effects of earthquakes or other seismic events on Naval spent nuclear fuel manapment f.cilities

should be evaluated.
VOl MEl
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RESPONSE
The effects of a severe seismic event on Naval spent nuclear fuel management facilities are evaluated in

the EIS. Attachment F to Appendix D of Volume I provides a discussion of the analyses performed and
the public health risks which might result from a seismic event at each site where Naval spent nuclear
fuel could be stored. The seismic events considered in the analyses included both an earthquake of the
magnitude used as the buis for the dcsip of the facility (dcsip basis earthquake) and an earthquake of a
magnitude which is more severe than that for which the facility must be designed (beyond dcsip buis
earthquake.)
Appendix D identifieS that Naval spent nuclear fuel will retain its intepity even if an earthquake causes
complete drainina of a Wiler pool that is beina used for stonae of Naval spent nuclear fuel. Air
ci~ulation

throuah the fuel mcks and fuel units was shown to be sutTecient to prevent claddina failure

and release of My fiSSion products from the fuel in the unlikely event of complete loss of pool w.ter.
The prim.y consequences of the loss of pool Wiler would be the potential for incrc:ued direct r•liation

and some releae of corrosion producls. The risks and effects of this and ••ic events involvina odacr
types of Naval spent nucae.. fuel ...,.. are very small and are included in Appendix D to Volume I.

With repnl to new facilities, Volume I, Appendix D, idelltifies lhlt ifthe Record of Decision involves

the need for new kilities for the ineerim stonp of Naval spent nucae.. fuel, detailed sife..specifec
seismic evaluations would be conducted for....,_ sites and the results would be incorponded into the
clesip of new kilities. The COftllrUCtion of My new kilities for Naval spent nuclear fuel .............t
would meet strict •ismic sa.MIIrds for the interim storaae of Naval spent nuclar fuel. The clesip and
construction of these kilities to •imlic .....,. which IKe into considention the •ismic chlncter of

the . . would ensure lhlt III'UctUrel could withstMcla major •ismic event. Additional infOI'IMtion
repnlina the kility clesip consiclenbons for Naval spent nuclear fuel manaaement activities is
provided in Attachment D to Appendix D of Volume I .
• 15..15 (112) . . . . . ~
COMMENT

Discussion of a fauh in the vicinity ofPup:t Sound Naval Shipyud (or some odacr site) should be added
to the EnvironmentallmpiiCt Statement.
RESPONSE
Section 4.1.1.6.3 of Appendix Dto Volume I provides a summary ofthc seismic hazards in the Pupt

Sound area and identifieS that the Puact Sound area is prone to seismic activity. This section also
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identifies that a detailed seismic evaluation would be conducted and that any facilities constructed to
store Naval spent nuclear fuel would be designed to seismic criteria for that area. Since the seismicity of
the area is factored into the seismic design criteria. any tacility constructed to that criteria would be

expected to withstand a major seismic event in that area.
The existina Puaet Sound Water Pit f.:ility was desipcd to the seismic design criteria for the Puaet

Sound area and is expcc:ted to withstand a major earthquake in this area. More specifiC information
describina the construction of the Puaet Sound Water Pit F.:ility is provided in Volume I, Appendix D.
Attachment D. section D.2.
Ahhouah failure of spent nuclear fuel manaaement f.:ilities is not antici.,..a. the effects of seismic
failure of Naval spent nuclear fuel manaaement &cilities has been evaluated in the EIS. Volume I,
Appendix D. Attachment F provides a discussion of the -lyses that were performed and the public
health risks that miaht resuh from a seismic event a1 ach site where Naval spent nuclar fuel would be
stored. The seismic events consiclered in the analyses included bolh an arthquake of the mapitude used

as the buis for the design of the &cility (desip basis earthqullke) and • earthqullke of a mapitude
which is more severe than that for which the &cility must be desipecl (beyond desip basis arthquake.)
Appendix D iclentifees that Naval spent nuclar fuel will retain its intepity even if an arthquake causes
complete chinina of a Wiler pool thai is beina used for ...,.... of Naval spent nuclar fuel. Air
circulation throuah the fuel rKks and fuel ...its was shown to be suffiCient to prevent claclclina failure
and the releuc of My fiSSion produc:ts from the fuel in the ...likely event of complete loss of pool water.
The primary c:onsequences of the loss of pool water would be the potential for increased direct IWiiation

and some relasc of corrosion produc:ts. The risks and effects of this and seismic events involvina ocher
types of Naval spent nuclar fuel ...... are very small and are included in Volume I, Appendix D.

• 15.15(1U)Seill* ~
COMMENT
An up-to-dale seismic -lysis should be performed for •Y site considered for Naval spent nuclar fuel

manaaement·
RESPONSE
An up-to-dale seismic evalu.aion was completed for the Expended Core F.:ility atiNEL since it is an

existina f.:ility. The seismic events considered included bolh • earthqullke mapitude which is
required as the buis for the clesip of the f.:ility (clesip basis earthqullke), and an arthquake mapitude
which is more severe than that for which the tacility must be desipecl (beyond desip basis-*luake.)
VOLUME)
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Any new facilities needed for manaacmcnt of Naval spent nuclear fuel would be evaluated for seismic:

hazards. Even thouah desip of the facilities incorpontina seismic evaluation would make it unlikely
that any catastrophic damaae would occur as a result of the most severe arthquakes postulated, the EIS
includes analyses of the effects of loss of waaer from the pools aa the sites considered. The effects of a

complete loss of pool water are reported in Attachment F to Appendix D and identify that Naval spent
nuclear fuel will retain its intepity ~ven if • arthquKe causes complete .Wnina of a w.aer pool. Air
circulation throuah the fuel racks and fuel units was shown to be suft"ecient to prevent cladclina failure
and the release of MY fiSSion piOducls from the fuel in the •likely ev.- of complete loss of pool water.
The primary ~ of the loa of pool Wiler would be the polelltial for increased direct m.~•ion

and some releale of C01'101ion pnxlucls.
The risks and effects of this, anct.-ic events involvina adler types of Naval spent nuclear fuel

storaac

aa the Expended Cole Facility and a1 adler sites, are v.-y ..tl and are included in Volume 1, Appendix
D. The COIIIIrUction of •Y new &cililies for Naval lpllll nuclelr fuel m=a1ement would meet ~eismic

.......,. aa last as aood as the cunent Expended Cole Facility.
Volume 1, Appendix D idenlifies thai if the Recanl of Decision involves the need for new &cilities for
the u.rim IIOI'ap ofNavallpllll nuc._. fuel. delailed .-.ic evalualioas would be CCJIIductecl for

*-sites. The COIIIIrUCtic.l of ..y . - &cililies for Naval 1p1111 nuclelr fuelmv 1 1 - would meet
strict .-.ic .......,. for the ........ ...,.. of Naval lpllll nuclelr ..... The des·

and cc.llrUCtion

ofthae &cilities to ltrict leillllic ......... (which like into considenlion die leillllic ~of the

--> will eniUie ..... llniCbnl will wilhlllnd a ...... leillllic ev.-.

Additiollal infonulion reprdilta

the &cility clesip considerldons for Naval spent nuclelr fuel ...........- activities is piOVided in

Volume I,AppendixD.A....-...D.
• 1515(1N) . . . . ~
COMMENT

A commentor felt thai the dilcuuion ofhaanls associated with volcanoes at the Expended Core Facility

was misladina becaule votc.ic flows have occurred in the INEL reaion within the pat several
thousMd yan.

USPONSE
Section 4.2.6 of Appendix D to Volume 1 11*1 that there are no active volcanoes known to exist near
the Expended Cole Facility atiNEL. The prot.bility thai a vobno mipa cau1e a haDnlat the

Expended Core Facility site is very low, estimated to be less than one chance in 100,000 per yar.
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The discussion in Section 4.2.6 of Appendix D to Volume I to this EIS has been revised to clarify the

low probability of volcanic hazards affecting the Expended Core Facility at INEL.

&15.15 (115) . . . . A8alyles
COMMENT
Some aras in the vicinity of Pugct Sound may be susc:cplible to liquefaction in the event of an

earthquae. If the location a1 Pugct Sound Naval Shipyard where railcan containing spent nuclear fuel
were localed should liquify, the railcan could sink.
RESPONSE
The Paget Sound area is prone to seismic activity and liquefaction is a possible resuh of earthquaes in

this area. The Puget Sound Naval Ship)Wd performs potechnical evaluations whenever new facilities
are constructed or as necesury to upcllle infOI'IUtion 8bout the site. These studies are used as a buis for
the desip of iacilities on the shipylnlllld the shipylnl has blken step1 in the clesip and operation of its

&cilities thll would prevent or minimiJJe •Y impKts should • al1hqulke occur.

Even if such • event were to occw, the .alyses in this EIS clemonllrate tMI the effects would be
minimal. The shipping containers are Wllertiaht and would maintain their intepity even after a severe

arthquMe because they are clesianed to w~ lrMipOrtllion ICCidenls which could be more severe
than a seiBic event. Au.chmenls A llld F of Appendix D to Volume I provide a discussion of the

desip of the spent fuel shWU. containen and the results of .alyses of severe ICCidenls which miaht

occur durin& the v.-ious modes of shippina container .......,._ion and stonae.
If a raibr containina a shippina container ao.decl with spent fuel were to tip over or settle in the pound

due to liquer.ct• no relate of nMiioKtive IIUIIerial to the environment or increase in nMiialion
exposure to •Y worker or member of the public would occur since the containen are designed to

withstand trMsportlltion ICCidenls f• more severe without brachina. The shipyard would initiate
emerpncy recovery -=tions usina the equipment avaiW»>e within the ship)Wd or from soun:cs outside
the shipyii'CI to upriaht or sa.biliJJe the railc. and container as soon as pncticable as .,.rt of the recovery

from the event.
• 15.15(_) . . . . ~

COMMENT

According to a commentor, Appendix D to Volume I iniCCuntcly describes the mapitude of the Bonh
Pak earthquae as • 6.9 when it was ICtUally 7.3 on the Richter Scale", and that this resuhs in •

incorrect derivation of the desip basis pea pound acceleration value for the Expended Core F~eility.
VOlUMEl
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RESPONSE
The comment is inaccurate. Scismoloaists commonly use one of three scales to describe the magnitude

of an arthqu.te. These scales are the Richter scale, the Moment Magnitude scale, and the Surf.:e
Wave Magnitude scale. Unfortunately, seismoloaists have not prescribed a universal scale for describing
all earthquakes and it is sometimes difficult to convert the units from one scale to another as one would
convert temperature units from Fahrenheit to Celsius.
It should be noted tMt the Momad Mapilude scale is more widely used by seismoJoaists as compmed
to the Richter scale when discussina earthquakes. The Moment ~ilude scale ref1ects the eneray
releaed .. the lOIRe. The Ridar ICale is the ......re of the local pound motion in the I to S Hz rMF

and is Slltis&ctory up to a .....ilude of 6.S. Scismopaphs-... .......itudes exceedifta 6.S 10 the

news media typically quote the Surf8ce Wave .....ilude of the event and call it the ~ Scale. The

s..r.:e Wave .....ilude is a ......re of the pound IDCJtion in the O.OS Hz,.... and is.......,.. ..
larp d-..ces from the .,._..... The 5ur&ce Wave Mlpitude lcale is alto COIIIIIIOIIIy uted by some

seisnlolcJtisls 10 clacribe .............. INEL.
Section B.S.2 of Appendix D 10 V - - I ..._ thll th= 0.24& pllk pound .ala Ilion is •derived on
the basis thlt a 1110111e111 .....ilude 6.9 lliaic event ceslteied _.Howe on the Lemhi F•lt would

c.. ...... of approxiiMiely 34 kiac. lltiialona the Lemhi F•lt. The Howe . . . . . . is the
epice.- loc:aled clo.lt 10 the Expended Core Facility, and 6.9 WM the....- .....ilude of the Bonh
Pelk ........... in 1913•. The •isnaoloPt who evahllllcl the lliaic Maid for theE~ Core
Facility .. INEL uted the MOIMIII Mapilude 1ca1e. and not the Richler 1ca1e. 10 clacribe the .....itude
of the Bonh Pelk _....... ..t10 derive the pllk pound accelenlion for the Expended Core Facility.
The Bonh Pelk _....... Wll alto.......,.. .. 7.3 on the Sur&ce Wave Mapitude lcale. as identified
by the seialoaopt wt.o evalulled the Expended Core Facility. Some other studies of the Borah PeM

............, such as thlt daa ibed in the Speciallaope 5epmltor EIS. have cited the .....ilude of the

Bonh PeM _ . . . . e as 7.3 on the RieMer lcale (on . - . 3-1 S and in Table 3-2 on , . . 3-17 ofthlt
EIS). Thae 11e all refCNIICCIIO the .-ne .....itude earthquake; they are merely reported on di,__

ICales.
.15.15(11'7) . . . . ~
COMMENT

There may be .,_. tMn minimal likelihood of a tsunami in the vicinity of Puaet Sound Naval

Shipylnl clue to the possibility of larp earthquakes benadl Pupt Sound.
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RESPONSE
The containers which would be used for dry storage are desipcd to withstand water immersion under

severe accident conditions and no deleterious effects would be expected from submersion i>f a container
by a tsunami.

Storaae of Naval spent nuclear fuel in water pools .a Navy sites is also considered in this EIS.

The Naval

spent nuclear fuel in water pools would normally be under Wlter and the effcc:ts on the environment due

to floodina by a ts•JIIIIfti would be primarily limited 10 exchM&ina some pool watcr bearina radioKtive

corrosion produc:ts with the flood Wilen. Such a rea.. would not be cxpec:ted to occ• except for the
most severe .....,.is which

raised the level of the Wilen of,.._ Sound ....y feet. If.._ did occ•,

Au.chment F to Appendix D of

v-.. J provides

Malyles of the effects of Wiler pool Wllter . . .

released under accident conditions. Tile ....tis ofdlae Malyles

••e.lt • upper limit on the effcc:ts

of releales poaiWe clurina a . _ i •flic-.Jy .vere 10 flood a Wiler pool contain. . Naval spenl
nuc:larfuel.

Chlpler 4 of Appendix D 10 Vohime I a....._~ to ca.rify dull a . _ i could be caulld in the
manner clacribed.

• 15.15(.., . . . . ~
COMMENT

Additional infOI'IRIIion pertaill"

to sei•icily _ . 10B1C Navy

*-ld be added 10 the EIS or the

infOI'IRIIion in the EIS does not reflect die llllat ..,_..icallbldies.
JU:SPONSE
Chlptcr 4 of Appendix D to Volwne I c:ontains -=tions which clacribe possible seismic ..._.II ach

Navy site, provide ...,.a bKkpouiiCI · fonution reprd"

the •illniclly II dlae sites, ..t provide

references wheR more detailed infOI'IRIIion can be olllainecl. In ldd" ion, the current Uniform Build"
Code (UBC) sei•ic ciMsifiCIIion for ach sile is provided • a ...._. for

com.,...

the potential for

seismic . . . . . ..,... sites.
The effcc:ts of seismic failure of Naval spent nuc:lar fuel ............. filcilities have been evalulled in

this EIS. Chlptcr S and Aa.chmcnt F of Appendix D to Volunle I provide _..mary ..t detailed
discussions of the . .lyses thai were performed .d the public healdl risks thai mip. reaak from a

seismic event 11 ach site where Navalspenl nuclear fuel would be llored. Tile . - i c eveats COMidued
in the ....ay.s included both• earthquMe of the mapilude uled •the basis for the . . . . of the
facility {clesip basis earthquMc) ..t • carthqu*c of a mapilude which is more sevete ._.._.for
VOI..UMEl
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which the facility must be dcsiped (beyond dcsip basi arthqulkc.) Thctc Maly
risks ~illcd with seismic ncniS involvina Naval spent nucle. fucl11e very

all for all of the

altcmllivcs Mel sites considered.
of Naval

The EIS

nucle. r-1. a cletailecl.._ic ev......_ wwld be can .. ctld. nil ev....._ WOIIId eo~llict•
11tna
fonu~ion avaiw.le 11 lhe ,.
. Tile EIS ._
eo .a· ·
lhe rdl.-ce

..,.._ical ·

...(..,..... -10 --ic risk . ..

.-o-ulplld by ... u.s. c~ ... Geodlhc s.wy ..

-..•

COMMENT

Acconlilla eo a ca.. . . .

vic· · ol

Naval~.

lli:SPONK
n.e ....aly ..... .-c....... b y -

.....__ ............

iUty . . . . . . . . 1'111Nil

fai

c:n..n. is a

ol

lillie._..

lhe effects ol

ill . EIS. C...., S _.
.... .
ol

F ol"-1.-.lix

..ay..
I for all oflhe

This EIS

dull if•

ifeed for
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The seismic analysis also evaluated the water pools. Based on the evaluation of the Expended Core

F.c:ility, damage to Naval spent nuclear fuel is not expected. Section F.l .4.2.1.1 of Appendix D to
Volume I provides the results of analyses for loss of water from the water pools at the Expended Core
F.c:ility, even thouah an earthquake is not expected to produce such an accident. In addition, Section
F.1.4.2.1 .3 of Appendix D to Volume I provides the results of analyses for a crane load failure. These
analyses show thai the risks associated with such postulated accidents would be small.

The number of flltal cancers to the ...,.a populltion per yar shown in Table 3-2 of Appendix D to

Volume I should be naukiplied by the ...ber of people ill the populltion to obtain the risks auocillled
wilh Naval spent nuclar fuelnaM•e•-.
JU:SPONSI:

The COIIIIIIelll is inconect, ~ rau .

fft1111a . . . . . . . of die illfonnltion provided in the EIS.

Table 3-2 of Appeftdix D to V'*-e I provides dse total ri* to the entire populltion for adl alternltive
c:onsideNd. The vahles in Table 3-2 .,.lei 1101 be •ultiplied by the ...... of people in the populltion
since the...._ of people afl'ectecl._ an.ly beaa illc:Wed ill the cablltion I)( the numbers shown in

the a.ble. An expiiMtion of how ri* is calallatld is provided ill Section F.1.3.10 of Appendix D to
Volume I.
The~ of rilk

to the ellln PCJ~R~IIIiaa &o. ....a upw-.. . Table 3-2 _ . obcaincd frona

the raulls of clelailed ..tyta provided ill An.:I I - F to Appeftdix D. The ..tysis in Aa.chnaent F

was perfonMd by calcalltilla die total _.....of filial CMCen tMI iallt occur in the total populltion
widain a 50 •ile ,..ius of ada · ~for .............. of Naval spent nuclar fuel. The details of
die ..tyta for the Navy . ..cl for die Olk RiciF Re.vllion and the Nev. . Test Site .-e provided
in Section F.l.4.1 , includ"

die...,..... of,...ioectivity wllicllnaipa be released to the environnaent for

ada alternllive c:onsideNd and die ....,. of people w· ill 50 miles of ach site.

Populltion cllta for a . . . area surrounclina sites considered should be uted in the analyses.
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RESPONSE

The EIS used population data from the 1990 Census for an area within SO miles of each site for

evaluation of the potential environmental impact to the pneral population. (Distributions for Navy sites
are shown in Appendix 0, CMpler 4, and those for DOE sites considered arc in the Volume I

Appendices for each site.) Combinina this population data with IWiioloaical exposures in the SO mile
IWiius rqion yielded the collective penon-rem for all of the people in the rqion. These resuhs were
then converted to latent cancer fatalities usina correlations developed by the International Commission

on RadioJoaical Protection These correlations arc consistent with the most recent studies and
recommendations of the Committee on Bioloaical Effects of lonizina Radiation (commonly called
BEIR V).
The Ilea within SO miles of ach site encomp~~~e~ all of the people who miaht be affected by
IWiioqical exposure aaocilted with the alternltives for spent nucte. fuel .........-a. As •
illlllb'llion of this. the .aaytical raulls for the most severe hypothetical Naval spent nucte. fuel
accidents under all alternltives. provided in the F~eilily lftd TI'IIISpOitltion Accidents IOCtions of
Chlpter S, show thll the naaxim- INA which naiPI be contMiinltecl with rldiolctivity to a level which

would ca. a penon liv. . there for 24 hours l clay to exceed the Nucte. Repllfory Conuniaion's
linait to the

..-aa ,...ic of 100 •illirem

per~· would

be lea..._ lboul 210 1e1a for all c:aes.

USPONSE
Appendix D to Volume I provicla. in A...-.... A lftd F, a lilt ofrldionuclides in Naval spent nuclear
fuelllld tt.e expoan to.__ beinpllld lilts the ..-ily of ach nuclide involved. This infonution
is provided for bach .....a openlions lftd accidents.

All .....ways for exposwe to ......_ beinp to IWiillion or rldioKtive IIUiterial mel all cfl'ects of such
exposure should be included in the . .lyles of the im.,.cts of normal openaions mel postut.led

.cc:idents.

VOLUME)
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The EIS includes an evaluation of all sipifecant pathways by which radiation or radioactive materials

can im.,.ct human health. These pathways include direct radiation from the spent nuclear fuel facility,
direct exposure from immersion in airborne radioKtive malerial, direct exposure from radioactive
IMierial deposited on the pound. internal exposure from inhalation of radioKtive materials, internal

exposure from inpstion of radioKtive IUierials (both from food and minkina water), and direct
exposure from the Mface of or immersion in contaminated w.aer. The .,.ahways used in the analyses for

Naval spent nuclar fuel n dacribecl in Aaactaenls A and F of Appendix D to Volwn.: I of the EIS.
Bodl lltenl f.aal cancers and oct. health efl'ects are discuaed.

Some commenloi'IMN COIICII'Md thll • .ccidenl involvina Naval lpllll nuclar fuel lit a Navy site

Appendix D to voa-e I of tile EIS illc..._ • evaluldoa of a brolld r11111 ofhypolhetical.ccidenls
which mipl ace.- as a result of.__ enur, ........ faihn. or......,.. phenomena, such •

arthqulka or........_ 1"'lle ....... of..._ ..ay... which are .......u.l in Chlpeer 3, provided
for ach liee ill Chlpeer S, MCI clllcribed ill dlllil ill AUKh•-. A and F, lhow thll the risks aaociatecl

with all oftt.

-=c-...

are wry low.

The rilb are wry low~ ..... tt. ..tyles illcluclld m..y ...- vltillns. For a.nple, the

..tysis of-..,.._ cr.- .

a CCJ~aiMr ..... to . . . Navallpllll nuc:lar fuel .............. the

crash wwld c... the caat.iMr to be bre8ched eve~~ ..... evalulbon hlld shown thll no l*t of •
airpllne could pllliltlllle the COIIIailler. 1"'lle .-lyles Ulld meeeoroloiical conditions (such a wind

dilpenion and speed) which have only a. chlnce ill twe111y of Kblally occurrina, bul no credit was
1llken for the flct thll IIIey are wone .._ tt. KIUal conditions 95 percent of the time. Further, the

..Jysis of the C0ft1eC1U111CC1 alto _..... thll no CVKU~tion of people in narby residential Mell or

oct. mitiptive ........ weN Ulld to reduce the efl'ects. Ala result of these con.rvlltins, it is
expected thll the KIUal impiCtS of these .ccidents would be I 0 to I 00 times less than calculllted.
Even when the low problbility of these .ccidentl is not c:onsiclered, the consequences without mitiplive

....... or pllnned emer. .IICY rapoiiiC wwld not be 10 extreme as fared by the commentors. The
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principal reason for this is that Naval nuclear fuel is designed to withstand the conditions encountered in
combat and therefore is rugged enough to resist or minimize damage in even the most severe ac:c:idents.
In addition to the rugged nature of Naval spent nuclear fuel by itself, the containment provided by the
facilities and transport containers, the precautions and proc:edures applied to this work, and the existing
emergency response capabilities of the Navy sites and the surrounding regions make it highly likely that
the actual consequences would be much less than calculated.

As described in Attachments A and F of Appendix D to Volume I of the EIS. all signif1C811t pathways by
which radiation or radiolctive lftllerials relased by these KCidents could impact human health have
been included. Attachments A and F of Appendix D to Volume I of the EIS provide all of the
information used to calculaae the effects of KCidents involvina Naval spent nuclear fuel so that an
independalt analyst could use these cllta to perform calculations to confinn the KCuncy of the
conclusion that such ICCiclents would not be as disasarous as some persons feared.

The potentiallalth effects of exposwe to ndiatioft or radioKtive IMierial as a resuh of normal
operations or postulllecl accidents involvina Naval spent nuclelr fuel and all effects of such exposure

should be included in the EIS.
RESPONSE

The EIS includes .. evaiUilion of the exposwe and potential heallh effects auoc:iated with Naval spent

nuclear fuel ....,........ at all of the sites consideled. These analyses include all possible .,.ahways,
such as direc:t radiation from the spent nuclear fuel facility. direc:t exposure from immenion in airborne
radioKtive material, direc:t exposure from radioKtive material deposited on the pound, internal
exposure from inhalation of radioKtive materials. internal exposure from inpstion of radioKtive

lftllerials (bolh from food and ~nkina Wider), and direc:t exposure from the surface of or immenion in
contaminated water. The analyses performed for Naval spent nuclear fuel manaaement ahcmatives and
their resuhs are desc:ribed in Attachments A and F of Appendix D to Volume I ofthe EIS. Bodllatent
fatal c:anc:en and odler health effects are discussed.

The KCiclent analyses in the EIS for Naval spent nuclear fuel stonae facilities should include fires or

explosions on Naval vessels at shipyMis as initiaaina events.

VOI.UMEl
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RESPONSE
Appendix D to Volume I of the EIS includes an evaluation of a broad range of hypothetical accidents
which mipt occur as a resuh of human enor, equipment failure, or natural phenomena. such as
earthquakes or tornadoes. These analyses included fires involvina the

saoraae facilities and projectiles

strikina the stonae facilities. The rcsuhs of these analyses arc summarized in Chapter 3, tabulated for
each individual site in Chapter S, and described in detail in Attachment F. The analyses show that the
risks associlled with all of the accidents are very low.
Section F.1.2 clacribes the pnadure Uled to select accidents for detailed ..aaysis. The evaluation of
possible accidents concluded lhll accidenas initialeclalllal'by localions, such u those on Naval vessels
a1 sh~ would not piOduce..,... IIWI'e efl'ects than the accidents chosen

for detailed analysis and

are lhaeruee .,. specifically evalulled. ..,. accidenas ....... included a hypodletical crash or a . . .
p111 e.- or '*10 aircraft cliNctly oa eo die ,._. 110n1p-. Cl1llhes which would involve both rue
... hiP --aY piOjectila. 10 ... efl'ects of ach- naM would likely ... outweiah the effects or ..

explosioll oa a~The CGDIIIJUinca ofNavaJ ..... IlK. . . . . . . IIOnlp kililies beieallnldt by projectiles from weapons
have been specifically considered. Tlais

ev....._ was perfonDed u.,.. or

the .-lysis of possible

tenorisl or milary .a.ck. The effecu or IIICh - .a.ck have been .... mined to be less than the

limitina accidenls analyled in the EIS. specifically the crash or a lqe jet or • arthquake (See
Appendix D, Aa.chmenl F, Section F.1.2). Aa.cb ...U.
'WCIIpOIIS, u

i--* 'WIIIJ 0111 or ocher specialized

well u conventional explosives, were ev........

The ............ the efl'ects or a piOjectile from - anti411k wapon llrikina oae of the stonae
COIIIainen would be lea IIWI'e than the accidenas ..ay.d are: (a) anti4nk wapons would be likely to

c.. a •lf--lina peM'IIalion in the metal or a container, •like lhll which is assumed from the
airplane crash (im
a so inch d. . . . . enaine rotor); (b) there is no explosive maaerial inside the
c:ontainer,10

it will r.

'blow ... ua IMk would ifhit by such a wapon (in • altllck on a~ the

.rtillery shells insicle the tunet cletonlle from the - . y injected into the turret by the anti-tank shell);

(c) there would be no fire to dilpene the r8dioectivity lhll is rcleaecl when the container is breachecl.
like • aircraft crash where the jet fuel miahl ~ ip · , IIICI creale such a fire. The ruged clesip of

I-ll
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containers and the thick walls of water pools. combined with the shock-absorbing nature of water with a.
free surface. reduce the effects of other typei of explosive charges.
Attachment F of Appendix D of the EIS has been moclif.al to better describe this analysis .
. .15.16 ( - ) ~ ofN__. Ofen..._ _. Accllleatl
COMMENT
The analyses of normal operations and hypothetical accidents should include calculation of the exposure

to the maximum exposed individual for tnnsportation and for each site for ach alternative.
RESPONSE
The EIS does provide an estillllle of the exposure for a maxim.... exposed individual for normal

operations IIICI postullled acciclenls for faxed sites and .........ion under all alternatives. Attadunents
A and F of Appendix D to Volwne I provide the results of calculations of the potential exposure to the
maximum exposcd individual for shiplnenls and f.:ilities for allalterMtives, u well u the potential
exposure to workers, to a penon at the point of nearat

,...ic access.

and to the population in the

vicinity. Sections A.l.2. A.l.3. and A.l.4 in Aa.ct.IMilt A provide the clelailed results for routine
operations and accidents durina .........ion Mel Sections F.1.4.1 and F.1.4.2 in Auadunent F provide
detailed results for normal openlions Mel accidellls for adl sile consiclered. The results t.bulated in
these sections show that the risks to the maximUIII exposcd individuals would be very small under all of
the alternatives considered.

• .,... (.,) ~ el"--11 ~ ... Accl•••ts
COMMENT
The risks and costs associlllcd with the period of tnnsition to a new alternative. for the management of
~

Naval spent nuclar fuel should be analyzed.
RESPONSE

Section 3.1 of Appendix D to Volume I of this EIS 11*1 tMI most of the alternatives would require a
period of implementation while fKilities were constructed and equipment was procured. Existina
facilities and equipment would be employed to ..._.. Naval spent nuclear fuel clurinr the nnsition.
Naval spent nuclar fuel would be ti'MipOited to the ExpcPided Core Facility 11 INEL durina the
trMsition should • aheraativc be ~elected requirifta COIIItnlction of a new cuminalion facility or
procurement of additional shippina conlaincn for cky IIOriiF at Navy sites. Given this usc o( faeilities
and tnnsportation routes that are included in altcrnllives sudl• the 199211993 ,._.

Basis. the

impKts per yar durin& ..., b'Msition would be the - - • aiv• for thole allernatives. The polelllial

VOL
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environmental

im~ts of actions

that would be taken to manaae Naval spent nuclear fuel during a

transition period are therefore included in th~ EIS and all extremely small.
&15.16 (Ill) Malylel oiN.....a OperatieM Md Acddnll
COMMENT
The airplane crash accident analyses in the EIS for Naval spent nuclear fuel storage at Pari Harbor

should include accidents involvina shippina containers stored on railcan.
RESPONSE

Analyses of an aircraft crash into shippina containers stored on railcars at Pari Harbor Naval Ship)Wd
were not included in this EIS .,._. shippina conWners are not stored on railcars at Pari Harbor, but

on concrete . . . . Ship rllher thin rail tl'llllpOI't is used to IDOVe Naval spent nuclear fuel to Pupt Sound
Naval Shipylld. Aa.dlment F (ilecludina Tlble F3-6) to Appendix D of Volume I includes analyses of
the accidents which mi&M occur for 1tiCJr11e of Naval spent nuclar fuel on COiecrete .,.. at Pelrllt.bor

Naval Shipylld.
If an analysis were included for containers stored on rai~ the only dift"elencc in the rauh would be
due to a slight incleale in the problbility .. airpllne mi&M crash into a contai....

nil is . . . . the

tarpt area for • .,..y of containers on railcan would be ..... than the t1rJet area for an .,..y of the

same number of containers on a c:oncrete pld. The clependence of crash problbilities on t1rJet area is
described in Section F.3 of Appendix D to Volume I. The difference in t1rJet .,.. is lisaecl in Table D1 in Appendix D.
11.1516 (Ill)~ eiNen.ll O,.ntl•• ... Aiel•••..
COMMENT
The risks assocWtecl with •cky ...,... at shipyards and prototype locations should be analyzed in this

EIS.
RESPONSE

Appendix D to Volume I of this EIS includes. in ct.plen 3 and Sand Aa.cluaellll A ...t F. clelailed
evaluation of the possible expoans ...t polelllialheallh efl'ec:ls

MIOC._. willl Naval .,_ .....:._ r.l

............ shipyards .... Navy Pft*JCYpe siees....... ..ay... .... rilb DlnRIJ~ . . .

facility aa:iclellts for thae allenlatives. • wdl• for all adler alleiJIIIiva ~ a.l
the risks rn. •Y allenlllive would be very
lhelarJnt......,.of ·

allernative· volv·

dill

w

r.aJily for lhe •ire 40 yar period c:ons*red. Under lhe o.:e.r.aizlljc,.
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e.

of

storaac at shipyards and Navy proto1ype rac:tor localions ..-e considered: dry storap, storage in
shippina containers. and ~ in Wiler pools. The risks associated with dry storage ..-e specif~eally
discussed in this EIS.
This EIS shows thltthe risk assoc:illed widlthe tmMpOrtation of Naval spent nuclear fuel or the risks
associated with stonac 11 •Y locllion would be 10 _..1 for all the alternllives considered that they do
not provide a buis for choosina IIDOftlthe abernllivcs.

The risks aaocillted with ships Clll)'ina Naval spent~~ueae. r.1 to the MainiiNI should be ..ay.d in

this EIS.
RESPONSE

Appendix D to Volume I of this EIS includes. in Chlpeen 3 llld S llld Aa.ct....U A and F, detailed
evaluation of the possible exposures and potential health effects assoc:ialed with tbe shipment ofNaval
spent ~~ueae. r.1 fium the re.l IWbor Naval Sltipyanl in Hawaii

to ,.. So.d Naval Sltipyanl.

This

is the only IIKftanent ofNavalspent~~~~eae. r.l by ship llldthe oaly ........ rou1e which IDikes ... of

the Strait of J.... de Fuca llld die upper partioal of,... Sa.d eo

a..n.toa. No Naval ....

die,.....

So.d Naval SlaipyMI in

IIUC._. r.l il ...ippld to die parts ofs.de or TKOIM.

The ..tyles,...... in App.dix D include rilb for ....a

opw..._ _.

palbl._.. ace-... for

.... ~ . . . . . . ball adllr........av.a.idlnd, ................. rilb ..... -.y
ive..Wbevery

· oev· .........

._.,_to....,.._.._.._oae•••ia--.r.ailybtlle

ire40)'arperiodCGAii.l .... U. . . all

.... ...,..... ......

..cae. ,_. 10 -.we '-1 tt.t.ar, a few

......
(..._

.

.IIGtallowNaval . . .

2S) rn. '-1 tt.t.ar to ..... s-.1

. . . . (Ill) AMiylel of~ OperadMI ... Acddell..

COMMENT
EvaiUIIion of a criticality event could be hmlperecl because no references for ruthenium and cesium
release frKtions were found.
llESPONSE
The cesi.... release fr8ction used is tKen from the Nuclear Replllory Commission's Repllllory Guide

3.34, u stlled in .:lion F.l.4.2.1.2.1 of Appendix Dto Volume I.
The Nuclelr Replllory C08181iaion's Replllory Guide 3.34 does not include a release frKtion for

rulheniwn.
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RESPONSE
The analyses performed for airplane crashes contain a larp number of conservative assumptions which
result in a wona case or boundinaanalysis which is intcndccl to produce results which would not be
exceeded even if all uncertainties were at the most unfavorable limit of their l'lllps. Section F.1.4.2.2.2
of Appendix D to Vol.-c I provides a descriptio~- of the analysis of an airplane crash.
The risks 11e very low even thouah the ..tytes included many con.rvatisms. For example, the
analysis of • airplane crash in&o a container used to 110re Naval spent nuclar fuel assumed that the

crash would c.. the c:ontainer to be tn.ched evcn thouah cvalulbon t.d shown thll no J*t of •
airplaae could.......- the c:ontainer. The ..tytes UlldllleteoroloP:al conditions (such • wind

dispersion •

speed) whicll have •ly c-. chance in t.-y of -=tually occurriaa. but no credit was

..._ for the r.ct thll they . . worw .._die -=tual condiliolls 95% of the t._. Further, the analysis of
the~ also ...... thll

no evKUIIioll of people in ..-by ntSicleatialareas or ocher

mitiptive ........ we~e Ulld to leducelhe effects. Ala rault ofthele '*-I'V.a.ms. it is CJqMdlld
thll the 8CIUal illll** ofthlle
The~....,.._

.:c-...

WOIIId be 10 to 100 times lea th. calcullltecl.

dilcuaed above rauk in analysis raults which are much pater than

tt.o. whicll would be CJqMdlld ._lei 6e acidellt .m.lly occur. The

cxpoiUNI• ..._. c:-=cr

fllalitics whicll have ..... calaalllecl _. ....... in dais EIS for a hypolhetical airpiMe crash arc ten to
one.._.... tilDes ........ .._*- whidl would rauk fionl a more realistic, bal-estilnalc -.lysis.
Put anolher way, a ..,.. ..ailtic analysis would calcut.le rilb whicll are I 0 to I 00 times less than tt.o.
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ond. the Nuclear Regulatory Comrnis ion method calculates the probabilities of crashes for

concentric rin

around the airport • wheren the Sandia method employ an approach u ing two zone

based on the direction of travel Md whether the aircraft is landing or taking ofT. With the Nuclear
R ulalory Commission method, the probability of an aircraft crash during takeoff or landing i equally
likely to occur in all directions at a given radius from the airport. Thus. during a takeoff operation, a

taract located behind the aircraft or off to the side of the aircraft is just as likely to be involved in an
aircraft crash as a laiJd located ahead of the aircraft. This result is not realistic based on existing crash
dMa which ind'
that laiJdS behind the aircraft and off to the sides are seldom, if ever, involved in
cruhes cluri

takeofl1 . In contrast, the s.ndia crash zone approKh identifaes two distinct crash zones:

one ahead of the run ay, and one ofT to the sides of the runway. Different crash probability values arc

used for uch zone to avoid calculatina probabilities for unrealistic ituations such as the one just
clacribed.
Finally. the Sandia IMthod includes term not found in the Nu"'lear Replatory Commi ion method,
which adjust the aircraft crash probability bMed on the •ale between the ccnlcrline of the runway and a
line which extends from the end of the n111way to the tarpt, and aircraft type. CiviliM airuaft typically

approech or cleplrtwe rouee so this featwc

follow a

incra~e~ the crash

probability if the

a.acc is

loc.ated aJoaa the ~y ceneerlille or It small . .Ia from the n111way ~ine. For milrt.y hi

are made durilla lanclina opentions, but are

pcrfona.ce aircraft. simi._ cralh probability ad'
not

Made

takeoff opentions sillce military airuaft typically do nol follow a straiaht cleplrtwe

. Thae

._ad'

in cralh probability are cons~ with crash cilia for boda commercial

and milrt.y aircraft.

The effects on endal9red or
open~ions or ace·

species in the vicinity of a Navy site as a result of routine

UIOC-... with Naval spent nuclar fuel m•••ment

open~ions

should be

eval

USPONSI:
The EIS cor.siden in detail the potential environmental effects of each ahemative under routine

operation and accident condition . The results of tbetc anai)'JCS show and pal experience
demon

effect .

- that Naval spent nuclear fuel can be manapd safely and without adverse environmental

c....-, S of Appendix D

to

Volume I includes a discussion of the effects of Naval spent

nucu fuel ,...,...~ent on the~ in the vicinity of the sites con idered.
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To en ure appropriate prot.:ction for protected species. the location for any new Naval spent nuclear fuel
storage or examination facilities would be selected to avoid ecologically sensitive areas, such as those in
the vicinity of threatened or endangered species. Construction activities would comply with all
applicable Ia

and regulation , using establish« p oc:edures for preserving air and water quality and

minimizing such impacts as noise and disturbance or destruction of habitat.
No Naval spent nuclear fuel storqe or examination fKility would release water carrying radioactive or
haDrdous material to the environment. In almost 40 yars of receipt, transportatior handling, and
examination of Naval spent nuclar fuel, the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Propam has never had a release
of radioKti ity that has had a sipifiCMt efTect on the environment. Based on the operations that would
be performed and the controls that would be in place, the impKtS on air, water, ecoloaical, or poloaical

resources of any Naval facility consiclered would be small. Furthermore, experience has shown that
since Naval spent nuclar fuellftlll.emenl is a low-intensity industrial activity, its contributions to noise
and traft"ec would be incon1equential. Detailed cakulations have shown thai the cumulative radiation

exposure, and the health inapiiCtl of thai exposwe, on the human population in the vicinity of a Naval
spent nuclar fuel facility would be incol•quential; conapondi.ly it is judpd that the operation of

such a facility "NOUid not thralen the existence of a11y species.
In the unlikely event of a terious accident involvi• Naval spent nuclar fuel, it is estimated that for the
naost severe cate only lbout 210 acres of lind would be affected to • extent thllt would exceed the

Nuclar Replalory C01nmiuion ....ic limit of 100 millirem per year. Moll of this area would be
within shipylnl or DOE site ~ ies. The affedeclarea would require clecontaminat · , but this does
not meM thai• area of such size would

be rendered ~ly unavailable for use or even evacuated

for lona periods of tinae. In reality, ,..ioKtive contarniftllion could and would be removed in order to
minimize the affected area. Since the ,..iolotical effec:ts of accidents on the human population would
be small, the r8diolotical effects on species ocher thin humMs would also likely be small.

The effects on endlnaered or thralcned species in the vicinity of a Na~-y site as a resuh of routine
operations or accidents auocillted with Naval spent nuclar fuel

manaaement operations should be

evaiUIIIed.
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RESPONSE
The EIS considers in detail the potential environmental effects of each alternative under routine

operations and accident conditions. The results of these analyses show, and past experience
demonstra~

that Naval spent nuclear fuel can be managed safely and without adverse environmental

effects. ChapterS of Appendix D to Volume I includes a discussion of the eff~ts of Naval spent
nuclear fuel management on the ecoloaY in the vicinity of the sites considered.
To ensure appropriate protection for protected species, the location for any new Naval spent nuclear fuel

stonac or examiftllion facilities would be selected to avoid ecoloaically sensitive areas, such as those in
the vicinity of threatened or endanpred species. Construction activities would comply with all
applicable laws and regulaf ns, usina established procedures for preservinaair and water quality and
minimizina such impKts as noise and disturt.ncc or dcslruction of habitat.
No Naval spent nuclear fuel storap or examiftllion facility would release water carryina rldioKtive or

hazardous material to the environment. In almosl 40 years of receipt, tnMportation, handlina, and
examillltion of Naval spent nuclear fuel, the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Proplm has never had a release
of rldioKtivity that has had a sipifant effect on the environment. Based on the operations that would
be performed and the controls that.would be in place, the impKts on air. water. ecoloaical, or poloaical
resources of any Naval facility considered would be small. Furthermore, experience has shown that
since Naval spent nuclear fuel manaaement is a low-intensity industrial activity, its contributions to noise
and traffiC would be inconsequential. Detailed calculations have shown that the cumulative rldiation
exposure, and the health impKts of that exposure, on the human population in the vicinity of a Naval
spent nuclear fuel facility would be inconsequential; corresponclinaly, it isjudpd thai the operation of
such a facility would not threaten the existence of any species.
In the unlikely event of a serious accident involvina Naval spent nuclear fuel, it is estimated that for the
most severe case only about

21 0 acres of land would be affected to an extent that would exceed the

Nuclear Rqulatory Commission public limit of I00 millirem per year. Most of this area would be
within shipyard or DOE site boundaries. The affected area would require clecontamiftllion, but this does

not mean that an area of such size would be rendered permanently unavailable for use or even evacuated
for lon& periods of time. In reality, rldioKtive contamiftllion could and would be removed in order to
minimize the affected area. Since the rldioloaical effects of accidents on the human population would
be small, the rldioloaical effects on species other than humans would also likely be small.
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M.05.16 (113) Auly1ct of Nonul OperatioalaMI Accide•ts
COMMENT

The effects of hurricanes or tsunamis should be analyzed in this EIS and considered in the final decision.
RESPONSE

While hurricanes can have high winds. hurricane winds normally cannot generate the very large, very
fast missiles analyzed for tornadoes. For example. tornado winds of 360 miles per hour were used to
generate the wind-driven missiles used in evaluating storage in shipping containers. as described in
Section F.l.4 of Appendix 0 to Volume I. These winds are the same as those specified for design of
nuclear power plants. Hurricanes very infrequently produce winds that could generate such missiles, so
the analyses provided for tornadoes in Appendix 0 provide an upper limit for the effects of hurricanes.
Examination of damaac caused by recent severe hurricanes shows that robust structures can withstand
hurricanes. Based on these considerations. the analysis of wind-driven missiles in the EIS is reasonable
and adequate.
The containers used for storaae are clesiped to withstand water immersion under severe accident
conditions and no deleterious effects would be expected from submersion of a container. Thus, the
ruged containers used for stcJI'ale would be hiply unlikely to be penetrated durinaa hurricane or
tsunami.
Storage of Naval spent nuclear fuel in water pools at Navy sites is also considered under the
Decentralization altcrnllive. The Naval spent nuclear fuel in water pools would normally be under water
and the effects on the environment due to flooclina by a hurricane or tsunami would be primarily limited
to exchanaina some pool water bearina radioKtive corrosion products with the flood waters. Such a
release would not be expected to occur excepc for the most severe hurricanes or tsunamis. Attachment F
to Appendix 0 of Volume I provides analyses of the effects of releases of water containing radioactive
material. The results of these analyses represent an upper limit on the effects of releases possible during
a hurricane or tsunami

sufT~c:iently

severe to flood a water pool containing Naval spent nuclear fuel.

These results show that the risks of such releases would be small ul'cler all of the ahematives considered.
Some commentors expressed concern about the depth of flooding of drydocks durin& such severe
weather. However, this is not a concern because Naval spent nuclear fuel facilities would not be placed
in drydocks since they are needed for ship maintenance and repair.
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. .15.86 (IZ4) Aaaly~e~ of Nonul Operatio• aiMI Acddnll
COMMENT

Hurricanes can have winds like the 212 miles per hour measured during Hurricane

lni~i

in Iqq~ .

ill\;e

hurricanes are more common than tornadoes. the probability for a ~ind-dri\" n mi ilc i high.:r than t~
tornado probability given in the EIS.

RESPONSE
The analysis presented in section F.l.4.2.2. of Attachment F to Volume I. Appendix D. Part 8. assumed
a missile driven by the winds of a tornado impKted upon a dry storage container. Thi assumption "
made because winds produced by tornados are higher than hurricane winds and thus the impKting
missile would be traveling with higher velocity and would have higher kinetic cnci'IY· E\·en at this
higher velocity, analysis has shown that the missile would not pcnetntc the container. The pi'ObMMiity of
penetration at the lower velocity of a hurricane (212 miles per hour) would be C\'Cft smaller than the
probability of penetration for a missile propelled by the winds of a tornado (tnvelina at 360 mph).
While hurricanes can have hip winds. hurricane winds normally cannot pnente the very larp. ver)'
fast missiles analyzed for torMdoes. While hurricMCs may occur more frequently than tornadoes the
overall risk from a hurricane is lower..._ of the lack of penetration of the container.
The analysis of wind clamaae usina missiles propelled by the winds of tornados is the same as is clone for
desip of nuclear power piMts. Hume-s very inhqucnlly have winds that could acncrate such
missiles, so the analyses provided for torMdos in Appendix D provide an upper limit for the effects of
hurricanes. Examination of c1amaae caUICd by recent severe hurricanes shows that robust structures can
withstand hurricanes. Based on these considenlions. the Malysis of wind-driven mi iles in the EIS is

rasonablc and adcqUMc.
. .15... (125) AMiylu ofN....a Opera........ Accl•••ll
COMMENT

Accidents could be caused by human error durina hancllina or storaac of Naval spent nuclar fuel.

RESPONSE
The range of hypothetical accidents analyzed in Appendix D to Volume I (more than ten different
accidents) include those which miJht be caused by human error. failures of equipment. and natural
phenomena. such as earthquakes or tornados. The analyses provide calculations of the most severe
consequences which might be caused by reasonably forcsccable accidents.

VOl ME l
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The accidents anal~ zed include those caused by persons working with Naval spent nuclear fuel such as
improper crane peration. and by ot~rs. such as aircraft crashes. which could be caused by pilot error.
The anal~ ~s and some oft~ possible initiating causes are described in detail in Attachment F to
Appendix D.
11.15.M (116) A.alyles of Nonul Opentioas alld Acdde•ts
COl\IMENT

The effects of routine Naval spent nuclear fuel management operations on water consumption or usage
should be evaluated.

RESPONSE
For ach of the locations considered for management of Naval spent nuclear fuel, consumption of both
surface " ·ater and poundwater has been evaluated. (See the Water Resources sections of ChapterS in
Appendix D to Volume I) As stated in the EIS. consumption or usap of water is expected to represent a
small chanae at all of the sites.
For example. cunent freshwater usaae at the Puaet Sound Naval Shipyard is identified in Chapter 4 of
Appendix D to Volume I as 676 million pllons annually. At Norfolk Naval Shipyard, current water
consumption is 123 million pllons yearly. None of the alternatives for Naval spent nuclear fuel
manaaement would invOl\·e an increase in cunent Water usaae at any location of more than 3 million
pllons yearly.
11.15.16 (111) AMiylelofNenalll o,tn.._ ... Acddntl
COMMENT

The effects on lfOUIId\\'atcr resuhina from routine operations or accidents associated with Naval spent
nucae. fuel manaaement should be evaluated.

RESPONSE
The effects of Na al spent nuclear fuel manaaement on poundwater arc addressed in Volume I.
Appendix D. Durin& routine operations associated with spent nuclear fuel there would be no discharge
of radioactive or hazardous liquid effluents under any of the ahernatives at any of the sites. This is
consistent with cunent Naval spent nuclear fuel management practices.
The effects of accidents on poundwater arc also addressed in Appendix D. Attachment F. These
analyses consider exposure and risk associated with direct release of radioKtivity to surface water or
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ground water. as well as potential for air releases which affect ground or surface waters. Details of the

analyses are summarized in Attachment F.
al5.16 (121) Aaalytes of Nonaal Opentiou alld Acddnb

COMMENT

The effects on the ocean of routine operations or accidents associated with Naval spent nuclear fuel

management should be evaluated.
RESPONSE

The effects on the ocean of routine operations and accidents associated with Naval spent nuclear fuel
manaacmcnt are addressed in Attachment F to Appendix D. Table F.I.J.I-2 addresses imJ*IS to water
resoun:cs in the vicinity of locations involved with spent nuclar fuel opcrllions. The possible exposures
to radioKtive ....aerial documented in Attachment F and the impKts of v.-ious Naval spent nuclar fuel

manaacment ahematives include those due to any radioKtivity entcrina the ocean nar the shipyards.
The effects of both deposition of airborne radioKtivity and liquid emuent releases were analyzed.
lmpKtS due to activities on and in the ocean (bo.tina Mel swimmina) as well as inpstion of sea food
were included in the evaluations.
From the sa.n of the Naval Nuclar Propulsion Propwn, the policy of the U.S. Navy has been to reduce
to the minimum pncticable amcu~t the amounts of radioKtivity releued into harbors. Navy procedures
to accomplish this have been reviewed with DOE. the U.S. Nuclar Rqulatory Commission. and the

u.s. Environmental Protection Aacncy.
The total amount of lona-lived pmma radioKtivity released into harhon and seas

ithin twelve miles of

shore lias been less than 0.002 curie durina ach of the last twenty-three years. This total is for releases

from U.S. Naval nuclar-powered ships and from the supportina shipyards, tenders, and submarine bucs
and at operatina bucs and home ports in the U.S. and overseas, and all adler U.S. and foreip ports
which were visited by Navy nuclar-powered ships. (Refer to Report NT-94-1, Environmental
Monitorina and Disposal of RadioKtive Wastes from U.S. Naval Nuclar Powered Ships and Their
Support Facilities, Washinaton. D.C., March 1994). To put this small quantity ofradioKtivity into
perspective, it is less than the quantity of natunlly occurrina radioactivity in the volume of ocean water
occupied by a sinale nuclar-powered submarine.
There are no fission product releases to the ocean from nuclear fuel on board operatina Naval vessels

because the fuel is desipcd to contain fully any fission products in order to protect the crew.

VOLUMEJ
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. .15.16 ( 29) Aaalyla of No.....a OpentioM ... Acddntl
COMMENT
The Draft EIS does not account for severe water leaks from the Expended Core Facility.
RESPONSE
There is no evidence that any leakage is occuning from the Expended Core Facility (ECF) water pool.

Each time water is added to the pool at ECF the amount is measured and recorded. Actual measured
water .Witions to the ECF pool can be correlated with expected evaporation from the surface of the
water pool rather than leakap.

Ncvcrthc~

section F.l.4.2.1.6 of this EIS presents an acc:iclcnt analysis

for minor water leakap from the ECF water pool. The analysis was based on the lafacst amount of
water

leakap from the ECF pool that is reasonably foreseeable. This analysis used the isotopes and their

concenlnlions shown by measurement to be present in the ECF pool water to represent the r-.dioactivity
which miaht be released to the environment.
In .Wition to the analysis of minor water leakap, section F.1.4.2.1.1 presented an analysis of an
acc:iclcnt where the •ire c:ontcniS of the Expended Core Facility water pool are usumed to leak rapidly
due to a seismic cv-. This analysis usumed that the isotopes normally present and those which could
esc..,e clue to shock im.,.ct from the seismic event would be present in the water leaking to the

environment.
The results ofbodl these ..tyses ind~ that the im.,.ct on the environment would be very, very small.

There have been leaks from the Expended Core Facility on occasion in the~ but these leaks have
been kaled and correc:ted when they occurred. Monitorina of the poundwater in

vicinity of the

Expended Core Facility hat detected no r-.dioKtive material released from ECF.
11.15.16 (131) AMIJia eiN....a Opera........ Acdllell..

COMMENT

Storaae or manqement of Naval spent nuclear fuel at a Navy site would make it a more attractive taract
for aa.ck in the cv• of w.-.
RESPONSE

Sinc:e Naval spent nuclear fuel is noc a strateaic asset, the presenc:e or absenc:e of Naval spent nuclear
fuel would noc be expected to alter the stratqy of an agressor with respect to aa.ckinaa Naval
shipyard.
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Information has been added to Appendix D of Volume I of the EIS which provides further discussion of
the eF.ects of an attKk on Naval spent nuclear fuel management fatilities or equipment in the event of
war. terrorism or sabotage. The effect of suth an attKk is expected to be conservatively bounded by the
limiting Ktident discussed at eath fatility under eath alternative. For example, the most limiting
Ktident involving Naval spent nuclear fuel is described in AttKhment F of Appendix D to be an
airplane crash into a shipping container at the Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard. This Ktident would lead to
261atent fatal canurs over the next fifty years in the population within SO miles of the shipyard. Sinte
the probability of the event is one chan« in I00.000 per year. the risk would be 0.00026 latent fatal

can<:er fatalities per year or, in other words, about one thante in 4,000 of a single latent fatal

(arM:ef

fatality over a year. This risk is Shared among the approximately 120,000 people residing within SO
miles of the shipyard who would be expeded to have over 2.000 cancer fatalities from all causes every
year. For an Kt of war, sabcJcaae or terrorist attKk. it is likely the risk would be lower than cakulated
because it should be less probable that a force would exist to disperse l'lldiOKtive products into the
atmosphere from a weapon as compued to the motive force of the fire assumed in the case of an airplane
trash .

._15.16 (131) A...,_ efN..-..1 Open..._ ... Acdllntl
COMMENT

Storap or manapment of spent nuc:lear fuel .a a Navy site would make it a nKn attrKtive target for
terrorist attKk or sabotap.
RESPONSE

Naval spent nuclear fuel would be stored or examined only within the secure areas of a DOE or Navy
site. The security precautions in effect .a these sites, in addition to the extremely rugecl oontainen or
thic:k walls of water pools. would make the Naval spent nuc:lear fuel ........-ncnt fatilitics unattnletive
targets for terrorists.

Information has been added to Appendix D of Volume I of the EIS whic:h provides futthcr discussion of
the effects of an attKk on Naval spent nuc:lear fuel manapmcnt fatUities or equipment in the event of

war, terrorism or sabcJtaac. The cffec:t of such an attKk is cxpetted to be conscrv.aively bounded by the
limiting Ktidcnt discussed at eath facility under eath ahcmativc. For example, the most limiting
Ktidcnt involving Naval spent nuc:lcar fuel is described in AttKhment F of Appendix D to be an
airplane crash into a shipping oontainer at the Pearl Harbor Nava~ Shipyard. This aa:idcnt would lad to
26 latent fatal tarM:ers over the next fifty years in the population within SO miles of the shipyard. Sinte
the probability ofthe event is one thante in 100,000 I* year, the risk would be 0.000261atcnt fatal
canter fatalities per year or, in other words, about one chan<:c in 4,000 of a single latent fatal canter
VOL M 3
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fatality o\·er a year. This risli is shared among the approximately 120.000 people re iding within SO
miles of the shipyard "ho would be expected to have O\'er 2.000 cancer fatalitie rrom all cau

e\ery

year.
For an act of war. sabotage or terrorist attack. it is likely the risk \\ould be lower than calculated for the
airplane crash because it should be less probable that a force would exist to disperse radioactive products
into the atmosphere from a weapon as compared to the motive force of the fire assumed in the case of an
airplane crash. For example. anti-tank weapon attacks on containers would be less severe than the
accidents analyzed because: (a) anti-tank weapons would cause a self-seal ina penetration in the metal of
a container. unlike that whM:h is assumed from the airplane crash (imp~~et from a SO inch diameter enaine
rotor); (b) lhcrc is no explosive material inside the container, so it will n01 "blow up" as a tank would if
hit by such a weapon (in a tank attack, the tank shells inside the turret clctonaac): (c) lhcrc would be no
fire to dispcnc the radioKti,·ity that is relcucd when the container is breached. unlike an ain:raft crash
where the jet fuel will bum cratina such a fire. The ruged dcsip of containers and the lhM:k walls of
water pools, combined with the shock-absorbina nature of water with a free surface, reduce the effects of
other types of explosive chaiJcs. Attachment F of Appendix D of the EIS has been modified to bcncr
describe this ...lysis.

The EIS should describe the conscqucnces of a terrorist attack on Naval spent nuclear fuel manaacmcnt
f.cilitics.

RI:SPONSI
The consequences of such an anack have been ~sidcred and determined to be less than the limitina
.ccidents analyzed in the EIS. spccifecally the crash of a larp jet or an earthquake (Sec Appendix D.

Attachment F, Section F.l.2). Attacks usina anti-tank weapons or other specialized weapons, as well as
conventional explosives, were cvaluaacd.
The reasons that anti-tank weapon anacks on containers would be less severe than the .ccidents analyzed
are: (a) anti-tank weapons would cause a self-salina pcnclralion in the metal of a container, unlike that
whM:h is assumed from the airplane crash (impKt from a SO inch diameter enainc rotor); (b) there is no
explosive material inside the container, so it will n01 "blow up" as a tank would if hit by such a weapon
(in a tank anack,the tank shells inside the turret detonalc); (c) lhcrc would be no fire to dispcnc the
radioactivity that is relcucd when the container is breached. unlike an ain:raft crash where the jet fuel
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might pool. ignite. and create a fire. The rugged design of containers and the thick \\ails of water pools.
combined "ith the shock-absorbing nature of water with a free surface. reduce the effects of other t) pes
of explosive charges. II is not credible that a tenorist attack would result in a criticality or meltdo\\n of
pent nuclear fuel~ howe,·er. in Section F.l .4.2.1.:! the consequences of a hypothetical criticality accident
are presented. The risks associated with an accidental criticality are less than those associated \\ith a
drained water pool or an airplane crash into dry storage containers. Attachment F of Appendix D of the
EIS has been modified to better describe this analysis.
Terrorist attacks on Na al spent nuclear fuel durin& shipment were also evaluated. The massi\'e structure
of the shippina containers used for Na\'al spent nuclear fuel makes them an unlikely larJd of a terrorist
attack. No such attacks ha\'e occurred in the nearly 40 yean of rail shipments. which ha\'e now tra\'eled
about 2 million kilometers.

nus. the proWNiity of a terrorist attack on a shipment is judpd to be no

more than the probability of a rail accident which is listed in section A. 7.1.2.1 of Attachment A to
Appendix 0 of the EIS. The conscqucnces of a terrorist an.ck are also judpd to be no more snere than
those listed for ~ion accidents. Therefore the ume conclusions rachcd for ~ion

accidents apply to the risk to the extremely ruged shippina containers from terrorist attack durinaa
shipment. In addition, durin& shipment. all Na\'al spent nuclear fuel containers are accomp111ied by
escorts who remain in contKt with ~- In the event of • emerpncy. I I * and federal
resources would be quickly summoned to stabilize the situation.
-...s..M (W) A...,_ el"--1 O,.nd•• ... Acdllellll

COMMENT
The effects of a terrorist attack usinaa nuclear weapon should be evaiUIIcd for

\'al spent nuclear fuel

manaaement facilities.

RESPONSE
Na\'al spent nuclear fuel would be stored or eumined only within the secure areas of a DOE or Navy
site. The security precautions in effect at these sites would make the Na\'al spent nuclear fuel
manqement facilities unattncti\'e -.m for terrorists. Althouah a detailed Malysis of the effect of a
nuclear weapon attack has not been included in the EIS. such a scenario would not cause • uncontrolled
chain raction or explosion in Na\'al spent nuclear fuel. The only effect tMI mipt occur from a nuclear

weapon detonation would be damaae or dispenion of the spent nuclear fuel. The immediate dalh and
destruction resuhina from detonation of the nuclear weapon itself would be of much paler concern than
the limited delayed effects associated with Na\'al spent nuclear fuel.
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. .15.86 (IU) Au~·sn of No..... ~ntio•• alld

A.uid~•ts

COMMENT
The "eight of the a\·al pent nuclear fuel shippin' containers ma~ be greater than

~an

be upponed b)

existing buildings or structure .
RESPONSE

The weight of shipping containers can be readil)' accommodated on any well constructed pad n finn
ground. This is illustrated by the fact thai they are within the \\tight limits for the railroad and are
transported O\'er the standard rail lines and handled at the Navy shipyard and I EL without special
arrangements or struc:tures. Containers used in transport ofNa\·al spent nuclear fuel

ha\C ~used

to

approximaacly 40 years without causin& dama&e to existin& buildinp or struc:tures.

11.15.1'7 (•• , [_,.._, .......
COMMENT

It •ould be impossible (or very dift"'.cull) to cvac...ac o.hu in the event of.,. accident at PariiUrbor
Naval Shipyard involvina Naval spent nuc~ fuel stoml there.
RESPONSE

Evaluation of the results in mis EIS shows that cvac...aion ofo.hu should noc be required n ·m if the
most

severe accident postulaled for Naval spent nucle. fuel were to occ•.

In order to help undentancl why this is the case for n ·en severe hypochetic:al a:ciclents. Appendix D (See
Chllplcr S. section S.l.4.14.3, and Anachmcnl F. section F.l.l.l) provides the resuhs

~lc:~aNIIions

of

radioKtivc material dispcnion and deposition c:alc:~a._.ions for a hypochetic:al airplane crash into Naval
spent nucle. fuel stonp containers a1 Pari Harbor Naval Shipyard. (As one measure of the
conservatism of the ..alyses. such a crash is noc expected to brcac:h a container. but in the EIS it was
assumed thai such an accident would occur nonetheless.) This is the \\orst case potential accident for
that site. These raulls show that even under this extremely severe case. an area of only about 110 acres

could be contaminated to the point whcfe radialion doses excccdina the Nuc~ Rqulatory Commission
public: limit of I00 millircm per yc. mipt resuh for a penon livina full-time on that land. Most of this

area would be within shipyercl boundaries. The potentially contaminated area would be small owina to
the relatively sm2ll amount of spent nuclear fuel in a storaac container and the robust nature of the
container and the fuel.
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ENT
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vere accidents has been a basic tenet of the Navy and the Naval Nuclear

Preparedness for the most

Propul ion Proaram from the very beginning of the use of nuclear power in warships. lkspite steaming
more than I00,000.000 miles and accumulating over 4400 reactor years of operation without a reactor
accident or any problem having a signifiCant effect on the environment, the Navy has continued to train
penonncl how to respond a full range of accidents and has tested the preparedness of their personnel
with periodM: exercises. These exercises include interaction with appropriate state and local agencies and
continue to form a cornerstone of the safety philosophy of the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program.
The Navy's effort to maintain viailancc and preparedness do not in any way indicate that accidents are

expected or Keepeed.

COMMENT

There i no wM~ifta system in pa.ce in the vicinity of Puaet Sound Naval Shipyn to alert the citizen in
the event of a r.tiolosical .cciclent 11 the shipylld (and no fundina mecta.ni... exists to support such a
y

).

llESPONSI:
1M MUinl~m~ area in the vicinity of ...... Sound Naval Shipyard which miaht be

The EIS
~

for possible ev.cllllion in the IIIOIIIeVeN r.tiolosical .cciclent involvina spent nuclear fuel

........... would be v.-y . .uand localilled. COMeqUently, the normal tnethocls for notifyina the
ic. such as the Emer~CKY &m.dcasl Sysaem, commercial r.tio and televi ion and police c.- public
ay~IIA'IIa,

of · s·

are

. In addition, the Navy has sipifiCMI emeraency

. These resources alto would be avaia.ble to provide public

te

capability at all

ittMc:e if needed.

In or*r to help undentancl why thi is the case for even IeVeN hypochetical accidents. Appendix D to
I (See Chlpler S, Section 5.1.1 .14.3, and Aaachment F, Section F.l.l.l) provides the resuhs of

V

calculations of r.tioKtive lftlllerial dilpenion and deposition calcullltion for a hypochetical airpiMe
crash ·

Naval

of the conten'alive

MK:Iar r-1

conlainen a1 Pupt Sound Naval Shipy.-d. It is • indication

of the ...lyses in the EIS thai an accident auumina breach of the container

included in the EIS even thouah such .. airplane crash involvina the . . . . . aircraft in existcnc:c
ldrtOC be expected to pcnente the containen. This is the wont cue potential Keident for thai site.
rcsu

even under this extremely severe cue an area of only about II 0 8CI"CS c:ould be
to the point where r.tiation doses exceedina the Nuclar Reaulatory Commi ion pubiM:

r it of 100 millirem per yar mipa rcsuh for a penon livin full time on that land for a year and most
of thi area would be within

ipyard boundaries. The potentially contaminaled area would be small
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owing to the relatively small amount of spent nuclear fuel in a storage container and the robust nature of
the container and the fuel.
ats.l7 (18'7) ~:. .,...,. ......._

COM MINT
The citizens in the vicinity of Pupt Sound Naval Shipyard are not prepared to respond to a radiological

emerpncy.
RESPONSE
Represenbllives of the Puaet Sound Naval Ship)'ard have met a number of times in the past with the
Kitsap County Emcrpncy MMapment (KDEM) Aaency to address crnerpncy planning related

matters. includina Ship)Wd 111isa.nc:e of raponsc to off-site radioloaicalacciclents and crnerpncies. In
these diiCUISions. the repraaltltives of the Kitsap County Emcraency M.napmcnt Aaency have stated
their intention to f1111ili8rize citizens lftCI businesses with cmcraency plannin& concepts such IS
sheltcrina.

Puaet Sound Naval Ship)Wd will continue to work with local crnerJCncy plannina

orpniations to ensure thlll adequlc response c.plbilitia exist in the remote event of a radioloaical
accident.

11.15.17 (.., ~-..

••CJ .... ha

COMMENT
The ..._.. Sound Naval Ship)Wd does not shire cmcrpt.cy response plans or conduct joint plannina

with local crncrpncy ............. orpniations.
RJ:SPONSI
Thisltltelnent is iMCCUnte. Over the yan, the Puaet Sound Naval Ship)Wd has conclucted or attcncled
.....y fonnal meetinp with the lepleMiutives of local CIMrJCIKY prepndncu orpniations. Some
examples of the infOI'IIIIIIion cxcJ.Ipd durin& these mectinp include:

notif~a~tion

proceclura, shipyard

response and lllisa.nc:e for radioloaical accidents at loc:.lians other than the shipyard, Kitsap County
Emcrpncy PIM rcvis~ infOI'IIIIIIion for shipyard annexes to the Washinaton and Kitsap County
Emcrpt.cy M-aemcnt PIMs, radu.tion monitorina insii'UinCntalion, public information releases,
communication equipment, monitorina beyond the bounct.ries of the shipyard, aerial monitorina,
accident scenarios, shipment of radioective IMICrial, trainina for county firefiahtcrs and EmcraencY
Medical TechniciMs, Event Catqory and Protcc:tive Action Recommendations, and an overview of
nuclear-powered Naval vessels, the racton installed in them, and Naval nuclear fuel. The shipyard has
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also presented overviews of the Navy Environmental Monitoring Program and the Navy Radioactive
Waste Disposal Program.
Over the pasl II years, the Shipyard has met with the Kitsap Department of Environmental Management
(KDEM) approximately 30 times and has provided information for potential inclusion in annexes to their
emergency plans. In January, 1992. the Shipyard assisted the Kitsap Department of Environmental
Management in reviewing and revising parts of the draft revision to the 1973 County plan. The current
County Plan reflects information provided by the shipyard. The Shipyard will continue to provide
technical assistance to the County as applicable information from the County's operating procedures is
added to the County's plan.
Many tours of the Shipyard Emerpncy Control Center and the control center to be used at the scene of
an accident have been conducted for state and local ofrteials. The Kitsap county emerJCIICY manaaement
agencies have been involved with plannina and conductina joint exercises.
. .15.17 (119) E....... , ........
COMMENT
It would be very difTICuh to evacuate the area in the vicin~'Y of Norfolk Naval Shipyard in the event of an

accident due to the larp population and the poor hipway ~ystcm.

RESPONSE
The resuhs of the analyses of postulated accidents in this EIS show thai no evacuation would likely be
required even if the most seveR accident posaulatcd for Naval spent nuclear fi I weR to occur at any of
the sites considered.
In order to help understand why this is the case for even seveR hypolhetical accidents, Appendix D.
Attachment F. Section F.l.3.1 provides the resuhs of calculations ofradiOKtive material dispersion and
deposition calculations for all hypolhetical accident scenarios analyzed. For the wont case potential
accident at Navy sites, the resuhs show thai an area of less than about 110 acres could be contaminated to
the point where radiation doses exceeding the Nuclear Rqulatory Commission public limit of 100
millirem per year mipt resuh for a person living full time on that land for an entire year. Most of this
area would be within shipyard boundaries.
These results mean that the maximum area which mipt be considered for possible evacuation in the
most seveR case would be very small and localized. It should be kept in mind that the calculation
described in the prueding parapaph assumes that no action is taken to clean up the radioKtivity
VOL MEl
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released and people would occupy the land full time for at least a year without any action to mitigate the
effects of exposure. In reality. radioactive contamination could and would be removed in order to
minimize the affected area and reduce impacts on any people involved.
1.5.1

C•••lative l•pllds

._15.. (Ml) C•••tive

l•p~~Cts

COMMENT

Tbc cumulative impKts of radiation and adler can:inoaens should be analyzed.
RESPONSE
The radioloJical and non-radioloJical cumulative health impKts associated with ach alternative
involvina Naval spent nuclear fuel are addrased in Volume I, Section S.J and in more detail in the
Cumulative lmpKts section for ach site in ChapterS of Appendix D to Volume I. The resuhs of the
analyses performed in support of the EIS demonstrate that implementina any of the alternative at •Y of
the sites would not produce sipifK:ant cumulative impKts. As discussed in Volume I, Appendix 0, this
stems from the fact that relasc of radioKtive IUterials is strictly controlled at minute levels, levels
which are very small com.-ed to the amounts of radioM:tivity present in the environment from natural
sources, and that the only chemical relascs associated with routine Naval spent nuclear fuel operations

would be the small amounts of combustion products associated with halina boiler operations and
occasional emerpncy diesel operations.
RadioloJica and non-radioloJical cumulative health impKts associated with ~inopns ~ tratec1
...,.aely in the EIS because, with few exceptions such as ciprette smoke, increases in the effects of
known can:inopns caused by combination with exposure to radioKtive materials or radiation have not

been quantified or conclusively identified by the scientifiC community. Further, as noted above, spent
nuclear fuel operations relasc only a small level of combustion exhaust in addition to the minute levels
of radioM:tivc material relascs. In addition. considerably less is known about the health risks due to
chemical can:inopns so quantitative tools for auessina these risks are either not available or not widely
acccpiCCI. Consequently, combinina risks associated with radioloJical and non-radioloJical can:inopns
would introduce considerable unnecessary uncertainty into the calculations for risks associated with
radioectivity.
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1.5.9

w..ae Claancterizadoa aad Ma. . ...nt

M.l5.19 (MI) Wute Claancterizadoa aad Ma. . ...nt

COMMENT
The Navy should identify how it expects to manaae areater-than-class C low-level waste.

RESPONSE
U.S. Nuclear Reaulatory Commission I0 CFR 61 identifies three classes of low-level wastes which are
acnerally suitable for near-surface disposal: namely, Classes A, 8 and C. Wastes with concentrations
pater than those spec:ifted for Class C for certain short and lona-lived isotopes were found to be noc
acnerally suitable for near surface disposal. These wastes are classifted as "pater than Class C" LowLevel radioKtive waste (GTCC LL W).
In May 1919, the Nuclear Rqulatory Commission promulptcd a rule that requires disposal of
commercially pncntcd Low-Level Waste with concentrations of radioKtivity pater than Class C in a
deep aeoloaic repository, unless disposal elsewhere is approved by the Nuclear Rqulatory Commission.

Currently, a small amount (aboui2S cubic meters) of paler than Class C Low-Level Waste in material
removed from the ends of Naval spent nuclar fuel modules over the yean is beina stored at the Naval
Reactors Facility pendinaavailability of a disposal facility lic:ented by the Nuclar Rqulatory

Commission. nis material has been collected and heldal the Expended Core Facility for many years.
In addition about 0.02 cubic meters of test specimens are beina stored at the Expended Core Facility as
paaer than Clus C Low-Level Waste pendina availability of a permanent disposal facility. nis

prxti« is expec:tcd to continue over the period of time covered by this EIS.
nis description of how paler than Class C Low-Level Waste is stored at the Expended Core Facility
has been added to Volwne I, Appendix D of the EIS.
11.15.19 (112) W..ee Cllancterlladel ... M•n 11-nt

COMMENT
The quantity and charac:ter of Naval Reactors Facility specimens iiTidiated at INEL and other test

reactors that ultimately are sent to the RadioKtive Waste Manapment Complex for shallow land burial
should be provided in this EIS since the data in this EIS sugest Greater than Class C waste.

RESPONSE
nisEIS provides in Section A.7.3 of Appendix D to Volume I enoup information on the number of
shipments of specimens from Naval Reactors Facility and the amounts of radioKtivity and adler
VOLUME)
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information related to these shipments to allow an independent analyst to perfonn calculations of the
potential impacts of these shipments. These specimen shipments have been included to support
evaluation of possible cumulative impacts even though they are 001 part of the action evaluated by this
EIS.
The slatementlhat Greater than Class C waste is sent to the Radioactive Waste Management Complex at

INEL for shallow land burial is iuccurate. Specimens whic:h contain nuclear fuel are not sent to the
RadioKtive Waste Management Complex at INEL. Only those specimens whic:h meet the Radioactive
Waste Management Complex ac:c:eptanc:e criteria are ultimately sent to that facility for disposal. Greater
than Class C radioactive waste from Navy operations has been held at the Naval Reactors Facility and
will continue to be held there until a site for ultimate disposition is designated.

-.15.19 (113) w.- Cllancterizatioll ...

Maaaae-•

COMMENT
The Navy should consider the material removed from the ends of fuel modules during examination at the

Expended Core Facility as spent nuclear fuel.
RJ:SPONSE
This EIS relies on definitions and classifiCations of nuclear materials set forth in the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act. as amended, and regulations issued by the Environmental Prolec:tion Agency (40 CFR 261)
and the Nuclear Rqulatory Commission (I 0 CFR 61 ). The c:atqories set forth in these regulations are
"Spent Nuclear Fuel". "High Level Waste". "Transuranic: Waste", "Low-Level Waste", "Low-Level
Mixed Waste", "Greaaer than Class C Waste", and "Hazardous Waste".
Volume I, Appendix H sets forth the definition of spent nuclew fuel used in this EIS as "fuellhat has

been withdrawn from a nucle.. ractor following irradiation, the constituent elements of whic:h have not
been SCJ**d." The definition of High-Level Waste in Appendix H to Volume I is "highly radioactive
waste maaerial thai resuhs from the reproc:cssing of spent nuclear fuel, including liquid waste produced
from reproc:cssina and a solid waste derived from the liquid .... •. Transuranic: Waste is defined as "waste

c:ontainina more than 100 nanoCuries of alpha-emitting transuranic: isotopes, with half-lives greater lhan
20 yan. per pam of waste, .... ". Low-Level Waste is defined as "waste lhat contains radioactivity and
is not classified as high-level waste. transuranic: waste. or spent nuclear fuel".
The ends of the fuel modules removed from Naval spent nuclear fuel modules at the Expended Core

Facility are structural maaerial whic:h provides support and directs the flow of cooling water during
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operation. This structural material is removed by cutting through portions of the fuel modules which
contain no fuel. The material removed from the ends of the fuel modules does not contain any fuel or
fission products from fuel and therefore cannot be considered "spent nuclear fuel". They do not contain
transuranic elements or fission products and thus cannot be considered High Level Waste or Transuranic
Waste. The amounts of radioactivity in the end boxes cause them to be classified as Low-Level Waste.
Consequently the material removed from the ends of the modules at the Expended Core Facility is
categorized as Low-Level Waste due to the amount of radioactivity present in it. The disposal of this
structural material at the Radioactive Waste Management Complex at INEL is accomplished in accordance with all applicable regulations. As indicated in Section S.2.1 S of Appendix 0, Pan A of Vol. I of
the EIS, the amount of Low-Level Waste generated each year at the Expended Core Facility is 42S cubic
meters. The radioactive isotopes which represent 99% of the activity in the material removed from the
ends of fuel modules are identified in the following table:
ISOTOPE

HALF LIFE

Fe"

2.73 yean

co•

S.271 yean

Ni"
Ni.,

76000yean
IOOyean

A description of the composition of ......W removed from the ends of fuel modules durina examination
has been added to Volume I, Appendix 0, AttKhment 8 of the EIS.

al5.19 (IN) W..ee Cllanctertzadoa ... M•e ll. .et
COMMENT
The impKtS of the waste pnerated at ECF are undetstated and the facts. as presented, could be
misladina.
RESPONSE

Section S.2.1S of Appendix 0, Part A of Vol. I of the EIS states that the amount of Low-Level Waste
generated each year at ECF is approximately 42S cubic meters. The primary constituent of this LowLevel waste is the material removed from the ends of Naval spent nuclear fuel modules at ECF to penn it
access for visual examination of the spent fuel internal surfKes. These ends of the fuel modules are
structural material which provide support and direct the flow of coolina water durina operation. This
structural material is removed by cuttina throuah portions of the fuel modules which contain no fuel and
the cunina process does not expose nuclear fuel, lavina it completely encuecl in zirconium.
VOLUME3
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The structural material removed from the modules does not contain any fuel or fission products from fuel

and therefore is not "spent nuclear fuel". It does not contain transuranic: elements or fission products and
thus is not High Level Waste or Transuranic: Waste. The amounts of radioactivity in the material removed from the ends of the Naval spent nuclear fuel modules allow them to be classified as Low-Level
Waste. Their disposal at the Radioactive Waste Management Complex at INEL is ac:c:omplishcd in

ac:c:ordanc:c with all applicable rqulations. The radioKtive isotopes whic:h represent 99% of the activity
in the end boxes removed from fuel modules are identified in the followina table:
ISOTOPES CONTAINED IN CORE STRUCTURALS
ISOTOPE

HALF LIFE

PRIMARY MODE OF
DECAY

Fe"
Co,.

2.73yan

Electron CllptUft (x-ray)

S.271 yan

Beta .t O..ma

Ni"

76000yan

Electron CllptUft

N~

IOOyan

Beta

A description of the composition of the ...-rial removed from the ends of Naval spent nuc:lar fuel
modules durina eumi...aion hu been .tded to Vol..e I, Appendix D of the EIS.

The analyses performed in the EIS include all phases of spent nuclear fuel ..........- 11 INEL.
includi• &ena~~ion. handlifta , and disposal or stonae of Low-Level Waste. The conclusion from these
analyses islhllthe normal opentions auoc:iated wilh the...........- ofspenl nuclear fueiiiiNEL

rauh in only very small exposures to humans and the environment. ConteqUenlly, the radioKtivity
auoc:Wted with Low-Level Waste is manaaed and disposed of under sarinaent c:onii'Ois so lhllthe

environmental impects are very small.
11.15.19 (115) w... a.nctert.adell_. M•

1•••••

COMMENT

Ac:conlina to the c:ommentor, this EIS fails to include infOIIIUition on all radioKtive waste streams from
the Expended Core Facility aa INEL usina Nuclear Repllllory Commi ion classifa~ions.
RESPONSE
This EIS does ca..ractcrize all radioKtive waste streams from Naval spent nuclar fuel manapment aa
the Expended Core Facility. Volume I, Appendix D. section S.2.1 S of the EIS provides a desc:ription of
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all of the waste streams from the Expended Core Facility at INEL. Appendix 0, section 5.2.15 includes
the volumes of low-le\·el radioactive waste and transuranic wastes produced each year and a statement
that there is no high-level radioactive waste produced at the Expended Core Facility. This covers the
applicable radioactive waste categories defined by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Section 5.2.15
also describes how all of the waste streams from the Expended Core Facility would be affected by each
of the alternatives considered.
The analyses performed in the EIS include all phases of spent nuclear fuel management at INEL,
including generation, handling. tmd disposal or storage of low-level waste. The conclusion from these
analyses is that the normal operations associated with the management of spent nuclear fuel at INEL
resuh in only very small exposures to humans and the environment. Consequently. althoup the
radioactivity associated with low-level waste is managed and disposed of under all applicable regulations
and stringent controls so that the environmental impKts are very small.
A description of the composition of the material removed from the ends of Naval spent nuclear fuel
modules during examination has been lidded to Volume I, Appendix D of the EIS in response to a
number of public: comments. This information may help to understand the nature of the low-level waste
produced at the Expended Core Facility and why it classified as low-level waste.

U.ll
11.15.11 (011) T.....,.natioll AM1y1a
COMMENT

The range of dose rates at I meter from Jo.ded Naval spent nuclear fuel shipping containers should be
provided in the EIS.
RESPONSE

This EIS states in Secrion 1-4.1 of Appendix I to Volume I (page 1-45 of the Draft EIS) that "a dose rate
of I millirem per boor at one meter (3.21 feet) was used for Naval-type SNF shipments, based on
measured dose rate from previous Naval SNF shipments." The value of I millirem per hour at one meter

was obtained from the values measured from navy shipments in the past. As described in Section
A. 7.1.1.2 of Appendix D to Volume I, the dose rate values used in the calculations for Naval spent
nuclear fuel shipments ranged from 0.1 to 1.1 millirem per hour at one meter.
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For fuel types which had been shipped in the past. the values used in the analyses were calculated by
averaging the measured values. For the fuel types which had not been shipped in the past. the exposure
rates from the applicable Safety Analysis Reports for Packaging were used. with suitable adjustment to

reflect a lower level of uncertainty than is used in such documents. This lower level of uncertainty is
justified by the extensive measurements of exposure levels from past shipments. To verify that this
technique reliably produced values which would not be excccdcd in practice, it was checked by adjusting
the values used in the Safety Analysis Reports for Packaging for spent fuel types already shipped in the
umc manner and compming them to measurements. In all cases. the estimated values exceeded the
measured values so this method is conservative.

Def*tmenl ofT.....,_ion replation for shipment of spent nuclear fuel limit the exposure rate at one
meter from the M"face of the shipping container to 10 millirem per hour for any shipment, but, as

discussed above, the exposure rates for Naval spent nuclear fuel shipments are well below this level.

11.15.11 (112) Tn••••......_ ~
COMMENT

A c:ommcntor did not .........._. how the consequcnccs of an .cciclcnt involvin shipment flow-level
rlldioKtivc wate could be consiclcleclto be insipifiCMI.

USPONSE

nis EIS SillieS in Section A.S of Appendix D to Volume I lhll the consequences of an .cciclcnt
involvina shipment of low-level rlldioKtive wate from ship)Wds would be insipifant c:om.,.-eclto
the KCiclenls .-lyzeci for spent nuclear fuel.

nc pi"CJW»ility of Ill KCiclcnt and the severity (intpKt

velocity, cllllwp, etc.) of • .cciclent involvina rlldioKtive waste would be similar to spent nuclear fuel,
but the amount ofrlldioKtive material which miaht be avaia.blc for release would be many tens of times

less IbM the alrady smaiiiiiiOUIIt of fuel avaia.blc for release from spent nuclear fuel. Therefore, the
consequences would be insipifant com.,.-eclto those of spent nuclear fuel.
Sections A.l.l and A.l.4 of Appendix D provide the risk and maximum consequences of postulated
~ion .cciclents

are very small.

involvina spent nuclear fuel and the risks for all of the ahcmativcs consiclcred

nc risks associated with a low-level rlldioKtive waste shipment would be even smaller

tt..n thac very low risks.
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M.l5.11 (113) Tra•portatioll Aaalyles
COMMENT

A commentor expressed conc:em about the nature of the radionuclides which might be released in an
acc:ident involving Naval spent nuclear fuel.
RESPONSE

Table A-14 in Appendix D to Volume I of this EIS provides the list of isotopes and amount of activity
for each isotope which would be released in an accident from an average shipment of Naval spent
nuclear fuel. The two columns on the left in Table A-14 list the radionuclicles and amount of
radioectivity which miaht be released by the most severe acc:idents which might cause both radioective
nuclides produced directly from fission of atoms and radionuclides in corrosion products to be released.
The two columns on the riaht list the radionuclicles and activities for the less severe acc:iclents which
could only cause radioKtive material present in the corrosion on the outside of the fuel elements to be
released.
IUdioKtive material in the very thin film of corrosion formed on the exterior of fuel elements can be
released by the shock of • .cciclenl such a a collision. The ....aerials referred to as •corrosion
products• are not corrosive. The radionuclicles raultina directly from fission of atoms oc:c• only inside
the fuel elements and are completely COIIIainecl by the cllddina of the fuel. They could only be released
if the forces of the .cciclenl are severe enouah to break the fuel elements open or to melt.
The radionuclides listed could only be released a a result of • .cciclenl clurina ~ion and
therefore they would not increase exponentially with the stonae of shipments. The radionuclicles which
miaht be released clurinaa postulated .cciclenl while Naval spent nuclear fuel is in stonp at a Navy site
are addressed in detail in Au.chment F of Appendix D to Volume I.
11.15.li(. .)T.............. ~
COMMENT

The term •penon-ran• would be more appropriate than •rem• in some locations in Attachment A to
Appendix D of Volume I.
RESPONSE

The text in the locations iclentifted has been changed to use •penon-rem• in all locations referrina to
estimated close to the acnenl population. A check of the remainder of Au.chment A to Appendix D of
Volume I has been conducted to assure that the use of this term is consistent throughout.
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. .15.11 (115) TnMpOrtatiOII Aaalysa
COMMENT

More detail concerning the neutron reduction factor used in the Naval spent nuclear fuel shipment
calculations used for the analyses in this EIS should be provided.
RESPONSE

Section A. 7.1.1.9 of Appendix D to Volume I of this EIS states that a more realistic neutron reduction
factor was used for Naval spent nuclear fuel instead of the factor supplied in the RADTRAN4 computer

program. nis more realistic factor used the same basic equation used in RADTRAN 4 (Section 4.2.2 of
the RADTRAN 4 Technical Manual, Volume II [Neuhauser and Kanipe 1993]). The basic equation is:
DR.(r) • K x e._. x (I + a 1r + a~ + aJr' + a.rA) I r
whcft:

DR.(r)

• neu1r0n close raac at disa.nce r

r

• disa.nce from soun:e (m)

K

"

= li...,lltenUation coetr~eicnt (m" 1)
=dimensionless coetr~eients

The difference is that a value of 2.0 x I0" 10 was used for a. in lieu of 0. nis was clone because it
reproduced the resuhs of measurements f the neu1ron exposure from Naval spent nuclear fuel shipments
and yielded a hiper expos~R from ach shipment than the stancllrd value. Attac:hmcnt A to Appendix D
of Volume I has been revised to provide this detail.

11.15.11

<•> Tn•••• ....... ~

COMMENT

The Navy piMs to make a few more shipments of Naval spent nucte. fuel than stated in the Draft EIS.
RESPONSE

The number of pa..ned shipments has not chanpd from those praented in the Draft EIS. The number
of shipments of Naval spent nuclear fuel identified in this EIS represent the best available information

bued on lona-term milia.y force estimates during the next 40 ~The commentor refemd to information provided to him scpll"ately by the Naval Nuclear Propulsion

Proanm that stated that the number of shipments of Naval spent nuclear fuel over the put forty years
was revised to S99 instead of the Sl4 identified in Appendix D to Volume I. nis chanae occurred as a
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COMMENT
The text in Section A. 7 .1.2.4 and the entries in Table A-13 in Appendi D to Vol
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. .15.11 (Ill) TFMipOI'tadoll Aulylel
COMMENT

The nilro.d tncks may not be in JOOd condition to carry spent nuclear fuel.

RISPONSI
The requiranenb for railro.d triCk inspections and the standards for tnck condition and safety arc

established by the Federal Railro.d Administration. a part of the Department of Transportation, and arc
set forth in federal replalions (49 CFR 213). In advance of ach shipment of Naval spent nuclear fuel,

the Navy provides nilro.d compMies who will move the Naval spent nuclear fuel with the number of
rai~ and

the weiahl of ach raitc.. The railro.d compMies ensure that locomotives, triCks. and

bridin are~ of .:commodltifta the shipment and completina it safely.
..:lar fuel ha been shipped from the v.-ious Navy sites by rail for 31 yan without any
re.._ of ,...ioKtive ....nal. Nevertheless, as clncribecl in Section A.4.1.4 of Appendix D to Volume

Naval

I ofthi EIS, ach shiplncnt of Naval spcn1 ..:lar fuel is .:companied by escorts who remain in contact
w·

~ua1ers.

In the event of' • elllerJIIICY, 1t111e and federaii'CICMftel would be quickly
ion. Mcnover, Naval spcn1 nuc._. fuel it shipped in .... ruged,

..-tMOMCI to

"lize die ·

certified sh · ·

C0111aiMn which are clcsiped to w~ acciclcnls which miahl occur durina

11111-111. Section A.4.1 of Appendix D provides clelcriptions and photoaraphs of the shippina
containers Ulld for Naval spcn1 nuc._. fuel.

IU5.11(111)T..._.._.._
COMMENT

The comlftCIIIOr

DOE prcscniS no infOI'IIIalion on the characteristics of the SPAN4 computer

code or the value in sclcc:tina it.

llESPONK
The SPAN4 compuler code was developed u an analysis tool specifteally suited to the unique

chanctcristics ofNaval SNF, therefore providina coniCI'\'ative yet more realistic values of the tnnsport
index to exposure n1e conversion factors pracntcd in Volume I, Appendix D Attachment A, Table A16. Vol

I, Appendix 0 Attachment F, section F.l.3.6 provides additional diKussion on the SPAN 4

compuler code.

I-III
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1.5.11

c...

&15.11 (MI)C_..
COMMENT
The costs of Naval spent nuclear fuel manqement could be very high.

RESPONSE
The costs associated with ach alternative for the management of Naval spent nuclear fuel are provided

in Appendix D of this EIS in Section 3.7.4 (See Table 3.1) and in Attachment D (See Section 0.1.6).
The costs to the Navy for the alternatives considered ranae between SI.S Billion and about S6 Billion for

40 years.
11.15.11 (112) c...
COMMENT
The costs ofNaval spent nuc:lar fuel......aaement at INEL should include the costs ofreplacina the

exisaina Expended Core F.acility.
RESPONSE
The Expended Core F.acility at INEL is a modem f.acility which has been continuously upanded and

expMCied durin& its lifetime. It meets all the requirements for KCOmplishment of its mission and for
protection of human safety and the environment. Enaineerina evaluaaion of the f.acility and its struc:tures
has shown that it possesses more than adeqUIIe strenalh for arthquakes which might be expec:ted at its
location. A full qineerina evaluation completed in 1994 showed that, even though the initial portions
of the f.acility were constructed in the 1950's, the entire f.acility meets the current seismic: requirements.
It has been well-maintained. it is not deterioratina (please see the photoplphs in Appendix D.
Attachment B), and it has adequate capKity for the foreseable wortdoed throughout the period covered
by this EIS. No need to replace the Expended Core F.acility is foreseen for the period covered by this

EIS. so the costs of replacement have not been included.
11.15.11 (113) c....
COMMENT
The Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant adjKent to the Savannah River Site could be modified to manage Naval

spent nuclear fuel as an alternative to the Expended Core F.acility at INEL.
RJ:SPONSE
It is correct that management of Naval spent nuclear fuel at the Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant appears to

be possible without

Jarae im.,.cts on the environment.

The use of the Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant to
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provide capabilities for Naval spent nuclear fuel management similar to those at the Expended Core
Facility at INEL is discussed in Chapter 3 of Appendix D to Volume I. This discussion includes the
impacts associated with the use of this facility for management of Naval spent nuclear fuel (Section
3.7.4). The Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant is included in Chapter4. Affected Environment (Section 4.3).
ChapterS, Environmental Consequences (Section 5.3). There ults of analyses of normal operations and
accidents the at facility are included with the results for the Savannah River Site in Anachment F
(Sections F.l.4.1 and F.l.4.2) and are presented explicitly where they differ appreciably from the results
for a Naval spent nuclear fuel examination facility located on the Savannah River Site proper.
A brief description of the modifications needed to duplicate capabilities provided by the Expended Core
Facility at INEL is presented in Section E.2 of Appendix D to Volum~ I. This description was intended
to be sufficient for the purposes of evaluating environmental impacts for this EIS, but additional detailed
engineering work would be needed to determine the proper course of action if an alternative involving
relocation of Naval spent nuclear fuel management to the Savannah River Site were to be selected. The
costs associated with use of this facility for Naval spent nuclear fuel management are included in the
discussion in Section 3.7.4 of Appendix D, with the conclusion~ while close to SIOO million would
be needed to modify the facility additional funds would be needed to buy it from the current owners.

. .15.11 (. .)COlts
COMMENT

The costs for the ultimate disposition of Naval spent nuclear fuel should be included in the federal
budget.
RESPONSE

Since the final method for ultimate disposition of Naval spent nuclear fuel or any of the other nuclear
fuel under DOE cognizance has not been selected. the costs have not been included in the federal budget
process. The costs associated with the method finally selected for the uhimate disposition of Naval spent
nuclear fuel will be incorporated into the federal budget at the appropriate time in accordance with
e tablished federal budgeting procedures.

M.l5.11 (115) Costs
COMMENT
It is doubtful that the Expended Core Facility can be operated economically until the end of the period

covered by this EIS. when it would be nearly 80 years old.

\' L "ME 3
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RESPONSE
The Expended Core Facility at INEL has been upgraded many times since its original construction, as
needed to provide the capabilities and capacity required by the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program and to
ensure the safety of the people who work there, the people of Idaho, and the environment. As a result,
the current f.:ility is safe and capable of fulfilling the Navy's mission. It meets or exceeds current
Slandards for seismic events and mdioloaical protec:tion. even for those portions built in the 19SO's.

The costs of openllina and maintainina the Expended Core f.:ility throughout the period of this EIS are
provided in Section 3. 7 of Appendix D to Volume I. These costs inc: lucie future improvements to the
f.:ility, based on the assumption that it would need maintenance and modifiCations on about the same
schedule as in the pat. There is no reason to arbitrarily retire the f.:ility simply because some number
of yean have elapsed since its construction.
11.15.11 ( - ) c. . .
COMMENT

The costs for normal operations and cleanup after accidents at the Pari Harbor Naval Shipyard would be
higher than on the Mainland.

RESPONSE
The costs of construc:tina and operatinaa Naval spent nuclear fuel stonae area for three types of storaae
at Navy

sites are presented in detail in Au.chment D to Appendix D of Volume I and summarized in

Section 3.7 of Appendix D to Volume I and the details are provided in other part of Appendix D. These
cost estimates show that manaaement of Naval spent nuclear fuel at Navy sites would be higher for some

operations and lower for others. The important point is that it would not be possible to provide
examination of all Naval spent nuclear fuel usina only Navy sites. The princ:ipal associated with
differences in costs is related to the differences between the Navy sites and DOE sites.
The analyses in Volume I, Appendix D, Section F.l.3.1, for postulated accidents involving Naval spent
nuclear fuel

storaac at Navy sites show that for the wont c:asc potential accident an area of only about

II 0 .:res could be contaminated to the point where mdiation doses exceedina the Nuclear Rqulatory
Commission public limit of 100 millirem per year mipt resuh for a person livina full time on that land
for an entire year. Most of this area would be within shipyard boundaries. Consequently. the area which
mipt be considered for possible cleanup in the most severe c:asc would be very small and localized and,
therefore, the cost of cleanup would not be appreciably different at any of the Navy sites considered. It
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should be noted that thi

the most severe accident: reasonably foreseeable accidents would invol\·e far

less area.
Ahhouah Naval sites are included in the analysis. the Navy has identified a preferred alternative in
Section 3.9 of Appendix D to Volume I which would not store Naval spent nuclear fuel at Naval sites.
The Navy's preferred alternative would resume the historic. technically sound and safe practice of

conduct ina refuel ina and dcfuelina of nuclear-powered warships and prototypes as planned. transporting
the Naval spent nuclear fuel to the Expended Core Facility at INEL for full inspection and examination,

and transferrin& Naval spent nuclear fuel to DOE for storage at that site.
. .15.11 (11'7)

c...

COMMENT
The costs for dry storap of Naval spent nuclear fuel in immobile c:asks at Navy sites would be cheaper
than storap at INEL if the Muhi-Purposc Containers beina developed by DOE were used.

RESPONSE
As acknowlcdpd by the commentor, Naval spent nuclear fuel c:an be safely and scc:urely manapd at all
of the sites considered in this EIS. The c:osts of c:onstruc:tina and operatina a Naval spent nuclear fuel
storap area for three types of storap at Navy sites, as well as c:osts for ocher ahematives for

manapment of Naval spent nuclear fuel, are presented in detail in Attachment D to Appendix D of
Volume I and summarized in Section 3.7 of Appendix D. The c:osts for dry storaae in immobile casks
were developed usina information from currently available dry storaae c:asks licensed by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission for usc with the spent nuclear fuel from c:ommen:ial reactors. Allowances were
included for some additional costs for dcsipina new inserts to hold and cool Naval spent nuclear fuel,
which would differ from the inserts used for c:ommerc:ial spent nuclear fuel, and for installation of
additionaiiWiiation shieldina required for storap within the c:onfines of a shipyard. All ocher costs
assoc:iated with such storaae such as operatina c~ phase-in and facility closure costs, constru tion of
concrete pads. and proc:umnent of equipment needed to ao.d and uniOIMI the containers were included.
DOE is currently dcvelopin& Muhi-Purposc Containers which could be used for storage. transportation
and disposal. DOE plac:ed a contract for desian of the first Multi-PurpoK Containers in Marc:h of this
year and plans to place the contract for manufacture of the first ones in the middle of 1997. This means
that the first Muhi-Purpose Container would be available in early 1991 and, even then. the early
containers would not be destined for Naval spent nuclear fuel . The lic:ensina of these c:ontainers by the
Nuclear Reaulatory Commission for use in storaae of spent nuclear fuel and issue of the Certificate of
Compliance for use in shippina are planned to be completed in 1997. The dry storaae c:asks used to
V l
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develop the costs reported in Appendix Dare currently licensed and in use. making their costs reasonably
well-known.
It is possible that the Multi-Purpose Containers could be used for Naval spent nuc:lear fuel at some time
in the future. but they would not be available inn time to support a change in the method of managing
Naval spent nuc:lear fuel. These containers are estimated at this early stage of development to cost about
S3SO.OOO to $430,000 for the 12S-ton containers which would be needed for Naval spent nuc:lear fuel,
but some uncertainty in this estimate exists since the containers have not yet been designed or built.
Section 0.1.3.1 of Appendix D to Volume I states that about 290 containers would be needed. depend ina
on the Jo.dina of the containers. A special insert for Naval spent nuc:lear fuel would have to be designed
for the Multi-Purpose Containers. Desip and separate licensina for this insert would be required. In the

end. the costs ofusina the Multi-Purpose Containers for storqe of Naval spent nuc:lear fuel would be
.,.._ially pater than stated in the comment.

When the COliS of concrete overp~eks required for the Multi-Purpose Containers, any buildinp required
for this method of stCJra&C, and the equipment to Jo.d and unbid them are inc I~ it is possible, aiven
the uncertainties in costs at this point in their development, that the costs for Multi-Purpose Containers
miaht not be less than those for immobile dry storqe provided in the EIS. If in the future, the costs for
Multi-Purpose Containers for immobile dry storaac were found to be less than those for other methods,
they miaht well be ~ but the total costs associated with the Multi-Purpose Containers, includina
desip and lic:ensina. and their availability would have to be considered.
It should be remembered that the primary reason the Navy prefers not to store Naval spent nuc:lear fuel at
Navy sites is that full examination of all Naval spent nuc:lear fuel would not be possible. The principal
reason that the Navy prefers an alternative which would resume the historic, technically sound and safe
prKtice oftransportina Naval spent nuc:lear fuel to the Expended Core Facility at INEL for full

inspection and examination and transferring Naval spent nuc:lear fuel to DOE for storage at that site is
that this would allow the continued examination of all Naval spent nuc:lear fuel at the lowest cost and
smallest ~ as stated in this EIS. Examination of all Naval spent nuc:lear fuel is an important part of
the safety proaram of the Naval Nuc:lear Propulsion Proanm which has allowed the nuc:lear Navy to
steam more than I00,000,000 miles and accumulate over 4400 reactor years of operation without a

reactor accident or any problem havina a sipif~Cant effect on the environment. Examination of Naval
spent nuc:lear fuel has also provided an important contribution to increasing the lifetime of Navy reactor
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cores by a factor of more than 10, reduc:ing the amount of Naval spent nuclear fuel which must be
managed.
11.15.11 ( - ) c....

COMMENT
The commentor indicates that the Navy downplays the benefits of reduc:cd costs and radiological effects

from decreased transponation, and the costs of necessary facility enhancements at INEL by dismissing

storaae of its spent nuc:lar fuel at the point of oriain due to cost. The Navy has also failed to
substantiate the need to examine all of its spent nuc:lar fuel. It was stated that the Navy is required to
provide any cost-benefit analysis that they may have prepared to justify their preference for the cheaper
alternative of keepina activities at INEL.
RESPONSE

Appendix D to Volume I of the EIS evaluates the environmental impiiCtl of a reasonable rM&C of
alternatives for the manaaement of Naval spent nuc:lar fuel, inc:ludinathe No-Ac:tion attem.tive. As the
environmental impKts would be unall, there -.e no clar environmental discriminators between
alternatives. The Navy's preferred alternative is justified on the buis of Navy propammatic needs suc:h
u full examination of spent nuc:lar fuel, u well u the relalive costs between alternatives [see response
to comment I.S.II.( I)]. The relltive cost of transponation is low com.... to the costs of on-site

manapment of spent nuc:lar fuel, u discuucd in lec:tion 3.3 of Volume I (see response to comment
6.7.(1)). The discussion of the Navy's preferred alternative does not diuniss any of the adler alternatives
evalualcd in the EIS.
Section 2.4.1 of Appendix D to Volume I of the EIS hu been eXI*Ided to more fully diSCUS~ the need
for full inspection of Naval spent nuc:lar fuel. See also response to comment 1.3.3.(2) in reprds to the
need for full examination of spent nuclear fuel.
Reprding a cost-benefit analysis, the commentor has specifiCally cited to 40 CFR II 502.23 in
sugestina that a cost-benefit analysis be prepared. A cost-benefit analysis is not pnerally required by
Council on Environmental Quality requirements. but may be used "as an aid in evaluating environmental
consequences". Because all evalualcd environmental consequences -.e small and because of the
difti ulty of developina pnerally accepted equivalenc:y factors between different types of impKts, e.a.,
what monetary value should be place upon the loss of 3S acres of sapbnash habitat? DOE and the Navy

have not developed a cost-benefit analysis. The rm~ae of estimated costs for implementina various
alternatives is summarized in Volume I, section 3.3.6.
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. . . . (MI) Milcellueotll

COMMENT

Some persons felt that the term "spent nuclear fuel" is misleading because they believe that it means fuel
whK:h has no power to destroy or no power to do work.
RESPONSE

The term "spent nuclear fuel" is used in legislation. such as the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, as

amended (42 USC I0 I0 I), and in rqulalions governing nuclear material and work (for example, 40 CFR
191, "Environmental Radiation Protection Standards for Management and Disposal of Spent Nuclear
Fuel, High-Level Waste, and Transuranic Waste", and 10 CFR Sl, "Criteria and Procedures for
Determining Adequacy of Available Spent Nuclear Fuel Stonge CapKity") to define a specifiC category
of nuclear material and specify the manner in which it must be controlled. All three of these examples
usc the same definition (for example, see 42 USC 10101 (23)) of spent nuclear fuel as "fuel that has been
withdnwn from a nuclear ractor following irndiation, the constituent clements of which have not been
separated by reprocessing". This category is used to denote fuel which has been used in a ractor and is
no longer usable for its original purpose.
This terminology is not intended to convey the impression that such fuel is no longer radioKtivc or no
longer requires careful manaacmcnt. Because of its usc as fuel in a ractor, spent nuclar fuel remains
highly radioKtivc.

~

the Navy, the Nuclar Regulatory Commission, and other orpnizations have

devoted much cffol1 to the proper handling of spent nuclear fuel and protecting human beings and the
environment from the effects by ensuring that it is properly managed .
.... (112)M...._
COMMENT

Some persons fch that the term "spent nuclear fuel" is misleading because they believe that spent nuclear
fuel should be classified as waste.
RESPONSE

The term "spent nuclear fuel" is used in legislation. such as the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1912, as

amended (42 USC 10101), and in regulations governing nuclear material and work (for example. 40 CFR
191 , "Environmental Radiation Protection Standards for Management and Disposal of Spent Nuclear
Fuel, High-Level Waste, and Transuranic Waste". and 10 CFR Sl. "Criteria and Procedures for
Determining Adequacy of Available Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage CapKity") to define a specifiC category
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of nuclear material and specify the manner in which it must be controlled. All three of these examples
use the s311'1e definition (for example, see 42 USC 10101 (23)) of spent nuclear fuel as "fuel that has been
withdrawn from a nuclear reactor following irradiation. the constituent elements of \ ich have not been
separated by reprocessing". This category is used to denote material which must be handled in
accordance with specifiC procedures and requirements.
This terminology is not intended to mislead or confuse. On the contrary, the category "spent nuclear
fuel" should help understanding since it conforms to the terminology commonly used in public: forums
and technical and regulatory circles to clearly denote the special characteristics, controls, and handling
associated with this particular class of material and how spent nuclear fuel difTen from other types of
radioKtive material.

&16 (113) Mllula••••
COMMENT

It appears that there is a plan for the ume site at Pupt Sound Naval Ship)W'CI to be used for a proposed
Naval spent nuclear fuel stonac filcility and for another proposed Navy facility.
RESPONSE

This comment is • erroneous c:onc:lusion . .wn from a IMp in the EIS. The map on paac D-12 of
Volume I Appendix D shows the c:onc:epiUalloc:ation of the ilda'im storaae site .a Pupt Sound Naval
shipyard. The designated ara in this fipre approximates the pneral loc.aion where the i-.im stonac
facility would be located. The other &cility referred to by the commentor is Pupt Sound Naval
Shipyard's proposed mixed waste storaae building. The spent nuclar fuel

storaae location would not be

sited in the exact ume location. However, it is possible th8t they would be located in close proximity to
each other.
&16(. .) M - . . . -

COMMENT

Some persons have confused the Navy's Environmental Assessment on the Short-Term 5loraac of Naval
Spent Fuel with this EnvironmentallmpKt Statement, which deals with the rnanapment of Naval and
other OOE spent nuclear fuel until a method for uhimate disposition can be implemented.
RESPONSE

Two NEPA documents considering aspects ofNaval spent nuclar fuel.....apment exist: one is this EIS
and the other is the Navy's Environmental Assessment on the Short-Term Stonac of Naval Spent Fuel.
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A 1993 ruling by the Federal District Court for Idaho limited the number of shipments of Naval spent
nuclear fuel which c:ould be sent to INEL for examination until this EIS is completed and a Record of
Decision on the storage of DOE spent nuclear fuel is issued in June 1995. This meant that safe storage of
some Naval spent nuclear fuel had to be ac:c:omplished by means other than shipment to INEL during the
period from the time of the c:our1's order until the Record of Decision is issued. Therefore, in ac:c:ordanc:~
with the requirements ofNEP~ and as ordered by the Idaho c:ou~ an Environmental Assessment was

preJ*ed to evaluate the alternatives for ac:c:omplishing safe storage during the brief period and to
identify and assess the impKts associated with each alternative considered. This document is the Navy's
Environmental Assessment on the Short- Term Storage of Naval Spent Fuel.
An Environmental Assessment was prepiNd because the impKts of the preferred altcmalive for this
short period ofstorap were found to be small, as documented in the Findina ofNo SipifiCallt lm.,.ct

issued early in 1994 after a period of public: review. The altcmalives c:onsiclered in the Environmental
Assessment were nec:csurily limited to those whic:h c:ould be implcmeldcd immediately and would be

used only throuah June 199S. The EnviroNnenlal Assessment chose a No Action alternative whic:h used
storap in certified shippina c:ontainen It the sites whic:h would continue to perform servicing of Naval
ractors throuah June 199S as the best mans of safely .....aaing Naval spent nuclear fuel during the
time needed for completion of this EIS. The evaluation included Newport News Shipbuilding and the
facility used a1 thai location for servic:ina nuclear-powered ain:raft carriers.
This Environmentallm.,.ct sa..ement considers alternllives for .....aaina all DOE spent nuclear fuel,
includina Naval spent

nuc:._. fuel, until a method for ultimate disposition can be implemented. It covers

a period whic:h beains after its completion and the issue of the associated Record of Decision in June

199S. The period c:onsiclered extends 40 years from June 199S because of the time needed to select and
implement a method for final disposition of the spent nuclear fuel. This EIS considers a wider I'MF of
alternatives than the Navy's Environmental Assessment because more time would be available to
construct new facilities or implement adler lona-term actions and because more types of spent nuclear
fuel needed to be considered.
The c:onclusions c:onc:cmina the preferred alternative in its Environmental Assessment and this EIS
naturally differ because of the different periods of time available for beainning to usc the altcmalives for
manapment of Naval spent nuclear fuel the amounts of spent nuclear fuel, the lona-term effect on the

Navy's mission, and the effects on the environment c:onsiclered in the two documents. In both cases,
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management of Naval spent nuclear fuel can be accomplished safely and with very small environmental
impacts.
Some of the differences which result from the different time periods considered in the two documents
have been noted by commentors. For example. the longer period covered in this EIS required the Navy
to rule out storage at Newport News Shipbuilding and Drydock Company because it is a private facility
might have to be pun:hased by the Fedenl government and currently plays an important role in the
Navy's infrastructure. For the same ~ management of Naval spent nuclear fuel in water pools at
Navy sites is evaluated in this EIS but was not in the Environmental Assessment because there was not
enough time to construct or modify (as in the case of the water pool at Pugct Sound Naval Shipyard) the
facilities. Similarly, no modifiCations to the certified shipping containers were needed for storage
during the interim period ending in June 199S, but if an ahcmative involving management of Naval spent
nuclear fuel in shipping containers were to be selected for the longer period covered by the EIS,
construction or modifiCation of facilities at Navy sites would have to be completed. Finally, examination
of Naval spent nUC' 1ear fuel can continue until June 199S due to an existing becklog of fuel so the impact
on the Navy's mission was not a determining factor in the Environmental Assessment.
11.16 (115) Milcelaa•••

COMMENT
Some persons identified differences between the results of analyses presented in the Navy's
Environmental Assemnent on the Short-Term Storlp ofNaval Spent Fuel and the results of the
analyses reported in this Environmentallm.,.ct Statement. which deals with the manaaement of Naval
and Olher DOE spent nuclear fuel until a method for ultimate disposition can be implemented.
RESPONSE

Two NEPA documents evaluating the environmental impKts of alternatives for managing Naval spent
nuclear fuel exist: one is this EIS and the Olher is the Navy's Environmental Assessment on the ShortTerm Stonae of Naval Spent Fuel. As identified by the commentor, there are some differences in the
results of the analyses performed for these sepmate documents. This occun because the Environmental
Assessment coven the period from the end of 1993 to June I, 199S and this EIS coven the period
beginnina June I, 199S and extending up to 40 yean into the future. As a result, substantially less Naval
spent nuclear fuel is consiclend in the Environmental Assessment than in this EIS and the cores from

newer, llrpr nuclear-powered warships are not included in the Environmental Assessment since they
will not be removed from ships until well after June I. 199S.
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For example. as cited by the commentor, the probability that an airplane might crash into a shipping
container stored at Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard is smaller for the Environmental Assessment than for
this EIS because there are fewer containers (6 by June I, 1995. versus 42 by the year 2035). The smaller
number of containers and the smaller area covered by the containers would reduce the chances that an
airplane could strike a container. The dependence of the probability on the effective area of the target is
described in Section F.3.2 of Attachment F to Appendix D to Volume I ofthe EIS.
Similarly, as pointed out by the cornmentor. the cakulations of fatalities if an airplane were to strike a
container produce fewer potential dealhs in the Environmental Assessment than in this EIS. This is
because the amounts of mdioKiivily involved in the hypothetical accidents in the Environmental
Assessment were based on

saonac of smaller cores from earlier acneration submarines which would be

removed from ships prior 10 June I, 1995. The similar cakut.tions in this EIS are based on the Jaracst
cores which mipa be stored at each location durina the next 40 years.

Mllala••••

11.16 (. .)
COMMENT

lnfOI'IIUition on the qulftlities and types of Naval spent nuca fuel stored at the Expended Core Facility
should be included in this EIS.
RESPONSE

Naval spent nuclear fuel is no1 stored • the Expended Core Facility. As described in Section 8.2.4,
some components from the tina Naval spent nuclear fuel modules. or from modules which show the
most pronounced effects of use. for clesips cunenlly in the f1cct arc retained in the "

r pools a1 the

Expended Core Facility for assistina in diaposis of any problem which may occur. However, as the
various fuel clesip types arc replaced in f1cct service, the fuel components rclaacd 10 the fuel clesip
beina retired arc removed from the library and aransferred 10 ICPP. AJthouah these components do noc
conSiitule alarp amoun1 of spent nuclear fuel. they arc included in the analyses in this EIS.

Mllcel•••••

11.16 (11'7)
COMMENT

A cornmentor concluded that data reponed in the EIS as beina used in analyses •ere the rcsuiiS of the
analyses.
RESPONSE

The cornmenaor misinacrprcted information pro iclcd in the EIS concludina that data used in analyses
were rcsuiiS of the analyses. The cornmcntor .,.,.rcntly thoupt the number of residents per square mile
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in rural. suburban. and urban localities was the number of potential f...lit'

which mi

accident invol ina shipment of Naval spent nuclear fuel. The number of resident per

hti

mile in

rural. suburban. and urban localities was used to cak:ulale the number of people li in alon
transportation routes. This misinterpretation caused the commentor to conclude

the ri

with transportaaion of Naval spent nuclear fuel would be much hiahcr than they ac:tuall

Naval spent nucle. fuel in Older to allow independent individual or
their own cak:ulalions. Section A. 7.1.2.91hows dae

ber of people per

suburbM. and rural aras aJona ......,..... rouen. Thnc a~e
The raulls of the ..Jyta of ritb for Naval

yof

consiclaed in this EIS. Thae rna

a~e ..._.._.

ill Secta A.l.

11.16(e.}Mit~lltltt•

COMMENT

dleNny
of the Draft EIS .._. IMre
ShipylniMd

a--·

AR., r8diaec.tive airtMne •illio•

i...t .... ICCWKY ol

JU:SIIONSI:
Thc COIIIIMIIIor .............

. .1.1.7.)

.,.. 4.1.1-12 concenlilll NdioKtive adorM . .iaia•
facilities • all Naval -.·~~~~
radioKtivity ·

.nor.

.• nil

of ....tyJcs ..._. .... rwlioKtive ..._.

•••ld

91-1. which is avaiw.le
Sound Naval Shipylftl a~e r
Anac

F. l..t.l.l-1 Md F.l.4.1.1-2

F.

Sectioll 4. 1.1. 7.3. the rau
ipyanl rnu in • effective

pncral public. hich i 1% of the C

of

Air Act ._dlrcl pro.......
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&16(1li)MilcellueHs
COMMENT
The commcntor requested clarifiCation of information in the EIS which presents the

imp~c:t

of facili~y

accidents on close-in workers.
RESPONSE

The rcsuhs of .. evaluaaion oflhe impiCI to close-in workers involved in Naval spent nuclear fuel

.....aacment thai mipa occ:w due to lhe various rwliolo&ical accidents postulated in spent nuclear fuel
handlina and stonac arc presented in Section F.l.4.3 of Appendix D to Volume of this EIS. Section
F.1.4.3.2.2 provides informllion on lhe effects of a hypothetical airplane crash into the dry storaae area.
The commentor asked whether lhe lbltemenls in this section are intended to apply to people involved in
extinpishint the

rue associllted with the postulaled crash.

As sblted in Section F.1.4.3, the evalullion in this section includes workers at the spent nuclar fuel
· workifta with the fuel or workifta very close to the scene of postut.ted accidents. This
i conlralle d w · the worker locaeed I00 meters from the rwlioactive IUterial releue point. defined in
Section F.1.3 .2. for which exposures have been calc:ulllled and prescnled throupout Appendix D for
normal opentions alld postulaled kility accidents. Discussions of emerp11cy preparedness train ina and

exen:i

and the

for calc:uJ.tifta individual exposure times arc praented in Section F.l.3.9 .

. . . . (Ill) Mllulaan•

COMMENT
A COIIIMCIIIOI'

thll the Wllter pool at Pupt Sound Naval ShipyMI wu identified in Volume I of

thi EIS a not in use but the commenlor had heard thai it wu in UIC.
llESPONSI:

Section 1.1.2.4 of Volume I of thi EIS

<.-. 1-11 of lhe Draft EIS) SillieS that .. existina water pool

facility. consii'UCied 10 support lhe refuel ina of nuclar-powered aircraft carriers, is located within the
industrial zone of the ,.... Sound Naval Shipyn. This section further states that. to date, the facility
has been used for refuelifta equipment clemonstnlions and testinJ. The facility has not been used for
aircraft cmier ten'icina work.

VOl M 1
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. . . (013) MiscellaHOU
COMMENT
A com mentor identified what appeared to be an inconsistency in the peak ground acceleration value
reported for ECF. A value of0.3Sg is quoted on page D-32 of Volume I, Appendix D, Part B for the
Water Pit Facility and a value of0.24g is quoted on page F-73 of Appendix D.

RESPONSE
There is no inconsistency in the peak ground acceleration data provided in Appendix D to Volume I.
The 0.3Sg peak ground acceleration value provided on page D-32 refers to the Puget Sound Water Pit

Facility at Puget Sound Naval Ship yard. The 0.24g peak ground acceleration quoted on page F-73 refers
to the Expended Core Facility at INEL.
._16(114)M......._

COMMENT

A commentor requested that the EIS identify whether other modes of transportation besides rail have

been used to ship Naval spent nuclear fuel to INEL.

RESPONSE
The EIS presents detailed descriptions of past and future shipments of Naval spent nuclear fuel in

Attachment A to Appendix D of Volume I. Section A.2 of Appendix D provides the desired information
on shipment of Naval spent nuclear fuel.
The only method used to ship Naval spent nuclear fuel to INEL in the put ad the only method proposed

for future shipments is by rail. The only exccplions to this are that Naval spent nuclear fuel from Pearl
Harbor Naval Shipyard is transported by ship from Hawaii to Puact Sound Naval Shipyard where the
shipping containen are transferred to railcan for the journey to INEL and the use of heavy-lift
transporters to move Naval spent nuclear fuel in shipping containen a few miles to the nearest railhead at
the Kesselring and Windsor sites.
.... (115) MilceiMeMI

COMMENT
One commentor stated the water pit facility at Puact Sound Naval Shipyard was to be doubled in size.

She expressed this concern due to the proximity of the water pit facility to the city boundary.

RESPONSE
The statement that the water pit is to be doubled in size is incorrect. In Volume I. Appendix D. pageD-

29, the EIS states that"Expansion of the Water Pit Facility to accommodate simultaneous refueling and
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examination operations is undesirable due to the proximity of other shipyard facilities." This is the
reason why Puget Sound would no longer have the capability to refuel nuclear-powered aircraft carriers
should the Decentralization, Limited Examination alternate be chosen .
._.. (016) Milcellaaeou
COMMENT
One com mentor stated that the shipment of radioactive waste from the shipyards had not been included

in the EIS.

RESPONSE
Current practices for the management of radioactive waste at each of the shipyards considered in this EIS
are described in Sections 4.1.1 .14, 4.1.2.14, 4.1.3.14. and 4.1.4.14 of Appendix D to Volume 1. The
environmental consequences of waste management associated with each alternative for management of
Naval spent nuclear fuel are described for each shipyard in Sections 5.1.1.1 5, 5.1 .2.1 5, 5.1.3.15, and
5.1.4.1 S of Appendix D to Volume 1.
._16 (017) MilcellaaeHI
COMMENT

Environmental Monitoring information from the 1915 EPA survey of Pearl Harbor was misquoted. In
addition. there are limitations in the EPA analysis that should make one cautious about drawing strong
conclusions.

RESPONSE
The misquotation cited on page 4.1.4-14 of Appendix D to Volume 1 has been corrected. During editing
of the Draft EIS the word "greatly" was inadvertently substituted for "signifteantly".
The conclusions in Section 4.1.4.1.3 of Volume 1 Appendix D pertaining to the EPA analyses are a
direct quotation from page 11 of the EPA report (with the exception of the inadvertent editing change
stated above) titled "Radiological Surveys of the Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard and Environs" (Callis
1917). The only other discussion in the EIS related to this EPA report dircc:tly precedes the statement of
the EPA conclusions and states that the purpose of the monitoring performed in the vicinity of Pearl
Harbor Naval Shipyard is "to confirm that the general public is not affected by operations of Pearl
Harbor Naval Shipyard". This statement of purpose has been revised to directly quote the EPA's purpose
statement: "The purpose of the survey was to determine if operations related to U.S. Navy nuclear
warship activities resulted in releases of radionuclides which could contribute to significant population
exposure or contamination of the environment". Consequently, the discussion in the EIS is consistent
with the EPA report.
VOl ME 3
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.... (Ill) MilcellaMOM
COMMENT
The EIS incorrectly referred to the Environmental Protection Agency regulations in 40 CFR 61, titled
"National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants", as Nuclear Regulatory Commission
regulations.

RESPONSE
Appendix D to Volume I of this EIS was revised to properly identify that 40 CFR 61 is an EPA
regulation and more specif~eally refer to Subpan H of the reaulation .
. . . . (119) MilalueMI

COMMENT

The description for the Kesselrina Site in Section 4.1.5 of Appendix D to Volume I states that the land
surroundina the site is either wooded or is used for fannina. There arc also residential aras surroundina
the site.

RESPONSE
Section 4.1.5.2 of Appendix D to Volume I -.a that "111011 of the lind swrounclina the Site is wooded
or used for fannina• and this c~ion is correct. The site is not surrounded by residences. but
there arc many residences in the area. The chlncterizlllion was no1 intended to imply that there were no

residences in the vicinity, so Section 4.1.5.2 of Appendix D to Volume I has been revised to add a
statement that some of the land is used for residential purposes.
._.. (121) Mlu 1lnan•
COMMENT

A commentor stated that she thouaht that the disposal of reactor com.,..unents removed from
decommissioned nuclear-powered Naval vessels at the Hanford Site violates some requirement and barge
shipments to Hanford miaht be hazardous.

RESPONSE
The Naval Nuclear Propulsion Propmn conducts the shipment and disposal of the reactor compartments
from decommissioned Naval nuclear-powered vessels at the Hanford Site in compliance with all
applicable safety and environmental regulations. This procedure was evaluated a number of years aao in
an earlier EnvironmcntallmpKt Statement prior to initiation of any shipments. That Environmental
lmpKt Statement demonstrated that the risks and impKts to human health or the environment associated
with the shipment and disposal of these reactor compartments arc very small.
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No Naval spent nuclear fuel is shipped by barge up the Columbia River to the Hanford Site. This issue is
beyond the scope of this EIS.
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9.

MISCELLANEOUS

19(111)~

COMMENT

The commcntor states that secretive prKtices of DOE and its predecessor agencies have resulted in

improper health experimentation on human subjects, inadequate National Environmental Policy Act
evaluation of DOE spent nuclear fuel, inadequate identifiCation of Fort St. Vrain Nuclear Regulatory
Commission licensed storap, and inadcquatc charac:tcrization of zirconium cladding problems in
commercial fuel.
JU:SIIONSI:

This EIS c:onsidcn interim stontae of DOE spent nuclear fuel (SNF); th~ health experimentation and
possible zin:onium ca.ddifta problems II'C not discussed. This EIS docs rapond to the .cieqUKy of
Nlbonal Eavironmcnlal Policy Act review for DOE SNF .........-nt Ktions. Volume I, section 1.1.2

llld voa..e 2, Appendix C, SNFS describe storap It Fort St. Vrain.

It (121) a.ulnnn•
COMMENT
The COIII....._Itlles dill the U.S. Public Health Service Apnc:y for Toxic Substance and Disease
Reaislry ._asked to review the EIS, but the apnc:y declined comment.

JlDIIONSI:
The U.S. Public Heallh Service C.-n for Disase Control and Prevention did comment on the EIS, and

DOE rapollds to *- COIIImenls in this cloc:ument.

9.1

U•related Co•--•tl

lt.tl (IU)

u......... c-.....

COMMENT

Commentors reviewed the EIS and have no comments.
JU:SPONSI:
DOE lppl'ec:iltes the reviews.
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19.81 (M4) U•related c..._...
COMMENT

Some c:ommentors make statements and others express opinions that require no response from OOE.

RESPONSE
No response is required.
19.11 (11'7) u.reaa... c.......
COMMENT

The c:ommcntor requested information on the amount of wastes going to geologic repositories at Yucca

Mountain and the Waste lsoa.tion Pilot Plant.

RESPONSE
These aeoloaic repositories • e not been opened due to sitina, pennittina, and policy issues. Thus, no
wastes are

aoina to Yucca Mountain or the Waste lsolltion Pilot PIMt.

.,_., <.., v......... c-••••
COMMENT
The c:ommentor stiles lhll T-n~ee should crate a local citizen's advisory boMI through the st.te's

local cwenipc .,.......
HSPONSE
This issue is ouiSide 1he scope of the EIS.
.,_., (Ill)

u•......_. c-••••

COMMENT
The reviewer had no c:omiMIIIS baed on review of 1he Draft EIS.
RESPONSE

OOE apprecillles 1he review.
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COMMENT/RESPONSE DOCUMENT INDEX
AlpbabetlcaUy By Name

Name

Comment Document
Number

Abbou. Dilllh

61S

Abraham. Naomi

370

Abraham. Naomi
Acuff. Brian
Adams. Fern
Adrian. Jim
Aaric:ulture. u. s. Dept. of
Abo, Maraaret

404
271

Ahrens. Pani

734

Ahrens, Peter L.

73S

Aiken. Carol

S2
368

Aiken. Carol
Aiken. SC; Chlmber of Conmerce
Aiken. SC; Cbmlber of Conmercc
Akers. W. H.
Alban. DanielL.
Alban. Susan
Albin. Audrey

1226
324
16

SS9

638
641
1318

467
466

m

Alexander. Judith L.

68

Allen. Bruce

9SS

Allen. Donald

1048

Allen. Pll

1274
A-I

Response Section Numben
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009). 03.08 (011)
05.11.03 (026), 08.03.01 (011), 08.05.03 (003),
08.05.06 (OOS)
08.01 (001)
05.12.06 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.01.01.02 (011). 05.12 (001)
01.02.03 (002), 08.01 (002), 08.03.05 (006)
See Calverley, Paul H.
03.04.01 (002), 03.05 (008), 05.08.01 (014), 05.12 (001),
06.05 (002)
01.01.01.01 (OOS), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (OOS), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
08.01 (001), 08.03.01 (OOS), 08.J3.01 (008), 08.05.07 (001)
02.08 (001). 03.08 (007). 08.01 (001). 08.03.05 (001)
See Walker, John
See Walker, John
01.02.03 (002)
05.05 (017)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.01 (OOS), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008).
08.04 (009). 08.04 (014)
03.03 (008), 05.12 (001). 06.04.02 (001). 08.03.01 (OOS).
08.03.03 (003)
01.01.01.01 (008). 03.05 (024). 03.08 (011). 04.05 (018),
05.09 (001), 05.18.04 (002), 06.05 (016.), 06.06 (003)
01.01.01.01 (004). 08.03.02 (001 ). 08.04 (013),
08.05.06 (OOS). 08.05.06 (023), 08.05.07 (004)

Volume 3

COMMENT/RESPONSE DOCUMENT INDEX
Alpbabetically By Name

N8111e
Allen. Raymond
Alsdorf. Todd
Altier. Leslie

Ambei. Dave
American Friends Service Conminec
American Friends Service Conminec
American Nuclear Society. Idaho Seclion
Anderson, Anne M.

Comment Document
Number
1190
1180

286
427
1119
402

1062

Anderson. Bruce S.

917
II

Anderson, Bruce S.

371

Anderson. Bruce S.

393

Anderson,
Anderson.
Anderson,
Anderson,

Crail P.

917

Hilary
Kristen
Kristen

969
598
707

Andrus. Cecil D.

483

Andrus. Cecil D.

538

A-2

RespoDR Sec:tloa Numben
01 .01.01.02 (011)
01 .01.02 (007), 01.02.03 (002)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 01.03.01 (008), 01.04 (008).
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
09.01 (004)
Sec Costner, Brian

Sec Md:oy, Nina R.
Sec Skiaaer, Robert
03.03 (002), 01.01 (001), 01.04 (014), 01.04 (018)
01.01 (001), 01.04 (010), 01.04 (011), 01.05.04 (007),
01.05.07 (002)
01.03.01 (004), 01.03.01 (012), 01.04 (010), 01.04 (011),
01.04 (012), 01.05.04 (006), 01.05.06 (005), 01.05.07 (002)
01.01 (001), 01.04 (010), 01.04 (011), 01.05.04 (007).
01.05.07 (002)
03.03 (002), 01.01 (001), 01.04 (014), 01.04 (018)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.10.02 (016)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.01.01 (014)
02.01 (012), 02.01 (030), 02.06 (021). 05.05.01 (020),
05.10.02 (026), 07.04 (001)
01.01.01.01 (004), 01.02.02 (001), 02.01 (030), 02.03 (004),
02.03 (014), 02.04 (007), 02.04 (014), 02.04 (060),
02.01 (002), 03.01 (002), 03.01 (003), 03.04.01 (007),
04.01 (009), 04.03 (061), 05.05.01 (017), 05.01.01 (014),
05.10.02 (002), 05.10.02 (016), 05.10.02 (017),
05.15 (002), 05.18.04 (002), 06.05 (005), 06.05 (016),
06.09 (008), 07.02.01 (001), 07.04 (004), 01.03.01 (008),
01.03.01 (017)
01.01.01.01 (004), 01.02.02 (001), 02.01 (030), 02.03 (005),
02.03 (014), 02.04 (007), 02.04 (014), 02.04 (060),
02.08 (002), 03.01 (002), 03.01 (003), 03.04.01 (007),
04.03 (006), 04.03 (061), 05.05.01 (017). 05.01.01 (014),
Volume 3
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KeiiDGIIIe

4

319
454
414

502
503
660
165
930
1352

951
1140
1133
1156
35

121
114
60

235

A-3

Sectloa Numben

05.10.01 (009). 05 . 10.02 (002), 05. 10.02 (016) •
. 10.02 (017). 05 . 15 (002), 05.18.04 (002), 06.05 (005),
.09 (001), 07.02.01 (001). 08.03.01 (017)
02.07 (002). 03 .08 (011). 08.03.01 (001), 08.04 (001).
08.04 (009). 08.04 (014)
01 .01 .01 .02 (003). 02.06 (003), 02.06 (016), 05 .09 (018),
05. 12 (001). 05 .12.03 (002). 05.12.06 (002). 05.13 (001).
05.13.04 (001). 06.02 (011)
02.07 (001)
01.02.03 (002)
01.01 (001)
01.01 (001)
OI.CM (010)
02.01 (002)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01 (OCM), 01.01 (005), 01.01 (001), 08.03 .03 (005),
01.03.05 (006), OI.CM (005)
01.01.01.02 (011)
03.01 (013)
01 .01 .01 .02 (025), 02.CM (005), 03.07 (004), 05.09 (002),
06.06 (003). 01.01 (002)
02.06 (001), 03 .05 (001), CM.03 (001). 05 .12 (001)
05. 12 (001)
01.01 .01.02 (006). 05.01.01 (014), 05 .10.02 (016)
02.01 (009), 05.01.01 (014), 05.01.01 (041)
09.01 (004)
OI.CM (010), OI.CM (014)
OI.CM (010). OI.CM (014)
03.01 (009), 06.09 (016)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 01.03.01 (001), OI.CM (001)
OI.CM (009), .CM (014)

.

'lya F.

v

3

COMMENT/RESPONSE DOCUMENT INDEX
Alphabetically By Name

N8111e
BNFL Inc.
BNFL Inc.
BNFL Inc.
Blbbiu. Maryellen

COIIIIDent Document
Number
291
300
431
353

Respoase Section Numben
See Meigs, Marilyn F.
See Meig , Marilyn F.
See Meip, Marilyn F.
08.01 (001), 08.01 (004), 08.04 (010), 08.04 (013),
08.05.06 (031)
01.02.01 .02 (006)
01.01.01.01 (004), 01.01.01.01 (022), 01 .01.01.01 (029),
01.01.01.02 (008), 01.02 (001 ), 02.04 (042).
02.08 (039), 04.03 (036), 05.10.02 (002), 05.12 (015),
05. 12.06 (002), 05.13.02 (006), 06.05 (002)
08.04 (010)
01.01.01.01 (005)
04.05 (001), 08.01 (001)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011). 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008).
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)

Bacbaud. J.D.
Bagcu, Chrys

327

Babl. Susan
Bailey. Dana
Bailey. Willilm M.
Bainbridae. Winnifred

1340
522
3
122

Bainbridae COIIIINIIIities, Assoc:illion of
Baldocchi, Dennis

279

See Davison, David I.

Baldwin. Jane

1154
537

Baldwin, June
Baldwin. Paul

m

Baldwin. Paul

298

Ball. Lynn W.
Ball. Patricia
Ballard, Carolyn
Banks, Virainia

993
1367

Barber. Brad T .
Barber. Mary C.

1076
57

Barney. Jody

1276

01.01.01.01 (010), 01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.10.02 (016), 05.11.03 (026),
05.15 (014)
01.01.01.02 (006)
02.06 (037), 02.07 (012), 03.08 (012), 05.12 (001),
05.13 (001), 06.09 (013)
02.07 (012), 02.08 (045), 03.03 (008)
05.06 (013)
05.11 .03 (014)
01.01 .01.01 (022), 05.12 (001), 05.18.04 (002)
02.06 (037). 08.01 (001). 08.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
08.05.01 (009)
09.01 (010)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011). 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
01 .01.01.02 (011)

1007

1291

1029
346

A~

2<4'5
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COIIUDent Document
Number

Barrinaer. John

476

Barrows, Bill

~

Barrows, William F.
Barrows, William F.

992
996

Banschi, Earl
Banschi, Glenna

364
364

Baslce, Ondell
Bateman, James
Biles, Alben
Biles, Dorolby

1366
1069

1158
1146

1207

Baley. Gary
Baumprener, Charloue
Bazin, Nancy

1309

Bean, Lawrence

129

1251

142

Beardsley. Roben
Beasley, Alton
Bcdllel, Dennis
Bcdllel, Dennis

219
906

Bean, Slacy
Beeman, Janel

1162
627

Bccmln, Janel
Jlealey. Roaer
Beitel, Geoqe A.
Beitel, Geoqe A.

944
676
1027

1246

1028
A-5

Respoase Section Numbers
~--------------01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.03 (002)
01.01.01.01 (008), 01.02.03 (002), 03.03 (008), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011). 05.05.01 (016), 07.04 (001).
08.03.01 (005)
06.03 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.01 .02 (012), 01.02.03 (002),
03.04 (010), 03.05 (009), 03.08 (010), 03.08 (011),
05.05.01 (016), 06.09 (030)
01.01.01.02 (006), 02.04 (060), 05.10.02 (016)
01.01.01.02 (006), 02.04 (060), 05.10.02 (016)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (011), 05.12 (001)
04.03 (004), 04.03 (012)
01.01.01.01 (022), 05.12.08 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (006), 03.08 (024), 07 (001)
03.05 (001), 08.01 (001)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (006), 03.08 (023),
05.05.01 (016), 05.08.01 (014), 05.09 (001),
07 (001)
08.03.01 (002), 08.03.01 (005), 08.04 (010), 08.05.05 (002)
02.01 (026), 02.04 (005), 06.05 (011), 09.01 (007)
01.01.01.01 (015), 05.12 (001), 05.15 (007)
01.01.01.02 (004), 01.02 (001), 02.06 (031), 04.03 (016).
04.03 (020), 05.12 (011)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01.02.03 (002), 05.09 (002), 05.12 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011), 02.08 (002)
01.02.03 (002)
01.02.03 (002)
Volume 3
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Number

Bell, Willard
Bellman Cruz. Laurie J.

1223
3S9

Bellman-Cruz. Laurie J .

276

Belsey. Dick
Belsey, Richard

2SO

Belsey. Richard

269

Belzer. Fred

1184

Benjamin. Dick
Benjamin. Marvel
Benjamin. Richard W.

628
1301
902

Bennett, Jackie
Benson. Betty
Benson. Betty

604
707

Benson. Margaret
Benz. J. A.
Berenson. Janet
BereMz. Bob
Berger. Bonnie
Best. Karen

2S1

sos
11S3
47
717
963

S6S
330
A-6

~\l

Response Section Numben
01 .01 .01 .02 (011)
08.03.05 (004). 08.04 (010). 08.04 (013), 08.04 (020).
08.04 (021). 08.05.04 (002)
08.04 (009), 08.04 (010), 08.04 (020). 08.04 (021).
08.05.04 (002)
01.01.01.02 (020). 06.09 (017), 09.01 (004)
02.01 (026), 02.03 (014), 02.03 (01S), 02.08 (020),
03.08 (023), 04.04 (017), 05.09 (001), 06.01 (006),
06.01.01 (001), 08.03.01 (013)
01.01.01.01 (004), 02.03 (OOS), 02.03 (024). 04.04 (008),
05.10 (029). 05.10.01 (004), 05.10.02 (002), 05.10.02 (016),
05.10.02 (017), 05.12 (OOS), 05.12.07.01 (001).
05.12.07.01 (002), 05. 12.08 (001), 06.05 (001),
06.07 (001). 08.03.01 (013), 08.04 (001)
01.01.01.01 (OOS). 01.01.01.01 (013), 01.02.03 (002),
02.04 (001). 03.05 (008). 04.01 (001). 04.03 (001).
04.03 (021). 06.07 (001). 06.09 (042)
09.01 (004)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.08.01 (014)
02.01 (026), 02.02 (003), 04.03 (001). 04.04 (001).
06.04 (001). 06.05 (023), 08.03 .01 (002)
09.01 (004)
01.01.01.02 (006)
02.01 (012), 02.01 (030), 02.06 (021). 05.05.01 (020),
05. 10.02 (026). 07.04 (001)
01.01 .01.02 (006)
08.04 (010), 08.05.06 (OOS)
01.01.01.02 (006)
03.05 (008), 03.07 (003), 05.08.01 (006), 06.04 (001)
08.01 (001)
08.01 (001). 08.04 (010), 08.04 (014). 08.04 (021),
08.05.03 (003)
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Number

Bhide. Manohar

428

Bhide. Manohar

430

Bick. Susan
Biggerstaff CMT, Tere

1185
713

Bigs. Alan

346

Billings. Josh
Billingsley, Adron
Bjomsen, Fritz

329
1201
474

Bjomsen. Fritz
Black, Betty
Black Concerned Citizens of Ponsmouah
Blades. lonnie

551

9S2

Blaine County. ID; Bd. of Conmissionen

751

Blair. Joy
Blake, Gary
Blanchard. Florence K.

1300

Blanchard, Tom

Blanchard, Tom
Blood, Tina
Blurton, Eleanor
Bodansky, David
Boehm, Mart A.

Boaen. Doug

1380
164

1423

681
751
981
1287

1299
838

28S
179
A-7

Response Section Numbers
02.06 (028), 03.05.05 (007), 04.01 (OOS), 05.19 (00 ,
06.03.02 (003)
02 .06 (028), 03.05.05 (007), 05.19 (001). 06.03.02 (003).
06.09 (022)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.01 (OOS), 01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (006),
03.04 (010), 03.05 (009), 03.08 (011), 05.01 (003)
02.06 (037), 08.01 (001), 08.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
08.05.01 (009)
02.07 (012). 04.04 (008), 08.03.01 (001), 08.04 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.01 (015), 01.01.01.02 (006), 04.01 (OOS),
04.03 (001), 06.06 (001), 06.09 (024)
09.01 (004)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (006), 07.04 (001)
See Zaidi, Rafiq
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.12 (001), 05.19 (011)
See Blancbard, Tom
01.01.01.02 (011)
02.07 (001), 02.08 (002), 03.05 (018)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (008). 01.01.01.01 (022)
01.01.01.02 (006), 02.04 (060), 03.03 (002), 03.08 (017),
05.08.01 (014), 05.12 (001), 06.05 (016)
01.01.02 (005)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.03 (002)
05.02 (003), 05.10 (049), 05.15 (018), 06.05 (013)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011 ), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008).
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
08.01 (001), 08.03.01 (004), 08.03.01 (014), 08.03.01 (018),
08.04 (001)
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Alpbabetlcally By Name

N8111e
Boaen.

COIIIIQellt Document

Number

Doualas

172

aoaen. 0oua1as

175

Boaen. Doualas

182

Borquisl. Robert E.
Boswell. JoAnn

1005

873
546
550
1144
1297

Boucher. TrKy
Boucher,TrKy
8oumer. Darrell
Bowen. Randy L.
Bowen. Kalharina

131

Bowlden. SaJa

747

&own.n. Bill
Bownan, Tom

1165
556
1182

Boyle, Terry
Boyles. Jan
Bndford. Rand

649

Bndley. Edilh
Bndsbaw. Ken

1091
941

1401

Bndshaw. Lois

779

Indy. Marcia W.

547

Bng, William A.
Brailsford, Bealrice

1187
907

Brailsford. 8ealrice

1035

A-8

r

L

Respoose Section Numben
08.01 (001). 08.03.01 (004). 08.03.01 (005). 08.04 (001)
05.10 (029). 08.01 (001). 08.03.01 (004)
05 . 10 (021)
08.03.05 (006). 08.04 (010). 08.05.06 (005)
01.01.01.02 (006)
02.01 (002). 02.08 (034). 06.07 (001)
02.01 (002). 02.08 (034), 06.07 (001)
05.08.01 (014)
01.01.01.01 (015). 05.12 (001)
02.07 (012). 03.08 (010). 08.04 (010). 08.05.03 (001).
08.05.06 (004). 08.05.06 (005)
01.01.01.01 (005). 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009). 03.08 (011)
05.01.01 (014)
05.01.01 (014). 05.09 (001). 06.05 (002)
01.04 (010). 01.04 (013). 01.04 (021)
01.01.01.01 (022). 05.09 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011). 03.05 (007)
03.05 (007). 05.16 (007)
03.03 (001), 05.01.01 (014), 07.02.06 (005)
01.02.03 (002). 03.05 (007). 05.05 (017)
03.01 (013). 05.08.01 (014). 06.09 (031)
01.01.01.01 (001)
01.02.01.02 (002), 01.02.03 (002), 02 (001), 02.01 (030),
02.03 (006). 02.04 (004), 02.04 (007). 02.06 (005).
03.07 (003), 03.07 (004). 04.01 (001). 04.03 (005),
04.03.01 (002), 04.03.01 (012). 04.03.01 (019),
05.10.02 (016), 06.01 (002). ~.01 (013). 06.05 (002).
06.06 (005). 07.01.05 (002). JI.03.03 (004), 09.01 (004)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.01.02 (002). 01.02.03 (002),
02.07 (001), 02.08 (002), 02.01 (001), 02.08 (020).
03.07 (003). 03.07 (004). 04.01 (001), 04.03 (005),
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COIIIIIJellt Document
Number

Brailsford. Bealrice

1035

Brallier. Keith
Bray. Kris
Breedlove. Debbie

1114
886
1177
458

Brelsford, C. K.

04.03.01 (001). 04.03.01 (012), 04.03.01 (019).
04.04.01 (007). 06.04.01 (001), 06.05 (016). 07.01 .05 (002),
09.01 (004)
01 .02.03 (002)
.01 (001), 01.05.06 (OOS)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (001), 01.02.03 (002), 05.10 (006). 06.03 (013),
06.09 (013)

Bremerton. WA; Mayor of
Brigs. Oeoff

842

See Horton, Lyan B.

26

Brigs. Harrison
Brigs. Mary Jane
BrimM, Pllricia
BrimM. Pllricia A.

1364
1364

01.01.01.01 (001), 02.06 (027), 03.01 (001), 03.05 (001),
03.05.05 (001). 04.03 (001). 05.12 (001), 05.11.04 (002)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
05.10(030)
03.07 (004). 03.01 (010), 05.01.02 (005), 05.10.02 (007),
06.09 (024)
01.01.01 (002), 05.10.02 {006), 01.01 (001 ), 01.06 (020)
05.09 (001). 06.09 (013). 01.01 (001). 01.03.01 (001)
03.01 (016)
03.01 (016)
01.01.01.02 (011). 03.01 (010), 06.06 (003)
02.02 (003), 02.03 (025). 02.04 (032), 02.05 (001),
02.06 (021), 02.06 (024), 03.CM (011), 03.CM (011),
03.CM.OI (001). 04.01 (001), CM.03 (001), CM.03.01 (014),
05.01.01 (021), 05.09 (001), 05.10.01 (009), 05.11.03 (001),
05.11.03 (013), 05.16 (003), 05.11.01 (001), 05. 11.01 (009),
06.03.02 (001), 06.09 (002), 07.CM (004). 07.CM (006),
01.01 (001). 01.03.01 (005), 01.03.01 (001), 01.03.05 (003),
01.05.01 (003), 01.05.01 (007), 01.05.09 (004).
01.05.09 (005)
09.01 (004)
01.01.01.01 (029). 01.02.02 (005), 01.02.02 (006).

Brillion, Cora
Brillion, Cora
Brodie. Hal
Brodie, Hal
Brooks, JlllleS
Broscious. Chuc:lt

Broscious. a-t
Broscious. a-t

516
517

S63

1317
206
216
1196
59S

601
610
A-9

y

3
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610

••
226
1231
)9

121
A-10

'I :::J

(:

01.02.03 (002). 01.03 (003), 02.01 (015), 02.01 (016),
02.03
), 02.03 (007), 02.03 (025). 02.04 (003).
02.04 ( ), 02.04 (027), 02.04 (032). 02.04 (036),
02.04 (060), 02.05 (001), 02.07 (001), 02.08 (012),
02.01 (CMO), 03.01 (005), 03.04 (019), 04.05 (022),
05.02 (054), 05.05.01 (001). 05.05.01 (016), 05.05.01 (019),
05.05.01 (034), 05.05.01 (CMO), 05.01 (001),
05.01.01 (021), 05.01.01 (041), 05.01.01 (053),
05.01.03 (009), 05.09 (001), 05.09 (011). 05.10 (064),
05.10.01 (009). 05.11.03 (013), 05.16 (003), 05.11.01 (001),
06.02 (OOZ), 06.02 (015), 06.02 (019), 06.02 (021),
06.03 (001). 06.03 (009), 06.03 (014), 06.05 (001 ).
06.05 (CD6), 06.05 (031), 06.01 (006), 06.09 (017),
06.09 (021), 07 (003), 07.01 (006), 07.01.03 (003),
07.01.03 (001), 07.01.03 (005), 07.01.05 (001),
07.02 (001), 07.02.03 (001), 07.02.04 (001), 07.02.04 (002),
07 .CM (006), 07 .CM (007), 01.02 (OOZ), 01.02 (003),
01.03.05 (002), 01.03.05 (003), 01.04 (014), 01.05.01 (002),
01.05.05 (006), 01.05.05 (011). 01.05.06 (021),
01.05.06 (OZ9), 01.05.09 (001), 01.05.09 (002).
01.05.09 (003), 01.05.09 (OCM), 01.05.09 (005),
01.06 (002)
02.01 (012). 02.01 (030), 02.06 (021), 05.05.01 (020),
05.10.02 (026), 07.04 (001)
01.01 (CIM)
01.01.01.01 (022), 02.01 (007), 02.04 (005), 04.01 (003),
05.10.02 (011), 05 .11.03 (003), 05.12.04 (003),
06.07 (001), 01.03.01 (005), 09.01 (OCM)
09.01 (OCM)
02.07 (012)
01.01 (004)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 01.03.01 (001), 01.04 (001),
Volu8le3
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Number

Brown. Roben G.
Bruce. Lera G.

121
837

Bryan, Mary

244

Bryan. Mary

453

Bry•. Chris
Bry•. Ronald
Bubb, Adelia M
Buchanan, JlllleS
Buel. Austin
Buffalo. Univenity of
BwJcss, Dave

320

197
SOl
1336

883
904
752

BwJcss, lla G.

872

BuiJCSS. Kalhy

752

Burris, Betty
Burris, Mary s.
8 h, Janet
Butler. Claudia
Butler, Diane W.
Butler, Diane
Butler, Julie

1342
1330
1351
1348

Buys, Barbara
Bybee, R. V.
Bybee, R. V.
Caccia, John

S4
89
936
1135
434
1016
957

A-ll

Response Section Numbers
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
01.02.03 (002), 05.08.01 (014)
01.01.01.01 (015), 02.04 (028), 02.04 (060), 02.07 (007),
02. (052), 03.08 (012), 04.01 (001), 05.10 (058),
05.11.01 (008), 06.05 (002), 06.09 (019)
02.03.01 (001), 02.03.01 (004), 02.04 (022), 04.01 (001),
04.03.01 (003), 05.10.01 (028), 05.12.08 (001),
05.16 (001), 06.05 (002), 06.05 (015)
03.08 (013)
08.01 (002)
08.01 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011), 05.12 (001)
06.09 (019), 08.03.01 (007)
See Waper, Robert J.
01.01.01.01 (022), 03.03 (008), 04.03 (001), 05.08.01 (014),
05.10 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006), 02.08 (020), 03.04.01 (004),
05.08.01 (014), 05.12 (001), 06.07 (001)
01.01.01.01 (022), 03.03 (008), 04.03 (001), 05.08.01 (014),
05.10 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011), 05.11.04 (002)
05.09 (001), 08.01 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006)
08.04 (010), 08.05.07 (001)
08.01 (001), 08.06 (002)
03.08 (009), 04.03.01 (001), 04.04 (008), 04.05 (009),
05.05.01 (015), 05.09 (008), 09.01 (004)
08.05.05 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006), 04.03 (001), 05.08.01 (014), 05.12 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006), 04.03 (001), 05.08.01 (014), 05.12 (001)
02.03 (019), 03.05 (007), 03.05 (008), 05.12 (001)
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Cain. Edith J.
Cain. Vanessa
Caldwell. Lindsey
Caldwell. Lola K.

1365
1366
1041
32

Calverley. Paul H.
Calverley. Paul H.

2
16
1408
703
1241
900
S82

Camero. Jane
Camp. Georae
Campbell. Barbara
Campbell. Carroll A.
Campbell. Darrel
Can We
Canan, Crail

m

Canfaeld. Kerry

774
297

Canfaeld, Kerry

314

Canham. Susan
Cdriii.Danle
Cdrill. Judie
Capalbo. Joseph
Carman, 8arban
Carolina. State of
Carpe.-er. Michelle L.
Carr. Luther J.
Carricalo. Mike
Carroll, Stevi
Caner. Christine

422
731
731
1175
1382
900
867
644
426

222
I ..OS

Casebeau, Max

1155

Cassidy. Deirdre

719

Response Section Numben
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.01 (022). 01.01.01.02 (011), 05.12 (001)
05.10.01 (008)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011). 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
09.01 (003)
02.03 (001)
05.09 (001), 05.12 (001), 07 (001)
08.01 (001)
02.07 (012)
02.02 (002), 04.03 (001), 06.05 (016). 06.06 (003)
06.01 (002), 08.01 (001). 08.04 (001), 08.04 (008)
See llanloa, Genie
01.01.01.02 (011), 03.08 (011), 04.03 (001)
02.06 (037), 02.07 (012). 03.08 (012). 05.12 (001).
05.13 (001), 06.09 (013)
03.08 (012), 04.03 (027), 05.12.03 (002), 05.13 (001),
06.09 (013)
05.10 (006), 05.12.06 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006), 02.08 (002), 03.07 (004), 05.18.04 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006), 02.08 (002), 03.07 (004), 05.18.04 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006), 07 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006)
See Campbell, Carroll A.
08.01 (001), 08.04 (010), 08.04 (021), 08.05.05 (002)
02.08 (042)
09.01 (004)
01.01.01.02 (006). 03.03 (008). 05.12 (001)
08.01 (001)
03.05 (007), 03.05 (008), 04.01 (001). 04.01 (OOS),
05.08.01 (014), 05.11.03 (001), 05.12 (001)
02.04 (010). 03.08 (007), 04.01 (001), 04.01 (OOS).
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N8111e
Cassidy. Deirdre
Cavanauah. Arlene
CaviJIIUih. Fred
Champape. Sherry
Chandler. Asa

Comment Document
Number
719
1372
628
583
1003

Chaney. Charloae

801

Chapman. Frank R.

858

Chenanao Nonh EnerJy Awareness Group
Chisholm, Bill

1422
978

Chisholm, William K.

910

Chretien, Rollin
Chrisl, Marpret
Chrisliansen, Niel

Chuuer, R. J.
Cincinnati Fire Divisioo
Cincinnlli, City of
Citilm Alert

Citizens for Alt. to Radiolctive Dunlpina

687

910
714
701
1128
899
1119
1119

A-13

Response Section Numben
06.01 (002), 06.05 (002)
01.02.01.02 (006), 05.12 (001), 06.09 (013)
09.01 (004)
08.01 (001)
01 .01.01.02 (006), 04.01 (001), 05.05.01 (016),
05.08.01 (014), 06.01 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006)
02.07 (005), 04.03 (001), 04.04.01 (005), 04.05 (012),
05.05.01 (005). 05.01.02 (003), 05.10.02 (016),
05.12 (001), 05.19 (011), 06.04 (001), 06.05 (001),
06.05 (011), 06.06 (003), 06.09 (013)
See Griffin, Suaa B.
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.01 (026), 01.01.01.02 (006),
01.02 (001), 01.02.01.01 (003), 02.04 (060), 02.08 (002),
03.03 (008), 03.05 (025), 03.07 (004), 04.03 (021),
04.04.01 (002), 04.05 (018), 05.04 (023), 05.05.01 (016),
05.12 (001), 05.18.01 (012), 06.05 (016), 06.07 (013),
07.01.03 (006), 07.04 (004)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.01 (026), 01.01.01.02 (006),
01.02 (001), 01.02.01.01 (003), 02.04 (060), 02.01 (002),
03.03 (008), 03.05 (025), 03.07 (004), 04.03 (021),
04.04.01 (002), 04.05 (018), 05.04 (023), 05.05.01 (016),
05.12 (001), 05.18.01 (012), 06.05 (016), 06.07 (013),
07.01.03 (006), 07.04 (004)
06.04 (001)
05.12 (001)
01.01.01.01 (002), 01.01.02 (001)
01.01 (002), 08.04 (010), 08.04 (013)
See MeDoaald, Tim
See MeDoaald, Timolby
See COI&Der, Brian
See COIIDer, Brian
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N8111e

COIIIII)tuaaDtDocumerat
N1 1ber

Citizens for Envi1'0111De181 Justice
Citizens of Environrnemal Coalition
Clark. G. Wayne
Clark. PatrK:ia

1119
187
450
1439

Clark Coumy Dept. of Comp. Plan.
Clean Water Action
Clean Water Action
Clean Water Action
Clemens. Johnny
Clemeta, Linda
Clubbe. Brett

906
179

Coalition for Health Concerns
Coalition for Petition Riaflts
Coates. Hazel
Cosan. Lindy

1119
254
1389
618

Cosan. Lindy
Cole. Christine N.
Cole. Christine N.
Cole. Roser P.

1081
366
1002
177

Cole. Roser P.
Coleman. Marsha
Coleman. Peter F.

182
226
137

Collins. Arthur L.
Collins, Arthur L.

932

1n

175
169
1171
602

846

A-14

~5~

Respoase Section Numben
See Costner, Brian
See Ellis, Tbomu
03.08 (011), 06.07 (012). 06.09 (001)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (006), 04.03 (001),
05.12 (001)
See BecMcl, Dennis
See Jloaen, Doua
See Jloaen, Douala
See Jloaen, Douala
08.04 (010), 08.04 (015), 08.05.08 (001)
05.08.01 (014)
01.01.01.02 (006), 02.01 (030), 02.08 (002), 02.08 (005),
03.03 (001), 03.08 (020), 04.03.01 (017), 04.05 (014).
05.04 (020), 05.04 (021), 05.08.02 (007), 05.09 (013),
05.10 (012), 05.11.01 (001), 05.18.04 (002), 05.19 (015),
06.01 (009), 06.02 (012)
See COIUier. BriiD
See Fmell, Ruu
06.09 (013), 08.01 (001)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01.02.03 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006), 04.03 (001), 05.18.01 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006), 04.03 (001), 05.18.01 (002)
06.01 (002), 08.03.01 (004), 08.03.01 (005), 08.03.01 (006),
08.03.01 (014). 08:05.03 (002)
05.10 (021)
09.01 (004)
01.01.01.02 (006), 04.03.01 (019), 05.10.02 (006),
05.10.02 (016), 05.12 (001), 06.05 (016)
01.02.03 (002)
01.02.03 (002)
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Naaae

Commeat Documeat

NUJDber

Collum. Jeff C.

84

Colorado. Publk: Servk:e Co. of
Commander. John C.
Convnittee for Safe Energy Fuaure
Condit. Clay
Condit. Clay
Cqer. Bill
Conaress of lhe U.S. I House of Rep.
Conaress of lhe U.S. I House of Rep.
Conaress of lhe U.s. I House of Rep.
Conaressman Solomon
Connelly. Joan
Conner. Rdben
Conway, John T.
Coot. Reena
Coote. Jan M.

939

40

Coote. Kerry
Coop. Linda
Cooper. Ida Mae

921
1209
346

Cooper. Ida May
Cooper, KadiJeen B.
Copeland. William E.
Copley. Ralph
Corr. Cecilia
Costner. Brian

350
141
171
581
144
631

Costner, Brian

1119

m

170

8S5
897
1269

211
840
17
205
1093
1337
845
529

A-15

Respoase SectioD NUJDben
02.07 (002). 03.08 (011). 08.03.01 (008). 08.04 (008).
08.04 (009). 08.04 (014)
See Cr wford. A. C.
01.01.01.01 (038)
See Linnell, WilliamS.
05.11.01 (007)
05.11.01 (007)
01.01.01.02 (011)
See So1cxnoa. Gerald B.
See Dicb, Norm
See Mil*. Pllsy T.
See Puma'. Jeff
05.12.06 (002), 01.01 (001), 08.03.01 (005)
01.01.01.02 (011), 03.08 (010)
02.01 (027), 02.04 (042), 02.08 (058). 04.03.02.01 (002)
08.04 (010), 08.04 (013), 08.04 (014), 08.05.06 (004)
08.01 (001), 08.04 (010), 08.05.06 (022), 08.05.06 (023).
08.05.06 (028)
06.05 (016)
01.01.01.02 (011)
02.06 (037), 08.01 (001), 08.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
08.05.01 (009)
01.02.03 (002), 08.01 (001)
08.01 (002)
08.03.01 (005), 08.03.01 (007), 08.05.06 (034)
08.03.05 (001), 01.05.06 (030)
06.09 (007), 06.09 (013), 06.09 (014)
02.04 (042), 02.01 (016), 04.01 (001). 04.03 (001),
04.03.01 (023), 04.05 (001)
01.01.01.01 (015), 02.01 (028). 02.04 (002). 02.04 (007).
02.04 (009). 02.04 (042). 03.04 (004). 04.01 (001).
04.01 (004). 04.03 (001). 06.09 (044)
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-ByNIUIIe

c~
...
• 1ber
Docullleart
Cowles, Bcay
Cox, Chris
Cox, Chris
Coyle, Gaylord
Crail. Senllor Larry E.
Crail. Senllor Larry E.
Crandall, KMbryn

699
757
1280
1263
1046
1047

Crandall. KMbryn

l02

Crandall, KMbryn

346

Cl'llldaii,KMhryn

355

Crane. Andrew
Crawford, A. C.

56
939

Crawford, Gordon

123

Critchley. Mel

m

Crocker. Nan

154
250
255

Cropper. Tom
Cropper, Tom
Crosslin, Leslie
Cscqo, Alex

Cunni........ Don
Cunis, Carol
D' Alessio, David

m

1320
1215
992
1358
71
A-16

~51

Rapoaae Secdoa NUDiben
08.01 (001)
03.07 (003). 06.09 (013)
03.07 (003), 06.09 (013)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.02.01.02 (013). 06.04 (008), 06.09 (030)
See Sdnde, Jeff
02.06 (037), 02.07 (012), 03.08 (012). 05.12 (001).
05.13 (001), 06.09 (013)
02.03 (024), 02.07 (012). 04.03 (055). 05.10 (022).
05.10.02 (017), 06.09 (013), 08.03.01 (003), 01.03.01 (001).
01.03.01 (014), 01.03.05 (001)
02.06 (037), 01.01 (001). 01.01 (002). 01.04 (013).
01.05.01 (009)
04.03 (005). 04.04 (001), 06.01 (002). 06.09 (024).
01.01 (001). 01.03.01 (005). 01.03.01 (001), 01.04 (010)
01.01.01.02 (006). 05.01.01 (014). 07 (001)
02.01 (032), 03.01 (002). 05.12 (013), 05.19 (005).
05.19 (013). 06.02 (023). 06.03 (010), 06.01 (002).
06.01 (001). 06.09 (Ol6). 06.09 (027). 06.09 (050)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011). 01.03.01 (001). 01.04 (001),
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
02.06 (037). 02.07 (012). 03.01 (012). 05.12 (001).
05.13 (001), 06.09 (013)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.12 (001), 07.01.02 (001)
01.01.01.02 (020), 06.09 (017). 09.01 (001)
05.11.04 (002)
01.01.01.01 (029). 03.07 (003), 06.05 (002)
01.01.01.02 (011). 05.12 (001)
06.03 (002)
01.01 .01.02 (006). 03.07 (003). 06.06 (003)
02.07 (002). 03.01 (011). 01.03.01 (001). 01.04 (001),
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)

v

3

COMMENT/RESPONSE DOCUMENT INDEX

-ByN
c:-~t

N

619
1060
1065
2J6

n

1316
1273

n1

m

750
A.

715
512

1344
O.v ·

• O.vid I.

279
1313
914
1160
721

,..

131

167

F.
F.

1006

A-17

llelpoBie Sedloa Numben
01.01 (001)
01.01.01. 2 (006). 01.03.01 (001)
01.01.01 .02 (006). 01.03.01 (001)
09.01 (004)
02.07 (002). 03.01 (011). 01.03.01 (001). 01.04 (001),
01.04 (009). 01.04 (014)
01.01.02 (005)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01 (004)
01.01 (004)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009). 03.01 (011)
CM.03.01 (QZI), 06.05 (017)
03.05 (001). 05.12 (001), 01.01 (001)
03.01 (011). 06.06 (003), 07.CM (001). 01.01 (001),
01.03.05 (002), OI.CM (010), OI.CM (014), 01.04 (020)
OI.CM (010). OI.CM (014). OI.CM (011). 01.04 (021 ),
01.05.05 (002), 01.05.06 (005). 01.05.06 (006).
01.05.06 (QZ7), 01.05.06 (032)
05.11.02 (006). 06.09 (013)
01.05.06 (005)
05.01.01 (014). 05.11.03 (010)
02.03 (002). 03.01 (011). 05.12 (001)
01.03.01 (005), 01.03.01 (007). 01.03.01 (009), 01.04 (010)
01.01 (001)
01.02.01.02 (006). 02.01 (006), 03.CM (007). 04.03 (027),
05.12.03 (002). 06.03 (001). 01.03.01 (001), 01.03.04 (001),
OI.CM (002), OI.CM (016). 01.05.06 (025), 01.05.06 (OJO)
01.02.01.02 (006), 02.01 (006), 03.CM (007). CM.03 (027).
06.03 (001). 01.03.CM (001), OI.CM (010)
01.02.01.02 (006), 02.01 (006). 03.CM (007). 04.03 (027),
06.03 (001). 01.03.CM (001). 01.04 (010)
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ComT~t:ument
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board
Del•ipan. Dorian
Deme~M. Geraldine B.
Deme~M. Joe J.
llempMer, Micblel

Dedon, Marcia
Detmer. Tami
Devereaux, Euaene E.
Devine. Jobn c.
Devine, Shirley
Devlin. Sally
Dickinson. Irene P
Dicks, Norm

845
692
1349
1363
1325
1217
592
99

237
1435
191
654
140
326
916
15

Dilley, Les
Dixon, Betty
Dixon. Marjorie
Doersam. E..,ene

166

Dold. Ann
Don't Waste Orqon
Donaldson. Jeanne

Donnelly. Tom

1068
258
1212
316

Donnelly. Tom

351

Donnelly. Tom

764

1384
1191
1198

A-ll

251

Respoase Section Numben
See Conway. Jobn T.
01.01.01.01 (022). 08.01 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
02.07 (012)
01.01.01.02 (011)
08.04 (013)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011). 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
06.01 (001), 06.02 (010)
01.01.01.02 (011)
05.12.07.01 (002), 05.15 (023)
01.01.01.02 (011), 03.05 (007). 05.10.02 (016), 05.12 (001)
06.05 (021), 06.07 (001), 08.03.01 (020), 01.04 (010),
01.04 (024)
02.01 (001). 03.01 (001)
03.05 (001), 04.03 (001), 05.12 (001). 06.05 (002)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 01.03.01 (008), 01.04 (008),
01.04 (009). 01.04 (014)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (011)
05.11.03 (014)
See Simi, Lyaa
01.02.03 (002)
02.04 (010), 03.03 (008), 05.16 (005), 08.03.01 (012),
09 (010)
01.02.01.02 (006). 02.04 (002), 02.04 (010), 02.06 (007).
08.03.01 (001). 01.05.06 (032)
03.03 (008). 03.08 (011), 05.09 (002). 08.03.01 (005).
08.03.01 (006), 08.03.01 (012), 08.04 (010), 08.05.01 (009).
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N8111e

COIIUIJeDUJDtDocrUJDent
NUl tber

Donnelly. Tom
Donnelly. Tom

764
1344

Donohue. Brian P.

24

DouJherty. AI
DouJherty. Jenive
Doughly. Jane

1312
1312
553

Dove. Debby
Dowd. Joyce
Dowd.KIIby
Downey. Pllricia

515
1210
1362
210

Doyle. Patrick

1433

Draper. Maqe
Driscoll, Cristine
Drown. Lynn R.

1219
610
1042
411
133

Du Val. Elizabedl H.

733

Duke, Beth M
Duke. Judith C.

615
150

Duke. Roben A.

161

Dunnina. Dirk

259

Drewes. Kenneth N.
Drewes. Kennelh N.

A-19

UoO

Response Section NUJDben
08.05.06 (005), 08.05.06 (032), 09 (010)
03.08 (011), 06.06 (003), 07.04 (001), 08.01 (001).
08.03.05 (002), 08.04 (010), 08.04 (014), 08.04 (020)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008). 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
02.08 (002), 04.03 (001), 05.10.02 (011). 06.09 (019).
08.04 (014), 08.04 (021), 08.05.04 (002). 08.05.06 (023)
08.01 (001), 01.01 (004), 08.05.06 (005)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
02.07 (002). 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
01.01.01.02 (001), 01.01.01.02 (011), 05.08.01 (047),
05.12 (015), 05.11.04 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.01 (002), 06.05 (016)
07.01.01 (001). 01.03.05 (006)
08.01 (001)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (006), 03.08 (023),
05.05.01 (016), 05.08.01 (014), 05.09 (001),
07 (001)
01.01.01.01 (005). 01.02.03 (002), 04.01 (005), 04.03
).
04.05 (020)
05.11.03 (020), 08.04 (013)
01.04 (010). 01.04 (013), 08.04 (014), 08.04 (020).
01.05.06 (005). 08.05.06 (032)
08.04 (010), 01.04 (013). 08.04 (014), 08.04 (020),
08.05.06 (005), 08.05.06 (032)
05.10.02 (002). 05.10.02 (022), 06.01 (011), 06.01 (016),
06.03 (008), 06.09 (009), 08.05.01 (003), 08.06 (006)
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C0111111ent Document
Number

Duplessis. Lee
Duplessis. Lee

778

Duplessis. Lee

1034

Duplessis. Lee

1050

Duplessis, Lee
Duvall, Jami
Dworkin. Mona

1371
1270
20

IJyson, Jessica

297

Dyson. Jessica

311

Dyson, Jessica

346

Dyson, Jessica
Dyson. Jessica
Eaves, Debbie
EaJnomisls Allied for Arms Reduc:lions
Eddy. David C

1033

354

517
1424
1119
277

Edelstein. Jan M.

737

Edwards, Carol
Epn, Joseph
Eaan. Joseph R.

159
870

Epn. Joseph R.

933

1111

A-20

~0;,

RespcHUJe Section Numben
02.08 (011). 05.10.02 (021)
02.08 (002), 03.08 (011). 04.03 (001), 05.10 (029),
05.10.02 (002). 05.10.02 (007), 05.13.01 (001)
02.08 (002), 03.08 (011). 04.03 (001). 05.10 (029),
05.10.02 (002). 05.10.02 (007), 05.13.01 (001)
02.04 (011). 03.04.01 (002), 03.08 (011), 04.01 (001),
05.10.02 (002), 05.11.03 (001), 06.09 (008), 09.01 (004)
03.08 (022). 05.10 (031)
05.12 (001). 08.01 (001)
02.07 (002). 03.01 (011). 01.03.01 (008), 01.04 (008),
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
02.06 (037). 02.07 (012). 03.01 (012). 05.12 (001),
05.13 (001). 06.09 (013)
02.07 (012). 02.01 (002), 03.02 (003), 01.04 (010).
01.04 (014). 01.04 (016)
02.06 (037), 01.01 (001), 08.01 (002), 01.04 (013),
01.05.01 (009)
01.02.01.02 (006). 01.02.03 (002). 04.03 (005), 01.01 (001)
02.07 (012)
05.12 (001)
See COIUier. Briln
05.10.01 (004), 01.03.01 (009), 01.03.01 (011), 01.04 (010),
01.04 (020)
01.01.01.02 (006), 04.01 (001), 04.03.01 (012), 05.10 (008).
05.11.01 (011), 06.05 (002), 06.05 (008)
01.01.01.02 (006). 05.02 (001). 05.01.01 (014)
01.03.01 (001)
02.03 (024), 02.04 (033), 03.04 (001), 03.04 (013),
04.03.02.01 (004), 05.12.03 (002), 05.19 (001).
05.19 (002)
03.04 (013), 05.10 (002). 05.10.02 (002). 05.19 (001),
05.19 (002)
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Name
Eaan. Joseph R.

938

Eic:hler, Roben F.

730

Eiden. Max

745

EipbroMII. Earl E.
Ekman. Jobn
Elle, Jan
Elle, Jan

771

Ellis.CIIhy
Ellis.'l'lloiMs

190

10.51
10.52
740

117

Emery. Susan

110

Emery. Susan
Emery. Susan
Emery. Susan

Ill

EneraY AUiborily
EneraY Aulhorily
EneraY Racarda Foundllion
EneraY Racarda Foundllioa
EneraY Racarda Foundllioa

l06
216

Enquist. Robert w.
Env. Man. Site-Specific Advisory Board
Envi~ Defa.e ......
Envi~ Defenle lnltilule
Envi~ Defenlc lnltilule
Envi~ Prolection Aacfw:y. u .s.
Erickson. Randee
Erman. Laird

112
1412

631

1119
1119

156
1012
1119
595
610
1120
1113
436
A-21

02.01 (010). 05.10 (002). 05.10.02 (002), 05.12 (012).
05.13.02 (002). 05.19 (001). 05.19 (002)
01 .01 .01.02 (005). 04.0.5 (004). 05.09 (007). 05.15 (005).
06.05 (007). 08.03.01 (005). 01.05.03 (005). 01.05.04 (005)
02.04 (006). 04.01 (005). 05.05.01 (001). 05.01.01 (014).
06.07 (001). 01.03.01 (009)
01.02.01.02 (020). 01.01 (002). 01.01 (004)
04.03 (001)
01.01.01.01 (022). 03.01 (007). 03.01 (023). 07.04 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006). 03.01 (007). 03.01 (023). 07.04 (001)
02.03 (002). 03.01 (011). 0.5.12 (001)
01.01 (006). 01.03.01 (005). 01.03.01 (010). 01.03.01 (021).
01.0.5.07 (003)
01.03.01 (004). 01.04 (010). 01.04 (013). 01.04 (014).
01.0.5.04 (002)
01.03.01 (004). 01.04 (013). 01.04 (014). 01.05.04 (002)
0.5.10 (021)
01.02.01.02 (006). 03.0.5 (007). 06.04.01 (004). 01.04 (010).
01.04 (013). 01.0.5.04 (002)
See Brodie. Hal
See lnJclie. Hal
See C.... BriiD
See COibler. . . .
See COibler. . . .
01.01 (002)
See w,en. Joy
See c..... BriiD
See lroldoul, a.ct
See lroldoul. Clluct
See Sladenoa. Ridllnl E.
0.5.12 (001). 05.13.04 (001). 05.16 (005). 01.01 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006). 03.01 (010). 05.05 (017)
Volullle 3
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-ByNIUDe

com-w:..• tber
Docmneart
Emsa. Carol
Esbec:k. Edwards.

1441
59

Esparza. Micah
Essin. Christine
Everene. Amanda

190

Everson. Rickie

1369
1232
1370
1370
531
1361
5

Ewald. Linda
Ewq.MaryJane
Ewq,Roben
FOCUS on Pace and Justice
Falkner, Mark
Farber. Ruth

775
519

Farrell. Russ

431
250
254

Fauci. Joanie

497

Fay, William M.
Federal Manqen Association. Ch. 19
Fennema. Diane
Ferpason. Ken

133
371
1221
261

Fernald Res. for Env. Safety A Health
Ferran. Russ
Fessenden. Loyeue

1119
635
352

Farmer. Jack
Farrell. Russ

A-22
.,

-

,?
\

Respo~~~e

SectioD Numben

01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (011), 05.12 (001)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008).
08.04 (009). 08.04 (014)
08.04 (014)
08.01 (001)
02.01 (026), 02.07 (001), 03.08 (012), 04.01 (001),
04.01 (005). 04.03 (001). 04.03 (040), 06.01 (002).
06.02 (021). 06.05 (002). 06.07 (001). 06.09 (019),
07.01.02 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011). 05.12 (001)
05.12 (001)
05.12 (001)
See HoMo. Carolyn
01.01.01.02 (006). 05.01.01 (014)
02.07 (002). 03.01 (011). 01.03.01 (001). 08.04 (008),
OI.CM (009), 01.04 (014)
03.03 (002). 03.01 (011). 05.11.04 (002)
01.01.01.02 (020). 06.09 (017). 09.01 (004)
02.07 (001). 03.01 (010). 06.09 (013), 01.03.01 (001).
01.03.01 (004)
01.01.01.01 (015). 01.01.01.01 (022). 01.01.01.02 (006),
02.01 (026). 04.01 (005). 04.03 (001), 04.03 (041).
05.10.01 (009). 06.07 (001). 07.04 (001)
05.02 (004), 05.01.01 (054)
See Priolo. Jolla
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.03 (002), 02.01 (047),
03.05.05 (002), 03.06 (001)
See COit8er' BriiD
03.05 (001). 03.01 (003). 05.15 (017)
01.03.05 (001). 01.04 (021). 01.05.06 (025). 08.05.08 (001)
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AlpbabeticaUy By Name
Name

c~:!.t=ument

Fowler. Halle
Fowler. Happy
Frandcn. Janet
Fraser. Bill

1163
1178
1222
804

Frazier. Kathleen
Frazier. M.

1262
929

Frazier. Marilyn

786

Fredenburg. Ed
Fredericks, Sal y

835
511

Fredricks, Randall C .

Ill

Friends of ORNL
Fritzler. Lorena

454
964

Froaner. David
Fruina. John
Fuller, Margaret
Fuller. Robcn
Future Free Transportalion

37
268
819
1237
613

Gaddy. Claude N.
Gallo. Cathleen
Gancio, Am M .

41

Games. Brenda
Games. Randall
Ganus. Zada K.
Gardner. Edwcna
Gardner. Jeanne
Gardner. Jenne

1429
491
1353

1354
841
1427
328

346
A-24

.-, ·,F)

Response Section Numben
01.01.01.01 (022)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.02.03 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006). 01.02.01.01 (002). 05 .05.01 (016).
05.08.01 (014)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006). 02.08 (009), 03.03 (008). 03.04 (014).
04.03.01 (017)
01.01.01.01 (005). 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010).
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
05.10.01 (030)
05.05 (015), 05.08.01 (014). 08.01 (001). 08.03.01 (005).
01.04 (003)
01.01.01.02 (006). 01.01.01.02 (024), 05.05 (017),
05.05.01 (016), 05.01.01 (014)
See Anonymous
01.02.03 (001), 03.05 (007). 03.08 (010). 05.08.01 (014),
05.11.03 (020), 07.01.01 (002)
01.05.06 (005). 01.05.11 (006)
09.01 (004)
01.02.03 (002). 05.05.01 (016). 05.08.01 (014)
01.01.01.02 (011)
See Ward, Sonne
01.01.01.02 (011). 05.12 (001)
08.03.01 (009)
01.01 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01 (001)
01.01.01.01 (002). 01.01 .01.02 (011)
02.06 (001), 06.04 (005)
02.06 (037), 08.01 (001), 01.01 (002), 08.04 (013).
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AlpbabeticaUy By Name
Name

Comment Document
Number

Gardner. Jenne
Gardunia. Brian
Gales. Marilyn

471
385

346

Galton. Leslie
Gauer. Madelon
Gauer. Paul
Geddes. Rick L.
Geddes. Rick L.
Geer. J.

1304
1122
1122
629
632
723

Gqner. Ben
Gelsey. Rudolph

345
201

Gelsey. Rudolph

218

Georse. Coleen

86

Georse. Roune

916

Gibbs. Dominic

297

Gibson. Bryce
Giaey. Mary

1399
83

Gilden. Stacy

947

A-25

Response Section Numben
.OS.Ol (009)
1.02 (001 ). 04.03 (042)
05. 10 (010). 05.10 (021). 08.01 (001). 08.03 .01 (001).
08.03.01 (004). 08.03 .01 (005). 08.03 .01 (007).
08.03 .05 (002). 08.04 (010). 08.04 (029). 08.05.01 (008).
08.05 .06 (005). 08.05.06 (022). 08.05.06 (031).
08.05.07 (001)
03.08 (009). 03.08 (010)
05.08.01 (030). 06.05 (016)
05.08.01 (030), 06.05 (016)
02.08 (019). 06.01 (001). 08.04 (003)
02.01 (026). 04.01 (005). 04.03 (001 ), 06.09 (040)
01.01.01.01 (005). 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009). 03.01 (011)
08.03.01 (016)
01.03.01 (001). 08.03.01 (003). 08.03.01 (004).
08.05.08 (001)
03.01 (001). 05.10.02 (023). 08.01 (002). 08.03.01 (003).
08.03.01 (004)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008). 08.04 (008).
08.04 (009). 08.04 (014)
01.01.02 (006). 01.02 (001). 01.02 .03 (002), 03.08 (010).
04.03 (001). 04.03.01 (017), 04.05 (018). 05.12 (001).
05.13.01 (002), 08.01 (002)
02.06 (037). 02.07 (012). 03.08 (012). 05.12 (001).
05.13 (001). 06.09 (013)
01.01.01.02 (006)
02.07 (002). 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008). 08.04 (008).
08.04 (009). 08.04 (014)
01.01.01.02 (006). 03.05.05 (010). 03.08 (010), 04.03 (026).
05.08.01 (014). 05.12 (001), 06.09 (023), 06.09 (040).
06.09 (041), 08.03.01 (001). 08.03.03 (002)
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Alphabetically By Name
Name

COIIIIIJeDt Document
Number

Gilmore, Ginnie
Gilmore. Leigh

101
Ill

Gimel, Marlin

66

Glaccum. Ellen

960

Glaccum. Ellen

994

Glasseir. Rox
Gleaves, Richard
Gleysteen. Mary

1108

1200
348

Gleysteen. Mary
Gleysteen, Rod
Golay. Judith

312

Gordon. Ban

138S
705
386
682

Gordon. Carol

25

Gordon. Kathleen C.
Gordon. Maraaret

795

Gonzales. David
Gora, Francine H.

Gorenflo. Louise
Gorham. Sara
Gouley. Richard

Gouley. Richard
Graber. Dorothy

1205
1245
959
984
993

341

Response Sectloa Numben
08.04 (010), 08.04 (014)
08.01 (001). 08.03.01 (005), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (010).
08.04 (013), 08.04 (014), 08.05.05 (002)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011). 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009). 08.04 (014)
01.01.01.01 (022). 01.01.01.02 (006), 02.03 (014),
02.08 (052). 05.05.01 (016). 05.12 (001), 06.05 (011)
01.01.01.01 (022). 02.03 (014). 02.08 (052).
05.05.01 (016). 05.12 (001). 06.01 (005). 06.05 (011)
08.01 (004). 08.04 (013). 08.05.06 (030)
01.01.01.01 (015). 01.01.01.02 (011)
02.01 (032). 02.07 (012), 04.01 (005). 08.03.01 (005),
08.03.01 (009), 08.03.01 (011)
08.03.01 (005), 08.03.05 (001). 08.04 (008). 08.05.01 (009),
08.05.05 (001). 08.05.06 (025), 08.05.06 (030)
02.07 (012). 03.03 (002). 03.07 (003). 06.06 (003)
01.01.02 (005), 05.19 (011)
08.01 (001)
08.04 (010), 08.04 (020)
01.01.01.01 (022), 04.01 (005). 04.03 (010), 04.03.01 (002).
06.09 (013)
02.07 (002). 03.08 (011) 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008).
08.04 (009). 08.04 (014)
04.03 (001). 05.12.08 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
03.03 (001), 05.12 (001). 05.18.04 (002)
05.08.01 (014). 05.11.03 (020). 05.12 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006). 05.04 (014). 05.08.01 (014). 05.18 (002),
05.18.04 (002)
05.11.03 (014)
08.01 (001), 08.01 (002), 08.01 (005), 08.04 (010).
08.04 (013). 08.05.04 (005). 08.05.06 (005)
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Alpbabetkally By Name
Name
Graber. Henry
Grainger. Jamie
Grainger. Jamie
Granlund. Win
Granlund. Win

Grana. Jane F.

Comment Document
Number
340
236
238
839
923
114
357
628
1099
636
2S6

Graves. Dallas J .
Green. Glenn
Green. Jody
Green. Thomas
Greer. Beth
Gregory. James N.

6S

Griffin. James
Griffin. Susan B.
Grizzle. Rodney P.
Grizzle. Rodney P.
Groll. Mary F.
Grover. Jean
Gruhl. Wade
Gumenberg. Kalhleen
Gump. Grace
Gyorke. Joseph
HI American Friends Service Conminee
HI Council of Navy Lcape of U.S.
HI Fed. Employee Metal Trades Council
HI Fed. Employee Metal Trades Council
HI. Stale of: Departmed of Health
HI. Stale of: Dqx. of Health
HI. Stale of; House of Represaaaives
HI. Stale of; House of Rcpreselatives

160
1422
22
614
1311
901
1239
30
527
1116
414
379
399
382
II
371
12
13
A-27

Respon~e

Section Numben

01 .02.03 (002)
09.01 (004)
02.01 (006), 03.07 (007), 04.03 (027)
08.04 (010), 08.05.06 (005)
08.04 (010), 08.05.06 (005)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011). 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009). 08.04 (014)
05.19 (001), 08.03.01 (009), 08.04 (016). 09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
08.01 (004), 08.04 (018), 08.05.06 (005)
01.01.01.02 (008), 03.03 (008), 06.05 (016), 06.06 (003)
01.02.01 (005), 02.08 (046), 08.03.01 (005)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008). 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
08.01 (004), 08.03.01 (005), 08.05.06 (005)
01.01.01.01 (022)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
01.01.01.02 (006)
03.05 (002), 08.01 (001), 08.03.05 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006), 03.05 (008), 03.08 (013). 05.12 (001)
08.01 (001), 08.02 (001). 08.05.06 (005)
03.08 (013), 08.01 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
See McCoy, Nina R.
See Lloyd, Alan
See Toy11111, Ben
See Uyehara. Richard F.
See Andenon. Bruce S.
See Andenon. Bruce S.
See Pepper. Lennard J.
See Suzuki . Nalhan
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AlpbabetlcaUy By Name
Name
HI, Slate of; Offa of Stale Plannina
HI. Univsty of; Cenaer for HI. Srudies
Haaz, Nan
Haduke, Forest
Hqennan
Haiahl. Doualas
Hailey City Council
Halfhill. Tom
Hall. Dale 0.
Hall, Dale 0.
Hall , David
Hall, Jennifer
Hall. Pamela
Hall, Patricia
Hall. Patricia
Hall. Theodore R.
Hamilton. Bill
Hamilton. am
Hamilton, Sally
Hanmons. Dorolha
Hampcon Roads. Plannina Districl Comm.
Haney. Mary
Haney, Richard
Hanford Education Action Leaaue
Hanford Watch
Hanford Waach
Hanaca.Luis
Hangi. Dennis M.

c~:.t:ument
21

3n
1189
1406
1379
1359
948
572
472
13n
927
523
149

544
548
168
176
182
1375

668
846
336
334
1119
247
253

405
860

A-28

'I('

r· o

R

po111e

Section Numben

See Masumoto, Harold S.
See Osorio, JOIIIIban K.
01 .01.01.02 (011)
04.03.01 (017)
01.01 .01.02 (011). 01.02.03 (002). 03.05 (009)
01.01.01.01 (022), 05.08.01 (014). 05 . 11 .03 (024)
See Mix, Mary A.
08.01 (001)
08.05.06 (025)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.01 (005). 02.04 (017), 04.03 (001). 05.12 (001),
06.05 (012)
01.01.01.01 (005), 05.11.01 (005)
08.01 (004), 01.04 (010)
01.01.01.02 (006), 03.03 (008), 03.07 (003), 03.08 (010)
01.01.01.02 (006), 03.03 (008). 03.07 (003). 03.08 (010)
08.03.01 (005). 08.05.06 (032)
02.07 (012), 08.01 (001), 08.02 (001), 08.03 .01 (003).
08.03.01 (006)
05.10 (021)
01.01.02 (005)
01 .01 .01 .02 (011)

See Collins. Arthur L.
08.04 (010). 08.05.06 (005)
08.04 (010)

See C011ner. Brian
See Kniafal, Paiae
See Knipa, Paiae
08.05.06 (025), 08.05.07 (005)
01 .01.01 .01 (022). 01 .01.01 .02 (006), 03.08 (023).
05.05 .01 (016), 05 .08.01 (014). 05 .09 (001).
07 (001)
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Name

C~at

Docuaaeat
umber

Hanggi. Patricia

882

Hansen. Adeline
Hansen. Bren1

820

Hanson. Amacnc

1400

Hanson. Genic

597

Hanson. Wcs

600

Hardiftl. Hilary

297

Hardin&. Hilary
Hardinac. Jeep

103

Hardwick. Dori
Harliftl. Leonard
Harper. John
Harrin. Claudia
Harrinaton. PhilipS.
Harris,Bcuy
Harris. Lisa
Harrison. John T.

657
751
1419
436
420
1426
1016
1445

Hanley. Rakiah G.
Han, Andrew

162
1410

12~

lOI

A-29

27C

Respo~~~e

Section Numben

01.01.01.01 (022). 01.01.01.02 (006). 03 .08 (023).
05 .05.01 (016). 05 .01.01 (014). 05 .09 (001).
07 (001)
01 .01 .01.02 (006)
01.01.01.01 (005). 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010).
03.05 (009). 03.01 (011)
01 .01.01.02 (006). 01 .01.02 (005). 05 .08.01 (014).
06.06 (003)
01.01 .01 .01 (022). 01.01.01.02 (006). 04.03.01 (017).
05.05.01 (016). 05.09 (001). 05 .09 (001). 05 .10 (012).
~.10 (021). 05.10.02 (016). 06.09 (037)
03.05 (022), 03.01 (011), 05.05 (026). 05 .09 (002).
05.09 (009). 05.11 (001). 06.09 (035), 01.01 (002)
02.06 (037). 02.07 (012), 03.01 (012). 05 .12 001).
05.13 (001). 06.09 (013
02.07 (012)
01.01.01.01 (005). 01.02 (001). 03.04 (010). 03 .05 (009).
03.01 (011)
05.10.02 (016)
01.01.01 .01 (001). 01.01.01.01 (022)
01.01 (001). 01.05.06 (031)
01.01 .01.02 (006). 03.01 (010), 05.05 (017)
04.03 (001). 01.04 (010). 01.04 (013), 01.05.01 (009)
01 .01.01 .02 (011)
01.01 .01 (002), 01.01 (001)
02.01 (033), 01.03.01 (013), 01.03.01 (018), 01.03 .01 (022),
01.03.03 (001). 01.04 (002), 01.04 (010). 01.04 (012).
01.05.02 (001). 01.05.02 (003), 01.05.02 (004).
01.05.03 (001), 01.05 .04 (002), 01.05.06 (005),
01.05.06 (012). 01.05.06 (021)
01.04 (010)
01.04 (010)

v-..3
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AID-elledY By N

1437
31
I
423

tm

tOM

I 5

01 .01 01 .02 (011). 05 .12 (001)
01 .01 . 1.01 (022). 01 .01 .01 .02 (006). 05 . 11 .03 (026),
05 . l (001), 05 .19 (CXM)
01 .01 .01 .01 (005). 01 .01 .01 .01 (022). 03 .04 (010),
03 .05 (009). 03 .01 (011)
02 .03 (002), 03.01 (011), 05 .12 (001)
01 .01 .01 .02 (006), 05 .01 (003)
01 .02 .01 .02 (006). 03 .02 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006). 02 .04 (002), 03 .05 (007), 04.03 (001 ).
05 .<M (002), 05.01.01 (014), 07.04 (001)
01 .02.03 (002)
.04 (010)
01 .01 .01 .02 (011 ), 06.09 (013)
01 .01 .01 .02 (006)
02 .07 (012), 04.01 (005). 06.02 (006), 06.05 (016),
.03.01 (009), 01.05.06 (CXM), 01.05.06 (005),
.05.06 (006)
01 .02 (001), 03.03 (001), 05. 10 (016)
01 .01 .01 .01 (022)
01 .01 .01 .02 (006), 01 .01 .01 .02 (026), 02 .03 (009).
02 .04 (00'7), 02.04 (031), 02.04 (031), 02.04 (055),
02 . (013), 02 .01 (026), 03.07 (001), 03.07 (001),
04.03 (015), 04.03 (037), <M.03 (052), 05.02 (019)
·05 .02 (OM), 05.03 (002), 05 .03 (006), 05.03 (007),
05 .05.01 (036). 05.01.01. (014), 05 .09 (001),
05 .10.02 (017), 05. 11 .02 ( ), 05. 12.06 (CXM),
05 .15 (009), 05. 11.04 (002), 05. 19 (012). 06.05 (016) •
.07 (001), 07 (001), .03.01 (015), 01.03 .03 (002) •
.03.03 (003). .04 (006)
01 .01 .01..02 (006). 01 .01 .01 .02 (026), 02 .03 (009).
02 .04 (007). 02 .04 (031). 02.04 (031). 02 .04 (055).
02 . (013), 02 . (026). 03 .07 (001), 03 .07 ~ ).

v
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AlpbabeticaUy By Name
Name
Hayball. Brett

Hean of America
Hean of America
Hean of America
Hean of America
Hean of America
Heckler. Hilde
Hcdacpdh; Dave

Comment Document
Number
104S

Nonhwesa
Nonhwesa
Nonhwcsa
Nonhwcsa
Nonhwesa

1119
301
349
4
294
lOIS
232

Hedaepeah. Dave
Hcdgepelh. David

444
449

Heft. Philip
Heilman, Paul E.

1089
282

Heindsmann. Sandn
Helland. Karen K.

1201
463

Henderson, Clay P.
Henderson. Judy
Hena,Neda

716
716

346

Hensel. David

1058

Hensel. David

1059
A-31

2ll.

Response Section Numbers
04.03 (OlS). 04.03 (037), 04.03 (052), 05.02 (039),
05.02 (044), 05.03 (002), 05.03 (006). 05.03 (007).
05 .05 .01 (036). 05.08.01 (014), 05.09 (001),
OS . I .02 (017). 05.11 .02 (008), 05.12.06 (004),
05.15 (009), 05.18.04 (002), 05.19 (012). 06.05 (016),
06.07 (001). 07 (001). 08.03.01 (OIS), 08.03 .03 (002).
08.03.03 (003). 08.04 (006)
See Cosmer, Brian

See Pollet, Gerald
See Pollet, Gerald
See Anonymous
See Anonymous
05.08.01 (014), 05.12 (001), 08.01 (OOS)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (011), 03.08 (011),
03.08 (012), 04.03 (001), 05.11.01 (008)
09.01 (004)
01 .01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (011), 03.08 (011 ),
03.08 (012), 04.03 (001), 05.11.01 (008)
03.07 (003)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
01.01.01.01 (022), 02.04 (029), 03.05 (008), 05.04 (024)
01.02.01.02 (016), 03.07 (004), 03.08 (010). 05.10.02 (016),
06.05 (016), 08.01 (001)
08.04 (010)
08.04 (010)
02.06 (037), 08.01 (001), 08.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
08.05.01 (009)
01.01.01 .01 (022), 03.05 (007), 03.05 (027), 03.07 (004),
04.01 (001), 04.03 (006), 05.16 (001). 06.03 (013),
06.05 (001), 06.05 (002), 06.07 (001), 08.03.03 (002)
01.01.01 .01 (022), 02.04 (028), 03 .05 (007), 03.05 (027),
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COMMENT/RESPONSE DOCUMENT INDEX
Alphabetically By Nllllle
COIIIIIJeat Document
Number
1059

Hensel. David

Henaley, Charlie
He.-on. 'l1loiMs E.

n5

.

90
230

Herrin&. J. Slephen

626

Henhinow, David

408

Henhinow,David

417

Herudon, Janet

852

Hacheid. Joseph W.
Heybq), Elaine
Hieb, Mary

28
1167
814

Higinbotham, Jan
Hilben, H.

462

Herben. Pllricia

624
242

Hill. Crag
Hill, Debbie W.
Hill. Joy
Hill, Rhonda
Hill. Wayne
HiliMI. Duane
Hilton Head, SC; Town of

876
1141
656
573
227

Hinzelman, John E.

826

Hobbs, Jack

589

H<Jdae, Mary

1139

858

A-32

·-

?;..

Respo~~~e

Sectioa Nmaben

03 .07 (004), 04.01 (001), 04.03 (058), 05. 16 (001),
06.03 (01 3), 06.05 (001), 06.05 (002). 06.07 (001).
08.03.03 (002), 08.03.03 (003)
08.01 (001)
08.04 (010), 08.04 (013)
01.01.02 (002), 01.02.03 (002), 02.06 (027), 03.01 (001),
04.01 (005), 05.08.01 (025), 06.09 (013), 07.01.01 (003)
01 .02.03 (002), 04.01 (005), 05. 10 (002), 06.04.01 (002),
06.05 (003), 06.09 (006), 08.03.03 (005)
04.03 (001), 05.10.02 (016), 08.01 (001), 08.03.01 (011),
01.04 (001), 08.05.06 (023)
04.03 (001), 05.10.02 (016), 08.01 (001), 08.03.01 (011).
01.04 (001), 08.05.06 (023)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.04 (018)
05. 10 (013). 05.11.01 (006). 05.11 .03 (003), 05. 11.03 (015)
08.01 (001)
01 .01.01.01 (005), 01 .01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
03.03 (001), 04.03 (001), 06.09 (051)
01 .01.01 .02 (006)
02.01 (030), 04.03 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011 ). 01.02.03 (002), 03.08 (011)
05.18.04 (002). 08.01 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
08.01 (001)
09.01 (003)
See Chipman, FrW R.
08.01 (002)
03.04.01 (002), 03.05 (001), 03.05.03 (003), 04.03 (005),
04.03 (031), 06.06 (003), 08.01 (001), 08.04 (011),
08.04 (013), 08.05 .06 (005)
01.01 .01.02 (006)
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COMMENT/RESPONSE DOCUMENT INDEX
AlpbabeticaUy By Name

Name

Comment Document
Number

Hoffman. Marcus

343

Hasan. Terry

1292

Holce. Leah
Holt. Jane

1102
1392
744

Holt. Kenneth W.

Holtz, Libby

Hondo. Carolyn
Monicker. Jeannine
Monicker. Jeamine
Monicker. Jeannine
Hoover. Elizabeth
Horan. John R.

Honon, Lynn B.
Honon. Lynn B.
Honon, Patricia
Honon, Peter
House, Rupen
House of Represcracives
Howard, Steven
Howell. James
Howes, Deborah

1284
531
444

448
1231
1203

100
842
1123
555
555
751

682
1295
704
252

Hubbard. Lela

403

Huber. Arlene

798
356
1315

Hudson, J.:kie
Hudson. John

A-33

Respoase Section Numben
06.05 (011), 08.01 (001), 08.01 (004). 08.03.01 (012).
08.04 (010), 08.04 (013)
Ol.Ol.OL02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (006). 03.05 (002), 05.11.03 (012), 05. 12 (001)
01.02.03 (002)
02.01 (018). 02.03 (017), 02.08 (054). 02.08 (056),
04.04 (010), 05.02 (007). 05.02 (008), 05.02 (016).
05.02 (043), 05.10 (035). 05.10 (038), 05.10 (041).
05.10 (063). 05.10.02 (002). 05.10.1)2 (003), 05.10.02 (012)
02.01 (002), 04.03 (001). 05.08.01 (014), 08.01 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006). 03.01 (004), (11 (001)
09.01 (004)
03.(11 (004). 04.03 (021). 06.(17 (001), 08.04 (001)
04.03 (~). 04.03.01 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.01 (029). 01.02.03 (001). 01.02.03 (002).
06.(17 (001)
08.04 (014)
08.04 (014)
01.04 (010)
08.04 (010)
01.01.01.01 (008). 01.01.01.01 (022)
See Gordon, Ban
01.01.01.02 (011)
08.01 (001)
03.05 (024), 04.03 (031), 05.08.03 (003). 05.12 (001).
05.12.03 (002)
08.01 (001), 08.01 (004), 08.03.01 (004), 08.03.01 (005),
08.03.01 (011), 08.03.05 (001), 08.05.11 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006)
08.01 (001). 08.03.01 (005)
01 .01.01 .02 (011)

Volume 3

COMMENT/RESPONSE DOCUMENT INDEX
Alpbabetically By Name
Name

Comment Doc:UIIIent
Number

HuJhel, Dan
Huahes. William F.
Hulett. Chris

1326
834
707

Hulett, Chris

916

Hulette. Christin

1161

Hultsc:h, Roland A.
Hqerford. Clark

619

Hunaerford. Clark

Hunt. Sandra
ID. Stale of

802
1115
670
924

Respon~e

Section Numben

01.01.01.02 (014)
05.05.01 (016)
02.01 (012). 02.01 (030), 02.06 (021). 05.05.01 (020),
05.10.02 (026), 07.04 (001)
01.01.02 (006). 01.02 (001). 01.02.03 (002), 03.08 (010),
04.03 (001). 04.03.01 (017), 04.05 (018). 05.12 (001),
05.13.01 (002), 08.01 (002)
01.02.03 (002), 03.03 (008), 03.08 (013), 04.03 (001),
05.12 (001), 05.13.01 (002), 06.04 (004). 07.04 (001),
08.01 (002)
01.01.01.01 (004), 01.02.01.01 (005)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009). 03.08 (011)
01.02.03 (002)
08.01 (001). 08.04 (010)
02.01 (024). 02.01 (030), 02.02 (002). 02.03 (012).
02.04 (020). 02.04 (030), 02.04 (040), 02.04 (043),
02.04 (044), 02.04 (045), 02.04 (046). 02.04 (047),
02.04 (048), 02.04 (049), 02.04 (050), 02.04 (051).
02.04 (052), 02.04 (053), 02.04 (054), 02.04 (061).
02.08 (037). 03.04 (003), 03.04.01 (007), 04.01 (001),
04.02 (001), 04.03 (021), 04.03 (039), 04.03 (054),
04.03 (061), 04.03.01 (007). 04.03.01 (014), 04.03.01 (028),
04.03.01 (031), 04.03.01 (032), 04.03.01 (033),
05.02 (006). 05.02 (010), 05.02 (011), 05.02 (012),
05.02 (013). 05.02 (014). 05.02 (015). 05.02 (018),
05.02 (019), 05.02 (020), 05.02 (021). 05.02 (022).
05.02 (023). 05.02 (024), 05.02 (025). 05.02 (026).
05.02 (027). 05.02 (028). 05.02 (029), 05.02 (030).
05.02 (031). 05.02 (032). 05.02 (033). 05.02 (034),
05.02 (035), 05.02 (036). 05.02 (037), 05.02 (038).
05.02 (041), 05.02 (047), 05.02 (048). 05.02 (049).
Volume 3

COMMENT/RESPONSE DOCUMENT INDEX
AlpbabetlcaUy By Name

Name
ID. State of

C0111111ent Document
Number
924

A-35

Response Section Numbers
05.02 (050). 05.02 (052), 05.02 (055). 05.02 (056).
05.03 (001). 05.04 (008). 05.04 (011), 05.04 (013).
05.04 (022). 05.04 (026). 05.05 (017). 05.05.01 (001).
05.05.01 (002). 05.05.01 (003), 05.05.01 (004),
05.05.01 (006). 05.05.01 (007). 05.05.01 (008),
05.05.01 (009), 05.05.01 (010), 05.05.01 (011).
05.05.01 (012), 05.05.01 (013), 05.05.01 (014),
05.05.01 (016). 05.05.01 (022), 05.05.01 (023),
05.05.01 (024), 05.05.01 (025), 05.05.01 (037).
05.05.01 (041), 05.06 (004), 05.06 (005), 05.06 (007),
05.06 (001), 05.06 (012). 05.07 (001), 05.07 (002),
05.07 (003), 05.07 (006). 05.07 (007), 05.01 (001),
05.01 (002), 05.01 (008), 05.01.01 (001), 05.01.01 (002),
05.01.01 (010). 05.01.01 (019), 05.01.01 (020),
05.01.01 (027), 05.01.01 (029), 05.01.01 (031),
05.01.01 (032), 05.01.01 (040), 05.01.01 (042).
05.01.01 (048), 05.01.01 (051), 05.01.01 (052),
05.01.01 (055), 05.01.02 (002), 05.01.02 (004),
05.01.02 (006), 05.01.03 (001), 05.01.03 (013),
05.01.03 (014), 05.09 (001), 05.09 (001), 05.09 (016).
05.09 (017). 05.09 (019), 05.10 (001), 05.10 (003),
05.10 (017), 05.10 (025). 05.10 (026), 05.10 (039),
05.10 (040), 05.10 (043), 05.10 (045). 05.10 (047),
05.10 (050), 05.10 (051), 05.10 (052), 05.10 (063).
05.10.01 (001), 05.10.01 (002), 05.10.02 (001),
05.10.02 (002). 05.10.02 (004), 05.10.02 (009),
05.10.02 (013), 05.10.02 (017), 05.10.02 (024),
05.10.02 (025), 05.10.02 (027), 05.11.01 (004),
05.11.03 (005), 05.11.03 (006), 05.11.03 (010),
05.11.03 (016). 05.11.03 (019). 05.11.03 (021),
05.11.03 (023), 05.11.03 (027). 05.11.03 (028),
05.11.03 (030), 05.11.03 (032), 05.11.03 (033),
Volume 3
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Alphabetically By Name

Name

COIIIIDellt Docuaaent

NUJDber

ID. Stale of

924

lbele. Margaret R.
Idaho Slate Historical Society
Idaho. OffiCe of Attorney General
Idaho. SCale of
Idaho. Slate of
lezza. Cora

112
857
924

lnabinett. Nathan
Indeterminate. Andrew A.
Indeterminate, Cli.- A.
lndetermina~e. lllqible

894
323
625

lndeterminaae. lllqible

816

413
538
373

n5

A-36

~ 77

Respoase Sectloa NUJDben

--------

05.11 .03.03 (001). 05.12 (006). 05.12 (014).
05.12 (016), 05.12.02 (001). 05.12.05 (002). 05.12.06 (001).
05. 13.01 (004), 05.15 (011). 05.15 (013). 05 . 17 (001).
05.17 (002). 05.18.01 (009). 05.19 (005). 05.19 (009).
05.19 (017). 06.01 (014). 06.02 (009). 06.02 (022),
06.02 (028). 06.02 (030). 06.02 (031). 06.03 (004).
06.03 (005). 06.03 (006), 06.03.01 (002). 06.04 (011).
06.06 (007). 06.06 (009), 06.01 (001 ). 06.09 (047).
07.01 (002). 07.01 (003). 07.01 (007). 07.01.02 (001).
07.01.02 (005). 07.01.02 (006), 07.01.03 (002).
07.01.04 (001). 07.02 (001), 07.02.01 (002). 07.02.01 (004).
07.02.01 (005), 07.02.02 (001). 07.02.02 (002),
07.02.04 (003), 07.02.04 (004). 07.04 (003). 07.04 (006).
07.04 (007), 01.05.05 (002). 01.05.05 (003). 01.05.05 (004),
01.05.05 (007), 01.05.05 (008). 01.05.05 (009).
01.05.05 (010), 01.05.06 (013), 01.05.09 (004).
01.05.10 (004). 01.05.10 (009), 01.05.10 (011).
01.05.11 (001). 01.06 (009). 01.06 (013)
06.05 (011), 01.01 (001)
See Yohe, Robert M.

See Andrus. Cecil D.
See Andrus. Cecil D.
01.03.01 (011). 01.03.02 (001). 01.05.02 (003).
01.05.04 (001). 01.05.04 (002)
03.05 (007). 01.01 (001)
01.03.01 (005), 01.04 (010). 01.05.03 (003). 01.05.06 (027)
01.01 (001)
01 .01.01.01 (005). 01.01.01 .01 (022). 03.04 (010).
03.05 (009). 03.01 (011)
01 .01.01.01 (005), 01 .01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009). 03.01 (011)
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COMMENT/RESPONSE DOCUMENT INDEX

AJD-eac.-y By N

775
715
715
715
I
323

m

rn
711

. I (001)
. I (001)
01.01 (001)
01.02 .03 (002), 03 .01 (011)
.01 (001)
01 .01 .01 .01 (005), 01 .01 .01 .01 (022). 03.04 (010).
03.05 (009). 03.01 (011)
.03.01 (005), 01.04 (010), 01.05 .03 (003), 01.05.06 (027)
01 .02.03 (002), 03 .01 (011)
01.01 (001)
01.01 (001)
01 .01 .01 .01 (005), 01 .01 .01 .01 (022), 03.04 (010).
03.05 (009). 03.01 (011)

Ill
UIUIIWJII,

4

473
5

A.
A-37

P.

02.01 (003), 03.02 (002), 05 .05 (017). 05 .10 (022).
05.11 .03 (037), 06.07 (009)
03.02 (002). 05 .05 (017). 05 .10 (022). 05 .10 (029).
05 .10.02 (017), 05 . 11 .03 (037). 06.01 .01 (001) •
.07 (009)
01 .01 .01 .01 (Oll)
01 .01 .01 .01 (CMO), 02 .01 (026), 05 .10.02 (020). 05 . 12 (015)
Ol .Ol .Ol .Ol (Oil)
01 .01.01 .02 (006). 05 .05 (015). 05 .01.01 (014),
05 .11 .03 (OM)
02.01 (003), 03.03 (
), 05 .10 (006), 06.01 (002).
.01 .01 (001)
). 05. 10 (006). 06.01 (002),
02 .01 t 3), 03.03 (
.01 .01 (001)
Ol .Ol .Ol .Ol (
)
05 . (003), 05.06 (012). 05. 19 (003)
03. (007 • 05. (003), 05.06 (012), 05 .19 (003)

v

3

COMMENT/RESPONSE DOCUMENT INDEX
AlpbabeticaUy By Name

Name

c~:.t=ument

Jenary. Boyd
Jessen. Neal
Jabe. Lowell A.

1220
1390
874

Johnson. Barry L.
Johnson. Elaine
Johnson. Heather

287
1248
342

Johnson. Heather
Johnson, Helen G.
Johnson. Leroy
Johnson. Leroy
Johnson. Norma
Johnson. Sally
Johnston. Anne

524
684

Jolley. Raben B.

440

Jolley. Raben B.

443

Jones. Eleanor
Jones. Jewel
Jones. Michael

1092
1227
411

Jones. Michael

415

Jones. Michael

849

soo

664
1402
1249
310

Respoase Sectloa Numben
01.01.01.01 (022)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.02.03 (002), 02.07 (001). 03.05.05 (006), 06.05 (001),
06.05 (026), 06.07 (001)
09 (021)
01.02.03 (002)
08.01 (001), 08.04 (010). 08.04 (013), 08.04 (014).
08.04 (019)
05.16 (002)
05.10.02 (007), 05.18.01 (002). 08.01 (001), 08.01 {OOS)
08.01 (002)
08.01 (002), 08.03.05 (006)
06.09 (013), 08.04 (010), 08.05.05 (002)
01.01.01.01 (022)
03.05 (018), 03.08 (011). 04.03 (001), 05.10.02 (016),
06.09 (013)
01.01.01.01 (019), 01.01.01.02 (011), 01.02.03 (002).
05.10 (034)
01.01 .01 .01 (019), 01.01.01.02 (011), 01.02.03 (002).
05.10 (034)
08.04 (010), 08.04 (015)
01 .01.01.02 (011)
03.03 (008), 08.03.01 (022), 08.03.03 (001), 08.03.05 (002),
08.04 (001). 08.05.04 (002), 08.05.06 (007), 08.05.06 (027),
08.05.06 (028), 08.06 (OOS)
03.03 (008), 08.03.01 (022), 08.04 (001), 08.04 020),
08.05.06 (007), 08.05.06 (028), 08.06 (OOS)
02 .01 (002). 02.01 (013), 05.10 (063), 05.11.03 (031),
05 . 19 (019). 08.03.01 (OOS), 08.03.01 (018), 08.03.01 (022),
08.03.03 (001), 08.03.03 (002). 08.03.05 (002),
08.04 (001), 08.04 (004). 08.04 (008), 08.04 (023),
08.05.01 (004), 08.05.04 (002), 08.05.04 (007),
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Alphabetically By Name
Name

COIIIIIJeDt Document

Number

Jones. Michael

849

Jordan, Evonne
Jordan, Thomas
Jull. Paula
Ka Lahui Hawaii
Ka l..ahui Hawaii
Ka Lahui Hawaii. Oahu Island Caucus
Ka Lahui Hawaii. Oahu Island C-IUCUS
Kadak, Andrew C.
Kaeser. Norma D.

662
887
869
1345

369
372
410
848

7

Kahunahana Castro Howell. Anna Marie
Kain. Helene
Kaiser. Justine

398
318
616

Kakalia. Clara

380

Kalbus, Richard

Kanouff. J. M.

1436
812

Kaufmann, Theresa M.

1036

Kaufmann. Theresa M.

1037

Kay, Jerome
Keeney, Harold S.

593
96
A-39

Respo~~~e

SectioD Numben

08 . 0~ . 06 (007), 08.05.06 (010), 08.05.06 (015),
08.05.06 (016). 08.05.06 (017), 08.05.06 (018).
08.05.06 (019). 08.05.06 (020). 08.05.06 (023),
08.05.06 (024), 08.05. 10 (001), 08.05.10 (005).
08.05.10 (007), 08.06 (005), 08.06 (010), 08.06 (UII),
08.06 (017)
02.07 (012)
08.01 (001). 08.04 (010)
01.01.01.01 (022). 01.01.01.02 (006), 04.01 (005)
See Shaver, Laic

See Lucas, Plm
See Nlboopii, Kawib
See Nlboopii, Kawib
02.03 (015). 06.08 (000), 06.08 (007)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
08.01 (001)
08.04 (010)
01.01.01.01 (005). 01 .01 .01.01 (022), 03 .04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
08.01 (001). 08.01 (002). 08.03.01 (011). 08.03.04 (001).
08.03.05 (001). 08.05.02 (003). 08.05.06 (005)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.01 .02 (005), 05.08.01 (014)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01 .01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01.02.03 (002), 04.01 (001), 04.03 (001), 06.01 (005),
06.05 (002). 06.05 (016). 06.07 (001), 06.09 (042)
01 .02.03 (002), 04.01 (001), 04.03 (001). 06.01 (005),
06.05 (002), 06.05 (016), 06.07 (001), 06.09 (042)
08.01 (002)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011). 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008).
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
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Alphabetically By Name
Name

COIIIIIJent Document
Nmnber

Keisel, Allison
Kellam, Janet K.
Kellam, Janet K.

966
213
853

Kelly. Elizabeth

679

Kelly, Elizabeth

871

Kelly. Mary T.

915

Kelly-Lind, Ellen

194

Kelly-Lind, Ellen

212

Kempthome. Dirk
Kempthome. Dirk
Kennedy. Alexandra

1053
1054
785

Kennedy. Nancy

6

Kenney. Dick
Kepano. Virainia A.
Kepano. Virainia A.
Kerriaan. Laurie
Kessler, Marc A.
Kimball, Maahew
Kinmich. Scott

1026
409
418
1105
464
1244
1420
1004

Kinard, Deborah
Kincheloe, Karen

1266

Kessler. Peter

1243
A-40

?X"\

Respoa~e

Section Nmnben

01.01.01.01 (022), 03.05 (004). 05.05.01 (016)
01.01.01.02 (006), 04.03 (001), 05.08.01 (014), 06.05 (010)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01 .01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (005). 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.01 (011)
02.06 (034), 02.07 (006), 02.08 (057), 03.08 (010),
04.01 (001). 06.02 (003)
02.07 (012). 02.01 (002). 06.05 (011). 08.01 (001).
01.03.01 (001). 01.03.01 (003), 08.03.01 (004).
01.03.01 (005)
01.02.03 (002), 02.01 (002), 06.05 (011). 07.04 (001),
08.03.01 (003)
03.01 (014), 06.06 (003), 07 (001)
03.01 (014), 06.06 (003). 07 (001)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009). 03.08 (011)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
01.02.03 (002), 02.07 (001), 03.05.05 (011), 06.05 (016)
08.01 ((JOI), 08.03.02 (001), 08.05.06 (005), 08.06 (001)
05.11.03 (026), 08.01 (001), 08.03.05 (002), 08.04 (010)
01.01.01.02 (006). 04.03 (001)
01 .01.01.01 (008), 01 .02.03 (002), 04.03 (001)
02.07 (012)
08.0! (004)
01.01.01.01 (005). 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009). 03.08 (011)
09.01 (004)
01.01.01.02 (006)
Volume 3
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Name
Kina.
Kina.
Kina.
Kina.

David
Joan o.
Marilee
Neil

Comment Document
Number
1333
148
1148
437

Kina. Neil
Kippina. David
Kirk, Amy

993
965
925

Kirkpatrick. B. J.

935

Kitsap Coun1y. WA; Bel. of Connissionen
Kitsap COUIIIy. WA; Dept. of Emeq. Mp.
Klein, Richard F.
Klein, Robin

839
765
761

Kleinklof, Karl
Knapp, Malcolm R.
Knapp. Wynne
Knechl. Dieter
Kniahl. Carol

1149
1125
922

Kniahl. Carol
Kniahl. Olendel
Kniahl. Joseph
Kniahl. Paiae

1091
1355
1347
247

Kniahl. Paiae
Kniahl. Paiae

250

264

1302
683

253
A-41

Respoa~e

Section Numben

01.01.01.02 (011), 05.18.04 (002)
02.07 (013), 03.08 (010)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.02.03 (002), 02.08 (002). 03.08 (010), 05.05 (017).
05.05.01 (016)
05.11.03 (014)
01.01.01.01 (022), 06.06 (003), 08.03.03 (002)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (006), 03.08 (023),
~.05.01 (016), 05.08.01 (014), 05.09 (001),
07 (001)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 06.09 (013), 08.03.01 (008),
08.04 (008), 08.04 (009). 08.04 (014)
See Onnhmd, Win
See Mann, PbyUiu A.
08.04 (018)
02.04 (010), 03.07 (003). 05.09 (001), 05.10 (023).
05.11.02 (001), 05.12.08 (001). 05.18.04 (002),
06.02 (028), 06.05 (016), 06.09 (013)
05.05.01 (016)
09.01 (010)
04.03 (017)
02.08 (015). 08.01 (005)
01.01 .01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009). 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (008), 03.04 (010). 03.07 (004)
01 .01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.01 (022), 04.03 (001). 06.01.01 (001). 06.09 (043).
08.03.01 (013)
01.01.01.02 (020), 06.09 (017), 09.01 (004)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.01 (041), 04.03 (001).
06.09 (043), 08.03.01 (013)
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N8111e

Comment DocUIIIent
Number

Knipa. Paiac
Kniahl. Paiae

268
270

Knolls Action Project
Knolls Action Project
Knolls Action Project
Knolls Action Project
Knolls Action Project
KnotlS, Ronald E.
Knox. Harry W.
Koben. Marcia
Kocher. Ann
Kocher. Warren
Kocher. Warren
Koeberl. Dwiaht D.
Kogut. William

1119
188
202
194
212
640
913
1082
824
442
824
210

Kolb, Catherine
Koslowsky. Georae
Kotowicz Lloyd, Ann
Kramer, Angela

884
919

11S

6S3
881

Kresae. Michele

482

Kuhlman, Henry
Lachey. Jeanette
Lafarpe. Genevieve
Laaenaur. Mary Beth

S30
11S
48S
12S6
A-42

l"'F3

Response Section Numben
09.01 (004)
01.01.01.01 (022). 02.01 (023), 02.06 (001). 02.08 (002).
03.01 (001). 03.01 (008), 03.08 (012). 04.03 (001),
05.09 (002), 05.10 (021), 05.10 (05S), 05.11.03 (003),
05.1S (024), 05.16 (001), 05.19 (004), 06.05 (011),
06.05 (016). 06.05 (030)
See COIIDer, Brian
See MKby. Daniel
See MKby' Daniel
See Kelly-Lind, Ellen
See Kelly-Lind, Ellen
01.02.01.02 (014), 03.05 (008), 04.01 (OOS)
05.05.01 (016)
01.01.01.02 (006)
03.07 (003), 05.08.02 (009)
09.01 (004)
03.07 (003), 05.08.02 (009)
03.03 (013). 08.01 (001)
02.07 (002). 03.08 (011). 08.03.01 (008). 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
08.01 (001). 08.04 (010), 08.04 (014)
04.03 (001), 08.01 (007), 08.03.01 (003), 08.03.01 (OOS)
01.01.01.02 (011)
05.10 (006), 05.10.02 (010), 05.19 (006), 05.19 (011),
08.04 (014)
01.02.03 (002), 05.10 (014), 06.01.01 (001). 06.02 (01S),
06.05 (002)
02.07 (001). 08.01 (001), 08.04 (014)
08.01 (001)
08.01 (001)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (006). 04.03 (001).
05.08.01. (014)
Volume 3
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AlpbabetlcaUy By Name
Name

COIIUDent Document
Number

LaaerJren, Ginna
Laaeraren. Ken
Lambert. James

233
233
191

Lambert. James
Lambert. James R.

199
214

Lamben Holensaein. Kathryn (Cherie)

245

Lambert Holensaein. Kalhryn (Cherie)
Lamboloc. James
Lamotte. Christian

266
200

Lancaster. Colleen

928

Lane. lois
Lana. lance

1147
297

Lana. lance

305

1009

laftawonhy, Helen
Lanipn. Karen
Lanipn. Steve
larson. Jim

1288
1164
1275
297

Larson. Jim
Larson, Lester
Laveny. Denise
Laveny. Denise
Law. Joe M.
Lawrence, Linda

304
665
985
997
818
490
1260

Lawson, lorena
Lay, Amanda

n5
A-43

Respoase Section Numben
05.08.01 (014), 05 .09 (004), 06.05 (002)
05 .08.01 (014), 05.09 (004), 06.05 (002)
05.10.02 (017), 05.10.02 (019), 08.03.01 (005),
08.03.05 (001), 08.05.06 (001)
05.10.02 (017), 06.09 (014), 08.05.05 (003)
05.10.02 (017), 05 .10.02 (019), 08.03.01 (005),
08.03.05 (001), 08.05.06 (001)
02.06 (001), 02.08 (033), 03.05 (008), 04.03 (001),
04.03 (021), 06.07 (001)
02.06 (001). 04.03 (001), 06.07 (001)
08.01 (002)
01.01 .01.01 (005). 01.01 .01.01 (022). 03.04 (010).
03.05 (009). 03.01 (011)
01.02.03 (002). 03.05 (006). 06.02 (006), 06.05 (016),
06.06 (003). 07 (001)
08.01 (001)
02.06 (037). 02.07 (012), 03.08 (012), 05.12 (001),
05.13 (001). 06.09 (013)
02.06 (037), 03.03 (008). 04.03 (001). 06.09 (013)
01.02.03 (002)
01 .01 .01.01 (022). 01 .02 .01.02 (017)
03 .05 (007). 05. 12 (001)
02.06 (037), 02.07 (012), 03.08 (012), 05 . 12 (001),
05. 13 (001), 06.09 (013)
02.07 (012). 05.08.02 (010)
01 .01.01.02 (011). 03 .03 (005)
01 .01.01.01 (022). 05 .09 (001), 05.15 (014)
01 .01 .01.01 (022), 05 .09 (001). 05.15 (014)
01 .02 .03 (002), 08.03 .05 (006)
08.04 (010). 08.04 (013)
01 .01 .01 .02 (006)
08.01 (001)
Volume 3
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.05 (020). 09.01 (004)
). 01 .01 .01 .01 (022). 03 .04 (010).
(011)

15

c 13). 04.03 .01 (017)
.03 ( I). 04.03 (047).

v

3

COMMENT/RESPONSE DOCUMENT INDEX
AlpbabetlcaUy By Name
Name

Comment Document
Number

Leslie. Bret

42S

Leslie. Bret

426
800
673
221

· -Leu.<~.

Peter
Lewallen. Debra J.

Lewnow. Richard

Liborio. Kevin
Lieberman. Bernard
Lindquisa, Jeff
Li..wonhy. Mariel

400

Linnell, William S.
Liule.Ben

170
822

Liule. Glen
Lloyd. Alan
Lockwood. Frank
Loeb. Bernard s.
Losan. John A.

1112
379
992
129
1008

Lona. Everett
Lonaley. Bee

790
741

1327

ns

346

Loo, Henry
Loosier. Carla
Loosier. Carla
Loosier. Carla s.

903

Lorella. Kathy C.

100

Lous.A.L.

186

Lous,A.L.

4S2

n3
S16
S18

A-4S

Response Section Numbers
05.10.01 (009). 06.05 (001). 06.0S (002). 08.01 (001).
08.03.03 (002). 08.04 (019)
09.01 (004)
01.01.01.02 (006), OS.I2 (001), 07.04 (004)
01.01.01.02 (011), OS.IO (061)
01.01.01.02 (004)
08.01 (003)
01.02.03 (002)
08.01 (001)
02.06 (037). 08.01 (001). 08.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
08.05.01 (009)
05.10.02 (017), OS.I9 (016)
01.01.01.01 (OOS), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009). 03.08 (011)
06.05 (001)
08.04 (010). 08.04 (018)
06.03 (002)
09.01 (003)
04.03 (047), 05.08.01 (015), 05.18.01 (008), 05.18.01 (OIS).
07.01 (008), 07.01.02 (007). 07.01.03 (006)
01.01.01.01 (022), 03.08 (011)
02.06 (001). 02.08 (001)
01.01.03 (001). 06.09 (003)
05.10 (030)
05.04 (019), 05.12.08 (001), 06.04.01 (002)
02.04 (010), 02.06 (033). 03.05 (007). 04.03 (049),
05.10.02 (007), 05.18 (002), 05.18.01 (002), OS.I9 (004)
02.07 (002). 03.08 (011). 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008).
08.04 (009). 08.04 (014)
01.01.01.01 (029), 04.03 (032), OS.12.Q6 (002), 06.03 (011 ),
06.09 (OOS)
04.03.02 (006), 04.0S (019), OS.12 (007), 06.07 (001),

Volume 3

COMMENT/RESPONSE DOCUMENT INDEX
AlpbabeticaUy By Name
Name

Comment Document
Number

Locts. A. L.
Lons, A. L.

452
455

Louch. Charles D.
Louse'n. Pani
Lowe. Frances E.

134
556

Lucas. Pam

369

Lucas. Pamela L.

392

Ludden. Beverly
Lundstedt. Tom

1281
73

Luthy. Louise

78

Luxem. David A
Lynch. Janet
MClemore. Jani
Mackay. Daniel
Mackay. Daniel

241
663
1278
188

Maestas. Herman
Magee. Joan

794

Mager. Talmon R.
Maginnis. Paul
Maikmus. Mary

62

Malama. Kaonohi
Malan. Linda

375

1317

202
117
S09
532

110

Response Section Numbers
06.09 (OOS)
01.01 .01.01 (029). 04.03 (032), 05.12.06 (002). 06.03 (011),
06.09 (OOS)
02.06 (025), 08.04 (010), 08.05.06 (012)
05.08.01 (014), 05.09 (001), 06.05 (002)
01.01.01.02 (011)
08.01 (001), 08.03.02 (001), 08.03.05 (001). 08.05.02 (003),
08.05.03 (003), 08.05.05 (001), 08.05.06 (OOS),
08.05.06 (023)
02.08 (001), 08.01 (001), 08.03.05 (001). 08.05.06 (OOS),
08.05.06 (023)
01.01.01.02 (006). 07.02.01 (003)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011). 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008).
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008). 08.04 (008).
08.04 (009). 08.04 (014)
01.01.01 (002), JS.I2 (001), 08.01 (001)
02.07 (012)
01.01.01.02 (020). 06.09 (013). 08.04 (010)
04.03 (019), 04.04 (008), 04.04.01 (002)
02.03.01 (003), 03.03 (008), 06.01 (002), 06.01.01 (001),
06.02 (021). 06.05 (001)
01.02.03 (002)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011). 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008).
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.06 (032), 06.09 (007)
08.01 (001)
01.01.01.01 (008), 01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.01 .02 (017),
05.05.01 (016), 05.12 (001)
08.01 (004). 08.04 (010), 08.05.06 (006)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011). 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)

Volume 3

COMMENT/RESPONSE DOCUMENT INDEX
AlphabeticaUy By Name
Name

Comment Document
Number

Mallad. Lisa J.

10

Malone, Mn. Paul
Malone. Paul

1176
1176

Malone. Terence W.

m

Manheimer. Elaine

147

Manheimer. Elaine

Manheimer. Elaine

346

Manheimer. Elaine

1344

Mann. Phylliss A.

765

Mamina, Lillian
Mannina. Lillian

Martus. Joyce

1357
1432
1252
787

Mannes. Rondel

775

Mannina. Mary

A-47

2~}

Response Section Numbers
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011). 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008).
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
04.01 (OOS), 08.01 (002), 08.01 (004), 08.04 (010).
08.04 (014), 08.04 (027), 08.05.07 (003)
03.03 (008), 04.01 (OOS), 07 (001), 08.03.01 (OOS),
08.03.01 (008), 08.03.03 (001), 08.03.03 (002).
08.03.05 (001), 08.04 (026), 08.05.01 (001), 08.05.01 (009).
08.05.03 (001), 08.05.05 (002), 08.05.06 (026),
08.05.06 (028), 08.06 (003), 08.06 (011)
02.04 (010), 03.05 (OOS), 03.08 (011), 04.01 (OOS),
06.05 (014), 06.05 (016), 08.01 (001), 08.03.01 (OOS),
08.03.01 (012), 08.03.01 (022), 08.04 (008), 08.04 (010),
08.04 (014), 08.04 (022), 08.04 (026), 08.05.01 (001).
08.05.01 (009), 08.05.03 (001 ), 08.05.05 (002),
08.05.06 (026), 08.05.06 (027), 08.05.10 (002),
08.05.10 (003). 08.05.10 (008). 08.06 (003), 08.06 (007),
08.06 (008). 08.06 (011). 08.06 (015). 08.06 (016)
02.06 (037), 08.01 (001), 08.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
08.05.01 (009)
03.08 (011). 06.06 (003). 07.04 (001), 08.01 (001),
08.03.05 (002). 08.04 (010), 08.04 (013), 08.04 (014)
01.02.01.02 (011), 08.01 (001), 08.04 (003), 08.04 (010),
08.05.05 (002), 08.05.06 (OOS), 08.05.07 (003),
08.05.07 (006), 08.05.07 (007), 08.05.07 (008)
01.01.01.01 (022), 06.09 (019)
01.01.01.01 (022), 05.09 (001)
08.04 (010), 08.04 (013)
01.01.01.01 (OOS), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
08.01 (001)
Volume 3

COMMENT/RESPONSE DOCUMENT INDEX
AlpbabetlcaUyByName
Name
Manensen. Charles
Manensen. Maraaret
Manin. Clarence
Manin. Marilyn
Manin, Pauline
Manin, Terry
Mary E. Theler Comnamity ee.er
Masumolo. Harold S.
Malhews. James C.
Malsu-Pissoc. Yuki

Comment Document
Number
1403
1403
339
945
1211

S66

Matthews. R. S.

136
21
492
1234
153

Manhews. R. S.

643

Manulaa, Judy
Maaz. Joey
Mazon. Mike
Mazon. Mike
McAuley. Mike
McCabe. Amy
McCabe, Amy

1152
889
226
I lOS
444
447

McCabe. Amy

lOll

McCann. Anita
McCollen. Lyn

542

McCombs. Patricia A.

678

220

1261

Respoase Section Numben
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 006)
08.01 (001). 08.01 (002). 08.05.05 (005)
01.02.03 (002). 05.12 (001)
01.01.01.02 (Oll)
05.12 (001)
See W•landt. Carol
08.01 (001), 08.03.02 (001), 08.03.02 (002)
08.01 (001)
09.01 (004)
02.08 (023), 04.03 (057), 05.10 (027), 08.05.11 (002).
08.05.11 (003)
02.01 (023). 04.03 (057), 05.10 (027). 08.05.11 (002),
08.05.11 (003)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01 (001), 08.04 (014)
03.01 (019). 06.05 (004)
09.01 (004)
01.01.01.02 (006)
09.01 (004)
01.01.01.02 (011). 02.03 (007). 02.04 (021). 02.04 (041).
02.07 (007). 03.04 (008). 04.03 (041), 04.03.01 (001).
04.03.01 (002). 04.03.01 (006), 05.04 (027). 05.05 (024).
06.07 (015)
.
01.01.01.02 (011). 02.03 (007). 02.04 (021). 02.04 (041),
02.07 (007). 03.04 (008). 04.03 (041). 04.03.01 (001),
04.03.01 (002), 04.03.01 (006), 05.04 (027). 05.05 (024),
06.07 (015)
01.01.02 (005)
03.08 (010), 05.09 (001), 05.10 (031). 05.10.02 (003).
05. 12 (001), 05.13.04 (001)
08.04 (010)
Volume 3

COMMENT/RESPONSE DOCUMENT INDEX
AlpbabeticaUy By Name
Name

Comment Document
Number
878
1440

McConnell. M. R.
McCoy. Mildred
McCoy. Nina R.

401

McCoy. Nina R.
McCoy. Nina R.

402
414

McCulloch. Betty
McDaniels. Trimelda

810
1034

McDaniels. Trimelda C.

1049

McDaniels. Trimelda C.

1050

McDaniels. Trimelda C.
McDaniels. Trimelda
McDennon. Vincent
McDonald. Tim
McDonald. Timodly

1070
1217
567
1128
899

McDonald. Timolhy

1017

McElhinney. Gwynne

417

McElhinney, Gwynne

541

McEnaney, Robert

545

McEnaney. Raben
Mcfarlane. Harold F.

549
278
A49

2.4

Response Section Numben
08.04 (010)
08.01 (001)
03.01 (001). 08.01 (001). 08.01 (OOS). 08.03.01 (004).
08.04 (010), 08.04 (011), 08.04 (013), 08.04 (014).
08.04 (015), 08.05.02 (004)
03.08 (010)
08.01 (004), 08.03.01 (001). 08.04 (010), 08.04 (011).
08.04 (013), 08.04 (014), 08.05.02 (004), 08.05.04 (003)
08.04 (013), 08.04 (014)
02.08 (002), 03.08 (011), 04.03 (001), 05.10 (029),
05.10.02 (002), 05. 10.02 (001), 05.13.01 (001)
02.04 (011), 03.04.01 (002), 03.08 (011), 04.01 (001),
05.10.02 (002), 05. 11.03 (001). 06.09 (008), 09.01 (004)
02.04 (011), 03.04.01 (002), 03.08 (011), 04.01 (001),
05.10.02 (002), 05.11 .03 (001), 06.09 (008). 09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
01.01.01.02 (006), 02.04 (019), 03 .05 (008)
08.04 (013)
08.03.01 (013), 08.04 (010)
05.12.06 (002), 05. 12.07.01 (002), 05.13.02 (006).
08.03.01 (013)
05.12.06 (002), 05.12.07.01 (002), 05.13.02 (006),
08.03.01 (013)
04.03 (001), 05.05 (014), 05.05 (015), 05.05.01 (034),
05.08.01 (014), 06.05 (002)
04.03 (001), 05.05 (014), 05.05 (015), 05.05.01 (034).
05.08.01 (014), 06.05 (002)
02.04 (001), 04.01 (OOS), 04.03 (001), 05.18.04 (001),
06.01 (OOS), 06.01.01 (001), 06.02 (007). 06.02 (032),
06.06 (006), 07.01 (004)
06.01.01 (001), 06.02 (001), 06.06 (002)
01.01.01.01 (002), 01.01 .02 (007), 06.05 (002)

Volume 3
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Name
Mcfaull. David R.

C0111111eat Document
Number

McKniaht. Virainia
Mclauahlin. Dennis
McLauahlin. Pam
Mclauahlin. Pam

88
1206
1383
163
1013
1395
1397
1314
1168
1289

McNabb. Harry 0 .
McReynolds. Susan
McReynolds. Tom
McWhoncr. Don
McWhoner. Donald L.

1322
1224
1393
628
823

Meacham. Brian E.

797

Mead. David
Medin. M .

992
74

Medwcll. Nancy

118

Mqruc. Maxcy

19

Mqruc. Maxey
Mcias. Marilyn F.
Mcias. Marilyn F.
Mcia . Marilyn F.

S3
23S
291
300

Mc:<iehee, Connie
McGhee. Charles
McGinnis, Anna

Mc:Grllh. James
McGrath, Palty

A-SO

Response Section Numben
08.04 (010)
01.01 .01 .02 (011). 03.03 (008)
01.01.01.02 (011)
08.04 (010)
01.01.01 .01 (001 ). 02.08 (009)
01.01.01.02 (006). OS.08.01 (014), 07.02 .01 (003)
01.01 .01.02 (011)
01.01.01.01 (022). 01.01.01.02 (013). 03 .0S (008)
03.04 (014)
01.01.01.01 (008), 01.02 .03 (002), 02.04 (060), 04.03 (001).
OS.I2 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01 .02 (006), 01.01 .02 (OOS)
09.01 (004)
02.01 (014), 02.03 (018). 04.03 (001). 04.03 (OOS).
04.04 (001), OS.I0.02 (002). OS. IS (002). 08.04 (001).
08.0S.II (003), 08.0S.II (OOS)
01.01.01.01 (004). 01.02 .01.02 (004). 01.02 .03 (002).
03 .0S (008), 04.03 (001 ). OS . I3.04 (001). OS . I9 (011).
06.01 (002). 06.02 (03S), 06.04 (001). 07.04 (001)
06.03 (002)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011). 08.03.01 (008). 08.04 (008).
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011). 08.03 .01 (008). 08.04 (008).
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002). 03 .08 (011), 08.03.01 (008). 08.04 (008).
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
03.08 (010)
06.02 (010). 06.04 (010)
02.04 (004), 04.03 (027). 06.02 (010)
04.03 (027)
Volume 3
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QIMIIelleaiiY By N

c

R
424
431

,..
7)6
71
710

1254

'701
755

IICM
667
ll

"

954
691
17
199
15

1235

A-51

Section Numben

02 .04 (004). 04.03 (027). 06.04 (010)
02.04 ( ). 06.02 (010). 06.04 (010)
.04 (010)
03. (007)
01 .01 .01 .02 (006). 02 .04 (025), 04.03 (001). 05 .08.01 (014),
06.05 (002), 01.03.01 (004), 01.03.03 (002)
01 .01 .01 .01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.01 (011)
02.07 (012)
01 .01 .01 .01 (022), 02.01 (002), 03.03 (001), 04.03 (001)
01 .01 .01 .01 (005), 01.01.01 .01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.01 (011)
01 .01 .02 (005)
01 .01.01 .01 (022), 01 .01 .01 .02 (01 .1)
01 .01 .01 .02 (011), 06.09 (Oil)
02.07 (001), 03 .01 (010), 05.15 (005). 05. 18.04 (002).
09.01 (001)
()1.03 (005)
02.07 (002). 03.01 (011). 01.03.01 (001), 01.04 (001),
.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
01 .01 .01 .01 (022). 05.05.01 (016), 05.01.01 (014)
01.01 (001)
OI.CM (010)
.01 (001). 01.01 (002). 01.05 .02 (001), 01.05.06 (023),
.05 .07 (002), 01.06 (OCM)
01 .01 .01 .01 (022), 05.12 (001)
• Loil

.

A.

01 .01 .01 .02 (011)
.«M (010)
,(M (010)
05 . .01 (014) 05.09 (005), 05. 12 (001)
Volunle 3
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AlpbabeticaUy By Name
Name
Moeller. John
Moeller. Mary
Moffett. Ed
Moffecc. Jennifer

COIIIIDeat Document
Number

Mohliak. Dan
Moore. Emma E.

42
liS I
807
80
321
124

Moore. James F.
Moore. Marie
Moredock, Elizabeth
Moraan. Elizabeth
Moraan. LaRene
Morley. Mary Kay
Morris, Evelyn

243
891
1088
217
1132
1197
397

Morri . Heloise

81

Morris. Mary
Morrison. Anita
Morse. Macy
Morse. Macy
Morse. Macy

1331
909
173

Mowry. Authur

630

Murphy. David
Murphy. Jane
Mumy. Alexander P.

S06
669
832

2SO
265

A-52
?

Response Section Numben
08.04 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006), 02.04 (019), 05.09 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006), 02.04 (019), 05.09 (001)
03.08 (013)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008).
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.08 (001), 05.08.01 (014)
08.04 (014)
01.01.01.02 (011). 05.10.02 (008)
08.01 (004)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.01.02 (OOS)
08.04 (010)
08.01 (001), 08.04 (010), 08.05.04 (002), 08.05.06 (007).
08.05.07 (002)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011 ). 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009). 01.04 (014)
03.07 (003), 05.10.02 (016). 05.18.04 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006)
02.01 (007), 04.03 (001). 01.05.03 (004), 01.05.10 (010)
01.01.01.02 (020). 06.09 (017). 09.01 (004)
01.01.01.02 (006). 03.05 (008), 04.03 (001). 05.09 (003).
05.10 (021). 05.12.06 (003), 06.06 (003). 07.04 (001).
08.03.01 (OOS), 01.03.01 (008). 08.05.08 (001)
02.06 (023). 03.02 (002). 03.05 (008), 03.05.03 (003),
06.04 (001). 06.05 (003). 06.09 (017), 08.03.01 (004)
08.01 (002)
06.05 (016). 08.01 (001 • 08.04 (014)
02.01 (017). 02.04 (034), 02.08 (009). 04.03 (027),
04.03 (053). 04.03 (056). 04.03 (057). 05.10 (056),
05.18.02 (001), 06.02 (OOS). 06.04 (001). 06.05 (016).
06.06 (011). 06.07 (006)
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Name

Comment Document
Number

Myers. Brian
Myers. Joy

762

Myers, Joy

1012

NH. Slate of; Dept. of Environ. Service
NY Slate of; Depl. of Economic Devlopn

127
763

Nlhoopii, Kawika
Nlhoopii, Kawika

Nakaoka. Charles
Nuhville Peace Action
Nurah, Sister
National Assoc. of Retired Fedenl Emp.
National Cenler for Envirormernl Health
National Tnnsponation Safely Board
Natural Ripas Cen1er. The

Navarro, Pal
Nelns. Barbara
Nelson, Bruce
Nelson. Georaia
Neumann, David
Neumann, David
Neumann, David
Neumann. David
Nevada SCale CleariiJihouse OOA/SPOC
Nevadans Opposma Nuclear Extinction

1368

3n

410

700
232
525
155
744
129
1069
1324
702
754
754
562
588
1257
1425
936
228
A-53

Respoase Sectloa Numben
OJ .01.01.02 (011 ). 05.09 (001)
01 . 1.01.01 (001), 01.01.02 (001). 04.05 (016). 06.06 (003),
06.07 (001), 01.03.03 (002)
01.01.01.01 (002), 01.01.01.02 (012), 01.01.02 (001),
01.02 (001), 01.02.03 (003), 02.01 (021), 02.04 (055),
03.04.01 (007), 03.07 (004), 04.03 (001), 04.04 (011),
05.03 (002), 05.09 (001), 05.09 (001), 05.10.02 (017),
05.12.06 (004), 05.12.01 (001), 06.05 (001), 06.06 (003),
06.07 (001), 06.07 (014), 07 (001), 08.03.01 (001),
01.03.03 (002), 01.05.06 (027)

See Varney, Robert W.
See .... Plul
01.01 (001)
08.01 (001), 01.03.02 (001), 08.05.02 (002), 01.05.02 (003),
08.05.06 (005)
01.04 (013), 08.05.06 (005)
See Hedppedl. Dave
02.08 (002)
See Nickenoa, Russell
See Holt, Keanedl w.
See Loeb, 8cmard s.
See Biles, Alben
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.01 (022)
03.08 (010), 08.04 (010), 08.04 (013)
03.01 (010), 08.04 (010), 08.04 (013)
06.04 (001)
06.05 (020)
02.06 (036), 05.19 (001), 09.01 (004)
05.19 (001)
See Buder. Julie
See Skinner, Lawrence
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Alpbabetically By Name
Name

COIIIIIJtllt Document

Number

Newick. Richard C.

513

Nichols. Mary H.

439

Nichols. Mary H
Nickerson. Jack E.
Nickerson. Jack

442

Nickerson. Jack
Nickerson. Russell
Noland. Jane

1070
155
299

Noland. Jane

926

Norfolk Naval Shipyard-Ponsmouth Assoc.
Nonh Carolina State Clearifllhouse
Nuclear Free Pon Coalition
Nuclear Free Pon Coalition
Nuclear Safety Campaign
Nuick. Dick
Nunnelley. Pamela J.

818
1007
246

776

1025

262

O'Connell. Rosemary

1119
182
775
628
633
31

O'Connor. John

560

O'Connor. Kacee

560

O'Brien. Frank
O'Brien. Frank D.

Respo~~~e

SectioD Numben

03.03 (001). 03.08 (020), 04.03.01 (017). 08.01 (001).
08.03.01 (001), 08.03.01 (005), 08.04 (013), 08.05.06 (004).
08.05.06 (031)
01.01.01.02 (011), 03.03 (008), 05.08.02 (001),
05.18.04 (002)
09.01 (004)
05.12 (001), 06.04 (001), 06.06 (003)
05.05.01 (016), 05.11.03 (007), 05.11.03 (008),
08.01 (001)
09.01 (004)
08.02 (001), 08.04 (010)
01.01.01 (002), 01.01.01.02 (006), 02.07 (001), 03.04 (014),
05.09 (001), 05.10.01 (005), 05.11.02 (006), 05.12 (001).
05.12.06 (002), 05.12.07.01 (002), 05.13.04 (001).
06.09 (013)
02.04 (056), 05.04 (006), 05.11.02 (006), 05.12 (001),
05.12.03 (002), 05.13.02 (005)
See Law, Joe M.
See &aaeu. Chrys
See Leildko, Ron
See Leistiko, Ron
See COIIDer. Brian
05.10 (021)
08.01 (001)
09.01 (004)
02.02 (003), 02.04 (034), 06.07 (001)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.02 (004), 03.07 (004), 05.04 (004),
05.08.01 (014), 05.08.01 (030), 05.11.03 (004)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.02 (004), 03.07 (004), 05.04 (004),
05.08.01 (014), 05.08.01 (030), 05.11.03 (004)
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Alphabetically By Name
Name
O'Neal. James
O'Neal. James
OH. State of; OBclM. State Clearinghouse
Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance
Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance
Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance
Oak Ridge Res .• Oversight Comrn.
Oak Ridge. City of Environ. Qual. Advis
Oakland. Pon of
Oesterhaus. Carole L.
Olson. LyM
Ormsby, Bill
Osborne, Dan

Comment Document
Number
441
442
Sl4
1119
244
4S3
447
868
1013
293
27S
696

346

Osorio, Jonathan K.

377

Overman, Roben

1103

Owen. Elizabeth

620

Owen. Roben E.

621

Page. Paul

763

Pahlka, Sharon

9

Palmer, Doug

1110
1298
1170
1360
767
1374

Pannell. Deborah
Pannell. George
Pardy. Pauline
Parker. Genevieve M.
Parker. Ron A.

A-SS

Respoase Section Numbers
02.07 (OOl
09.01 (004)
See Weaver, Larry W.
See Costner. Brian
See Bryan, Mary
See Bryan, Mary
See McCabe. Amy
See Iwanski, Myron
See McGnlb, James
08.01 (OOS). 08.03.05 (001), 08.04 (021)
06.09 (007)
08.01 (002)
02.06 (037), 08.01 (001). 08.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
08.05.01 (009)
08.01 (001), 08.03.01 (OOS), 08.03.05 (001), 08.04 (003).
08.05.02 (001), 08.05.02 (003)
04.01 (OOS). 06.04 (001). 06.05 (001), 06.06 (008),
06.07 (007), 07 (001)
01.01.01.01 (OOS), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009). 03.08 (011). 05.12.08 (001), 06.05 (002)
01.01.01.01 (OOS), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009). 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (004), 01.01.01.01 (OOS). 01.01.01.01 (033),
08.01 (002), 08.01 (004). 08.05.06 (OOS). 08.05.11 (001)
02.07 (002). 03.08 (011). 08.03.01 (008). 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
08.04 (010). 08.04 (014)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
08.04 (010), 08.04 (014), 08.05.06 (OOS)
01.01.02 (OOS)
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- B y Name
Name

Comment Document
NUDiber

Parker. Sharon
Parks, Sieve
Paroni. Genevieve M.

361
1268
739

Parreue. Joe
Parypa. Andrew
Palheal, Colen

338

1193
942

Paaheal. Helen
Pllrick. Lewis W.
Paulsen. WilliamS.
Paulson. Steve

962

Pave the Wilderness
Peace Action Education Fund
Pearl City Neighborhood Board No. 21
Pearl City Neighborhood Board No. 21
Pearson. Ernest
Pearson. Esther
Peck. Geraldine
Peelle. Robert

603
1119

Penfield. Janet
Pense. Marpret

273
749

Pepper. Lennard J.

12

157
332
706

381

390
1282
1259
257
825

A-56
~1:-ll

Respoase Section NUDibers
01.01.01.02 (006), 04.03 (001)
01.01.01.02 (~). 03.07 (003)
01.01.01.01 (004), 01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (029).
01.01.02 (001), 05.19 (003), 08.01 (002), 08.03.01 (006),
08.04 (007)
01.02.03 (002)
08.01 (002), 08.01 (003)
05.12 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006)
04.03.01 (001)
08.04 (010), 08.04 (014)
02.01 (030), 05.08.01 (014), 05.10.02 (007). 05.16 (001),
06.05 (026)
See Tbomplon. Blake
See COibler. Briln
See Souza. Jerry
See Souza, Jerry G.
01.01.01.02 (006)
01 .01.01.02 (006)
01.02.03 (002), 02.08 (002). 05.10.02 (016)
01.01.01.01 (002), 01.01.01.01 (004), 01.01.01.01 (022),
01.01.01.02 (033). 01.02 (001), 01.02.01.01 (001).
01.02.03 (002). 02.01 (020), 02.03 (019), 03.04 (012),
03.05 (003). 03.07 (002), 05.08.01 (049). 05.08.03 (006).
05.09 (015). 05.10 (033), 05.10.01 (029), 05.10.02 (014).
05.10.02 (020). 05.12 (002). 05.12.08 (001), 05.15 (001),
05.15 (006). 05.18.01 (006), 05. 19 (013). 06.02 (014),
06.03 (011). 06.05 (001). 06.07 (009). 06.09 (049)
08.03.01 (008)
01.01.01.01 (005). 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010).
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
08.01 (001 ). 08.04 (010). 08.05.04 (002). 08.05.07 (002)
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Alpbabetically By N8111e
Name

ComT~t=ument

Person. Dora M.
Peten. Gail
Peterson. Samara
Petty. Guy

49
875
1131
178

Petty. Guy
Petty. Guy

183

Pfeiffer. Arden
Pfeiffer. Pal
Phelps. Jim
Phillips. Keith E.

fH1
695
1332
877

Physicians for Social Responsibility
Physicians for Social Responsibility

1119
269
1240
775
856
1335
109

Picqucl. Cheryn
Pineus. Kari E.
Pinkenon. Brad
Piquet. Marpret
Pittman. Rosemary
Poche. AMbon)' F.

D. Leo
Pocuis,D.Leo
Poc:uis.

Podraza. Florence
Poe. w. Lee

Pohi.Lois

Poleslar Applied TedlnoloaY
Pollet. Gerald

182

1334
139
333
362
628
15
237
297
A-57

Respoase Section Numben
01.01.02 (005). 03.04 (001). 03.04 (009), 05.08.01 (014)
01.01.03 (001). 01.01 (001), 01.05.06 (031)
03.07 (004), 05.01.01 (030)
02.03 (010), 01.04 (018). 01.04 (019). 01.05.04 (004),
01.05.06 (028). 01.05.06 (033)
05.10 (021)
01.05.02 (002). 01.05.04 (002), 01.05.05 (001 ).
01.05.06 (002). 01.05.06 (027). 01.05.06 (033)
01.04 (010), 01.04 (013). 01.04 (011)
01.04 (010). 01.05.04 (002), 01.05.06 (023). 01.05.06 (030)
01.01.01.01 (022). 01.01.01.02 (011). 05.12 (001)
01.01.01.01 (042). 02.01 (024). 02.01 (025). 02 .01 (010).
03.04 (001), 03.04 (001), 05.01.02 (012). 05.10 (018).
06.01 (011), 06.01 (017). 06.02 (029). 06.05 (005).
06.07 (001), 06.09 (021), 01.01 (001), 01.01 (004)
See COIIDer. Brilll
See Belley. Ricbanl
05.11.04 (002)
01.01 (001)
03.03 (001), 03.05 (024). 05.01.01 (014). 01.03.01 (005)
01.01.01.02 (011)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011). 01.03.01 (001). 01.04 (001).
01.04 (009). 01.04 (014)
01.01.01.02 (011), 03.07 (003), 03.01 (010). 04.01 (005)
01.04 (010)
01.04 (010)
01.05.06 (005)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (003)
See Devine. John c.
02.06 (037). 02.07 (012). 03.01 (012), 05.12 (001),
05.13 (001). 06.09 (013)
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. . . . . . Sectloa N
lOI

374

11n
11n

ben

01 .01 .01 .01 (015), 03 .04 (014), 04.03 (005). 04.03 (064),
05.10.02 (003). 05.11 .02 (006), 05 .11.02 (007).
05. 1
1). 05.12.03 (002). 06.09 (014), 01.03 .01 (001),
.04 16), 01.05.06 (001)
02.06 (037). 01.01 (001). 01.01 (002), 01.04 (013) •
.05.01 (009)
02.07 (012). 04.03 (005), 05.09 (001), 05.10.01 (005),
05. 10.02 (003). 05.12 06 (002). 01.03.01 (007),
01.05.
)
05.15 (003). 01.04 (010), 01.04 (013), 01.05.06 (023),
.05.06 (031)
.03.01 (012). .04 (010), .04 (013), 01.05 .06 (023),
.05.06 (031)
01 .01 .01 .02
)
01 .01 .01 .02
)
09.01 {OIM)
02 .07 (OOZ). 03. (011). .03 .01 (
). 01.04 (001),
.04
). .04 (014)

.

rn
I
14
1107

5
51
51

01 .01 .01 .02
01 .01 .01 .02
01 .02.03 (002)
02.07
). 03.03 f
). 03.07 (003). 03 . (010),
04.01
). 04.03
). 05. .01 (014). 06.07 (001)
.01
I)
.04 10)
.05.05
I)
02.
1). 06.09 (Oil)
05.05
). .04 (014)
.04 (010), .05. (OlO)
.04 (010). .05.06 (OlO)
01 .01 .01.02 f
). 01 .02 .03 (002), 05 .05 (017),

v

l
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AlpbabetlcaUy By Name
Name

Comment Document
Number

Price. Jo
Price. Mariano
Price. hum
Priol . John
Priolo. John
Priolo. John
Priolo. John
Pritchett. Jane

768
645
1376
378
384
395
412
707

Pritchett. Jane R.

930

Proksa. Dennis J.

561

Proksa. Marso

1055

Proksa. Margo

1056

Proba.

Marso

Pumphrey. l...aurel
Pumphrey. Laurel
Pumer. Jeff
Qualmln, Ronald

1070

481
540

205
590
A-59

3o0

Response Section Numben
05.05.01 (016). 06.02 (033)
01.01.01.02 (011)
05.09 (001). 05.18.04 (002)
08.05 .04 (001)
02.06 (001). 08.01 (002), 08.05.04 (001)
02.06 (001). 08.01 (002). 08.05.04 (001)
08.05.04 (001)
02.01 (012). 02.01 (030), 02.06 (021). 05.05.01 (020).
05.10.02 (026), 07.04 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006), 02.01 (019), 02.08 (009). 03.04 (002),
03.07 (003). 05.05 (017). 05.05.01 (016), 05.12 (001).
05.12 (005). 05.12 (010), 05.12.06 (002), 05.12.07.01 (002).
06.05 (017). 06.05 (029). 07.01.04 (002)
05.09 (001). 05.12 (001). 06.05 (002), 06.07 (010).
07.04 (004)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.02 (006). 01.03 (001 ).
02.07 (001), 02.08 (002), 02.08 (020), 03.02 (002),
03.04 (017). 03.07 (003), 03.08 (011). 03.08 (017),
04.03 (001). 05.08.01 (014), 05.09 (001). 05.10 (008),
05.12 (003), 05.16 (001), 06.07 (001). 06.09 (010),
06.09 (024). 08.03.01 (004)
01 .01 .01.01 (005) 01.01 .01.02 (006), 01.03 (001),
02.07 (001). 02.08 (002), 02.08 (020). 03.02 (002),
03.04 (017), 03.07 (003), 03.08 (011). 03.08 (017),
04.03 (001), 05.08.01 (014), 05.09 (001). 05.10 (008),
05.12 (003). 05.16 (001). 06.07 (001). 06.09 (010),
06.09 (024), 07 (001), 08.03.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
03.03 (008)
03.03 (008), 03.04 (018), 06.02 (015)
08.01 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006), 08.04 (010). 08.04 (013)
Volume 3

COMMENT/RESPONSE DOCUMENT INDEX
Alphabetically By Name

Comment Document

Name
Quapp. w. J.
Questions and
Questions and
Questions and
Questions and

Answen.
Answers.
Answen,
Answers,

Number

Arlinaton. VA Afternoon
Arlinaton. VA Evenma
Ballscon Spa. NY After.
Ballscon Spa, NY Eveni..

Questions and Answen, Boise. ID
Questions and Answen. Bremenon. WA Evenma

817
426
427
229
208

551
346

Questions and
Questions and
Questions and
Questions and
Questions and
Questions and
Questions and

Answen,
Answen.
Answen.
Answen,
Answers.
Answers.
Answers.

Idaho Falls. ID Afternoon
Idaho Falls. ID. Eveni•
Ki-.scon. TN Evenifta
Kiuery. ME EveN-.
Las Veps. NV Afternoon
Moscow. ID Afternoon
Moscow, ID. EveN-.

1068
1070
442
182
226
608

Questions and
Questions and
Questions and
Questions and
Questions and
Questions and
Questions and
Questions and
Questions and
Questions and

Answen.
Answen.
Answen.
Answers.
Answen.
Answen.
Answen,
Answen,
Answen,
Answen,

N. Aupsta. SC Afternoon
N. Aupsta. SC EveN-.
Oak Ridge. TN Afternoon
Pasco, WA Eveni•
Pearl City, HI Afternoon
Ponland, OR Afternoon
Portland, OR Eveni..
Savannah, GA Afternoon
Savannah. GA Evenma
Seanle. WA Afternoon

629
628
444
236
367
250
268
516
521
297

Questions and Answen. Twin Falls. ID Afternoon
Questions and Answen. Twin Falls. ID Evenma
Quiakana. Marcus

7(17

992
993
315

Respoase Section Numbers
01.02.03 (002). 06.04 (001)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
02.07 (001). 03.04 (010). 08.01 (001), 08.03.01 (010),
08.05.06 (001)
09.01 (004)
02.06 (037), 08.01 (001). 08.01 (002), 08.04 (013).
08.05.01 (009)
05.11.03 (014)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
05.10 (021)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
02.01 (012), 02.01 (030). 02.06 (021). 05.05.01 (020),
05.10.02 (026), 07.04 (001)
02.08 (019), 06.08 (001), 08.04 (003)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
08.03.02 (001)
01.01.01.02 (020), 06.09 (017), 09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
05.10 (030)
09.01 (004)
02.06 (037), 02.07 (012). 03.08 (012), 05.12 (001),
05.13 (001). 06.09 (013)
06.03 {002)
05.11.03 (014)
01.02.01 (005), 02.06 (004), 03.03 (008). 05.10.02 (007).
07.04 (004)
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-ByN8111e
N8111e

COIIIIIJemnDtDocrumeat
N1 tber

Quigle. Nancy
Quinley. Vickie
Quinn. Tim
Rabin. Scanford

58

Radialion Research Society
Ramey. Rochelle

94

Randolph. Sperry
Reid. Heidi
Reid. Heidi
Reaves, Whitfaeld
Record. Terry

759
1129
1166

227
1188

475
611
806
748

Record, Terry
Reed. David
Reed. Krisli
Reed. Ron
Reimers. Diane
Reitnour. Micblel

1316
651
1339

Reppun.J. I.
Rcppun.J. I.
Reppun.J. I.

I
125

F~
F~
F~

Rice. Charla M.
Rice, Clalck
Rice. JoAm
Rice. Kevin
Rickards. Peter

1015

742
263

552
1039
1031
1225
659
979

A~ I

RespoDR Section Nmnben
01.01.01.02 (011). 03.08 (011)
05.08.01 (014)
08.01 (001)
02.07 (002). 03.08 (011). 08.03.01 (008). 08.04 (008).
08.04 (009). 08.04 (014)
See Him., DUine
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008). 08.04 (008).
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
01.01.01.02 (011)
03.03 (008)
03.03 (008)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.03 (002), 02.04 (001). 05.09 (001)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010).
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (008), 01.01.01.01 (022)
01.01.01.02 (011), 04.03.01 (001). 05.08.02 (001)
01.01.01.02 (014)
02.08 (036), 06.07 (001)
01.02 (001), 03.05 (008), 04.03 (001), 05.12 (001)
01.02.03 (002), 02.01 (026), 04.03 (001). 04.03.01 (019),
05.12 (001 ), 05.12.07.01 (002)
06.06 (003). 08.05.01 (007), 08.06 (001)
08.04 (003). 08.04 (010), 08.05.03 (006), 08.05.06 (003)
06.09 (004), 08.01 (002), 08.05.01 (005). 08.05.01 (006).
08.05.01 (007), 08.05.03 (006), 01.05.06 (005)
01.01.01.01 (002), 01.01.02 (001)
01.01.01.01 (002), 01.01.02 (001)
01.04 (013), 08.04 (014)
01.01.01.02 (011)
02.01 (001), 02.08 (002), 03.03 (002), 03.08 (006).
05.09 (001), 05.10 (009), 05.10 (057), 05.10.02 (008),
05.11.03 (014), 06.07 (001), 07.02.01 (003), 07.02.03 (001).
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N8111e

Comment Doc~~~~~eat
Number

Rickards. Peter
Rickards. Peter
Rickards, Peter

979
993
1031

Rickards. Peter

1032

Rickards. Peter
Rickards. Peter
Ricketts. W.
Rickelts. W.
Rinehan. Mark A.
Risser. Peter

1068
1070
1195
1346
479
104

Ristow. Sleven C.
Robens. Elizabeth A.
Roberts. Jean C.

721
809
61

Robens. Lucy
Robens. Randy
Robinowiaz. Mark
Rabinowitz, Mark

1428
1090
427
432

Robinowiaz. Mark

433

Robinson. Enden A.
Rodaers. Pllricia M.

429
93
A-62

~~ ...

RespoDR SeetioD Numben
08.03.03 (001), 08.05.06 (005)
05.11.03 (014)
01.01.01.01 (015), 01.01.01.01 (022), 01.02 (001).
02.01 (009), 03.08 (014), 03.08 (017), 05.08.01 (016),
05.11.03 (009), 05.11.03 (014), 05.11.03 (035),
06.03 (014), 06.05 (001), 06.07 (001)
02.03.01 (002), 05.08.01 (014), 05.08.01 (016), 05.10 (044),
05.10 (046), 05.10.02 (008), 05.11.03 (009), 05.11.03 (011 ),
05.11.03 (020), 05.15 (015), 07.02.01 (003), 07.04 (004),
01.05.06 (005)
05.11.03 (014)
09.01 (004)
01.01.01.02 (011)
09.01 (004)
05.08.01 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
01.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.03 (028), 02.04 (060), 02.01 (035), 04.03 (001)
03.07 (004), 04.03 (001)
03.01 (001), 08.01 (001), 01.03.01 (004), 08.04 (014),
01.04 (015), 08.05.06 (023), 01.05.06 (025)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011), 02.06 (001), 06.09 (013)
09.01 (004)
02.01 (031), 02.06 (009), 02.06 (035). 03.03 (002),
03.01 (011), 04.03 (001). 05.10 (021), 05.10.01 (006),
07.01.03 (001)
02.06 (009), 02.06 (035), 05.10 (021), 05.10 (041),
09.01 (004)
05.10.01 (003). 06.09 (024)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011). 08.03.01 (008). 01.04 (008),
01.04 (009). 08.04 (014)
Volume 3
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Name
Rosen. Alben

w.

Comment Document
Nmnber
346

Ragen, Kris

958

Ragen, Mary Grace
Roland. Russ
Romane. Richard R.
Romane.Richard

1323
690
185

Romane. Richard R.
Ronic. Bill
ROlh. Char

766
629
995

Rouirere. Carol

709

Rowe. Jennifer
Runsaein. Helen
Ruppe. Maryann
Russell. Donald
Russell. Rosemary
SC, Stale of; Lcape of Women Voten
SC. Slale of; OffiCe of the Governor
SC, Slale of; Office of the Governor
STAND of Amarillo. Inc.
Saccoman. Bill
Satcoman. Joe
Saccoman, Play
Salaep. PeaY
Salazar. Mallette R.
Sanden, J1111e1 E.
Sanden. Pll

346

1013

1204
1421
1174

so

915

22
614
1119
1111
1106
1111
1173
863
209
1356

A-63

Respo~~~e

SectioD Nmnben

02.06 (037), 08.01 (001), 08.01 (002). 08.04 (013).
08.05.01 (009)
01.01.01.01 (022). 01.01.01.02 (006). 01.01.01.02 (028),
03.05 (007). 03.05 (008). 03.07 (004). 05.10.02 (016).
05.11.03 (020)
01.01.01.02 (011). 05.10.02 (016), 06.09 (013)
01.01.01.01 (022). 08.01 (001), 08.01 (002)
08.05.06 (032)
02.06 (037). 08.01 (001), 08.01 (002). 08.04 (013),
08.05.01 (009)
08.05.06 (031)
02.08 (019), 06.08 (001). 08.04 (003)
01.01.01.01 (022), 05.08.01 (014), 05.12 (001), 08.01 (002),
08.03.01 (001)
01.01.01.01 (005). 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (022)
08.05.06 (005), 08.05.06 (006)
08.04 (021)
01.01.01.02 (011). 05.12.08 (001)
08.04 (010), 08.04 (014)
See Kelly. Mary T.

See Grizzle, Rodney P.
See Grizzle, Rodney P.
See COIIDer, . _
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.08.01 (014), 05.10 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
06.09 (019), 08.01 (004), 08.04 (010)
01.02.03 (002), 04.03 (001)
01.01.01.01 (008), 02.08 (009)
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Respoa~e
Sanderson, Richard E.

1080

Sanderson, Richard E.

1120

Sectloa NmDben

01.02.01.01 (007). 02.01 (022), 03.04 (005), 03.04 (006).
03.04 (022). 03.05 (028). 03.07 (006), 03.07 (007),
03.08 (018), 04.03 (043), 04.03 (063), 04.03.02.01 (003),
04.04.01 (006), 04.05 (015), 04.05 (023), 05.02 (005),
05.02 (053), 05.03 (004), 05.04 (009). 05.04 (010).
05.04 (017), 05.06 (009), 05.08 (003), 05.08 (007),
05.08 (001), 05.08.01 (020), 05.01.01 (022), 05.01.01 (033),
05.01.01 (050). 05.01.03 (004), 05.09 (012), 05.10 (011).
05.10 (015), 05.10 (016), 05.10 (019). 05.10 (020),
05.10 (029), 05.10 (032), 05.10 (036), 05.10 (037),
05.10 (042), 05.10 (053), 05.10 (065). 05.10.01 (007).
05.10.02 (005). 05.10.02 (015). 05.11 .01 (009),
05.11.01 (010), 05.11.01 (011), 05.11.01 (012),
05.11.03 (014), 05.11.03 (022), 05.11.03 (029).
05.11.03 (034). 05.11.03 (036), 05.12 (001). 05.12 (015).
05.12.07.01 (001), 05.16 (001), 05.17 (003),
05.17 (004). 05.11.01 (003). 05.11.01 (004), 05.11.01 (007).
05.11.01 (013), 05.11.01 (014), 05.11.05 (001).
05.19 (005). 05.19 (011). 06.02 (025). 06.02 (036),
06.02 (037), 06.04 (012), 06.04 (013), 06.07 (001),
06.07 (001). 06.09 (052). 06.09 (053), 07.01.04 (003).
07.03 (001). 07.03 (002), 01.06 (014). 01.06 (011).
08.06 (019)
01.02.01.01 (007), 02.01 (022). 03.04 (005), 03.04 (006).
03.04 (022), 03.05 (021), 03.07 (006), 03.07 (007),
03.08 (011), 04.03 (043), 04.03 (063), 04.03.02.01 (003).
04.04.01 (006), 04.05 (015), 04.05 (023), 05.02 (005),
05.02 (053), 05.03 (004). 05.04 (009), 05.04 (010),
05.04 (017), 05.06 (009), 05.01 (003). 05.01 (007).
05.01 (001), 05.01.01 (020), 05.01.01 (022). 05.01.01 (033),
05.01.01 (050), 05.08.03 (004), 05.09 (012), 05.10 (011).
05.10 (015), 05.10 (016), 05.10 (019), 05.10 (020).
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AIP-eiiCMY By N

1120

II

05. 10 (
), 05. 10 (032). 05.10 (0l6). 05. 10 (037).
05. 10 (012). 05. 10 (053), 05. 10 (065). 05. 10.01 (007).
05 .10.02 (005), 05 .10.02 (015). 05. 11 .01 (009),
05 .11 .01 (010). 05 .11 .01 (011), 05.11.01 (012),
05.11 .03 (014), 05 .11 .03 (022). 05. 11 .03 (029),
05.11 .03 (034), 05.11 .03 (036). 05.12 (001), 05.12 (015),
05. 12.07.01 (001). 05. 16 (001). 05. 17 (003),
05.17 (OIM). 05. 11.01 (003). 05.11.01 (O(M), 05. 11.01 (007).
05.11.01 (013). 05.11.01 (014). 05. 11.05 (001).
05.19 (005). 05.19 (011), 06.02 (025). 06.02 (036),
06.02 (037). 06.CM (012), 06.CM (013), 06.07 (001),
.07 « ). 06 09 (052). 06.09 (053), 07.01 .01 (003),
07.03 «001). 07.03 (002)• •.06 (014). .06 (011).
.
I
01 .02.01 .01 (007), 02.01 COZ2). 03 .CM 005). 03 .01 (006),
03.CM (QZ2), 03.05 (QZI), 03 .07 (006). 03 .07 (007).
03 .• (011). CM.03 (CM3), CM.03 (063). 01.03.02 .01 (003),
CM.CM.OI
), CM.05 (015), CM.05 (023). 05 .02 (005).
05.02 (053), 05.03 (OIM), 05.CM (009), 05 .CM (010).
05.CM (017). 05.06
'· 05. «003), 05 .01 (007),
05.
). 05. .01 (010). 05. .01 (022). 05 . .01 (033),
). 05. .03 (O(M). 05.09 (012). 05 . 10 (011).
05. .01
05.10 (015). 05.10 16). 05.10 (019). 05 .10 (020),
• 05.10 (032). 05.10 (036). 05 . 10 (037).
05.10 (
05. 10 (CM2). 05.10 (053). 05.10 (065). 05.10.01 (007),
). 05.10.02 (015). 05 .11 .01 (009),
05.10.02
05.11 .01 (010), 05. 11 .01 (011). 05. 11.01 (012),
05.11 .03 (014). 05.11 .03 (022), 05. 11 .03 (029).
05 .11 .03 (034). 05. 11 .03 (036), 05 .12 (001). 05. 12 (015).
05.12.07.01 (001) 05. 16 (001). 05. 17 (003),
05. 17 (O(M), 05.1 .01 (003), 05. 11.01 (OCM), 05. 1 .01 (007),
05. 1 .01 (013), 05. 11.01 (014). 05. 11.05 (001).

v
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Alphabetically By Name
Name

COIIIIIJeUDIDtDocrumeat
N1 1ber

Sanderson, Richard E.

1126

Slnpst, Lab w.
Saunders, Mary
Scannella, Joe
Scarboroulh. Leslie
Scbakk, D. Kale

1294
805
1308
912
599

Sc:hakk, D. Kale

609

Sc:hedin. Todd

106

Schierloh, Brooke
Sc:himdl. Helena
Schmalz. Bruce L.

240
1307
44

Sc:hmlljen. Jeff
Sc:hmidl. Gail
Sc:hmidl. Peter w.

892

Sc:hmidl. Peter w.

931

Schneider. Laurie
Sc:hnde. Jeff
Sc:hnder. Kaahi
Sc:hryrer. Llurie
Schwarz. Ted M.

242
1047
461
436
98

564
844

A-66

\l

Respo~~~e

Sectloa Nuaaben

05.19 (005). 05.19 (018), 06.02 (02S), 06.02 (036).
06.02 (037), 06.04 (012), 06.04 (013), 06.07 (001).
06.07 (001), 06.09 (052). 06.09 (053). 07.01.04 (003),
07.03 (001). 07.03 (002). 08.06 (014), 08.06 (018).
01.06 (019)
03.03 (001), 03.07 (004), 05.08.01 (014)
01.01.01.02 (006), 02.04 (019), 05.09 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.08.01 (014)
05.05 (012). 05.05.01 (018), 05.05.01 (035),
05.05.01 (039). 05.11.03 (018). 05.19 (008),
06.02 (019), 08.03.01 (005)
05.05.01 (016), 05.05.01 (018), 05.05.01 (035),
05.05.01 (039). 05.08.01 (014), 06.02 (019).
07.04 (001). 01.03.01 (005)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009). 01.04 (014)
04.03.01 (019), 06.09 (013), 08.04 (010)
01.01.01.02 (011). 05.08.01 (014)
02.01 (002), 02.03 (011), 03.08 (015), 06.05 (016),
08.03.03 (002)
08.01 (001), 01.04 (011)
01.01 (004), 01.04 (010), 08.05.07 (001)
02.01 (001), 04.04 (001), 05.09 (001), 06.07 (001),
08.04 (010), 08.04 (028)
02.01 (001). 04.04 (008), 05.09 (001), 06.07 (001),
01.04 (010), 08.04 (028)
02.01 (030). 04.03 (001)
02.02 (005), 06.04 (001), 06.09 (030)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006), 03.08 (010), 05.05 (017)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (001), 01.04 (008),
Volume 3
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NaJDe
Schwarz. Ted M.
Scou, Frank
Scudder. Gary
Seaman, Thomas
Seaman. Thomas
Sealtle City Council
Scels. Phyllis
Senile. U.S.
Senile. U.S.
Seperich. Yvonne

COIIIIDellt Document

Number
98
487
1236
606
707
926

758
1046

642
1310

Shane. Chris
Shannon. Bcdl L.
Shannon. John
Shannon. John
Sharpe. Robena R.

648

Sharpe. Robena R.
Shaver. Lale
Shea, Donald R.

1087
1345

Shelton

387
193
195
746

70

Sherrerd. Bill

650
579
988

Shim. Julie
Shipley. Diana

498
1019

Shipley, Diana Y.

1020

Shoobnan. Charles
Shom, Timodly

658

Shepard. Kathy

1233
A-67

Respoase Section Numben
08.04 (009). 08.04 (014)
05.15 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006)
04.03 (001), 04.03.01 (017)
02.01 (012), 02.01 (030), 02.06 (021). 05.05.01 (020).
05.10.02 (026), 07.04 (001)
See Noland, J 01.01.01.02 (011), 03.08 (011)
See Cflia, SeaMor Larry E.
See 'l'llurmoad. Senllor Strom
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011), 05.19 (011)
01.01 (001)
02.01 (041), 03.04.01 (005), 05.11.01 (002). 08.03.01 (012)
02.01 (041), 05.11.01 (002), 05.18.04 (002)
01.01.01.01 (005). 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009). 03.01 (011)
01.01.01.01 (001), 01.02.03 (002), 03.04 (010). 03.05 (009)
01.04 (020)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011). 01.03.01 (00
.04 (008).
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
01.01.01.02 (011). 05.10.02 (007)
01.01.01.02 (006). 01.04 (010)
03.05 (007), 04.05 (011). 05.01.01 (014). 05.01.01 (030).
06.01 (003)
01.05.06 (005)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (006), 03.07 (004),
03.01 (004). 03.01 (010), 06.05 (019), 07.04 (001)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (006). 03.07 (004),
03.01 (004), 03.01 (010). 06.05 (019), 07.04 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011). 05.10.02 (007). 05.18.04 (002)
05.10 (002)
Volume 3
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-ByN8111e
N8111e

CCMD..,..maDocumerat
Na tber

Shoshone-Bannock Tribal Depl. of EneraY
Shoshone-Bannock Tribes. The
Shocwell. Cornelia
Shocwell. Evelyn
Shroy. Edna E.
Sickles. Linda

1044
847
1137
1113
753
107

Siqel. Tauan
Siqer. Karyn
Siern Club
Siern Club. Hawaii Chapler
Siern Club. Sawtooth Group
Siena Club, Virainia Chapler
Sifnas. Manha
Silverman. Larry
Sims. Lynn

946
1267
167

Sims. Lynn

258

Sipp. Pete
Sirhall. Emma L.
Sixth Sense Sound Peace
Skinner. Lawrence
Skinner. Lawrence
Skinner. Lawrence
Skinner. Roben

634
1285
351
224
226
228
1062

Skinner. Roben L.

1063

Slansky. Cyril M.

729

315
1216
905
1413
1242
146

Respoase Sectioa Numben
See Hayball. &rea
See Tinno. Keilh
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
08.04 (010)
02.07 (002). 03.08 (011). 08.03.01 (008). 08.04 (008).
08.04 (009). 01.04 (014)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.01.01 (014), 05.09 (002), 05.12 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006). 05.12 (001)
See Deepn, Robert
See Gila. Marilyn
See Slake. JOIIIIban
See Deepn, Robert F.
01.04 (010), 08.04 (013). 01.05.04 (002)
02.07 (012)
01.02.01.02 (008), 03.01 (011). 04.01 (005). 05.10.01(031),
05.18.04 (002), 06.05 (001). 06.09 (013), 07.04 (004),
01.01 (002), 08.03.01 (003)
01.02.03 (002), 03.05 (008). 03.01 (011). 05.10.02 (016),
05.12.01 (001). 06.09 (013). 07 (001). 01.01 (001)
03.05 (007). 04.05 (011)
05.08.01 (014)
See Domlelly. Tom
05.16 (006)
09.01 (004)
05.16 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.03 (002), 05.11.03 (038).
06.07 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.03 (002), 05.11.03 (038).
06.07 (001)
01.02.01.02 (006), 03.05.05 (003). 06.02 (034), 06.01 (003).
01.03.05 (006)
Volwne 3
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Name
Slaain. Alfred

297

Slifer. B.
Slifer. Betty
Smiley. Jane
Smith. Arthur P.
Smith, Ben L.

130
lOOt
1145
535

158

Smith, Ben L.

Smith. Clyde
Smith. Deanna

647
461

Smith. Desmond F.

211

Smith. Eric
Smith. Gus
Smith, Mill

1296
445
510

Smith, Mill

949

Smith, Ruth A.
Smith. Susan

535
710

Smith, Tony
Smith, Vicki

110

Smithban. Lome R.

591

219

A-69

3!0

SectloD Numben

02.06 (037), 02.07 (012), 03.08 (012), 05.12 (001),
05.13 (001), 06.09 (013)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.08.01 (014)
01.01.01.02 (006), 03.03 (008)
04.03 (001), 05.10.02 (016)
01.04 (010)
02.02 (002), 02.01 (025), 04.01 (005), 04.03 (001),
04.03 (003), 04.03.01 (005), 04.03.02.01 (001). 06.05 (026),
06.05 (021), 06.07 (001)
01.01.01.01 (029), 01.01.01.01 (045), 02.02 (002), .. 02.04 (037), 02.06 (025), 02.08 (025), 04.01 (005),
04.03 (001), 04.03 (003), 04.03.01 (005), 04.03.02.01 (001).
05.01.01 (004), 06.05 (021), 06.07 (001)
06.09 (014)
01.02.03 (002), 02.01 (008), 03.07 (003), 04.01 (001).
04.03 (005), 06.01 (013), 06.05 (016), 06.09 (033)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 01.03.01 (008), 01.04 (008).
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
03.01 (009), 05.11.03 (039), 06.05 (016)
01.02.03 (002)
02.01 (002), 03.03 (008), 03.07 (004). 05.05.01 (016),
05.01.01 (014), 05.01.01 (023), 07 (001)
02.01 (002), 03.03 (008), 03.03 (012), 05.05.01 (016),
05.01.01 (014), 05.01.01 (023)
01.04 (010)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.01 (011)
03.01 (010)
01.01.01.01 (022). 01.01.01.02 (006), 03.01 (023),
05.05.01 (016), 05.01.01 (014), 05.09 (001),
07 (001)
08.01 (001)
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Comment Document
Nuaaber

Snake River Alliance
Snake River Alliance
Snake River Alliance
Snake River Alliance
Snake River Alliance
Snell. Jim
Snow. Dickey
Snow. Renee
Soderquisl. Linda
Solomon. Genld B.
Somen-Gulsvia. Julie A.

907
1035
1119
468

Solmenbera. Mart

937

Sorosua. Adrian

346

Souahland. Roben E.
Southwest Research & lnfonnaaion Cetller
Souza. Jerry
Souza. Jerry G .

325

Sowdon. Doua
Sower. Bob W.
Spark M. Maasunaaalnsait. for Pace
Spa:ies. Sc:oa
Spencer. Harvey G.
Sperry. Carolyn W.

976
1373
1199
1350

1404
211

214

Respoa~e

Sectloa Nuaaben

See Brailsford, Balric:e
See Brailsford, Balric:e
See C01tner. Brian
See Smith. Delima
See Stewart. Marpret M.
01.02.03 (002), 05.19 (001). 06.03.01 (001). 06.04 (002)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.02.03 (002)
08.01 (002)
02.07 (002). 03.08 (011). 08.03.01 (008). 08.04 (008).
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
06.04 (001)
02.06 (037). 08.01 (001), 01.01 (002), 08.04 (013).
01.05.01 (009)
05. 19 (011)

1119

See COIIDer, Brian

381

01.01 (001). 01.03.01 (001), 08.04 (010)
01.04 (010)
06.01 (011), 06.09 (013), 01.04 (010). 08.04 (014)
01 .01.01 .02 (006)

390
1303
1130
413

309

130
67

775

Spien. Chrislopher
Spies. Roben D.
Spies. Roben D.
Spitalny. Paul

92
97

Spitzer. Debra A.

720

43

A-70

l

See Vialielmo, Fnnccs
02.04 (002). 03.01 (010). 06.07 (011)
01.01 .01 .01 (004). 02.01 (022)
02.07 (002). 03.08 (011). 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008).
01.04 (009). 08.04 (014)
01.01 (001)
01 .02.03 (002). 05.12.01.01 (001). 06.07 (005)
02.01 (024)
02 .07 (002). 03 .08 (011). 01.03.01 (008). 01.04 (008).
08.04 (009). 01.04 (014)
01 .01.01 .01 (005). 01 .01 .01 .01 (022). 03.04 (010).
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COIIIIIJeumDtDocumenrt
N1 tber

Spitzer. Debra A.
Spore. Suzanne
SpriftiCI'. Elizabeth

720
1396

Slart. Jenn)·

895

Ca~

292

L.

782

Scccle. Jen
Sceetc. Sdma A .
Scccle. William K.

239
108

Slefli . Veronica
Scein. Karen

961
738

Scennet. Clift&

1014

Slevcns. Alexander R.
Scevcns. Ed
Sin
, Elizabeth
Scewan. Brenda
Scewan, Mal)aret M.

140
1417
677

S&ewan. Marpret M.

971

Sccwan. Marprec M.

976

an. Marpret M.

992

Slauffcr.

~

569
465

A-71

Respoa~e

Section Numben

03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
03.04 (021), 05.04 (020), 05.10 (066), 05.10.02 (016),
05.11 (001), 05.12.03 (003), 08.01 (001). 08.03.01 (005),
08.04 (010), 08.05.06 (008)
08.01 (001), 08.04 (010)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.02 (020), 06.09 (017), 09.01 (004)
04.03 (018), 05.10.02 (016), 08.04 (010), 08.04 (013)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008). 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
01.01.01.02 (006)
02.07 (014), 02.08 (001), 03.05 (008), 05.04 (016).
06.02 (008)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.02 (001), 03.03 (008), 03.07 (003),
05.05.01 (016), 05.08.01 (014), 05.18.04 (002),
08.01 (009)
05.11.02 006), 08.04 (010)
01.04 (010), 08.04 (018)
01.01.01 .02 (006), 05.08.01 (014)
08.01 (001)
01.02.03 (002), 02.01 (023), 02.04 (001), 02.07 (004),
03.07 (004), 05.12 (008), 06.01 (002), 08.01 (001),
08.03.01 (005), 08.05 .10 (006)
01.02.03 (002), 02.01 (023), 02.04 (023), 02.07 (004),
03.03 (008), 03.07 (003), 03.07 (004), 06.01 (002),
06.03 (002), Ot5.05.10 (006)
01.01.01.01 (022), 02.08 (020), 04.01 (001). 04.03 (005),
06.01 (002), 06.04.01 (001), 06.07 (001), 07.01.05 (002),
08.03.01 (003), 08.03.01 (005)
06.03 (002)
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Alphabetically By Name
Name
Stewan. Marpret M.
Stewan, Mart
Stewan, Mart
Stibal, Shirley

C0111111ent Document
Number
993
968

992
836

1084

Stireman. James
Stockard. Joe L.

456

Stockdale. Jeri
Stohr. Joe

145
303

Stoke. Jonathan
Stokes. Don R.
Stoknes.Kjell
Stoknes, Marilyn
Stone. Bettie J.

1286
126
1218
1218
36

Stone, Bettie J.
Stone. Gary
Stori.Mary
Story. Many
Stout, Dean
Stranahan. Lori
Stnndell. Amy J.

331
1101
577
775
1216
250
120

Stntten. Betty
Strausbaush, Cindy

770
991

Straw. Owen
Strawser. Mary
Streeter, Jack

317
1192
726
A-72

~~

Respoase Section Numben
05.11.03 (014)
03.03 (008), 08.04 (001)
06.03 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006,, 03.05 (007). 03.07 (004). 05.08.01 (014).
05.09 (003). 08.04 (016)
05.19 (011)
02.04 (019), 02.04 (062). 02.07 (001). 05.08.02 (005).
06.02 (020)
08.04 (010). 08.04 (013), 08.04 (014), 08.05.04 (004)
01.01.01.01 (042), 02.08 (052), 03.07 (003). 05.09 (014).
06.02 (005). 08.01 (002). 08.01 (004). 08.01 (005).
08.03.01 (015)
03.08 (011), 04.04 (008), 05.12.06 (002), 06.09 (013)
03.05 (023), 03.05.03 (003). 06.05 (009), 06.09 (046)
01.02.02 (002), 07.04 (004)
01.02.02 (002), 07.04 (004)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.01.02 (001). 01.02.03 (002).
04.01 (005), 04.03 (031), 08.05.03 (001)
04.01 (005), 05.10.02 (017)
05.08.01 (014), 05.19 (011)
01.01.01.02 (006)
08.01 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (020), 06.09 (017), 09.01 (004)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011). 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008).
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
05.05.01 (016), 05.08.01 (014). 05.12 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.01.02 (006), 03.08 (010),
04.03 (001), 05.18.04 (002)
03.08 (013)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.02.03 (002). 02.08 (042), 03.05 (007), 03.05.04 (002)

Volume 3
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AlpbabetlcaUy By Name

Name

Comment Document
Number

Sti'Oill. T. R.
Strona. Tye
tuan, Ivan F.
Stuan, Ivan
Studenls for Environmenlal Action
Stume,BeuyAnn
Suhr. Debbie
Sujka, Mike
Sujka, Mike F.
Surielo. Carrie

639
297

Sunon. Barry
Sunon, Richard

274
376

Sunon, Shelley

77

Sutton. Thomu B.
Suzuki. Nathan

267
13

Swan. Kerrigan A.

601

Swanson, John R.
Swanson, Mary

854

Swanson, Mary
Swlltmlln, Margaret
Sweet. Sallie

586
1293

Swenson,Pimela
Switzer, Susan
Swords, Marcella

912

843

1143
520
526

471
1271
1138
629

346

116
1341

567
A-73

Response Section Numben
08.01 (001), 08.01 (002). 08.01 (004)
01.01.01.02 (006). 04.03 (001), 04.05 (003)
05.12.04 (002)
05.12.04 (002)
See Gardunia, Brian
01.02.01.02 (005)
01.01.01.02 (006)
02.08 (019), 06.08 (001). 08.04 (003)
01.02.03 (002)
02.06 (037). 02.07 (012). 03.08 (012). 05.12 (001).
05.13 (001). 06.09 (013)
03.05.05 (003)
01.02.03 (002). 08.01 (001). 08.04 (010). 08.04 (013),
08.05.06 (025)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011). 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009). 08.04 (014)
02.08 (020)
08.01 (001), 08.03.02 (001), 08.04 (010). 08.04 (013).
08.04 (014), 08.04 (015), 08.05.07 (001), 08.05.07 (003).
08.05.11 (001), 08.05.11 (004)
01.01.01.01 (005). 01.01.01.02 (006), 02.01 (030).
02.07 (001), 05.09 (001)
05.19 (011)
02.06 (037), 08.01 (001), 08.01 (002). 08.04 (013).
08.05.01 (009)
06.09 (013), 08.04 (011)
01.01.01.02 (020), 05.08.03 (005), 08.04 (008). 08.06 (004)
02.07 (002). 03.08 (011). 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008).
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
05.05.01 (016). 05.08.01 (014), 05.12 (001)
01.01.01.01 (015). 03.05 (017). 03.05 (018). 04.01 (005)
08.04 (013)
Volume 3
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CODUQeumDtDocumerat
N1 1ber

Respo~~~e

SectloD Numben

TN. Sllle of; Dept. of Envir. A Conserv.
Takahlsbi, Dana
Takara, Tim

515

See Lemiaa. Earl c.

1258
346

Talkia\aton. John
Talkinlton. John
Tanner, John B.

406
419

08.01 (001)
02.06 (037), 08.01 (001), 08.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
08.05.01 (009)
08.03.01 (001), 08.03.01 (007). 08.03.05 (001)
08.03.01 (007), 08.03.05 (001), 08.04 (014), 08.05.06 (005)
02.06 (039)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (028), 02.01 (026),
02.07 (012), 03.07 (003), 07.04 (001)
08.04 (010), 08.04 (013), 08.04 (021)
03.05 (007), 06.04.01 (003), 06.04.01 (004), 06.05 (001),
06.09 (006), 08.03.01 (019), 08.04 (001)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
01.01.01.02 (006), 03.07 (004), 05.19 (011), 06.05 (011)
01.01.01.02 (006), 03.05 (007)
See Smith, Ben L.
See Smith, Ben L.
01.01.01.02 (011), 01.02.03 (002)
01.01.01.02 (011)
09.01 (004)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.02.01.02 (006), 01.02.03 (002), 04.05 (013), 05.10 (002),
05.13.01 (003)
01.02 (001), 05.11.02 (001), 05.12.06 (002). 06.03.01 (001)
05.12 (001), 08.01 (004). 08.01 (005), 08.04 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006). 05.05.01 (016). 05.10.02 (016),
05.15 (008)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
02.08 (042), 03.05.05 (003), 05.04 (005), 05.08.01 (002),
05.10 (054), 05.10 (059). 05.19 (001), 08.03.05 (006),

Tate. Deborah

1040
1064

Tauscher, Carol
Taylor, Larry L.

459
859

Taylor, Steve T.

87

Teasley, Marlese
Teitae. Thomas
Tennessee Slate Plannina Office
Tennessee. Stale of
Tenpenny, Pcgy Sue
Tenpenny. Ray
Teuksbury, Ross
Teusher. Meryle
Tewell. Joanna C.

950

Tewksbury, Ross

943
158
446
1431
1430

268
1150

792
272

Theriot, Pierre

335

Thomas, Tim

987

Thompsen, Anile

712

Thompson. Blake

603
A-74

315
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N~~~~~e

conan=.t:-n-

Thompson. Blake
Thompson. Blake

603
707

Tlmmond. Senllor Strom
Tillett. Jackie
Tillett. Jackie
Tinno. Keith

642
501
571

Tippett. VernaL.

1264

147

A-75

Respon~e

Section Numben

01.05.06 (014)
02.01 (012), 02.01 (030), 02.06 (021). 05.05.01 (020),
05.10.02 (026), 07.04 (001)
01.01.01.02 (001), 05.13.04 (002), 06.05 (016). 06.06 (003)
01.01 (001)
01.04 (010), 01.05.06 (005), 01.05.06 (022)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.01 (043), 01.01.01.02 (026),
01.01.02 (003), 01.02.03 (003), 02.03 (004), 02.04 (001),
02.04 (007), 02.04 (026) 02.04 (031). 02.04 (037).
02.04 (038), 02.04 (057), 02.06 (034), 02.06 (040),
02.01 (013). 02.01 (021), 02.01 (029). 02.01 (030).
03.07 (001), 03.07 (005), 03.07 (001), 03.01 (002).
03.01 (017), 04.03 (002), 04.03 (005), 04.03 (009),
04.03 (015), 04.03 (021), 04.03 (045), 04.03.01 (007).
04.03.01 (009), 04.03.01 (010), 04.03.01 (014),
04.03.01 (020), 04.03.01 (025), 04.03.02 (003),
04.03.02 (004), 04.03.02 (007), 04.05 (002), 04.05 (010),
05.01 (001), 05.01 (002), 05.02 (009), 05.02 (039),
05.02 (040), 05.02 (044), 05.02 (051), 05.03 (002),
05.03 (003), 05.03 (005), 05.03 (006), 05.03 (007).
05.04 (007), 05.06 (006), 05.06 (007), 05.06 (010)
05.06 (011), 05.06 (012), 05.01.01 (014). 05.01.01 (024),
05.01.01 (025), 05.01.01 (039), 05.01.03 (007),
05.01.03 (015), 05.09 (001), 05.09 (006), 05.10 (004),
05.10 (025), 05.10 (029), 05.10.02 (002), 05.11.02 (001),
05.11.03 (001), 05.12.06 (004), 05.13.02 (004),
05.15 (009), 05.15 (010), 05.15 (012). 05.15 (014),
05.15 (015), 05.15 (022), 06.04 (006), 06.05 (016),
06.07 (001), 06.01 (004), 06.01 (006), 06.09 (013),
07 (001), 07.01.04 (001), 01.03.03 (002), 01.03.03 (003),
01.05.06 (009), 01.05.06 (011), 01.05.11 (007)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.01.01 (014)
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Res,... SedloD Numben

Name
Toc:kman, J110n
Toc:kman, J110n

605

Todd. Lisa R.
Todd. Mepn
Todd. Paul
Toler, SIUart
Topik, Mn. Fred

457
893
1000
1213
495

Toy11111, Ben
Treichel, Judy

399
223

Trenor. Doroday L.

119

Trieble. Wilbur
Tripled. Todd
Tripled. Todd

204
596
7(11

Trosc. Charles H.
Troxel. Doris G.

879
64

Troxel, Sarajane M.
Tschiqi, Scoa
Tuck. Frank
Tumlin. Gary
Turdaik. Sandy

151
1157
1321
1329
346

Turdainetz, Tildy
Tumbill, Johnnie
Turner, Kaye
Turner. Kaye

1411
674
1066
1067

Turner.

908

Roser

7(11

A-76

3l7

03.03 (002), 03.03 (001), CM.03.01 (017), 05.09 (010)
02.01 (012), 02.01 (030), 02.06 (021), 05.05.01 (020).
05.10.02 (026), 07.CM (001)
08. 01 (011), 08.03.05 (001)
(014)
.01.01.01 (008), 03.08 (017), 05.09 (002), 07 .CM (001)
.05 (007), 05.09 (001)
1.01.01.01 (022), 03.05 (007)
8.01 (003)
1.01.01.01 (022), 01.02.03 (002), 03.08 (007), CM.05 (007),
05.11.03 (003)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (001), 08.CM (001),
08.CM (009), 08.CM (014)
08.05.CM (002)
02.01 (030), 02.07 (001)
02.01 (012), 02.01 (030), 02.06 (021), 05.05.01 (020),
05.10.02 (026), 07.(M (001)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.05.01 (016), 05.08.01 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.CM (008),
08.CM (009), 08.CM (014)
01.02.01.02 (006), 08.01 (001), 08.05.06 (025)
05.08.01 (014)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011), 05.18.CM (002)
02.06 (037), 08.01 (001), 08.01 (002), 08.CM (013),
08.05.01 (009)
08.01 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.02.03 (002), 03.05 (008), 06.05 (002)
01.02.03 (002), 03.05 (008), 06.05 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006), 02.03 (020), 02.CM (001), 02.06 (002),
02.06 (008), 02.08 (018), 02.08 (059), 03.05 (008),
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Name
Turner.

Roser

COIIIIIIellt DocuiDent

Number
908

Turner. Roaer

1021

Roser

1024

Turner.

Tylan,Mark
Tyler. Nancy
Tyler. William A.

182
1306

Ulabwti

1381
983

Ulbripc. Edpr P.
Ulbriaht. Edpr

296
297

Ulbriaht. Edpr P.

306
1169
147

unaer. Richard

Union River Basin Protection Auociltion
Union River Basin Protection Auociltion
Union River Basin Protection Auociltion
Union River Protection Auociltion
Usrey. Elpn H.

Utah Peace Test
Uyebara, Richard F.
Uyebara, Richard F.

344
1344
142
1444

797
382
383

A-77

Relpoale Section Numben
03.07 (003). 04.03 (049). 05.05.01 (016), 06.01 (002),
06.02 (016), 06.03 (013), 06.03.02 (002), 06.04.01 (001).
07.02.03 (002), 01.04 (001), 01.05.01 (003)
01.01.01.01 (022), 02.01 (026), 02.03 (008), 02.03 (022),
02.04 (051), 02.06 (030), 03.03 (008), 03 .05 (008),
03.07 (003), 04.03 (001), 06.05 (002), 01.03.03 (002)
01.01.01.01 (022), 02.01 (026), 02.03 (008), 02.03 (022),
02.04 (001), 02.06 (030), 03.03 (008), 03.05 (008).
03.07 (004), 04.01 (001). 01.03.03 (002)
05.10 (021)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (011)
02.02 (003), 02.04 (002), 02.04 (060), 03.01 (010).
05.01.01 (024), 05.01.01 (025), 05.09 (008)
02.01 (026), 02.04 (002)
02.06 (037), 02.07 (012), 03.01 (012), 05.12 (001),
05.13 (001), 06.09 (013)
02.04 (060), 04.03 (001), 05.09 (001), 05.10.02 (007)
01.01.01.01 (015)
See Mwlheimer. Elaine
See Manbeimer. ElliDe
See M8abeimer. ElliDe
See Beudlley. r-obert
01.01.01.01 (046), 01.01.01.02 (011), 01.01.01.02 (035).
02.03 (004), 02.04 (059), 04.03 (065), 05.05 (024),
05.01.01 (004), 05.08.03 (016), 05.09 (001), 05.09 (005),
05.09 (015), 05.09 (020), 05.10 (039), 05.10 (067),
05.10.02 (021), 05.11 (003), 05.11 (005), 05.11.03 (003),
05.12 (010), 05.15 (001)
See Men lwn, Brian E.
01.01 (001), 01.01 (002)
01.01 (001), 01.01 (002)
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Alphabetically Ry Name
CG~~UQe~~umtDoerument
NUJ tber

N
Uychua, Richard F.
Uyelwa. Ridwd
VA, Salle of; Off. of Envir. lmpKt Rev.
Vail. Slepben
v.. Der Hant. John
V• Every, Robert
Van Fleel, Janet
V• Niel. Sally J.
v.. Zandt. Stephen c.
V~~~ee,

Jeac

394
416

844
652
1109

1094
724
113

827

Vlllderbik. Glona

1221
575

Vmdelvcn. Peter
Varney • Marprct

75

1229

Varney. Robert W.

127
675
152

vll"riiccbio, Louis
Varriccbio. Louis
Varricdaio. Louis

622

Varricdaio, Marilyn
V
• Edna R.

Vcpen. Malt
Velalco. Sieve
Vietcn. VinceM
v· lielmo. Fnnces

1409
407
413

Vialielmo. Fnnca

Von T
VonW

• Ellllebndll
• Bob

152
1434
435
1272

226
1414
A-78

3tl

Response Section Numben
08.01 (001), 08.01 (002)
08.01 (001), 08.01 (002)

See Schmidt, Peter w.

01.01.01.02 (011), 01.02.01.02 (006), 05.12 (001)
01.02.03 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.03 (001), 04.03 (001)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 06.02 (003), 08.04 (014)
02.06 (006), 03.05 (007), 05.08.01 (014), 05.15 (003),
05.16 (007), 05.18.04 (002). 07.04 (004)
01.01.01.02 (011)
08.01 (001)
02.07 (012)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (0'4)
08.01 (002)
01.01.02 (007)
01.01.02 (007)
CI.OI.02 (007)
01.01.02 (007)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.05 (017)
05.12.04 (001)
08.04 (010), 08.05.04 (007), 08.05.06 (005)
03.03 (008), 03.04 (011), 05.10.02 (017), 05.11.03 (001),
08.01 (001), 08.01 (004). 08.03.01 (005), 08.05.06 (005),
08.05.06 (025)
08.01 (004), 08.03.01 (005), 08.03.01 (011), 08.05.03 (003),
08.05.06 (005), 08.05.06 (023), 08.05.06 (024),
08.05.06 (025)
09.01 (004)
08.05.04 (003)
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Name
Voras,Phil

Comment Document
Number
719

Response Section Numben
02.04 (010), 03.08 (007). 04.01 (001), 04.01 (005),
06.01 (002), 06.05 (002)

843

See Strona. T. R.

Wide, Many

486
1017

Wide, Many

1018

Wide, Mike
Wqner, Paul

1057
828

Waper, Robert J.

Wasner. Shirley

904
828

Walker, Amy

974

Walker, Autlu
Walker, Jobn
Walker, Jobn
Wallace, Ann
Wallblum, Gary
Walten,Barbua
Walten, Cunis
Walton, Barbara A.

646
638
641
489
1136
444
578
1279

Wmzenried, Fred
Wanzemied, Maxine

756
756
628
613

08.01 (004)
03.05 (029), 05.08.01 (014). 05.10.02 (002), 05.12 (001),
06.05 (002), 08.03.01 (013)
03.05 (029), 05.08.01 (014), 05.10.02 (002), 05.12 (001),
06.05 (002), 08.03.01 (013)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (006), 03.08 (023),
05.05.01 (016), 05.08.01 (014), 05.09 (001),
(001)
01.01.01.01 (004), 01.02.01.01 (006)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (006), 03.08 (023),
05.05.01 (016), 05.08.01 (014), 05.09 (001),
(001)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (006), 03.00 (004),
05.08.01 (014), 05.08.01 (044), 05.10.02 (007),
05.12.08 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011), 05.12 (001)
05.15 (016)
05.15 (016)
08.01 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011), 05.18.01 (005), 06.04 (008), 06.09 (013)
09.01 (004)
08.04 (018), 08.05.06 (005)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.02.03 (002), 05.12.08 (001),
06.05 (016)
01.01.01.02 (006), 03.08 (011), 05.08.01 (014), 05.10 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006), 03.08 (011). 05.08.01 (014), 05.10 (006)
09.01 (004)
06.04 (001)

WA, Slate of; Depl. of Health
Waber, Don

m
m

Ward, Eric
Ward, Sonne

A-79
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Sonne
Sonne
Sonne
Sonne
Wamer. Sbaron
Warren, Jeffrey
Warren, Jeffrey
Wllbbum, Charlotte
Wllbbum, JIIDCI
Wllbiapxl, Jim
Wllbiapxl Democntic Council

Ward,
Ward,
Ward,
Ward,

ComDJeDumt
Documenrt
NUJ tber
623
791
1030

Wilkins, Karen
WilSOn, Brian E.

1068
1416
896
1179
743
743
528
313
312
303
877
1096
76

WilSOn, Brian E.
WilSOn, Carole
Waason, JICbon L.
Watson, Kelley

918
1202
1194
975

Wauen, Bnd
Watteyne, Marilyn J.

143
784

Willi, Franca
WIUd, CarolS.

231
23

Wapi, Cbarla R.
Wellherley-While, Malthew
Weaver, Larry W.

27
1290
514

WllbiJI&ton Pace Action
WllbiJI&ton, Stile of; Depl. of EcoiOI)'
WllbiJI&ton, Stile of; Depl. of EcoiOI)'

A-80
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Res.,._ Section Numben
06.04 (001)
06.04 (003)
06.04 (001)
05.11.03 (014)
08.04 (010)
02.04 (024). 03.05 (002), 04.03 (001), 05.05.01 (001)
02.08 (001)
03.05 (001), 04.01 (005)
03.05 (001), 04.01 (005)
08.04 (013), 08.04 (014), 08.04 (019)
See Zepeda, ......
See Gleyltem, Rod
See Slobr, Joe
See Pbillipl, Keilb E.
01.01.01.02 (011), 05.10.02 (007)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
03.05 (001), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (005)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.01 (039), 01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.01 (002),
03.03 (001), 03.07 (003), 05.08.01 (014), 05.11.03 (020),
05.18.04 (002)
08.04 (010)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.02 (001), 03.04 (010), 03.05 (009),
03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (022)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
08.01 (004), 01.05.06 (005), 01.05.06 (030)
08.01 (001)
09.01 (003)
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Name

COIIIIIJeumDtDocumerat
N1 tber

Webb. Clalck
Webb, David R.G
Weea. Steven

102
135
1061

Weeks, COIIIWICe

Welborne, Sally
Wells. Mauhew
Wells, Mauhew
Wells. Mauhew
W.a.ndl. Carol
Wenh, Roben

55
1253
ICJ
363
365
999
136
793

Wenh, Wendy

796

weaman. Jerry

Wesley. R. L.
Wessner. Pegy
Western Stales Lepl Foundllion
Wheeler. Paise

1~3

Wicks, Frank
Wicks, Kirk

688
1119
1247
165
1442
436
436
189
617

Widener, Judith E.
Wiedlom, Ricbanl E.

360
862

Whitaker. O'Kelley
White, C. E.
White, Michael
White, Sue

A-81
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Respoa~e

Sec:tloD Numben

08.04 (010), 08.04 (014)
08.01 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006). 02.01 (029), 02.08 (051). 04.01 (001),
04.03 (021). 04.03 (038), 04.03 (051), 04.04.01 (001),
05.09 (001), 05.10.02 (002). 06.01 (002). 06.02 (015),
06.06 (003). 06.07 (001), 08.03.03 (002)
01.02.01.02 (006), 03.05 (001). 04.05 (018). 08.05.03 (002)
01.01.01.02 (002), 05.08.01 (014)
07.04 (001)
03.03 (001). 03.05 (001), 06.07 (011). 06.09 (013)
03.03 (001). 03.05 (001). 06.07 (011). 06.09 (013)
03.03 (001). 03.05 (001). 06.07 (011), 06.09 (013)
01.01 (001)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010).
03.05 (009), 03.01 (011)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.01 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.01 (022)
See COibler. Brian
02.07 (012)
08.04 (011), 01.05.06 (025)
01.02.03 (002), 02.08 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006). 03.01 (010), 05.05 (017)
01.01.01.02 (006), 03.01 (010), 05.05 (017)
06.05 (017)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.01 (011)
01.01.01.01 (001), 04.03 (001), 05.11.03 (026), 06.09 (024)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.01.01.02 (010), 01.02 (001),
03.07 (004). 05.05 (017), 05.08.01 (014): 05.10.02 (007),
06.06 (003)
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Respoa~e

Name
WigiDI, ~
WigiDI, Tom
Wilcox. Bernard
Wile, Charla H.

499
46

Wiles, B.
Wilkinson, Lab

322
783

Willcox. Bernard

297

Williams. Emily
Williams. Leroy

337

290
788

732

Williams, Linda
Williams, Linda
Williams, Linda
Williams. Paul
Williams, Terry
Williams. Tberaa E.
Williams. Woodie
Williams. Woodie
Williams, Xenia
Wills. Steve
Wilson, Christopber B.
Wilson. Gecqe

297

Wilson, Oeorp

3(T1

Wilson, Kay W.
Wilson. Randi
Wimberly. Jan
Windham, Crail

198

203
215
574

732
732
91

166
973
953
38

554

436
1142
612

A-82

'")1.'3

Section Numben

08.01 (001), 08.04 (010), 08.04 (014)
08.01 (001), 08.04 (010), 08.05.05 (002)
03.05.05 (003)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
08.01 (002)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
02.06 (037}, 02.07 (012), 03.08 (012), 05.12 (001),
05.13 (001), 06.09 (013)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.12 (001)
05.11 (002), 06.07 (001), 08.04 (010), 08.04 (013),
08.05.04 (004), 08.05.04 (005)
03.08 (010), 08.03.01 (003), 08.03.01 (005)
03.08 (010), 01.03.01 (003), 08.03.01 (005)
03.03 (001), 03.01 (010), 08.01 (005)
01.01.01.01 (022)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.12 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.12 (001)
06.09 (011), 08.01 (002), 08.06 (004)
08.04 (001), 08.04 (018)
02.08 (002), 05.05 (015), 05.08.01 (014)
03.07 (003), 05.08.01 (014)
08.06 (004)
02.06 (037), 02.07 (012), 03.08 (012), 05.12 (001),
05.13 (001), 06.09 (013)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.02.01 (003), 02.07 (012), 02.08 (002),
03.03 (001), 05.11.02 (006), 05.12.07.01 (002), 08.01 (001)
08.04 (010)
01.01.01.02 (006), 03.08 (010), 05.05 (017)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
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Name

Witte, Beverly J.

612
1214
671
934

Wolf, Evelyn

711

Wolf, Kilby
Wood. Marlene Y.

112
150

Woodland, Wide
Woodward, Karen
Wonun, Georp
Wonb, Adnie
WortbiJiaton, Marjorie

570
512
41
63

Wiadhlm, Crail
Wilon, Hazel
Widock, Brenda

Wrenn, Jane
Wripa, Alden
Wriabl, Cllberine
Wriabi,Creal
Wripa, Russell

13M

493
661
940
1391
7(11

Wunaer, CCDiie
Wymm, DoD
Wyudhlm, Hanld
Yaadell, Fomst
Yaadell, Fomst
I
Ylllkee Atomic Elecbic Company
Yeoman, Marprel M.

1213
34
421

Yobe, Robert M.

157
533

vouna. Diana o.

621
637
841
33

A-13
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03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
05.10 (021)
01.05.06 (004), 01.05.06 (005), 08.05.06 (006),
08.05.06 (025)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.01 .02 (005)
01.04 (010)
03.05 (001), 05.12 (001), 08.01 (001)
08.05.06 (021)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 01.03.01 (001), 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
08.01 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
05.08.01 (014), 07.01.02 (004)
01.01.02 (005), 01.02.01.02 (001)
02.01 (012), 02.01 (030), 02.06 (021), 05.05.01 (020),
05.10.02 (026}, 07.04 (001)
06.09 (013), 08.01 (001)
08.01 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.05 (017), 05.12 (001)
09.01 (004)
01.01.01.02 (001), 01.02.01.02 (006), 04.03.01 (017)
See Kadlk, ADdrew c.
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
05.03 (001)
05.08.01 (014), 05.09 (001)
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-ByNauae
CCJIII~
v ouna. Ricbanl s.
Youna. Tin Hu
YOUJII, Tin Hu
Zaidi, Rafiq
Zajic. Nell
Zanover, Sally
Zayba, AI

1255
813

Zepeda. Barbua

313

Zimmerman, Madeline M.
Zimsen, Andrew

686
346

Zimsen, William D.

346

Zinlt, David CA

69

Zollo, Frank
Zollo. Frank
Zumadalen, Edward
Zuvela, AIDony J.

534
388
389
164

1230

192
2(J'I

196
885

Respoa~e

Section Numben

01.01.01.02 (006), 05.12 (001)
04.05 (021), 01.04 (018)
08.04 (013), 01.04 (018)
08.03.05 (005), 08.05.04 (005)
02.07 (012)
01.04 (010)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
02.06 (010), 03.01 (001), 03.08 (008), 07.04 (004),
08.05.11 (004)
08.01 (004), 08.04 (010), 08.04 (018)
02.06 (037), 08.01 (001), 08.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
08.05.01 (009)
02.06 (037). 01.01 (001). 08.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
08.05.01 (009)
02.07 (002). 03.01 (011). 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008).
01.04 (009). 08.04 (014)
05.10.01 (004). 08.01 (001). 08.03.01 (001)
01.02.03 (002). 08.03.01 (001)
08.01 (001). 08.04 (018). 08.04 (019), 08.05.04 (006)
08.01 (001)
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Comment
Document No.

Name
Reppun,J. I.

Response Section Numben

F~

I
2
3
4

Calverley, Plul H.
Bailey, WUiilm M.
Anonymous

s

Farber, Ruth

6

Kennedy. Nancy

7

Kaeser, Norma D.

8

Fields, Quia E.

9

Pablka. Sharon

10

~.LisaJ.

II

Andenon, Bruce S.

12
13

Pepper. Lenaanl J.
Suzuki, Nllban

14

Powell, WaJbridae J.

IS
16
17

Pohi,Lois
Calverley, Plul H.
Mink. Pllsy T.

18

Fonunoff, Slul

19

Mearue. Maxey

06.06 (003), 08.05.01 (007), 08.06 (001)
09.01 (003)
04.05 (001), 08.01 (001)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008). 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008).
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (001),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (001),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002). 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (001), 08.04 (001),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011). 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (001),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
08.01 (001). 08.04 (010), 08.04 (011). 08.05.04 (007).
08.05.07 (002)
08.01 (001), 08.04 (010). 08.05.04 (002). 08.05.07 (002)
08.01 (001), 08.03.02 (001), 08.04 (010). 08.04 (013),
08.04 (014), 08.04 (015). 08.05.07 (001). 08.05.07 (003),
08.05.11 (001), 08.05.11 (004)
01.05.05 (001)
09.01 (003)
02.03 (001)
08.01 (001), 08.01 (002), 08.05.02 (001), 08.05.06 (023),
08.05.07 (002), 08.06 (004)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011). 08.03.01 (001), 08.04 (001),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002). 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (001), 08.04 (001),
08.04 (009). 08.04 (014)
B-1
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Comment
Document No.

Naune

20
20
21
22
23

Dworkin, Mona
Dworkin, Mona
Masumolo, Harold s.
Grizzle, Rodney P.
Waud, CarolS.

24

~.BrianP.

2S

Gordon, Carol

26

Brigs, Geoff

27
28
30
31

Waael, Cbarles R.
Hacbeid, Josepb W.
Gumeabeq, Kldlleen
O'Connell, Roeemary

32

Caldwell, Lola K.

33

Yeoman, Marpret M.

34

Wyman, Don
Austrom, Dawn
Stone, Bettie J.

3S
36
37
38
39
39

RelpoDie Section Numben
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011). 01.03.01 (001), 01.04 (001),
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
01.01 (001), 01.03.02 (001), 01.03.02 (002)
09.01 (004)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 01.03.01 (001), 01.04 (001),
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 01.03.01 (001). 01.04 (001).
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 08.03.01 (001), 08.04 (001),
01.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
01.01.01.01 (001), 02.06 (021), 03.01 (001), 03.05 (001).
03.05.05 (001), 04.03 (001), 05.12 (001), 05.18.04 (002)
01.01 (004), 08.05.06 (OOS), 01.05.06 (030)
05.10 (013), 05.11.01 (006), 05.11.03 (003), 05.11.03 (01S)
01.01 (001), 01.02 (001), 01.05.06 (OOS)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 08.03.01 (001), 01.04 (001),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (001), 08.04 (001),
01.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 08.03.01 (001), 01.04 (001),
08.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
01.01 (002)
08.04 (010), 08.04 (014)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.01.02 (001), 01.02.03 (002),
04.01 (OOS), 04.03 (033), 08.05.03 (001)
08.05.06 (OOS), 08.05.11 (006)
08.06 (004)
08.01 (004)
08.01 (004)
01.01 (001), 08.04 (010), 08.05.06 (022), 01.05.06 (023),
01.05.06 (028)
08.03.01 (009)

Froper, David

40

Wilson, Clristopber B.
Brown, Cbarles R.
Brown, Radii 0.
Cooke, lin M.

41

Gallo, Cllbleen
B-2
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N8111e
42
43
44
46

47
48
49
50

51
51
52
53

Moeller, Jobn
Spies, Robert D.
Schmalz, Bruce L.

08.04 (001)
01.02.03 (002), 05.12.08.01 (001), 06.07 (005)
02.01 (002), 02.03 (011), 03.08 (015), 06.05 (016),
08.03.03 (002)
08.01 (001), 08.04 (010), 08.05.05 (002)
08.04 (010), 08.05.06 (005)
08.05.06 (028)
01.01.02 (005), 03.04 (001), 03.04 (009), 05.08.01 (014)
08.04 (010), 08.04 (014)
08.04 (010), 08.05.06 (030)
08.04 (010), 08.05.06 (030)
08.01 (001), 08.03.01 (005), 08.03.01 (001), 08.05.07 (001)
03.08 (010)
08.04 (010), 08.05.07 (001)
01.02.01.02 (006), 03.05 (001), 04.05 (018), 08.05.03 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.08.01 (014), 07 (001)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (001), 08.04 (001),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (001), 08.04 (001),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (001), 08.04 (001),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (001), 08.04 (001),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
03.01 (001), 08.01 (001), 08.03.01 (004), 08.04 (014),
08.04 (015), 08.05.06 (023), 08.05.06 (025)
02.06 (032), 06.09 (007)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (001), 08.04 (001),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (001), 08.04 (001),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (001), 08.04 (001),

WigiDI, Tom
Benz, J. A.
Wonb, Annie
Penon, Dora M.
Ruaell, Rolemary
Preuan, Doria
Preuan, Ray
Aiken, Carol
Mepue, Maxey

54

Buder. Dillie w.

55

Weeb, COIIIIaiiCe

56
57

Cnne, Andrew
Barber. Mary c.

58

Rlbin, Stlnford

59

Esbeck, Edward s.

60

Aylward, John J.

61

Roberts, Jean C.

62
63

Mlpr, Tilmon R.
WortbitJaton, Marjorie

64

Troxel, Doris 0.

65

Orqory, James N.

Section Numben

B-3
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Documeat No.

N8111e

65
66

Qreaory, J~me~ N.
Gimel, Marlin

67

Sperry. Carolyn w.

68

Aleunder, Judilb L.

69

Zink, David CA

70

Shea, Donald R.

71

D' Alessio, David

72

Davidson, Cora E.

73

Lundstedt, Tom

74

Medin, M.

75

Varney Marpret

76

WltiOD, Brian E.

77

Sutton. Shelley

78

Luthy Louise

79

Fordyce, Philip A.

80

Miller. Joteph
Morris, Heloise

81

I

1

ae.poa.e Section NUDiben
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 01.03.01
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 08.03.01
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 01.03.01
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 08.03.01
01.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 01.03.01
08.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01
01.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
04.03 (005)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01

(001), 08.04 (001),
(001), 08.04 (001),
(001), 08.04 (001),
(001), 01.04 (001),
(001), 08.04 (001),
(001), 08.04 (008),
(001), 08.04 (008),
(001), 08.04 (008),
(008), 08.04 (008),
(008), 08.04 (008),
(008), 08.04 (008),
(008), 08.04 (008).
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Com~o.
DocullleDt
81
82

Morris, Heloise
Foret, Jim

83

Gigey, Mary

'84

Collum, Jeff C.

85

Di.... Rulb

86

Georp, Coleen

87

Taylor. Steve T.

88
89
90

93

McFIUII, David R.
Buder. Dillie
H~. 'l'lloas E.
Williams, Woodie
Spies, Robert D.
Rodpn, Plbicia M.

94

Ramey. Rocbelle

95

Miller, Winifred E.

96

Keeney, Harold S.

97

Spitalny. Paul

98

Schwarz. Ted M.

99.

Devereaux. Euaene E.

91
92

...,.._Section

Name

Numben

01.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008), OI.CM (008),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
OI.CM (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009), OI.CM (014)
08.04 (010)
08.01 (001), 08.06 (002)
08.04 (010), 08.04 (013)
06.09 (011), 08.01 (002), 08.06 (004)
02.08 (024)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 01.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 01.03.01 (008), OI.CM (008),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 01.03.01 (008), OI.CM (008),
OI.CM (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011). 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
OI.CM (009), 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 01.04 (008),
08.04 (009) 08.04 (014)
02. 7 (002). 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 01.04 (008),

B-5
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99
100

Deveraux, Eupne E.

101
102
103

Gilmore, Gilmie
Webb, Cbuct

104

Risler, Peter

106

Scbedin, Todd

107

Sictlel, Linda

108

Sleele, WHiilm K.

109

Pianml, Rolemlry

110

Malan, Linda

Ill

Gilmore,

112
113
114

lbele, Marprel R.
V• Niel, Sally J.

Gnni,JmeF.

115

Kopt. WHiilm

116

Sweet, Sallie

117

Mape. Joa

Lorella, Kilby c.

fona,......_v.

LeiP

01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002). 03.01 (011), 01.03.01 (001), 01.04 (001),
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
01.04 (010). 01.04 (014)
01.04 (010), 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 01.03.01 (001), 01.04 (001),
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 01.03.01 (001), 01.04 (001),
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 01.03.01 (008), 01.04 (001),
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 01.03.01 (001), 01.04 (001),
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (001), 08.04 (001),
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 08.03.01 (001), 08.04 (001),
08.04 (009). 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 01.03.01 (001), 01.04 (008),
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
01.01 (001), 08.03.01 (005), 01.03.01 (001), 01.04 (010).
01.04 (013), 01.04 (014), 08.05.05 (002)
06.05 (011), 01.01 (001)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 06.02 (003), 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011). 01.03.01 (001). 01.04 (008),
08.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008).
08.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011). 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (008), 08.04 (008),
08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
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Ill
Ill
119

Medwell, N.acy
Medwell, NIIICY
Trenor, Dorodly L.

120

Sttladell. Allly J.

121

Brown, Robert G.

122

llaillbridae. Winnifnd

123

Crawford, Gonion

124

Moore, &..E.

125

leppun,J. I. F~
Sda, DoD lt.
v..,, Robert w.
Aullna, Dna
Loeb, aen.d s.
Slifer, B.
Bowen, Klllllru.

126
127
121

129
llO
131
132
133

Leia.lay H.

134

Louda, Clllrlll D.
Webb, n.vid lt.G

Fay.

ww-.M.

135
1]6
137

ColaMn,r.rF.

131
ll9
140

DeMarco. Anita
Pocuia,D.Leo
s.n-, Ale11DC1er R.

w.._.,Carol

02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 01.03.01 (008), 01.04 (008),
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 01.03.01 (008), 01.04 (008),
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 01.03.01 (008), 01.04 (008),
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 01.03.01 (008), 01.04 (008),
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 01.03.01 (008), 01.04 (008),
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 01.03.01 (008), 01.04 (008),
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 01.03.01 (008), 01.04 (008),
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
01.04 (003), 01.04 (010), 01.05.03 (006), 01.05.06 (003)
03.05 (023), 03.05.03 (003), 06.05 (009), 06.09 (046)
01.01 (002)
01.04 (010), 01.04 (014)
09.01 (003)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.01.01 (014)
02.07 (012), 03.01 (010), 01.04 (010), 08.05.03 (001),
01.05.06 (004), 08.05.06 (005)
01.05.04 (004)
05.02 (004), 05.08.01 (054)
02.06 (025), 08.04 (010), 01.05.06 (012)
01.01 (001)
01.01 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006), 04.03.01 (019), 05.10.02 (006),
05.10.02 (016), 05.12 (001), 06.05 (016)
01.03.01 (005), 01.03.01 (007), 01.03.01 (009), 01.04 (010)
01.04 (010)
05.11.02 (006), 01.04 (010)
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146

Cooper, Kadlleen B.
Beardsley' Roben
Wllten, Bnd
Corr, Cecilia
Stockd•le, Jeri
Sims, Lynn

147

Manbeimer, Elaine

148
149
ISO

Kina, JOID 0.

lSI
IS2
IS2
IS3

Troxel, Sarajane M.
Vaniccbio, Louis
Vaniccbio, Marilyn
Mlnbews, R. S.

IS4
ISS
156
IS1
ISS

Crocker, Nan
Nickerson, Russell
Enquist, Roben w.
Plttick, Lewis w.
Smith, Ben L.

IS9
160
162

Epn, Joseph
Griffin, James
Hanley, Raleigh G.

141
142
143
144

14S

08.01 (002)
08.03.01 (002), 08.03.01 (OOS), 08.04 (010), 08.05.05 (002)
08.04 (010)
06.09 (007), 06.09 (013), 06.09 (014)
01.04 (010), 01.04 (013), 08.04 (014), 01.05.04 (004)
01.02.01.02 (008), 03.01 (011), 04.01 (OOS), 05.10.01(031),
05.18.04 (002), 06.05 (001), 06.09 (013), 07.04 (004),
01.01 (002), 01.03.01 (003)
03.03 (008), 04.01 (OOS), 07 (001), 01.03.01 (OOS),
01.03.01 (008), 01.03.03 (001), 01.03.03 (002),
01.03.05 (001), 01.04 (026), 01.05.01 (001), 01.05.01 (009),
01.05.03 (001), 01.05.05 (002), 01.05.06 (026),
01.05.06 (028), 01.06 (003), 01.06 (011)
02.07 (013), 03.01 (010)
01.01 (004), 01.04 (010)
01.05.06 (004), 01.05.06 (OOS), 01.05.06 (006),
01.05.06 (025)
01.02.01.02 (006), 01.01 (001), 08.05.06 (025)
01.01.02 (007)
01.01.02 (007)
02.01 (023), 04.03 (057), 05.10 (027), 08.05.11 (002),
01.05.11 (003)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.12 (001 ), 07.01.02 (001)
01.02 (001), 01.04 (010)
01.01 (002)
04.03.01 (001)
02.02 (002), 02.01 (025), 04.01 (OOS), 04.03 (001),
04.03 (003), 04.03.01 (OOS), 04.03.02.01 (001), 06.05 (026),
06.05 (028), 06.07 (001)
08.03.01 (001)
01.01 (004), 01.03.01 (OOS), 01.05.06 (OOS)
08.04 (010)

Hall, Pamela
Wood, Marlene Y.

8-8
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163
164

Respoa~e

McGinllil, Alina
Zaidi, Raliq

165
166
167

Whitaker. O'Kelley

168
169
170

173
175
176

Hall, Theodore R.
Clemens, Jobllny
Linnell, Willilm S.
Copeland, William E.
Bopn. Douala
Mone, Macy
Bopn, Douala
Hamilton, Bill

1n

Cole,

178

Petty. Guy

179

Boien. Doua

180

Emery. Susan

171

1n

181
182
182
182
182
182
182
182

Willilml, Woodie
Deepn. Roben

Roser P.

Emery. Susan

&oaen. Doualas
Cole, Roaer P.
Emery. Susan
Hamilton, Bill
Nuic:k, Dick
Petty. Guy
Questions and Answen, Kittery, ME Evenina
B-9

Section Numben

08.04 (010)
.03.05 (005), 08.05.04 (005)
08.04 (011), 08.05.06 (025)
08.04 (001), 08.04 (018)
01.02.01.02 (006). 02.08 (006), 03.04 (007), 04.03 (027),
05.12.03 (002), 06.03 (001), 08.03.01 (008), 08.03.04 (001).
08.04 (002), 08.04 (016), 08.05.06 (025), 08.05.06 (030)
08.03.01 (005), 08.05.06 (032)
08.04 (010), 08.04 (015), 08.05.08 (001)
05.10.02 (017), 05.19 (016)
08.03.01 (005), 08.03.01 (007), 08.05.06 (034)
08.01 (001), 08.03.01 (004), 08.03.01 (005), 08.04 (001)
02.08 (007), 04.03 (001), 08.05.03 (004), 08.05.10 (010)
05.10 (029), 08.01 (001), 08.03.01 (004)
02.07 (012), 08.01 (001), 08.02 (001), 08.03.01 (003),
08.03.01 (006)
06.01 (002), 08.03.01 (004), 08.03.01 (005). 08.03.01 (006),
08.03.01 (014), 08.05.03 (002)
02.03 (010), 08.04 (018), 08.04 (019), 08.05.04 (004).
08.05.06 (028), 08.05.06 (033)
08.01 (001). 08.03.01 (004), 08.03.01 (014), 08.03.01 (018),
08.04 (001)
08.03.01 (004), 08.04 (010). 08.04 (013). 08.04 (014),
08.05.04 (002)
08.03.01 (004), 08.04 (013), 08.04 (014). 08.05.04 (002)
05.10 (021)
05.10 (021)
05.10 (021)
05.10 (021)
05.10 (021)
05.10 (021)
05.10 (021)
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N8111e

182
182
183

Tylan.Mark
Wolf, Kldly

184
185
186

Axelrod. Dlniel M.
Romine, Richard R.

187

Ellis, 1'bomM

188
.189
190
191·

Mlcby Daniel
Wicb, Fnnt
Ekman. John
Limbert, James

192
193
194

Zollo, Fruit
Sblnnon, Jobn

05.10 (021)
05.10 (021)
01.05.02 (002), 01.05.04 (002), 01.05.05 (001),
01.05.06 (002), 01.05.06 (027), 01.05.06 (033)
03.01 (009), 06.09 (016)
01.05.06 (032)
01.01.01.01 (029), 04.03 (032), 05.12.06 (002), 06.03 (011 ),
06.09 (005)
01.01 (006), 01.03.01 (005). 01.03.01 (010), 01.03.01 (021),
01.05.07 (003)
04.03 (019), 04.04 (008), 04.04.01 (002)
06.05 (017)
04.03 (001)
05.10.02 (017), 05.10.02 (019). 01.03.01 (005),
01.03.05 (001), 01.05.06 (001)
05.10.01 (004), 01.01 (001). 01.03.01 (001)
02.01 (041), 03.04.01 (005), 05.11.01 (002), 01.03.01 (012)
02.07 (012), 02.01 (002). 06.05 (011), 01.01 (001).
01.03.01 (001), 01.03.01 (003). 01.03.01 (004),
01.03.01 (005)
02.01 (041), 05.11.01 (002), 05.18.04 (002)
01.01 (001), 01.04 (018). 01.04 (019), 01.05.04 (006)
01.01 (002)
03.01 (010), 01.03.01 (003). 01.03.01 (005)
05.10.02 (017), 06.09 (014), 01.05.05 (003)
08.01 (002)
08.03.01 (001). 08.03.01 (003). 08.03.01 (004),
08.05.08 (001)
02.03.01 (003), 03.03 (008). 06.01 (002), 06.01.01 (001).
06.02 (021), 06.05 (001)
03.08 (010), 08.03.01 (003), 08.03.01 (005)
08.05.04 (002)

Peuy. Guy

Lotta, A. L.

t

Kelly-Lind, Ellen
Sbaanon, John
Zumalblen. Edward

195
196
197
198
199
200
201

Bry•. Roaald
Williams, Linda
Lambert, James
Llmbolot, James
Gelaey' Rudolph

202

Mackay, Daniel

203
204

Williams, Linda
Trieble, Wilbur
B-10
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205
206

207
208
209

210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
226
226
226

Respoa~e

Name

Section Numben

Pumer, Jeff
Brodie, Hal
Zollo, Fnnk
Questions and Answen, Ballston Spa, NY Ev

08.01 (002)
03.08 (016)
01.02.03 (002), 08.03.01 (001)
02.07 (001), 03.04 (010), 08.01 (001), 08.03.01 (010),
08.05.06 (001)
Sanden, J~~~~a E.
01.02.03 (002), 04.03 (001)
Koeberl, Dw... D.
03.03 (013), 08.01 (001)
Solomon, Genlcl B.
08.01 (002)
Kelly-Lind, Ellen
01.02.03 (002), 02.08 (002), 06.05 (011), 07.04 (001),
08.03.01 (003)
Kellam, Janet K.
01.01.01.02 (006), 04.03 (001), 05.08.01 (014), 06.05 (010)
Lambert, J~me~ R.
05.10.02 (017), 05.10.02 (019), 08.03.01 (005),
08.03.05 (001), 08.05.06 (001)
Willilms, Linda
03.03 (008), 03.08 (010), 08.01 (005)
Brodie, Hal
03.08 (016)
Morpn, Elizabeth
08.01 (004)
03.01 (001), 05.10.02 (023), 08.01 (002), 08.03.01 (003),
Gelsey. Rudolph
08.03.01 (004)
BecMel, Dennis
01.01.01.01 (015), 05.12 (001), 05.15 (007)
Mazon, Mike
03.08 (019), 06.05 (004)
01.01.01.02 (004)
Lewnow. Richard
Carroll, Stevi
01.01.01.02 (006), 03.03 (008), 05.12 (001)
Treichel, Judy
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.02.03 (002), 03.08 (007), 04.05 (007),
05.11.03 (003)
Skinner, Lawrence
05.16 (006)
Brown, Chris
01.01.01.01 (022), 02.01 (007), 02.04 (005), 04.01 (003),
05.10.02 (018), 05.11.03 (003), 05.12.04 (003),
06.07 (001), 08.03.01 (005), 09.01 (004)
Brown. Chris
09.01 (004)
Coleman, Manha
09.01 (004)
Mazon, Mike
09.01 (004)
Questions and Answen, Las Veps, NV Aftern 09.01 (004)
B-11
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226
226
227
228
229
230

231
232
233
233
235
236
236
236
237
238
239
240

241
242
242
243

SkiaDer, Lawrence
Von Treaenlulen, ~
HU..., Dulne

SkiaDer, Lawrence
Quatioas and Anlwen, Ballltoa Spa, NY Af
Herbert, Pltticia A.

w.... Fnnca

Hedppedl, Dave

Lf¥alaeaa,GU..
......... Ken
Meip, Marilyn F.
Dav-.ort. La

Graiapr,J.aie
Queltionl and Anlwen, Pisco, WA Eveniaa
Devine, Jobn c.
GfliDaer Jllllie
Steele, Selma A.
Scbierlob, Brooke
Luxem, David A
t

HUI, Cna
Sdmeider t Llurie

244

Moore. I - F .
Bry111, Mary

245

Lambert Holenstein, Kldaryn (Cherie)

246

Leistiko, Ron

247

Kmat-. Paiae
B-12
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09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (003)
05.16 (006)
09.01 (004)
01.01.02 (002), 01.02.03 (002), 02.06 (027), 03.01 (001),
04.01 (005), 05.01.01 (025), 06.09 (013), CJ7.01.01 (003)
01.01.01.01 (022)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (011), 03.01 (011),
03.01 (012), 04.03 (001), 05.11.01 (001)
05.01.01 (014), 05.09 (004), 06.05 (002)
05.01.01 (014), 05.09 (004), 06.05 (002)
06.02 (010), 06.04 (010)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
06.01 (001), 06.02 (010)
02.01 (006), 03.CJ7 (007), 04.03 (027)
04.03 (018), 05.10.02 (016), 01.04 (010), 01.04 (013)
04.03.01 (019), 06.09 (013), 01.04 (010)
01.01.01 (002), 05.12 (001), 01.01 (001)
02.01 (030), 04.03 (001)
02.01 (030), 04.03 (001)
02.01 (001), 05.01.01 (014)
01.01.01.01 (015), 02.04 (028), 02.04 (OfiO), 02.CJ7 (007),
02.01 (052), 03.01 (012), 04.01 (001), 05.10 (051),
05.11.01 (001), 06.05 (002), 06.09 (019)
02.06 (001), 02.01 (033), 03.05 (001), 04.03 (001),
04.03 (021), 06.CJ7 (001)
03.01 (001), 05.11.02 (001), 05.11.02 (006), 05.12.03 (001),
05.12.06 (002), 05.13 (001)
.
01.01.01.01 (022), 04.03 (001), 06.01.01 (001), 06.09 (043),
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247
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250

Knilbl. Paiae
Belley. Dick

Cropper, Tom
Farrell, Rua
~.Paip

251

Mone, M8cy
Questioalllld Anlwen, Portland, OR Altern
Steele, len
Stnnlban, Lori
Belley. Ricbanl

252

Howes, Debonb

253
254

Farren. Rua

2SS

Cropper, Tom

2S6

Greer, Beth
Peck, Genldine

257
258

Sin, Lynn

259

Dunnina. Dirk

260
261

AMilia, Everett
Ferpson. Ken

262

Leistiko. Ron

B-13
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Section NUJDben

08.03.01 (013)
01.01.01.02 (020), 06.09 (017), 09.01 (004)
01.01.01.02 (020), 06.09 (017), 09.01 (004)
01.01.01.02 (020), 06.09 (017), 09.01 (004)
01.01.01.02 (020), 06.09 (017), 09.01 (004)
01.01.01.02 (020), 06.09 (017), 09.01 (004)
01.01.01.02 (020), 06.09 (017), 09.01 (004)
01.01.01.02 (020), 06.09 (017), 09.01 (004)
01.01 .01.02 (020), 06.09 (017), 09.01 (004)
02.01 (026), 02.03 (014), 02.03 (015), 02.08 (020),
03.08 (023), 04.04 (017), 05.09 (001), 06.01 (006),
06.01.01 (001), 08.03.01 (013)
03.05 (024), 04.03 (031), 05.08.03 (003), 05.12 (001),
05.12.03 (002)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.01 (041), 04.03 (001),
06.09 (043), 08.03.01 (013)
02.07 (001), 03.08 (010), 06.09 (013), 08.03.01 (001),
08.03.01 (004)
05.18.04 (002)
01.02.01 (005), 02.08 (046), 08.03.01 (005)
01.02.03 (002), 02.08 (002), 05.10.02 (016)
01.02.03 (002), 03.05 (008), 03.08 (011), 05.10.02 (016),
05.12.08 (001), 06.09 (013), 07 (001), 08.01 (001)
05.10.02 (002), 05.10.02 (022), 06.01 (011), 06.01 (016),
06.03 (008), 06.09 (009), 08.05.01 (003), 08.06 (006)
02.06 (001), 03.05 (008), 04.03 (001), 05.12 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.03 (002), 02.08 (047),
03.05.05 (002), 03.06 (001)
02.04 (001), 03.08 (001), 03.08 (011), 04.03 (001),
05.10.02 (016), 05. 11.02 (001), 05.11.03 (025),
05.12.03 (001), 05.12.06 (002), 05.13 (001)
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Doc-.lit
263
263
264

N81De

Respoaae Section Nmnben

R.eilnour. Ma.l
Reilnour. Mic:blel
Kleia, Robin

01 .02.03 (002). 02.01 (026). 04.03 (001). 04.03.01 (019),
05 .12 (001), 05.12.07.01 (002)
02.04 (010), 03.07 (003), 05.09 (001). 05.10 (023).
05.11.02 (001). 05.12.08 (001). 05.18.04 (002),
06.02 (021). 06.05 (016). 06.09 (013)
01.01.01.02 (006). 03.05 (008). 04.03 (001). 05.09 (003).
05.10 (021), 05.12.06 (003), 06.06 (003). 07.04 (001).
08.03.01 (005). 01.03.01 (008), 08.05.08 (001)
02.06 (001), 04.03 (001), 06.07 (001)
02.01 (020)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
01.01.01.01 (004). 02.03 (005), 02.03 (024), 04.04 (008).
05.10 (029), 05.10.01 (004), 05.10.02 (002), 05.10.02 (016),
05.10.02 (017), 05.12 (005), 05.12.07.01 (001).
05.12.07.01 (002), 05.12.08 (001). 06.05 (001),
06.07 (001), 01.03.01 (013), 08.04 (001)
01.01.01.01 (022), 02.01 (023), 02.06 (001), 02.08 (002),
03.01 (001), 03.01 (008), 03.01 (012), 04.03 (001),
05.09 (002). 05.10 (021). 05.10 (055). 05.11.03 (003),
05.15 (024), 05.16 (001). 05.19 (004). 06.05 (011).
06.05 (016), 06.05 (030)
05.12.06 (002)
01.02 (001). 05.11.02 (001), 05.12.06 (002). 06.03.01 (001)
08.03.01 (008)
03.05.05 (003)
06.09 (007)
01.04 (009), 08.04 (010). 08.04 (020), 08.04 (021),
08.05.04 (002)

Mane. MKy

266
267
261
261
261
261
261

269

270

271
272
273
274
275
276

Al;uff, Briln
Tewbbury. lou
'-field. Jllld
Suaoa, Blrry
Olton, Lynn
Bei......Cruz, l..aurie J.

8-14
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278

Eddy. David c
Eddy. David c
McFII'Iane, Harold F.

279

Davison, David I.

277
277

05.10.01 (004), 01.03.01 (009), 01.03.01 (011), 01.04 (010),
01.04 (020)
01 .01.01.01 (002), 01.01.02 (007). 06.05 (002)
01.04 (010), 01.04 (014), 01.04 (018), 01.04 (021 ),
01.05.05 (002), 01.05.06 (005), 01.05.06 (006).
01.05.06 (027), 01.05.06 (032)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 01.03.01 (001), 01.04 (001),
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002). 03.01 (011), 01.03.01 (001), 01.04 (001),
01.04 (009). 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011), 01.03.01 (001), 01.04 (001),
01.04 (009). 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002). 03.01 (011). 01.03.01 (001), 01.04 (001),
01.04 (009). 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002). 03.01 (011). 01.03.01 (001), 01.04 (001),
01.04 (009). 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011). 01.03.01 (001), 01.04 (001),
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.01 (011). 01.03.01 (001), 01.04 (001),
01.04 (009), 01.04 (014)
09 (021)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (006), 05.12.01 (002)
03.01 (010)
03.05.05 (003)
02.04 (004), 04.03 (027), 06.02 (010)
03.04 (021), 05.04 (020), 05.10 (066), 05.10.02 (016),
05.11 (001). 05.12.03 (003), 01.01 (001), 01.03.01 (005).
01.04 (010). 01.05.06 (001)
01.01 (005), 01.03.05 (001), 01.04 (021)
01.01.01.02 (003), 02.06 (003). 02.06 (016), 05.09 (018),
05.12 (001), 05.12.03 (002), 05.12.06 (002), 05.13 (001),
05.13.04 (001), 06.02 (011)

280
281

282

Heilmlll, Plul E.

283

Porter, L,..a

284

Somen-QuJsvia. Julie A.

28S

Boebm, Mart A.

286

Altier. Lalie

287

289
290
291
292

Jolaon, Barry L.
Folter, Nicki L.
Smilb, Tony
Wilcox. aen.rd
Meip, Marilyn F.
Sprinaer. Elizlbelb

293

Oaaerblus. Carole L.

294

Anonymous

288

B-IS
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296
297

Lee,JIIIIel
UlbriJbt, Edpr P.
Blldwin, Pall

297

Clllfield, Kerry

297

Cnndlll, Kathryn

297

Crik:bley,Mel

297

Dysoa, Jessica

297

Gibbl, Dominic

297

Hardin~.

297

laal. Lace

297

Lanon. Jim

297

Pollet, Gerald

297

Questions and Anlwen, Saale, WA Aftemo

297

Slllin, Alfred

297

Surielo, Canie

297

Ulbri.... Edpr

297

Willcox, Bernard

295

Hilary

B-16
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02.07 (001), 02.07 (012)
02.01 (026), 02.04 (002)
02.06 (037), 02.07 (012), 03.01 (012), 05.12 (001),
05.13 (001), 06.09 (013)
02.06 (037), 02.07 (012), 03.01 (012), 05.12 (001),
05.13 (001), 06.09 (013)
02.06 (037), 02.07 (012), 03.01 (012), 05.12 (001),
05.13 (001), 06.09 (013)
02.06 (037), 02.07 (012). 03.01 (012), 05.12 (001),
05.13 (001), 06.09 (013)
02.06 (037), 02.07 (012), 03.01 (012), 05.12 (001),
05.13 (001), 06.09 (013)
02.06 (037), 02.07 (012), 03.01 (012), 05.12 (001),
05.13 (001), 06.09 (013)
02.06 (037), 02.07 (012), 03.01 (012), 05.12 (001),
05.13 (001), 06.09 (013)
02.06 (037), 02.07 (012), 03.01 (012), 05.12 (001),
05.13 (001), 06.09 (013)
02.06 (037), 02.07 (012), 03.01 (012), 05.12 (001),
05.13 (001), 06.09 (013)
02.06 (037), 02.07 (012), 03.01 (012), 05.12 (001),
05.13 (001), 06.09 (013)
02.06 (037), 02.07 (012), 03.01 (012), 05.12 (001),
05.13 (001), 06.09 (013)
02.06 (037), 02.07 (012), 03.01 (012), 05.12 (001),
05.13 (001), 06.09 (013)
02.06 (037), 02.07 (012), 03.01 (012), 05.12 (001),
05.13 (001), 06.09 (013)
02.06 (037), 02.07 (012), 03.08 (012), 05.12 (001),
05.13 (001), 06.09 (013)
02.06 (037), 02.07 (012). 03.01 (012). "05.12 (001),
05.13 (001), 06.09 (013)
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0eorae
0eorae

297
297

Wilton,
Wilton,

298
299

Baldwin, Plul
Noland, Jme

300
301

Meip, Marilyn F.
Pollet, Oenld

302

Crudall, Kllbryn

303

Stohr, Joe

304
305
306
307

Wilton,

308
309
310

Hardina, Hilary
Species. Scou
Johnston, Anne

311

Dyson, Jessica

312
313

Gleysleen, Rod
Zepeda. Bubua

02.06 (037), 02.07 (012), 03.08 (012), 05.12 (001),
05.13 (001), 06.09 (013)
02.07 (012), 02.08 (CM5), 03.03 (001)
01.01.01 (002), 01.01.01.02 (006), 02.07 (001), 03.CM (014),
05.09 (001), 05.10.01 (005), 05.11.02 (006), 05.12 (001),
05.12.06 (002), 05.12.07.01 (002), 05.13.CM (001),
06.09 (013)
CM.03 (027)
01.01.01.01 (015), 03.CM (014), CM.03 (005), CM.03 (064),
05.10.02 (003), 05.11.02 (006). 05.11.02 (007),
05.12 (001), 05.12.03 (002), 06.09 (014), 08.03.01 (008),
OI.CM (016), 01.05.06 (001)
02.03 (024). 02.07 (012). CM.03 (055), 05.10 (022),
05.10.02 (017), 06.09 (013), 01.03.01 (003), 08.03.01 (008),
01.03.01 (014). 08.03.05 (001)
01.01.01.01 (CM2), 02.01 (052), 03.07 (003), 05.09 (014),
06.02 (005). 01.01 (002), 01.01 (OCM), 08.01 (005),
01.03.01 (015)
02.07 (012), 05.08.02 (010)
02.06 (037), 03.03 (001), CM.03 (001), 06.09 (013)
02.CM (060), CM.03 (001), 05.09 (001), 05.10.02 (007)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.02.01 (003), 02.07 (012), 02.08 (002),
03.03 (001), 05.11.02 (006), 05.12.07.01 (002), 08.01 (001)
02.07 (012)
02.CM (002), 03.08 (010), 06.07 (011)
03.05 (018), 03.08 (011), CM.03 (001), 05.10.02 (016),
06.09 (013)
02.07 (012), 02.08 (002), 03.02 (003), 08.CM (010),
08.CM (014), 08.CM (016)
02.07 (012), 03.03 (002), 03.07 (003), 06.06 (003)
02.06 (010), 03.01 (001), 03.08 (001), 07.CM (OCM),
08.05.11 (OCM)

Lanon,Jim

Lana. Lance

u..,....., Edpr P.
0eorae

8-17
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314
314
315

Caafield, Kerry
Caafield, Kerry
Quilbna, Marcus

316

Donaelly, Tom

317
318
319
320
321
322
323

SUaw, Owen
Kaia, Heleae

03.08 (012), 04.03 (027), 05.12.03 (002), 05.13 (001),
06.09 (013)
01.02.01 (005), 02.06 (004), 03.03 (008), 05.10.02 (007),
{11,04 (004)

Alalymoul

ary.., Chris
Mobdlk, 0.
Wiles, B.

..._.lllillllc, ADdrew A.

3D

IDdUn"'lli.-e, Pllricia L.

324
325
326
327
328
329
330

Mrila, Jim
Soeolwl, Robert E.
Diclll, DoD
BldaMMI, J.D.
Ganlner,.Jeaaae
BUiillp, JOlla
Belt, Karen

331
332
333
334
335
336
337

Sloae, Beuie J.
Plultm, WUiilm S.
Pocuia,D.Leo
Haaey' Ricbud
Tberiot, Pierre
Haaey, Mary
Williams, Leroy

338
339

Parypa, Andrew
Martin, Clarence
B-18
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02.04 (010), 03.03 (008), 05.16 (005), 08.03.01 (012),
09 (010)
03.01 (013)
01.04 (010)
02.{11 (001)
03.01 (013)
03.01 (013)
01.01 (002)
01.03.01 (005), 01.04 (010), 01.05.03 (003), 01.05.06 (027)
01.03.01 (005), 01.04 (010), 01.05.03 (003), 01.05.06 (027)
01.02.03 (002), 01.01 (002), 01.03.05 (006)
05.19 (011)
02.01 (001), 03.01 (001)
01.02.01.02 (006)
02.06 (001), 06.04 (005)
02.{11 (012), 04.04 (008), 01.03.01 (001), 08.04 (001)
01.01 (001), 01.04 (010), 01.04 (014), 08.04 (021),
01.05.03 (003)
04.01 (005), 05.10.02 (017)
08.04 (010), 08.04 (014)
08.04 (010)
08.04 (010)
05.12 (001), 08.01 (004), 08.01 (005), 08.04 (001)
08.04 (010), 08.05.06 (005)
05.11 (002), 06.{11 (001), 08.04 (010), 08.04 (013),
08.05.04 (004), 08.05.04 (005)
08.01 (002), 08.01 (003)
08.01 (001), 08.01 (002), 08.05.05 (005)
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340
341

Gnber, Hairy
Gnber. Dorodly

342

Jolmlon, Hadler

343

Hoffmln, Marcus

344

Manbeimer. Elaine

345
346

Geper. Ben
Banb, Vifablia

346

Biap, Alan

346

Cooper, Ida Mle

346

Crandall, Klduyn

346

Dyson, Jessica

346

Gardner, Jenne

346

Hena.Neda

346

Lefcoski, Jack

ResJIOIIIe Sectloa Numben
01.02.03 (002)
01.01 (001), 08.01 (002), 01.01 (005). 01.04 (010).
08.04 (013), 01.05.04 (005), 01.05.06 (005)
01.01 (001), 01.04 (010), 01.04 (013), 01.04 (014),
01.04 (019)
06.05 (011), 01.01 (001), 01.01 (004), ~ . .01 (012),
08.04 (010), 01.04 (013)
02.04 (010), 03.05 (005), 03.01 (011), 04.01 (005),
06.05 (014), 06.05 (016), 01.01 (001), 01. 3.01 (005),
01.03.01 (012). 01.03.01 (022), 01.04 (001), 01.04 (010),
01.04 (014), 01.04 (022), 01.04 (026), 01.05.01 (001).
01.05.01 (009), 01.05.03 (001), 01.05.05 (002),
01.05.06 (026), 01.05.06 (027}. 01.05.10 (002),
01.05.10 (003), 01.05.10 (001), 01.06 (003), 01.06 (007),
01.06 (001), 01.06 (011), 01.06 (015), 01.06 (016)
01.03.01 (016)
02.06 (037), 01.01 (001), 01.01 (002), 08.04 (013).
08.05.01 (009)
02.06 (037). 01.01 (001), 01.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
01.05.01 (009)
02.06 (037). 01.01 (001), 01.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
08.05.01 (009)
02.06 (037), 08.01 (001), 01.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
01.05.01 (009)
02.06 (037), 08.01 (001), 01.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
08.05.01 (009)
02.06 (037). 08.01 (001). 08.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
08.05.01 (009)
02.06 (037), 08.01 (001), 08.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
08.05.01 (009)
02.06 (037), 08.01 (001), 08.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
08.05.01 (009)
B-19
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346
346
346
346
346

346
346
346
346
346
346
346
346
346
347
348

349

Respoale SectioD Numben
LiDponby. Mariel
LiDponby. Mariel
.....imer. Elaine

02 .06 (037), 08.01 (001), 08.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
08.05.01 (009)
02.06 (037), 08.01 (001), 08.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
08.05.01 (009)
02.06 (037), 08.01 (001), 08.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
Osborne. 0..
08.05.01 (009)
02.06 (037), 08.01 (001), 08.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
Pollet. Gerald
08.05.01 (009)
Quaaionl aad Anlwen, Bnmerton, WA Eveni 02.06 (037), 08.01 (001), 08.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
08.05.01 (009)
02.06 (037), 08.01 (001), 08.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
. . . . . Alben w.
08.05.01 (009)
02.06 (037), 08.01 (001). 08.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
. . . . . . Ricbanl
08.05.01 (009)
02.06 (037). 08.01 (001), 08.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
08.05.01 (009)
02.06 (037), 08.01 (001), 08.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
08.05.01 (009)
Tabro, Tim
02.06 (037), 08.01 (001), 08.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
08.05.01 (009)
Tun:bik, Saady
02.06 (037), 08.01 (001), 08.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
08.05.01 (009)
02.06 (037), 08.01 (001), 08.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
Zimlen, Andrew
08.05.01 (009)
Zimlen, Willilm D.
02.06 (037), 08.01 (001), 08.01 (002), 08.04 (013),
08.05.01 (009)
Lefc:olki, JICk
01.02.03 (002), 06.05 (020), 09.01 (004)
Gleysteen, Mary
02.01 (032). 02.07 (012). 04.01 (005), 08.03.01 (005),
08.03.01 (009), 08.03.01 (011)
Pollet, Gerald
02.07 (012), 04.03 (005), 05.09 (001), 05.10.01 (005),
05.10.02 (003), 05.12.06 (002), 08.03.01 (007),
08.05.06 (008)
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350

351

Cooper. Ida May
Dca*ly, TOlD

352
353

Fen endeD, Loyeae
Blbbia, Maryellea

354
355

Cnadlll, Kldlrya

356
357
351

Hudlal,Jaie
Gravel, 0.0. J.
lfluaeD, . . _ E.

359

Bella.a Cruz. Llurie J.

360
361
362

Wideaer, Judilb E.
Plrbr• .....

363

367
361
369

Wells, Mlllhew
Blnlcbi, Earl
Blnlcbi, Oleaaa
Wells, Mlllhew
Cole, Cllrildne N.
Quatioalllld Aalwen, Pearl City, HI Afte
Aikm, Carol
Luc:as, Plm

370

~.N80111i

371

Andenon, Bruce s.

364
364

365
366

Dyaa.Jellica

Podrua. Floleace

B-21
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01.02.03 (002), 01.01 (001)
01.02.01.02 (006), 02.04 (002), 02.04 (010), 02.06 (007),
01.03.01 (001), 01.05.06 (032)
01.03.05 (001), 01.04 (021), 01.05.06 (025), 01.05.08 (001)
01.01 (001), 01.01 (004), 01.04 (010), 08.04 (013),
01.05.06 (031)
01.02.01.02 (006), 01.02.03 (002), 04.03 (005), 08.01 (001)
04.03 (005), 04.04 (001), 06.01 (002), 06.09 (024),
01.01 (001), 01.03.01 (005), 01.03.01 (001), 08.04 (010)
01.01 (001), 01.03.01 (005)
05.19 (001), 01.03.01 (009), 01.04 (016), 09.01 (004)
02.07 (012), 04.01 (005), 06.02 (006), 06.05 (016),
01.03.01 (009), 01.05.06 (004), 08.05.06 (005),
01.05.06 (006)
01.03.05 (004), 01.04 (010), 08.04 (013), 08.04 (020),
01.04 (021), 01.05.04 (002)
01.01.01.01 (001), 04.03 (001), 05.11.03 (026), 06.09 (024)
01.01.01.02 (006), 04.03 (001)
01.05.06 (005)
03.03 (001), 03.05 (001), 06.07 (011), 06.09 (013)
01.01.01.02 (006), 02.04 (060), 05.10.02 (016)
01.01.01.02 (006), 02.04 (OfiO), 05.10.02 (016)
03.03 (001), 03.05 (001), 06.07 (011), 06.09 (013)
01.01.01.02 (006), 04.03 (001), 05.18.01 (002)
01.03.02 (001)
02.01 (001), 03.01 (007), 08.01 (001), 08.03.05 (001)
01.01 (001), 08.03.02 (001), 08.03.05 (001), 08.05.02 (003),
08.05.03 (003), 08.05.05 (001), 08.05.06 (005),
08.05.06 (023)
05.11.03 (026), 08.03.01 (011), 08.05.03 (003),
08.05.06 (005)
08.03.01 (004), 08.03.01 (012), 08.04 (010), 08.04 (011),
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371
372
373

Aadenon, Bruce S.
Naboopii, Kawika
lezza, Cora

374

Pollock, Marilyn

375
376

Malama, Kaonobi
Suaon, Richard

377

Olorio, JOOIIban K.

378
379
380

Priolo, Jolin
Lloyd, Alan
Kablia, Clara

381
382
383
384
385

Souza, Jerry
Uyebua, Ricblnl F.
Uyebua, Ricblnl F.
Priolo, John
Gites, Marilyn

386
387
388
389
390
391

Gora, Fnncine H.
Sbanaon, Beda L.

08.04 (012), 08.05.04 (006), 08.05.06 (005), 08.05.07 (002)
08.01 (001)
08.03.01 (018), 08.03.02 (001), 08.05.02 (003),
08.05.04 (001), 08.05.04 (002)
05.15 (003), 08.04 (010), 08.04 (013), 08.05.06 (023),
08.05.06 (031)
08.01 (004), 08.04 (010), 08.05.06 (006)
01.02.03 (002), 08.01 (001), 08.04 (010), 08.04 (013),
08.05.06 (025)
08.01 (001), 08.03.01 (005), 08.03.05 (001), 01.04 (003),
08.05.02 (001), 08.05.02 (003)
08.05.04 (001)
08.04 (010), 08.04 (018)
01.01 (001), 08.01 (002), 08.03.01 (011), 08.03.04 (001),
08.03.05 (001), 08.05.02 (003), 08.05.06 (005)
08.01 (001), 08.03.01 (001), 08.04 (010)
08.01 (001), 08.01 (002)
08.01 (001), 08.01 (002)
02.06 (001), 01.01 (002), 08.05.04 (001)
05.10 (010), 05.10 (021), 01.01 (001), 08.03.01 (001),
08.03.01 (004), 01.03.01 (005), 08.03.01 (007),
08.03.05 (002), 08.04 (010), 08.04 (029), 08.05.01 (008),
01.05.06 (005), 08.05.06 (022), 08.05.06 (031),
01.05.07 (001)
01.04 (010), 08.04 (020)
08.01 (001)
04.05 (021), 01.04 (018)
08.04 (013), 08.04 (018)
08.04 (010)
01.03.01 (012), 08.04 (010), 08.04 (013), 08.05.06 (023),
08.05.06 (031)

YOUJII, Tin Hu
YOUJII, Tin Hu
Souza, Jerry G.

Pollock, Marilyn

B-22
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393

l.aal, Plmela L.
l.aal, Plmela L.
Aadenoa, Bruce s.

394
395
397

Uyeblra. Ricblrd F.
Priolo, Jolla
Morril, Evelya

398
399

T~Ben

392
392

K.......... Caluo Howell, Aaaa Mme

401

Liborio, KeYiD
McCoy, Nilla R.

402
403

McCoy, NiDI R.
Hubblnl, Lela

404
405
406
407

Haap. Luil
TaJkialtoa, Jolla

408

Henbinow, David

409

410

Kep.ao, Vqinia A.
Naboopii, Kawib

411

Joaa, Micblel

412

Priolo, Jolla

400

~.Naomi

ViiJielmo, Fnacea

B-23

02.01 (001), 01.01 (001), 01.03.05 (001), 01.05.06 (005),
01.05.06 (023)
01.01 (001), OI.CM (010), OI.CM (011), 01.05.CM (007),
01.05.07 (002)
01.01 (001), 01.01 (002)
02.06 (001), 01.01 (002), 01.05.CM (001)
01.01 (001), OI.CM (010), 01.05.CM (002), 01.05.06 (007),
01.05.07 (002)
01.01 (001)
01.01 (003)
01.01 (003)
03.01 (001), 01.01 (001), 01.01 (005), 01.03.01 (004),
OI.CM (010), OI.CM (011), OI.CM (013), OI.CM (014),
OI.CM (015), 01.05.02 (004)
03.01 (010)
01.01 (001), 01.01 (004), 01.03.01 (004), 01.03.01 (005),
01.03.01 (011), 01.03.05 (001), 01.05.11 (001)
01.01 (001)
01.05.06 (025), 01.05.07 (005)
01.03.01 (001), 01.03.01 (007), 01.03.05 (001)
03.03 (001), 03.CM (011), 05.10.02 (017), 05.11.03 (001),
01.01 (001), 01.01 (004), 01.03.01 (005), 01.05.06 (005),
01.05.06 (025)
CM.03 (001), 05.10.02 (016), 01.01 (001), 01.03.01 (011),
OI.CM (001), 01.05.06 (023)
01.01 (001), 01.03.02 (001), 01.05.06 (005), 01.06 (001)
01.01 (001), 01.03.02 (001), 01.05.02 (002), 01.05.02 (003),
01.05.06 (005)
03.03 (001), 01.03.01 (022), 01.03.03 (001), 01.03.05 (002),
OI.CM (001), 01.05.CM (002), 01.05.06 (007), 01.05.06 (027),
01.05.06 (021), 01.06 (005)
01.05.CM (001)
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~.
413
413

ViaJielmo, Fnaca
ViaJielmo, Fnaca

414

McCoy, NU.R.

415

Jones, Ma-t

416
417

Uyeblra, Ricbanl
Henhinow David
1

411
419
420
421
422
423
424
425

426
426
426
426
427
427
427
421

Carricllo, Mike

429
430

Robialoa, Enders A.

Flory Brenda
Lealie, lint
I

~ionlllld

Anlwen, Arl._,.., VA After

Amber, Dave
Anlwen, Arl._,.., VA Eveai
Rabinowitz, Mark
Bbide, Manobar

~ionlaad

Bbide, Manobar

01.01 (004), 01.03.01 (005), 01.03.01 (011), 01.05.03 (003),
01.05.06 (005), 01.05.06 (023), 01.05.06 (024),
01.05.06 (025)
01.01 {OCM), 01.03.01 (001), OI.CM (010), OI.CM (011),
OI.CM (013), OI.CM (014), 01.05.02 (OCM), 01.05.04 (003)
03.03 {001), 01.03.01 (022), OI.CM (001), OI.CM (020),
01.05.06 (007), 01.05.06 (021), 01.06 (005)
01.01 (001), 01.01 (002)
CM.03 (001). 05.10.02 (016), 01.01 (001), 01.03.01 (011),
OI.CM (001), 01.05.06 (023)
05.11.03 (026). 01.01 (001), 01.03.05 (002), OI.CM (010)
01.03.01 (007), 01.03.05 (001), OI.CM (014), 01.05.06 (005)
CM.03 (001), OI.CM (010), OI.CM (013), 01.05.01 (009)
01.01.01.02 {006), 05.05 (017), 05.12 (001)
05.10 (006), 05.12.06 (002)
01.02.01.02 (006), 03.02 (001)
02.CM (OCM), CM.03 {027), 06.CM (010)
02.CM (010), CM.OI (002), CM.03 (001), CM.03 (CM7),
05.10.01 (009), 06.05 (001), 06.05 (002), 01.01 (001),
01.03.03 (002), OI.CM (019)
09.01 (OCM)
09.01 (OCM)
09.01 (OCM)
09.01 (OCM)
09.01 (OCM)
09.01 (OCM)
09.01 (OCM)
02.06 (021), 03.05.05 (007), CM.OI (005), 05.19 (001),
06.03.02 (003)
05.10.01 (003), 06.09 (024)
02.06 (021), 03.05.05 {007), 05.19 (001), 06.03.02 (003),
06.09 (022)
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~431
432
433

434
435
436
436
436
436
436
436
437
438
439
440

441
442
442
442
442
443
444
444
444
444

Re8poDie Section Numben
02.04 (004), 06.02 (010). 06.04 (010)
02.01 (031). 02.06 (009). 02.06 (035). 03.03 (002).
03.01 (011), 04.03 (001). 05.10 (021). 05.10.01 (006).
07.01.03 (001)
02.06 (009), 02.06 (035). 05.10 (021). 05.10 (048).
Robiaowilz. Mark
09.01 (004)
01.01.01.02 (006). 04.03 (001), 05.01.01 (014). 05.12 (001)
Bybee. R. V.
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.05 (017)
Vepen. Mark
01.01.01.02 (006). 03.01 (010). 05.05 (017)
Era.. Llinl
01.01.01.02 (006). 03.01 (010). 05.05 (017)
HmiD. CIIUdia
01.01.01.02 (006), 03.01 (010). 05.05 (017)
Scbrynr.~
01.01.01.02 (006). 03.01 (010), 05.05 (017)
While.~
01.01.01.02 (006). 03.01 (010). 05.05 (017)
White. Sue
01.01.01.02 (006). 03.01 (010). 05.05 (017)
Willoa.a.d
01.02.03 (002), 02.01 (002). 03.01 (010). 05.05 (017).
Kial. Neil
05.05.01 (016)
Fll'lllei',Jidt
03.03 (002). 03.01 (011). 05.18.04 (002)
01.01.01.02 (011), 03.03 (001). 05.01.02 (001),
Nicboll. Miry H.
05.18.04 (002)
Jolley. Robert B.
01.01.01.01 (019). 01.01.01 .02 (011), 01.02.03 (002),
05.10 (034)
02.07 (001)
O'Neai,J09.01 (004)
Kocber. Wuren
09.01 (004)
Nicboll. Miry H
09.01 (004)
O'Neai,J~ llld Anlwen. Kiapton. TN Evenin 09.01 (004)
01.01.01.01 (019), 01.01.01.02 (011), 01.02.03 (002).
Jolley. Roben B.
05.10 (034)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
Meip. MlrilyD F.

ltobiaowilz. Mark
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~o.

...,..._ Sectloa NUJDben
Waken, Barbara
Smilb, Qua
Smidl, Ben L.

447

McCabe. Amy

448
449

lloaicbr, J...me
Hedppedl. David

450
452

Clark, G. Wayne
Loaa. A. L.

453

8ryln. Mary

454
455

ADonymous
Loaa, A. L.

456

Stockard, JoeL.

457
458

Todd, Lila R.

459
461
462
463

TIUICber, Carol
Scbnder. Kldli
Hilbert, H.
Helland, Karen K.

09.01 (001)
01.02.03 (002)
01.01.01.01 (029), 01.01.01.01 (045), 02.02 (002),
02.04 (037), 02.06 (025), 02.01 (025). 04.01 (005),
04.03 (001), 04.03 (003), 04.03.01 (005), 04.03.02.01 (001).
05.01.01 (001), 06.05 (021), 06.07 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011), 02.03 (007). 02.04 (021), 02.04 (041),
02.07 (007). 03.04 (001), 04.03 (041), 04.03.01 (001),
04.03.01 (002), 04.03.01 (006), 05.04 (027), 05.05 (024),
06.07 (015)
03.07 (001), 04.03 (021), 06.07 (001), 01.04 (001)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (01.1), 03.01 (011),
03.01 (012), 04.03 (001), 05.11.01 (001)
03.01 (011), 06.07 (012), 06.09 (001)
04.03.02 (006), 04.05 (019), 05.12 (007), 06.07 (001),
06.09 (005)
02.03.01 (001), 02.03.01 (001), 02.04 (022), 04.01 (001 ),
04.03.01 (003), 05.10.01 (021), 05.12.01 (001),
05.16 (001), 06.05 (002), 06.05 (015)
01.02.03 (002)
01.01.01.01 (029), 04.03 (032), 05.12.06 (002), 06.03 (011),
06.09 (005)
02.04 (019), 02.04 (062), 02.07 (001), 05.08.02 (005).
06.02 (020)
01.03.01 (011), 01.03.05 (001)
01.01.01.02 (001), 01.02.03 (002), 05.10 (006), 06.03 (013),
06.09 (013)
08.04 (010), 01.04 (013), 08.04 (021)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.02.01.02 (016), 03.07 (001), 03.01 (010), 05.10.02 (016),
06.05 (016), 01.01 (001)

Brelsford, C. K.
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~.MIKA.

Slewllt,...,...M.
466
467
468
469

Flilln, Alicia

470

.......... Aime

471

Ganllalia. .....

472
473

Hall, o.le 0.
Jay' Elillbeda

474

BjorD1eD. Friu

475

lad, Heidi

476

BlrriDier. Jolla

477

McEibianey. Gwyane

478

lnzer,Jo

479
480

Rinebut. Mark A.
....... Libby

481

~.Liurel

482

Kfa&e. Micbele

483

Andrus, Cecil D.

01.01.01.01 (008), 01.02.03 (002), 04.03 (001)
01.02.03 (002), 02.01 (023), 02.04 (001), 02.07 (004),
03.07 (004), 05.12 (008), 06.01 (002), 08.01 (001),
01.03.01 (005), 08.05.10 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
05.05 (017)
01.02.03 (002), 02.08 (008), 03.07 (003), 04.01 (001).
04.03 (005), 06.01 (013), 06.05 (016), 06.09 (033)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.03 (002), 02.08 (020), 04.03 (001),
05.01.01 (014), 05.10 (014), 05.12 (015), 06.05 (002),
06.07 (001), 06.09 (024)
01.02 (001), 03.03 (008), 05.10 (016)
01.02 (001), 04.03 (042)
01.05.06 (025)
02.01 (003), 03.03 (008), 05.10 (006), 06.01 (002),
06.01.01 (001)
01.01.01.01 (015), 01.01.01.02 (006), 04.01 (005).
04.03 (001), 06.06 (001), 06.09 (024)
03.03 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.03 (002)
04.03 (001), 05.05 (014), 05.05 (015), 05.05.01 (034),
05.01.01 (014), 06.05 (002)
02.01 (003), 03.02 (002), 05.05 (017). 05.10 (022).
05.11.03 (037), 06.07 (009)
05.01.01 (014)
01.01.01.01 (022)
03.03 (001)
01.02.03 (002), 05.10 (014), 06.01.01 (001). 06.02 (015),
06.05 (002)
01.01.01.01 (004), 01.02.02 (001), 02.01 (030), 02.03 (004),
02.03 (014), 02.04 (007). 02.04 (014), 02.04 (060),
02.08 (002), 03.01 (002), 03.01 (003), 03.04.01 (007).
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413

Andrus, Cecil D.

414
415

Alloaymoul

416
417
411
419
490

491
492
493
494
495
496
497
491
499

500
501

502
503
505
506
501
509

01.01 (009), 01.03 (061), 05.05.01 (017). 05.01.01 (014),
05.10.02 (002). 05.10.02 (016). 05.10.02 (017).
05.15 (002). 05.11.01 (002). 06.05 (005). 06.05 (016),
06.09 (001), 07.02.01 (001). 07.01 (00t), 01.03.01 (001).
01.03.01 (017)
01.01 (001)
01.01 (001)
01.01 (004)
05.15 (002)
01.01 (001)
01.01 (001)
01.01 (010), 01.01 (013)
01.01 (001)
01.01 (001)
01.01 (001)
01.01.01.01 (022)
01.01.01.01 (022), 03.05 (007)
01.01 (001), 01.01 (010)
01.01.01.01 (015), 01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (006).
02.01 (026), 01.01 (005), 01.03 (001), 01.03 (041).
05.10.01 (009). 06.07 (001), 07.01 (001)
01.05.06 (005)
01.01 (001). 01.01 (010). 01.01 (014)
01.01 (002)
01.01 (001)
01.01 (001)
01.01 (010)
09.01 (00t)
01.01 (002)
01.01 (001)
01.01 (001)

Lafaque. OenevieYe
Wilber, Don
Scoa. Fra
Drilcoll, Crildne
Walllce, Aim
Lawnace, Liada
Glacio, Aim M.

........ J.... c.

w--.J-

InriD. Doalld
Topit, Mn. FNd
~.GnceM.

fluci. Jomie

w..-. n.oa.s
Sbim,Julie

W...,Leroy
Tillea, JKkie
Alloaymoul
Alloaymoul

-.JICkie
Murplay. David
Bubb, Mella M

..............
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N~~~~~e

SIO
SIO
Sll
512
512
513
514

SIS

516
516
516
517
518
519

Smida, Mia
Smilb, Mia
Frederic:b, Sally

02.01 (002), 03.03 (001), 03.07 (OCM), 05.05.01 (016),
05.01.01 (014), 05.01.01 (023), 07 (001)
05.05 (015), 05.01.01 (014), 01.01 (001), 01.03.01 (005),
01.04 (003)
Davia, Julie
03.05 (001), 05.12 (001), 01.01 (001)
03.05 (001), 05.12 (001), 01.01 (001)
Wonun. Gecqe
03.03 (001), 03.01 (020), 04.03.01 (017), 01.01 (001),
Newict, Ric:blnl c.
01.03.01 (001), 01.03.01 (005), 01.04 (013), 01.05.06 (004),
01.05.06 (031)
Weaver, Larry W.
09.01 (003)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.02 (001), 02.01 (OCM), 02.01 (005),
l..emial. Earl c.
02.01 (011), 02.02 (001), 02.03 (024), 02.01 {027),
03.06 (001), 04.03.01 (005), 04.03.01 (007), 05.04 (015),
05.04 (018), 05.05 (011), 05.05 (013), 05.05 (024),
05.05 (028), 05.06 (001), 05.06 (002), 05.01 (006),
05.01.01 (003), 05.01.01 (OCM), 05.01.01 (005),
05.01.01 (001), 05.01.01 (009), 05.08.01 (012),
05.01.01 (035), 05.01.01 (037), 05.08.01 (056),
05.11.02 (005), 05.12.05 (001), 05.12.07.01 (001),
05.19 (014), 06.01.01 (001), 06.02 (013), 06.02 (014),
06.03 (001), 06.03 (003), 06.03 (011), 06.03 (013),
06.07 (001), 01.04 (025)
ana., Pllricia
05.10 (030)
05.10 (030)
Loolier. Carla
~ioniiiMI ADiwen, Savllllllb, GA Aftem 05.10 (030)
ann.., Pllricia A.
03.07 (OCM), 03.08 (010), 05.08.02 (005), 05.10.02 (001),
06.09(024)
05.04 (019), 05.12.08 (001), 06.04.01 (002)
Loolier. Carla
Evereae, Amlllda
02.01 (026), 02.07 (001), 03.08 (012), 04.01 (001),
04.01 (005), 04.03 (001), 04.03 (040), 06.01 (002),
06.02 (021), 06.05 (002), 06.07 (001), 06.09 (019),
07.01.02 (001)
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..

~
520

521
522

523
524
525
526

527

Sluart, lVIII F.
05.12.CM (002)
Questa. ..a Anlwen, s.v.mb, GA EveaiD 09.01 (OCM)
01.01.01.01 (005)
Bailey 0..

..........
I

Hall, Jeaaifer

Nllflb, Siller

Sluart, IVID
Oulllp, Once

WMhj..,.,Jilll

528
529
530

Coot.-

531
532

llolllo, CanJiyD
Maiblul, ...,

533

YCJUIII, o-. G.
YCJUIII....... S.
Smida, Ardu P.

534

KuhlnM~J-.,

535
535

Smida,a.bA.

536

Pnter. Oetqe

537

BalclwiD. Jllle

538

Andrus, Cecil D.

539
540
541

01.01.01.01 (005), 05.11.01 (005)
05.16 (002)
02.01 (002)
05.12.CM (002)
03.01 (013), 01.01 (001)
OI.CM (013), OI.CM (014), OI.CM (019)
OI.CM (010), OI.CM (013), 01.04 (014), 01.05.06 (OCM)
02.07 (001), 01.01 (001), 01.04 (014)
01.01.01.02 (006), 03.01 (OCM), 07 (001)
01.01.01.01 (001), 01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.01.02 (017),
05.05.01 (016), 05.12 (001)
05.01.01 (014), 05.09 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.12 (001)
01.04 (010)
OI.CM (010)
05.05 (026), OI.CM (014)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.10.02 (016), 05.11.03 (026),
05.15 (014)
01.01.01.01 (OCM), 01.02.02 (001), 02.01 (030), 02.03 (005),
02.03 (014), 02.CM (007), 02.CM (014), 02.CM (060),
02.01 (002), 03.01 (002), 03.01 (003), 03.CM.OI (007),
CM.03 (006), CM.03 (061), 05.05.01 (017), 05.01.01 (014),
05.10.01 (009). 05.10.02 (002), 05.10.02 (016),
05.10.02 (017), 05.15 (002), 05.11.CM (002), 06.05 (005),
06.09 (001), 07.02.01 (001), 01.03.01 (017)
02.01 (003), 03.03 (001), 05.10 (006), 06.01 (002),
06.01.01 (001)
03.03 (001), 03.CM (011), 06.02 (015)
CM.03 (001), 05.05 (014), 05.05 (015), 05.05.01 (034),
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..

~
541
542

Mcflhiwey. Gwyaae
McCollen, Lyn

543

._.,Jo
Hall, Pltticia
~.Raben

546

547
541

549
550
551
551
552

lloud.r, Tmcy
Bndy. Mln:ia w.
Hall. Pltticia
~.Raben

8oucber, Tmcy
~Frilz

~

_. Aalwen, Boite,

~.J.

I.

F~

553

DcJuply, J -

554
555
555
556
556
557
551

Willoa, Kay W.

Horton. Pllricia
HortoD, Peler
Bowman, Tom
l..ouleo, Plai
Fist, Edison S.

559

Leicblman, Kal
Abo. Marpret

560

O'Connor. Jobn

B-31
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05.01.01 (014), 06.05 (002)
03.01 (010), 05.09 (001). 05.10 (031), 05.10.02 (003),
05.12 (001), 05.13.04 (001)
03.02 (002). 05.05 (017). 05.10 (022). 05.10 (029),
05.10.02 (017), 05.11.03 (037). 06.01.01 (001),
06.07 (009)
01.01.01.02 (006). 03.03 (001). 03.07 (003). 03.01 (010)
02.04 (001). 04.01 (005). 04.03 (001). 05.11.04 (001).
06.01 (005). 06.01.01 (001), 06.02 (007), 06.02 (032).
06.06 (006). 07.01 (OCM)
02.01 (002). 02.01 (034). 06.07 (001)
03.01 (013). 05.01.01 (014), 06.09 (031)
01.01.01.02 (006). 03.03 (001), 03.07 (003). 03.01 (010)
06.01.01 (001). 06.02 (007). 06.06 (002)
02.01 (002). 02.01 (034). 06.07 (001)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (OCM)
06.09 (004), 01.01 (002). 01.05.01 (005). 01.05.01 (006).
01.05.01 (007). 01.05.03 (006), 01.05.06 (005)
02.01 (002). 04.03 (001). 05.10.02 (011). 06.09 (019).
01.04 (014). 01.04 (021). 01.05.04 (002). 01.05.06 (023)
01.04 (010)
01.04 (010)
01.04 (010)
05.01.01 (014). 05.09 (001). 06.05 (002)
05.01.01 (014). 05.09 (001). 06.05 (002)
01.04 (010)
01.01 (005)
03.04.01 (002). 03.05 (001). 05.01.01 (014). 05.12 (001).
06.05 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.02 (004). 03.07 (004). 05.04 (004).
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11J c..-.at DoeiiiiiWd Na-her

~o.
560
560

O'Coaaor, Jolla
O'Coaaor, K.-

561

Pioba. Deaail J.

562
563
564
565
566

Newwwm David
. . . . Cora
Sdlmidl, Glil

567
567
561
569
570

571
572

.........

MBda,Teny
McDenaoa, Viaceal
Swonll, M8Rda
Aaoaymoul

Stewllt,Bnada
Woodwanl, IWen
Tillea. JICkie
HaHbill, Tom

573
574
575
576

WUU..,Piul
Vllldelbilt, Gloria

577

Slori. Miry

578

Wllten,Curtil
Sbepmd, Kilby
H..al, JICk N.
Copley. Ralpb
Clalpbell, Darrel
Clwqwpe, Sherry
Mellen. Roz
Dove, Debby
SWIIIIOil, Miry

579
580

581
582
583
584
585
586

Hill. Wayne
Milcbell, .........

05.01.01 (014). 05.01.01 (030), 05.11.03 (004)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.02 (004), 03.07 (004), 05.04 (004),
05.01.01 (014), 05.01.01 (030). 05.11.03 (004)
05.09 (001). 05.12 (001), 06.05 (002), 06.07 (010).
07.04 (004)
06.04 (001)
01.01.01 (002). 05.10.02 (006), 01.01 (001). 01.06 (020)
01.01 (004), 01.04 (010), 01.05.07 (001)
01.01 (001)
05.12 (001)
01.04 (013)
01.04 (013)
02.01 (002)
01.01 (001)
01.04 (010)
01.04 (010). 01.05.06 (005). 01.05.06 (022)
01.01 (001)
01.01 (001)
01.01.01.01 (022)
01.01 (001)
01.04 (010)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.04 (018). 01.05.06 (005)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.04 (010)
01.04 (010)
.
01.03.05 (001), 01.05.06 (030)
06.01 (002). 01.01 (001), 01.04 (001), 01.04 (001)
01.01 (001)
01.04 (010)
01.01 (001), 01.01 (004), 01.05.06 (005)
06.09 (013), 01.04 (011)
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587
588
589

Dyloa.Jellica
Newwwnn, David
Hobbl. JICk

590

C)•lnwn. Roalld
$milhlwn. I.-. R.
Delmer. Tlllli

591
592
593
594
595

596

02.0'7 (012)
06.05 (020)
03.04.01 (002). 03.05 (001). 03.05.03 (003). 04.03 (005).
04.03 (031). 06.06 (003). 01.01 (001). 08.04 (011),
01.04 (013). 01.05.06 (005)
01.01.01.02 (006). 01.04 (010). 08.04 (013)
01.01 (001)
01.04 (013)
01.01 (002)
01.01 (001)
02.02 (003). 02.03 (025). 02.04 (032). 02.05 (001).
02.06 (021). 02.06 (024). 03.04 (011). 03.04 (011).
03.04.01 (001). 04.01 (001). 04.03 (001). 04.03.01 (014).
05.01.01 (021). 05.09 (001). 05.10.01 (009). 05.11.03 (001).
05.11.03 (013). 05.16 (003). 05.11.01 (001). 05.11.01 (009).
06.03.02 (001). 06.09 (002). 0'7.04 (004). 0'7.04 (006).
01.01 (001). 01.03.01 (005). 01.03.01 (001). 08.03.05 (003).
01.05.01 (003). 01.05.01 (007). 08.05.09 (004).
01.05.09 (005)
02.01 (030). 02.0'7 (001)
01.01.01.01 (022). 01.01.01.02 (006). 04.03.01 (017).
05.05.01 (016). 05.09 (001). 05.09 (001). 05.10 (012).
05.10 (021). 05.10.02 (016). 06.09 (037)
01.01.01.02 (006). 05.08.01 (014)
05.05 (012). 05.05.01 (011). 05.05.01 (035).
05.05.01 (039). 05.11.03 (011). 05.19 (001).
06.02 (019). 01.03.01 (005)
03.05 (022). 03.08 (011). 05.05 (026). 05.09 (002).
05.09 (009). 05.11 (001). 06.09 (035). 08.01 (002)
01.01.01.01 (005). 01.01.01.02 (006). 02.01 (030).
02.0'7 (001). 05.09 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006). 02.01 (030). 02.08 (002). 02.01 (005).

Kay.--Dee. Keida

Brolcioul. Cbuct

597

Tripled. Todd
Hanlon. Gertie

591
599

Andenon. Krilten
Schalclt, D. Klle

600

Hanlon. Wes

601

Swma. Kerripa A.

602

Clubbe. Breu
B-33
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602

03

604

60S
606

607
608
608
609 .

610

Name

Response Section Numben

03.03 (008). 03.08 (020). 04.03.01 (017). 04.05 (014).
05.04 (020). OS.~ (021). 05.08.02 (007). 05.09 (013).
05.10 (012). OS.II.OI (001). 05.18.04 (002). 05 . 19 (015).
06.01 (009). 06.02 (012)
02.08 (042). 03.05.05 (003). 05.04 (005). 05.08.01 (002).
Thompson. Blake
05. 10 (054). 05.10 (0S9). 05.19 (001 ). 08.03.05 (006).
08.05.06 (014)
01.01.01.02 (006)
Benson. Betty
03.03 (002). 03.03 (008). 04.03.01 (017). 05.09 (010)
Tockman. Jason
04.03 (001). 04.03.01 (017)
Seaman. Thomas
01.01.01.02 (006). 02.04 (002). 03.05 (007), 04.03 (001 ).
Harvey-Marose. Kevin
OS.04 (002). 05.08.01 (014). 07.04 (001)
Broscious. Chuck
09.01 (004)
Questions and Answen. Moscow, ID Afternoon .09.01 (004j
Schalck. D. Kale
05.05.01 (016), 05.05.01 (018). 05.05.01 (035).
05.05.01 (039), 05.08.01 (014), 06.02 (019).
07.04 (001). 08.03.01 (005)
01.01.01 .01 (029). 01.02.02 (005). 01 .02.02 (006).
Broscious. Chuck
01.02.03 (002). 01.03 (003). 02.01 (015). 02.01 (016).
02.03 (004). 02.03 (007), 02.03 (025). 02.04 (003).
02.04 (026). 02.04 (027). 02.04 (032). 02.04 (036).
02.04 (060). 02.05 (001), 02.07 (001). 02.08 (012).
02.08 (040), 03.01 (005). 03.04 (019). 04.05 (022).
05 .02 (054). OS.OS.01 (001), 05.05.01 (016). 05.05.01 (019).
05.05.01 (034). 05.05.01 (040), 05.08 (008).
05.08.01 (021). 05.08.01 (041). 05.08.01 (053).
05.08.03 (009). 05.09 (008). 05.09 (011 ). 05.10 (064),
05.10.01 (009), 05.11 .03 (013). 05.16 (003), 05.18.01 (008).
06.02 (002). 06.02 (015). 06.02 (019). 06.02 (021).
06.03 (008). 06.03 (009 • 06.03 (014). 06.05 (001).
06.05 (026). 06.05 (031). 06.08 (006). 06.09 (017).
Clubbe. Breu
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Response Section Numben

Name

610

Broscious. Chuck

611
612

Read. Heidi
Windham. Craia

613
614
615

Ward. Sonne
Grizzle. Rodney P.
Abbolt. Dinah

616

Kaiser. Justine

617

Wicks. Kirk

618

Cogan. Lindy

619

Hunaerford, Clark

620

Owen. Elizabeth

621

Owen. Roben E.

622
623
624

Varricchio. Louis
Ward. Sonne
Higinbotham. Jan

06.09 (021). 07 (003). 07.01 (006). 07.01.03 (003).
07.01.03 (004). 07.01.03 (OOS). 07.0l.OS (001).
07.02 (001). 07.02.03 (001). 07.02.04 (001). 07.02.04 (002).
07.04 (006), 07.04 (007). 08.02 (002). 08.02 (003).
08.03.05 (002). 08.03.05 (003). 08.04 (014). 08.0S.01 (002),
08.0S.OS (006). 08.0S.05 (011). 08.0S.06 (021).
08.0S.06 (029). 08.05.09 (001). 08.05.09 (002).
08.0S.09 (003). 08.0S.09 (004), 08.0S.09 (OOS).
08.06 (002)
03.03 (008)
01.01.01.01 (OOS). 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010).
03.0S (009), 03.08 (011)
06.04 (001)
09.01 (004)
01.01.01.01 (OOS). 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010).
03.0S (009). 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (OOS). 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010),
03.0S (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (OOS). 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010).
03.0S (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (OOS), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.0S (009). 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (OOS), 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010),
03.0S (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (OOS). 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010).
03.05 (009). 03.08 (011), 05.12.08 (001), 06.0S (002)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010).
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.02 (007)
06.04 (001)
03.03 (008). 04.03 (001), 06.09 (051)
8-35
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Name

625
625
626

Indeterminate, lllqible
Indeterminate, lllqible

627

Beeman, Janel

628
628
628
628
628
628
628
628
628
628
629
629
629
629
630

Ashley. Reed

Herrina. J. Stephen

Benjamin, Dick
Cavanauah, Fred
Green, Glenn
McWhoner, Don
O'Brien, Frank

Poe,

w.

Lee

Questions and Answen, N. Aupta, SC Eveni
Ward. Eric
Yandell, Forrest
Geddes, Rick L.
Questions and Answen, N. Augusta, SC Afte

Ronic, Bill
Sujka, Mike

Mowry, Authur

631

Costner, Brian

632
633
634
635
636
637
638
639

Geddes, Rick L.
O'Brien, Frank D.
Sipp, Pete

Ferrara, Russ
Green, Thomas
Yandell, Forrest
Walker, John
Sujka, Mike F.
8-36
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01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01.02.03 (002), 04.01 (005), 05.10 (002), 06.04.01 (002),
06.05 (003), 06.09 (006), 08.03.03 (005)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
02.08 (019), 06.08 (001), 08.04 (003)
02.08 (019), 06.08 (001), 08.04 (003)
02.08 (019), 06.08 (001), 08.04 (003)
02.08 (019), 06.08 (001), 08.04 (003)
02.06 (023), 03.02 (002), 03.05 (008), 03 .05.03 (003),
06.04 (001), 06.05 (003), 06.09 (017), 08.03.01 (004)
02.04 (042), 02.08 (016), 04.01 (001), 04.03 (001),
04.03.01 (023), 04.05 (001)
02.01 (026), 04.01 (005), 04.03 (001), 06.09 (040)
02.02 (003), 02.04 (034), 06.07 (001)
03.05 (007), 04.05 (011)
03.05 (008), 03.08 (003), 05.15 (017)
01.01.01.02 (008), 03.03 (008), 06.05 (016), 06.06 (003)
01.01.01.02 (008), 01.02.01.02 (006), 04.03.01 (017)
05.15 (016)
.
01 .02.03 (002)
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Response Section Numbers

Name

641
642
643

Koons. Ronald E.
Walker. John
Thurmond. Senator Strom
Matthews. R. S.

644

Carr. Luther J.

645

Price, Mariano
Walker. Authur
Smith. Clyde
Shane, Chris

640

646

647
648
649
650

651

652
653
654

6SS
656

657
658
659
660

Bradford, Rand

Shelton
Reed. Kristi
Vail. Stephen
Kotowicz Lloyd. Ann
Dickinson. Irene P
Janes. Pauline
Hill, Rhonda
Hardwick, Doris
Shootman. Charles
Rice. Kevin
Anonymous
Wright, Alden

661
662
663

Jordan, Evonne

664

Johnson. Leroy

665

Larson. Lester
Hassell. Mike
Millagan. Heston
Hanunons, Dorotha
Murphy. Jane
Hunt, Sandra

666

667
668
669

670

Lynch, Janet

8-37

01.02.01.02 (014), 03.05 (008). 04.01 (005)
05.15 (016)
01.01 .01.02 (008). 05.13.04 (002). 06.05 (016), 06.06 (003)
02.08 (023), 04.03 (057), 05.10 (027). 08.05.11 (002),
08.05.11 (003)
02.08 (042)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011). 05.12 (001)
06.09 (014)
01.01.01.02 (011), 05.19 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011), 03.05 (007)
01.01.01.02 (011), OS. hJ.02 (007)
01.01.01.02 (014)
01.01.01.02 (011), 01.02.01.02 (006). 05.12 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011), 03.05 (007), 05.10.02 (016), 05.12 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
05.10.02 (016)
01.01.01.02 (011). 05.10.02 (007), 05.18.04 (002)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
02.07 (012)
02.07 (012)
08.01 (002). 08.03.05 (006)
01.01.01.02 (011), 03.03 (005)
01.01.01.02 (011). 06.09 (013)
01.01.01.02 (011), 06.09 (013)
01.01.01.02 (011)
06.05 (016). 08.01 (001), 08.04 (014)
08.01 (001), 08.04 (010)
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671
672
673
674
675
676
677
678
679

Response Section Numbers

Name
Willock. Brenda
Fincher. Anaie

Lewallen. Debra J.
Turnbill. Johnnie
Varriacchio. Louis

Bqley. Roger
Stevenson. Elizabeth
McCombs. Pllricia A.

Kelly. Elizabeth

680
681

Drewes. Kenneth N.
Blanchard. Florence K.

682

Gordon. Ban

683

Knisht. Carol

684
685
686
687
688
689

Johnson. Helen G.
Duke. Beth M
Zimmerman. Madeline M.
Chretien. Rollin
Wessner. Pegy
Daly. Amelia
Roland. Russ
Minear. Karen
Delusisnan. Dorian
Flory. Lynn
Minear, Valara
Pfeiffer. Pat
Ormsby, Bill
Pfeiffer, Arden
Lee. Janet

690

691
692
693
694

695
696
697
698

B-38
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01 .01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011 ). 05.10 (061)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.02 (007)
01.01.01.02 (011). 02.08 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006). 05.08.01 (014)
08.04 (010)
01.01.01.01 (OOS). 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009). 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (002). 06.05 (016)
01.01.01.01 (OOS), 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010).
03.05 (009). 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (022). 04.01 (OOS). 04.03 (010), 04.03.01 (002),
06.09 (013)
01.01.01.01 (OOS), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010).
03.05 (009). 03.08 (011)
05.10.02 (007). 05.18.01 (002). 08.01 (001). 08.01 (OOS)
05.11.03 (020). 08.04 (013)
08.01 (004). 08.04 (010). 08.04 (018)
06.04 (001)
01.01.01.01 (022)
08.01 (001)
01.01.01.01 (022). 08.01 (001), 08.01 (002)
08.01 (001)
01.01.01.01 (022). 08.01 (001)
08.01 (001)
08.04 (010)
08.04 (010), 08.05.04 (002), 08.05.06 (023). 08.05.06 (030)
08.01 (002)
08.04 (010). 08.04 (013). 08.04 (018)
08.01 (004)
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699
700
701
702
703
704
70S
706
707
707
707
707
707
707
707
707
707
707
707
708

Name

Response Section Numbers

Cowles. Betty
Nakaoka. Charles
Chuner. R. J.
Nelns. Barban
Camp. Georae

08. l 001)
08.04 (013). 08.05 .06 (005)
08.01 (002). 08.04 (010). 08 .04 (013)
01.01.01.01 (022)
08.01 (001
08.01 (001)
Howell. James
08.01 (001)
Gonzales. David
02.01 (030). OS.08.01 (014). 05. 10.02 (007l. 05 . 16 (001 ).
Paulson. Steve
06.0S (026)
02.01 (012). 02.01 (030). 02.06 (021). 05 .05 .01 (0~).
Anderson. Kristen
OS.I0.02 (026). 07.04 (001)
02.01 (012). 02 .01 (030). 02 .06 (021). OS.OS .OI (0~).
Benson. Betty
OS.I0.02 (026). 07.04 (001)
02.01 (012). 02 .01 (030). 02.06 (021). OS.OS .OI (0~).
Broscious. Chuck
OS.I0.02 (026). 07.04 (001)
02.01 (012). 02.01 (030). 02.06 (021). OS .OS.OI (020).
Hulett. Chris
OS.I0.02 (026). 07.04 (001)
02.01 (012). 02.01 (030). 02.06 (021). OS.OS.OI (020).
Pritcheu. Jane
OS.I0.02 (026). 07.04 (001)
Questions and Answers. Moscow. ID. Evenma 02.01 (012). 02.01 (030). 02.06 (021). OS.OS .OI (020).
OS.I0.02 (026). 07.04 (001)
02.01 (012). 02.01 (030). 02 .06 (021 ). OS.OS .OI (020).
Seaman. Thomas
OS.I0.02 (026). 07.04 (001)
02.01 (012). 02 .01 (030). 02.06 (021). OS.OS.O (020).
Thompson. Blake
OS.I0.02 (026). 07.04 (001)
02.01 (012). 02.01 (030). 02.06 (021). OS.OS.OI (020).
Tockman. Jason
OS.I0.02 (026). 07.04 (001)
02.01 (012). 02.01 (030). 02.06 (021). OS.OS.OI (020).
Triasaed. Todd
OS.I0.02 (026). 07.04 (001)
02.01 (012). 02.01 (030). 02.06 (021). OS.OS.OI (020).
WriJha. Russell
OS.I0.02 (026). 07.04 (001)
01.01.01.01 (OOS). 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010).
Meyers
B-39
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708

Meyen

709

Rouirere, Carol

710

Smith. Susan

711

Wolf, Evelyn

712

~.Angle

713

Bigerstaff CMT. Tere

714
715

Christiansen. Niel
Davis. Elizabeth A.

716

Henderson, Clay P.

716

Henderson. Judy

717
718

Berenson. Janet

719

Cassidy. Deirdre

719

Voras. Phil

720

Spitzer. Debra A.

721

Ristow. Steven C.

722

Albin, Audrey

723

Geer, J.

724

Van Fleet, Janet
Feulner. Anne

725

Melville, Chi

Response Section Numbers
03 .05 (009). 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010).
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01 .01 (022). 03.04 (010).
03.05 (009). 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022). 03 .04 (010).
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01 .01 .01.01 (005). 01.01.01.01 (022), 03 .04 (010).
03 .05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022). 01.01.01.02 (006).
03.04 (010). 03.05 (009). 03.08 (011). 05.01 (003)
01.01.01.01 (002). 01.01.02 (001)
04.03 .01 (021), 06.05 (017)
08.04 (010)
08.04 (010)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01 .01.01 .02 (006). 02.04 (025). 04.03 (001). 05.08.01 (014).
06.05 (002). 08.03.01 (004), 08.03.03 (002)
02 .04 (010), 03.08 (007). 04.01 (001 ). 04 .01 (005).
06.01 (002), 06.05 (002)
02.04 (010), 03 .08 (007), 04.01 (001), 04.01 (005).
06.01 (002). 06.05 (002)
01.01.01.01 (005). 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010),
03 .05 (009). 03.08 (011)
02 .03 (028), 02.04 (060). 02.08 (035). 04.03 (001)
01.01.01.01 (005). 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009). 03.08 (011)
01.01 .01 .01 (005), 01 .01.01 .01 (022). 03 .04 (010).
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01 .01.03 (001), 04.03 (001)
08.04 (010). 08.04 (014). 08.05 .06 (005)
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Name
eulner. Herb
S&reeter. Jack
Davidson. Ray C.
Davidson. Velda
De Spain. J.

725
726
727
727
728
729

Slansky. Cyril M.

730

Eichler. Roben F.

731
731
732
732
732
733

Can&rill. Danae
Can&rill, Judie
Williams. Emily

734

Ahrens. Patti

735

Ahrens. Peler L.

736
737

Mel&zer. Frank L.
Edels&ein. Jan M.

738

S&ein. Karen

739

Paroni. Genevieve M.

740
741
742
743

Elli . Cathy
Lonaley. Bee
Reirnen. Diane
Washburn. Charl011e

08.04 (010). 08.04 (014). 08.05.06 (005)
01.02.03 (002), 02.08 (042). 03.05 (007), 03.05.04 (002)
08.01 (004)
08.01 004)
02.03 (002). 03.08 (011). 05.12 (001)
01.02.01.02 (006), 03.05.05 (003). 06.02 (034). 06.08 (003).
08.03.05 (006)
01.01.01.02 (005), 04.05 (004), 05.09 (007), 05.15 (005),
06.05 (007), 08.03.01 (005). 08.05.03 (005), 08.05.04 (005)
01.01.01.02 (006), 02.08 (002), 03.07 (004), 05.18.04 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006). 02.08 (002), 03.07 (004), 05.18.04 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.12 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.12 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006). 05.12 (001)
01.01.01.01 (005). 01.02.03 (002). 04.01 (005), 04.03 (021).
04.05 (020)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009). 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (005). 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
03.08 (007)
01.01.01.02 (006), 04.01 (001). 04.03.01 (012), 05.10 (008),
05.18.01 (011). 06.05 (002). 06.05 (008)
02.07 (014), 02.08 (001). 03.05 (008). 05.04 (016),
06.02 (008)
01.01.01.01 (004), 01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (029),
01.01.02 (001), 05.19 (003). 08.01 (002), 08.03.01 (006),
08.04 (007)
02.03 (002). 03.08 (011), 05.12 (001)
02.06 (001). 02.08 (001)
01.02 (001), 03.05 (008). 04.03 (001). 05.12 (001)
03.05 (008). 04.01 (005)

Williams. Terry
Williams. Theresa E.
DuVal. Elizabeth H.
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743
744

Washburn. James
Holt. Kenneth W.

745

Eiden. Mu

746

Sharpe, Roberta R.

747

Bowlden. Scott

748

Record, Terry

749

Pense, Marpret

750

Davis, Bruce

751
751
751
752

Blanchard, Tom
Harli... Leonard
House, Rupen
Buraess. Dave

752

Buraess. Kathy

753
754
754
755
756
756
757
758

Shroy. Edna E.

Response Section Numben
03.05 (008). 04.01 (005)
02.01 (018), 02.03 (017), 02.08 (~). 02.08 (056).
04.04 (010). 05.02 (007), 05.02 (008), 05.02 (016),
05.02 (043), 05.10 (035), 05.10 (038), 05.10 (041).
05.10 (063), 05.10.02 (002), 05.10.02 (003), 05.10.02 (012)
02.04 (006). 04.01 (005), 05.05.01 (001), 05.08.01 (014),
06.07 (001), 08.03.01 (009)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010).
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (008), 01.01.01.01 (022)
01.01.01.01 (008), 01.01.01.01 (022)
01.01.01.01 (008), 01.01.01.01 (022)
01.01.01.01 (022), 03.03 (008), 04.03 (001). 05.08.01 (014),
05.10 (006)
01.01.01.01 (022), 03.03 (008), 04.03 (001), 05.08.01 (014),
05.10 (006)
08.04 (010)
03.08 (010), 08.04 (010), 08.04 (013)
03.08 (010), 08.04 (010), 08.04 (013)
01.01.02 (005)
01 .01.01.02 (006), 03.08 (011), 05.08.01 (014), 05.10 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006), 03.08 (011), 05.08.01 (014), 05.10 (006)
03.07 (003), 06.09 (013)
01.01.01.02 (011), 03.08 (011)

Nelson, Bruce
Nelson, Gecqia
Meza, Pllrec:e
Wanzenried, Fred
Wanzenried, Maxine
Cox, Chris
Seels, Phyllis
~2
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Response Section Numbers

760
760
761
762

Quigle. Nancy
Indeterminate, Mn. Richard
lndetenninate. Richard L.
Klein, Richard F.
Myen. Joy

763

Paae. Paul

764

Donnelly. Tom

76~

Mann, Phylliss A.

766
767
768

Romane, Richard R.
Parker. Genevieve M .
Price, Jo

769
770
771
772
773
774
775
775
775
775
775
775
775
775

Stratten, Betty
Eigabroadt, Earl E.
Commander, John C.
Loo, Henry
Canan, Craig
Essin, Christine
Hensley. Charlie
Indeterminate, Clint A.
lndetenninate, lndetenninate, illegible
Indeterminate, Kathleen
lndetenninate. Michail
Indeterminate
Lachey, Jeanette

Hanman, Diania

8-43

01 .01 .01.02 (011), 03 .08 (011)
01.02.03 (002), 03.08 (011)
01.02.03 (002), 03.08 (011)
08.04 (018)
01.01 .01 .01 (008). 01.01.02 (001), 04.05 (016). 06.06 (003),
06.07 (001), 08.03.03 (002)
01.01 .01.01 (004). 01 .01.01.01 (005). 01.01.01.01 (033).
08.01 (002). 08.01 (004). 08.~.06 (005), 08.~.11 (001)
03.03 (008). 03.08 (011). ~.09 (002). 08.03.01 (005).
08.03.01 (006). 08.03.01 (012), 08.04 (010), 08.05.01 (009),
08.~.06 (005), 08.05.06 (032), 09 (010)
01.02.01.02 (011), 08.01 (001). 08.04 (003), 08.04 (010).
08.05.05 (002), 08.05.06 (005), 08.~.07 (003),
08.05.07 (006), 08.05.07 (007), 08.~.07 (008)
08.05.06 (031)
08.04 (010), 08.04 (014), 08.0~.06 (005)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.03 (002). ~ . 05 (017),
05.05.01 (016), 06.02 (033)
02.03 (002), 03.08 (011), ~.12 (001)
05.05.01 (016), 05.08.01 (014), 05.12 (001)
01 .02.01.02 (020), 08.01 (002), 08.01 (004)
01.01.01.01 (038)
01.01.03 (001), 06.09 (003)
01.01.01.02 (011), 03.08 (011). 04.03 (001)
08.01 (001)
08.01 (001)
08.01 (001)
08.01 (001)
08.01 (001)
08.01 (001)
08.01 (001)
08.01 (001)
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11S
11S
11S
11S
11S
11S
11S
11S

Name
Lay, Amanda
Lindquist, Jeff
Mannes, Rondel
Nunnelley. Pamela J.
Pineus, Kari E.
Pons, Roxanne M.
Spiers, Christopher

776
777

Story. Marty
Nickerson, Jack E.
Malone, Terence W.

778
779
780

Duplessis. Lee
Bradshaw, Lois
Melville, Loretta

781

lnplls. Martba

782

Stauffer, Carrie L.

783

Wilkinson, Leah

784

Waneyne, Marilyn J.

18S

Kennedy. Alexandra

786

Frazier, Marilyn

787

Marcus, Joyce

788

Wile, Charles H.

789

Flynn, Carol L.

Respoase Sectioa Numbers
08.01 (001)
08.01 (001)
08.01 (001)
08.01 (001)
08.01 (001)
08.01 (001)
08.01 (001)
08.01 (001)
05.12 (001). 06.04 (001), 06.06 (003)
04.01 (005). 08.01 (002), 08.01 (004) 08.04 (010),
08.04 (014), 08.04 (027), 08.05.07 (003)
02.08 (011). 05.10.02 (021)
01.02.03 (002), 03.05 (007). 05.05 (017)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009). 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (005). 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.02 (001), 03.04 (010), 03.05 (009),
03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (OOS), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.0S (009), 03.08 (011)
01.0.1.01.01 (OOS), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.0S (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (OOS), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.0S (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (OOS), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.0S (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.08.01 (014), 06.07 (001)
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790

Respoase Section Numben

Name

Lana. Everett

791

Ward, Some

792

Tewell, Joanna C.

793

Wenh, Roben

794
795
796

Maestas, Herman
Gordon, Kathleen C.

797

Meacham. Brian E.

01.01.01.01 (022). 03.08 (011)
06.04 (003)
01.02.01.02 (006), 01 .02.03 (002), 04.05 (013), 05.10 (002),
05.13.01 (003)
01.01.01 .01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010).
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01 .02.03 (002)
04.03 (001), 05.12.08 (001)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (004), 01.02.01.02 (004). 01.02.03 (002),
03.05 (008), 04.03 (001), 05.13.04 (001), 05.19 (011),
06.01 (002), 06.02 (035), 06.04 (001), 07.04 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.01 (022), 05.12 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.12 (001), 07.04 (004)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.01 (004), 01.02.01.01 (005)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.02 (001), 03.04 (010), 03.05 (009),
03.08 (011)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.01.01 (002), 05.05.01 (016),
05.08.01 (014)
01.01.01.02 (006), 02.04 (019), 05.09 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.03 (002), 02.04 (001), 05.09 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006), 02.04 (019), 05.09 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006). 02.04 (019), 05.09 (001)
03.07 (004), 04.03 (001)
08.04 (013). 08.04 (014)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.01.01.02 (024), 05.05 (017),
05.05.01 (016). 05.08.01 (014)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)

Wenh, Wendy

798

Huber, Arlene

799

800
801
802
803

Missin, Meta
Leusch, Peter
Chaney. Charloue
Hultsch, Roland A.
Hardinae. Jeep

804

Fraser. Bill

80S
806
807
808
809
810
811

Saunden, Mary

812

Kanouff, J. M.

Reaves. Whitfield
Moffett, Ed
Moffett, Jennifer
Robens, Elizabeth A.
McCulloch, Betty
Fredricks, Randall C.
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813
813
814

Zayha. AI
Zayha. AI
Hieb. Mary

SIS

Lehrad. Klaus

816

Indeterminate, lllqible

817
818
819
820

Quapp.

821

Indeterminate. Pll

822

Little. Ben

823

McWhoner. Donald L.

824
824
82S

Kocher. Ann
Kocher. Warren

826
827

Hinzelman. John E.
Van Zandt. Stephen C.

w. J.
Law. Joe M.
Fuller. Marpret

Hamen. Brem

Peelle. Roben

Response Section

Num~rs

01.01.01.01 (OOS). 01.01 .01.01 (022). 03.04 (010).
03.05 (009). 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (OOS). 01.01.01.01 (022). 03 .04 (010).
03.05 (009). 03.08 (011)
01.01.01 .01 (OOS). 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010).
03.05 (009). 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (OOS). 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010).
03.05 (009). 03.08 (011)
01.02.03 (002). 06.04 (001)
01.02.03 (002). 08.03.05 (006)
01.02.03 (002). 05.05.01 (016). 05.08.01 (014)
01.01.01.01 (OOS). 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010).
03.05 (009). 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.01 (OOS). 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010).
03.05 (009). 03.08 (011)
01.01 .01.01 (OOS). 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010).
03.05 (009). 03.08 (011)
02.01 (014). 02.03 (018). 04.03 (001). 04.03 (OOS).
04.04 (001). 05.10.02 (002). 05.1S (002). 08.04 (001).
08.05.11 (003). 08.05.11 (OOS)
03.07 (003). 05.08.02 (009)
03.07 (003). 05.08.02 (009)
01.01.01.01 (002). 01.01.01.01 (004). 01.01.01.01 (022).
01.01.01.02 (033). 01.02 (001). 01.02.01.01 (001).
01.02.03 (002). 02.01 (020), 02.03 (019). 03.04 (012).
03.05 (003). 03.07 (002). 05.08.01 (049). 05.08.03 (006).
05.09 (OIS). 05.10 (033). 05.10.01 (029). 05.10.02 (014).
05.10.02 (020). 05 . 12 (002). 05.12.08 (001). OS. IS (001).
OS. IS (006). OS.I8.01 (006). OS.I9 (013). 06.02 (014).
06.03 (011). 06.0S (001). 06.07 (009). 06.09 (049)
08.01 (002)
02.06 (006). 03.0S (007). 05.08.01 (014). OS. IS (003).
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Name

827
828

Van Zandt. Stephen C.
Waaner. Paul

828

Waaner. Shirley

829

Bean. Lawrence

830
831

Spencer. Harvey G.
Han

832

Munay. Aleunder P.

833

Drown. Lynn R.

834
835
836

Hupes. William F.

OS.I6 (007). OS.I8.04 (002), 07.04 (004)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (006). 03.08 (023).
OS.OS.OI (016). OS.08.01 (014). OS.09 (001).
07 (001)
01.01.01.01 (022). 01.01.01.02 (006). 03.08 (023),
OS.OS.OI (016), OS.08.01 (014). 05.09 (001),
07 (001)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01 .02 (006). 03.08 (023),
OS.OS.OI (016), OS.08.01 (014). OS.09 (001).
07 (001)
01.01.01.01 (004). 02.08 (022)
01.01.01.01 (005). 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010).
03.0S (009). 03.08 (011)
02.01 (017), 02.04 (034). 02.08 (009). 04.03 (027),
04.03 (0S3), 04.03 (OS6). 04.03 (0S7). OS. IO (OS6).
OS.18.02 (001), 06.02 (005). 06.04 (001), 06.0S (016),
06.06 (011 ). 06.07 (006)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (006), 03.08 (023),
OS.OS.OI (016). OS.08.01 (014), OS.09 (001).
07 (001)
OS.OS.01 (016)
OS.I0.01 (030)
01.01.01.02 (006), 03.0S (007). 03.07 (004), OS.08.01 (014),
OS .09 (003), 08.04 (016)
01.02.03 (002), OS.08.01 (014)
OS.02 (003), OS.IO (049). OS.I5 (018), 06.0S (013)
08.04 (010), 08.0S.06 (005)
06.0S (021), 06.07 (001), 08.03.01 (020). 08.04 (010),
08.04 (024)
08.01 (001)
08.04 (014)

Fredenbura. Ed

Stibal, Shirley
Bruce. Lera G.

837
838
839
840

Granlund, Win
Dicks, Norm

841
842

Ganus. Zada K.
Honon, Lynn B.

Bodansky. David

8-47
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843
844

Strona. T. R.
Schmidt, Peter W.

84S
846
847

Conway, John T.
Collins. Arthur L.
Tinno, Keith

848
849

Jones, Michael

Kadak, Andrew C.

Response Section Numbers
08.01 (001), 08.01 (002). 08.01 (004)
02.01 (008), 04.04 (008). 05.09 (001). 06.07 (001).
08.04 (010), 08.04 (028)
02.01 (027), 02.04 (042). 02.08 (058), 04.03.02.01 (002)
01.02.03 (002)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.01 (043), 01.01.01.02 (026),
01.01.02 (003), 01.02.03 (003), 02.03 (004), 02.04 (001).
02.04 (007), 02.04 (026), 02.04 (031), 02.04 (037).
02.04 (038), 02.04 (057), 02.06 (034), 02.06 (040).
02.08 (013), 02.08 (021), 02.08 (029), 02.08 (030).
03.07 (001), 03.07 (005), 03.07 (008), 03.08 (002),
03.08 (017), 04.03 (002), 04.03 (005), 04.03 (009),
04.03 (015), 04.03 (021), 04.03 (045), 04.03.01 (007).
04.03.01 (009), 04.03.01 (010), 04.03.01 (014).
04.03.01 (020), 04.03.01 (025). 04.03.02 (003).
04.03.02 (004), 04.03.02 (007), 04.05 (002), 04.05 (010).
05.01 (001). 05.01 (002), 05.02 (009), 05.02 (039),
05.02 (040), 05.02 (044), 05.02 (051), 05.03 (002),
05.03 (003), 05.03 (005), 05.03 (006), 05.03 (007),
05.04 (007), 05.06 (006), 05.06 (007), 05.06 (010),
05.06 (011), 05.06 (012), 05.08.01 (014), 05.08.01 (024),
05.08.01 (025), 05.08.01 (039), 05.08.03 (007),
05.08.03 (015), 05.09 (001), 05.09 (006), 05.10 (004),
05.10 (025), 05.10 (029), 05.10.02 (002), 05.11.02 (008).
05.11.03 (008), 05.12.06 (004), 05.13.02 (004),
05.15 (009), 05.15 (010), 05.15 (012), 05.15 (014),
05.15 (015), 05.15 (022), 06.04 (006), 06.05 (016),
06.07 (001), 06.08 (004), 06.08 (006), 06.09 (013),
07 (001). 07.01.04 (001), 08.03.03 (002), 08.03.03 (003),
08.05.06 (009), 08.05.06 (011), 08.05.11 (007)
02.03 (015), 06.08 (000), 06.08 (007) .
02.01 (002), 02.01 (013), 05.10 (063), 05.11.03 (031),
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849

Jones, Michael

850

Duke. Judith C.

851

Lee. John G.

852
853

Herudon, Janet
Kellam, Janet K.

854
855
856
857
858

Swanson, John R.
Condit, Clay

859

Taylor. Larry L.

860

Hangi, Dennis M.

861

Duke. Roben A.

Respoase Section Numben
05.19 (019), 08.03.01 (005), 08.03.01 (018), 08.03.01 (022),
08.03.03 (001), 08.03.03 (002), 08.03.05 (002),
08.04 (001), 08.04 (004), 08.04 (008), 08.04 (023),
08.05.01 (004), 08.05.04 (002), 08.05.04 (007),
08.05.06 (007), 08.05.06 (010), 08.05.06 (015),
08.05.06 (016), 08.05.06 (017), 08.05.06 (018),
08.05.06 (019), 08.05.06 (020), 08.05.06 (023),
08.05.06 (024), 08.05.10 (001), 08.05.10 (005),
08.05.10 (007), 08.06 (005), 08.06 (010), 08.06 (011),
08.06 (017)
08.04 (010), 08.04 (013), 08.04 (014), 08.04 (020),
08.05.06 (005), 08.05.06 (032)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009). 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.02 (006), 08.04 (018)
01.01.01.01 (005). 01.01.01.01 (022). 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
~
05. 19 (011)
05.11.01 (007)
03.03 (008), 03.05 (024), 05.08.01 (014), 08.03.01 (005)
05.03 (001)
02.07 (005), 04.03 (001), 04.04.01 (005), 04 OS (012).
05.05.01 (005), 05.08.02 (003). 05.10.02 (016),
05.12 (001). 05.19 (011), 06.04 (001), 06.05 (001),
06.05 (011), 06.06 (003). 06.09 (013)
03.05 (007), 06.04.01 (003), 06.04.01 (004), 06.05 (001).
06.09 (006). 08.03.01 (019), 08.04 (001)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (006), 03.08 (023),
05.05.01 (016). 05.08.01 (014), 05.09 (001),
07 (001)
08.04 010). 08.04 (013), 08.04 (014), 08.04 (020),

Pinkenon, Brad

Yohe, Roben M.
Chapman. Frank R.
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861
862

Duke. Roben A.
Wicthom. Richard E.

863
864

Salazar, Hallcue R.
Gleysteen. Mary

86S

Anonymous

Response Section Numben
08.05.06 (005), 08.05.06 (032)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.01.01.02 (010), 01.02 (001),
03.07 (004), 05.05 (017). 05.08.01 (014), 05.10.02 (007).
06.06 (003)
06.09 (019), 08.01 (004). 08.04 (010)
08.03.01 (005). 08.03.05 (001), 08.04 (008), 08.05.01 (009),
08.05.05 (001). 08.05.06 (025), 08.05.06 (030)
08.01 (004). 08.01 (005). 08.01 (008), 08.03.03 (005),
08.03.05 (006), 08.04 (005)
01.01.01.02 (006)
08.01 (001). 08.04 (010), 08.04 (021), 08.05.05 (002)
01.01.01.01 (040), 02.01 (026), 05.10.02 (020), 05.12 (015)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (006), 04.01 (005)
02.03 (024), 02.04 (033). 03.04 (008), 03.04 (013).
04.03.02.01 (004), 05.12.03 (002), 05.19 (001),
05.19 (002)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010).
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.02 (006), 02.08 (020), 03.04.01 (004).
05.08.01 (014), 05.12 (001), 06.07 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.02.03 (002), 02.07 (001), 03.05.05 (006), 06.05 (001),
06.05 (026), 06.07 (001)
01.01.03 (001), 08.01 (001), 08.05.06 (031)
01.01.01.02 (011), 01.02.03 (002), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01 .01 (042), 02.01 (024), 02.01 (025), 02.08 (010),
03.04 (001), 03.04 (008), 05.08.02 (012), 05.10 (018),
06.01 (011), 06.01 (017), 06.02 (029), 06.05 (005),
06.07 (001), 06.09 (028), 08.01 (001), 08.01 (004)
08.04 (010)
01 .01 .01.02 (006), 05.05.01 (016), 05.08.01 (014)

Dilley, La

866
867
868
869
870

Iwanski, Myron
Jull, Pluta
Epn, Joseph R.

871

Kelly, Elizlbdh

872

Butpss, lla G.

873
874

Boswell, JoAnn
Jobe, Lowell A.

87S
876
877

Peters. Gail
Hill, Debbie W.
Phillips, Keith E.

878
879

Trost, Charles H.

earpa.a. Michelle L.

McConnell, M. R.
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880
880

Smith, Vicki
Smith. Vicki

881

Kramer, Anaela

882

Hangi, Pllricia

883
884
885

Buel, Austin
Kolb, Calberine
Zuvela, AIOony J.

886
887
888
889
890
891
892
893
894
89S
896
897
898
899

Response Section Numben
01.01.01.01 (022). 01.01.01.02 (006), 03.08 (023),
05 .05.01 (016), 05.08.01 (014). 05 .09 (001).
07 (001)
05.10 (006). 05.10.02 (010), 05.19 (006). 05.19 (011).
08.04 (014)
01.01.01.01 (022). 01.01.01.02 (006), 03.08 (023).
05.05.01 (016), 05.08.01 (014). 05.09 (001),
07 (001)
06.09 (019), 08.03.01 (007)
08.01 (001). 08.04 (010), 08.04 (014)
08.01 (001)
08.01 (001), 08.05.06 (005)
08.01 (001), 08.04 (010)
08.04 (010)
08.01 (001 ), 08.04 (014)
08.04 (014)
08.04 (014)
08.01 (001). 08.04 (011)
08.04 (014)
03.05 (007), 08.01 (001)
08.01 (001), 08.04 (010)
02.04 (024), 03.05 (002), 04.03 (001), 05.05.01 (001)
05.11.01 (007)
05.12.07.01 (002), 05.15 (023)
05.12.06 (002), 05.12.07.01 (002), 05.13.02 (006),
08.03.01 (013)
02.02 (002). 04.03 (001), 06.05 (016), 06.06 (003)
03.05 (002), 08.01 (001), 08.03.05 (001)
02.01 (026), 02.02 (003), 04.03 (001), 04.04 (001),
06.04 (001), 06.05 (023), 08.03.01 (002)
02.04 (010), 02.06 (033), 03.05 (007), 04.03 (049),
05.10.02 (007), 05.18 (002), 05.18.01 (002), 05.19 (004)

Bny, Kris
Jordan, Thomas
Mitchell, Kelly
Matt, Joey

Esparza. Micah
Moore, Marie
Schmaljen, Jeff
Todd, Mepn
lnabinett, Nathan
Stark, Jenny
Warren, Jeffrey
Condit, Clay
Devlin, Sally
McDonald, Timothy

900
901
902

Campbell, Carroll A.
Grover. Jean
Benjamin, Richard W.

903

Loosier. Carla S.
8-51
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90S

Wagner. Roben J.
Deegan, Roben F.

906

Bechtel, Dermis

907

Brailsford. Beatrice

908

Turner. Roger

909
910
911
911
912
913
914

91S

Morrison, Anita
Christ. Margaret
Pouqer. Bob
Pouqer. Geni
Swenson. Pamela
Knox, Harry W.
Day, Jon
Kelly. Mary T.

916

George, Roxane

916

Hulett, Chris

917

Anderson. Anne M.

904

B-S2

'T>

Respoase Section Numben
01.01.01.01 (004), 01.02.01.01 (006)
01.02.01.02 (006), 02.08 (006). 03.04 (007), 04.03 (027),
06.03 (001), 08.03.04 (001). 08.04 (010)
01.01.01.02 (004), 01.02 (001). 02.06 (031), 04.03 (016).
04.03 (020), 05.12 (011)
01.02.01.02 (002). 01.02.03 (002). 02 (001). 02.01 (030),
02.03 (006). 02.04 (004). 02.04 (007). 02.06 (005).
03.07 (003), 03.07 (004). 04.01 (001). 04.03 (005),
04.03.01 (002). 04.03.01 (012). 04.03.01 (019).
05.10.02 (016), 06.01 (002), 06.01 (013). 06.05 (002).
06.06 (005), 07.01.05 (002). 08.03.03 (004), 09.01 (004)
01.01.01.02 (006), 02.03 (020), 02.04 (001), 02.06 (002),
02.06 (008), 02.08 (018), 02.08 (059), 03.05 (008),
03.07 (003), 04.03 (049), 05.05.01 (016), 06.01 (002),
06.02 (016), 06.03 (013), 06.03.02 (002), 06.04.01 (001),
07.02.03 (002), 08.04 (001), 08.05.01 (003)
01.01.01.02 (006)
OS.I2 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
05.05.01 (016), 05.08.01 (014), 05.12 (001)
05.05.01 (016)
08.05.06 (005)
02.06 (034). 02.07 (006), 02.08 (0S7). 03.08 (010).
04.01 (008). 06.02 (003)
01.01.02 (006), 01.02 (001), 01.02.03 (002), 03.08 (010),
04.03 (001), 04.03.01 (017), 04.0S (018), 05.12 (001).
05.13.01 (002), 08.01 (002)
01.01.02 (006), 01.02 (001), 01.02.03 (002), 03.08 (010),
04.03 (001), 04.03.01 (017), 04.05 (018), OS.12 (001),
OS.I3.01 (002). 08.01 (002)
.
03.03 (002), 08.01 (001), 08.04 (014), 08.04 (018)
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918
919
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03.03 (002). 08.01 (001). 08.04 (014). 08.04 (018)
03.05 (008). 03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (OOS)
04.03 (001). 08.01 (007). 08.03.01 (003). 08.03 .01 (OOS)
01.01.01.02 (011)
06.05 (016)
04.03 (017)
08.04 (010). 08.05.06 (OOS)
02.01 (024). 02.01 (030). 02.02 (002). 02.03 (012),
02.04 (020), 02.04 (030), 02.04 (040), 02.04 (043).
02.04 (044), 02.04 (045), 02.04 (046), 02.04 (047),
02.04 (048), 02.04 (049). 02.04 (OSO), 02.04 (051),
02.04 (052). 02.04 (053), 02.04 (054), 02.04 (061).
02.08 (037). 03.04 (003), 03.04.01 (007). 04.01 (001).
04.02 (001). 04.03 (021), 04.03 (039), 04.03 (054).
04.03 (061), 04.03.01 (007). 04.03.01 (014), 04.03.01 (028),
04.03.01 (031), 04.03.01 (032), 04.03.01 (033).
05.02 (006), 05.02 (010), 05.02 (011). 05.02 (012).
05.02 (013), 05.02 (014), 05.02 (015), 05.02 (018),
05.02 (0£9), 05.02 (020), 05.02 (021), 05.02 (022),
05.02 (023). 05.02 (024). 05.02 (025). 05.02 (026),
05.02 (027), 05.02 (028). 05.02 (029). 05.02 (030).
05.02 (031), 05.02 (032). 05.02 (033), 05.02 (034),
05.02 (035), 05.02 (036), 05.02 (037). 05.02 (038).
05.02 (041). 05.02 (047). 05.02 (048). 05.02 (049).
05.02 (OSO). 05.02 (052). 05.02 (055). 05.02 (056).
05.03 (001). 05.04 (008). 05.04 (011), 05.04 (013).
05.04 (022). 05.04 (026). 05.05 (017). 05.05.01 (001).
05.05.01 (002). 05.05.01 (003), 05.05.01 (004).
05 .05.01 (006), 05.05.01 (007), 05.05.01 (008).
05.05.01 (009), 05.05.01 (010), 05.05.01 (011),
05.05.01 (012), 05.05.01 (013), 05.05.01 (014),
05.05.01 (016), 05.05.01 (022), 05.05.01 (023),

Anderson, Craia P.

WilSOn, Brian E.
Koslowsky. Georae

920

Anonymous

921
922
923
924

Cooke. Kerry
Knipp. Wynne
Granlund, Win
ID. Stale of
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05.05.01 (024), 05.05.01 (025). 05.05.01 (037).
05.05.01 (041). 05.06 (004), 05.06 (005), 05.06 (007).
05.06 (008), 05.06 (012), 05.07 (001), 05.07 (002).
05.07 (003). 05.07 (006). 05.07 (007), 05.08 (001).
05.08 (002). 05.08 (008), 05.08.01 (001). 05.08.01 (002).
05.08.01 (010), 05.08.01 (019), 05.08.01 (020).
05.08.01 (027), 05.08.01 (029). 05.08.01 (031).
05.08.01 (032), 05.08.01 (040), 05.08.01 (042).
05.08.01 (048). 05.08.01 (051). 05.08.01 (052).
05.08.01 (055), 05.08.02 (002). 05.08.02 (004).
05.08.02 (006). 05.08.03 (001), 05.08.03 (013),
05.08.03 (014), 05.09 (001). 05.09 (008), 05.09 (016).
05.09 (017), 05.09 (019). 05.10 (001), 05.10 (003).
05.10 (017), 05.10 (025). 05.10 (026), 05.10 (039),
05.10 (040), 05.10 (043), 05.10 (045). 05.10 (047),
05.10 (050), 05.10 (051), 05.10 (052). 05.10 (063),
05.10.01 (001), 05.10.01 (002), 05.10.02 (001),
05.10.02 (002), 05.10.02 (004). 05.10.02 (009),
05.10.02 (013), 05.10.02 (017). 05.10.02 (024).
05.10.02 (025), 05.10.02 (027), 05.11.01 (004),
05.11.03 (005), 05.11.03 (006). 05.11.03 (010),
05.11.03 (016), 05.11.03 (019). 05.11.03 (021).
05.11.03 (023). 05.11.03 (027). 05.11.03 (028).
05.11.03 (030). 05.11.03 (032). 05.11.03 (033).
05.11.03.03 (001), 05.12 (006), 05.12 (014),
05.12 (016), 05.12.02 (001). 05.12.05 (002). 05.12.06 (001).
05.13.01 (004), 05.15 (011), 05.15 (013). 05.17 (001).
05.17 (002), 05.18.01 (009). 05.19 (005). 05.19 (009).
05.19 (017). 06.01 (014), 06.02 (009), 06.02 (022).
06.02 (028). 06.02 (030), 06.02 (031). 06.03 (004).
06.03 (005), 06.03 (006). 06.03.01 (002). 06.04 (011),
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924

ID. Slale of

925

Kirk. Amy

926

Noland. Jae

927

Hall. David

928

Lancaster. Colleen

929

Frazier. M.

930

Prilcbeu. Jane R.

931

Sdlmidl. Peter

932
933

ColliM. Arthur L .

06.06 (007). 06.06 (009), 06.08 (001), 06.09 (047),
07.01 (002). 07.01 (003), 07.01 (007), 07.01.02 (001),
07.01.02 (005), 07.01.02 (006). 07.01.03 (002),
07.01.04 (001), 07.02 (001). 07.02.01 (002), 07.02.01 (004).
07.02.01 (005). 07.02.02 (001), 07.02.02 (002),
07.02.04 (003). 07.02.04 (004), 07.04 (003), 07.04 (006).
07.04 (007). 08.05.05 (002), 08.05.05 (003). 08.05.05 (004),
08.05.05 (007), 08.05.05 (008), 08.05.05 (009),
08.05.05 (010), 08.05.06 (013), 08.05.09 (004),
08.05.10 (004), 08.05.10 (009), 08.05.10 (011),
08.05.11 (008), 08.06 (009), 08.06 (013)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (006), 03.08 (023).
05.05.01 (016), 05.08.01 (014), 05.09 (001),
07 (001)
02.04 (056), 05.04 (006). 05. 11.02 (006), 05.12 (001),
05.12.03 (002), 05.13.02 (005)
01.01.01.01 (005), 02.04 (017). 04.03 (001), 05.12 (001).
06.05 (012)
01.02.03 (002), 03.05 (006). 06.02 (006), 06.05 (016),
06.06 (003), 07 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006). 02.01 (009), 03.03 (008). 03.04 (014),
04.03.01 (017)
01.01.01.02 (006). 02.01 (019), 02.01 (009), 03.04 (002),
03.07 (003), 05.05 (017), 05.05.01 (016), 05.12 (001),
05.12 (005). 05.12 (010), 05.12.06 (002), 05.12.07.01 (002),
06.05 (017). 06.05 (029), 07.01.04 (002)
02.01 (008). 04.04 (008). 05.09 (001), 06.07 (001).
08.04 (010). 01.04 (028)
01.02 .03 (002)
03.04 (013). 05.10 (002), 05.10.02 (002), 05.19 (001),
05.19 (002)

w.

Epn. Joseph R.
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934
93S

Wine, Beverly J.
Wine, Beverly J .
Kirkpatrick, B. J.

936

Butler, Julie

937
938

SonnenberJ. Mark
Epn. Joseph R.

939

Cnwford. A. C.

940
941
942
943
944
946
947

WriJhl. Cllherine
Bndshaw. Ken
Pllheal. Colen
TeitJC, ThomiS
Beeman. Janel
Martin. Marilyn
SieJel. TIIJUI
Gilden. Saacy

948
949

Mix. Mary A.
Smith, Matt

9SO

Teasley. Marlese
AMhony, Geor1e

94S

9SI
9S2
9S3
954

9SS

Response Section Numben

Name

02 .07 (002), 03.08 (011), 08.03 .01 (008), 08.04 (008),
08. (009), 08.04 (014)
02.07 (002), 03.08 (011). 06.09 (013), 08.03.01 (008),
08.04 (008), 08.04 (009), 08.04 (014)
03.08 (009), 04.03.01 (001), 04.04 (008), 04.05 (009).
05.05.01 (015), 05.09 (008), 09.01 (004)
06.04 (001)
02.01 (010), 05.10 (002). 05.10.02 (002), 05.12 (012),
05.13.02 (002), 05.19 (001), 05.19 (002)
02.08 (032), 03.08 (002). 05.12 (013), 05.19 (OOS),
05.19 (013), 06.02 (023), 06.03 (010), 06.08 (002),
06.08 (008), 06.09 (026). 06.09 (027). 06.09 (OSO)
05.08.01 (014), 07.01.02 (004)
03.03 (008), 05.08.01 (014), 07.02.06 (OOS)
05.12 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006), 03.05 (007)
01.02.03 (002), 05.09 (002), 05.12 (001)
01.02.03 (002), 05.12 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.08.01 (014), 05.09 (002). 05.12 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006), 03.05.05 (010), 03.08 (010), 04.03 (026),
05.08.01 (014), 05.12 (001). 06.09 (023), 06.09 (040),
06.09 (041), 08.03.01 (001). 08.03.03 (002)
05.08.01 (014), 05.09 (OOS). 05. 12 (001)
02.08 (002). 03.03 (008). 03.03 (012)~ 05.05.01 (016).
05.08.01 (014), 05.08.01 (023)
01.01.01.02 (006), 03.07 (004). 05 . 19 (011), 06.0S (011)
01.01.01.02 (02S), 02.04 (OOS), 03.07 (004), 05.09 (002).
06.06 (003), 08.01 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006). 05.12 (001), 05.19 (011)
03.07 (003), 05.08.01 (014)
01.01.01.01 (022), OS.05.01 (016), 05 ."08.01 (014)
03.03 (008), 05 . 12 (001), 06.04.02 (001), 08.03.01 (OOS),

Blades, Jonnie
Wills. Steve
Mills. John D.
Allen. Bruce
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9SS

Allen. Bruce

9S6

Barrows. Bill

9S1
'9S8

Caccia, John
Roaen, Kris

9S9

Gorham, Sara
Glaccum, Ellen

960
961
962
963
964

Steffens, Veronica
Palheal, Helen

96S

Kippina. David
Keisel, Allison

966

967
968
969
970
971

Response Section Numbers

Name

08.03.03 (003)
01 .01.01.01 (008), 01.02.03 (002), 03.03 (008), 03.04 (010),
03.0S (009), 03.08 (011), OS.OS.Ol (016), 07.04 (001),
08.03.01 (OOS)
02.03 (019), 03.0S (007), 03.0S (008), OS.l2 (001)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (006), 01.01.01.02 (028).
03.0S (007), 03.0S (008), 03.07 (004), OS.10.02 (016),
OS.II.03 (020)
OS.08.01 (014), OS.Il.03 (020), OS.l2 (001)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (006), 02.03 (014),
02.08 (0S2), OS.OS.OI (016), OS.I2 (001), 06.0S (011)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
03.0S (008), 03.07 (003), OS.08.01 (006), 06.04 (001)
01.02.03 (001), 03.0S (007), 03.08 (010), OS.08.01 (014),
OS.II.03 (020), 07.01.01 (002)
01.01.01.01 (022), 06.06 (003), 08.03.03 (002)
01.01.01.01 (022), 03.0S (004), OS.OS.OI (016)
01.02.03 (002)
03.03 (008), 08.04 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006), OS.I0.02 (016)
02 (001), 03.07 (004), 03.08 (013). 04.03.01 (017)
01.02.03 (002), 02.01 (023), 02.04 (023), 02.07 (004),
03.03 (008), 03.07 (003), 03.07 (004), 06.01 (002),
06.03 (002). 08.0S.IO (006)
02.07 (004), 03.03 (008), 03.07 (003). 03.08 (010),
04.01 (OOS), 04.03 (0S8). OS.08.01 (014), 06.07 (001)
02.08 (002), OS.OS (OIS), OS.08.01 (014)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (006), 03.07 (004),
OS.08.01 (014), OS.08.01 (044), OS.I0.02 (007),
OS.I2.08 (001)

Beran. Bob
Fritzler, Lorena

Poner, Martha

Stewan. Mark
Anderson, Hilary
Lentner, Charles

Stewan. Maraaret M.

972

Palter, Roderick

973
974

Walker, Amy

Williams, Xenia
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975
975

WilSOn, Kelley
WilSOn, Kelley

976

secwan. Marpret M.

977
978

Lenker. Jobn
Cbisbolm,Bill

01.01.01.01 (039), 01.01.01.02 (006). 01.02.01 (002).
03.03 (008), 03.07 (003). 05.08.01 (014). 05.11.03 (020),
05.18.04 (002)
01.01.01.01 (022), 02.08 (020). 04.01 (001). 04.03 (OOS).
06.01 (002). 06.04.01 (001). 06.07 (001), 07.01.05 (002).
08.03.01 (003), 08.03.01 (OOS)
03.05.05 (012)
01.01.01.01 (022). 01.01.01.01 (026), 01.01.01.02 (006).
01.02 (001). 01.02.01.01 (003). 02.04 (060). 02.08 (002).
03.03 (008), 03.05 (025). 03.07 (004). 04.03 (021).
04.04.01 (002), 04.05 (018), 05.04 (023), 05.05.01 (016),
05.12 (001). 05.18.01 (012). 06.05 (016). 06.07 (013).
07.01.03 (006), 07.04 (004)
02.01 (001). 02.01 (002), 03.03 (002), 03.01 (006).
05.09 (001), 05.10 (009). 05.10 (057). 05.10.02 (008).
05.11.03 (014), 06.07 (001 ), 07.02.01 (003). 07.02.03 (001 ).
01.03.03 (001), 01.05.06 (OOS)
01.01.01.01 (022). 01.01.01.01 (026). 01.01.01.02 (006).
01.02 (001). 01.02.01.01 (003). 02.04 (060). 02.01 (002).
03.03 (001). 03.05 (025). 03.07 (004). 04.03 (021).
04.04.01 (002). 04.05 (018). 05.04 (023). 05.05.01 (016).
05.12 (001). 05.18.01 (012). 06.05 (016). 06.07 (013).
07.01.03 (006). 07.04 (004)
01.01.01.02 (006). 02.04 (060). 03.03 (002). 03.01 (017).
05.01.01 (014). 05.12 (001), 06.05 (016)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.01.01 (014)
02.02 (003). 02.04 (002). 02.04 (060). 03.08 (010).
05.08.01 (024), 05.08.01 (025). 05.09 (008)
01.01.01.02 (006). 05.04 (014). 05.01.01 (014). 05.18 (002).
05.18.04 (002)
01.01.01.01 (022). 05 .09 (001). 05. 15 (014)
03.05 (008), 04.03 (001), 05.12 (001), 06.05 (002)

919

980

Chisholm, Williml K.

981

Blanchard. Tom

982
983

Scarborouah.

984

Gouley. Richard

985
986

Laveny. Denise
Diepenbrock. Kalhleen

Section Numben

Leslie

Ullhwti

8-58
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987
987
988

Thomas, Tim
Thomas, Tim
Sherrerd, Bill

989
990

Jaquet, Wendy

991

Strausbaugh, Cindy

992
992
992
992
992
992
992
993
993
993
993
993
993
994

Barrows, William F.
Cunninafwn. Don

Response Section Numben

Meyer, Richard

Lockwood, Frank
Mead. David
Questions and Answers. Twin Falls, ID After
Stewan. Marpret M.
Stewan, Mark

Ball, Patricia
Gauley. Richard

Kina. Neil
Questions and Answers, Twin Falls, ID Eveni
Rickards, Peter
Stewan. Margaret M.
Glaccum. Ellen

995

Rolh.Char

996

Barrows, William F.

997
998

Laveny. Denise
Han, Marcia
8-59

01.01.01.02 (006). 05.05.01 (016), 05.10.0 (016).
05.15 (008)
03.05 (007), 04.05 (018). 05.08.01 (014). 05.08.01 (030),
06.08 (003)
01.01.01.01 (022). 02.08 (002), 03.03 (008). 04.03 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.05 (015), 05.08.01 (014),
05.11.03 (024)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.01.02 (006), 03.08 (010).
04.03 (001), 05.18.04 (002)
06.03 (002)
06.03 (002)
06.03 (002)
06.03 (002)
06.03 (002)
06.03 (002)
06.03 (002)
05.11.03 (014)
05.11.03 (014)
05.11.03 (014)
05.11.03 (014)
05.11.03 (014)
05.11.03 (014)
01.01.01.01 (022), 02.03 (014). 02.08 (052).
05.05.01 (016). 05.12 (001), 06.01 (005). 06.05 (011)
01.01.01.01 (022), 05.08.01 (014), 05.12 (001). 08.01 (002),
08.03.01 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.01.02 (012). 01.02.03 (002),
03.04 (010), 03.05 (009), 03.08 (010), 03.08 (011).
05.05.01 (016). 06.09 (030)
01.01.01.01 (022). 05.09 (001), 05.15 (014)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (006), 05.11.03 (026),
05.12 (001), 05.19 (004)
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999
1000
1001
1002
1003

Slifer. Beny
Cole, Chrisline N.
Chandler. Asa

1004

Ki1111Dich. Scott

IOOS
1006

Borquist, Roben E.
Deepn, Roben F.

1007

Bageu, Chrys

1008

Logan. John A.

1009

Lamoue, Chrislian

1011

McCabe, Amy

1012

Myers, Joy

1013
1014

McGrath. James
Stennet, Clim

Wells, Matthew

Todd. Paul

Respoase Section Numben
03.03 (008), 03.05 (008), 06.07 (011), 06.09 (013)
01.01.01.01 (008), 03.08 (017), 05.09 (002). 07.04 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006). 03.03 (008)
01.01.01.02 (006), 04.03 (001), 05.18.01 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006), 04.01 (001), 05.05.01 (016),
05.08.01 (014), 06.01 (002)
01.01.01.01 (OOS), 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
08.03.05 (006), 08.04 (010), 08.05.06 (OOS)
01.02.01.02 (006). 02.08 (006), 03.04 (007), 04.03 (027),
06.03 (001). 08.03.04 (001), 08.04 (010)
01.01.01.01 (004), 01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.01 (029).
01.01.01.02 (008), 01.02 (001), 02.04 (042).
02.08 (039), 04.03 (036). 05.10.02 (002), 05.12 (015),
05.12.06 (002). 05.13.02 (006). 06.05 (002)
04.03 (047), 05.08.01 (015). 05.18.01 (008), 05.18.01 (OIS),
07.01 (008), 07.01.02 (007), 07.01.03 (006)
01.01.01.01 (OOS). 01.01.01.01 (022), 03.04 (010),
03.05 (009), 03.08 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011), 02.03 (007), 02.04 (021), 02.04 (041),
02.07 (007), 03.04 (008), 04.03 (041), 04.03.01 (001).
04.03.01 (002), 04.03.01 (006), 05.04 (027), 05.05 (024),
06.07 (015)
01.01.01.01 (002), 01.01.01.02 (012), 01.01.02 (001),
01.02 (001), 01.02.03 (003), 02.01 (021), 02.04 (055),
03.04.01 (007), 03.07 (004), 04.03 (008), 04.04 (011),
05.03 (002), 05.09 (001), 05.09 (008), 05.10.02 (017),
05.12.06 (004), 05.12.08 (001), 06.05 (001), 06.06 (003),
06.07 (001), 06.07 (014), 07 (001), 08.03.01 (008),
08.03.03 (002), 08.05.06 (027)
01.01.01.01 (001). 02.08 (009)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.02 (001), 03.03 (008), 03.07 (003),
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1014

Slennet.Ciinc

lOIS
1016
1017

Heckler. Hilde
Bybee. R. V.

Wade. Many

1018

Wade, Many

1019

Shipley. Diana

1020

Shipley. Diana Y.

1021

Turner. Roger

1022
1023
1024

Jayne. Jerry
Jayne, Gerald A.
Turner, Roger

102S

Nickerson. Jack

1026
1027
1028
1029
1030
1031

Kenney. Dick
Beitel. George A.
Beitel. George A.
Ball. Lynn W.

S.OS.OI (016), OS.08.01 (014), OS.18.04 (002),
08.01 (009)
OS.08.01 (014), OS.12 (001), 08.01 (OOS)
01.01.01.02 (006). 04.03 (001), OS.08.01 (014), OS . I2 (001)
03.0S (029). OS.08.01 (014), OS.10.02 (002). OS.l2 (001).
06.0S (002), 08.03.01 (013)
03.0S (029), OS.08.01 (014), OS.10.02 (002), OS.12 (001).
06.0S (002), 08.03.01 (013)
01.01.01.01 (022). 01.01.01.02 (006), 03.07 (004),
03.08 (004), 03.08 (010), 06.0S (019). 07.04 (001)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (006). 03.07 (004).
03.08 (004), 03.08 (010), 06.0S (019), 07.04 (001)
01.01.01.01 (022). 02.01 (026), 02.03 (008), 02.03 (022).
02.04 (0S8), 02.06 (030), 03.03 (008), 03.0S (008),
03.07 (003), 04.03 (001), 06.0S (002), 08.03.03 (002)
03.08 (007), OS.06 (003), OS.06 (012), OS.19 (003)
OS.06 (003). OS.06 (012), OS.19 (003)
01.01.01.01 (022), 02.01 (026), 02.03 (008), 02.03 (022),
02.04 (001), 02.06 (030), 03.03 (008), 03.0S (008),
03.07 (004), 04.03 (001), 08.03.03 (002)
OS.OS.01 (016), OS.11.03 (007), OS.11.03 (008),
08.01 (001)
01.02.03 (002), 02.07 (001), 03.0S.OS (011), 06.0S (016)
01.02.03 (002)
01.02.03 (002)
OS.06 (013)
06.04 (001)
01.01.01.01 (01S), 01.01.01.01 (022), 01.02 (001),
02.01 (009), 03.08 (014), 03.08 (017), OS.08.01 (016),
05.11.03 (009), 05.11.03 (014), OS.11.03 (03S),
06.03 (014), 06.0S (001), 06.07 (001)

Ward. Sonne

Rickards. Peter
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1032
1032

Rickards, Peter
Rickards. Peter

1033

Duplessis. Lee

1034

Duplessis. Lee

1034

McDaniels. Trimclda

1035

Brailsford. Beltrice

1036

Kaufmann, Theresa M.

1037

Kaufmann. Theresa M.

1038
1039
1040
1041
1042
1043

Rice, Chuck
Rice. Charles M.

Tanner. John B.
Caldwell, Lindsey

1044

Hayball. Breu

Response Section Numben
02.03.01 (002), 05.08.01 (014), 05.08.01 (016), 05.10 (044),
05.10 (046). 05.10.02 (008), 05.11.03 (009), 05.11.03 (011),
05.11.03 (020), 05.15 (015). 07.02.01 (003), 07.04 (004),
08.05.06 (OOS)
02.08 (002), 03.08 (011), 04.03 (001), 05.10 (029),
05.10.02 (002), 05.10.02 (007), 05.13.01 (001)
02.08 (002), 03.08 (011), 04.03 (001), 05.10 (029),
05.10.02 (002). 05.10.02 (007). 05.13.01 (001)
02.08 (002), 03.08 (011), 04.03 (001), 05.10 (029),
05.10.02 (002). 05.10.02 (007). 05.13.01 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.01.02 (002), 01.02.03 (002).
02.07 (008). 02.08 (002). 02.08 (008). 02.08 (020),
03.07 (003), 03.07 (004), 04.01 (001), 04.03 (OOS).
04.03.01 (001). 04.03.01 (012). 04.03.01 (019),
04.04.01 (007). 06.04.01 (001), 06.05 (016), 07.01.05 (002),
09.01 (004)
01.02.03 (002). 04.01 (001). 04.03 (001), 06.01 (005).
06.05 (002). 06.05 (016). 06.07 (001), 06.09 (042)
01.02.03 (002), 04.01 (001). 04.03 (001), 06.01 (OOS),
06.05 (002). 06.05 (016). 06.07 (001). 06.09 (042)
01.01.01.01 (002). 01.01.02 (001)
01.01.01.01 (002). 01.01.02 (001)
02.06 (039)
05.10.01 (008)
07.01.01 (001), 08.03.05 (006)
01.01.01.01 (029), 01.02.03 (001). 01.02.03 (002).
06.07 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006). 01.01.01.02 (026). 02.03 (009),
02.04 (007), 02.04 (031), 02.04 (038), 02.04 (055),
02.08 (013). 02.08 (026), 03.07 (001). 03.07 (008).
04.03 (015), 04.03 (037). 04.03 (052). 05.02 (039),
05.02 (044). 05.03 (002), 05.03 (006), 05.03 (007),

Drewes. Kenneth N.
Horan. John R.
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1044

Hayball, Brett

1045

Hayball, Brett

1046
1047
1048

Craia, Senator Larry E.
Schrade, Jeff
Allen, Donald

1049

McDaniels, Trimelda C.

1050

Duplessis, Lee

1050

McDaniels, Trimelda C.

1051
1052
1053

Elle, Jean
Elle, Jean
Kempthorne. Dirk
Kempthorne, Dirk
Proksa, Marao

IOS4
lOSS

Respoase Section Numben
05.05.01 (036), 05.08.01 (014), 05.09 (001),
05.10.02 (017), 05.11.02 (008), 05.12.06 (004),
05.15 (009), 05.18.04 (002), 05.19 (012), 06.05 (016),
06.07 (001), 07 (001), 08.03 .01 (015), 08.03.03 (002).
08.03.03 (003), 08.04 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.01.01.02 (026), 02.03 (009),
02.04 (007), 02.04 (031), 02.04 (038), 02.04 (055),
02.08 (013), 02.08 (026), 03.07 (001), 03.07 (008),
04.03 (015), 04.03 (037), 04.03 (052), 05.02 (039),
05.02 (044), 05.03 (002), 05.03 (006), 05.03 (007),
05.05.01 (036), 05.08.01 (014), 05.09 (001),
05.10.02 (017), 05.11.02 (008), 05.12.06 (004),
05.15 (009), 05.18.04 (002), 05.19 (012), 06.05 (016),
06.07 (001), 07 (001), 08.03.01 (015), 08.03.03 (002),
08.03.03 (003), 08.04 (006)
01.02.01.02 (013), 06.04 (008), 06.09 (030)
02.02 (005), 06.04 (008), 06.09 (030)
01.01.01.01 (008), 03.05 (024), 03.08 (011), 04.05 (018),
05.09 (001), 05.18.04 (002), 06.05 (016), 06.06 (003)
02.04 (011), 03.04.01 (002), 03.08 (011), 04.01 (001),
05.10.02 (002), 05.11.03 (001), 06.09 (008), 09.01 (004)
02.04 (011), 03.04.01 (002), 03.08 (011). 04.01 (001).
05.10.02 (002), 05.11.03 (001). 06.09 (008), 09.01 (004)
02.04 (011), 03.04.01 (002), 03.08 (011), 04.01 (001),
05.10.02 (002), 05.11.03 (001). 06.09 (008), 09.01 (004)
01.01.01.01 (022), 03.08 (007), 03.08 (023), 07.04 (008)
01.01.01.02 (006), 03.08 (007). 03.08 (023), 07.04 (008)
03.01 (014), 06.06 (003), 07 (001)
03.01 (014), 06.06 (003), 07 (001)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.02 (006), 01.03 (001),
02.07 (001), 02.08 (002). 02.08 (020), 03.02 (002),
B-63
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lOSS

1056

Proba, Maqo

1057
1058

Wide, Mike

1059

Hensel. David

1060
1061

Wee,. Steven

1062

Skinner, Roben

1063

Skinner, Roben L.

1064

Tate, Deborah

Hensel, David

Daly. Kalberine R.

106S

Daly, Katherine R.

1066

Turner, Kaye

Respoase Section Numben
03.04 (017), 03.07 (003). 03.08 (011). 03.08 (017),
04.03 (001), 05.08.01 (014), 05.09 (001), 05.10 (008),
05.12 (003). 05.16 (001). 06.07 (001), 06.09 (010),
06.09 (024). 08.03.01 (004)
01.01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.02 (006). 01.03 (001 ),
02.07 (001). 02.08 (002), 02.08 (020), 03.02 (002),
03.04 (017), 03.07 (003), 03.08 (011). 03.08 (017),
04.03 (001), 05.08.01 (014), 05.09 (001), 05.10 (008),
05.12 (003). 05.16 (001), 06.07 (001), 06.09 (010),
06.09 (024), 07 (001), 08.03.01 (004)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.01 (022), 03.05 (007), 03.05 (027). 03.07 (004),
04.01 (001), 04.03 (006), 05.16 (001), 06.03 (013),
06.05 (001), 06.05 (002), 06.07 (001), 08.03.03 (002)
01.01.01.01 (022), 02.04 (028), 03.05 (007), 03.05 (027),
03.07 (004), 04.01 (001), 04.03 (058), 05.16 (001).
06.03 (013), 06.05 (001), 06.05 (002), 06.07 (001),
08.03.03 (002), 08.03.03 (003)
01.01.01.02 (006), 08.03.01 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006), 02.01 (029), 02.08 (051), 04.01 (001),
04.03 (021), 04.03 (038), 04.03 (051), 04.04.01 (001),
05.09 (001), 05.10.02 (002), 06.01 (002), 06.02 (01S),
06.06 (003), 06.07 (001), 08.03.03 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.03 (002), 05.11.03 (038),
06.07 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.03 (002), 05.11.03 (038),
06.07 (001)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (028), 02.01 (026),
02.07 (012), 03.07 (003). 07.04 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006), 08.03.01 (001)
01.02.03 (002), 03.05 (008), 06.05 (002)
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1067
1068
1068
1068
1068
1069
1070
1070
1070
1070
1070
1076
1077

Turner, Kaye

1080

Sanderson, Richard E.

Dold, Ann
Questions and Answen, Idaho Falls, ID Afte
Rickards, Peter
Ward, Sonne
Bales, Alben

McDaniels, Trimelda C.
Nickerson, Jack
Proksa, Margo
Questions and Answen, Idaho Falls, ID. Eve
Rickards, Peter
Barber, Bnd T.

McDonald, Timodly

B-6S
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01.02.03 (002), 03.0S (008), 06.0S (002)
OS . II.03 (014)
OS. II.03 (014)
OS.II .03 (014)
OS. II.03 (014)
04.03 (004), 04.03 (012)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (004)
09.01 (010)
OS.I2.06 (002), 05.12.07.01 (002), OS.I3.02 (006),
08.03.01 (013)
01.02.01.01 (001), 02.01 (022), 03.04 (OOS). 03.04 (006).
03.04 (022), 03.0S (028), 03.07 (006), 03.07 (007),
03.08 (018), 04.03 (043), 04.03 (063), 04.03.02.01 (003).
04.04.01 (006), 04.0S (OIS). 04.0S (023), OS.02 (OOS),
OS.02 (0S3), OS.03 (004), OS.04 (009), OS.04 (010),
OS.04 (017), OS.06 (009), OS.08 (003), OS.08 (007).
OS.OI (008), OS.OI.OI (020). OS.08.01 (022). OS.08.01 (033).
OS.08.01 (OSO). OS.08.03 (004), OS.09 (012), OS.IO (011),
OS.IO (OIS), OS.IO (016), OS.IO (019), OS.IO (020),
OS . IO (029), OS.IO (032), OS.IO (036), OS.IO (037),
OS.IO (042), OS.IO (0S3), OS.IO (06S), OS.IO.OI (007),
OS.I0.02 (OOS), OS.I0.02 (OIS), OS.II.OI (009),
OS.II.OI (010), OS.II.OI (011), OS. II.OI (012),
OS.II.03 (014), OS.II.03 (022), OS.II.03 (029),
OS.II.03 (034), OS.I1 .03 (036), OS.I2 (001), OS.12 (01S).
05.12.07.01 (001), OS.16 (001), OS.I7 (003),
OS.17 (004), OS.18.01 (003), OS.18.01 (004), OS.18.01 (007),
OS.18.01 (013), OS.I8.01 (014), OS.I8.0S (001),
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1080

Sanderson. Richard E.

1081
1082
1083
1084
1085
1086
1087
1088

Coaan. Lindy

1089
1090
1091
1092
1093
1094
1095
1096
1097

1098
1099
1100
1101
1102
1103
1104
1105

Koben, Marcia
Rowe, Jennifer

Stireman, James
Record, Terry
Harris, Lisa
Sharpe, Roberta R.
Moredock. Elizlbctb
Heft, Philip

Robens, Randy
Knipa, Carol
Jones, Eleanor
Connelly. Joan
Van Every, Roben

Harvey, Jan
Watkins, Karen
Finn, Ellen
Bndley, Edith
Green, Jody
FlU.. WiUiam
Stone. Gary

Hoke, Leah
Ovennan, Roben

Michael, Frank
Kenipn, Llurie

Respoase Section Numben
05.19 (005). 05.19 (018), 06.02 (025). 06.02 (036),
06.02 (037). 06.04 (012), 06.04 (013), 06.07 (001),
06.07 (008), 06.09 (052), 06.09 (053), 07.01.04 (003),
07.03 (001), 07.03 (002), 08.06 (014), 08.06 (018).
08.06 (019)
01.02.03 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.01 (022)
05.19 (011)
01.01.01.01 (008). 01.01.01.01 (022)
01.01.01 (002), 08.01 (001)
01.01.01.01 (008), 01.02.03 (002), 03.04 (010). 03.05 (009)
01.01.01.02 (011), 05.10.02 (008)
03.07 (003)
01.01.01.02 (011), 02.06 (001), 06.09 (013)
01.01.01.01 (008), 03.04 (010), 03.07 (004)
08.04 (010), 08.04 (015)
05.12.06 (002), 08.01 (001). 08.03.01 (005)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.01 (003)
01.01.01.02 (011). 05.10.02 (007)
08.04 (010)
03.05 (007), 05.16 (007)
08.01 (004), 08.04 (018), 08.05.06 (005)
01.01.01.02 (006)
05.08.01 (014), 05.19 (011)
01.01.01.02 (006), 03.05 (002), 05.11.03 (012). 05.12 (001)
04.01 (005), 06.04 (001). 06.05 (001), 06.06 (008),
06.07 (007). 07 (001)
01.01.01.01 (022). 01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (006). 04.03 (001)
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106
107
108
109
110
Ill
Ill

112
113
114

liS
116
119
1120

Name

Response Section Numbers

~ICCOIDID.

01.01 .01.02 (006), OS.08.01 (014), OS.IO (006)
02.06 (001). 06.09 (013)
08.01 (004), 08.04 (013), 08.0S.06 (030)
01.02.03 (002)
08.04 (010), 08.04 (014)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
06.0S (001)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.02.03 (002)
01.02.03 (002)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.01 (01S), 02.01 (028), 02.04 (002), 02.04 (007),
02.04 (009), 02.04 (042), 03.04 (004), 04.01 (001).
04.01 (004). 04.03 (001). 06.09 (044)
01.02.01.01 (007), 02.01 (022). 03.04 (OOS), 03.04 (006),
03.04 (022), 03.0S (028), 03.07 (006), 03.07 (007),
03.08 (018). 04.03 (043), 04.03 (063), 04.03.02.01 (003).
04.04.01 (006), 04.0S (01S), 04.0S (023), OS.02 (OOS),
OS.02 (0S3). OS.03 (004), OS.04 (009), OS.04 (010),
OS.04 (017), OS.06 (009), OS.08 (003), OS.08 (007),
OS.08 (008), OS.08.01 (020), OS.08.01 (022). OS.08.01 (033),
OS.08.01 (OSO), OS.08.03 (004), OS.09 (012), OS.10 (011),
OS.IO (01S). OS. 10 (016), OS.IO (019), OS.10 (020),
OS.IO (029), OS.10 (032). OS.10 (036), OS.10 (037),
OS.10 (042), OS.10 (0S3), OS.10 (06S), OS.10.01 (007),
OS.10.02 (OOS), OS.10.02 (01S), OS.11.01 (009),
OS.Il.01 (010). OS.11.01 (011). OS. Il.01 (012).
OS.I1.03 (014), OS.11.03 (022). OS.11.03 (029),
OS.II.03 (034), OS.II.03 (036). OS.I2 (001), OS.I2 (01S),
OS.I2.07.01 (001), OS.16 (001), OS.I7 (003),
OS.l7 (004). OS.I8.01 (003), OS.l8.01 (004), OS.I8.01 (007),

Joe
Powen, Julian
Gllsseir. Rox
Van Der Hant. John
Palmer, Doua
Saccoman. Bill
Saccoman. Piny
Little, Glen
Shocwell, Evelyn
ar...cr.Keidl
Hunprford. Clark
Gyorke. Joseph
Costner, Brian
Sanderson, Ridwd E.
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1120

Sanderson. Richard E.

1122
1122
1123
1125
1126

Gauer. Madelon
Gauer, Paul
Honon, Lynn B.

Knapp, Malcolm R.
Sanderson, Richard E.

Response Section Numbers
05.18.01 (013). 05.18.01 (014), 05.18.05 (001),
05.19 (005), 05.19 (018). 06.02 (025). 06.02 (036).
06.02 (037). 06.04 (012), 06.04 (013). 06.07 (001),
06.07 (008). 06.09 (052), 06.09 (053). 07.01.04 (003),
07.03 (001), 07.03 (002), 08.06 (014). 08.06 (018).
08.06 (019)
05.08.01 (030), 06.05 (016)
05.08.01 (030). 06.05 (016)
08.04 (014)
09.01 (010)
01.02.01.01 (007), 02.01 (022), 03.04 (005), 03.04 (006).
03.04 (022), 03.05 (028). 03.07 (006), 03.07 (007),
03.08 (018), 04.03 (043). 04.03 (063), 04.03.02.01 (003),
04.04.01 (006), 04.05 (015), 04.05 (023), 05.02 (005).
05.02 (053). 05.03 (004). 05.04 (009), 05.04 (010),
05.04 (017). 05.06 (009), 05.08 ,003), 05.08 (007).
05.08 (008), 05.08.01 (020), 05.08.01 (022), 05.08.01 (033),
05.08.01 (050), 05.08.03 (004). 05.09 (012). 05.10 (011),
05.10 (015), 05.10 (016), 05.10 (019). 05.10 (020),
05.10 (029), 05.10 (032). 05.10 (036), 05.10 (037),
05.10 (042), 05.10 (053), 05.10 (065), 05.10.01 (007),
05.10.02 (005), 05.10.02 (015), 05.11.01 (009),
05.11.01 (010), 05.11.01 (011), 05.11.01 (012).
05.11.03 (014), 05.11.03 (022). 05.11.03 (029),
05.11.03 (034). 05.11.03 (036), 05.12 (001), 05.12 (015),
05.12.07.01 (001), 05.16 (001), 05.17 (003),
05.17 (004), 05.18.01 (003), 05.18.01 (004), 05.18.01 (007),
05.18.01 (013), 05.18.01 (014), 05.18.05 (001),
05.19 (005), 05.19 (018), 06.02 (025), 06.02 (036),
06.02 (037). 06.04 (012), 06.04 (013), 06.07 (001),
06.07 (008), 06.09 (052), 06.09 (053), 07.01.04 (003),
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1126

Sanderson, Ridwd E.

128

McDonald, Tim

129

Quinley, Vickie
Sower. Bob W .
Peterson. Samara

130
131
132
133
134
13S

136
137
138
139
140
141
1142
1143
1144
114S
1146
1147
1148
1149
II SO
IIS1
11S2
11S3

IIS4
IISS

Response Section Nwnben
07.03 (001), 07.03 (002), 08.06 (014), 08.06 (018),
08.06 (019)
08.03.01 (013), 08.04 (010)
05.08.01 (014)
01.01.01.02 (006)
03.07 (004), 05.08.01 (030)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.01.02 (005)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.08.01 (014), 05.10.02 (016)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.01.02 (005), 05.08.01 (014)
08.05.05 (002)
01.01.01.02 (011), 05.18.01 (005), 06.04 (008), 06.09 (013)
01.01 .01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
05.12 (001)
05.18.04 (002), 01.01 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006), 04.03 (001), 04.05 (003)
05.01.01 (014)
04.03 (001), 05.10.02 (016)
01.01.01.01 (022), 05.12.08 (001)
01.01 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006)
05.05.01 (016)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01 .01.01.01 (010), 01.01.01.02 (011)
03.05 (007), 03.05 (008), 04.01 (001), 04.01 (005),
05.08.01 (014), 05.11.03 (001), 05.12 (001)

Morpn. LaRene
Arkoosh, Karen
Fisse,Roa
Buys. Barbara
Wallblum, Gary
Sbolwell. Cornelia

Subr. Debbie
Hodp, Mary
Apperson. Jerry
Hill, Joy
Wimberly, Jan
Strona. Tye
Bourner. Darrell
Smiley, Jane
Bates. Dorothy
Line, Lois
Ki... Marilee
Kleinklof, Karl
Teusher, Meryle
Moeller, Mary
Mlnulll, Judy
Benson, Marpret
Baldocdli. Dennis

Cuebeau, Max
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IIS6
IIS7
IIS8
IIS9
1160
1161
162
163
164
16S
166
lfi7
168
169
170
171
172
172
173
174
17S
1176
1176
1177
1178
1179
1180
1181
1182
1183

Response Section Numben

Name

02.08 (009), 05.08.01 (014), 05.08.01 (041)
05.08.01 (014)
01.01.01 .02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
05.08.01 (014), 05.11.03 (020)
01.02.03 (002), 03.03 (008), 03.08 (013), 04.03 (001),
05.12 (001), 05.13.01 (002), 06.04 (004), 07.04 (001),
08.01 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01 .01.01.01 (022)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.02.01.02 (017)
05.08.01 (014)
08.01 (001)
08.01 (001)
03.04 (014)
01.01.01.01 (01S)
01.01.01.02 (011)
05.08.01 (014)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (011), 05. 12.08 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006), 07 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (011)
02.08 (001)
01.01.02 (007), 01.02.03 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.02 (001), 05.08.01 (014)
08.04 (010), 08.04 (013), 08.04 (021)
OS.l2 (001), 05.13.04 (001), 05.16 (OOS), 08.01 (001)

Annstrona. Ted
Tsdlirai. Scott

Baslee, Ondell
Hatinp, Virainia
Day. Raymond
Hulcue. Christin

Bean, Stacy
Fowler, Halle
Lanipn, Karen

Bowman, Bill
Quinn, Tim

Heykamp, Elaine
McLauplin, Pam
Unpr, Richard
Pannell, Georae
Clemela, Linda
Pomeroy. Betsy
Pomeroy, Nelson
Sallep. Pegy
Russell, Donald
Capalbo, Joseph
Malone, Mn. Paul

Malone, Paul
Breedlove, Debbie
Fowler, H~ppy
Warren, Jeffrey

Alsdorf, Todd
Edwards, Carol
Boyle, Terry
Erickson, Randee
8-70
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1184
1184

185
186

187
188
189
190
191
192

193
194
195
196
197
198
199
1200

1201
1202
1203
1204
1205

1206
1207
1208
1209

1210
1211
1212
1213

N8111e

RespoDR Section Numben
OJ .01.01.01 (005), 01.01.01.01 (013), 01.02.03 (002),
02.04 (001), 03.05 (001), 04.01 (001), 04.03 (001).
04.03 (021), 06.07 (001). 06.09 (042)
01.01.01.02 (006)
05.12 (001)
01.01.01.01 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.02.03 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011), 03.08 (010). 06.06 (003)
08.04 (010)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.01 (015), 01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.01 (022), 02.04 (029), 03.05 (001), 05.04 (024)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (011)
08.05.06 (005), 08.05.06 (006)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011), 03.03 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.02.03 (002)
06.09 (013), 08.01 (001)

Belzer, Fred
Belzer, Fred

Bick,Susan
L&fto. Kevin
Bng, Willilm A.
Randolph. Sperry
Haaz, Nan
Allen. Raymond
Dixon, Marjorie
Strawser. Mary
Parreae, Joe
WIIIOII, JKbon L.
Ricbaa, w.

Broob,JMorley' Mary Kay
Doenlm, Euaene
Snow, Dickey
Gleaves, Richard
Heindsnwnn, Slndra
WIIIOII, Carole
Hoover, Elizlbelh
Runstein, Helen
Gordon, Marprel
McGebee. Coanie
IIIey, Gary
Billinpley, Adron
Coop. Linda
Dowel. Joyce
Martin, Pluline
Donaldson, Jeanne
Wurster. Connie
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DK~tNo.
1214
121S
1216
1217
1218
1218
1219
1220
1221
1222
1223
1224
122S
1226
1227
1228
1229
1230
1231
1232
1233
1234
123S
1236
1237
1238
1239
1240
1241
1242
1243
1244

RelpCIIIR Section Numben

Name
Wison, Hazel

01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011), OS.I2 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.02.02 (002),
.04 (004)
01.02.02 (002),
.04 <004>
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.01 (022)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.02.03 (002)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.04 (013), 01.04 (014)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.01.01.02 (011), OS.I2 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (006)
02.(11 (012)
02.(11 (012)
04.03 (OOS), 04.03.01 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011), OS.I2 (001)
OS.IO (002)
09.01 (004)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (011)
02.(11 (012)
01.01.01.02 (006), 03.0S (008), 03.01 (013). OS.I2 (001)
OS.I8.04 (002)
02.(11 (012)
02.(11 (012)
09.01 (004)
02.(11 (012)

CSOIJO, Alex
Slout, Dan
O.on, Marcia

m
m

Sloknes, Kjell
Sloknes, Marilyn

Dnper, Marp

Jauy. Boyd
Vance, Jesse
Fnaden,Jael
Bell, Willanl

McReynolds, Sulln
Rice, JoAnn

Mimi, Fern
Jones, Jewel

Fennema, Dillie
Vanderven, Peter
Zajac, Nell
Monicker, Jeannine

Ewald, Linda
Sbont, Timothy
Matsu-Piuot, Yuki
Mitchell, Don
Scudder' Gary
Fuller. Robert

Brown, Normln C.
Gruhl, Wide
Picquet, Cberyn
Campbell, Barbara
Silverman, Larry
Kinard, Deborah
Kessler, Peter
B-72
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Naaae

1245
1246
1247
1248
1249
1250
1251
1252
1253
1254
1255
1256

Gorenflo. Louise
Beasley. Alton
Wbeeler. Paiae
Johnson. Elaine
Johnson. Sally
Fowler. Corinne
Blumprener. Caarloue
Mannina. Mary
Wep~~~~. Jerry
Mendoza. Mary
Zanover. Sally
u,a.ur. Mary 8edl

1257
1258
1259
1260
1261
1262
1263
1264
1265
1266
1267
1268
1269
1270
1271
1272
1273
1274

RespoDR Sectloa Numben
03.03 (001). 05.12 (001). 05.18.04 (002)
02.01 (026). 02.04 (005). 06.05 (011). 09.01 (007)
02.07 (012)
01.02.03 (002)
01.01.01.01 (022)
01.01.01.01 (015). 05.12 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006). 03.01 (024). 07 (001)
01.04 (010). 01.04 (013)
01.01.01.02 (002). 05.01.01 (014)
02.07 (012)
01.04 (010)
01.01.01.01 (022). 01.01.01.02 (006). 04.03 (001).
05.01.01 (014)
02.06 (036). 05.19 (001). 09.01 (004)
01.01 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.02 (005)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006). 05.01.01 (014)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.12 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006). 03.07 (003)
01.01.01.02 (011)
05.12 (001). 01.01 (001)
01.02.01.02 (005)
05.12.04 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.01 (004). 01.03.02 (001). 01.04 (013).
08.05.06 (005). 01.05.06 (023). 01.05.07 (004)

Neumann, David
T•kahasbi, Dana
Pearson. Esther
Lawson. Loretta
Mc:Calln, Anita
Frazier. Kalbleen
Coyle. Gaylord
Tippett. VernaL.
Hamen, Adeline
Kincbeloe, Karen
SieJer• Karyn
Parks. Steve

Conaer. Bill
Duvall. Jami
Shame. Belly Ann
Velasco, Steve
Davidson. Nancy
Allen. Pal
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Response Section Numben

1275
1276
1277
1278
1279

Lanipn. Sieve
Barney. Jody
McDaniels. Trimelda
MClemore. Janis
Walton, Barbua A.

1280
1281
1282
1283
1284
1285
1286
1217
1288
1289

Cox, Chris
Ludden. Beverly
Parson. Ernest

1290
1291
1292
1293
1294
1295
1296
1297
1298
1299
1300
1301
1302
1303
1304

Walberley-Wbite,

Toler. Sluan
Holtz,Ubby
Sirball, &... L.
Stoke, JOIIIIban

Blood,TU.
Lanponby. Helen
McLauplin. Plm
~

Baldwin, June
Hopn. Terry
Swartmlln, Marpret
Saapst, Lab w.
Howard. Sleven

Smith. Eric
Bowen. Randy L.
Pinnell. Deborah
Blunon, Eleanor

Blair, Joy
Benjamin, Marvel
Knecbl, Dieler
Sowdon, Doua
Galton, Leslie
B-74
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03.05 (007). 05.12 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (006), 02.04 (019). 03.05 (008)
01.01.01.02 (020). 06.09 (013), 08.04 (010)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.02.03 (002). 05.12.08 (001 ).
06.05 (016)
03.07 (003), 06.09 (013)
01.01.01 .02 (006). 07.02.01 (003)
01.01.01.02 (006)
03.05 (007). 05.09 (001)
02.08 (002). 04.03 (001). 05.08.01 (014), 08.01 (001)
05.08.01 (014)
03.08 (011). 04.04 (008), 05.12.06 (002), 06.09 (013)
01.01.02 (OOS)
01.02.03 (002)
01.01.01.01 (008), 01.02.03 (002). 02.04 (060), 04.03 (001),
05.12 (001)
08.01 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (020), 05.08.03 (OOS), 08.04 (008), 08.06 (004)
03.03 (008), 03.07 (004), 05.08.01 (014)
01.01.01.02 (011)
03.08 (009), 05.11.03 (039), 06.05 (016)
01.01.01.01 (015), 05.12 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.02.03 (002)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.08.01 (014)
02.08 (015), 08.01 (OOS)
06.01 (011). 06.09 (013). 08.04 (010), 08.04 (014)
03.08 (009), 03.08 (010)
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1307

McAuley, Mike
Tyler. Nancy
Scbimdt, Helena

1308

Scannella, Joe

130S

1306
1309
1310
1311
1312
1312
1313
1314

Response Section Numbers

Name

01 .01 .01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (011), OS.08.01 (014)
01.01.01.02 (011)
03.0S (008), 08.01 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
OS.11.02 (006). 06.09 (013)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (013). 03.0S (008)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011), 04.03.01 (001), OS.08.02 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.02.03 (002)
09.01 (004)
01.01.01.01 (029), 03.07 (003), 06.0S (002)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011), OS.10.02 (016), 06.09 (013)
01.01 .01.02 (011)
02.07 (012)
01.01.01.02 (014)
01.02.03 (002)
01.02.03 (002)
01.01.01.02 (011). OS.18.04 (002)
01.01.01.02 (011), OS.18.04 (002)
03.07 (003), OS.10.02 (016), OS.I8.04 (002)
01.01.01.01 (022). 01.01.01.02 (011), OS.12 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011). OS.18.04 (002)
01.01.01.02 (011 ). 03.07 (003), 03.08 (010), 04.01 (OOS)
01.01.01.02 (011)

Bazin, Nancy
Seperich, Yvonne
Groll, Mary F.
Dougherty, AI
Doughert), Jenive

Day, Heather
Mctauplin, Dennis

IllS

Hudson, Jobn

1316
1317
1318
1319
1320
1321
1322
1323
1324
132S
1326
1327
1328
1329
1330
1331
1332
1333
1334
133S

Reed, David
Lowe, Frances E.
Akers, W. H.
Flinn, JlllleS
Crosslin, Leslie

Tuck, Frank
McNabb, Hury 0.
Rosen, Mary Grace
Navarro, Pal
Dempsaer, Michael
Hugbel, Dan
Lieberman, Bernard

Haskew, Mark
Tumlin, Gary
Bunis, Mary S.
Morris, Mary
Phelps, Jim
Kift8. David
Poche, Alllhony F.
Piquet. Margaret
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Respoa~e

Name

1336
1337
1338

Bucbanan, James
Conner, Robert
Miller, Dana

1339
1340
1341
1342
1343
1344

Reed, Ron
Babl, Susan
Switzer, Susan
Burris, Bcuy

01 .01.01.02 (011), 05.12 (001)
01 .01.01.02 (011), 03.08 (010)
02.07 (001), 03.08 (010), 05.15 (005), 05.18.04 (002),
09.01 (008)
02.08 (036), 06.07 (001)
08.04 (010)
01.01.01.01 (015), 03.05 (017), 03.05 (018), 04.01 (005)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
03.01 (011), 06.06 (003), 07.04 (001), 08.01 (001).
08.03.05 (002), 01.04 (010), 08.04 (014), 08.04 (020)
03.01 (011), 06.06 (003). 07.04 (001), 08.01 (001),
08.03.05 (002). 01.04 (010). 08.04 (014). 08.04 (020)
03.01 (011), 06.06 (003). 07.04 (001). 08.01 (001),
01.03.05 (002). 01.04 (010). 01.04 (013), 08.04 (014)
01.04 (020)
09.01 (OCM)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
05.09 (001), 01.01 (001)
03.08 (013)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.01 (008), 02.08 (009)
01.01.01.01 (022). 06.09 (019)
01.01.01.02 (006). 03.07 (003), 06.06 (003)
01.01.01.01 (022). 05.08.01 (014), 05.11.03 (024)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (006), 05.08.01 (014)

Wesley, R. L.
Davison, Dave

1344

Donnelly, Tom

1344

Manbeimer. Elaine

1345
1346
1347
1348
1349
1350
1351
1352
1353
1354
1355
1356
1357
1358
1359
1360
1361

Shaver, Late

Rickeus, w.
Kni.... Joaepb
Buder. Claudia
llenle.-, OenlcliDe B.
Snow. Renee
Bush, Janet
ADOII)'IIIOUI

Gannes, Brenda
Gannes, Randall
Kni.... Glendel
Sanden, Pll
Mannina. Lillian
Curtis, Carol

HaiJhl,

Section Numben

Douala

Pardy. Pauline

Falkner, Mark
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1362
1363
1364
1364
136S
1366
1366
1367
1368
1369
1370
1370
1371
1372
1373
1374
137S
1376
1377
1378
1379
1380
1381
1382
1383
1384
138S
1386
1387
1388
1389
1390

Respoase Section Numben

Name

01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (011). 05.12 (001)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (011), 05.12 (001)
01.01.01.01 (022), 05.12 (001), 05.18.04 (002)
01.01.01.02 (011), 05.09 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
05.12 (001)
05.12 (001)
03.01 (022), 05.10 (031)
01.02.01.02 (006), 05.12 (001), 06.09 (013)
01.02.03 (002), 05.19 (001), 06.03.01 (001), 06.04 (002)
01.01.02 (005)
01.01.02 (005)
05.09 (001), 05.18.04 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (011), 01.02.03 (002), 03.05 (009)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (006). 07.04 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.02 (005), 05.19 (011)
01.01.02 (005)
05.09 (001), 06.09 (013), 08.01 (001), 08.03.01 (008)
08.04 (010)
06.09 (013), 08.01 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006)

Dowd, Kilby
~.JoeJ.

Brigs, Harrison
Brigs,MaryJane
Cain, Edith J.
Blleman, James
Cain, VlfteSSI
Ballard, Carolyn

Myers, Brian
Everson, Rickie
Ewq,MaryJane
Ewq,Robert
Duplessis, Lee
Cavlftllllh, Arlene
Snell, Jim
Parker, Ron A.
Hamilton, Sally
Price, Sdlunn
Hall, Dale 0.
Jay, Richard

Hagerman
Black. Betty
Tyler, William A.
Carman, Barbara
McGhee, Charles
Dixon, Betty
Golay, Judith
Davidson, Fotmy
Brinton. Cora
Powell. Marbeth
Coates, Hazel
Jessen. Neal
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1391
1392
1393
1394
139S
1396
1397
1398
1399
1400

1401
1402
1403
1403
1404
140S
1406
1407
1408
1409

Respo~~~e

N81De

01 .01.01.02 (006)
01.02.03 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.01.02 (OOS)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.01.02 (OOS)
01.01.01 .02 (006), 05.08.01 (014), 07.02.01 (003)
01.01.01 .02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01 .02 (OOS), 01.02.01.02 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.01.02 (OOS), 05.08.01 (014),
06.06 (003)
01.01.01.01 (022), 05.09 (001)
06.09 (013), 08.04 (010), 08.05.05 (002)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.01.01.02 (006)
01.02.03 (002)
08.01 (001)
04.03.01 (017)
07.04 (001)
05.09 (001), 05.12 (001), 07 (001)
08.04 (010), 08.05.04 (007), 08.05.06 (OOS)
08.04 (010)
08.01 (001)
01.02.01.02 (006), 03.05 (007), 06.04.01 (004), 08.04 (010),
08.04 (013), 08.05.04 (002)
08.04 (010), 08.04 (013), 08.05.04 (002)
08.05.04 (003)
03.08 (011), 08.03.01 (OOS), 08.04 (010), 08.04 (021),
08.05.06 (OOS), 08.05.07 (009)
08.04 (010)
08.04 (010), 08.04 (018)
08.01 (001), 08.05.06 (031)

Forrey. Gloria
Holt, Jane

McReynolds. Tom
Woodland, Wide
Mc:Gnlh, Play
Spore. Suzanne
McKniahl. Vi1Jinia
Wriahl. Creed
Gibson, Bryce
Hanson, Annette

Boyles, Jan
Johnlon, Norma
Manealen, Cbarles
Mancnlcn. Marpnt
Soderquist, Linda
Carter. Christine
Hlduke, Forat
Wei~. Sally
Camero, Jane

vmce..

Vieten,
Han, Andrew

1410
1411
1412

Turchinetz, Tildy
Emery. Susan

1413
1414
141S

Sifnu, Martha
VonW.-. Bob
Flanden, Allen

1416
1417
1419

Stevens. Ed
Harper, John

Section Numben

Warner. Sharon
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1420
1421
1422
1423
1424
1425
1426
1427
1428
1429
1430
1431
1432
1433

Kimball, Mlnbew
Ruppe. MaryiiUl
Griffin, Suun B.
Bllke, Gary
Eaves, Debbie
NCUIDIDD,David
Harris, Betty
Girdner. Edweaa

1434
1435
1436
1437
1438
1439

Vqball,EdnaR.
Devine, Shirley
Kalbus, Richard
Han, Ann
Foster. Betty

1440
1441
1442
1444

1445

Respoase Section Nwa•rs
01.01 (004)
01.04 (021)
01.01.01.01 (022)
02.07 (001), 02.01 (002), 03.05 (018)
05.12 (001)
05.19 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.01 (002), 01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011), 05.12 (001)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011), 01.02.03 (002)
01.01.01.01 (022), 05.09 (001)
01.01.01.02 (001), 01.01.01.02 (011), 05.01.01 (047),
05.12 (015), 05.18.04 (002)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (011)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.01.02 (005), 05.08.01 (014)
01.01.01.02 (011), 05.12 (001)
01.01.01.02 (006), 01.01.02 (005), 05.08.01 (014)
01.01.01.01 (022). 01.01.01.02 (006), 04.03 (001).
05.12 (001)
01.01 (001)
01.01.01.01 (022), 01.01.01.02 (011), 05.12 (001)
01.02.03 (002), 02.01 (002)
01.01.01.01 (046), 01.01.01.02 (011), 01.01.01.02 (035),
02.03 (004), 02.04 (059), 04.03 (065), 05.05 (024),
05.01.01 (004), 05.08.03 (016), 05.09 (001), 05.09 (005),
05.09 (015), 05.09 (020), 05.10 (039), 05.10 (067),
05.10.02 (028), 05.11 (003). 05.11 (005), 05.11.03 (003),
05.12 (010), 05.15 (001)
02.01 (033), 08.03.01 (013), 08.03.01 (018), 08.03.01 (022),

Roberta, Lucy
Gaddy, Cllude N.

Teapenny,Ray
Teapenny. PeaY Sue

Mannina. Lilliln
Doyle, Pltridt

Clark, Patricia

Mc:Coy. Mildred
Ernst, Carol
White, C. E.

Usrey. Elpn H.

Harrison. John T.
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By C0111111ent Document Number

Comment
Document No.
1445

Name
Harrison, John T.

Response Section Numben
08.03.03 (001). 08.04 (002), 08.04 (010), 08.04 (012).
08.05.02 (001). 08.05.02 (003), 08.05.02 (004),
08.05.03 (001), 08.05.04 (002), 08.05.06 (005),
08.05.06 (012), 08.05.06 (028)
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COMMENT/RESPONSE DOCUMENT INDEX
Response - Comment Contributor Correlation
Response Section Numben
01.01.01 (002)
01.01.01.01 (001)
01.01.01.01 (002)
01.01.01.01 (004)
01.01.01.01 (OOS)

241.299.563.1086
1013
27S. 680, 714. S2S. 1012, 103S, 1039, 1427
269.483.S3S. 739.763. 797,802,82S,S30.904, 1007.
SIS,S22.S23.601.612, 61S,616.617,61S,619,620,621.
625,627.679.681.683.708,709.710.711,712,713,720.
722, 723. 733. 734, 73S. 739. 746; 747. 748, 749, 7SO, 763,
780, 7Sl, 7S2. 7S3. 784. 78S, 786, 787, 788. 793. 796, 803.
S12. Sl3, S14. SIS, Sl6, S20, 821,822, S31. SSI. SS3. S71,
927, 1004. 1009, lOSS, IOS6, 1184
26, 360.464,S32. 1S1. 762.956.1000.1048. 108S. 1087,
1091' IIS7' 1289. 13S6
11S4
1184
219. 244, 301, 474, 497, 1031, 1119, 1169, 1200, 12SC. 1297.
440,443
223,22S,231,232.247,2S3,210,288,307.449,480,494.
49S,497,S74,S97,612,61S,616,617,61S,619,620,621,
625,627,679,681.682,683,688,690,692,702,708, 709.
710, 711, 712, 713, 720, 722, 723. 734, 73S, 746, 747, 748
749, 750, 7Sl, 7S2, 780. 7Sl, 782, 7S3, 7SS. 786, 7S7. 788,
790, 793. 796, 799, Sl2, Sl3, Sl4, SIS, Sl6, S20, S21, S22,
S2S,82S.S29,S3l,S33,847,8Sl,SS3,860,869, S71,880.
882,92S.9S4.9SS.960,96S,966,974,976.97S,980,9SS,
989,994.995,997,998,1004,1007,1009 1014,1019,
1020, 1021, 1024, 1031, IOSI, lOSS, IOS9, 1064, 1083, 108S,
1104, 1146, 1163, 1164, 1201, 1220. 1249, 12S6, 1279. 1314.
1332. 13S7. 13S9, 1366, 1367, 1380. 1401, 1422, 1432, 1439,
97S, 980
186, 446, 4SS, 610, 739, 1007, 1043, 1320
763

01.01.01.01 (008)
01.01.01.01
01.01.01.01
01.01.01.01
01.01.01.01
01.01.01.01

(010)
(013)
(OIS)
(019)
(022)

01.01.01.01
01.01.01.01
01.01.01.01
01.01.01.01
01.01.01.01

(026)
(029)
(033)
(03S)
(039)

Comment Document Number

m

91S
C-1
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Respo~~~e
Respo~~~e

- COIIUIIellt Contributor Correlatloa

Section NUJDben
01.01.01.01 (040)
01.01.01.01 (041)
01.01.01.01 (042)
01.01.01.01 (043)
01.01.01.01 (045)
01.01.01.01 (046)
01.01.01.02 (001)
01.01.01.02 (002)
01.01.01.02 (003)
01.01.01.02 (004)
01.01.01.02 (005)
01.01.01.02 (006)

868
253
303,877
147
446
1444
1433
1253
294

221,906
730
36, 56, 130, 137, 154, 213, 222, 261, 265, 288. 299, 361.
364,366,421,434,435,436,461,462.466.469,474,476,
497,531,532,534,537,544,548,560,577,579,590,597,
591,601.~.604.607,677, 713,717,718,731,732,737,

756,768,719,798,100,101,804,805,806,107,101,811,
828, 829, 833, 836, 852, 860, 862, 866, 869, 872, 873, 879,
810,882,908,909,911,925,929,930,943,946,947,950,

952,958,960,961,962,969,974,975.978,910,911,912,
914, 987. 990, 991, 996, 998, 1001, 1002, 1003, 1016, 1019,
1020, 1035. 1044, 1045, 1052. 1055, 1056, 1057, 1060, 1061,
1062, 1063, 1065, 1082, 1094, 1095, 1100, 1102, 1105, 1106,
1111, 1113, 1130, 1132, 1133, 1134, 1137, 1138, 1139, 1142,
1143, 1148, 1150, 1151, 1152, 1153, 1158, 1159, 1162, 1172,
1173, 1175, 1176, 1177, 1181, 1185, 1191, 1192, 1194, 1202,
1219, 1226, 1228, 1236, 1239, 1251, 1256, 1259, 1260, 1262,
1263. 1264, 1265, 1266, 1267, 1268, 1277, 1281, 1282, 1291,
1299, 1301, 1305, 1306, 1311, 1312, 1342, 1348, 1355, 1358,
1361, 1365, 1377, 1378, 1310, 1382, 1390, 1391, 1393, 1394,
1395, 1399, 1400, 1403, 1436, 1438, 1439
458,636,637,642,1007
862
232,439,440,443,447,449,645,646,648,649,650,652,

01.01.01.02 (008)
01.01.01 .02 (010)
01.01 .01 .02 (011)
C-2
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Responae - Comment Contributor Correlation
Responae Section Numben

Comment Document Number
~3.6S4,655,6S6,6S8.659.660.661.665,666.667.668.

01.01.01.02 (011)

671,672,673,674,676.758,759,774,876,920,1011,
1088, 1090, 1096, 1104. 1116. 1136, 1154. 1170. 1174, 1178,
1188, 1189. 1190. 1195. 1196. 1198. 1199. 1200. 1203. 1205.
1206, 1207, 1208, 1209. 1210, 1211, 1214. 1215. 1216. 1217.
1221. 1223, 1224. 1226. 1227. 1232. 1235, 1237. 1269. 1273,
1276, 1292, 1295, 1298. 1300, 1307. 1308, 1310, 1315. 1316.
1317, 1321. 1322. 1323. 1324, 1329. 1330, 1332. 1333, 1334,
1335, 1336, 1337, 1342, 1343, 1347, 1349, 1350. 1353, 1354,
1360, 1362, 1363, 1364. 1366, 1368, 1369, 1379, 1381. 1383,
1314, 1396, 1397, 1426, 1427, 1428, 1429, 1430, 1431. 1433,
1434, 1435, 1437, 1441, 1444
1012
1314
651. 1326
250, 1278, 1293
811
951
847, 1044, 1045
958, 1064
825
1444
714, 739, 762, 1012. 1038, 1039
230
847
49, 755, 1132, 1134, 1261, 1287, 1374, 1375, 1385, 1386,
1393, 1394, 1398, 1400, 1436, 1438
916
152, 278, 622, 675, 1180
724, 773, 875
272,470,471,515,742,784,803,825,862,906,916,978,

01.01.01.02 (012)
01.01.01.02 (013)
01.01.01.02 (014)
01.01.01.02 (020)
01.01.01.02 (024)
01.01.01.02 (025)
01.01.01.02 (026)
01.01.01.02 (028)
01.01.01.02 (033)
01.01.01.02 (035)
01.01.02 (001)
01.01.02 (002)
01.01.02 (003)
01.01.02 (005)
01.01.02 (006)
01.01.02 (007)
01.01.03 (001)
01.02 (001)
C-3
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Response - Comment Contributor Correlation
Response Section Numben
01.02 (001)
01.02.01 (002)
01.02.01 (003)
01.02.01 (005)
01.02.01.01 (001)
01.02.01.01 (002)
01.02.01.01 (003)
01.02.01.01 (005)
01.02.01.01 (006)
01.02.01.01 (007)
01.02.01.02 (001)
01.02.01.02 (002)
01.02.01.02 (004)
01.02.01.02 (005)
01.02.01.02 (006)

Comment Document Number
980. 1007. 1012. 1014. 1031
975
307
256. 315
825

ICM
978,980

102
904
1010, 1120, 1126
36, 1398
907, 1035
797
1271
55,151,167,327,351,354,423,637,652.729,792,905,
991. 1006. 1372, 1412
146
765
996
1046
640
463
532, 1164
771
483,538
1218
560
610
610
964. 1043
36, 43, 207, 209, 212, 223. 230, 257, 258, 261. 263, 324,

01.02.01.02 (008)
01.02.01.02 (011)
01.02.01.02 (012)
01.02.01.02 (013)
01.02.01.02 (014)
01.02.01.02 (016)
01.02.01.02 (017)
01.02.01.02 (020)
01.02.02 (001)
01.02.02 (002)
01.02.02 (004)
01.02.02 (005)
01.02.02 (006)
01.02.03 (001)
01.02.03 (002)
c~
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Respoa~e
Respoa~e

- COIIIIDeDt Contributor Correlation

Comment Document NUDiber

Sectloa NUDiben

340,347,350, 3S4,376,437,440,443,445,4S4,458,464,
465,461,469,476,412,610,626,639,726,733,760,768,
779,792,794,797,106,817,818,819,825,837,846,874,
876,907,916,928.932.944.945.956.967,971.996,
1026, 1027, 1028. 1035, 1036, 1037, 1CM3, 1062, 1063, 1066,
1067, 1011, 1017. 1109. 1114. 1115, 1161, 1180, 1184, 1193,
1212, 1222, 1241. 1279. 1211. 1289, 1299, 1318. 1327, 1328,
1373. 1379. 1392. 1404. 1431, 1442
847. 1012
1055, 1056
610
907.970
44. 546. 550,149
473,478.539
515
515
231
225
144. 931
1031
938
515

01.02.03 (002)

01.02.03 (003)
01.03 (001)
01.03 (003)
02 (001)
02.01 (002)
02.01 (003)
02.01 (004)
02.01 (005)
02.01 (006)
02.01 (007)
02.01 (001)
02.01 (009)
02.01 (010)
02.01 (011)
02.01 (012)
02.01 (013)
02.01 (014)
02.01 (015)
02.01 (016)
02.01 (017)
02.01 (018)
02.01 (019)
02.01 (020)

707
849
823
610
610
832
744
930
825

C-5
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Respoaae - C0111111ent Contributor Correlation
Respon~e Sectloa NIIIDben
CmDJDent Document NIIIDber
02.01 (021)
02.01 (022)
02.01 (023)
02.01 (024)
02.01 (025)
02.01 (026)
02.01 (027)
02.01 (021)
02.01 (029)
02.01 (030)
02.01 (031)
02.01 (032)
02.01 (033)
02.02 (001)
02.02 (002)
02.02 (003)
02.02 (005)
02.03 (001)
02.03 (002)
02.03 (004)
02.03 (005)
02.03 (006)
02.03 (007)
02.03 (001)
02.03 (009)
02.03 (010)
02.03 (011)
02.03 (012)
02.03 (014)
02.03 (015)
02.03 (017)
02.03 (018)
02.03 (019)

1012
1010, 1120. 1126
210, 465, 971

177,924
877
251,263,296,497,519,632,868,902,1021.1024.1064,
845
1119
1061
242,483,538,596,601,602,106, ~.907,924
432
348
1445
515

151, 446, 900, 924
595,633,902,983
1047
16

728, 740, 769
483,610,847,1444
269,538

907
447. 610, lOll
1021, 1024
1044, 1045
178
44

924
251,483,538,960,994
251,848
744
823
825,957
C-6
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Respo~~~e
Respoa~e

- Comment Contributor Correlation

Section Numben
02.03 (020)
02.03 (022)
02.03 (024)
02.03 (025)
02.03 (028)
02.03.01 (001)
02.03.01 (002)
02.03.01 (003)
02.03.01 (004)
02.04 (001)
02.04 (002)
02.04 (003)
02.04 (004)
02.04 (005)
02.04 (006)
02.04 (007)
02.04 (009)
02.04 (010)
02.04 (011)
02.04 (014)
02.04 (017)
02.04 (019)
02.04 (020)
02.04 (021)
02.04 (022)
02.04 (023)
02.04 (024)
02.04 (025)
02.04 (026)
02.04 (027)
02.04 (028)
02.04 (029)
02.04 (030)

Comment Document Number
908
1021, 1024
269, 302, 515, 870
595, 610

n1

453
1032
202
453
262,465,545,806,147,901,1024,1114
296,309,351,607,913,1119
610
291,424,431,907

225, 951, 1246
745
413, 531, 147, 907, 10M, 1045, 1119
1119
264, 316, 344, 351, 719, 903

1049, 1050
413,531

m

456, 805, .,.,, 101. 1m

924
447, 1011
453
971
196
718
610,147
610
244, 1059
1201
924
C-7
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Respo.e - CCIDIIIfld c-trlbut.- CorniM...
RapaDR Secu.. NIIDlben
eo-...t DocUIDeld Number
02.04 (031)
02.04 (032)
02.04 (033)
02.04 (034)
02.04 (036)
02.04 (037)
02.04 (031)
02.04(040)
02.04 (041)
02.04 (042)
02.04 (043)
02.04 (044)
02.04 (045)
02.04 (046)
02.04 (047)
02.04 (CMI)
02.04 (049)
02.04 (050)
02.04 (051)
02.04 (052)
02.04 (053)
02.04 (054)
02.04 (055)
02.04 (056)
02.04 (057)
02.04 (058)
02.04 (059)
02.04 (060)
02.04 (061)
02.04 (062)
02.05 (001)
02.06 (001)
02.06 (002)

147. 1044, 1045
595.610
110
633.132
610
446,147
147. 1044. 1045
924
447, 1011
631.145.1007.1119
924
924
924
924
924
924
924
924
924
924
924
924
1012. 1044. 1045
926
147
1021
1444
244,306.364.425.483.538.610,721.971.910.981.983.
924
456
595. 610
245.260.266.270.321.384.395.741,1090.1107
901
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Respon~e

- Comment Contributor Correlation
Respon~e Section Numben
Comment Document Number
02.06 (003)
02.06 (004)
02.06 (005)
02.06 (006)
02.06 (007)
02.06 (001)
02.06 (009)
02.06 (010)
02.06 (016)
02.06 (021)
02.06 (023)
02.06 (024)
02.06 (025)
02.06 (027)
02.06 (021)
02.06 (030)
02.06 (031)
02.06 (032)
02.06 (033)
02.06 (034)
02.06 (035)
02.06 (036)
02.06 (037)
02.06 (039)
02.06 (040)
02.07 (001)

294
315
907
827
351

908
432,433
313

294
595,707
630
595
134,446
26,230
421,430
1021, 1024
906
62
903
147. 915
432,433
1257
297. 305, 346
1()40

147
208,254,295,299,319,441,456,519,530,596,601,610,
874, 1026, 1055, 1056, 1338, 1423
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 18, 19, 20, 23, 24. 25, 31, 32, 33,
57,58,59,60,63,64,65,66,67,68,69, 10, 71, 72, 73,
74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79,81,82,83,14,85,86,87,93,94,
95, 96, 97. 98, 99, 100, 103, 104, 106, 107. 108, 109, 110,
113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124,
280,281,282,283,284,285,286,934,935

02.07 (002)

C-9
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llespoDie - C0111111e11t Coatrlbutor Correlatloa

a..,.._ Sectloa Naaaben
02.07 (004)
02.07 (005)
02.07 (006)
02.07 (007)
02.07 (001)
02.07 (012)

C0111111e11t Document Number
465, 971, 972

858
915
244, 447, 1011
1035
131, 176, 1M, 295, 297, 298, 302, 304, 307, 301, 311, 312,
329, 348, 349, 358, 587' 662, 663, 1064, 1229, 1230, 1238,
1241, 1242, 1244, 1247, 1254, 1325

141

02.07 (013)
02.07 (014)
02.01 (001)
02.01 (002)

731
243,326,368,392,738,741,919,1179
1M,212,257,210,307,311,437,483,510,525,538,553,
561,602,676,731,949,973,978,919,910,919,1033,
1034, 1035, 1055, 1056, 1284, 1423, 1442
602
167,905,1006
173
461, 1035
832, 929, 930, 1013, 1156, 1356

02.01 (005)
02.01 (006)
02.01 (007)
02.01 (001)
02.01 (009)
02.01 (010)
02.01 (011)
02.01 (012)
02.01 (013)
02.01 (015)
02.01 (016)
02.01 (018)
02.01 (019)
02.01 (020)
02.01 (021)
02.01 (022)
02.01 (023)
02.01 (024)
02.01 (025)

877

778
610

847, 1044, UM5
1302

631
901
629
251, 267, 469, 872, 976, 1035, 1055, 1056

847
830
153,643
92
158,446
C-10
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Respon~e
Respon~e

- Comment Contributor Correlation

Section Numben
02.01 (026)
02.01 (027)
02.01 (029)
02.01 (030)
02.01 (032)
02.01 (033)
02.01 (034)
02.01 (035)
02.01 (036)
02.01 (037)
02.01 (039)
02.01 (040)
02.01 (041)
02.01 (042)
02.01 (045)
02.01 (046)
02.01 (047)
02.01 (051)
02.01 (052)
02.01 (054)
02.01 (056)
02.01 (057)
02.01 (058)
02.01 (059)
03.01
03.01
03.01
03.01
03.01
03.01
03.01
03.01
03.02

Comment Document Number
1044, 1045
515
847
847
939

245
546,550
721
1339
924
1007
610

193, 195
603, 644, 726
291

256
261
1061
244, 303, 960, 994

744
744
915
845
901
26, 61, 218, 230, 270, 313, 326, 401

(001)
(002)
(003)
(004)
(005)
(008)
(009)
(014)
(001)

483,538
483,538
531
610
270

184
1053, 1054
423

C-11
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Respo~~~e

- C0111111ent Contributor Correlation
Respon~e Sectloa Numben
Ccwnment Document Nulilber
03.02 (002)
03.02 (003)
03.03 (002)
03.03 (005)
03.03 (008)

478,543,630,1055,1056
311

312,432,438, 605,917,979,981
665

147,202,215,222,298,305,l07,315,316,363,365,407,
411,415,439,470,473,475,481,510,513,539,540,544,
548,602,605,611,624,636,752,764,856,929,941,949,
955,956,968,971,972,975,978,910,919,999,1001,
1014, 1021, 1024, 1161, 1206, 1245, 1294
949
210
177

03.03 (012)
03.03 (013)
03.04 (001)
03.04 (002)
03.04 (003)
03.04 (004)
03.04 (005)
03.04 (006)
03.04 (007)
03.04 (008)
03.04 (009)
03.04 (010)

930
924
1119

ICJm, 1120, 1126
ICJm, 1120, 1126

167,905,1006
49,447,870,177,1011
49
208,612,615,616,617,618,619,620,621,625,627,679,
681,683,708,709,710,711,712,713,720,722,723,734,
735, 746, 747, 748, 749, 750, 780, 781, 782, 783, 784, 785,
786,787,788,793,796,803,812,813,814,815,816,820,
821, 822, 831, 851, 853, 871, 956, 996, 1004, 1009, 1087,
407,595

03.04 (011)
03.04 (012)
03.04 (013)
03.04 (014)
03.04 (017)
03.04 (018)
03.04 (019)
03.04 (021)

825

870,933
299, 301, 929, 1168
1055, 1056
540,595
610
292
C-12
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Volume 3

COMMENT/RESPONSE DOCUMENT INDEX
llespoDie - C0111111e11t Contributor Correlation

Comment Document Number

llespoDie Sedloa N...ben
03.CM (022)
03.CM.OI (001)
03.CM.OI (002)
03.CM.OI (OCM)
03.CM.OI (005)
03.CM.OI (007)
03.05 (002)
03.05 (003)
03.05 (OCM)
03.05 (005)
03.05 (006)
03.05 (007)

1010, 1120, 1126
595
559, 519, ICM9, 1050
172
193
413, 531, 924, 1012
196, 901, 1102
125
966
344
921

495, (HI, 634. 649, 654, 726, 779,127. 136,159, 194, 903,
943, 957. 951, 964, 911, 1051, 1059, 1091, 1155, 1275,
1213, 1412
26,55,245,251,260,265,363,365,512,559,519,630,
635,640,731,742,743,797,901,911,957,951,963,916,
999, 1021, 1024, 1066, 1067, 1155, 1114, 1201, 1239, 1277,
1309, 1314
612, 615, 616, 617, 611, 619, 620, 621, 625, 627, 679, 681,
683,708,109,710,711.712,713,720,722,723,734,735,
746, 747, 741, 749, 750, 710, 711, 712, 713, 714, 715, 716,
717,711,793,796,103,112,113,114,115,116,120,121,
122, 131, 151, 153, 171, 956, 996, IOCM, 1009, 1017, 1379
1341
310, 1341, 1423
600
126
252, 156, 1048
971,980
1051, 1059
1010, 1120, 1126
1017, 1011
126,519,630

03.05 (001)

03.05 (009)

03.05 (017)
03.05 (011)
03.05 (022)
03.05 (023)
03.05 (024)
03.05 (025)
03.05 (027)
03.05 (021)
03.05 (029)
03.05.03 (003)
C-13

Volume 3

COMMENT/RESPONSE DOCUMENT INDEX
...,.._ - Comrneat c.trlbator Correllltloa

c.,...,t Docldlleld Number

...,.._ SedloD Numben
03.05.04 (002)
03.05.05 (001)
03.05.05 (002)
03.05.05 (003)
03.05.05 (006)
03.05.05 (007)
03.05.05 (010)
03.05.05 (011)
03.05.05 (012)
03.06 (001)
03.07 (001)
03.07 (002)
03.07 (003)

726

26
261
274, 290, 603, 729
174

421,430
947
1026

m

261, 515
147. IOM. 1045
125

264,303,312,461,544,541,757,124,907,901,930,953,
963,971,972,975,1014, IGal, 1035,1055,1056,1064,
1019, 1261, 1210, 1320, 1331, 1334, 1351
441,463,465,510,517,560,731,109,836,162,907,950,
951,951.~,971,974,971,910, 1012,1019,1020,1024,
1035, 1051, 1059, 1091, 1131, 1294
147
tom. 1120. 1126
231. tom. 1120, tt26
147. IOM, 1045

03.07 (OCM)
03.07 (005)
03.07 (006)
03.07 (007)
03.07 (008)
03.01 (001)
03.01 (002)
03.01 (003)
03.01 (OCM)
03.01 (006)
03.01 (007)
03.01 (001)
03.01 (009)
03.01 (010)

246,262

147,939
635
1019, 1020
979

223, 368, 719, 736, 1022, 1051. 1052
313
936, 1296, IJCM

53,131,141,198,203,215,254,219,309,402,436,437,
463,517,542,544,541,754,915,916,947,964,972,983,
991,996,1019.1020,1196, IJCM. 1334,1337,1338
C-14

Lit.\

Volume 3

COMMENT/RESPONSE DOCUMENT INDEX

llespoale - COIIIIIIeld CODtrlbator Correlation
COIIIIIIeDt Document Number
llespoale Sectloa NUJDben
4, s. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 18, 19, 20, 23, 24, 25, 31, 32, 33,
S7,SI,S9,60, 63,64,6S,66,67,68,69, ~. 71, 72, 73,
74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79,81,82,83,84,85,86,87,93,94,
95, 96, 97. 98, 99, 100, 103, 104, 106, 107. 108, 109, 110,
113, 114, liS, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124.
146,232,258,262,280,281,282,213,284,285,286,310.
344,432,438,449,450,600,612,615,616,617,618,619,
620,621,625,627,679,681,683,701,709,710,711,712,
713, 720, 722. 723, 728, 734, 735, 740, 746, 747, 748, 749,
750, 756, 758, 759, 760, 764, 769, 774, 710, 781, 782, 783,
784,785,786,787,788,790, ~. 796,103,812,813,814,
815,816,820,821,822,831,851,853,871,876,918,934,
935, 956, 996, 1004, 1009. 1033, 1034, 1048, 1049, 1050,
1055, 1056, 1216, 1344, 1415
232,244,270,297,314,449,519
317,320,321,527,547,~. 1161,1239,1352
1031

03.08 (011)
03.08 (011)

03.08 (012)
03.08 (013)
03.08 (014)
03.08 (015)
03.08 (016)
03.08 (017)
03.08 (018)
03.08 (019)
03.08 (020)
03.08 (022)
03.08 (023)
03.08 (024)
04.01 (001)

44

206,216
847,911,1000,1031,1055,1056
1010, 1120, 1126
220

513,602
1371
251,828,829,833,860,880,812,925,1051,1052
1251
244,453,468,519,595,631,719,737,907,924,976,1003,
1035, 1036, 1037, 1049, 1050, 1058, 1059, 1061, 1119, IISS,
425

04.01 (002)
04.01 (003)
04.01 (004)
04.01 (005)

225

1119
36, 146, 147, lSI, 230, 331, 344, 348, 358, 428, 446, 474,
497,519,545,626,632,640,682,719,733,743,745,777,
C-15

Volume 3

COMMENT/RESPONSE DOCUMENT INDEX

...,.._ - C0111111ent Contributor Correlation
llespoMe Sectloa N~Bben
C0111111e11t Document Number
04.01 (005)
04.01 (001)
04.01 (009)
04.02 (001)
04.03 (001)

869,972,1103,1155,1334,1341
915
483

924
26,151,173,190,209,213,232,242,245,247,253,260,
262,263,265,266,270,305,306,310,360,361,366,408,
417,420,425,432,434,446,449,464,469,474,477,497.
519,541,545,553,595,606,607,624,631,632,718.721.
m. 742, 752, 774, m. m, 109, m. 851, 896, 900. 902,
916,919,927,916,919,991,1002,1016,1021, 1~. 1033,
1034, 1036, 1037, 1055, 1056, 1105, 1119, 1143. 1145, 1161.
1114, 1256, 1214, 1219, 1439
147
151,446

04.03 (002)
04.03 (003)
04.03 (004)
04.03 (005)
04.03 (006)
04.03 (001)
04.03 (009)
04.03 (010)
04.03 (012)
04.03 (015)
04.03 (016)
04.03 (017)
04.03 (011)
04.03 (019)
04.03 (020)
04.03 (021)
04.03 (026)
04.03 (027)
04.03 (031)

1069

10,301,349,354,355,461,519,123,147,907,976,1035,
531, 1051

1012
147
612

1069

147, 1044, 1045
906

922

239

Ia

906

245,448,733,847,924,978,910,1061,1184
947

167,231,291,300,314.424,832,905.1006
252,589
C-16

'-173
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COMMENT/RESPONSE DOCUMENT INDEX
Respo~~~e

- Comment Contributor Correlation
llespoDie Sectloa Numben
COIDIDellt Document Number
186,455
36
1007
1044, 1045
1061
924
519
447, 1011
471
tom, 1120. tt26
847
425, 1001
497
903,901
1061
1044, 1045
132
924
302
132
153, 643, 132
972, 1059
413, 531, 924
tom, 1120. tt26
301
1444
157, 447, 936, 1011, 1035, 1231, 1316
447,612,907,1011
453
151, 446, 515
447, 1011
515, 847, 924
847

04.03 (032)
04.03 (033)
04.03 (036)
04.03 (037)
04.03 (038)
04.03 (039)
04.03 (040)
04.03 (041)
04.03 (042)
04.03 (043)
04.03 (045)
04.03 (047)
04.03 (041)
04.03 (049)
04.03 (051)
04.03 (052)
04.03 (053)
04.03 (054)
04.03 (055)
04.03 (056)
04.03 (057)
04.03 (058)
04.03 (061)
04.03 (063)
04.03 (064)
04.03 (065)
04.03.01 (001)
04.03.01 (002)
04.03.01 (003)
04.03.01 (005)
04.03.01 (006)
04.03.01 (007)
04.03.01 (009)
C-17

Volume 3

COMMENT/RESPONSE DOCUMENT INDEX
RespoDR - COIIIIDeDt Contributor Correlation
Respoa~e SectloD Numben
COIDIIIellt Document Number
04.03.01 (010)
04.03.01 (012)
04.03.01 (014)
04.03.01 (017)
04.03.01 (019)
04.03.01 (020)
04.03.01 (021)
04.03.01 (023)
04.03.01 (025)
04.03.01 (021)
04.03.01 (031)
04.03.01 (032)
04.03.01 033)
04.03.02 (003)
04.03.02 (004)
04.03.02 (006)
04.03.02 (007)
04.03.02.01 (001)
04.03.02.01 (002)
04.03.02.01 (003)
04.03.02.01 (004)
04.04 (001)
04.04 (008)
04.04 (010)
04.04 (011)
04.04 (017)
04.04.01 (001)
04.04.01 (002)
04.04.01 (005)
04.04.01 (006)
04.04.01 (007)
04.05 (001)
04.05 (002)

847
737,

I035

513,597,~ . 605,606,637,916,929,970,

1406

137,240,263,9{17, 1035
847
715
631
847

924
924
924
924
847
847
452
847
158,446
845
1010, 1120, 1126
870
823,902
188,269,329,355,844,931,936,1286

744
1012

251
1061
188, 978, 980
858
1010, 1120, 1126
1035
3, 631
847

C-18

L\1.~
~--~--~------

9{17,

595, 847, 924

Volume 3

COMMENT/RESPONSE DOCUMENT INDEX

llespoale - CcwnJMDt Contributor Correlation
llespoale Sectlaa N. .ben
04.05 (003)
04.05 (OCM)
04.05 (007)
04.05 (009)
04.05 (OtO)
04.05 (Ott)
04.05 (0t2)
04.05 (0t3)
04.05 (0t4)
04.05 (0t5)
04.05 (0t6)
04.05 (Otl)
04.05 (0t9)
04.05 (020)
04.05 (02t)
04.05 (022)
04.05 (023)
05.0t (001)
05.0t (002)
05.0t (003)
05.02 (00t)
05.02 (003)
05.02 (OCM)
05.02 (005)
05.02 (006)
05.02 (007)
05.02 (008)
05.02 (009)
05.02 (OtO)
05.02 (011)
05.02 (0t2)
05.02 (0t3)
05.02 (0t4)

COIIIIDent Documeat Number
1143
730
223
936
847
634

151
792
Mil
tom, tt20, tt26

762
55,9t6,978,910,911, t048
452
733
311
6t0
tom, tt20, tt26
847
847
7t3, t095
ll8t

838
t33
tom, tt20, tt26

924
744
744
847

924
924
924
924
924
C-t9
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COMMENT/RESPONSE DOCUMENT INDEX
Respo~~~e

- Comment Contributor Correlatloa

Respoale Section Numben
05.02 (015)
05.02 (016)
05.02 (018)
05.02 (019)
05.02 (020)
05.02 (021)
05.02 (022)
05.02 (023)
05.02 (024)
05.02 (025)
05.02 (026)
05.02 (027)
05.02 (028)
05.02 (029)
05.02 (030)
05.02 (031)
05.02 (032)
05.02 (033)
05.02 (034)
05.02 (035)
05.02 (036)
05.02 (037)
05.02 (038)
05.02 (039)
05.02 (040)
05.02 (041)
05.02 (043)
05.02 (044)
05.02 (047)
05.02 (048)
05.02 (049)
05.02 (050)
05.02 (051)

Comment Document Number
924
744
924
924
924
924
924
924
924
924
924
924
924
924
924
924
924
924
924
924
924
924
924
847. 1044, 1045
847
924
744
847. 1044, 1045
924
924
924
924
847

C-20

lJ27

Volume 3

COMMENT/RESPONSE DOCUMENT INDEX

...,.,._ - Commeat Contributor Correlation
.....,._ Sectloa Numben
Comment DocuJaeat Number
05.02 (052)
05.02 (053)
05.02 (054)
05.02 (055)
05.02 (056)
05.03 (001)
05.03 (002)
05.03 (003)
05.03 (004)
05.03 (005)
05.03 (006)
05.03 (007}
05.04 (002)
05.04 (004)
05.04 (005)
05.04 (006)
05.04 (007)
05.04 (001}
05.04 (009)
05.04 (010)
05.04 (011)
05.04 (013)
05.04 (014)
05.04 (015)
05.04 (016)
05.04 (017)
05.04 (018)
05.04 (019)
05.04 (020)
05.04 (021)
05.04 (022)
05.04 (023)
05.04 (024)

924
1CJm, 1120, 1126
610
924
924
857,924
847, 1012, 1044, 1045
847
1CJm, 1120, 1126
847
847. 1044, 1045
847. 1044, 1045

.,
.,

fi03
926
847
924
1Gm, 1120, 1126
1CJm, 1120, 1126
924
924
914
515
738
1CJm, 1120, 1126
515
518
292, M)2
M)2

924
978,910
1201
C-21

4~
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COMMENT/RESPONSE DOCUMENT INDEX
...,_.- Ca-meat CoDtrlbator Correllltloa

...,_. Sectm NUJDben
05.04(026)
05.04 (027)
05.05 (011)
05.05 (012)
05.05 (013)
05.05 (014)
05.05 (015)
05.05 (017)
05.05 (024)
05.05 (026)
05.05 (021)
05.05.01 (001)
05.05.01 (002)
05.05.01 (003)
05.05.01 (004)
05.05.01 (005)
05.05.01 (006)
05.05.01 (007)
05.05.01 (001)
05.05.01 (009)
05.05.01 (010)
05.05.01 (011)
05.05.01 (012)
05.05.01 (013)
05.05.01 (014)
05.05.01 (015)
05.05.01 (016)

ea-ment DocUJDeDt NUJDber
924
447, 1011
515
599
515
477,541
477,511,541,973,990
421,435,436,437,467,471,543,761,779,811,162,924,
447, 515, 1011, 1444
536,600
515
610, 745, 896, 924
924
924
924
151
924
924
924
924
924
924
924
924
924
936
437,510.532,597,609,610,761, 7?0,804,811,819,828,
129,833,834,160,879,810,812,908,912,913.924,925,
930, 949, 954. 956, 960, 966, 978, 910, 987. 994. 996.
1003, 1014, 1025. 1149
483,538
599,609
610

05.05.01 (017)
05.05.01 (018)
05.05.01 (019)

C-22

4~
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COMMENT/RESPONSE DOCUMENT INDEX

Respolllf - C0111111ent Coatrlbutor Correlation
llespolllf Sedloa NUDiben
C0111111ent Document Number
707

05.05.01 (020)
05.05.01 (022)
05.05.01 (023)
05.05.01 (024)
05.05.01 (025)
05.05.01 (034)
05.05.01 (03S)
05.05.01 (036)
05.05.01 (037)
05.05.01 (039)
05.05.01 (040)
05.05.01 (041)
05.06 (001)
05.06(002)
05.06 (003)
05.06 (004)
05.06 (005)
05.06 (006)
05.06 (007)
05.06 (001)
05.06 (009)
05.06 (010)
05.06 (011)
05.06 (012)
05.06 (013)
05.07 (001)
05.07 (002)
05.07 (003)
05.07 (006)
05.07 (007)
05.08 (001)
05.08 (002)
05.08 (003)

924
924
924
924
477, 541, 610
599,609
1044, 1045
924
599,609
610
924
515
515
1022, 1023
924
924
847
847,924
924
1«*), 1120, 1126
847
847
847' 924, 1022, 1023

1029
924
924
924
924
924
924
924
1080, 1120, 1126
C-23
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a....-- c-....t c.trlbator C.niM._

a....- Sedllm N~nben
05.01 (006)
05.01 (007)
05.01 (001)
05.01.0t (00t)
05.01.0t (002)
05.01.0t (003)
05.01.0t (OCM)
05.01.0t (005)
05.01.0t (006)
05.01.0t (001)
05.01.0t (009)
05.01.0t (OtO)
05.01.0t (0t2)
05.01.0t (0t4)

05.08.01
05.08.01
05.08.0t
05.08.0t
05.08.01
05.08.01
05.08.01
05.08.0t
05.08.0t
05.08.01

c.n. .t Doc""MIIt N~nber
5t5
tom, tt20, tt26
6to. 924, tom, tt20, tt26
924
~.924

5t5
446,5t5, t444
5t5
963

5t5
5t5
924

5t5
49,56, t30,2t3,233,243,434,469,477,479,413,5t0,
5tt,533,531,54t,547,556,559,560,591,607,609,677,
706, 7tl, 745,752,756,770, 719,104,1tt,lt9,127,121,
129,133,136,137,147,156,160,162,172,179,110,112,
9t2,925,940,94t,946,947,941,949,953,954,959,964,
972,973,974,975,91t,912,914,911,990,995, t003,
t014, 1015, 10t6, 1017, tOt I, t032, UM4, tCM5, t055, 1056,
110t, tt06, tt29, 1133, 1134, 1t44, tt55, t156, 1157. 1160,
1165, 1171, 1111, 1253, t256, 1264, t214, t215, 1294, 1301,
tl07. 1359. t361. 1395. 1400. 1436, 1431

(0t5)
(0t6)
(0t9)

1001

103t. 1032
924
924. tom. 1120. 1126

(020)

(021)

595.610
1om, 1120, 1126
510. 949
147,913
230,147,913

(022)
(023)
(024)
(025)
(027)

924

C-24

~\
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Re.poDR - C0111111e11t Contributor Correlation
R.espoaR SedloD Numben
C0111111e11t Document Number
05.01.01 (029)
05.01.01 (030)
05.01.01 (031)
05.01.01 (032)
05.01.01 (033)
05.01.01 (035)
05.01.01 (037)
05.01.01 (039)
05.01.01 (040)
05.01.01 (CMI)
05.01.01 (CM2)
05.01.01 (014)
05.01.01 (CM7)
05.01.01 (048)
05.01.01 (CM9)
05.01.01 (050)
05.01.01 (051)
05.01.01 (052)
05.01.01 (053)
05.01.01 (054)
05.01.01 (055)
05.01.01 (056)
05.01.02 (001)
05.01.02 (002)
05.01.02 (003)
05.01.02 (004)
05.01.02 (005)
05.01.02 (006)
05.08.02 (007)
05.08.02 (009)
05.08.02 (010)
05.08.02 (012)
05.08.03 (001)

924
560, 988, 1122, 1131
924
924

1010, 1120, 1126
515
515
847
924
610, 1156
924
974
1433
924
825
1010, 1120, 1126
924
924
610
133
924
515
439, 1316
924
858
924
456, 517
924
602
824

304
877

924
C-25
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llapoale - Cmnment Coatrlbutor Correlatloa
llapoale Sedloa N...a.en
05.01.03 (003)
05.01.03 (004)
05.01.03 (005)
05.01.03 (006)
05.01.03 (007)
05.01.03 (009)
05.01.03 (013)
05.01.03 (014)
05.01.03 (015)
05.01.03 (016)
05.09 (001)

Comment Document Number
252
1010. 1120. 1126

1293
825
147
610
924
924
147
1444
251.264.299.306,349.533.542.556.561.597.601.805.
106. 107. . . . 121. 129. 133. 144. 147. lfiO. 110. 812, 924.
925. 931. 979. 915, 997. 1012. 1044. 1045. 1041. 1055.
1056. 1061. 1213. 1351. 1361. 1376. 1317. 1401. 1408. 1432.
270.600.764,944.946,951.1000

05.09 (002)
05.09 (003)
05.09 (004)
05.09 (005)
05.09 (006)
05.09 (001)
05.09 (008)
05.09 (009)
05.09 (010)
05.09 (011)
05.09 (012)
05.09 (013)
05.09 (014)
05.09 (015)
05.09 (016)
05.09 (017)
05.09 (018)
05.09 (019)
05.09 (020)

265.136
233
MI. 1444
147
730
595,597,610.924,936.913.1012
600
605
610
1010. 1120. 1126
602
303
825. 1444
924
924
294
924
1444
C-26
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llespoiiR - Comment Contributor Correlation

Res...- Section Numben
05.10 (001)
05.10 (002)
05.10 (003)
05.10 (004)
05.10 (006)
05.10 (008)
05.10 (009)
05.10 (010)
05.10 (011)
05.10 (012)
05.10"(013)
05.10 (014)
05.10 (015)
05.10 (016)
05.10 (017)
05.10 (018)
05.10 (019)
05.10 (020)
05.10 (021)
05.10 (022)
05.10 (023)
05.10 (025)
05.10 (026)
05.10 (027)
05.10 (029)
05.10 (030)
05.10 (031)
05.10 (032)
05.10 (033)
05.10 (034)
05.10 (035)
05.10 (036)
05.10 (037)

Comment Document Number
924
626,792,933,938,1233
924
847
422,458,473,539,752,756,881,1106
737, 1055, 1056
979
385
1080, 1120, 1126
597,602
28
469,482
1080, 1120, 1126
470, 1080, 1120, 1126
924
877
1010, 1120, 1126
1010, 1120, 1126
182,265,270,385,432,433,597
302,478,543

264
847,924
924
153, 643
175,269,543,847,1033,1034,1080,1120,1126
516
542, 1371
1080, 1120, 1126
825
440,443
744
1080, 1120, 1126
1080, 1120, 1126

C-27
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C0111111e11t DocUJDeDt Number
744
924, 1444
924
744
tom, 1120. 1126
924
t032
924
t032
924
433

05.10 (031)
05.10(039)
05.10 (040)
05.t0 (041)
05.10 (042)
05.t0 (043)
05.t0 (044)
05.10 (045)
05.t0 (046)
05.t0 (047)
05.t0 (041)
05.t0(049)
05.10 (050)
05.10 (051)
05.10 (052)
05.t0 (053)
05.10 (054)
05.10 (055)
05.10 (056)
05.10 (057)
05.10 (058)
05.10 (059)
05.10 (061)
05.10 (063)
05.10 (064)
05.10 (065)
05.10 (066)
05.10 (067)
05.10.01 (001)
05.t0.01 (002)
05.10.01 (003)
05.10.01 (004)
05.10.01 (005)

131
924
924
924
tom, 1120. 1126
S)3

270
132
979
244
S)3

673
744, 849, 924
6t0
tOIO, 1120, 1126
292
1444
924
924
429
192, 269, 277

299,349
C-28
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llelpoDie Sedloa NUIIIben
05.10.01 (006)
05.10.01 (007)
05.10.01 (001)
05.10.01 (009)
05.10.01 (021)
05.10.01 (029)
05.10.01 (030)
05.10.01(031)
05.10.02 (001)
05.10.02 (002)

Comment Document Number
432
1010, 1120, 1126
1041
425,497,538,595,610
453
825
835

146
924
259,269,413,531,744,823,847,924,933,938,1007,
1017, 1011, 1033, 1034, 1049, 1050, 1061
301,349,542,744
924
tom. 1120, 1126
137, 563
306,315,517,650,658,614,706,862,903,974,1033,
1034, 1096
979, 1032, 1018
924
Ill
553
744
924

05.10.02 (003)
05.10.02 (004)
05.10.02 (005)
05.10.02 (006)
05.10.02 (007)
05.10.02 (001)
05.10.02 (009)
05.10.02 (010)
05.10.02 (011)
05.10.02 (012)
05.10.02 (013)
05.10.02 (014)
05.10.02 (015)
05.10.02 (016)

825

tom. 1120, tt26
137,239,257,258,262,269,292,310,364,408,417,463,
483,537,538,597,654,657,858,907,958,969,987,
1133, 1145, 1323, 1331
170,191,199,214,269,302,331,407,483,538,543,924,
1012, 1044, 1045
225
191, 214

05.10.02 (017)
05.10.02 (018)
05.10.02 (019)
05.10.02 (020)

825,868
C-29
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a.,_ Sedlall N'Wben
05.t0.02 (02t)
05.t0.02 (022)
05.t0.02 (023)
05.t0.02 (024)
05.t0.02 (025)
05.t0.02 (OZ6)
05.t0.02 (027)
05.t0.02 (021)
05.tt (OOt)
05.tt (OOZ)
05.tt (003)
05.tt (005)
05.tt.Ot (OOt)
05.tt.Ot (002)
05.tt.Ot (004)
05.tt.Ot (005)
05.tt.Ot (006)
05.tt.Ot (007)
05.tt.Ot (001)
05.tt.Ot (009)
05.tt.Ot (OtO)
05.tt.Ot (Ott)
05.tt.Ot (0t2)
05.tt.02 (00t)
05.tt.02 (005)
05.tt.02 (006)
05.tt.02 (007)
05.tt.02 (001)
05.ti.03 (00t)
05.tt.03 (003)
05.tt.03 (004)
05.tt.03 (005)
05.tt.03 (006)

771

259
2tl
924
924
7f11
924

t444
292

337

t444
t444

arz

t93, t95

924

523
21
155,.,
232,244,449
tom, tt20, tt26
tom, tt20, tt26
tom, tt20, tt26
tom, tt20, tt26
246, 262, 264. 272
515

t40,246,299,30t,307,926, 1313
30t

147. t044, 1045
407,595,1049.1050,1155
21,223.225,270,1444
560
924
924

C-30
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c..._.,t Document N1Bber

Respoale Sedloa N1Bben
05.tt.03 (007)
05.tt.03 (001)
05.tt.03 (009)
05.tt.03 (OtO)
05.tt.03 (Ott)
05.tt.03 (0t2)
05.tt.03 (0t3)
05.tt.03 (0t4)
05.tt.03 (0t5)
05.tt.03 (Ot6)
05.tt.03 (Otl)
05.tt.03 (0t9)
05.tt.03 (020)
05.11.03 (02t)
05.tt.03 (022)
05.tt.03 (023)
05.tt.03 (024)
05.tt.03 (025)
05.tt.03 (026)
05.11.03 (027)
05.tt.03 (021)
05.tt.03 (029)
05.tt.03 (030)
05.ti.03 (03t)
05.tt.03 (032)
05.tt.03 (033)
05.tt.03 (034)
05.tt.03 (035)
05.tt.03 (036)
05.tt.03 (037)
05.tt.03 (031)
05.tt.03 (039)
05.tt.03.03 (OOt)

t025
147. t025
t03t. t032
924

t032
1102
595. 6t0
979. 993. t03t. t061, tom, tt20, tt26

21
924
599
924
615. 951, 959, 964, 975, t032, tt60
924

tom. tt20. tt26
924
990. t359
262

360,3?0,4tl,537,991
924
924

tom. tt20. tt26
924

149
924
924

tom. tt20, tt26
t03t
tom, tt20, tt26
471.543
t062. t063
t296
924

C-3t
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..,.._ Sedlaa NIWben
05.12 (001)

26,137,154,219,222,241,252,260,263,294,297,299,
301,335,421,434,512,532,534,542,559,561,566,646,
652,654,721,732,740,742,719,770,771,199,100,151,

05.12 (001)

172,910,912,916.~.927.930,942,944,945,946,947,

941,952,955,957,959,960,971,910,911,916,994,995,
991, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1011, IC*), IIOZ, 1120, 1126, 1140,
1155, 1161, 1113, liM, 1215, 1226, 1232, 1239, 1245, 1250,
1267, 1270, 1275, 1219, 1297, 1332, 1336, 1366, 1367, 1370,
1372, 1401, 1424, 1429, 1437. 1439, 1441
125
1055, 1056
269,930
924
452

05.12 (002)
05.12 (003)
05.12 (005)
05.12 (006)
05.12 (007)
05.12 (001)
05.12 (010)
05.12 (011)
05.12 (012)
05.12 (013)
05.12 (014)
05.12 (015)
05.12 (016)
05.12.02 (001)
05.12.03 (001)
05.12.03 (002)
05.12.03 (003)
05.12.04 (001)
05.12.04 (002)
05.12.04 (003)
05.12.05 (001)
05.12.05 (002)
05.12.06 (001)
05.12.06 (002)

465
930, 1444

906
931

939
924
469, 161, 1007. 1C*), 1120, 1126, 1433
924
924
246,262
167,252,294,301,314,1'0,926

292
1272
520,526
225
515

924
924
186,246,262,271,272,294,299,349,422,455,899,930,
C-32
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........ Sectlaa N....,_.
05.12.06 (002)
05.12.06 (003)
05.12.06 (004)
05.12.07.01 (001)
05.12.07.01 (002)
05.12.01 (001)

CCJIIUWtlt Document Number
1007, 1077, 1093, 1216
265
147, 1012, 1044, 1045
269,515,1010.1120,1126
263, 269, 299. ){17. 191, 199. 930, 1077
251,264,269,453,511,620,795,125,974.1012.1146.
1174, 1279

211

05.12.01 (002)
05.12.01.01 (001)
05.13 (001)
05.13.01 (001)
05.13.01 (002)
05.13.01 (003)
05.13.01 (004)
05.13.02 (002)
05.13.02 (004)
05.13.02 (005)
05.13.02 (006)
05.13.04 (001)
05.13.04 (002)
05.15 (001)
05.15 (002)
05.15 (003)
05.15 (005)
05.15 (006)
05.15 (007)
05.15 (001)
05.15 (009)
05.15 (010)
05.15 (011)
05.15 (012)

43
246,262,294,297,314
1033, 1034
916, 1161
792
924
931

147
926
199, 1007' 1077
294,299,542.797,1113
642
125, 1444
413, 417, 531, 123
374,127
730, 1331
125
219
917
847, 1044, 1045
147
924
147
C-33
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Cwn'MIIt DocUJDeDt Number

..,.._ SectloD N-ben

924
537,147,915,997
147, 1032
631,641
635
131
147

05.15 (013)
05.15 (014)
05.15 (015)
05.15 (016)
05.15 (017)
05.15 (011)
05.15 (022)
05.15 (023)
05.15 (024)
05.16 (001)
05.16 (002)
05.16 (003)
05.16 (005)
05.16 (006)
05.16 (007)
05.17 (001)
05.17 (002)
05.17 (003)
05.17 (004)
05.18 (001)
05.18 (002)
05.18.01 (002)
05.18.01 (003)
05.18.01 (004)
05.18.01 (005)
05.18.01 (006)
05.18.01 (007)
05.18.01 (008)
05.18.01 (009)
05.18.01 (011)
05.18.01 (012)
05.18.01 (013)
05.18.01 (014)

Ill
210
210, 453, 706, 1055, 1056, 1051, 1059, 1010, 1120, 1126
524
595,610
316, 1113

224,221
127, 1091
924
924
1010, 1120, 1126
1010, 1120, 1126

fiOO
903,914
366, 614, 903, 1002
1010, 1120, 1126
1010, 1120, 1126
1136

825
1010, 1120, 1126
595, 610, 1008
595,924
737

978,980
1010, 1120, 1126
1010, 1120, 1126
C-34
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COJDJDeDt Documeat Number
05.11.01 (015)
05.11.02 (001)
05.11.04 (001)
05.11.04 (002)

1001
132
545
26, 146, 195, 255, 264, 431,439, 413, 531, 602, 651, 731,
127,975,984,991,1014,1044,1045,1041,1141.1240,
1245, 1329, 1330, 1331, 1333, 1331, 1367, 1376, 1433
tom. 1120. tt26
3S7,421,430,60G,1?0,933,931, 1257,1373,1425
1?0, 933, 931
739, 1022, 1023

05.11.05 (001)
05.19 (001)
05.19 (002)
05.19 (003)
05.19 (004)
05.19 (005)
05.19 (006)
05.19 (001)
05.19 (009)
05.19 (011)
05.19 (012)
05.19 (013)
05.19 (014)
05.19 (015)
05.19 (016)
05.19 (017)
05.19 (011)
05.19 (019)
06.01 (002)
06.01
06.01
06.01
06.01
06.01
06.01
06.01

270, 903, 991
924, 939, tom. 1120. tt26
Ill

599
924
325,641,797,154,151,111,950,952,1014,1101,1315
1044, 1045
125,939
515
602

170
924
tom, 1120, tt26
149
177,202,355,465,473,519,539,512,719,797,907,908,
971, 976, 1003, 1061
545,994,1036,1037
251
237
602
259, 177, 1303
461,907
924

(005)
(006)

(001)
(009)

(011)
(013)
(014)
C-35
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.....,._ SectlaD N..-ben
06.01 (016)
06.01 (017)
06.01.01 (001)
06.02 (002)
06.02 (003)
06.02 (005)
06.02 (006)
06.02 (007)
06.02 (001)
06.02 (GOt)
06.02 (010)
06.02 (011)
06.02 (012)
06.02 (013)
06.02 (014)
06.02 (015)
06.02 (016)
06.02 (019)
06.02 {020)
06.02 (021)
06.02 (022)
06.02 (023)
06.02 (025)
06.02 (021)
06.02 {029)
06.02 (030)
06.02 (031)
06.02 (032)
06.02 (033)
06.02 (034)
06.02 (035)
06.02 (036)
06.02 (037)

Conanwd Docullleat Number
259
177
202,247,251,473,412,515,539,543,545,549
610
113, 915
303,132
351,921
545,549
731
924
235, 237. 291, 431
2M
aD
515
515,125
412, 540, 610, 1061
901
599,609,610
456
m. 519, 6to
924
939
tom, 1120. tt26
264,924
177
924
924
545
768
729

m

1080, 1120, 1126
1080, 1120, 1126
C-36
UIL~
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a.pa.e Sedloa NIIIDben
167,515,905,1006
971, 992
515
924
924
924
259,610
610
939
116, 455, 515, 125
451, 515, 901, 1051, 1059
610, 1031

06.03 (001)
06.03 (002)
06.03 (003)
06.03 (004)
06.03 (005)
06.03 (006)
06.03 (001)
06.03 (GOt)
06.03 (010)
06.03 (Oil)
06.03 (013)
06.03 (014)
06.03.01 (001)
06.03.01 (002)
06.03.02 (001)
06.03.02 (002)
06.03.02 (003)
06.04 (001)

m. am

924
595
901
421,430
562,613,623,630,617,776,797,817,832,858,902,937,
963, 1030, 1103
1373
791
1161
321
847
1046, 1047, 1136
235, 424, 431
924
ICJm, 1120, 1126
ICJm, 1120, 1126
901, 976, 1035

06.04(002)
06.04(003)
06.04 (004)
06.04 (005)
06.04 (006)
06.04 (001)
06.04 (010)
06.04 (011)
06.04 (012)
06.04 (013)
06.04.01 (001)
06.04.01 (002)
06.04.01 (003)
06.04.01 (004)

511,626
159
859, 1412
C-37
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Cownent Don••'Mt Number

06.04.02 (001)
06.05 (001)
06.05 (001)
06.05 (002)

955

06.05 (003)
06.05 (CXM)
06.05 (005)
06.05 (007)
06.05 (001)
06.05 (001)
06.05 (010)
06.05 (011)
06.05 (012)
06.05 (013)
06.05 (014)
06.05 (015)
06.05 (016)

626,630
220

146,l02,269,425,610,825,858,859.874. 1012.1031.
1051, 1059, 1103, 1112
233,244.271.425,453,469,477,412,519,541,556,559.
561,620,718,719,737,907,916,1007,1017,1018,1021,
1036, 1037' 1051, 1059, 1066, 1067' 1320
413, 538, 177
730
T¥1
126

213
112,194,212,270,343,851,950,960,994,1246
927
138

344
453
44,137,264,270,344,358,463,468,413,636,642,669,
610,832,147,900,921,928,978,910,981, 1~. 1035,
1036, 1037, 1044, 1045, 1048, 1122. 1279. 1296
119,715,930
1019, 1020
347.588

06.05 (017)
06.05 (019)
06.05 (020)
06.05 (021)
06.05 (023)

140
902

158, 610, 706, 874
158,446
930

06.05(~)

06.05 (028)
06.05 (029)
06.05 (030)
06.05 (031)
06.06 (001)
06.06 (002)

270

610
474
549
C-38
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c-.ent Doct~nwd Nuaaber
06.06 (003)

1,265,312,519,636,642, 712,776,158,862,900,921,
951,965,1012, 1041,1053,1054,1061,1196,1344,1351,
907

06.06 (005)
06.06(006)
06.06 (007)
06.06 (001)
06.06 (009)
06.06 (011)
06.07 (001)

545
924
1103
924
132
151,225,245,266,219,337,446,441,452,469,497,515,
519,546,550,633,745,712,719,140,144,147,172,174,
177,931,972,9?1,919, 1012,1031, loa6, 1037,1043,
1044, 1045, 1055, 1056, 1051, 1059, 1061, 1062, 1063, IGm,
1120, 1126, 1114, 1339
43
132
1103
IGm, 1120, 1126

06.07 (005)
06.07 (006)
06.07 (007)
06.07 (001)
06.07 (009)
06.07 (010)
06.07 (011)
06.07 (012)
06.07 (013)
06.07 (014)
06.07 (015)
06.01 (000)
06.01 (001)
06.01 (002)
06.01 (003)
06.01 (004)
06.01 (006)
06.01 (007)
06.01 (001)
06.09 (001)

471,543,125
561
309, 363, 365, 999
450
971,910
1012
447, 1011
141
629,924
939
729,918
147
610,147
141
939
450
C-39
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06.09 (002)
06.09 (003)
06.09 (004)
06.09 (005)
06.09 (006)
06.09 (007)
06.09 (001)
06.09(009)
06.09 (010)
06.09 (011)
06.09 (013)

06.09 (014)
06.09 (016)
06.09 (017)
06.09 (019)
06.09 (021)
06.09(022)
06.09 (023)
06.09 (024)
06.09 (OZ6)
06.09 (027)
06.09 (021)
06.09 (030)
06.09 (033)
06.09 (035)
06.09 (037)
06.09 (031)
06.09(040)
06.09 (CMI)
06.09 (CM2)

595

m

552
116,452,455
626,159
62, 144, 275

413, 531, ICM9, 1050
259

1055, 1056
91
144,146,230,240,254,251,264,297,299,302,305,310,

314,363,365,451,516,666,667,612,757,147,151,935,
999, 1010, 1107, 1136, 1213, 1271, 1210, 1216, 1303, 1313,
1m, 1m. 1317, 1319, 1402
144, 199, 301, 647

114
250,610,630
244,519,553,163,113,1357
610
430

M7

355,360,429,469,474,517,1055,1056
939
939

177
996, UM6, ICM7
461
MID
5f17
547

632,947
M7

1036, 1037. 1114
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C«wnment Document NUJDber
06.09 (CM3)
06.09 (044)
06.09 (CM6)
06.09(CM7)
06.09 (049)
06.09(050)
06.09 (051)
06.09 (052)
06.09 (053)
(11 (001)

247, 253
1119
126
924
125
939
624

1Cim, 1120, 1126
1Cim, 1120, 1126
56,147,251,510,531,128,829,833,847,860,810,812,
925,928,1012,1044, 1CM5, 1053,1054,1056,1103,1175,
1251, 1401
610
924
924
545
610
924
1001
1CM2
964
230
154, 519, 924
940
924
924
1001
432
924
610
610
610
978, 910, 1001

{11(003)
f11.01 (002)
(11.01 (003)
f11.01 (CXM)
m.o1 (006)
(11.01 (007)

(11.01 (001)
(11.01.01 (001)
(11 .01.01 (002)
(11.01.01 (003)
(11.01.02 (001)
f1l .01.02 (CXM)
(11 .01.02 (005)
(11 .01.02 (006)
(11 .01.02 (007)
(11.01.03 (001)
(11 .01.03 (002)
(11 .01.03 (003)
f1l .01.03 (CXM)
(11 .01.03 (005)
(11 .01.03 (006)
C~l
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.....,._ Sedlaa NIRben

847,924
930
lam, 1120, 1126
610
907, 976, 1035
610,924
413,531

07.01.CM (001)
07 .OI.CM (002)
07 .OI.CM (003)
07.01.05 (001)
07.01.05 (002)
07.02 (001)
07.02.01 (001)
07.02.01 (002)
07.02.01 (003)
07.02.01 (004)
07.02.01 (005)
07.02.02 (001)
07.02.02 (002)
07.02.03 (001)
07.02.03 (002)
07.02.CM (001)
07 .02.CM (002)
07 .02.CM (003)
07 .02.CM (004)
07.02.06 (005)
07.03 (001)
07.03 (002)
07.CM (001)

924

979, 1032, 1211, 1395
924
924
924
924

610,979
901
610
610
924
924

Ml
lam, 1120, 1126
lam, 1120, 1126
212,265,497,607,609, ~. 797,956,1000,1019,1020,
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519,591,594,595,669,670,684,689,690,691,692,693,
699, lOa, 704,105,765, 77S,841,843,867,87S,877,884,
885, 886, 887, 819, 192, 894, 895, 901, 917, 1025, 1016,
1093, 1141, 1147, 1166, 1167, 1183, 1213, 1258, 1270, 1284,
1290, 1309, 1344, 1351, 1317, 1389, 1405, 1411, 1419, 1440
17, 34, 91, 127, 141, 146, 156, 197, 200, 205, 211, 218,
303,322,324,338,339,341,346,310,312,313,384,394,
395,416,500,506,552,593,600,664,690,696,701,739,
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01.01 (001)
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01.02 (001)
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01.02(003)
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165
1014
30, ISS, 176
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192, 194,201,207,254,329,381,315,406,414,S13,947,
995, IOliO, 1065
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146,176,194,191,201,203,212,218,302,919,976
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52, Ill, 138, 142, 147, UiO, 161, 171, tn, 177, 117, 191,
IM, 191, 203, 214, 225, 256, 265, 292, 323, 344, 341, 355,
356,377,315,403,407,413,465,511,513,595,599,609,
730, 764,849,156,164,911,919,955,956,9l6, 1093,
176, 177, 739, 764
138,171,349,315,406,419,113
4, 5, 6, 7, I, 9, 10, II, 19, 20, 23, 24, 25, 31, 32, 33,
52,57,51,59,60,63.64,65,66,67,61,69, lD. 11. n.
73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 71. 79,11,82,13,14,15,16,17,93,
M, 95, 96, 97. 91, 99, 100, 103, ICM, 106, 107. 101, 109,
110, 111. 114, 115. 116, 117. 111, 119, 120, 121. 122. 123,
124. 147. 159, 167. 265, m. 210. 211. 212. m. 214, 215,
216,30l,JOZ, 351,355,413,595,934,935,1012.1317
41,131,277,341,357,351,745
117, 201
277,341,3l0,310,40a,401,413,417,457
193,316.343,344,371,391,714
247,251,253,261,199,1017,1011.1077,1121.1445
177, 179, 30Z
303, 1044, 1045
345
413,531
179. 373. 149, 1445
159
140
117
344, 411, 415, 149, 1445
13,21,367,369,373,409,410,1274
21
147,411,149,979, 1445
44,147,425,711,762,147,849,947,965,1012,1021,
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847. 955, 1044, 1045, 1059
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324, 603, 664, 729, 818, 865, 1005, 1042
42,166,172, 179,2fi9,329,335,411,415,448,582,823,
149, 859, 908, 968
167, 1445
125,377,511,629,765
149
865
10M, 1045
739
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 18, 19, 20, 23, 24, 25, 31, 32, 33,
57,58,59,60,63,64,65,66,67,68,69, 10, 71, 72, 73,
74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79,81,12,83,14,85,86,87,93,94,
95,96,97,91,99, 100,103,104,106,107,101,109,110,
114, 115, 116, 117, Ill, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 280,
281,212,283,214,285,286,344,401,417,512,149,164,
934, 935, 1293
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 18, 19, 20, 23, 24, 25, 31, 32, 33,
57,58,59,60,63,64,65,66,67,68,69, 10, 71, 72, 73,
74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79,81,82,83,84,85,86,87,93,94,
95, 96, 97' 91, 99, 100, 103, 104, 106, 107. 101, 109, 110,
114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 276,
280,281,212,283,214,285,286,934,935
II, 12, 13, 35, 40, 46, 47, 50, 51, 54, 88, 90, 101, 102,
Ill, 125, 128, 131, 134, 138, 139, 140, 142, 143, 145, 149,

01.03.05 (002)
01.03.05 (003)
08.03.05 (004)
08.03.05 (005)
08.03.05 (006)
08.04 (001)
08.04 (002)
08.04 (003)
08.04 (004)
08.04 (005)
08.04 (006)
08.04 (007)
08.04 {008)
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353,355,359.371.374,375.371,379.311.315.316.390.
391.JI3,397.401,414,411.420,459,490,496,499,503.
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13,90, Ill. 145.110,111,239,337,341,342,343,346,
353,359.374,JJ6.311,391.401.414,420,459,490,513.
521.529.567,519.590,512.615,617.700.701.754.110.
150,161.1101. IIIZ. 1225.1252.1274,1344.1412.1413
4, 5, 6, 7, I, 9, 10. 13, II. 19, 20, 23, 24. 25, 31. 32,
33,35,50,57,51,59,60.61.63.64,65.66.67,61.69.
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Ill, 119, 120, 121. 122. 123. 124. 121. 145, 110. Ill, 279,
210.211.212.213.214,215.286.311.330.332.342,344,
401,414.419.499.521.529,530,536,553,610.669,725.
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01.05.01 (003)
01.05.01 (004)
01.05.01 (005)
01.05.01 (006)
01.05.01 (007)
01.05.01 (001)
01.05.01 (009)
01.05.02 (001)
01.05.02 (002)
01.05.02 (003)
01.05.02 (004)
01.05.03 (001)
01.05.03 (002)
01.05.03 (003)
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